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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
S~ Ritual,

and Modernity in Egypt: Language Performance as an Adaptive Strategy

by

Michael Aaron Frishkopf
Doctor ofPbilosophy in Music
university ofCalif~Los Angeles, 1999

Professor Ali Tthad Racy, Chair
Sufi orders became increasingly widespread in Egyptian society from the 12th
century to the 19th, despite criticism directed particularly to ritual perfonnance. But

with the advent ofmodernity, various social transformations began to undermine the

orders' traditional bases for support, while increasing the influence ofcritics. While the
majority ofolder orders sharply declined in scope and influence in the 20th century,
certain orders founded in the modem period have been strikingly successful. How have

newer orders succeeded in adapting to modern conditions?
Sufi rituaI-mainly language performance (LP), including chanting, singing,

.

speaking, lecturing, and praying-is a powerful social tool. The discursive purposes of

Sufi practices are primarily spiritual; ritual brings the mystic closer to God. But rituals
may also fulfill a social function, when LP-via textual, some, and behavioral aspectsattracts members, defends against critics, maintains identity, or upholds social

xvii

centralization and cohesion.

However~

the strategic use ofLP as a social tool is limited

by social structure. Centralized, cohesive orders containing strongly committed

members can better formulate"

disseminate~

and apply group strategies controlling LP

which help to maintain the group. Thus there is a complex interrelation between social
structure and the strategic use ofLP in the orders. Ritual LP is also shaped by the
historical context ofgroup formation.
This dissertation aims to show how ritual control helps the Sufi order to adalttt
and why such controls cannot be effectively applied by the older orders, via diachronic
and synchronic analysis. A history ofthe orders in Egypt underscores the importance of
ritual control in the modem period. Subsequently, an ethnography shows that the
identity ofan order is primarily social and ritu~ and that development of social structure
over time tends to decrease the tariqa's ability to employ LP strategically. Finally,
detailed analyses ofparticular orders shows how modern groups control LP strategically
so as to adapt to modem conditions. In older orders., lacking the social apparatus
prerequisite for strategic control, and formed in response to premodern conditions., LP
reflects tradition and individual interests, but does not support the group as a social
unity.

Technical Notes
A. Notation of Arabic language
The notation of Arabic language using Latin letters is problematic. First, Arabic
script cannot easily be converted to Latin script while preserving readability and
pronounceability. Second, at least three sorts ofArabic language must be treated in a
consistent system: written high Arabic (fusha)" spoken high Arabic" and spoken
conoquial Arabic ('ammiyya). This thesis employs a simplified system oftransliteration
from Arabic to Latin character sets. This system is not a one-to-one mapping" since one
ordinary Latin letter may represent several Arabic letters. In particular the velarized and
unve1arized consonants are not distinguished, nor are the long and short vowels. In
employing such a system, I fonow the usage of several contemporary scholars (e.g. Ernst
1985" Gilsenan 1973).
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or omitted (see below)

In addition:

•

The shadda is indicated by a doubled letter (y15 = "kuttab',

•

Final vowel endings and nunation (i'rab and tanwin) are generally dropped.

•

To' marbuta is drop~ except when preceded by a long fatha vowel when it is
represented as "h", and in construet~ when represented as ''t".

•

Individual words are written separated by spaces; they are not elided even when they
would be in Arabic script.

•

The initial hamza is always dropped (thus "adab" not "'adabj.

•

The definite article is always represented as "aI-", regardless ofthe preceding vowe~
or fonowing "sun" letters (thus "Dhu ai-Nun", not "Dhu'n-Nun''). Harnzat ai-wast is
not notated.

•

The definite article may sometimes be omitted in order to simplify common terms;
thus "Shari'a" rather than "aI-Shari'a".

2

The ambiguities resulting from such a simplification are justified as follows.
Those readers who are fluent in Arabic~ and therefore may be interested in knowing the
Arabic equivalents oftransliterated terms~ will have no trouble deriving them. Those
readers lacking such fluency will-in most cases-neither need nor want to do SOt and the
simpler transliteration system will make the text much easier to read., as well as
facilitating quotation by those who may not be able to employ the complexities ofa
sophisticated transcription system.
Several other issues arise:
Verbal Arabic. For written Arabic~ the system involves a straightforward letter

by letter substitution. But verbal Arabic (whether spoken, sung, chanted, etc.) must first
be notated in Arabic letters before the above transliteration scheme can be applied.
Words taken from oral realizations ofwritten sources are notated according to their
sources. Words taken from oral sources which are not realizations ofwritten sources are
generally transcnoed according to the nearest written form, even when these words are
colloquial Arabic. Thus when Egyptians say "zi.kr"~ ualb", r.'gumr.a"~ uzakirin", I write
"dhikr", uqalb", r.'jum'a", "dhakirin"~ respectively. For the purposes ofthis thesis there

seems little reason to preserve local pronunciation patterns~ and in any case to do so
properly would be vastly more complicated than introducing a few letter substitutions.
Exceptions, for the purpose oftransliterating POetic excerpts, will be noted.
Arabic ill Eng/ish. Some Arabic words which have been adopted as English

words will not be transcribed; rather such words will simply be translated to their English

3

equivalents (e.g. Mecca instead ofMakka; mosque instead ofmasjid) to avoid
confusions.

Plurals. Many Arabic plurals are fonned in non-standard ways (the "broken"
plural); to use Arabic plurals consistently would be confusing to the reader unfamiliar

with Arabic. Besides, Arabic plural forms are not always used for the semantic plural
(e.g. "20 books" employs the singular fonn of "book''). To simplify this situation, plurals
are formed by simply adding the English plural suffix "'s". The context will make clear
whether a final "s" represents plural or is part ofthe Arabic form. For a few common
plurals (e.g. "turuq"}, the Arabic plural form is used; these are defined at first
occurrence.

Italicization, definition. Arabic terms and phrases are italicized and glossed (in
parentheses or by context) at the first occurrence at least. After the first mention, a term
may not be italicized or defined, unless many pages have elapsed since the previous use,
or if it is being used in a new sense.

B.

Dates and References

All dates are CE (Common Era, a.k.a AD) unless otherwise noted.
References are generally given in the standard social science format, by author,
year, and page (e.g. Gilsenan 1973:100). There are three exceptions:
1) In references to alphabetical reference works the title ofthe article replaces
the page numbers. In references to the 2nd edition ofthe Encyclopedia of Islam, EI2

4

replaces the date and the article title (and possibly subheading) replaces the page
numbers (e.g Goldziher EI2:....AhI aI-Bayt').
2) In references to a multivolume work in which each volume is paginated
separately, instead of page number I give volume number and page number, separated by
a colon (e.g. aI-la"fari 1919:3:30, meaning volume 3 page 30).
3) All Qur' anic trans1ations are taken from Pickthall 1981; they are referenced
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1. Introduction
A.

Overview: background, problem, hypothesis

The 20th century has not been kind to the mystical Islamic organizations known
as Sufi orders., or hlnlq (singular tariqa)., in Egypt. The role of Sufism in Egyptian

society has drastically declined over the last century,. due to rapidly changing social
conditions combined with critiques from both Islamic reformist and modem secularist
discourses. Yet particular orders,. most ofthem founded relatively recently., have
nevertheless been quite successful in adapting to the new conditions. In this dissertation,
I compare the historical, social., and ritual dimensions of three contemporary Sufi orders:
two of these have prospered., while the third is in decline. How have the first two
managed to attract committed members, maintain identity, and defend legitimacy within
a social space that has become increasingly hostile to organized mysticism? Conversely.,
why has the third been unable to do so?
The central hypothesis of this dissertation is that successful orders have adapted
to modem conditions by formulating general group-level strategic responses allowing
them to expand while maintaining their characteristic identities (and I will argue that the
identity ofa Sufi order is primarily social), and that the practical realization of these
strategies occurs primarily through control oflanguage performance (LP) in the regular
group ritual called hodra. At the same time, the preconditions for the formulation,
dissemination, and application of such strategies are primarily social: the cohesiveness
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and centralization ofthe order, and the absorption ofgroup identity as the primary
component of members' individual identities. The establishment ofthese preconditions
is also a goal ofLP strategy, since they are necessary for maintaining group identity, and
so a complex: interaction between perfonnance and social structure emerges. The LP of
hadra helps to maintain the group, by attracting members, guarding against critics.. and
reinforcing identity; the latter entails creating the social preconditions which make
strategic LP possible in the first place. Maintenance ofsocial structure both requires
particular patterns in LP, and enables the formulation ofstrategies which produce such
patterns. Older orders lack the requisite social preconditions which would enable them
to formulate strategies~ unregulated, LP is shaPed by historical and individual factors, but
does not contribute much to the group's social needs and may even lead to the
fragmentation or dissolution ofthe group.
Thus not all Sufi orders are equally capable offormulating group-level strategies,
whether represented in LP or not. The situation is further complicated by the fact that
those which are socially constructed so as to be able to strategize as a group need not all
strategize in the same way. Indeed this is necessarily the case. The field of Islam in
Egypt today provides much less room for Sufi orders than before, and different groups
are effectively competing for members within a narrowed arena. Contrasting strategies
develop as a means of asserting individual and characteristic identities, and addressing
particular demographic targets. Successful Sufi groups possess a unique character, a

singular appeal, occupy a unique and recognizable "niche" in the field ofIslam; the
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assertion ofthis character and appeal takes place primarily through the hadra.,

an~

within

the ha~ through LP.
Michael Gilsenan, in his monograph on the Hamidiyya Shadbiliyya tariqa
(fonnally founded in 1926-7), shows how this order's attention to regulated social
control and centralized administration, combined with a strict adherence to Islamic
principles (as well as its relative newness), enabled it to adapt to change and grow in the
mid 20th century, despite the fact that most Sufi orders were then in a state ofdecline.
Indeed, he claims that the Hamidiyya Shadhiliyya was the most highly organized and
active group in Egypt during his research there (in 1964-6) and that it was the only
group to avoid this decline (Gilsenan 1973:7,198-9,206).1
The importance ofcentral control, strict organization, accountability, and Islamic
conservatism as important factors underlying the success ofthe modern Sufi order, and
enabling it to adapt, is indisputable. But what are the practices which establish and
support these factors? Gilsenan' s study supports the notion that the successful order
must actively deploy group-level strategies, i.e. strategies conceived with group goals in
min~

in order to ensure the order's continued viability. But such strategies must be

realized through practical activities facilitated or required by the order.
While members may perform various activities individually, the primary group
activity is the corporate ritual called hadra, and the hadra consists primarily ofLP. The
most effective and economical moment at which a strategy can act upon the whole
group, especially when seeking to reinforce that group as a whole, is at the moment
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when the group is socially convened, in a tightly bounded domain oftime and space. It
foDows that control ofLP in the badra should potentially be one ofthe most effective
tools ofany group-level strategy which seeks to maintain the group, and that we may
search for evidence of strategy in the use ofLP in this group ritual.

In Egyptian Sufi discourse, the overt functions ofLP in badra are ritual and
pedagogic. LP genres are performed which-when recited properly-ought to have the
effect ofraising one's spiritual level,. or increasing one's store of religious knowledge
(which is itself a means toward higher spirituality). However, certain turuq (primarily
those founded in the 20th century) additionally exploit the potential ofLP for the
group's social goals: continuity, identity, expansion, solidarity, and repelling the critics.
Historically, heterodox Sufi ritual has tended to attract the brunt of effective Sufi
criticism; rituaI control is thus an effective means ofstemming this source of decline.
That LP is also capable of directly shaping the social group is one ofthe major claims of
this dissertation, to be supported especially in the analysis ofChapters 8 and 9.
The social function ofSufi ritual is less often recognized in explicit discourse,
probably because social goals are considered somewhat suspect from a spiritual point of

view, and yet social goals are spiritual1y important to members as a means ofmaintaining
and promoting what they feel to be a valuable spiritual path. The potential ofLP toward

these ends tends to depend more on the communicative and affective than the purely
ritual language modes (these modes are discussed below). Active manipulation of the
four multidimensional aspects ofLP-syntactic, semantic, sonic, and pragmatic (these
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aspects are also discussed below)-is a powerful means ofself-direction, though not all
turuq are socially structured so as to be able to take advantage of it. But what seems to

be required for success in the modem period is precisely the social power which control
ofLP provides.
Certainly I do not wish to argue that LP strategies in ritual are entirely
responsible for the success or failure of an order~ if only because such an argument is too
reductionistic in conceiving cause and effect; clearly LP is as much a product ofthe
group as the group is a product ofLP. Chicken and egg conundrums will continue to
bedevil any clear answers. But practically speaking, it is necessary to begin somewhere.,
and ritual Performance is an empirically accessible place to begin. Further, there is merit
in the notion that whatever the factors responsible for a group's success-social
organization, personal charisma, or particular teachings-they can only be applied to
members through concrete acts of human interaction in performance, and such acts are
most intensive during group ritual. Looking closely at Sufi ritual is thus a bit like
listening in at a telephone central: a dense network of communicative intensity through
which a large proportion ofgroup interactions occur.
The newer orders use LP effectively and completely, leaving very little to chance
or individual whim. Features of LP have been determined which act upon members,
draw new members, and construct a particular image for outsiders. In this case, LP
(including music) can be largely understood as a direct or indirect response to the
challenges posed by modernity.
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Older turuq, due to different historical conditioning and a different social
structure., are less able to fonnulate group-level strategies relevant to modem problems.
Although LP is not devoid ofsocial function in these orders., such function exists less by
active design than by the inertia oftradition. Thus one finds that in these orders
outdated strategies continue as the basis for perfonnance even though they no longer
respond to the problems ofthe moment (hysteresis); such strategies may never have
constituted a complete template for performance, and furthermore may erode over time.
Due to such "gaps" in group-level strategies., many features ofLP are filled in by local
shaykhs (here, Sufi leaders., spiritual guides) or individual participants., sometimes

determined improvisationally only at performance-time, and conditioned by individual
motivation and local expedience. Such features are therefore not determined by the
group as a whole, but rather reflect the group's weakened social condition.
Thus the profusion ofLP styles among the Sufi orders in Egypt today results

from at least two f8ctors: the ability ofthe order to control the resources of LP for its
social., as well as spiritual, goals; and the particular strategy (or absence ofone) which
the tariqa adopts as a means ofcoping with a modern world less interested in Sufism
than before. For those groups which employ LP as an active means ofrealizing social

strategies, the form ofLP reflects those strategies, at least to some degree. For those
which do not, the fonn ofLP is a relatively passive expression ofthe group's history and

current state.
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The distinguishing feature of any hadra is LP. Unlike many rituals analyzed by
anthropologists, one cannot characterize the Sufi hadra by means of its visual symbols,
or regular behavioral patterns. These features exist but are subsidiary-in objective
salience and subjective involvement-or else incorporated. within the LP which they
accompany, so that LP always emerges as the preeminent ritual activity.

The prominence ofLP in hadra is in some measure tautological. The term "'LP"
does not represent a named unit oflocal classification (i.e. it is not "emicn ), and I have
purposefully given it an extremely broad and neutraf definition so as to cover all the
vocal genres comprising hadra together with their accompanying behaviors, including
principally: jawatih and ad'iyya (short supplicatory prayers, involving a call-response
dialog between soloist and group), hizb (group recitation ofinvariable extended prayertexts characteristic ofeach tariqa), inshad dini (religious singing, in solo, group, or calland-response formats), dhilcr (group repetitive chanting of one ofthe Names of ~
usually accompanied by rhythmic movements), and religious speeches (sermons,
discussions, teachings), variously called wa 'z, khutba, mudhakara, or dars (performed by
a soloist for the group). I define LP to include not only the textual and sonic aspects of
these activities, but the way they are Performed in a social space (including
accompanying behavior), and by this broad definition I naturally extend the scope and
significance ofthe concept.
Yet this prominence ofLP as a unified category is not merely tautological, but is
empirical as well. Performed language is central in hadra, due to the centrality oforal
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textual recitation in Islam. Nearly every activity in hadra performance is intimately
bound up with language. Furthermore, whatever their differences in textual content, the
various genres ofLP share important non-textual perfonnative features (in the sonic and
pragmatic aspects) which allow them to be grouped together. These features include
heightened attention to delivery; use oftonality, rhythm (and sometimes meter);
procedures for textual selection; restrictions on who may perform, and when; and
prescribed patterns for performance geometry and physical movement. Indeed the fact

that the genres ofLP-eonsidered in all their aspects {tex:tual and non-tex:tual}-bave not
been grouped under one local concept-term is mildly surprising,. and probably results
from the fact that the different genres ofLP must be kePt separate, for the sake of
preserving sacrosanct conceptual boundaries (such as that which divides Qur' anic
recitation from singing), even when such boundaries may not be empirically salient.
While Sufi discourse always holds that the text itself is what is centraI., the performance
in fact operates on many levels at once. By considering sonic and behavioral (pragmatic)

aspects, together with the purely textual ones, we are better able to understand the
effects of such LP in ritual.
The split between discourse and practice extends to the effects ofLP as well, as

was mentioned earlier. Thus, at the level ofconscious intention and discourse among
Sufis, LP genres are primarily a textual means ofcreating spiritual advancement among
tariqa members, by communicating spiritual information, generating spiritual feeling,. or
effecting spiritual results (prayer). Sufis do not deny the importance ofaccompanying
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sound and movemen~ but generally assign these aspects secondary status. But LP also
carries collateral consequences impacting the tariqa~ s social organization. Whatever its
spiritual efficacy, LP is simultaneously powerful as a means of socially organizing the
tariqa, and in this function we will see that sonic and behavioral (pragmatic) features of
LP rank: just as important as textual and semantic ones.
By defining and analyzing LP in a broad sense it becomes possible to see how LP
can take advantage ofthe social density ofgroup ritual to create social effects: to
reinforce group identity (including the maintenance ofa centralized and cohesive social
structure), to recruit new members, and to defend against critics. Ritual performance
thus helps to secure the group in a defensible niche within a modem Egyptian social
space which is either indifferent or actively hostile to the continued existence of the
mystical orders.
Not alI turuq employ LP effectively toward social goals. As was mentioned
earlier, an order's ability to formulate effective strategies for the use of LP in ritual, and
to deploy them throughout an organization, requires particular social preconditions. The
successful orders are what I tenn modernist, born in the modem era, and deeply
conscious ofthe challenges it poses. The modernist group is relatively new, and still
retains the enthusiasm ofits origins in a charismatically charged leader. Such a group

thus constitutes a primary source of identity for members, who are wholly committed to
it. The group is as yet ~ and cohesive. Sacrificing individual self:.interests to
those ofthe group produces a coherent group intelligence and awareness-almost a kind
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ofsuper-organism-which is capable of conceiving ofits own self-interests and devising
strategies to promote th~ and which is coordinated enough to be able to direct its
various parts to carry out a plan.
Such a situation perhaps always obtains in the early days of any religious
movement. But since modern times have straitened the social role of Suti~ it is only
the modernist groups which are able to adap~ and they do so in large measure through
control of ritual performance. Because ofthe delicacy oftheir social positions.. very little
is left to chance in such rituals. Performance is controlled completeIy~ not only that

which takes place under the direct supervision oftariqa leaders at the tariqa~s center, but
even at the remote periphery far from central authority, where individual tariqa chapters
are led by local shaykhs. For such groups., apparent relinquishing ofcontrol is usually
part ofa deliberate strategy as well; improvisation may be employed, but is strictly
circumscnl>ed. Thus there are virtually no "strategic vacuums" (as I shall call them):
aspects ofperformance which., being unregulated by group strategies, are left open to be

filled according to the individual motivations of participants. Because they are new.,
these modernist groups are less likely to feel obliged to employ entrenched Sufi practices
simply by force oftradition. However such traditional practices may be adopted
deliberately for a variety of strategic reasons.
Other orders have been much less successful in strategically adapting to modern
conditions. These tend to be the older turuq, most ofthem founded in pre-modern
Egypt (18th century and earlier), and originally adapted to the social conditions of that
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era, in which Sufism enjoyed a relatively dominant social position. Over time these
traditional orders have become decentralized and lacking in group cohesio~ through a

process ofdevelopment which will be presented in detail in Chapter 3. Members ofsuch
orders tend not to identify with the group as a whole, but rather with local shaykhs (and
perhaps with other followers ofthose shaykhs) who are loosely affiliated with the larger
tariqa. These orders possess neither the requisite levels ofgroup awareness, nor the
unified and cohesive social structure., which would enable the formulation, dissemination,

and application ofeffective group-level strategies. They are therefore unable to use the
potential resources ofLP effectively in ritual. Rituals performed by such groups are
dominated by hysteresis: perfonnative elements which do not respond to present needs.,
but rather represent a strategic adaptation to an earlier historical situation, or merely a
process ofritual accretion and erosion over time. Hysteresis is a kind ofcontinuity by
inertia, by which the past exerts a coercive force upon the present~ modernist groups are
relatively free ofsuch restrictions. Among traditional grOUPSIl ritual may respond
reflexively to modem conditions., passively conforming where external pressure is most

intensive (in a highly visible central ritual, say) without the corresponding formulation of
an active strategic response at the group level.

In traditional orders, low ritual control, combined with ritual erosion over time't
has led to the formation of"'strategic vacuumsu , uncontrolled aspects of performance.,
which are filled by the exigencies ofcontext and the individual strategies ofparticipants
acting out ofindividual seJt.interest. Such self-interest frequently aims at producing
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intensive spiritual emotion in the moment, which may be suitable for neither the longterm spiritual development which is the ostensible purpose ofthe tariqa, nor for the
social adaptation ofthe tariqa itself: While the central rituals ofsuch groups may be
controlled by tariqa leaders" such control is only effective at short range., and at the
group's periphery there is often relative freedom. Therefore the order as a whole cannot
adapt in a coherent way.
Although traditional groups are still the largest in Egypt, they depend largely on a
hereditary basis ofmembership in rural areas, now being rapidly depleted by social
change. Unable to adapt or to seek new sources of membership., or even to control the
rituals oftheir local chapters, these orders seem destined to decline.

***
The research on which this study is based was conducted in Egypt from 1992
until 1998. During the first year of fieldwo~ I concentrated on acquiring skills in
Arabic language and music (at the Kulliyat al-Tarbiya al-Musiqiyya), while attending the
weekly public hadras ofthe Ah/ a/-Bayt (family ofthe Prophet) in Cairo, including those
for the Imam a1-HusaYD (the Prophet's grandson) on Fridays, for Sidi c;Ali Zayn al'Abidin (the Prophet's great-grandson) on SaturdayS., for Sayyida Nafisa (the Prophet's
great-great-great-granddaughter) on Sundays, and for Sittina Fatima Nabawiyya (the
Prophet's great-granddaughter) on Mondays. Many ofthe same musicians and singers
circulate among these contexts, and besides learning their repertoires and styles I began
to become familiar with them personally, visiting them in their homes in Cairo or the
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Delta. I also attended numerous maw/ids. saint-festivals which are held once or twice
yearly for the Ahl aI-Dayt and other saints.
During one such mawli~ for the great Sufi poet Sidi 'Umar ibn aI-Fari~ I beard
the famous munshid (Sufi singer) ofUpper Egypt~ Shaykh Yasin aI-Tuhami singing Ibn
aI-Farid's poetry, and was hooked. For the next two years I concentrated almost entirely
on the performance and repertoire of Sbaykh Yasin, and other munshidin from Upper
Egypt (particularly Sbaykh Ahmad aI-Tuni)~ recording them at /ayali diniyya (night-time
religious celebrations) from the Delta in the north, to Aswan in the south. At the same
timet I continued to improve my understanding ofthe more conoquial style employed by
Delta munshidin, both through my own research, and by accompanying Dr. Ibrahim 'Abd

ai-Hafiz, who was then preparing his MA on Sufi singers in this region.
After the mawlid ofthe poet-saint~ Ibn aI-Fari~ I became friendly with the family
living next to the saint's shrine. The deceased father ofthe familYt Shaykh la~ had been
the Imam ofthe Ibn aI-Farid mosque. He was a great Sufi ofthe Rifa'i order, who had
resuscitated Ibn al-Farid's mawli~ in part by inviting Shaykh Yasin to perform there.
One ofbis sons~ Taha lad, agreed to help me in my research by transcribing hadra
performances, which I then translated and traced to their sources. These transcriptions
were ofincalculable assistance in raising my understanding ofthis public form ofthe

hadra; as in other genres of Islamic LP, texts are always central; analysis cannot go far
without them.
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I was also fortunate to meet a contemporary Sufi poet.. Shaykh 'Abd al-'Alim alNakhayli, who bas written volumes of poetry sung by the Sufi munshidin (including
Sbaykh Yasin), and who also possessed about 300 cassette tapes ofbadra performances.
Together, we catalogued this collection and edited a set of his poems for publication;
these activities, together with my incessant questioning, were critical to my
understanding of Sufism and Sufi performance, especially the public festival
performances which take place outside the strict control ofthe orders.
But it was not until my last two years in Egypt that I began to focus my
fieldwork on the badra performances which take place within the scope ofthe Sufi
orders themselves. Previously I had attended many such hadras when visiting shaykhs or
mawlids, but my efforts in this direction had been sporadic and unsystematic. Now,
determined to make a more thorough study, I selected some eight Sufi groupsrepresenting a range ofbistorical periods and approaches-whose hadras I attended with
greater regularity. At first I aimed to study hadras performed within the fonnal
framework ofthe orders only as a background and complement to the more freewheeling public 1aya1i performances of Shaykh Yasia and other professional munshi~
which I bad expected would form the CIUX ofmy dissertation.
But while public hadras are interesting for being more overtly musical and
ecstatic, those occurring within the context of Sufi orders are more amenable to social

analysis. The participants in a public hadra do not form a continuous social group, but
rather assemble in response to the performance itself-a diverse crowd of fans, Sufis, and
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local residents-never to convene in precisely the same configuration again. The same
hadra ritual in the tariqa context is firmly bound to an on-going social group.
Furthennore!t the existence ofdistinctive Sufi orders facilitates comparison: one can
study the hadras ofdifferent groups, and ask how and why they differ. Intrigued by this
possibility, I resolved to make a thorough comparison ofthe orders, including their
ritual, social, and doctrinal dimensions, as a means ofunderstanding ritual difference.
But my plan ofcomparing eight different groups was soon revealed to be overambitious.. and thus I arrived at the three-way comparison presented in this dissertation.
This triangle of data points is.. however, sufficient to illustrate the two main sources of

variety: between the hysteresis and individuality oftraditional orders and the active
strategic control of modernist orders; and among the contrastive strategies adopted by
the modernist orders as a means ofadapting to modern social conditions.

***
It is the task ofthis thesis to show how LP strategies can work, and to indicate
the social preconditions under which an order is able to formulate and apply them,
through historical inquiry, general ethnography!t and close analysis of particular cases. I
seek to understand the character of Sufism and the orders in Egypt, how they have
developed (historically), how they develop (structurally), and how-therefore-they use
LP differently. In this overview., I have tried to present the basic thrust ofthe inquiry.,
introduce its terminology, and briefly trace the history ofthe research itself In the
remainder ofthis first chapter I will explore a bit more some ofthe underlying ideas: the
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idea of Sufism, and its relation to Islam; the concepts ofstrategy and especially grouplevel strategy~ and the notion ofLP in its various aspects., modes., and other dimensions.
I continue with background in Chapter 2 ( "The Rise and Decline of Sufi Orders

in Egypt"')., by tracing the history ofthe turuq in Egyp~ through MamIuk, Ottoman, 19th

century., and 20th century periods., in an attempt to indicate some ofthe factors
underlying the current position of Sufi orders in Egyptian society., including the
importance of ritual criticism., and especially the roles ofsocial transformation and
reformist criticism in the late 19th century and early 20th century. I try to suggest why
the older orders are weaker today, while indicating the possibility ofcontinued .iability
through ritual control in the modem period.
In Chapter 3 ("Sufism in Egypt Today")., I provide a general overview of Sufism

and the Sufi orders in Egypt, briefly introducing the general world view, but focussing on
Sufi social structures and processes oforder formation, and the ramifications ofthese
processes for the formulation ofgroup-level strategy., as a means ofdifferentiating
·'traditional" and "modernist" orders. I conclude the chapter with a discussion of Sufi
orders in the modern era: the problems faced, and the ways in which group ritual can
address them.
Chapter 4 (";Language Performance and the Hadra") introduces the various
genres ofLP in greater detail, beginning with general considerations oftonality.,
repetition, naming, and textual sources. I then take up religious singing (inshad din;)
separately, before plunging into a detailed discussion ofthe badra, including contexts,
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organizatio~

content. and performance, by means ofwhich each LP genre employed in

the badra is introduced in its performative context. I also indicate the aspects of LP
which may be considered controversial and subject to critique; these are the sensitive
parameters ofritual for the orders ~ acceptability into mainstream Islam. In conclusio~ I
apply the concept ofLP mode (discussed in this introduction) to these genres, and
introduce the three case studies.
Chapter 5 ("Three Sufi Orders: Background") presents the three case orders on
which analysis is based: two modernist and highly successful; the third traditional and in
decline. For each order, I present historical information about founder, origins, and
subsequent development ofthe group, and descnbe some ofthe ritual resources, both

linguistic (texts, published or not), and spatial (such as shrines, and meeting places). I
also briefly sketch the social structures ofthese orders. Chapter 6 ('''Three Sufi Orders:
Ritual Performance") continues the exposition ofthese orders by descnbing in great

detail the perfonnance of LP in ritual, focussing on the hadra.

With Chapter 7 ("The Theory and Method of Analysis") I introduce the full
analytical project, starting with a review ofthe thesis, which motivates the development

of a systematic technique oferic variable analysis. I mentioned earlier that the social
function of badra, being a means rather than an end and lacking clear spiritual sanction, is
less explicitly recognjzed in discourse. For this reason, revealing the social function of
LP requires abandoning a strictly insider viewpoint, in order to examine the way ritual

aetuaIly works in practice. After a detailed explanation ofmethodology constituting such
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a technique-the method ofvariable analysis-I systematically elaborate four sets of
variables designed to evaluate the sonic.. syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic aspects of LP
in hadra. These variables are applied to the data in Chapters 8 and 9 ("The Application

and Interpretation of Analysisn .. parts I and II) in an effort to show how LP can indicate
the presence or absence ofgroup-level strategies; how LP can function actively as a
representation ofgroup-level strategies to influence the group; or alternatively how, in
the absence of such control., LP ret1ects the condition ofthe group, as constituted by
individual agency and tradition.
Finally in Chapter 10 ("Conclusions') I summarize the findings for the three
cases under consideration., as a microcosm ofEgyptian Sufi orders in general. I review
the ways in which modernist orders may fonnulate contrasting group-level strategies,
which are represented in performance through different kinds ofLP, so as to create
group identity, recruit new members, consolidate a centralized and cohesive social
structure., and defend against critics, thus situating themselves securely within a
defensible niche in the field ofmodern Islam. At the same time., I show how LP in a
traditional order is largely determined by forces ofhYsteresis and individualism, since the
traditional order lacks the social Prerequisites which would enable it to formulate
strategies which actively determine LP as a means ofsupporting the group. I suggest the
significance of this data for answering the general question (how to account for the
success ofparticular orders in a historical period not favorably disposed to them) and
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supporting the general hypothesis (the effectiveness ofgroup-level strategic LP) with
which I began.

B.. Sufism and Islam
Sufism (in Arabic, tasawwttj), rightly called "the mystical dimension ofIslam'" by
Schimmel (1975), represents the interior aspect ofthe religion whose sacred text, the
Qur'an, was revealed by God to the Prophet Muhammad in the 7th century. Sufism is

not a sect, nor does it negate Islamic principles. Rather it strives toward developing an
awareness ofthe inner nature of religious meaning and truth. Sufism does not-by and
large-deny the validity and necessity ofexoteric forms ofworship, but rather supplies
supererogatory devotions, as a means offurther developing individual spirituality. In the
early history ofthe Islamic Community (Umma), Sufis played an important role in
preserving the basic spiritual elan which had been so central during the time ofthe
Prophet. While Islamic governments tended toward worldliness, and Islamic legal
scholars (the 'u/ama '; singular 'aJim) toward the discursive intricacies oflaw (fiqh) and
theology (ka/am), the Sufis continually reaffirmed the centrality of God and total
devotion to Him.
Early Sufis rejected the outer world and its transiea~t pleasures, preferring to
focus on the permanence ofGod and the Hereafter. They adopted simple and modest
dress, often made ofwool (suf, hence the term "Sufr'). In the Qur'an, God said: eel
created the jinn and humankind only that they might wonhip Me." (5 I:56); the Sufi
aimed to perfect his or her worship by focussing totally on Him, a symbolic return to
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origins, when God created alI human spirit (ruh) before the creation ofthe physical
world (aI- "alim aJ-aza/i; pre-eternity). But while early Sufism focussed on asceti~ a
love-mysticism soon arose for which worship was not merely a form ofobedience, but
rather an act oflove. The perfect worshipper must be a passionate lover ofGod;
without love., submission (is/am) is never total. And since one must love the beloved of
the Beloved, that love later came to focus on the Prophet Muhammad, habib Allah
(beloved of God), as a means (for some, the only means) of approach to God.
Such worship could not be completed until it was interiorized. The ordinary
Muslim "submits" (yus/tm) to God by performing fundamental physical ritual acts:
testimony of faith (shahada: "There is no deity but God; Muhammad is His
Messenger"), prayer (salah)" fasting (sawm), payment of alms (zakah), and pilgrimage
(hail)" the so-called "five pillars" of Islam. The Sufi tries to move beyond this first

stage-the outer-performance known as islam (submitting}-to the performance ofthese
acts in his heart. Such inner-performance constitutes the second stage" iman (faith),
which is not only beliefbut also a tasting (dhawq) ofthe inner meanings of outward acts.
Thus the Sufi strives to experience the meaning of tawhid ("Ia ilaha ilia Allah", "there is
no deity but God''). The 'ulama' interpreted this assertion as a denial of polytheism
(prevalent in Arabia in pre-Islamic times), thus "nothing should be worshipped but God".
But the Sufi saw in the word "deity" a reference to any attachment or craving ofthe nafs
(baser self; opposed to the higher ruh); for him the inner meaning oftawbid was a
radical, whole-hearted devotion to God alone. Some Sufis might even interpret tawhid
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to mean "nothing truly exists but God", since beside God's everlastingness all is merely

transient. Beyond iman (faith) is the third stage, called ihsan (literally, "beneficence"),
an enduring hyper-awareness of God's omnipresence and omniscience.
Thus, while Sufism was to count many great thinkers in its ranks, it contained an
inherent tendency ofanti-intellectualistn, a suspicion of the casuistry of philosophers and
the hair-splitting arguments ofthe lawyers. Whereas philosophers and 'u1ama' created

'i/m (knowledge) through logical, discmsive reasoning, the Sufi ('art/., gnostic) aimed
for ma 'rifa (gnosis) resulting from immediate spiritual insight. While the 'alim was a
"knower of'ilm", the Sufi was an

'ari:t: a "knower ofma'rifa".

The supra-doetrinal

aspect of Sufism eventually enabled Sufis to draw upon concepts and practices
originating in other mystical and esoteric traditions, including Eastern Christianity,
Gnosticism, and Neoplatonism (Rahman 1979:136), blending these (harmoniously, from
their point ofview) into the Islamic mystical tradition.
By the 9th century orthodox Sunni Islam had established a system ofDivinely
guided Islamic Law (Shari 'a) based on the Que' an and Sunna (the conduct ofthe
Prophet., as preserved in Hadith, accounts ofhis sayings and actions), supplemented by
consensus ofthe community (ijma') and analogical reasoning (qiyas). Shari'a was
codified in four legal schools (madhhabs): Hanbali, Maliki, Shafi'i, and Hanafi. The
Sufis did not deny the validity of Shari' a, but rather viewed it as a limited and exoteric
aspect of Islam. For them, there was a more essential esoteric aspect, Haqiqa (Divine

Reality), from which most Muslims are veiled by inner weakness and sinfulness,
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especially due to the attractions ofthe material world. By means of special devotions,
the Sufi attempts to rend these veils aside, so as to approach this deeper troth.
For this reason those orthodoxy who followed the letter ofIslamic law,
particularly the more fundamentalist Hanbalis, viewed the Sufis with suspicion.
Outwardly, what called their attention to Sufis was the latter's employment of spiritual
practices, including visitation oftombs, extreme asceticism, and especially ecstatic rituals
during which music and singing (sama ') might be employed which in their view had no
basis in Shari'a, and was therefore to be condemned as bid'a (heresy, literally
"innovation"). But another source of suspicion was the Sufi's claim to contact Divine
Reality, and therefore to have access to a source of experiential religious truth not
accessible to the ordinary Muslim, which could contradict the Law and thus subvert the
careful order established by the 'ulama'.
Ma'ma could only come through inner experience, a mystical state called hal.
granted only by the grace ofGod. But the Sufi could prepare himself for such states, as
well as intensify his worship, by perfonning supererogatory devotions, rituals beyond the
standard set performed by ordinary Muslims. These would help him to purify the lower
self (nafs> whose desire for immediate physical gratification was regarded as the greatest
impediment to spiritual progress. The struggle against the nafs had to be constant and
vigilant. While some systematized its purification to occur in seven particular stages, all

agreed on the necessity of self-purification before the rub (spirit) could ascend to God.
The devotions adopted for this purpose were based on Qur'an and Hadith, and focussed
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on petitions for forgiveness (istighjar).. repentance (tawba), remembrance ofGod
(dhikr)., and requests for blessings to be sent to the Prophet Muhammad (salawat). The

Prophet's own remembrances ofGod (adhIrm) were particularly emphasized. For the
Sufis regarded the Prophet bimselfto be the highest mystical exemplar, as well as
intercessor for Muslims everywhere.
Mystical training took place under the supervision of a spiritual guide (murshid,
or shaykh). Early mystical teachers were surrounded by informal groups offollowers,
many ofwhom travelled widely. The teacher's tariqa (spiritual way) included particular
ritual devotions and other practices., both individual and group.. as well as spiritual
teachings. Later these teachings were systematized, and the ''way''' was conceived as a
definite sequence ofspiritual stations (maqams) along which one progressed through
performance of supererogatory devotions., under the guidance ofthe shaykh. But it was
not until the 12th century that mystical training was transformed into permanent social
organizations. The same word., "tariqa'''., was now applied to these organizations as had
been used for the shaykh"s spiritual ''way'', but now a definite social dimension ofgroup
organization was added which had not been formerly present.
The development of Sufism is taken up at greater length in Chapter 2, where the
focus will be upon Egypt.
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c.

The concepts of "strategy" and "group-level strategy'

1.

Strategies

In this thesis I will borrow a number ofterms and concepts from Pierre

Dourdieu's theory ofpractice, without necessarily invoking his entire theoretical
apparatus or quasi-Marxist sociological program (and thus avoiding the necessity of
situating the current analysis in these terms). The present thesis is by no means an
application ofthe "Dourdieu paradigm"., if such a thing can be said to exist. I use
Bourdieu's ideas more as a valuable source ofideas than as a theory or method to be
followed religiously. In particular, Bourdieu's notions of strategy, field, and social space
are helpful, and I will make use ofthem extensively in the analysis. While I do not claim
to be using these terms precisely as he does, it will be useful to set forth the general
notions, which are shared..)
To review briefly the context for these three terms: Dourdieu seeks to explain
practice while avoiding the polemical positions ofsituating such an explanation wholly
either in subjective agency (as psychological or interactionist approaches tend to do) or
in objective structure (as functional and structuralist approaches tend to do) by
developing a framework: that encompasses both dialectically. In this way, he tries to
transcend the apparent opposition between subjectivist and objectivist viewpoints. Social
agents are structured by the objective "structuring stIUetures" in which they live (and
especially, as Bourdieu makes clear, in which they grow up); these strueturea.5 inculcate a
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set of durable subjective dispositions in the ag~ which Bourdieu calls (following

Mauss and others) the habitus. It is these dispositions-including both beliefs and
techniques-which generate practice in particular contexts,. and which therefore are also
constitutive ofthe social structures which form them. The habitus lies below the level of
consciousness or discourse,. and its principles therefore cannot be articulated by the
agents which use them, but rather belong to the realm ofwhat Bourdieu calls "doxa",.

that which "goes without saying".
The habitus generates strategies which help the agent achieve his objective
interests (though without his necessarily being aware of this); these strategies are flexible
and fuzzy rather than rule-bound or logically precise. Bourdieu understands that while
anthropologists may find it useful to describe data in terms oflogically precise rules,.
maps,. and synoptic diagrams,. agents do not use such things as practical tools.
Furthermore,. such strategies-like the habitus out ofwhich they arise-operate largely
outside the realm of discourse.
Thus,. through the mediation ofthe habitus,» agents in structures create practice.

On the other hand,. it is the habitus (or rather the combined effects of a society's worth
of habituses) which creates those structures,» since structure does not exist except as an
aggregate of individual agents.
Structures are further articulated in terms ofthe concepts offield and social

space. Fields are "structured spaces of positions (or posts) whose properties depend on
their position within these spaces and which can be analyzed independently ofthe
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characteristics oftheir occupants... '" (Bourdieu 1993:72). Each field-the field of
politics., the field ofreligion, or the field ofphilosophy-is semi-autonomous.. having its
particular properties (logic" agents., history., forms of capital)., which one may discover by
studying it. Fields are scenes of struggles which take place within them: the struggle
between "the newcomer who tries to break through the entry barrier and the dominant
agent who will try to defend the monopoly and keep out competitionn (Bourdieu

1993:72t. Each field is also defined by a game-like aspect" in that there are particular
interests and stakes involved, and laws offunctioning, which are only perceived by those
who have been conditioned to enter the field (i.e. whose habitus provides them with
knowledge ofthe laws, stakes, and interests). The field cannot function unless there are
people possessed ofthe proper conditioning, who are prepared to play the game.
Bourdieu conceives of positions within the field as determined by symbolic capital (i.e.

that which has material value without being recognized as such); dominance means
control of such capital" which confers legitimacy. The structure ofthe field is then
the state of distribution ofthe specific capital which has been accumulated
in the course of previous struggles and which orients subsequent
strategies. This structure, which governs the strategies aimed at
transfonning it, is itselfalways at stake. The struggles which take place
within the field are about the monopoly ofthe legitimate violence
(specific authority) which is characteristic ofthe field in questio~ which
means, ultimately, the conservation or subversion ofthe structure ofthe
distribution ofthe specific capital. (Bourdieu 1993:73)
Agents strive to acquire capital" and so the struggle in any field is ultimately
about agents' conflict over possession or control ofcapital (this flext"ble concept is thus
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tantamount to interests). Those who dominate the field (in Bourdieu ~ s tenns~ those who
monopolize the capital) tend toward orthodoxy: strategies ofconservation ofthe status
quo. Those subordinate in the field (least endowed with capitaL who are often the
newcomers) may employ the reverse strategies ofheterodoxy: subversion or heresy.
Heterodoxy makes a break from doD, forcing the dominant agents to transform it into
orthodox discourse which aims to restore uncritical acceptance ofthe don. S
But whatever their differences~ all agents in the field agree at least on the
necessity of preserving the field itself(the "gamen)~ and so even subversion (heterodoxy)
must appear in the guise ofa claim to be reforming the fiel~ clearing its superfluous
accretions~ rejecting

the degradation it has suffer~ ofreturning to its origins, or its

essence, at least if such subversion is to remain within the field at all (Bourdieu 1993:7274).6

Finally the social space is the sum total of all active fields., forming the scene of
all practice in the society. Although fields are semi-autonomous., they are also

interrelated, and capital gains in one field may often be exchanged for capital of another~
although not always at a favorable rate of exchange (see Bourdieu 1993:73).
Bourdieu summarizes the relations among these terms with the
mnemoniclheuristic formula: "Habitus * Capital + Field = Practice'" (cited in Harker
1990:7) By this formula he appears to mean something like the following: the practice
ofan agent in the social space depends upon his habitus (which generates strategy) and
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his accumulated store of (symbolic or material) capital, in the context ofa particular

field.?
Bourdieu tends toward metaphors drawn from economic theory (e.g., capital,
interests, domination), but his use ofthe concepts orthodoxy and heterodoxy strongly
suggests application to the religious u1ield". Indeed, apart from its economic quasiMarxist aspect, his system is well-suited to descnbing the field ofIslam, and its inner

struggles between revolutionary reformers (who seek a return to pure Islam), Sufis (who
seek the unstated higher spiritual essence of Islam), and 'ulama' (the conservatives, who
control the orthodox position). Capital corresponds to religious legitimacy, in the forms
ofknowledge ('ilm), spiritual level (maqam), blessing (baraka), insight (basira), and
other forms ofcharisma (discussed in Chapter 3 below). The only problem is that
Bourdieu's unit is the agent, whereas for my purposes it is usefu! to be able to think in
terms ofgroups as well as individuals.
2.

Group-level strategies

In his definitions, Bourdieu has tended to assume that the unit ofanalysis-the
"agent"-is an individual, imbued with habitus, who strategizes within particular fields
(each with its logic, history, capital, interests, stakes, laws) according to his accumulated
store ofcapital. In my analysis, however, I speak as ifan entire social group (the Sufi
order) can act like a single agent, and apply the terms of analysis to a collection of
groups, rather than individuals.
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Under what conditions does the group function (approximately) as an agent?
This will only occur to the extent that the group is both centralized (in its power
structure), and cohesive~ as no group can ever act as uniformly as an individual, the
group-as-agent can only appear as a dense cluster diffused about its center, rather than
the near-singularity which is the individual agent. But the conditions ofcentralization
and cohesion ensure at least that this c'cluster" always contains an unambiguous center
(the single power center) and that it moves as a unit (since it is cohesive).' Not all Sufi
groups meet these conditions. A group whose official center of power is weak, and
whose local chapters are only loosely connected to that center, will not behave as a
single agent. However, in this case, provided that it consists of subgroups which are
centralized and cohesive (as is often the case, as we will see), it will behave as a group of
loosely connected agents, each ofthem consisting ofa group ofindividual agents who do
meet the conditions.
Reductively, strategies can only be attnbuted to individuals, however. In what
sense can they be attn'buted to groups? I will use the term group-level (as opposed to
individual-level) strategy for that which has been conceived in terms ofthe social
interests and goals ofa particular group as a whole, rather than the individuals which
comprise it, and which is accepted by group members as a basis for practical action. No
group-level strategy is actually fonnulated by the whole group; rather, it is formulated by
group leaders (perhaps by a single leader), but due to their statures it is accepted and
fonowed by the group as a whole.
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There are two preconditions for the formation ofeffective group-level strategies.
The first is a high level ofidentification with the group as a whole among members.
Members should treat group membership as their primary source ofidentity compared to

any other voluntary associations. When a member completely submits his individual will
and interests to the good ofthe group, then he may think for the group, as the group,
because he treats the group's interests as his own. FOT those in power, submission to the
group leads to decision-making fOT the sake ofthe group rather than for individual
interests (fOT those interests have been submerged to those ofthe group); among
members submission means that one unquestioningly follows strategies which emerge
from a power center to which one is devoted. Through strong identification with the
group there arises a group self-awareness, which is equivalent to individual
consciousness at the group level. It is this consciousness which enables the group to

think and strategize as ifit were an agent.
But such strategies may not be effective unless a second condition is fulfilled,
which is actually the same as that required for the group to behave as an agent, namely
centralization and cohesion. If there is more than one power center, strategies emerging
from different centers may conflict with one another. Furthermore, the group must be
cohesive, or else the group leaders (at the power center) will not be closely connected to
the periphery. Cohesion thus allows them to gather information about the state ofthe
group. Wrthout these connections, they will not be able to strategize for the group as a
whole.
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Successful dissemination and application ofgroup-level strategies throughout the
organization is another probl~ which also requires the same twin conditions of
centralization and cohesiveness. The group must cohere in order that strategies be
distributed throughout; it must be centralized so that every member will follow them.
To explain how these ideas might work when applied to the Sufi orders.. I can
resort to the archetypal story ofgroup fonnatio~ which I will develop further in a
subsequent chapter. In the beginning, as it were., there is a charismatic individual, a
master teacher, who attracts followers. Since the group is the voluntary creation ofthis
master., he normally identifies with it completely;. his individual interests are group
interests almost by definitio~ because the group is centered upon him. He acts
strategically in such a way as to promote group interests, which are his interests~ his
individual decisions are group-level strategies. After a period ofcuriosity and informal
attachment, the follower may become a disciple. To become a disciple means the
follower must negate himself: submitting his own seJt.interest and motivations to the
self:.interest and motivations ofhis master (more precisely, to the degree that he does so,
he becomes a disciple), and thus adopting his master's strategies as his owo. 9
Since self-interests and motivations define the individual, the process of
becoming a disciple is also a process ofre-self-definition. At first, the individual
submerges his individuality in that ofthe shaykh (and thus ofthe group) merely as a
means to a personal end. He is presumably seeking a higher level ofspirituality, and
feels that by joining the group he may achieve it. However once he submits fully to the
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shay~

he ''forgets himself', and what was a means (his identification with shaykh and

group) becomes inseparable from the end. The good ofthe master-and hence ofthe
group-is then for him the highest good. To the extent that the follower redefines himself
as a disciple, his interests and motivations become linked to those ofhis master~ who
defines the group. His strategic behavior is then no longer directed toward his individual
self-interest as it would naively appear to an outsider who knew nothing ofhis affiliation..
but rather toward the interests ofthe group (internalized in him), to which he has
submitted himself When he thinks, he thinks as a member ofthe group, rather than as an
individual. He follows group leaders' decisions., not because obedience will gain him
something as an individual (perhaps capital, in Dourdieu's general sense)~ but rather
because his individual identity is bound up with that ofthe group. The group thus
appears to display adaptive behavior, which is none other than the sum ofits members
acting according to interests which represent internalized interests ofthe group.
At first, the master represents the group. His interests and motivations are
adopted by his disciples, and thus can be taken to represent group motivations and
interests, even ifthe group as yet possesses no clear definition. At a later phase in the
group"s development (the logical development ofcharismatic groups will be discussed in
Chapter 3), there may no longer exist a living leader commanding allegiance to this
degree. While the founder may continue to represent the group symbolically and

spiritually, the group at this stage becomes reified as an entity to which participants can
submit (as in sports teams, or armies), even though the group s interests and needs are
t
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not represented a priori by the apparent interests and motivations ofany particular
member. Rather the members,. taken together,. are the group~ their identities are bound
up with it, and therefore its needs are theirs too.
The individual who submits to the master or group does not only identify his own
interest with the whole. He also thinks in terms ofthe whole.. and strategizes with
respect to the whole, to the extent that he can know it. Such strategies are called
"'group-lever' strategies, because they are conceived with respect to the interests ofthe
group to which the individual has sacrificed his individuality. However it is the
individual group members occupying positions ofcentrality with respect to both power
and intelligence (in the information sense) who formulate active and effective strategies..
disseminate.. and apply them. For other members who have submitted themselves to the
group, strategy is equivalent to accepting whatever decisions arise from the power
center. Again,. centralization and cohesion-not only group identification-playa critical
role in the fonnulation of effective group-level strategies. Since in the final analysis
thinking (being an individual activity) can only take place in individual agents (groupthinking being an abstraction), the agents who are to formulate effective strategies (who
have identified themselves with the group) must be apprised ofthe situation ofthe group

as a whole. That is, there must be a single center, and it must be weJI-eonnected to the
periphery.
Individual-level strategies which are not connected to group interests may also
remain,. in several cases: (1) When the disciple is not wholly committed to the group,.
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and thus maintains his individual motivations and interests. (2) When there are areas
where the group has not clearly defined its interests and therefore does not strategically
control them; these "strategic vacuums"~ as I will call th~ are filled by individual
strategy. (3) When the group lacks centralization and cohesio~ i.e. does not behave as a
single agent. Then its members, while formally associating themselves with the group,

may not agree on group interests because the group in reality consists ofa set of
subgroups, each ofwhich behaves as a quasi-independent agent, and therefore may
diverge also in strategies used to achieve them. Ineffective strategies (from the
standpoint ofgroup interests) arise in all these cases.
It should be clear that much strategizing, whether individual or group, is
adaptive. There are interests, and the strategies help to achieve them. When conditions
change't strategies may change correspondingly. But not all strategies are suited to
current conditions, due to a phenomenon I label hysteresis. Hysteresis is the inertia of
tradition, the tendency ofthe past to continue into the future. Thus, group-level
strategies may develop to meet particular environmental conditions. Subsequently, such
conditions may change, while the strategies remain due to hysteresis. For instance, when
a particular ritual form is strategically valuable for a group, it may continue to be
performed later when its strategic value bas disappeared, or it has even become harmful.
Likewise many behaviors which appear strategic may have been formulated in the past;
even if they continue to be beneficial for the group, there is no guarantee that this is the
result ofany current strategizing.
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We may now turn briefly to rephrase the hypothesis in light ofthis discussion:
that successful orders have adapted to modem conditions via group-level strategies
which are represented primarily in hadra. What are the endogenous or exogenous
conditions which allow a group to strategize successfully with LP? Why don't all Sufi
orders formulate effective strategies in order to adapt to conditions? One would think
that a Sufi order would "want" to survive, but where can this desire for survival be
located if not in the self-awareness ofthe group, especially at the centers of charismatic
and administrative control ofthe group-as-agent? And if such desire generated
strategies't they could only be applied given a sufficient level ofcentralized control and
general group cohesion. The very existence of"desire" at the group level thus
presupposes particular social conditions.
Agai~

I argue that existence ofgeneral group-level strategies require at least two

preconditions:
(1) A social apparatus for gathering information about the group (in fonnulating
strategy), as well as for distributing and applying the strategy. This apparatus requires at
minimum a sufficient level of central control and group cohesio~ not only through
administrative links (what I will later call the "positional structure'') but also through
personal bonds (what I will call the "personal structure": emotiona1ly charged
relationships modeled on the horizontal bond ofbrotherhood, or the vertical bond of
father/son) which connect all tariqa members together, particularly by means of a
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charismatically charged central leader. Far-flung, decentralized~ weakly connected
groups cannot act coherently.
(2) A high level ofgroup-identification among group members~ leading to a kind
ofgroup-consciousness or group-awareness'9 especially at a center of power. Individuals
must submit themselves to the group, which comes to form the larger portion oftheir
identities. Without this condition, not only at the UPPer administrative levels but also
throughout the rank-and-file membership, individuals will not be able to think for and as
the group. An individual acting only to his own interests will not be able to act in the
interest ofthe group, even ifhe is the group's leader.
One ofthe tasks ofthis dissertation will be to show that modernist orders possess
these preconditions, whereas the traditional orders-by and large-do not. This enables
the former to formulate general group strategies~ realize them in terms ofpractical
performative strategies~ and apply these all over the tariqa.
How exactly do these strategies work? I claim that one important mode is via LP
in group ritual. For the modernist group, LP is deployed so as to support the group's
social dimension. Its features can be understood as a strategic response to the conditions
ofmodernity, although not a unique response, as is proven by the diversity of ritual even
among modern groups. LP strategy must only be compatible with other aspects ofthe
group, which all together form a general group strategy. The specific response depends
on the niche occupied by the group within the overall field ofIslam., and on choices made

within an infinite but bounded range ofpossibilities.
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The strategic orientation ofa tariqa (and its LP in particular) is made evident
through participant-observation fieldwork, and subsequent analysis. Ernie-style analysis
is insufficient in itself: As in the case ofBourdieu's strategies, group-level strategies
frequently operate outside the realm ofdiscourse. Sometimes there are clues and
correspondences in discourse; other times there may be denial. In any case, one must be
able to search for strategies in the absence oflinguistic confirmation from members of
the group. This is especially the case in Sufi groups, since the overt discursive reason for
practices is always given a spiritual cast (''we recite this in order to be close to the
Prophet") and only rarely a social one C''we recite this in order to promote our group"'},
since social goals might appear too suspect to outsiders; indeed, members may not admit
them even to themselves.
Therefore it is important that participant-observation (as represented in Chapters

5 and 6) be complemented by a more -'objective" form ofanalysis. The generally
strategic character ofLP may be indicated by discourse, but it is only by analyzing the
LP itselfthat we can observe how it works, and whether or not it seems to represent a
group-level strategy with adaptive benefits to the group practicing it. This is the
procedure followed here (in chapters 7-9), and it corresponds to Saurdieu's notion that
the subjective and objective modes ofunderstanding must continuously balance each
other.
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D.

The concept of LP

Language performance is the central analytical concept in this study. Therefore it
will be valuable to examine it in some detail before setting out. What is language

performance, and why this particular term?
By "language performance" I mean the sonic realization oflanguage in a social
setting, such that the "actness" of performing is recognized., i.e. in which language is
being performed, and the participant(s) are particularly aware that they are doing
something, aware that what they are doing is an act. By "social setting" I do not mean
to imply "groups"; LP can occur in private contexts in which one person only is present.
Rather, I mean to imply that the concept ofLP-as a tool ofanalysis-is intended to take
account ofsocial as well as linguistic and sonic features., whatever those features may be.
The tricky part ofthe definition is the notion of"awareness ofaetness". All
behavior consists ofacts; by such a definition I am trying to distinguish that which is
more self-consciously so. Such performance need not meet the criteria set forth by
folklorists such as Bauman when he says "It is part ofthe essence of performance that it
offers to the participants a special enhancement ofexperience., bringing with it a
heightened intensity ofcommunicative interaction..." (Bauman 1975:305). But this
condition is often sufficient for language performance. When experience is enhanced,
being separated from more ordinary experience by the presence of a social group., special
linguistic codes., concurrent use ofother sensory channels (colors., incense., sounds), or
the presence of a large social group, an awareness ofthe "aetness'" of what is going on is
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more likely, since attention is thereby called to the act ofperforming. We are trying to
exclude that which is performed casually. without attention being paid to the very fact of
doing something. 1O This is not a means ofexcluding the informal and including only the
formal, for informal speech may frequently be the object ofconscious manipulation (as
when someone is trying to get a raise)~ while more restrictive linguistic codes,. though
"ritualistic"', are performed rather unthinkingly (as when someone says "how do you
do?"). Awareness ofactness implies an awareness that the act comprises a multitude of
parameters~ which

can be manipulated; at the very least, there is always an awareness of

boundaries: that the performative act starts at some po~ and ends at some later point.
The stretch between the two points is thus reified as a unit, and the word "act" can
legitimately be applied to it.
I mentioned "conscious manipulation" as a criterion for LP. Here is the real
significance ofthis category for the present study: language performance always admits
ofthe possibility of strategic control (even athat poSSIbility is not always realized in
practice)" because there is an awareness ofthe parameters which comprise it. In order to
attempt to control something, one must at least recognize its existence.

Therefore~

that

which is performed without an awareness ofthe fact ofperformance cannot be
controned. Since I am particularly interested in understanding how performance may be
used strategicany~ I can exclude from consideration that which is performed without such
an awareness (while understanding that not everything which is left will necessarily be
the object ofstrategic control).
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The focus on performance of language stems from the centrality of language in
Sufi ritual. While these rituals are not entirely lacking in other symbolic forrns-colors,
fragrances, shapes, movements.. and so forth-it is always language which is the dominant
agent, both empirically from the standpoint ofan outside observer and cognitively for
participants.. who rarely attribute spiritual efficacy to anything except insofar as it serves
as an accompaniment to language, modulating but not wholly altering its basic
frequencies.
The specific performance genres employed by Sufis each have particular names,
whereas there is no indigenous term corresponding to "language performance." This
highlights the fact that LP is also an analytical convenience. This convenience stems in
part from its generality, including what might be tenned speech and singing, in forms as
diverse as lecturing, preaching, conversing, and music-making. The fact that participants
do not recognize the common basis ofthese forms in discourse is not imponant, because
the analysis does not depend on any such recognition. Besides, they do recognize it, but
only in a practical sense~ the concept ofLP is very much a part of their unarticulated
taken-far-granted universe, in the realm ofthe doxa, as Bourdieu would have it. While
no systematic investigation was performed, I did not discover any particular objection to
the term "LPn. In addition, by using a general term which is also a neologism, r also
conveniently avoid some ofthe biases which readers might attach to such words as
'''music''', "singing", "chanting", "lecturing", or "'preaching". Finally, the focus on LP is
also convenient because it serves as an (admittedly arbitrary) organizational framework
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through which to organize the analysis. Performance is tembly comple~ as all field
workers well know.. and it is sometimes hard to know where to start when organizing a
description. Use ofa fairly comprehensive term such as LP is helpful here. Certainly not
everything in Sufi ritual is linguistic.. but nearly everything ofimportance which happens
in Sufi rituals is at least closely attached to one genre or another of language
performance. Since language is so central, aU analysis can be organized around the
concept ofLP, provided it is considered in the broadest poSSIble sense.
LP is based on underlying texts, even if these are oral and ever-changing. But in
search ofbreadth, one cannot restrict oneselfto the textual level. Rather, one is led to
consider language performance as text, as sound, and as social act. These are here
divided into the following four aspects ofLP, each ofwhich exhibits a multiplicity of
dimensions:

Syntactic. Under this heading I consider aU features ofLP which pertain to the
structure ofthe signifiers employed in performance, independent oftheir specific
meanings.. including sequencing, corpus (from what universal set are signifiers drawn?),
and durations. The syntactic aspect functions as a kind ofnegative category,
complementing the others: Meaning is not taken into account except structurally (as
when a linguist separates the "verbal" from the "nounal" language functions), nor are the
particular sonic features, nor social aspects of communication.

Semantic. Here it is the signified which is important. This aspect ofLP refers to

aU features which depend on linguistic meaning, from its smallest units (morphemes),
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through assertions., and up to the broadest considerations ofrhetorical tone and force
(such as the possibility that use ofirony could invert every meaning understood at the
level ofindividual assertions., and the meaning ofan utterance as reflecting the power of
the authority who originated it). In this study, I will be particularly concerned with
themes and symbols., textual references to spiritual and human entities., relations between
texts (intertextuality)., and textual authorities.
Sonic. When considering the sonic aspect I disregard the semiotic units of LP.,

and consider only the acoustic signal., the "carrier". Most generally, I examine LP as
consisting ofa set of (lines" (each coming from a particular sound-source), each of
4

which consists ofa spectrum offrequencies varying over time. This sound results in part
from the phonology ofthe underlying text being performed. But sonics is broader than
the Jinguistic science ofphonology, which is preeminently concerned with the units of
speech sound, or "'paralinguistics", which is generally concerned with vocal timbre and
stress. Under sonics is included longer-range ("musical" concepts., such as tone, tonality,
and melody~ temporal organization; and form. By means ofthe term "sonicS"., I avoid
using the word "'music", whose many culturally specific associations, both in the west
and in Egypt (via its cognate "musiqa'), regarding context, meaning, and aesthetic
attitude, may otherwise be implicitly drawn in.

Pragmatic. In semiotic theory, pragmatics is the third division (after semantics
and syntactics, which roughly correspond to my use ofthese terms), used as a sort of
catch-all to cover aspects ofmeaning arising from the u..c;e oflanguage in a context: the
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users oflanguage, their freedom or constraint in a situatio~ social interaction.
communications, and assumptions (Crystal 198S:"pragmatics"). I use the term similarly,
to comprise social and contextual aspects ofLP not covered by the other aspects,
including the use of space (proxemics~ see Hall 1974) and movement (kinesics~ see
Birdwhistell 1972) in human interaction.
The notion ofLP thus defined is uncountable; LP descn'bes something, but one
cannot speak ofuQ LP". Therefore I introduce the notion ofLP strip, abbreviated as
LPS (plural: LPSs). The LP strip is an instance ofLP which exhibits continuity along
one or more aspects" and has definite boundaries in time and social space. Any particular
performance can be decomposed (though Dot uniquely) into a set ofLPSs, which may
overlap temporally; both sequential and parallel LPSs are possible. The Performance can
thus be divided into logically coherent perfonnative pieces, such that divisions may run
either Perpendicular or parallel to the temporal axis ofPerformance. In the former case,
the division separates LP "before" and "after" a particular moment and LPSs aD either
side ofthe division come in a sequence; in the latter case the division separates LPSs
occurring in different social domains (performed by different subgroups, for instance),
and occurring in parallel.
The placement of such divisions follows discontinuities in any ofthe four aspects.
I tend not to divide LP in which there is continuity in all four aspects (syntactic (the same
text), semantic (the same kinds ofmeanings), sonic (the same Performative style),
pragmatic (the same Perfonners». Conversely, points ofdiscontinuity in more than two
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aspects (such as a change in perfonners~ text, texture~ or meaning)~ will tend to define
divisions between two LPSs. Frequently an LPS will consist ofa single text, perfonned
by more or less the same group in the same style. The concept is flexible., and will be

used in various ways in this dissertation. When more than one individual voice
contributes to an LPS., I will call each contribution a "linen.
I will informally speak ofdifferent "'genres" ofLP. The word genre" is intended
'lO

to refer to a particular constellation offeatures (syntactic, semantic, soniC., pragmatic)
which serve to identify certain types of LP and distinguish them from others. Ordinarily
genres will be distinguished only according to distinctions indicated by local, 'f.emic"
terms; these in turn will often hinge on textual genres. It is rare to find a genre
constituted wholly by pragmatic factors, although these may enter into the definition of a
genre.
I will also use the teon "LP mode". In contrast to genre, this is primarily an eric
distinction. Here I am inspired by the work ofthe great linguistic and literary theorist
Roman Jakobson, who analyzed the functions oflanguage corresponding to tenns ofa
standard model ofverbal communication (adapted from the mathematical theory of
communications). In this model, an addresser sends a message to an addressee. The
message refers to a particular context~ or referent. In order to be operative, the message
must employ a verbal code at least partially common to the addresser and addressee, and
at the moment of performance there must be a contact between them: a physical channel
and psychological connection. Corresponding to these six components~ Jakobson
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discerns six language functions, each oriented toward a particular component. But he
wisely notes that verbal messages cannot be classified according to a single function,
since nearly all messages will display multiple functions. Rather, verbal messages differ

in their relative distnoution ofthese functions, and the verbal structure (at the syntactic..
morphologic, and phonemic levels) ofa message may depend on its predominant
function.
The functions corresponding to each component ofthe model are as follows:

• Conterl: The referential denotative, or cognitive function, by which a message
communicates information about a context.

• Addresser: The emotive function, by which a message communicates the speaker's
attitude and emotion, whether real or feigned.

• Addressee: The conative function; an imperative or vocative directed to the
addressee; such a message cannot be given a truth-value.

• Contact: The phatic function (the term is Malinowski's), by which communication is
established., checked., confirmed., or discontinued.

• Code: The metalingual function, in which language is made to refer to language
itself for the purpose ofchecking up on the code employed.

• Message: The poetic function, an orientation toward the message-its sounds and
signs-for its own sake. This is the primary function in c;'verbal art"', but it is not
restricted to language which is overtly creative or artistic. Jakobson points out that
while the poetic function is dominant in poetry, poetic genres can perhaps be

so

differentiated based on the presence ofa secondary function. Thus the secondary
function in epic poetry is the referential; that oflyric poetry is the emotive; that of
exhortative and supplicatory poetry is the conative. (Jakobson 1987:66-71)
I will differentiate three language functions in LP:t calling these "modesn . Like
Jakobson's attitude toward his functions, I stress that LP will ordinarily evince more than
one mode, but that one may often speak ofa dominant mode in any particular situation.
The modes depend on the effects ofLP, and where they occur.
The communicative mode. In the communicative mode., LP is used to convey

cognitive information from addresser to addressee. It corresponds primarily to
Jakobson's referential function, combined with his conative function. While imperatives
(petitions or exhortations) are not assertions admitting a truth value, they are acts of
communication with definite cognitive content, by which we get someone to understand
what it is that we want, and perhaps to act so as to fulfill our wishes. Thus the
communicative mode creates a cognitive effect in the addressee's subjectivity, whether
by providing new information, confirming that which is already known, or making a
request which may lead to subsequent action. This effect is created by the referents of
language, the "signifieds". Because I wish to consider communication as a human
phenomenon, I do not class LP directed toward metaphysical entities in the
communicative mode, but rather in the ritual mode (below).
The affective mode. This corresponds roughly to Jakobson's emotive function.

However, I distinguish three subtypes. Affect through expression, by which the
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addresser communicates his own (real or feigned) emotional state via paralinguistic
features (vocal tone, pause, stress) is closest to Jakobson's emotive function. Affect
may also result from language itself the connotations of reference-the "context" in
Jakobson's terms-which the listener will not necessarily relate to the speaker's state, or
the sounds and signs ofthe message (Jakobson's poetic function). Finally.. affect may
result from the perception ofthe structure ofthe sonic component ofLP as I have
defined it (e.g. a fast tempo); here the role of' 'musical emotion" comes to the fore, and
the role oflanguage itself may be slight. In any case, LP in the affective mode creates an
emotional effect in the addressee's subjectivity. This affective effect is not directly
contained in the message itself: but rather is associated with its sonic carrier (perceptual
affect), signifiers (paralinguistic affect) or signifieds (affect resulting from connotations).

The ritual mode. All the LP I examine occurs in contexts which may be

considered ritual, broadly speaking. However, by the ritual mode I mean something
particular: the objective effect produced via the performance oflanguage independent of
its linguistic meaning for any ofthe human participants involved. Sometimes these
effects take place in the addresser (as an objective transformation of his physical or

spiritual condition), and sometimes they take place elsewhere in the world. Since there is
no scientific basis for such effects, they can only exist relative to a particular belief
system. Thus prayer, while its full effectiveness may depend upon understanding,
intention, and sincerity, may be held to be effective in creating objective effects (in the
addresser: self-healing or purifying from sin; outside the addresser: bringing rain,
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bringing peace) without any understanding ofmeaning in the conventional sense. The
ritual mode reaches its extreme in magical incantations.. often in an unintelligible
language., whose significance is merely as a performative act (and perhaps for this reason
such acts., lacking any connection to intention or sincerity., are often rejected by religion).
Here the effect stems strictly and automatically from the signifiers ofthe message. In
this case., scrupulous attention to performance is often the norm, since a single mistake
may suffice to negate the desired effect., or even to bring unintended and unfortunate
consequences. In the case ofsupplications and certain spells the ritual mode resembles
the conative function, but in which the addressee is unspecified., perhaps assumed to be
supernatural. Thus Jakobson gives examples of magical incantations and classes them as
conative (Jakobson 1987:68). While some ofthe ritual-mode LP I will consider is no
doubt conative in this sense., other examples are not.
It is important to note that since the communicative and affective modes create

subjective effects, LP in these modes can be a powerful tool for creating social effects as
well, particularly when LP takes place in a group. Ritual LP, by contrast.. tends not to
affect social reality as much, since its primary significance is to produce objective effects
in the spiritual world, certified by a system ofbelief But as with Jakobson's functions.,

no LPS exhibits only one mode.. and even LP in which the ritual mode dominates may
have emotional and communicative consequences at some level (I have not considered
Jakobson's pbatic and metalingual functions. The phatic function is no doubt present in
the LP I will discuss, but I am not primarily concerned with the technical means by which
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contact is established., modified., or brok~ rather., I am interested in what LP does for
participants given that contact has been established. Besides., in the ritual contexts with
which I am concerned., contact tends to be a nearly automatic concomitant ofthe act of
participation. Likewise., the metalingual function is more important in casual speech than
in ritual., since ritual participation generally presumes familiarity with a code., and it is

often a characteristic ofritual that there is no opportunity to insert communications ofa
metalingual sort; one is supposed to learn the codes merely by participating or through
informal conversation outside ofthe ritual. I also have not treated the poetic function
separately as an object ofi.l1terest. The poetic function is present in nearly all LP I
consider; its lesser prominence is one ofthe primary features differentiating the "speech"
genres ofLP which I take up later on. However., I am mainly interested in the effects of
LP., and the poet function" s effects on listeners can be classed as essentially affective.)
My definition ofLP can also be briefly contrasted with several related concepts
from various fields., in order to show how it differs from them., and why the present
definition is perhaps preferable for the present study.

Linguistics: Noam Chomsky's concept oflinguistic performance. Performance
here is used to cover language as a set ofutterances produced by speakers., as opposed
to the idealized conception oflanguage., the cognitive machinery which produces those
utterances., which is denoted as linguistic competence (Crystal 1985: "performance''').
This sense oflinguistic performance, including all possible utterances., is much more
general than what is desired.
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Philosophy: Austin's and Searle's speech act (Austin 1975, Searle 1969). Here

focus is on the very general category ofacts, within which are distinguished those
involving speech. This definition is in one sense too wide, in another too narrow. On the
one hand, I want to focus on acts involving the heightened sense ofawareness which the
word performance implies~ the set ofspeech acts contains too much. On the other hand,
the notion of,'speech" is also too restrictive; the word suggests a prosaic style of
expression, or at least a lack ofinterest in performative style (as opposed to content),
and is thus not suitable given my concern for singing and chanting in all their
multidimensionality. Another problem with "speech act" is its discreteness.. or
"countability" (thus the plural exists: '''speech acts"); the notion of speech act does not
describe something, but rather is something, with a definite beginning and end.
Furthermore, the notion ofan "act" suggests instantaneousness, and indeed the use of
the term "speech act" by philosophers is genera1Iy to refer to very short utterances.
Perhaps for this reason the philosophers' treatment of speech acts also tends to be
focussed on the words which are uttered, detached from the larger acoustic and social
context in which they occur. My concept ofLP is more general for being an attn1>ute,
and thus open-ended; no sense of short duration is implied, and the term can be more
inclusive ofconcomitant social and sonic features.
Folklore: Bauman's concept ofverbaI arts as performance (Bauman 1975,
1978). I share Bauman's concern for the multiple features ofverbal art as performance,

including a focus on performance-as action or event-over texts, with careful
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consideration ofcontexts., framing., patterning., roles.. genres., emergent qualities.. and
relations to social structure. However, use ofthe term "arts"., as appropriate as it may
be for the materials typically addressed in folklore studies (stories.. myths., songs.. jokes..
etc.), is problematic when applied to the content of religious ritualS., especially in Islam
where the aesthetic attitude implied by "art" may be felt to undercut the spiritual function
oflanguage~ I

prefer simply "performancen . At the same time, use ofthe term "verbal"

is less neutral than "language'" as a modifier., since it emphasizes the philosophers" notion
ofspeech. Indeed., Bauman"s bias in this direction becomes apparent when he suggests
that the notion of performance may serve to unify all verbal behaviors into a unified
conception ofverbal art "as a way of speaking" (Bauman 1975:291). However, my
analytical interests go beyond speaking.
The term "language performancen also has the advantage mentioned before:
being a neologism., it does not automatically invoke previous theories or theorists beyond
the control ofthe author, and therefore can be more flexibly shaped for my present
purposes, without prejudicial biases on the part of researcher or reader creeping in
unnoticed.

Notes for Chapter I
1

His observation that the Hamidiyya Shadbiliyya was the only prospeIOUS Sufi group in modem. Egypt

is no longer '1l1id. Measured by rate of increase in activity and. participation, if not by absolute
membership, newer orders are today more successful. Furthermore, despite GiJsenan' S emphasis on the
effectiveness of their mechanisms ofsocial conttol as a means of sua:ess, the Hamidiyya Shadhiliyya
have suffered a major schism S1eDUDing from coDfliet over the legitimacy of heredity as assuring a
proper basis for tariqa leadership, aDd this split bas natma1ly led to a weakening of its social position.
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:: Neutral in the sense ofcarrying few associations or restrictions. unlike "chanting-. -singing", -music"

or "liturgy".
J

These ideas. presented over many years in Bourdieu's formidable scbolad~' output. are nicely

summarized in Harker et a1 1990: 1-25. and Postone et a1 1993:1-13.
of

This notion of a "struggle- is particularly appropriate to the field of Islam and the bitter contests for

legitimacy and authenticity which ha\-e been taking place within it. I will provide a partial outline of
these struggles in Chapter 2.

We "ill see something of this strategy in the example of the I~-ya tariqa. But we "ill also notice
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the opposite trend: the new Sufi group which seizes the onhodox "'high ground"" as a means of entry.
This may have occurred because while the preexisting groups-the older Sufi orders-may have been
dominant in the Sufi field. they were weak \\ithin the field of Islam overall and regarded as heterodox in
the wider context. Therefore the new groups' orthodoxy was in reality a form ofsub\'elSion of the
existing Sufi order.
6

This notion of reform is also particular!}' we11-suited to my forthcoming discussion of Islam in Egypt.
The formula is only metaphorically mathematical. In particular. it is hard to understand the meaning

of ~plus' and "times· here: he perhaps means to highlight the notion of the field as a conte.u.
S

Even the individual (as psychologists at least will readily admit) is not totally centralized and cohesive:

thus \\ithin limits it seems reasonable to treat the group as an agent so long as it meets the conditions of
centralization and cohesion.
9

This concept of self-negation is particularly appropIiate in the Sufi context. where it is known as lana

t

ji al-shaykh (self-annihilation in the shaykh). a preliminary stage towardfanQtji a[·rasu! (seIfannihilation in the Prophet) andlana tji Allah (self-annihilation in God). See Hoffman 1995:140-1.
10

In fact all language use probably e.'dlibits some degree of awareness: this discussion takes place as if

the condition were binary. whereas in fact it is a continuum. Thus one should talk about the "'degree of
awareness ofadDess". a continuous quantity7 which would lead to a continuum. also in the possibility of
strategic control (see below). But the binary simplification will suffice for the sake of this brief

discussion.
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2. The Rise and Decline of Sufi Orders in Egypt
A. Introduction
A picture ofthe general rise and decline of Sufism in Egypt from medieval times
to the present emerges from contemporary historical scholarship. In the Mamluk period
(1250-1517) Sufism is depicted as a popular mass phenomenon, serving to provide a
warm spiritual life in contrast to (and often in conflict with) the dry legalism ofthe
'ulama') (religious scholars) who tried unsuccessfully to repress it. Sufism steadily
increased in influence through the Ottoman period (1517- 1798), when Sufi shaykhs
enjoyed maximal autonomy and power. After Muhammad 'Ali's ascendancy to power
(1805), the orders were brought under government control with the appointment ofa
central Sufi authority.. and economic reform that deprived orders oftraditional means of
support, but the orders continued to thrive and multiply throughout the 19th century.
However in the 20th century attacks on Sufism by both Islamic reformers and secularnationalists, together with massive social, economic, and political changes in Egypt..
dislodged the orders from their former central position, and rapid decline followed.
While the rough contours ofthis arc may be true enough, the actual role of
Sufism in Egyptian society, and especially its relation to the religious elite, was complex.
Before the late 19th century, there may have been periodic attacks .upon Sufism from
religious elites, but the relation between Sufism and the 'uIama' as a whole can hardly be
characterized as mutually exclusive or antagonistic. For one thing.. the groups
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overlapped, especially in Ottoman times when many ofthe leading 'u1ama' were Sufis as
well. Although some Sufis may have held objectionable religious views't the mainstream
doctrines ofSufis and religious scholars had long since been reconciled by aI-Ghazaii (d.
III I). Criticisms of Sufism were usually directed against specific beliefsl> not against

Sufism as a whole. Even influential reformers such as Ibn Taymiyya. Muhammad

«;

Abd~

and ~ aI-Banna' were strongly influenced by Sufism in its social and doctrinal
aspects. On the other hand, many reform-minded writers, such as Abd a1- Wahhab a1«;

Sha'rani.. were also famous Sufis. Thus the social distance between critics and Sufis
tends to collapse.
It was rather in the domain ofpractice that the main tensions and criticisms
appeared. I wish to suggest that insofar as they were effective, the attacks upon the Sufi
orders in Egypt-and elsewhere-were primarily directed toward rituals, rather than
against social or doctrinal aspects of Sufism. Furthermore, the distinction between

"criticizer" and "criticized" did not necessarily distinguish the non-Sufi from the Sufi,
since there is a history ofconservative toCsober" Sufis (from aI-Junayd to aI-GbazaIi to aIShar-rani; the tradition continues in the present day) critical ofecstatic rituals., either
because they felt that these rituals, while legitimate, discredited Sufism as a whole; or as
apologists in the face oforthodox criticism; or because they truly felt such rituals to be
heretical practices with no place in true Islam.
Most Sufis were illiterate, simple artisans and peasants. They would not have
been receptive to subtle theosophical or theological distinctions that might run against
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orthodox formulations. Available historical evidence does not suggest that doctrines
such as mystical unity (ittihad) or incamationism (lnlllll) were widespread beyond elite
circles;

besides~ such

beliefs are not associated with characteristic behaviors which can be

criticized. Beliefs in sainthood (wilaya), the doctrine ofintercession (shafa'a) by saints
and the Prophet? the efficacy ofdhikr and sama' (mystical audition) wece widespread in
popular Sufism, but these beliefs were mainly criticized insofar as they gave rise to
unacceptable practices and rituals. Therefore it was in the domain of ritual performance
that criticisms came down most sharply on the Sufis., especially the singing of poetry., the
use of musical instruments., emotionalism., vigorous chanting of prayers., accompanying
bodily movements (whether frenzied or regularized ("dance"», self-mortification (ascetic
feats, as well as piercing the body, eating snakes and the like)., and the rituals oftomb
visitation.
But criticisms of Sufi practice had little effect for centuries., for at least two
reasons. First, at least from the 13th century would-be reformers were an elite minority
amidst a populace generally well-disposed toward Sufism in its social., doctrinal., and
especially ritual formulations. Second., because the criticisms were not supported by any
real social, economic, or political factors impelling change. When these came in the 20th
century, the position of Sufism in Egypt was swiftly eroded.
During this Period the challenges to SuflStll were two-fold. First, the age-old
criticisms of ritual were now no longer elite, but shared by a growing literate and either
western-oriented or Islamic-reform oriented middle-class population with ties to the
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government. As Sufism came under government controL the latter was positioned to
actually effect changes desired by Sufi critics. This resulted in a loss ofidentity to the
orders, and a diminished appeal. Sharing much the same doctrinal base (due to the their
common admission of Islam as a matrix), the orders had differentiated themselves
primarily in two ways: social aspects (the shaykh's personality, the individual members
involved, their numbers, their relations with each other, the social structures thus
produced; attnDutes of class,

w~

education; structural articulation with government

or 'ulama') and the rituals they performed together. Social unity in turn could only hold
as long as there were shared practices-rituals-to attract, identify, and bind the group.
Thus ritual was a crucial factor unifying, identifying, and differentiating the tariqa: the
movements and sounds ofdhikr, the spatial formations ofmembers, singing, what sorts
of instruments (if any) were used, and so on.
The restriction of ritual had the effect of eradicating these differences, reducing
identity in each order, and hence cohesion. While Sufi groups may have thereby become
more acceptable to critics, they also lost much oftheir overall distinctiveness, and the
concomitant decline in emotionality no doubt reduced the incentive to join for many who
had felt drawn to the orders for precisely this reason.
Second, there was widespread attrition caused by far-reaching changes in
Egyptian society. The orders, deeply rooted in the old society, decentralized and lacking
in social cohesion, were unable to adapt to the rapid social transformations, while
competing social organizations arose to siphon offthose who formerly would have
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joined the orders. Many smaller orders ceased to exist~ while far-flung groups
fragmented. All the orders weakened as a younger urban generation turned away from
Sufism toward reformist Islamic groups, or secularism.
Survival entailed adaptatio~ which in tum required the maintenance ofa
centralized and cohesive social structure. These structural conditions help to maintain
group identity" as wen as being necessary for the formu1atio~ dissemination, and
actualization of adaptive strategies" allowing the group to cope with a shifting social
situation: to be able to recruit new members from the younger generatio~ to deflect
criticism, and generally to strengthen the group's social structure.
In general it was the newer groups which could best cope with the 20th century's
challenges. Such groups were formed in the heat of this turbulent time, and thus an
awareness ofits challenges was built in from the start. Being younger, they were more
centralized and cohesive, and more tightly bound by the inspiration oftheir founders.
These conditions enabled them to formulate rituals suitable to maintain themselves in the
modem era, to thrive in an atmosphere inditferent~ or even hostile, to the continued
existence of Sufism. The proper use ofritual in various contexts, particularly LP, was a
powerful factor in adaptatio~ serving to provide the tariqa with a unique identity, avoid
critiques, attract new members, and assure continued centralization and group solidarity.
The older orders., origina1Iy formulated in an era more open to Sufism, socially weakened
by the transformations ofthe 19th century, were unable to use ritual strategically, and
therefore continued to decline.
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B.

The rise of Sufism

Early Sufism was an ascetic reaction to the worldly interests ofthe Ummayad
caliphate (661-750),. aiming to reorient Muslims from the transitory riches of this world
to the permanent abode ofthe next. During this period there existed no organized
system of mysticism; rather the word "'Sufism" must be understood to describe certain
religious currents which regarded themselves as preserving the genuine spirituality and
otherworldly orientation established by the Prophet Muhammad,. and clearly laid out in
the Qur'an.
The ascetic movement started in Basra where its most famous exponent was

Hasan aI-Basri (d. 728), who urged men to turn from the fleeting joys ofthis world and
remember instead the agonies ofHellfire, the inevitability ofdeath, and the coming of
Judgement Day. Among the epigrams attributed to him is the following: "Sell this
present world ofyours for the next world and you will gain both in entirety., but do not
sell the next world for this world, for so shall you lose the two together...'" (Smith
1950:8). Besides emphasizing fear of God and negation ofthis world, the ascetics
(especially Ibrahim ibn Adha.m. d.c. 790) developed the notion of radical trust in God
(tawakklll)., and spiritual poverty (faqr); although Sufis later interiorized this latter
concept (as they had interiorized the outward rituals ofIslam itself), many ajaq;r
(ascetic; literally., "poor man") displayed his poverty outwardly in ragged dress., cehoacy,
mendicancy., and mortification ofthe flesh. Some retreated to a !chafwa (spiritual cell)
for long periods of solitary prayer and contemplation. Such practices brought them the
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condemnation of the orthodox legalists, since the Qur' an denies monasticism.. although
they continued throughout the following centuries.
The icy austerities ofasceticism melted somewhat with the appearance ofthe
famous woman saint, Rabi'a aI-'Adawiyya (d. 801). Rabi'a combined asceticism with
disinterested love for God. Unlike the traditional ascetic., whose devotions were
prompted by concentration on fear ofJudgement Day and Hell., or hope ofgaining entry
into heaven, Rabi'a's mysticism was inspired by the desire for God Himself In one
famous prayer, she dramatically expressed this attitude:
Oh my Lord.. if I worship Thee from fear ofHe~ bum me in Hell~ and if I
worship Thee from hope ofParadise, exclude me thence; but if I worship
lbee for Thine own sake, then withhold not from me Thine Eternal
Beauty. (Smith 1950: 11)
Later the mystical movement became more speculative; in Egypt Dhu ai-Nun aIMisri (d. 859) is the most famous example of this tum. Dhu ai-Nun gave a philosophical
east to

Sufi~ formulating

a theory of ma 'rifa (intuitive knowledge of God, gnosis) as

opposed to 'ilm (rational discursive knowledge) and religious dogma; he may have been
influenced by Neoplatonic currents then prevalent in Egypt (Schimmel 1975:43).1
Tradition ascribes to him the following passage:
Knowledge is ofthree kinds: first, the knowledge of the Unity ofGod and
this is common to all believers: second., knowledge gained by proof and
demonstration, and this belongs to the wise and the eloquent and the
learned., and third, knowledge ofthe attn'butes ofthe Unity, and this
belongs to the saints, those who contemplate the Face of God within their
hearts, so that God reveals Himselfto them in a way in which He is not
revealed to any others in the world. (Smith 1950:22-23)
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Abu Yazid al-Bistami (d. 874) was famous for powerful mystical experiences and
the ecstatic words (shathiyat) he uttered while living them. Finding God within himself:
he cried out "'SubhanH", "'Glory be to me,2». aI-Bistami valued mystical rapture, in
which the individual ego could be annihilated in God ({ana '). He is considered
representative ofthat Sufi tendency ofecstasy and intoxication (Sllkr) which was least
acceptable to the 'ulama' and Islamic mainstream. While some Sufi orders later claimed
influence from him, the majority found it more prudent (at least) to trace their spiritual
lineage (si/sila. "chain") to Abu al-Qasim aI-Junayd, representative ofthe sober trend in
Sufism, or at least the outwardly sober. Junayd understood that much ofthe Sufi's
experience and gnosis must be guarded and kept secret from all but the spiritually
advanced, as it could lead the novice astray, and draw the dangerous ire ofthe
orthodoxy. This attitude of promulgating one set ofbeliefs and practices (the zahir,
exoteric) for the ordinary people ( 'awamm) while cultivating another set (the batin,
esoteric) for the illuminates (khawwass) who are ready to receive it, has persevered to
the present day. 3 aI-Junayd studied Jaw, and emphasized the value of Sufism as a means
of purification. Though be did not deny the reality ofecstatic or intoxicated experiences,
for him the highest form ofmysticism was sobriety (sahw)~ not/ana' (annihilation ofthe
self), but haqa' ('''everlastingness'' in God).
The Bistami current reached its most dramatic manifestation in the consummate
mystic Husayn ibn Mansur aI-HaIlaj, and his Christ-like crucifixion and martyrdom in the
year 922. aI-HaIlaj was a forceful religious personality who gathered many followers to
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his ecstatic, passionate, and esoteric mysticism, and it was due to the political threat he
posed to the government in Baghdad, as much as for his famed ecstatic utterance "Ana
al-Haqq" ("I am the Truth", i.e. "I am God'') as wen as other strange religious
pronouncements, that he was finally executed (Massignon 1994:xxix).
After al-Ha1laj, Sufis increasingly exhibited the tendency toward concealing their

mystical insights, as well as toward a reconciliation with orthodoxy. It should be noted
once again that most Sufis had never rejected the Shari'a, but rather had reinterpreted
and added to it. But now the trend was toward systematizing Sufism in such a way as to
state its principles, values, concepts, terms, and rituals clearly, and to reconcile them
with the Law, thereby indicating the compatibility of Sufism with orthodoxy. Several
Sufis wrote handbooks and treatises along these lines, including Abu Nasr al-Sarraj (d.
988) in his Kitab ai-LOla'fi al-Tasawwuf, al-Kalabadbi (d.c.990) in Kitah af-Ta 'arruf,
Abu Talib al-Makki (d. 966) in Qut al-Qulub, Abu al-Qasim al-Qushayri in his famous

Risafa, and al-Hujwiri (d. 1071) in Kashjal-Mahjuh.
These authors were all Sufis, as well as literate and thoughtful men of
understanding. Some ofthem were recognized scholars as well, and thus their words
must have carried weight among orthodoxy critical of Sufism. al-Kalabadhi was a
Hanafijurist (Schimmel 1975:85), while al-Makki was a member ofthe Salimiyya
theological school (Watt 1985: 109). al-Qushayri was a "full-fledged Ash'arite
theologian" (Schimmel 1975:88), and his treatise is widely read to the present day.
While the Salimites were opposed by the Hanbalites (Watt 1985: 109), the credentials of
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these writers at least place them near~ if not always within., the Islamic legalisttheological discourse, from which they could make a reasoned appeal for Sufism's
religious validity. The orthodox theologians might still reject Sufi claims to mystical
union, or particular rituals, but a dialog was now open.
But it was Abu Hamid aI-GhazaIi (d. III 1) who tinaIly succeeded in forging a
synthesis between Sufism and orthodoxy, which was to be accepted thereafter by the
Islamic mainstr~ if not by the strictest Hanbali theologians. He studied jurisprudence
and theology, as well as philosophy, and was appointed professor in the prestigious
Nazamiyya college ofBaghdad at the age of33 (Watt 1985:86). He then became
sceptical, searching for truth in theology, philosophy (which may have precipitated his
scepticism in the first place), and the Isma'ili sect, but to no avail. He thus turned to
Sufism. As he wrote in his autobiographical aJ-Munqidh min ai-Dalal (The Deliverer
from Errorl, "I reaIized...that I had already advanced as far as was possible by way of
knowledge. What remained for me was not to be attained by instruction and study but
only by immediate experience and by living as a Sufi...". He began by reading Sufi books,
but then suffered a kind ofnervous breakdown. Filled with doubts about his motivations
and virtue as a scholar, he left his prestigious post and became a practicing Sufi,
wandering widely. Only then was his faith restored, allowing him to return to teaching
and writing once again. Thereafter, in his 4O-volume /hya' 'ulum ai-Din (Revival ofthe
Religious Sciences), he showed the compatibility of Shari'a with the Sufi life (Watt
1985:86-92). Sufism for al..GbazaIi was the inner meaning ofDivine Law. By
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combining law and mysticism in this way, he moderated the latter and made it widely
acceptable to the orthodox theologians.
What is noteworthy about these books is their careful treatment ofritual and its
effects, often through citation of prominent shaykbs, and the primary sources of Shari'a
(Qur'an and Hadith). Most included a chapter on sama" (audition), a ritual which in the
hands ofthe Sufis had often included music and poetry as a means of producing spiritual
ecstasy (wajd). Sufi authors descri~ classified, and defended it, but not absolutely; it
was a force which could produce spiritual benefit or deficit, and they attempted to
delineate the proper conditions for its performance, the instruments which could or could
not be employed,. and the dangers involved. 4 They wrote also about wajd,. treating its
different manifestations, which ones are permissible, and how ecstasy should or should
not be expressed through exclamations and behaviors. Some practices were defended by
recourse to Qur'an and Hadith, or the experiences ofother Sufis. Other more
controversial practices were carefully considered as to what was legal in them and what
was not. Still other practices might be condemned. Often authors could also evade
taking a definite stance by simply quoting a variety ofsources.
We may profitably consider some ofthese discussions in greater detail~ since
sama" as described in these treatises includes all ritual "listening" (including Qur'an,
dhikr,. sermons, or poetry), it corresponds quite closely to my notion ofLP in hadra.
Thus al-Sarraj cites badith showing that the Prophet like to bear melodic

recitations ofthe Qur'an (al-Sarraj 1963:69); be outlines the conditions under which
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sarna' is proper~ saying "If the beginner is ignorant ofthese conditions~ be must learn
them from a

Shey~

lest he should be seduced and corruptedu (al-Sarraj 1963:74). He

further concludes that the value of sarna'" is relative., since "[t]he influence of sarna'"
depends on, and corresponds ~ the spiritual state ofthe hearer" (al-Sarraj 1963:76).
For ecstasy~ he finds support in Qur~an and Hadith, then distinguishes between the
genuine (wajd) and the anificial (tawajud)~ those practicing the latter are condemned if
they are merely imitating others., but praised ifthey sincerely aim for lofty states (a1Sarraj 1963:78-9).
a1-Hujwiri praises audition ofthe Qm'an (al-Hujwiri 1990:394)., and grounds
admissibility oflistening to poetry on a hadith in which the Prophet said "Some poetry is
wisdom" (a1-Hujwiri 1990:397), then goes on to analyze further: "Auditors...may be
divided into two classes: (1) those who hear the spiritual meanin& (2) those who hear
the material sound. There are good and evil results in each case.'" (al-Hujwiri 1990:402)
He delineates three emotional experiences in sarna': wqjd., wlIjlld, and tawaftld., and
presents various views on each (al-Hujwiri 1990:413-416). He also condemns dancing
(raqs)., and the tearing ofgarments (resuIting from wajd), although the former is to be

differentiated from true ecstatic movements resulting from inner feelin& and the latter
can be excused if performed by one overpowered by emotion. (a1-Hujwiri 1990:416-7)
al-Ghazali treats sarna' and wajd (a fun book ofms Ihya' 'ulum ai-Din) as a
general phenomenon (not only in religious contexts). Besides descriptions, quotations,
and analysis ofhow listening produces its effects, he presents the oonditioDS under which
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it is lawful~ and those under which it is unlawfi.d, backing them up with detailed legal
arguments. The unlawful conditions includes performances by women or youths (who
might arouse temptation); use of particular instruments (pipes~ stringed instruments~ and
the kuha drum) associated with drinkers and effeminates~ and improper poetry (including
obscene poetry~ as well as erotic poetry., unless the listener applies it to his wife or
concubine') (aI-Ghazali 1901-2:207-238)
I do not present these summaries for the particular information contained in them
(nor does it seem likely that these treatises were directed primarily to Sufis desiring such
information).

Rather~

that the fact that these authors emphasized subtle discourses

about ritual, and careful delineation or classification of its different types, indicates the
sensitivity of Sufism to orthodox attacks on its rituals. If scholarly Sufis could not
condemn all of Sufi ritual, neither could they avoid condemning some ofit. For these
manuals were in large measure apologetics directed to critics; many Sufis were illiterate
and in any case Sufism essentially held to the superiority of,'tasting" over "reading"'. If
books were not generally useful for Sufis, books carefully defending their practices were
even less so. Sufi rituals had been criticized from the beginning as hid'a (heresy), since
they were not directly supported by Islamic canon law. Sufi rituals and practicesparticularly asceticism, dhikr and samac, and tomb visitation-are Sufism's point of
wInerability. While purely interior aspects of Sufism could not attract attention, Sufi
practices were more f1a8rant. Ostenstbly, these rituals were condemned because they
violated Islamic law: innovative forms ofworship not sanctioned by the Shari"a, and
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thus a degradation ofIslam. Such rituals also suggested beliefin heterodox doctrines.,
such as the efficacy ofsaint intercession (in tomb visitation)~ or the existence of mystical
states ofinspiration and union (during dhikr and sarna').
But the motives for denying them went deeper than this. If Sufis could construct
new rituals which sidestepped the Sbari'a., then they posed a threat to the supremacy of
Shari'a and the order it provided for Muslims everywhere. Rituals such as sama' or dhikr
which claimed to facilitate direct apprehension of spiritual truths (which might
conceivably undercut the authority of Shari'a) were even more suspicious~ and even
more threatening. More practically~ such rituals threatened the power ofthe 'ulama'
who bad invested their entire lives in studying Islamic Law, and whose personal statures
and fortunes were bound up with its centrality for Islamic life. But these were precisely
the rituals that would later develop into the organized hadra ofthe Sufi orders.
Up until the 12th century Sufi practice had been a largely informal affair, often
individualistic. The tariqa (way) consisted ofthe teachings and rituals ofa teacher, but
did not yet refer to a particular social group or ongoing institution. The fundamental
relation existed between spiritual master and student, although not sealed by a formal
vow ofallegiance. The Sufi group, such as it was~ consisted merely ofthe particular
individuals who happened to be in training with a particular teacher at a particular time.
Such a group did not possess an identity ofits own transcending those ofits constituent
members. Furthermore the circle surrounding a particular teacher was in a constant state
of flux, as Sufis travened widely and some were perpetually itinerant. Such a group
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could display no corporate solidarity. Sometimes the group was based in an institutional
foundation (the khanqah, ribat, or zowiya) where teacher and students might live.. but
the relative permanence ofthis physical structure was no guarantee of social permanence
even during the teacher's lifetime. When the teacher died, the group usually broke apart.
Sufi groups such as these began to gain respectability., perhaps due to the efforts
of al-Ghazali and others. Some political leaders, such as Salah al-Din aI-Ayyubi and his
successors (the Ayyubids) in Egypt, granted official favor to the khanqah and its rituals.,
but the rift between orthodoxy and Sufism remained, clearly manifested in the separation
oftheir teaching foundations: the madrasa for the study of religious sciences (law.,

Hadith.. Qur'anic exegesis, theology), and the khanqah for the Sufis (Trimingham
1971:9).
The transformation occurred in the 12th and 13th centuries with the formation of
the tariqa as a more permanent social organization, enduring beyond the death of its
founder, and serving to preserve his name., as well as the teachings., and rituals which had
characterized his group. This occurred when a particular teacher commanded the full
loyalty ofhis students as devoted disciples., bound to him by the taking ofan oath ( I;ahd).,
in which he adopted them as his spiritual sons. Initiation was a critical development in
this process., for taking an oath ofallegiance bound the disciple into the group as a
matter ofcommitment, often involving the transmission ofquasi-secret prayer formulas.,
and the extension ofthe leader's silsila (spiritual lineage) to the ne'N disciple
(Trimingham 1971: lO). The relation between shaykh and disciple, symbolically a blood-
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relation,. was more enduring than before; consequently the social groups themselves were
also more permanent. Whereas before Sufis moved from one teacher to another on their
own path. now the decision to join a tariqa entailed a transformation of self-identity to
one determined by the group. Doctrinally these turuq were not sects., but initiation had
become a "conversion'" in a social sense. The group achieved a high level of solidarity by
virtue ofthis shared identity.
When the founder died., leadership passed to successive disciples (often., but not
necessarily~ agnatic kin) through the silsila. While the founder lived his personality
dominated the group~ but after his passing the group could acquire an independent
corporate identity of its own as an

institutio~ a

mystical school responsible for passing

down the teachings and rituals of its founder. At the same time., the founder became
increasing idealized., known primarily through his writings (usuaIIy prayers)., karamat
(miracles) and baraka (spiritual blessing); the latter could be obtained through visitation
of his shrine. The founder was thereby transformed into a saint.
Over time., new charismatic leaders could appear in these turuq who reenergized
some part ofit and gathered disciples tightly about them. At the same time., the original
social organization could weaken,. particularly if it lacked charismatic talent at the center.
Under these conditions, it was natural for a peripheral charismatic leader to found a
branch tariqa; these often compounded the name ofthe new leader with that of his
original order.
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Thus a hierarchy of interrelated Sufi orders arose., a segmentary lineage structure
imposed on the spiritual genealogy which theoretically linked every Sufi (through some
number of"generations'j to the founder ofhis order., then (through more generations) to
the founder ofhis founder's order., and so on back to one ofthe major saint-founders of
early organized Sufism. For Egyptian turuq, the most important founders were'Abd alQadir al-Tdani (b. 1077; from I~ but lived mainly in Iraq; founder ofthe QadiriyYa).,
Ahmad ibn" Ali al-Rifa'i (1106-82; lived and died in Iraq; founder ofthe Rifa'iyya),
Sayyid Ahmad al-Badawi (b. 1199 in Morocco, but lived and died in Tanta, Egypt;
founder ofthe Ahmadiyya)., Ibrahim al-Dasuqi (1246-1288; lived and died in Egypt;
founder ofthe Burhamiyya), and Abu ai-Hasan al-Sbadbili (1196-1258; from Morocco,
but came to live in Alexandria; founder ofthe Sbadhiliyya). From these early saints and
their spiritual descendants, together with a diverse collection ofKha1wti shaykhss
(notably the Syrian Shaykh Mustafa aI-Bakri (1688-1749» sprang most ofthe Egyptian
orders.

CO' Sufism ascendant
1.

Mamluk Egypt

It was only after the establishment ofthe Sufi orders as durable social

organiz.ations in the 12th century that Sufism as a mass phenomenon ofrituaI and belief

took root in Egypt. While Sufism was initial criticized by the 'ulama' (religious
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scholars)., within a few centuries, Sufism had extended its influence to include a broad
swath ofboth the foulama' themselves and the ruIing class within its scope.
A revealing portrait of Sufi ritual life in medieval Egypt is provided by Fernandes
(1988), through analysis of Sufi institutions ofthe period. The Sufi convent called a ribat
first appeared in the Ayyubid period (1169-1260). Here Sufis lived while devoting
themselves to ascetic practices. Despite being criticized by foulama' these convents
became widespread., and must have enjoyed support among at least some ofthe wealthy.,
since they were supported by pious endowments (awqaj). Besides their Sufi function.,
ribats were also used for general social services (Fernandes 1988: 10-19).
Later the zawiya became common. The zawiya was the meeting place for the
followers of a Sufi shaykh affiliated with a specific tariqa. Rituals were held in the
zawiya, and the shaykh lived in it. The leadership ofthe zawiya was hereditary., usually
passing to the shaykh"s son. These zawiyas attracted members ofthe ruling elite as weD
as the masses. The growth ofthe zawiya signals the spread ofthe tunlq in Egypt~ by the
15th century zawiyas were larger and more numerous, and many ofthe sultans became
involved with them. (Fernandes 1988:13-16). Strained economic conditions during this
time may also have turned the populace toward Sufism (Fernandes 1988:40).
Another physical institution., called the khanqah, also dates from the Ayyubid
period. The khanqah served as a Sufi residence, including lodging, kitchen, and
bathroom facilities. Although not dedicated to a particular Sufi order, the khanqah was
led by a Sufi shaykh, who bad absolute control over his followers. He led them in group
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rituals called m,dl,r (singular: hadra).. consisting primarily ofgroup recitations of awrad
or ahzab (special devotional texts composed or borrowed by the shaykh; we will study
these in more detail in Chapter 4l, Qur' an, and dhikr (remembrance of God by chanting
His Names), as well as solo insbad (singing ofreligious poems). The badra would
frequently open with the shaykh's recitation ofthe hasmala (hi ism Allah ai-Rahman

ai-Rahim, in the Name of God.. most Merciful, most Compassionate), and close with his

m,'a' (prayer ofrequest).. just as it does today.

Hadra in the khanqah was generally

more onhodox than that held in the zawiya., which might include music and freer
movement (often called dance by critics). But in the 15th century there may have been
music and dance in the khanqah hadra as well, in which even the ruling sultans
participated (Fernandes 1988: 16-18.. 58).
It was the khanqahs which played a major role in bringing about the acceptance
of Sufism by the 'ulama', establishing it as respectable in Mamluk Egypt. Formerly the
Egyptian 'ulama' opposed Sufism.. having accused Dhu aI-Nun (d. 859) ofheresy, and

this attitude continued through the Ayyubid period, growing with the initial
establishment ofthe khanqahs which often favored foreigners (Fernandes 1988:99).
But in the 14th century, exoteric religion (law, theology, and Prophetic
traditions) started to be taught in the khanqahs, and Friday sermons were held there, thus
creating opportunities for the 'uIama' to become involved in them professionally. At the
same time, Sufism began to be incorporated into the madrasas (religious colleges) and
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jam;'s (mosques) in the fonn of daily badras (Fernandes 1988:33). Thus the gap
between 'ulama' and Sufis began to narrow.
The rulers were closely involved in constructing and maintaining the khanqahs
(and sometimes zawiyas), as weU as sponsoring full-time teaching positions within them.
Sultan Barquq built them in the 14th century, and this trend accelerated in the 15th as
rulers showed greater interest in Sufism. By this time, many prominent 'ulama' were
involved with khanqahs. Supporting khanqahs was a means by which the Mamluk rulers
attempted to control the general religious life, especially the elites, and thus the
population as a whole (Fernandes 1988: 1,102-3).
With the establishment ofteaching posts for the 'ulama' in the khanqahs,
attitudes ofthe 'ulama' shifted. At the same time, the Sufis became more educated in
mainstream Islamic traditions, and so attained a higher religious status. By the 15th
century a class ofSufis existed who could be identified with the 'ulama' (Fernandes
1988: 102). Through participation in the khanqah, Sufi customs became more prominent

in religious life as a whole, and Sufi teachings were integrated with those ofthe 'ulama'
class (Fernandes 1988: 106).
Again the reception of ritual is a sensitive indicator ofchanging attitudes. The
sama« (spiritual concert, involving recitation and often singing, music, and movement)

bad formerly been attacked by the 'ulama', although sultans sometimes attended secretly,
even before the Mamluk era, to avoid criticism by religious authorities. But by the 14th
century the rulers were openly sponsoring the samaC replete with singers (Fernandes
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1988:106). In the 15th century Sufi rituals were included in the state-sponsored rituals
performed to ward off plague!t drought, or famine, with the sultan himself participating
openly (Fernandes 1988: 106-1).
Toward the end of the 1Sth century!t the khanqah declined, as shaykhs began to
establish themselves independently ofthese state-controUed institutions. Now the
zawiya was ascendant, and rulers had to turn to the power ofthe shaykhs there. The
tunlq now spread more rapidlY!t a trend encouraged by the Ottomans, and the mood
turned toward popular Sufism in the orders. (Fernandes 1988: 111-113).
Boaz Shoshan (1993) provides another view!t by examining the popular culture
ofCairo in this era. Unlike its earlier ascetic and speculative forms, Sufism in Mamluk
Egypt broadly penetrated congregational life, exerting a growing influence on ordinary
Muslims' world-views, religious practices!t and social life. Sources indicate dozens of
active Sufi shaykhs, retaining large followings, and serving as religious links to the
common people. The QaIandariyya, Shadhiliyya., Ahmadiyya, Rifa'iyy~ Burhamiyya,
and KhaIwatiyya orders were most prominent at this time (Shoshan 1993: 10-11). From
the 14th century Sufi social structures and the ideologies supporting them served to
mediate between the ruling military elite and the population, and the Sufis rose to the
level ofthe 'ulama' in significance (Shoshan 1993:21).
There were two main circles of Sufi influence. The narrower one encompassed
those who were wholly dedicated to the orders. Many younger men severed ties to their
families in order to live in a shaykh' 5 zawiya (descnbed below), and some shaykhs
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acquired many followers. But there was a wider circle too., within which Sufism exerted
a general influence, especially via sermons delivered by Sufi preachers at Friday
congregational prayer.
Thus the famous Sufi (and saint) Ibn e Ata' Allah al-Iskandari (d. 1309) had
widespread influence as a preacher in Cairo. He was a Sbadhili, disciple of Abu ale

Abbas al-Mursi (student of Sidi Abu al-Hasan aI-Shadhili himself), and a respected legal

scholar whose books were studied at al-Azbar (the oldest Islamic university, founded by
the Fatimids in the 10th century in CairO., and still the principal Islamic university today).
In his sermons he spoke of Sufi ideas such as purification of self: and love ofGod

(mahabba). Perfonnance of dhikr., he preached., serves as a means of repentance.,
worship, and polishing the heart; Prayer is a union between two lovers. He extolled the
saints., and spoke oftheir miracles (karamat). These sermons reportedly had a great
influence on the masses. He opposed the reformist theologian Ibn Taymiyya due to the
latter's polemics against the Shadhili order., and once marched with 500 supponers to the
Citadel (then seat ofgovernance) in protest against him (Shoshan 1993:14-16).
Sufi masters were venerated, and especially after death might be recognized as
saints. All sorts ofmiraculous deeds-feats offlying, healing, or telepathy-were
attributed to saints, and served as authentication oftheir saintly status. Some shaykhs
were widely sought out for their blessing. Miracle stories often indicated the social
compassion ofshaykhs, who could feed the hungry, cure the sick, and intercede to bring
reliefftom oppressive rulers (Shoshan 1993:18-22). Other saints made the land fertile,
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protected people from the forces of nature, or located stolen goods. But the
fundamental power ofa saint stemmed from his closeness to God; thus the Arabic word
for saint is wafi (close; plural awfiya '). This status enabled him to mediate with God"
who was often felt too distant to be approached directly, especially by one who feared
his own sinful state. Saints re-radiated God's blessing (haraka), and their presence made
prayers more effective (Taylor 1989: 195-235).
Sufi saints thus filled two key roles in medieval Egyptian society. In life, they
provided models of exemplary piety, encapsulating religious values such as denial of
desire, devotion, truthfulness, and generosity. The concept ofthe saint as a sa!ih
(virtuous one) was not contested as a general principle, even if there might not be
agreement on the status of any particular individual. Saints were also agents of
intercession (shafa 'a) between ordinary people and God. The possibility of such
intercession was controversial among theologians, but widespread among the populace,
as indicated by accounts ofbaraka and karamat, and the rituals oftomb visitation (Taylor
1989: 191-2).
While the 'ulama ~ may have gradually been drawn into Sufi institutions,
accepting the hudur and Sufi turuq, certain Sufi rituals continued to provoke
acrimonious criticism. One ofthe most criticized practices was visiting the tombs of
saints (ziyarat af-qubur). These saints had initially comprised the Ahl al-Bayt (family of
the Prophet), some ofwhom were buried in Egypt. When an important shaykh died, his
or her tomb could also become the object ofvisitation, and so the great Sufi shaykhs
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were integrated into a widespread ritual practice. One might recite religious texts at a
tomb., pray to God., OT make a vow (nadhr) to do something in exchange for spiritual
favors. Prayers to God were more likely to be answered in the vicinity ofthe tomb of a
holy person., and the saint himself might answer pleas for help through intercession with
God., or could provide miracles and baraka (blessings) for those visiting their tombs
(Shoshan 1993: 18-22).

Mawlids-saint festivals-were common; in the late Mamluk: era., the mawlid of
Sayyid Ahmad al-Badawi in Tanta was reputed to draw more participants than the
annual Hajj (pilgrimage to Mecca and ceremonies performed during the first ten days of
the Islamic month Dhu al-Hijja). Mawlids were criticized as an instance ofsaint
veneration, as wen as for the scandalous rituals performed within them, often mixed with
popular culture and in the presence ofwomen. It was "scandals'" (perhaps involving Sufi
ritual) which led to the suspension ofthis mawlid in 1417. But ritual unacceptable to the
orthodoxy evidently continued. A Sufi shaykh named Muhammad aI-Shinawi (d. 1525;
he was the shaykh of'Abd al-Wahhab al-Sha'rani, considered below) is known to have
abolished some ofthe emotional ritual practices., as well as the use ofmusical
instruments during the procession., substituting dhikr in their stead. Nevertheless., singing
and music were often included in such festivities (Shosban 1993: 17-18). It is
notewonhy that critics of Sufi ritual could also come from the ranks ofthe Sufis
themselves.
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Much earlier, al-Gbazali (d. 1111), the great theologian who reconciled Sufism
and Islamic law, had defended the practice of ziyarat aI-qubur by recourse to Hadith
(Taylor 1989: 121). But infatwas Oegal opinions) issued in the early 14th century, Taqi
ai-Din Ibn Taymiyya (1263-1328), one ofthe most famous theologians of his day,

condemned the practices of saint veneratio~ tomb visitation., and mawlids, as wen as the
beliefs in miracles and blessings which engendered them (Shoshan 1993: 19-20). He
considered these practices and beliefs to be bidla (heretical), based mainly on pre-Islamic
customs (Taylor 1989: 126-8).
Ibn Taymiyya also opposed other Sufi rituals such as the sama', whose spiritual
value he denied in the fonowing sarcastic, rhetorical question:
[What is your opinion] about him who maintains that certain shaikhs,
when they listen to spiritual concerts, are visited by People from the
Invisible (rijal a/-ghaib), that walls and ceilings split open to allow angels
to descend therefrom in order to dance with or above such shaikhs, and
that, as some others believe, the Messenger ofGod - may he have God's
blessings -himselfcomes to visit them? What is required ofa man who
has such a belief? (Shoshan 1993:19-20)
Despite his prominence, Ibn Taymiyya's Sufi critiques represented a minority
opinion in his day, and al-GhazaIi's earlier views prevailed. In view ofhis later
importance to reform movements, such as the 18th-eentury Wahhabiyya, the 19thcentury Salafiyya, and the 2Oth-eentury Muslim Brothers (lkhwan Muslimin), it is

important to recall how Ibn Taymiyya was treated in his own age. Persecuted for his
reformist stance, anti-Sufi views, and ritual critiques, he died while under arrest in the
Citadel ofDamascus, after one ofms writings criticizing ziyarat aI.qubur outraged the
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religious establishment. (Ironically, his tomb soon became the object ofvisitations.) His
views on Sufism were simply not acceptable in his own time (Taylor 1989:137).

It is also important to note that despite his fierce opposition to particular Sufi
practices., even Ibn Taymiyya cannot be characterized as broadly anti-Sufi. His emphasis
on Shari'a (Divine Law) wrongly suggests this conclusion, for contemporary Sufis
consider Shari'a as limited to exoteric religion, as contrasted with the esoteric Haqiqa
(Divine Reality) which they seek. But for Ibn Taymiyya, Shari'a is a broad concept,
encompassing spiritual truth (Haqiqa) ofthe Sufi., the rational truth ofthe philosopher
and theologian., and the law (Rahman 1979: 1979: Ill). He accepted the validity of Sufi
experimental method., and believed that Sufism could give new meaning to Shari'a and
Revelation, although it could never erase them and was fallible. The real subject of his
attack was Sufi ritual (including saint veneration), as well as extreme Sufi doctrines such
as Unity ofBeing (Wahdot al-Wujud) (Rahman 1979: 1979: 147). Since practically no
Sufi group today openly preaches Unity ofBeing., the effective anti-Sufi heritage ofIbn
Taymiyya can be considered to be primarily a matter ofritual critique.
%.

Ottoman Egypt

The Ottoman conquest ofEgypt in 1517 gave a strong impetus to Sufism, and
over the following three centuries Sufism increased greatly in influence. Sufi orders
expanded and multiplied, more 'ulama' became involved in them, and more saint festivals
(mawlids) were held. The Ottomans themselves were highly predisposed to Sufism, for it
was the proselytizing effect of the dervishes which had Islamized the Turkic tribes in the
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first place, and the orders flourished under Ottoman society. Under Ottoman control,
the power ofthe Egyptian 'ulama' declined, and this too was a factor favoring Sufism.
Sufism may have also offered solace to a population now reduced to the status ofa mere
province within the far-flung Ottoman empire (Wmter 1992: 129ft).
A wide range oforders existed, from orthodox to antinomian. Thus sources
described the Qadiriyya and Shadhiliyya as generally conforming to Shari' a. as opposed
to the more heterodox Rifa'iyya, Ahmadiyya, and Sa'diyya (Wmter 1992:132). Most
critiques were not directed against Sufism as a whole, but rather against unorthodox
practices. Such critiques could come from within Sufism as well and the great Sufi
shaykh 'Abd aI-Wahhab aI-Sba'rani was one ofthose advocating reforms, although his

was no doubt a minority opinion. In the 18th century, the historian' Abd al-Rahman aIJabarti was regularly recording tariqa affiliation in his biographies ofthe 'ulama',
meaning that such affiliation was both widespread and uncontroversiaI for an al-Azhar
scholar (Wmter 1992:133).
Heyworth-Dunne rightly notes that in Islam, the mosque does not provide the
sense ofreligious community which the local church provides among Christians. The
Muslim ordinarily feels no particular tie with a particular mosque, which serves as a
place for prayer rather than defining a social group. The Sufi order filled this void by
furnishing strong personal bonds of devotion to a shaykh, and close brotherhood with his
other disciples., by means ofinitiation (Heyworth-Dunne 1939:8-9).
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In 18th century Egypt, the most influential orders were the Khalwatiyya, the
Qadiriyya, the Sbadhiliyya, the Bakriyya, the Ahmad.i'YYat and the Burhamiyya. As in the
medieval period, there were two classes of Sufis. The jllqara · (singularfaqir6~ literally
"poor man"', but here a reference to one's humility before the richness ofGod)
specialized in performing Sufi rituals and lived entirely within the Sufi world, while other
lay-members worked ordinary jobs and attended rituals less frequently (Heyworth-Dunne
1939:9).

Two widely ramified groups oforders throughout the Ottoman period were the
Shadhiliyya, and the Ahmadiyya. The former, founded by Sidi Abu al-Hasan al-Shadhili
(d. 1258), tended to be more intellectual and aristocratic, producing many poets and
writers; they were not ascetics, but rather insisted that members lead socially productive
lives (an attitude which has continued to the present). Despite their elite origins, they
were known for use ofdrums, and sometimes holding parties with music (Wmter
1992: 133). By contrast, the Ahmadiyya (founded by Sayyid Ahmad al-Badawi, d. 1276)

was a popular tariqa of the common people, spawning many branch orders. Members
often performed wild hadras with drums and flutes, while some ofthe more orthodox
tried to restrain these rituals (such as Ml lhammad al-Shinawi, mentioned earlier). Both
'Abd aI-Wahhab aI-Sha'rani and the historian al-Jabarti considered the Ahmadiyya to be
unacceptably heterodox due to their behavioral excesses ~mter 1992: 134-5).
One ofthe Ahmadi branches prevalent in the Husayniyya district ofCairo was the

Bayyumiyya, founded by Sidi 'Ali al..Bayyumi; I will consider this tariqa in some detail
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later. At first the 'ulama' objected to Sidi 'Ali's wild hadra performances, but no less
than the Shaykh al-Azbar supported him, and arranged for him to prove his religious
worth by teaching a lesson on Hadith at aI-Azhar. Sidi' Ali did so, satisfying the 'wama'
who thereafter left him alone. The governor of Egypt,. Mustafa Basha, admired him and
built for him a mosque with sohil (water cistern), lalttab (religious school), and qtlbba
(dome), underneath which he was buried. The order has ever since been highly
influential in Husayniyya (Wmter 1992: 137).
The Khalwatiyya order in the 18th century attracted many 'ulama' of aI-A.zItar;
despite a reputation for esoteric lore, this order displayed orthodox ritual. This fact
supports my claim that ritual was the main basis for the differential criticism ofturuq. In
particular, one distinguished Khalwati shaykh, Muhammad al-Hifhi (1757-67) did much
to spread the Kbalwatiyya among religious scholars. A student ofthe famous Syrian
Khalwati, Mustafa aI-Bakri, aI-Hifni became sbaykh ofal-Azhar, and was close to the
Egyptian governor as well as many ofthe emirs (princes). Several ofms disciples, such
as 'Abdallah al-Sbarqawi Oater the Shaykh ofal-Azhar) and Ahmad Dardayr, were also
very influential in al-Azbar, and did much to spread the Khalwati tradition there and
elsewhere. The Khalwatiyya became an integral part ofthe spiritual training of Azhari
elites, and was dominant among the senior 'wama' (Winter 1992:138-142).

By the 18th century virtually all the 'wama' had Sufi connections, while many
Sufis received the training of 'wama'. Sufism was studied at al-Azhar, where many Sufis
received a warm reception. There may have been differences in approach, but no
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religious scholar disapproved of Sufism in general, although he might criticize particular
practices.
The rich and powerful Bakri family established an order" the Bak.riyy~ which was
to playa leading role in Egyptian Sufism. The head ofthe family was shaykh ofthe
order., and leader of the Mawlid al-Nabi (celebrations for the Prophet"s birthday); he
received official recognition and compensation from the government (Wmter 1992: 143).
The descendants ofthis family came to control the Sufi orders in the 19th century.
Sufism as a whole was the dominant cultural fonn within which most Islamic
expression, worship,. socializing,. and thinking took place,. and it provided a common
ground for Egyptian society from rich to poor,. intenectual to illiterate,. across the
spectrum of professions and religious proclivities. Affiliation to Sufi orders became

nearly hereditary~ sons joined the orders oftheir fathers., providing an automatic
replenishment of membership. Many regarded the spread of Sufi orders as a valuable
means ofcombating religious ignorance,. and cunailing the influence ofthe antinomian
dervishes" who wandered unaffiliated. Belief in baraka (spiritual power of shaykhs) and

karama (miracles) was widespread even among elites, and people of all social stations
gave money to Sufi shaykhs., supporting their positions. Even exoteric religious
instruction was frequently conducted within the tariqa. The orders were heavily
subscn'bed and interconnected" for multiple membership was common (thus Sha'rani

himself had supposedly taken the oath in 26 orders (Wmter 1992: t 31». Rituals were
sometimes (at least) non-exclusive (see Edward Lane"s description ofa dhikr" below)"
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and thus the boundaries between different orders could not have been very clear. The
turuq were not sharp corporate entities? either individually, or even taken all together~
since participation was widespread throughout society at so many levels. Sufism thus
wove society together.. rather than carving it up into exclusive groups (Wmter 1992: 12866). Despite their initial ascetic inclinations, Sufis were now part of society,. not outside

it (Gilsenan 1973:6).

Rulers liked to pose as patrons ofSufism.. because the Sufi shaykhs were so
influential, and could do much to improve the reputation ofa government official. As in
the Mamluk period, they bought representation by building tekkes (the Turkish
equivalent to khanqah or zawiya) and donating funds to establish awqaf(pious
endowments). The shaykhs also benefited from relationships to the rulers,. since they
were thereby empowered to intercede for fonowers. The relation between the two was
thus reciprocal (Winter 1992:164-5). Indeed, many Sufi shaykhs were rather independent
ofthe rulers, enjoyed their respect, and could even challenge state power on occasion.
They governed the members of their orders without interference from the government,
and thus protected them from state t:Yranny; in return they commanded absolute loyalty
oftariqa members (Berger 1970:70).
The role of Sufism (tasawwuf) during the last century ofOttoman rule in Egypt is
well-summarized by Heyworth-Dunne:
The relationship of eighteenth century tasawwuf to religion and to all
classes ofMoslem society cannot be under-rated. By this time, few seem
to have been able to call themselves Moslems without belonging to one or
more ofthe religious orders, and, as we have seen, even the orthodox
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shaikhs and 'lilama' had their own special order;. religious life was no
longer governed by the simple tenets ofIslam but rather by the various
Sufi-interpretations of religious law and texts. Moral guidance was
sought from and given by the shaikhs through the channels ofthis huge
superstructure of Sufism rather than through direct reference to orthodox
Islamic principles. RituaI, prayer, mode oflife and general behaviour were
governed in the main by the rules ofthe Islamic faith but in detail by those
ofthe tariq, the authority ofwhich was the shaikh, and it was the detail
that mattered. The learned devoted much time and energy to the reading
ofSufi literature and by far the greatest proportion ofthe literary output
consisted ofthis kind ofwriting and of Sufi poetry while the rank and file
fonowed the example and guidance of their intellectual and spiritual
leaders. (Heyworth-Dunne 1939:10)7
The orders held society together~ by subordinating them to the shaykhs,. thus
providing a general stability. Most ofthe books read by the literate classes was supplied
by the orders.. or at least colored by Sufism (Heyworth-Dunne 1939: 11). Nearly all
Islamic devotional books were Sufi works connected with the orders (Trimingham
1971:250).
3.

The 19th Century

In 1798 Napoleon conquered Egypt, easily defeating the Ottoman rulers. After

only three years the French were forced to withdraw due to British pressure. Although
the Ottomans nominally regained control ofEgypt,. their real power ended when
Muhammad "Ali established himself as a practically independent governor (180548).
He introduced a modern army., government bureaucracy, and system ofeducation.
Confiscating tax-farms and religious endowments-both ofwhich had furnished financial
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support for the Sufi orders-he took control of all agricultural land, and turned
agricultural production toward cotton export. A new age had begun in Egypt.
At this time the Sufi orders continued to exert a vast influence. Edward Lane

(writing in the 1830s) reports that almost all Sufis were tradesmen. artisans, or
agriculturists who participated in rituals less frequently, while others (the fuqara') were
full-time dervishes (Lane 1973:244). Lane descnDes several contrasting hadra rituals
including dhikr, singing, movement, and music (often drums and flutes were used),. most
ofwhich were elaborate,. full ofecstatic movemt:llt, and frequently included trance-like
states as well~ he implies that at least some turuq (such as the Bayyumiyya) had
distinctive rituals by which they could be recognized. He does not mention any kind of
censure ofsuch activities, even though they occurred in central and public locations, and
one may therefore surmise that at this time there was little need for ritual control to
achieve religious legitimacy. Another important point is the mixing ofmembers from
different turuq in the rituals he descnbes, suggesting that the world of Sufism was not
strictly divided into exclusive, well-bounded orders (Lane 1973:243,432,445,455).
It may be helpful to quote at length from his description ofone ofthe ceremonies
he attended, held in the Cairo mosque ofthe Imam al-Husayn for the festival of'Ashura'
(10 Muharram), the day on which several momentous events ofprophets and saints
occurred (viz: the meeting of Adam and Eve after being cast out ofParadise; the
descent ofNoah from the ark onto land; as well as the martYrdom ofa1-Husayn himself
(Lane 1973:428»:
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The darweeshes I found to be ofdifferent nations, as well as ofdifferent
orders. Some ofthem wore the ordinary turban and dress ofEgypt~
others wore the Turkish ka-oo~ or padded cap; and others, again, wore
high caps, or tartoors, most ofthe sugar-loafshape. One ofthem had a
white cap ofthe form. last mentioned, upon which were workec:L in black
letters, invocations to the first four Khaleefehs, to El..Hasan and EIHoseyn, and to other eminent saints., founders ofdifferent orders of
darweeshes. Most ofthe darweeshes were Egyptians; but there were
among them many Turks and Persians. I had not waited many minutes
before they began their exercises. Several ofthem first drove back the
surrounding crowd with sticks...forty of [the darweeshes], with extended
arms and joined hands...formed a large ring...The darweeshes who formed
the large ring (which enclosed four ofthe marble columns ofthe portico)
now commenced their zikr8, exclaiming, over and over again, "Allah,'"
and, at each exclamation, bowing the head and body, and taking a step to
the right., so that the whole ring moved rapidly round. As soon as they
commenced this exercise, another darweesh, a Turk, ofthe order of
Mowlawees9, in the middle ofthe circle, began to whirl, using both his
feet to effect the motion, and extending his arms: the motion increased in
velocity until his dress spread out like an umbrella. He continued whirling
thus for about ten minutes; after which he bowed to his superior., who
stood within the great ring; and then, without shewing any signs of
fatigue or giddiness, joined the darweeshes in the great ring, who had
now begun to ejaculate the name of God with greater vehemence., and to
jump to the right, instead of stepping. After the whirling, six other
darweeshes., within the great ring., formed another ring, but a very small
one; each placing his arms upon the shoulders ofthose next to him; and
thus disposed, they performed a r.evolution similar to that ofthe larger
ring., except in being much more rapid; repeating., alSO., the same
exclamation ofuAIlah'" but with a rapidity proportionably greater. This
motion they maintained for about the same length oftime that the
whirling ofthe single darweesh before had occupied; after whic~ the
whole party sat down to rest. -They rose again after the lapse ofabout
a quarter ofan hour; and performed the same exercise a second time.
(Lane 1973:432-3)

The great contrast ofthis ritual-for its complexity, elaborateness, distinctiveness,
emotion-with those ofcontemporary Sufi orders will become apparent in the following
chapters. Nothing like it exists today. The fact that this dhikr was such a public
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occasion, and in the most sacred mosque ofCairo, makes it all the more remarkable for
its ritual elaboration and unrestrained emotion, so far from the practice ofordinary

Islamic rituals. For these days, it is precisely on such public festival occasions and in
such public and sacred places that the Sufi orders must exhibit the most careful restraint,
due originally to the censure oftheir critics, and continued as a matter of habi~ at least~
we will take up this topic later on. It is also remarkable that despite their diverse
national and tariqa origins, these udarweeshes" (as Lane calls the Sufis) were performed
such a coordinated performance. This tact also suggests a high level of inter-tariqa
activity, and low level ofexclusivity in participation in the orders, a factor no doubt
resulting from the social dominance of Sufism at the time, but which was to be a
weakness later on, since a disunified group could not easily formulate or enforce
strategies designed to promote adaptive changes to social change.
In order to consolidate his power, Muhammad 'Ali needed to control the
religious establishment, consisting ofthe Sufi shaykhs and orders, and the 'ulama'.
Therefore, in 1812 he issued afaraman (edict) giving Shaykh Muhammad a1-Bakri, who
had just been installed as Shaykh aI-Sajjada aI-Bakriyya (head ofthe Bakriyya order),

authority over all the Sufi turuq:t tekkes (kbanqahs), zawiyas, and shrines in Egypt. The
Shaykh aI-Bakri bad always been extremely influential, but now his authority was backed
by the government itself In doing this:t Muhammad c: Ali also sought to undermine the
power ofthe naqib a/-ashraj' (head ofthe ashraj, descendants ofthe Prophet
Muhammad) and the 'ulama', many of whom were also Sufis. Rivalry between Shaykh
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al-Bakri and the Sbaykh al-Azhar was also useful to Muhammad 'Ali in controlling the

'ulama' (de Jong 1978: 1978:20-3).
In the 18th century tasawwlIj (Sufism) had had a solid position in the religious
curriculum at al-Azhar, along with tajwid(Qur'anic recitation), qira'al (knowledge of

variant Qur' anie readings), ta/sir (Qur' anie exegesis), hadith (Prophetic traditions),jiqh
(jurisprudence), usu/ al-fiqh (principles ofjurisprudence),jara'id(laws ofinheritance),
and tawhid (theology) (Heyworth-Dunne 1939:41). But the new discord between
official Sufism and al-Azhar caused the importance of Sufism in al-Azhar to wane, and
the great religious university began a slow transformation into a stronghold oforthodoxy
and opposition toward the orders. The gap between 'ilm (religious knowledge) and
tasawwuf (Sufism) widened. In addition, Sufi shaykhs were now sanctioned by al-Bakri,
and consequently were less in need of scholarly credentials from al-Azhar. Sometime
after 1864 Sufism was no longer taught there (de Jong 1978:23).
By the 18405 Shaykh al-Bakri had consolidated his authority with the help of
government agencies, while the Shaykh al-Azhar was excluded from all affairs ofthe
turuq (de Jong 1978:39). All appointments oflocaI district tariqa officials (Icholijas) had
to receive al-Bakri's approval. He rejected sueh appointments ifa tariqa did not have
enough members in a distri~ or if another tariqa had already established the right to
appear publicly and proselytize in that area; this was called the right of qadam (de long
1978:45). Protecting it ensured that the turuq did not conflict \vith each other. He
controlled the celebration ofmawlids, as well as the Mawlid al-Nabi (the Prophet's
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birthday celebration)~ which attracted much participation ofgovernment notables (de
Jong 1978:56,61-62). Upon the death ofMuhammad aI-Bakri in 1855.. the position of
Shaykh al-Bakri passed in tum to his son 'Ali, and later to his grandson 'Abd al-Baqi in
1880. The position thus became hereditary in the Bakri family line (de Jong 1978:40~96).
In the late 19th century the number ofturuq grew, perhaps a response to the
decline ofthe trade guilds. The turuq took over the roles ofthe guilds in public
ceremonials, and so became more ritually visible than before (de Jong 1978:68-69).
At the same time the new centralization and bureaucratization ofthe orders under
the Shaykh a1-Bakri meant that ritual criticism could now receive the effective sanction
ofgovernmental authority. The Khedive himselfbanned the dowsa (in which a shaykh
would ride his horse over the prostrate bodies of his disciples10), apparently on his own
initiative, although it had drawn much European criticism, and compelled aI-Bakri to ban
other supposedly hid'a (heretical) rituals. Although public criticisms ofthese practices
by reformers through the modem press had not yet begun in earnest (de Jong 1978:967), criticism of Sufi ritual had a long history in Islam. Now the machinery existed to ban
them officially; even if such bans could not always be enforced, they were useful even as
empty gestures in the face of critics.

In response, al-Bakri drew up the Circular of 1881 regulating Sufi ritual,
including the following points ofspecial relevance to ritual performance as well as social
relations (here paraphrased):
1) Dhikr must be performed correctly and quietly for praise ofGod only.
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2) No mawlid can be held without aI-Bakri's permissio~ permission will be granted
provided it has been performed before., and includes only recitation ofthe Qur' an and

prayers.
3) No acts ofself-mortification-such as piercing the body with a dabbus (skewer),
swallowing glass, live coalS., serpents, or striking oneself with cannon balls-are
permitted.
4) Beating of drums are restricted except for mawlids, and within the takiya only.
5) Hadras are to be held inside houses ofshaykhs only., not outside in the streets.
6) Only prayers to God and the Prophet are to be recited in mawlids, as for the mawlid
aI-nabi.
7) The shaykh may not take away the khaIifa' s ';dda, and the khalifa may not lend it
out. II
8) No mawlid can be held for a living shaykh, or for a dead one unless it has been
performed before, and then only with permission., as above.
9) No shaykh can suspend a khaIifa without permission from the aI-Bakri
administration.
lO)No shaykh can interfere in the affairs of another shaykh.
II)Complaints regarding an order., whether from the sbaykh or one orhis deputies, can
only be laid before the Shaykh aI-Bakri or one of his deputies.
12)A person can only affiliate to one order.
13)Processions must be orderly., and only banners may be carried.
14)Dhikr must be performed with reverence, and only in the presence of an authorized
shaykh. Only prayers can be recited in dbikr, but no songs can be performed.
15)Maddahin [singers ofmadih to the Prophet] may not perform in the cemeteries.
16)Mawlids and processions inaugurated within the last 10 years are abolished.
17)The dawsa is abolished.
I8)Processions may not be held for circumcision or marriage ceremonies.
19)No drums may be performed in dbikr ifwomen are present.
20) Shadhili dbikr must conform to the same principles as other dbikr.
21) Shaykhs may not initiate beardless young men., but only men with beards who are
well-acquainted with their religion.
(de Jong 1978:196-200)
The implications ofthese regulations-if they couId have been entirely enforcedwere considerable. The following discussion enlarges on de Jong 1978:97-101: First
one may consider the articles limiting the power ofthe shaykh over his own group. He
can no longer freely determine dates ofmawlids and processions., and cannot even
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discipline a khaIifa by removing his 'idda or suspending him. Thus the structure of
authority is directed entirely to the sbaykh al-BalcrL weakening the turoq individually.
The provision prohibiting one sbaykh from interfering with others probably served to
limit the power of all the shaykhs" by preventing any one from becoming too influential.

The condition ofexclusive membership limits the right ofthe shaykh to give the oath
('ahd) freely" since he may only take members who are not already affiliated. Exclusion

ofboys may have been a means ofensuring that affiliation proceeded from a mature
commitment by a man understanding the exoteric principles of religion, and thus to
avoid criticism of Sufis as religiously ignorant" but this article would also have tended to
deprive the twuq oftheir most natural source ofmembers. Wbile the khalifa is given
protection against arbitrary behavior by his own shaykh,. he is also prevented from
conducting rituals outside the scope ofthe tariqa, or lending out his instruments" for pay"
a practice which evidently brought him economic benefit" but was undoubtedly criticized.
Any problems internal to a tariqa resulting in complaints would have to come before alBakri or his designates" thus increasing the central power ofhis office.
The major public ritual displays" the mawlids and their attendant processions
(mawakih)" were placed entirely under control ofal-Bakri. These were restricted to an

orthodox form ofQur"anic recitation and prayers only. Significantly" new mawlids and
mawlids for living shaykhs were abolished,. thus reducing the number ofopportunities for
public ritual display" as well as preventing celebration ofthe founders ofnewer turuq.
This article would have limited the ability ofa new tariqa to establish itself: It also
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guarded against charges ofbid'a since long-established mawlids could be justified as
popular tradition, whereas new ones called attention to Sufi ideas of saint-veneration
which had been so bitterly opposed by a polemic going back to Ibn Taymiyya. The
same intent can be seen in the prohibition against prayers to saints in the mawlids. The
processions themselves are required to be nearly uniform, since order is imposed, and
only the group's banners (flags, ~ith characteristic color, designs, and name) can be
carried; previously turuq often paraded with various kinds ofdrums, cymbals, swords
and perhaps performed dhikr or inshad as well. The restriction on performance for
circumcision and marriage ceremonies would have limited display, as well as income,
since the group was hired to perform these.
The reduction of opportunities for mawlids would have a deeper spiritual effect
as well, ifwe follow de Jong's logic here (de Jong 1978:100). Since baraka (spiritual
blessing, power, or grace) is believed to emanate from the ritual place and occasion ofa
mawlid, the prolnbition of mawlids would be a limitation on the flow ofthat grace. Such
a prohibition would be consistent with critical views for which baraka, particularly when
associated with living shaykhs, is a heretical concept.

In particular, all sensational displays of selt:mortification-many of which were
closely associated with particular groups-were prohibited. These displays brought great
discredit to the turuq generally since they were widely condemned as bid'a, and they
were performed in public with the express purpose of attracting attention. The
performance of such miracles was identified with particular turuq; thus the Rifa'i tamed
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snakes and pierced themselves with skewers; the Handushiyya beat themselves with iron
balls; and the Sa'diyya performed the dawsa. In banning such rituals~ one source of
group identity was therefore lost (de Jong 1978:98).
The dhikr itselfwas closely controlled. The required "~authorized shaykh" is a
khalifa, according to de Jong 1978:97., who would presumably be responsible for

ensuring compliance with other regulations. This restriction also naturally limited how
many dhikrs could be performed (and led to a subsequent trade in falsified credentials in
order that dhikrs could be held for weddings and other occasions). Dhikr was limited to
prayers and correct praise of~ implying (according to de Jong 1978:98) that
invocations of saints would be prohibited, and that inarticulate dhikr formulas ('~dhikr alqalb

u
,

discussed in Chapter 4~ such dhikr is considered by many Sufis to be more

effective at evoking a mystical state) such as "ahn (used by the Sbadhilis) would be
prohibited. The dhikrs ofthe Shadhiliyya orders were expressly restricted., probably
because the (, Arusiyya and 'Isawiyya sub-branches bad their own distinctive dhikr rituals
closely bound with their identities (de Jong 1978:99). The hadra was not to be
performed outside, thus limiting the ability of ritual performance to attract attention.,
positive or negative.
Religious singing (inshad) was generally banned., from dhikr, mawlids, and the
cemeteries (where itinerant religious singers probably performed). As we shall see, the
repertoire of qasidas (classical Arabic poems) used in inshad could be highly significant

in creating tariqa identity, both through authorship (often the sbaykh wrote the poems)
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and content (de long 1978:98). AdditionaJ1y" melodized poetry is effective in creating a
higher emotional level in dbikr. Drums too were highly restricted" being allowed only
during mawlids and then inside the takiya (zawiya). Such a restriction would limit the
ability ofa tariqa to use a distinctive orchestration" for certain groups employed drums of
distinctive shapes and sizes, which consequently came to be regarded as symbols ofthe
tariqa itself(de long 1978:99). It would also limit the emotional effects of dhikr (which,
as elsewhere in the world, are intensified by dnlmming), and would remove the target of
much criticisms against the orders. The whole complex ofmusic and singing served to
identifY the group and draw in new members, and this entire system would be disabled.
The restrictions would have altered the shape ofeach tariqa's distinctive rituals,
thus disrupting their perceived efficacies, and the internal continuity ofthe group itself
Most importantly, many ofthese regulations would have undermined the use of ritual as
a basis for tariqa identity. As I have mentioned previously, given the dearth ofsignificant
doctrinal differences., and in any case their unsensational nature, ritual is the most salient
public source of identity. It is in corporate ritual that the individual feels himself part of
the group, and distinctive rituals emphasize that his group is unlike others'. For
outsiders too, distinctive rituals have the effect ofcreating a unique identity, and may
also serve to attract new members. To reduce ritual distinctiveness could only lead to

reduced group solidarity, and the tendency to coUapse all group identities together into
one Sufi type. But such a move would be Precisely in keeping with aI-BaIai's strategy of
unifying the turuq under his C9m mand (de long 1978:97-101).
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Each Sufi ritual can be viewed as a sign, within a semiotic system formed by the
set

of all such rituals. As in other sign systems, what is most critical is not the particular

content ofa sign-ritual (though content may index degree oforthodoxy or other beliefs,.
as when one group performs an ecstatic dhikr., and another a sober one) but the very fact
ofdifference. To erase these differences is not only to erase distinctions between
groups, but also to undermine the entire system of ritual signs upon which the
distinctiveness and attractiveness of Sufism as a whole depends.
To summarize: the following performance parameters may be manipulated to
create a distinctive ritual:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

The dhikr formulas employed and their pronunciation.
Special patterns ofmovement or position in dhikr.
Special musical patterns using drums,. instruments, or singing.
Poetry particular to the tariqa.
Visual presence ofinstruments.
Self-mortification illustrating the miraculous powers ofthe founding saint.
Prayers addressed to the founding saint.
Special mawlid festivals for the founding saint.
Special features ofprocessions,. such as movements, carrying swords and
instruments, and so on.
Under the conditions ofthe circular, there would be far fewer choices in this

ritual palette of parameters from which to mix distinctive ritual colors. Enforcement of

the circular would not only have made all ritual displays more conformable to the
orthodox ideal (a uniform gray, to extend the metaphor), but would also have tended to
make rituals of all the turuq selt:similar. It is interesting to note, in light ofthe
discussions ofstrategies in upcoming chapters, that in some ways aI-Bakri's strategy
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seems to have been precisely to create one super-tariqa under his control. Elimination of
ritual differences and enforcement ofhis command over the shaykh"s subalterns would

be a necessary though not sufficient condition for such a consolidation to take place.
Although he certainly was not successful in doing so., by weakening the independent
identity and hence solidarity of an order., its ability to adapt to the coming changes of
modernity was surely compromised.
Another notable effect would be to drive a wedge between the central and
peripheral authorities of an order. The former., represented by the shaykh ofthe tariqa.,
would presumably be more likely to enforce the regulations., while at the periphery (often

in a village or distant location) enforcement would be impossible. The central authority
would be viewed by the periphery as merely carrying the official government line., to the
detriment oftheir traditions., and so the authentic periphery would oppose it and attempt
to preserve them. Thus turuq., many ofwhich were presumably already far-flung,
decentralized and low in social cohesion., would be made more so., and hence more likely
to fission. For this reason too., it would then be all the more difficult for turuq to adapt
to the coming social changes.
The regulations contained in the Circular were sent to the heads ofall the Sufi
orders in 1881. Although they evidently were not (and could not be) enforced
completely., they no doubt did cause some ofthe adverse effects to individual tariqa
freedom and identity as descn'bed above. To what extent? The range., distinctiveness.,
complexity., and emotional force oftariqa ritual visible today among the Sufi orders
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which existed in Lane's time (what I calI the ''traditional'" orders) is negligible when
compared with his descriptions. 12 Today one finds a contrast between the more
controlled and orthodox rituals performed at the structural center ofan order, and the
freer ecstatic styles characteristic ofthe periphery, but this contrast runs through all the
traditional orders, and does not serve to differentiate them from one another. Thus in the
past 150 years major changes in ritual practice have certainly occurred, although whether
they were brought about by specific actions ofthe Shaykh al-Bakri and other reformers,
or by more general social upheavals ofthe 20th century is difficult to say. But the same
twin problems-loss ofidentity and loss ofcentral control-tended to occur whenever
conservative religious forces attempted to ensure the turuq's firm compliance ofthe with
religious law, and so these effects were continually thrust upon the turuq, whether by the
Shaykh al-Bakri, or by the less direct effects of Sufi critics throughout modem society.

Originally, the establishment ofal-Bakri as head ofthe orders was empowering to
the shaykhs ofindividual turoq, since they profited from his authority. But the circular
of 1881 reduced their powers, and more importantly infringed upon tariqa identity
through ritual control. The heads ofthe orders therefore responded by distancing
themselves from al-Bakri and his administratio~ and al-Bakri's post was seriously
weakened (de long 1978:101). After his death, 'Abd al-Baqi was succeeded by his
brother Muhammad Tawfiq aI-Bakri (de long 1978: 125).
Subsequent legislation strengthened al-Bakri's influence over the turuq once
again. The Khedival Regulations of 1895, followed by amendments by al-Bakri in 1903
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and his uinternaI regulations'" of 1905, restructured aI-Bakri's authority on a legal basis
by turning it into a bureaucratic office, the Sbaykh Mashayikh aI-Turuq aI-Sufiyya (de
Jong 1978:132, 136, 154). They also abrogated the former Circular of 1881, thus
removing a source ofdissension, and created a Sufi Council with al-Bakri at its head.
The Sufi Council, and aI-Bakri., then assumed unprecedented control over the
Sufi turuq ofEgypt., while the turuq themselves were further weakened as independent
units. Hereditary succession in the turuq was officially recognized (de Jong 1978:155);
this condition was later to lead to schism when a shaykh's son was considered unsuitable
by tariqa members. Provisions were made for aI-Bakri to better control regional
branches ofthe turuq, including required records of all appointments within the turuq,
and a system ofdeputies (de Jong 1978: 154ft). In this way Muhammad Tawfiq al-Bakri
regained authority lost by his predecessor.
Muhammad Tawfiq al-Bakri was sympathetic to movements for Islamic reform
which were burgeoning at this time. He was apparently deeply impressed by Jamal alOin ai-Afghani (whose views are discussed below) whom he met in 1892, and
subsequently even wrote a treatise on reform in 1893 (a/-Mustaqba/ Ii I-islam, "the
future is for Islam''). But although the famous Islamic reformer Rashid Rida had
pressured him, through personal contacts in 1897 and articles critical ofEgyptian Sufism
(published in Rida's widely readjoumal aI-Manar), al-Bakri refused further action at
first, feeling that he could not act as a reformer until he had sufficiently strengthened his
position (de Jong 1978:168-9).
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But the pace of reformist criticisms directed toward Sufism increased at the turn
ofthe century. Possibly in response to these., the last section ofthe 1905 "internal
regulations" outlined ritual restrictions designed to prevent bid'"a (heresy); although they
were less explicit than those of 1881,. they had the same thrust, and were undoubtedly
more enforceable given the increased power ofal-Bakri and the Sufi Council over the
orders generally. These restrictions required the presence ofan authorized khaIifa in
order for hadra to be performed, assuring channels of control and positions of
responsibility answerable to the Sufi Council. All ritual behavior had to be conformable
to the Shari'"a; self-mutilation and "dancing",. ecstatic trance behavior, and singing of
'"'immoraI'" songs (a term which might have applied to mystical erotic poetry) were
prohibited. Dhikr was required to be clearly pronounced, performed in dignity, and
directed to God. Processions were restricted to those authorized by the central

authority, and were required to be entirely lawful (i.e. conformable to Shari'a). New
mawlids could not be created. Hadra was not to be performed for commercial purposes,
and Islamic law had to be strictly observed in all cases. More vaguely stated but of the
same nature as the Circular, these demands were more acceptable by the turuq, and yet
provided evidence to reformers that al-Balai was concerned with issues they addressed
(de Jong 1978:169-170,.206-214).
Like those ofthe Circular, rituaI controls in the new regulations also hamPered
the ability ofturuq to establish identity and gather members through ritual. Ritual and
social controls also enabled Shaykh aI-Balai to undercut the authority ofthe central
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shaykhs, pulling at least the central organizations ofthe turuq under his authority as
usupreme shaykh". The social boundaries ofthe tunlq as individual entities were thereby
funher weakened. As the powers of each shaykh al-sajjada (tariqa leader) were
undereut the turuq become even more decentralized. Combined with the high incidence
lO

of multiple membership, the result was a blurring oftariqa identities, and a lack of social
cohesion within any single order. These factors, which inhibited the ability ofthese
orders to adapt to the coming social changes, would be exacerbated by the general
decline ofthe orders resulting from Islamic refonn.
Despite these reforms, some ofthe critics, such as the joumalist and nationalist
"Abd al- c; Aziz Jawish, felt that more must be done to reign in the behavior of Sufi orders.
Jawish believed that Muhammad Tawfiq was not sincerely concerned to eradicate ritual
offensive to Islamic principles, since these continued to appear in the mawlids (de Jong
1978: 172-3). The well-known journalist C Abd Allah al-Nadim editorialized against
dancing, dn,mming, and horse-riding in Sufi processions as being incompatible with true
Sufi values, and moreover was concerned that foreigners were watching these displays,
and criticizing them as primitive (Johansen 1996:25). The attempt to confonn with
western ways and values was thus implicated in reform.

lOS

D. Sufism in decline
1.

Islamic Reform

Religious reform is the attempt to modifY beliefs and practices so as to better
represent a religious ideal. For most Islamic reformers that ideal was provided by the
early Muslim community ofthe Prophet Muhammad, since it was only during this period
that dissension was absent. As soon as the Prophet died, sectarian splits emerged
between the Sunni, the Shi'a., and the Khawarij (Watt 1985:2). In the Sunni tradition
(which dominated Egypt after Salah ai-Din al-Ayyubi's conquest ofthe Shiite Fatimids in
1171), reform meant a return to the Islamic bedrock, provided by Qur' an (Revelation)
and Sunna (traditions and practice ofthe Prophet Muhammad). Since other elements of
Islamic law and practice might be derived via principles ofjiqh (jurisprudence): ijma'
(consensus) and qiyas (analogy), these tended to be rejected, along with the general
principle of taqlid (imitation) which, it was felt, had mired Islamic society in the errors of
the past. Reform movements generally aimed to throw out Islamic accretions which had
accumulated during the centuries after the Prophet, labelling many ofthem as "bid'a"
("innovations'}. They aimed to recapture a truer Islam which would be closer to the
"straight path" ("al-sirat a/-mustaqim ") ofthe Qur' an, an Islam which could solve
problems in the contemporary world.
Reform was therefore often an odd combination ofliteral conservatism (going

.

back to original texts) and radical reinterpretation (to tit new situations). Imitation of
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the immediate past was rejected; the reformed Islam must be based on a literal reading of
Islamic fundamentals so as to properly realize the true universality ofthe religion.

At

the same time~ early reformers ofthe modern perio~ such as Jamal ai-Din ai-Afghani and
Muhammad 'Abdl1, admired many aspects ofwestern culture" and wanted to reread
Islamic tradition so to prove its compatibility~ or even support.. of modern developments
such as science and nationalism. Despite their religious basis, such positions were not
always far removed from those of later secular reformers. By contrast, the later Islamic
reformers (from Rashid Rida onwards) tended to reject western humanist culture
(though accepting its scientific advancements), looking to a more literalist Islam to
provide countervailing models of equal strength and relevance in the modem world.
But all reform opposed the old Sufi practices, considered to be a major factor in
the decline and stagnation of medieval Islamic society. Reformers did not generally
reject Sufism as a whoie-al-Ghazali had ensured a measure of support even among strict
reformists-but they tended to reject Sufi practices as bid'a, particularly when these were
perceived as incorporating non-Islamic elements, encouraging withdrawal from society,
or conflicting with any aspect of Shari'a. Rituals which were consistently attacked
included outward asceticism (zuhd), retreat from society (kha/wa), self-mortification,
emotional or trance-like behavior (wajd)" use ofmusic and dance (musiqa and raqs),
tomb visitation (ziyarat al-qubur)" and petitions made through saints as intercessors

(shofaCa or tawassul). Somewhat less consistently, they rejected. speculative Sufism,
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such as union (ittihad)" and monism (wahdat aJ-WlIjlld)" which were felt to contradict the
Shari'~

and could not be solidly grounded in Qur" an and Sunna.

Dhikr~

the most characteristic corporate Sufi ritual, serves to illustrate the

complexity ofthese attitudes, and the extent to which it was the style of ritual
performance which mattered. In many verses, the Qur' an itselfexhorts the believer to
perform dhikr., in the sense of"remembering God" or "mentioning God"" meaning that
dhikr as an abstract practice must be accepted by all Muslims. Many Sufi orders chant

only the Names of God as mentioned in the Qur' an. This too cannot be denied by the
orthodox, since in chanting these Names the Sufi is merely reciting Qur"an. What is
criticized to the present clay are panicularly the syntactic, sonic, and pragmatic aspects of
such performance:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Not pronouncing the Name distinctly. This issue was mentioned earlier.
Intoning the Name with superfluous melodies.
Accompanying the cbanting with music or singing.
Excessive body movements., suggestive ofa kind ofdance.
Excessive expression of emotion accompanying dhikr.
States ofecstatic trance during dhikr.
Performing dbikr without a proper intention ofits meaning (e.g. for entertainment)
Performing dbikr in an inappropriate place
Performance ofdhikr by men and women together
From the late 19th century, dhikr was criticized by Islamic reformists as serving

merely to indulge the senses., as a vehicle for irreligious ecstasy, a past-time, a pandering
to the uneducated ignorant oftheir religion. But even the secular critics could not accept
this sort ofexpressive behavior., viewing it as primitive and old-fashioned, and moreover
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unnecessary in the age ofthe mass media, including cinema., radio, and later televisio~
and the social centers established by the state (Gilsenan 1967: 16).
In this section I provide some background information on these reformers and
their movements. Two facts should be constantly held in mind: first, that in a practical
sense reform was typically directed against Sufi rituals (particularly emotional ones),
rather than against Sufism as a whole; second, that the distinction between reformers and
Sufis is-consequent1y-not so sharp as might be supposed. The fact that many reformers
were Sufis supports this hypothesis. I thus divide these sketches between "Islamist
reformers" and "Sufi reformers". While the reformers implicitly adopted many Sufi
concepts, the Sufi reformers explicitly encouraged Sufi. movements which would
conform to a more orthodox religious position, along the lines established by aI..Ghazali.
Many oftheir attitudes were similar; the principal difference being that the latter were

active in Sufi movements and did not reject the concept of saint veneration per se (while
remaining circumspect about its too-broad application).

tL

lsltmlist reformers

Ibn Taymiyya (1263-1328). The most brilliant theologian ofms age, Ibn
Taymiyya was born in Syria, and lived his life mainly in Damascus and Cairo; his

influence on religious life in Egypt was thus very direct. Following the conservative legal
school ofIbn Hanbal, Ibn Taymiyya freely criticized other 'ulama' ofhis time, whom he
perceived as unduly interested in their own careers. Opinionated and incorruptible, he

was frequently persecuted for his views. I consider here his perspective on Sufism.
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Most ofhis criticisms were directed toward popular Sufism., for its practices he felt to be
counter to Islamic law in its pure and original form. He attacked the Ahmadiyya order
(whose branch, the Bayyumiyya, we will soon consider) for performing rituals conflicting
with Shari'a., but the head ofthe order was well-connected, and Ibn Taymiyya was
imprisoned. He famously attacked saint veneration. a practice which he felt to conflict
with God's transcendence (his polemical writings on this subject got him in trouble with

Syrian rulers, and he died during a final incarceration in Damascus, as has been
mentioned previously). He also opposed speculative mysticism., firmly rejecting
doctrines ofmystical union, absorption, incarnation, and monism.; he upheld the absolute

dissimilarity ofGod and man. His attacks on the doctrine ofUDity ofBeing (introduced
by Ibn (;Arabi) led him again to prison.
But he general accepted the Sufi method ofintuitive experience (kashfJ, though
he denied its infallibility. He adopted many ofthe Sufi emotional values emphasized also
by al-GhazaIi, such as fear of G~ trust in God, love for God, and humility, and applied

the Sufi concept ofself-annihilation ({ana ') to the perfect fulfillment ofthe Shari'a.
Indeed he took over much ofthe Sufi vocabulary, while giving each term meaning within
an orthodox and moral framework. Like many other Hanbalites after al-Gbazali (d.
1111), he accepted Sufism in an orthodox form, as a means ofstrengthening faith,
deePening one's understanding ofthe Qur' an and Sunna, but never negating them. For
Ibn Taymiyya, Sufism-considered as 'inner truth' (al-Haqiqa)-was included in a broad
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conception ofthe Shari'a, and was essential iffaith was to be deeply rooted in the heart.

(Watt 1985:142-5, Rahman 1979:111-2., 147-8, 195)
Muhammad ibn tiAbd al-Wahbab (1703-92). Born in central Arabia, hejoined

a Sufi order in his youth, and even taught Sufism for a time. But later he came under the
influence of Ibn Taymiyya's writings criticizing Sufi practices, "superstitions", and
intellectual doctrines. Becoming convinced ofIbn Taymiyya's position, he began to
attack practices of saint veneration. doctrines of saint intercession, and other aspects of
popular religion then prevalent in Arabia. In such popular religion he saw only bid'a
(heretical innovation) and decadence responsible for the serious moral degradation into
which his society had descended. Rejecting these accretions ofmedieval Islam, he aimed
to reassert principles ofmonotheism and human equality, by rejecting taqlid (imitation)
and returning to the confirmed practices (Sunna) ofthe early Islamic Community.
For the Wahhabi movement which formed about ~ God transcends all of
humanity absolutely, and no mediation or intercession with Him is possible (Rahman
1979:1979:197-9). Saint veneration is shirk (polytheism); the fervor ofthe Wahhabis
was so powerful as to lead them to attack and destroy shrines ofthe Prophet's own
family, including that ofthe Imam aI-Husayn at Karbala' in 1802 (Trimingham
1971:105). Muhammad 'Abd aI-Wahhab's legal thought is based on Qur'an and Sunna.,
but rejects qiyas (analogical reasoning) and ijma" (consensus), legal principles which
supported the accretions he wanted to dispose ot: At the same time he accepted ijtihad
(independent judgement, as opposed to basing legal decisions on those of earlier jurists).,
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allowing him to fashion new interpretations on this narrower base. His reformism. is thus
a peculiar combination of literalism and new interpretation, a characteristic ofmodem
reformers as well (Rahman 1979: 197-9). At fir~ his reform met with opposition, but in
1744 he made an agreement with a prince from the family ofSu'ud, which subsequently
prospered and swept Wahhabi thought widely through Arabia, including Mecca and
Madina Though rePressed by the Ottomans (by means ofMuhammad 'Ali ofEgypt),
the Wahhabi-Su'udi alliance prevailed, and when the modem Saudi Arabian state was
formed, Wahhabiyya remained at its religious core (Watt 1985: 146). The Wahhabiyya
ideology powerfully affected religious reform movements ofEgypt through the writings
ofearly reformers (descnbed below); more recently (1970s and 1980s), Wahhabiyya
exerted a direct influence upon Egyptian migrant labor in Saudi Arabia and elsewhere in
the Arab gulf states.

Jamal al-Din al-Afghani (1839-97). Born in Iran, he later came to live in EgyPt
and exerted enormous influence on reformist thought there. He may be considered the
first Muslim modernist., aiming to strengthen the Islamic world against the west by
demonstrating its compatibility with reason., science, and nationalism, aspects of
European culture which he admired, while holding out for similar developments in
Islamic lands, for "[t]he Islamic religion is the closest ofreligions to science and
knowledge..." (ai-Afghani 1982:19). He upheld faith in Islam as a means toward
improving the sociaIlife in this world (Rahman 1979:1979:216). In his writings, al..

Afghani resembles earlier reformers, such as aI-GhazaJi, Ibn Taymiyya, and Muhammad
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"Abd al-Wahhab~ in his urge to restore Islam to its original dynamism. His aim was to
renew Islam by eliminating blind taqlid (imitation)., thereby freeing the east from colonial
oppression. He went further than other reformers in removing "accretions", basing
Islam only on the Qur~an and reaso~ like the Islamic philosophers, he even implied that
the latter represented a higher phase ofreligious development than prophetic
revelations. Sufism in its contemporary form, dominated by ritualism and saint
veneration, he finnly rejected. Yet at the same time the ideal Islam which he taught to

his students., including Muhammad 'Abdu (considered below) and others, paradoxically
included mysticism (Johansen 1996: 12-15). As Keddie suggests:
The esoteric tradition had practical value for Jamal ai-Din [ai-Afghani]
and other Muslim intellectuals and activists. It reinforced pride in their
own tradition, which was shown to contain much more than dogmas
unrelated to scientific needs and it provided a model for creating a fresh
interpretation ofIslam...For activists like Jamal ai-Din and many ofhis
disciples, the esoteric tradition also formed a bridge between the elite and
the masseS., united them in one common effort to defend the abode of
Islam against Western imperialist unbelievers. Much as esoteric Isma'iIi
doctrines had in earlier centuries provided different levels of
interpretation ofthe same texts, binding masses and elite in a common
program, so Jamal aI-Din's practice of differing levels ofteacbing could
weld the rationalist elite and the more religious masses into a common
political movement. (from N. Keddie., SayyidJamal ai-Din 'ai-Afghani
/972; cited in Johansen 1996:15-16)
ff

Once again we see that Islamic reform is not opposed to Sufism as a whole., but
rather to certain of its techniques, and particular aspects ofits beliefs., viewed as
superstitious and without religious basis. Reformists could still draw upon Sufism as an
example of how to go beyond the rule-bound legal tradition inherited from the medieval
period., and-at a later stage-as a model for organization ofa religious movement.
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Here one notes a new tendency in Islamic reform,. which shifts the balance of
emphasis toward sociaL politicaL and economic action in the world, rather than spiritual
salvation. Although modem reformists certainly did not deny the latter, neither did it
receive the emphasis it had in the past,. and Jamal al-Din·s exaltation of philosophy and
science could appear positively sceptical to some traditionalists. This reorientation no
doubt stemmed from the influence ofEuropean culture whose effect was starting to be
felt more strongly at that time.
Muhammad •Abdu (1845-1905). He was an Egyptian disciple ofJamal ai-Din
al-Afghani who trained as a theologian at al-Azhac, and eventually became Mufti of
Egypt. Like his mentor, Muhammad'Abdu admired the value of scientific reason,
reconciling science and faith by arguing that they work on a different levels, and
therefore cannot conflict; he noted that Islam commands believers to use their powers of
reason to the fullest. He restated the basic Islamic ideas so as to show their companbility

with modem knowledge, and was selective in his acceptance of hadith which he felt to be
ofdoubtful authenticity, and-more centrally-incompanble with modernity (Rahman
1979: 1979:217-9). He and his student Rashid Rida (below) are considered the founders
ofthe Sa/afiyya (from ai-soJaj al-sahih, the "pious forbears") movement, which held
that the essential principles ofIslam were articulated in the early Islamic community; in
every age and circumstances, the law must be derived from these principles through
application ofijtihad (independent reasoning). Only in this way Islam can remain
relevant to the modern world (Hourani 1991 :308). (By contrast, the traditional
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orthodoxy had considered the "door of ijtihad'" to have been tirmly closed in the 10th

century.)
But also, like al-Afghani, he was deeply interested in mysticism. His attitudes
toward Sufism were evidently compl~ and how he expressed them depended on whom
he was addressin& much like any Sufi shaykh. Outwardly he criticized many of the
practices and claims of popular S~ especially the use ofritual to induce ecstatic
states., and the existence of non-prophetic miracles (kDramat) (Rahman 1979: 1979:2189). But in his younger years he engaged in various Sufi practices (prayer vigils., fastin&
and dhikr)~ one ofhis uncles was a Shadhili shaykh who exerted a formative influence
upon him in his youth. Ibn 'Arabi's controversial doctrine of Unity ofBeing (wahdat alwtljud) pervaded his first book ofesoteric knowledge., Risalat ai-Wanda! ("mystical

intuitions") (Johansen 1996:16-20). For him the concept ofislah (reform, rectification)
also bad a Sufi sense, as he wrote in a passage glossing the word "Sufi" in his edition of
the Maqamat of al-Hamadhani; the gloss is also revealing ofhis general stance:
[Sufis are] those whose concern is the rectification (islah) of hearts., the
purification oftheir innermost selves (sara" ir) and the spiritual reception
of the exalted and majestic Countenance ofTruth., so that they are drawn
to Him by divine attraction, [losing sight ot] all others. Their essence
(dhat) is extinguished in His Essence, their characteristics in His. The
sages ('arifun) amongst them who reach the end oftheir journey attain to
the highest degree ofhuman perfection after the prophets. (alHamadhani., Ahmad b. al-Husayn, Maqamat., ed. Muhammad Abdu
(Beirut, 1983),21 D.3. Quoted in Johansen 1996:19)
C

His famous student Rashid Rida (see below) acknowledged his teacher's mystical
inclinations, saYing that he was a "secret Sufi". Probably such secrecy was merely
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pragmatic in view ofthe close association ofmysticism with the Sufi orders,. which the
Salafiyya movement criticized for unorthodox ritual displays, however in his intimate
teaching circle Muhammad 'Abdu distinguished between the two (Johansen 1996: 1619). Only later in life did he seem to have felt that Sufism was too idealistic, lacking in
action, and that the Sufi reliance on God (tawaklrlll) and strong beliefin predestination
leads to social apathy (Abu-Rabi' 1988:208).
After Muhammad 'Abdu, the path of Islamic reform split in two. One path,

drawing on the legacy ofJamal ai-Din al-Afghani, led toward a greater rapprochement
with western values, ideas, and institutions. The other, drawing on the more fiery Islam
of Ibn Taymiyya and Muhammad (;Abd aI-Wabhab, adopted religious fundamentalism
and revivalism while rejecting most western values. It is the latter path which has
dominated modern Islamic reformism in the 20th century, following Rashid Rida
(below). Later reformists viewed fundamentalism as well-rooted in Islamic history,
therefore a powerful activist tool which could rally people of all classes and social
positions against western domination (Rahman 1979:1979:221-2). But whether it was
considered inimical to western-style progress, or a heretical deviation from pure Islam,
both trends were critical of Sufism.

Rashid Rid. (1865-1935). He was a Syrian, who emigrated to Egypt and
studied with Muhammad Abdu, becoming his most prominent follower. Lacking
I:

Muhammad (; Abdu's Sufi roots, he moved closer toward a fundamentalism akin to
Wabhabism, and succeeded in spreading these views widely throughout the Islamic
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world by means ofthe journal al-Manar (Rahman 1979: 1979:223-4). Rashid Rida
considered contemporary Sufi orders and their practices to be innovations (bid'a) and
sought to replace them with a more rational and puritan perspective, although he
accepted (with past reformers) the ethical Sufi teachings of al-Ghazali (Abu-Rabi'

1988:208). With Rid&., one senses a more decisive break against the Sufi past.
Here is an example from al-Manar:
But what was the effect ofthis (the increase in the influence ofthe
Sheikhs ofthe Orders) on the Muslims. In part, the aims oftrue Sufism
were transformed and nothing remained... save noises and movements
(aswat wa-barakat) which they call dhilcr which every (genuine) Sufi
keeps himself from; there is (in addition) the religious glorification ofthe
tombs ofthe Sheikhs with the beliefthat they possess hidden power...and
this is contrary to the Book of God and the Sunna ofHis Prophet. (a1Manar, v. 7, July 15th, 1904, pp. 331-2. Cited in Gilsenan 1967:15)
Having made his point, Gilsenan leaves this quotation, but it is worth
emphasizing the phrases" ... which every Sufi keeps himself from ... ", and " ...the aims of
true Sufism were transformed and nothing remained... save noises and movements... ".
While the Salafiyya were critical ofthe turuq extant in their day, their critique was not of
Sufism as suc~ but rather of the fact that nothing remained of"tlUe Sufism" in Sufi

rituals.
Ag~

one finds a critique directed primarily against Sufi ritual, but not a

wholesale rejection of Sufism itself As in the time of aI-Ghazali, this kind of hostility
meant that Sufism could be rescued from its enemies and given legitimacy through ritual
reform. But the traditional orders, dispersed and decentralized through age, and

especially due to the 19th-century transformations of Sufism in Egypt, were not capable
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offonnulating and disseminating strategies to accomplish this. The newer orders were,
and its was these modernist orders which proved to be successful.

Hasan a1-Banna' (1906-49) and the Ikhwan a1-Muslimin (Muslim Brothers).
The founder ofthe Muslim Brothers., Hasan al-Banna' was one ofthe most important
social leaders in modern Egypt. He originally joined a Sufi order (the Hasafiyya) and
even named his first group., aI-Jam'iyyat al-Hasafiyya aI-Khayriyya (the Hasafiyya
benevolent society) after it (Trimingham 1971 :25 1). Hasan aI-Banna" himself admitted
the importance of Sufism throughout Islamic history in maintaining and propagating
Islam throughout the world., and his Sufism-an attitude ofmoral and spiritual purity-was
"the most important factor in shaping the doctrine and the organization of [the Muslim
Brothers] for many decades to come"(Abu-Rabi' 1988:210). But while the founder
exhibited the nuanced stance on Sufism characteristic ofmany ofthe other great
refonners, the movement he founded subsequently developed to firmly oppose it.
The Muslim Brothers was a populist., dynamic, ascetic movement., aiming to
solve social problems through Islam, by establishing a truly Islamic order based on
Wahhabi principles. The Brothers tended firmly toward literalist anti-western Islam,
unlike the earlier Salafiyya Also unlike the latter, which was essentially a group of
intellectuals whose direct influence on Egyptians was limited, the Muslim Brothers was a
grass-roots movement. Growing fastest in areas of social strain, primarily in the cities, it
provided a sense of purpose to those dispossessed by rapid change. By the second
World War there were 500 branches around the country. They established schools,
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clinicS., scouting troops for the youth. There was even a secret army., a newspaper., and
work cooperatives. The group used Islam to guide social action., drawing legitimacy
from an ultimate order., but working in response to practical problems faced by its

members: problems offreedom., identity., political and economic oppression., which had
reached critical proportions during Egypt's painful social transformations after the 19th
century (Gilsenan 1973:203-4).
To the new forces threatening Islam and Islamic civilization-coloniali~
nationalism., science, technology, western values-the orders., based wholly in a medieval
religious world-view, could offer no guidance. The Muslim Brothers., by contrast, was
founded as a response to the new social, political, and economic conditions, and thus
incorporated the modern world into the very basis of its existence. It was an
organization which though based firmly in the ultimate reality of IsIaJD., empowered its
members in this world, to make sense oftheir reality, and act to change it (Gilsenan
1967:17).
The Muslim Brothers viewed the orders as antirational, antisocial, passive, and
retreatist-as wen as an unfounded innovation on the faith. In their stead., it offered a

unified., activist, and political vision of Islam working in the world toward concrete
goals. But the effect ofthe Brothers on Sufism extended much more broadly than overt
criticism. The Brothers took over the role ofthe orders, both in providing individual
guidance, and community service. As a mass social movement it drew thousands away
from the orders, thus weakening them by attrition (Abu-Rabie 1988:210-1).
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Other Islamic groups later appeared., by derivation from or imitation ofthe
Muslim Brothers., including Jami'at al-Shubban al-Muslimin, Ansar al-Sunna., and alJama'a al..Islamiyya. These varied in their means and revolutionary rhetoric., but all
opposed the Sufi orders.

b.

Secularist reformers

There was also a heterogeneous secularl3 group., which adopted European ideas
ofnationalism.,

socialis~

or communism for the sake of modernizing and improving

Egyptian society and defending it against colonialist powers. While they did not seek a
solution via a return to the principles ofearly Islam., they too were anti-Sufi., regarding
(with many Europeans) Sufi ritual as primitive by comparison to the rational religion of

Europe which had enabled advancement., and fearing for Egypt's reputation and
modernization should such rituals continue. I have already mentioned 'Abd Allah alNadim., and can now quote him in his critique of Sufi displays during processions:
Is it not time that these innovations perish~ and those ignorant people
ceased [indulging in them], and realized that they are amongst nations
which observe their actions, criticize their bearing and write about them
as one would write about savages and desert-dwellers? (Al-Nadim, A.A..,
'al-Turuq wa rna fiba min al-bida''', al-Ustadh, 34 (11 April 1893).,
quoted in 10hansen 1996:25)
The journalist and National Party activist 'Abd al-' Aziz Jawish was eager to rid
Egypt ofBritish domination. Having studied in England., he had come to admire British
culture, and wanted to ""inculcate these into the [Egyptian] make-up" (Johansen
1996:30). His motives for Sufi refonn, while overtly based on the notion of "purifying
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Islamn~

probably had much to do with eliminating practices judged by the British cultural

standard as backwards and incompattble with modem statehood. By raising the level of
Egyptian culture in terms ofthat standar~ he and other nationalists felt they could
strengthen themselves internaUy~ and refute the notion of imperialism as a form of
"charity" for the "less advanced" world. In this way, nationalist reformists such as alJawish aimed to free themselves the foreign yoke.
By this culturallogic~ many Sufi rituals~ heretical innovations (bida") with respect
to orthodox Islamic norms of propriety, and "primitive"" with respect to elite western
religious values~ needed to be eliminated. His critique is not only against Sufi practices,
but also targets Shaykh Muhammad Tawfiq al-Bakri himselffor his passive role in
allowing such rituals to continue in mawlids despite official condemnation in ordinances
issued by his Sufi administrative organization. He wrote the following

letter~

which was

published in the newspaper daily ol-Liwa in 1908:
We still see that which is reprehenstble in the Sayyid [al-Bakri], in that he
neglects to eradicate the reprehensible practices into which the generality
ofMuslims fall~ they are under the delusion that these are part of Islam,
but it has nothing to do with them. They yield nothing but trial in this
world and shame and disgrace in the next. We feel that if the Sayyid
wanted to eradicate these practices out ofrighteous anger for Islam
(ghadiban Ii l-din), he would be requited and given success, and the
Muslims would praise him everywhere. We see wayward practices
committed by some ofthe Sheikhs ofthe Orders in broad daylight on the
plain at Abbasiyya14 and Helwan, and in other places where the Prophet's
birthday is celebrat~ in full view ofthe Sayyid and within view and
earshot ofthe most eminent scho~ the guiding elite ofthe nation and
the defenders of [our already] tolerant Islamic law (al-shari'o aI-samha).
Circles ofinvocation (dhikr) are organized, being dances in which the
dancers sway to the notes of lutes and singers, imagining that they are
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invoking GoeL who is far above such drivel (hadhayan). What is alSayyid a1-Bakri doing? He ignores such wayward practices, yet he could
prevent them from taking place and thus purify Islam ifhe wished.
(Quoted in al-Jindi, A 'AM a/- 'Aziz Jawish: Min ruwwad al-tarbiyah
wa I-sahafa wa l-ijtima' (Cairo, 1965), 6, as translated and cited in
Johansen 1996:31)
For nationalists Sufism signified an escapist retreat from the world which could
only lead to weakness within it. Whether personally devout or not, they tended to view
Islam as a means of attaining active unity in order to expel the British, and Sufism, at
least in its present state., provided no means of doing so. Some even accused European

colonizers ofpromoting Sufism in order to further weaken the East. After the 1952
revolution, the new regime viewed Sufism as counter to intellectual and social hDeration.
During this period many ofthe 'ulama ofa1-Azhar also came out against Sufism (Abu'J

Rabi' 1988:211-2).
In the mid-20th century a typical example ofthis sort ofdiscourse is provided by
the following example, taken from a popular magazine ofphoto-journalism, al-

Musawwar.
But...does anything now remain oftasawwuf... other than the
processions, the dhikr circles, the embroidered clothes, the flags, and the
coloured banners, and scores ofOrders and groups~ The confused
mumblings, the hysterical movements and the separation from the
comnlon life...
(Al-Musawwar, May 7th, 1965, p. 21; cited in Gilsenan 1967: 11)

c.

Sufi reformers

Within Sufism there was always a tension between more and less orthodox
trends. I have noted the early JunaydIBistami soberrmtoxieated duality. a1-GhazaIi's
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synthesis of Sufism with orthodoxy was largely accepted by the orthodoxy, but
considered too restrictive by many Sufis. After the formation of Sufi orders as organized
social groups,!, practices which Sufi conservatives viewed as heterodox became
institutionalized.
Sufism therefore generated its own constellation ofreformers. Some of these
were probably apologists to the non-Sufi worl~ but others were genuinely interested in
creating a mysticism more conformable to the Shari'a by eliminating accretions ofthe
medieval period, a view quite similar to that ofthe non-Sufi reformers. As traditional
modes of Sufism were deeply rooted in Egyptian society., the individual critics could
have little effect up until the end ofthe 19th century. However some ofthese critics
formed their own Sufi orders, (Rahman (1979) calls these "neo-Sufism", although they
are probably better termed "Revival Movements''', with Trimingham 1971: 105) in which
they emphasized orthodox Islam, dispensing with ecstatic rituals (Rahman 1979:206)IS.
'Abd al-Wahhab al-Sha'rani (1493-1565). Born in a village ofthe Egyptian
Delta., he excelled in religious studies and engaged in ascetic Sufi ascetic devotions after
moving to Cairo (in 1505), where he lived in a mosque. Under the tutelage ofhis
teacher, Shaykh Nur al-Din al-Shuni, he became a prominent Sufi leader, and a zawiya
was built for him (housing over 200 residents), where he conducted dhikr, prayer., and
study sessions. He studied the religious sciences, including fiqh, hadith, sira, theology,

Qur'an, exegesis, grammar, and Sufism, under distinguished teachers, and became one of
the great 'alims ofms time. After his death, a Sha'rani order survived until the 19th
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century (Winter 1982:46-75). He was particularly well-known as a writer~ having
produced about 70 books most ofwhich are extant ~mter 1982:7), especially his al-

Tabaqatwhich detail the lives of Sufis and 'u1ama'.
Sba'rani believed that while a founder-saint might be worthy ofgreat veneration,
members of an order were likely to go astray without a good shaykh to lead them. He
venerated the famous Tanta saint Sidi Ahmad al-Badawi (d. 1276), but at the same time
he criticized that saint's Ahmadi order for violating the Shari'a in its religious practices.
Likewise, he admired Ahmad al-Rifa'i and Ibrahim al-Dasuqi, but criticized members of
their orders for misdeeds. He believed that they needed to attach themselves to a proPer
shaykh in order to be saved {W'mter 1982:102}.
Although scholars have called him a Shadhili, and he supposedly was initiated
into many orders., in his own works he never mentions membership in an order ~mter
1992:132). However he admired the Shadhiliyya way, known for its purity~ ritual
restraint (denying traditional asceticism., and not encouraging tomb visitation), emphasis
on cultivation ofinner life, and intellectual traditions. In addition he commended their
defense ofthe mystical theosophy ofIbn 'Arabi and Ibn aI-Farid (Wmter 1982:89-92).
This shows that while he harbored reformist tendencies in the domain of ritual practice,
and condemned religious ignorance, he can hardly be labelled as a doctrinal conservative
on all counts.

Ahmad ibn Idris (1760-1837). He was born near Fez, Morocco, into a family
of ashraj (descendants ofthe Prophet); while still young he studied the standard
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religious sciences (including Islamic law), and joined the Khadiriyya order. Apparently
under the influence ofthis order.. he repudiated the saint veneration which was then
ubiquitous in the MaghnD. He performed the pilgrimage in 17991' then lived and studied

in Cairo and Qina (Upper Egypt) before returning to settle in Mecca in 1818. In Mecca
he taughty and gathered disciples into a new kind of Sufi order, the Tariqa

Mllhammadiyya (Muhammadan Pa~ named for the Prophet)'t based squarely on Qur'an
and Sunna., while rejecting qiyas and ijma' (except that ofthe Prophet's Companions,
the Sahaba), and insisting on ijtihad. He thereby arrived in his Sufism to a position similar
to the radical Islamic reformism ofMuhammad 'Abd al-Wahhab, a position which in
seeking to restore the purity ofthe early faith at once opposed the prevailing Sufi
ritualism and saint veneration, and the corruption and blind imitation (taqlid) ofthe
'uIama'. There is undoubtedly a parallel between the two kinds ofrefo~ Wahhabi, and
Sufi.

16

At the same time't while condemning the excesses of Sufi practices he wished to

preserve the inner (batini) aspect of Islam.
Naturally in taking these positions Ahmad ibn Idris made enemies out ofboth
Sufis and 'uIama'; persecuted, he was eventually forced to flee Mecca. Ibn Idris'
mysticism is relatively orthodoX; he clearly rejected the possibility ofunion with God,
although he held out for the possibility ofa union with the Spirit ofMuhammad. He
stressed that Sufism must comply with the Shari' a, and relinquish accumulated
antinomian beliefs ofthe medieval period. But his Sufism also includes an emotional
dimension, by which the believer is bound to the Law through devotion to the Prophet.
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In his order~ he taught largely orthodox beliefs~ and conducted modest Sufi rituals (such
as quietist dhikr\ using the traditional Sufi organization as a social frame. Both severe
asceticism and extreme emotionalism were rejected. Another distinctive characteristic is
his rejection ofconventional silsilas leading back to the Prophet~ rather he emphasized
that be received permission to found the tariqa from the Prophet himself Thus the
spiritual genealogy short-circuited the entire medieval period, in a kind of Sufi
representation ofreformist ideology (Rahman 1979:206-7; Trimingham 1971:114-6).
His group spawned many other successful orders incorporating his spirit of

refoll1l, including the Sanusiyy~ the Mirghaniyy~ and the Ja'fariyya; the latter will be
taken up later as one ofthe central examples of how a Sufi order can be highly successful
in modem Egypt. While the Ja'fariyya appear traditio~ it is in fact their reliance on a
tradition ofreform, and the expression ofthat tradition through ritual, which gives them
such an aura oflegitimacy in the current religious climate.
Muhammad Tawfiq al-Bakri (d. 1911). The general history ofthe Bakri

family has already been discussed. Some oftheir attempts at ritual control, such as a ban
on private hadras in 1872, can be attributed to an attempt to consolidate power. Other
reforms, such as prolnbiting various forms ofself-mortification, music~ singing, and
drumming, and restriction ofthe number ofmawlids celebrated may have been impelled
at first by the force ofexternal criticism. In particular Rashid Rida claimed to have
ll

in:8uenced Muhammad Tawfiq al-Bakri in his reforms at the tum ofthe century. But
there is also evidence that Muhammad Tawfiq himself fell under the sway ofreformist
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trends., having met Jamal al-Din al-Afghani and composed his own reformist work
(mentioned above). Still, he did not go far enough for the non...Sufi reformers such as
Rashid Rida., who criticized the Bakri organization as ineffectual for real spiritual
reforms. As I noted., the journalist'Abd al-'Aziz Jawish also criticized him for having
failed to eliminate detestable Sufi practices (Johansen 1996:30-1).

2.

Social change

We have seen that from Mamluk times there have always been critics of Sufism.,
and yet throughout medieval and Ottoman Egypt the orders were extremely popular.
What then led to Sufi decline in the 20th century in particular? One factor was certainly
the greater number ofcritics in this period. Modern education and mass media awakened
Egyptians of every social class to an understanding ofWestern culture., their colonial
situation., and underdevelopment. People wanted freedom and modernity; a growing
dissatisfaction with colonial control demanded a pragmatic response., which Sufism was
ill-positioned to deliver. In particular., the effects ofcriticism became more real as
sympathy for the critics' position increased within the government; McPherson's
guidebook to the mawlids ofEgypt., written in the 1940s, provides many examples of
government control and cancellation ofmawlids (e.g. McPherson 1941: 165).
Underlying this shift in opinion were the larger, transpersonal forces of history,
beyond the power ofthe individual agents involved (whether Egyptian or colonialist),
but influencing them all. These changes not only provided an increasingly large base of
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opinion against the Sufi orders, but also diminished the role ofthe orders in society
through attrition, as other options for social action became more attractive.
Michael Gilsenan has summarized this situation clearly. The Sufi orders were
based on the old social-economic-poIitical order~ now crumbling or changing rapidly. In
such a critical conflict situatio~ organjzations evincing high cohesion, and a strong sense
of association and dynamic organization are more likely to produce a "positive adaptive
response" as Gilsenan terms it. But the orders were decentralized, and lacked social
OJ

cohesion: Multiple membership was common, and the nominally centralized tariqa was
often riven by local charismatic centers. At the same time no tariqa was unified by a
distinctive ideology to set it offfrom others. 17 They were therefore unable to adapt, and
so their social functions were taken over by other groups., whether state-run., or
independent; whether populist, or elite (Giisenan 1967:14).

It is precisely the ability of newer turuq to provide such a response which I will
analyze in the subsequent sections of this thesis. In their weakened condition, criticism
ofthe old orders was much more effective than it had been in the past, but the orders
were likely to have withered even without the ideological critiques~ simply due to their
close-knit integration with a social system which had once been dominant, but now was
deteriorating.
Some ofthe broad social changes which occurred from the 19th century
onwards, fostering an environment increasingly unfavorable to the Sufi groups, were the
following:
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1) Split between Sufism and al-Azhar. As religious law became the exclusive
province ofthe religious university,. while Sufism was organized under the office of
Sbaykh al-Bakri, the former alliance between 'ulama' and Sufis was broken. IS While
some Azharis continued active participation in Sufi~ the great religious university
gradually became transformed into a stronghold oforthodoxy. Sufism was no longer
taught there, and the religious credentials of Sufi shaykhs (as measured by standards of
al-Azhar) declined. Thus a conflict between the two,. originally engineered by
Muhammad (; Ali for political reasons, eventually resulted in the Sufi orders being more
exposed to attack than before, especialIy since Shaykh al-Bakri was a new position and
lacked the legitimacy of al-Azhar (Trimingham 1971 :248, de Jong 1978:23).
2) Redistnbution ofwealth and religious organization. In Ottoman times the
shaykhs had great control over their followers, as well as sources ofwealth such as

awqaf (pious endowments, often bestowed by rulers or wealthy followers), iltizam (tax
farms), and contributions from members. As a means of consolidating his own power,
Muhammad (; Ali confiscated awqafand tax farms (Hourani 1991:273). (In addition,.
obligatory payments from disciple to shaykh were banned by the 1905 Internal
Regulations (de Jong 1978:210).) These changes deprived the shaykhs of independent
power by removing their major sources of discretionary income.
3) Modernism. There was a general sense among various sectors ofthe
population that the time had come to embrace the modern world (defined through a
combination ofEuroPeaD culture and modern science), both as a means ofopposing
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European domination, and to generate social and technological progress. Islam therefore
needed to look to the future, whereas the orders were firmly entrenched in the traditional
values ofthe past't associated with the old Ottoman past. In light of modern values, the
Sufi orders appeared backwards; even more than they were criticized, the turuq were
simply ignored as anachronistic. Modern Islam would have to be compatible with
science, whereas the orders were bound up with superstitious practices which could not
be reconciled with the scientific world-view. Modem Islam should look respectable to
Europeans' religious refinement, different from but parallel to Christia.nity; the orders
were shot through with emotional display. Modern Islam should encourage nationalism
and productivity; practices ofthe orders appeared indolent and introverted. The

Salafiyya movement, with its emphasis on a narrow doetrinal base plus ijtihad. was
ideally suited to develop an appealing modern Islam, whereas the Sufi orders could not
do so without negating their own roots.
4) Politicization; nationalism and independence. The imperial British presence,
combined with harsh economic conditions and oppressions ofthe ruling classes, fostered
the growth of revolutionary nationalist movements aiming for independence. Political
consciousness was on the rise among all classes and sectors ofsociety. Religion was
expected to provide a means ofunification, so as to oppose the British Occupation. Sufi
orders were divisive and limited, being connected to clan and local community.
Successful religious organizations had to be broader, more universal and action-oriented.
The orders also embodied a static notion oftime: ahistorical, inward-looking, apolitical,
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a relic ofthe old Ottoman society; not at all suited to the needs of political and social
action or change (Gilsenan 1973:200-1).
5) Secularization. The religious sphere as a whole contracted in various cultural
areas~

especially in education (see next point). The social function ofthe orders was

taken over by secular organizations: clubs~ societies, political organizations~ charitable
organizations~ vocational

groups (Trimingham 1971:250, Gilsenan 1973:202). Secular

political parties became more and more important as a form of voluntary association;
even the fallahin were becoming directly involved (Gilsenan 1973: 195). European
political, economic, and social influence created demand for European values of
consumption, and influence which is most evident in products ofthe Egyptian film
industry. In music~ where religious forms of recitation and singing had always been
central for learning and performance, secular models were now preferr~ in Cairo at
least; old religious styles were considered old-fashioned. The power ofthe 'ulama' was
greatly reduced, as the legal system adopted French law as its primary basis. As the urge
to the religious life diminished, so did the orders which were its vehicle (Trimingham
1971:250).
6) Education, literacy. In the 19th century Muhammad 'Ali and his successors
began sending doctors~ officers, engineers, military officers, and teachers to Europe for
special training, as well as opening new educational programs in Egypt based on
European models (Hourani 1991 :273), and bringing European teachers to teach in them.
Secular schools gradually replaced most religious ones in the 20th century; while al-
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Azbar continued to maintain schools and universities all over Egypt, secular subjects
(medicine, engineering, agriculture) were later included. The traditional kuttab (religious
school) slowly disappeared; children were no longer taught by shaykhs (Sufi or
otherwise),. but rather by teachers who had studied modem pedagogy in public
universities. Formerly the orders and their shaykhs had served in educational roles,. and
thus naturally prepared students to be Sufis. This function was now eliminated. Many
new foreign schools opened in Egypt, run by European and American religious or

cuItura1 missions., injecting foreign cultural influences and values (Hourani 1991:327).
Most ofthe wealthy elites were sent to foreign schools, and many ofthe highest social
classes became quasi-foreigners in their own country. Besides the secularization of
education was the tremendous growth of school and university populations,. and the
consequent increase in literacy and publication ofbooks,. magazines, and newspapers,
which transformed people's understanding ofthe world and their place within it
(HourlDi 1991:390, Gilsenan 1973:193-4).
7) Emergence of new forms of religious community. Groups such as the
Ikhwan Muslimin and their offshoots also took over the social role ofthe orders in
providing a sense ofcommunity, and individual guidance. But for many, the new groups
were more attractive than the orders because they provided a concrete agenda for action
in the world,. addressing issues of social justice, nation, and colonialism. The Sufis had
always stressed the inward meaning ofjihad (holy struggle), as directed against the lower

spiritual self(aI-nafs). The more successful new groups used the jihad concePt more
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literally as a means ofopposing any perceived social enemy. The struggle with
colonialists" tyrannical governments" poverty" illiteracy" infidels" and so on could all be

framed in terms ofjihad" thus raising any given struggle to the level of sacred duty" and
indirectly empowering the group (Trimingham 1971 :251).
8) Disruption of hereditary patterns of membership. The rapid social, economic"

political changes ofthe 19th and 20th centuries undermined the continuity of social
affiliations. Sufi groups could no longer count on automatic renewal oftheir ranks in
each generatio~ because sons-faced with many choices and changed social conditionsno longer followed their fathers into the orders. Yet adequate recruitment mechanisms
did not exist (Gilsenan 1973: 151); these could not develop because the orders lacked the
necessary social preconditions to formulate" disseminate,. and actualize new strategies for
this purpose.
9) Changes in modes of production and labor. Whereas Egyptians had planted
crops they could eat,. since the time ofMuhammad 'Ali the use ofcash crops, particularly
cotton,. had increased. Such crops were exports, exposing Egypt to a new level of
economic interconnection with the outside world. Agriculture in tum generally gave
way to a service and industrial economy, causing increased urbanization (see below).
Often a tariqa had been connected to a trade guild; when the guilds declined in the 19th
century, the turuq lost the support of such connections (Gilsenan 1973: 192-194).
lO)Rapid urbanization. The population ofEgypt expanded dramatically during
this period,. especially in the cities which drew large numbers of migrants from villages
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and Upper Egypt. Many ofthe new migrants could obtain only unstable employment
(Gilsenan 1973: 191-2). The population increase and unstable economic base disturbed

traditional patterns of life, particularly for migrants. Sufi groups based on geographical
units were frequently broken apart; rather than a man seeing his shaykh every week he
might only be able to visit once a year. Besides the sheer increase in numbers, urban
neighborhoods started to lose their identities as social units with shifting populatioDS and
7

changes in both production and consumption (Gilsenan 1973: 194). Since tariqa chapters
had been neighborhood-based, this loss ofidentity adversely affected the tunlq as wen.
11)Changes in social classes and dislocation. The service and industrial economy
led to the fonnation ofa new working class. A rising bourgeoisie was divided between
the nationalist Wafd party, and collaboration with foreign investors in developing new
industry (Gilsenan 1973: 195). This class was permeated by western or secular values, by
which Sufism was seen as regressive and impractical Sufism offered no significant
interpretation ofthe world for this group (Gilsenan 1973:200). Urbanization and
economic changes also led to an increased urban impoverished class (Gilsenan
1973: 192-3) for whom life's intrinsic instability did not permit regular participation in a
Sufi group. Combined with raised political awareness, members ofthis group were
better represented by the new political Islam than the by the introspective orders. In the
new groups, which allowed them to identify material goals and work toward them, they
could find a greater sense ofpurpose than in the more abstract Sufi path ofinner
development.
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12)Reduced prestige of Sufi shaykhs. All ofthe previous factors contn'buting to
the decline ofthe Sufi orders also served to reduce the prestige oftheir shaykhs.
Shaykhs had previously enjoyed a high level of status and power.. at least with respect to
a wide swath ofthe population. They had also frequently been financially independent.
Now the position was undermined. Whereas in the past, the shaykh was important as an
arbiter in disputes., or for those seeking advice., now his influence was much diminished.
This loss in prestige caused the orders to decline even further (Trimingham 1971 :251 ).

In all ofthese ways the traditional social system with which the Sufi orders had
been so closely bound up and upon which they had depended was disrupted. The
heritage ofmedieval Islam within which the orders bad been intricately embedded was
eroding, and with it the orders. For as the hegemony ofthe Sufi symbolic system
weakened., the world view they represented drew farther and farther from the world as it
was coming to be. Functions which the orders bad once fulfilled so well-spiritual,
educational, social, political-were taken over by other groups, and the orders declined
(Gilsenan 1973: 196-200).

3.

Recent trends

To a great extent the attitudes sketched above continue to apply to the current
day. The forces ofmodernization and westernization which transformed the traditional
Egyptian society earlier in the century still exist., as do the prevailing negative attitudes
toward Sufi practices. But there have been changes as well., which may have contributed
to renewed interest in non-political forms ofIslamic spirituality.
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After the Egyptian Revolution in 1952~ the widely shared beliefthat politically
disengaged social groups were detrimental was less necessary than before. Some ofthe
popuIation-especially the farmers-benefitted from the new political system, and hence
became more quiescent. Among intelligentsia, and leaders oflabor and religious
movements~ cynicism

set in, as socialist dreams were to some extent discredited, and the

new regime exercised strong repressive controls against independent political activity.
Law 32~ issued in 1964, required that all independent organizations (whether literary,
religious, or political) come under the supervision ofthe state. Intellectual dissidents, of
various ideologies, were imprisoned. While some responded with renewed political
vigor, undoubtedly the total level of political activism declined. The Muslim Brothers
were banned, their leaders jailed or killed. While many persevered, these factors created
a body politic which was overall less political than before. The small segment of political
extremists was the exception proving the rule. Egypt's tremendous defeat in the 1967
war also led to spiritual introspection.
Later, the economic "opening" (injitah) to world markets inaugurated by
President Sadat in the 1970s, the new wealth derived from labor migration to the
Arabian Gulf countries in the late 70s and 80s, together with heavy advertising
(especially effective via television), has ushered in a new era ofcapitalism, consumerism,
and materialism. Combined with government repression of independent political
movements, much ofthe populace has turned more to the basic task ofwresting a living
since the 80s. Concomitantly, perhaps, extremist groups have made their violent marks,
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but indications are that they are losing rather than gaining support. Many Egyptians
sympathize with goals ofthe Muslim Brothers and other groups, and listen rapt to
preachers spouting their ideology, but far fewer are actively involved. At the same time,
the Egyptian government tacitly promotes Sufism as a harmless means ofproviding

spiritual fulfillment to the masses, as well as a means ofassuring that they will not
participate in the militant Islamist movements, whose rhetoric is distinctly anti-Sufi.
The increased materialism and consumerism of modern Egyptian society is not at
all incompatible with pure spirituality ofthe Sufi type. The spiritual urge never

disappears. It is as present among materially advanced societies as deprived ones, as
much among the rich as the poor. For those who struggle with basic material needs-and
this segment ofthe population is by far the majority, as well as increasing-spirituality is a
salve and comfort, while those who, having fulfilled basic material needs nevertheless
feel a lack, tum to spirituality to find inner harmony and peace. Certainly the rapid
increase in the west ofspirituality in myriad forms cannot prove otherwise.
The general resurgence ofIslam over the last twenty years resulted from a
number offaetors. One was President Sadat's tacit promotion offundamentalist Islamic
associations and the control ofIslamists over labor unions, as a means ofsquelching the
communist movement. 19 During this period the Sharica was officially adopted as the
principal source ofEgyptian law. Another was the mass exodus ofEgyptian workers
during the late 70s and 1980s to the more religiously conservative and oil-weaithy Gulf
countries, where besides securing more lucrative employment they witnessed stark
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evidence ofthe extent to which Egyptian society had become intluenced by west~ 00Islamic values. Upon their return to Egyp~ they had often acquired both a deeper
interest in Islam, and the money to empower their newfound religiosity through Islamic
organizations and construction of mosques (the so-called uOil-Islam." f"hatru islam'')}.
There was also the Afghani resistance movement to Soviet aggressio~ the mujahi~
which drew many Muslim youths into an idealistic world-Islamic activism. Finally, but
somewhat difficult to prove, there was undoubtedly a shift toward things spiritual
resulting from Egypt's failure in the 1967 war, followed by the sudden influx ofwestern
goods and values in the 1970s. The resulting social inversions created a class of nouveau
riche, many ofwhom were still connected to traditional Islamic values (unlike the old
aristocracy which tended toward things French); there was also a new class ofthe
socially displaced poor, for whom increased religiosity served to mitigate their harsh
circumstances.
While the spread of new Islamic religiosity often came from orthodox or political
sources, and sometimes encouraged these trends in Egypt, the net effect was to increase
the role ofreligion much more broadly. While the influence and number of political
IsJamists certainly increased during the past 20 years, the genera1level of religiosity in
Egyptian society has increased far more. Many ofthose participating in the return to
religion are completely uninterested in revolutionary Islamic movements; many actively
oppose them, due to strong material and social connections to the existing politicaleconomic system,. and a resulting support for the status quo.
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The difference between the two growth rates constitutes the increase in those
seeking a non-politicized form ofIslamic spirituality~ many ofwhom find organized
religious movements more satisfactory that mere individual practice. Such Muslims may

be attracted to non-political non-mystical groups (such as the Jam'iyyat Ansar al-Sunna),
while others are interested in the Sufi orders. Thus the trend of increasing religiosity,
while it may appear to fuel political Islam, also bas a "spillover" effect in contributing to
the growth of other groups, including the Sufi orders.
However, not all Sufi groups benefit equally; in particular the traditional groups
have tended to decline because they are socially incoherent, and have not developed
strategies for tapping new potential membership, but rather have remained in the old
mold ofhereditary membership. As I have mentioned, this mode of replenishment is
bound to decline, since Sufism no longer has an assured role in Egyptian society. More
and more, devotion to Sufi groups becomes an active choice made by spiritually inclined
individuals rather than an automatic extension ofobligatory Islamic worship. Therefore
Sufi orders must work to attract and retain members if they are to grow, or even survive.
What I will later try to show is how this '~ork" can be performed through LP.
It should be reca1Ied that Islam in its ufundamental" state does not provide
intimate religious communities. The sole grouping is the Umma., the Islamic "nation"
consisting of all Muslims everywhere. The local mosque has never played the role ofthe
parish church; it is a place to pray, but provides very few social functions beyond the
congregational prayer on Fridays, and individuals are not attached to particular mosques,
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but rather pray in any convenient location. The greatness ofIslam consisted in part in

this homogeneity~ but also left a lack.
So the social-spiritual needs ofMusIims were always filled in other ways. Such
groupings may not have been necessary in the small villages~ but in towns and cities
individuals sought ascriptive bonds larger than the family. From the medieval period up
until the 20th century the Sufi orders provided this function of religious-social

solidarity~

and indeed were a primary source of social solidarity in general, together with the trade
guilds and geographical districts. In the early 20th century the function ofreligioussolidarity was largely passed to more political, social-aetivi~ pragmatic movements.,
such as the Muslim. Brothers., and various Islamic charitable organizations which could
minister to the gaps left by government indifference. But the late 20th century is
witnessing a decline in political Islam's appeal, for all the reasons outlined above.
Although the scope of Sufi orders' power and influence has been greatly reduced.,
probably forever, they can continue to have an influence within a restricted sphere.
Those who have become disillusioned with politics but seek religious
brotherhood; those who are repelled by religious aetivist- fundamentalist movements out
ofdistaste for violence., or for politics; those who are more interested in an inner
spirituality which can coexist with an ordinary life in the world; those who are
comfortable and uninterested in revolution yet deeply religious; those who view the
Islamic past romantically as a cultural ideal which can coexist with modernity: all these
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are ripe candidates for non-political religious movements., ofwhich the new Sufi orders
still provide the principal model.
But how can a Sufi group exploit these conditions to achieve a limited success?
How can it create a distinctive identity., recruit members., appear acceptable to religious
establishment., create strong solidarity and centralized control? I will argue that these
aims are largely achieved through ritual, more particularly through language performance

(LP). How this is done is the subject ofthe rest ofthis thesis.

E.

Conclusions to historical analysis

This briefoverview of Sufism in Egypt helps one to understand why the

traditional orders (established before the 20th century) first flourished there and then
declined in the 20th century. A careful reading ofthis history shows that the factors
which led to the decline were complex and circumstantial. While they caused a drastic
contraction in the social role ofthe orders as they bad aetua1ly evolved, they by no means
theoretically precluded the possibility of some new form of Sufi order continuing to play
a vital (albeit lesser) role in Egyptian society. All that had been negated was the vitality
ofthe particular form ofthe orders as they had developed through history.
We have seen that orthodox critics of Sufism had always existed., while the Sufi
orders flourished nevertheless. The new reformist criticism was therefore in itselfnot a
sufficient factor to entirely stifle Sufi spirituality. That the former critics hadn't done so
resulted from the fact that the Sufi orders had integrated themselves with temporal and
religious powers., while making themselves attractive to ordinary people. Furthermore.,
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the lines were never so neatly drawn as to suggest two opposing sides. Critics usually
did not oppose Sufism entirely, but rather were reformers, opposing particular practices
and doctrines; men such as Ibn Taymiyya, al-Mg11a.nL and Muhammad 'Abdu drew on
Sufi ideas, and even the Muslim Brothers were originally modelled on a tariqa concept
of sociaI organization. If critics were calling for reform., perhaps a new reformed Sufism
would be acceptable, if not to the critics, then at least to a large segment ofthe
population who were less radical in their views, but were merely swayed by the
prevailing ideological winds.
The existence of Sufi reformers-al-Ghazali, al-Sha'r~ Ahmad ibn Idris, Shaykh
aI-Balai-indicated that the concept ofreform was recognized and could even be applied

within Sufism. aI-Ghazali had paved the way theoretically, but these ideas had also been
taken up in practice. Sufi reformers criticized elements of Sufi practice, while they
continued to practice Sufism. This proved that Sufism could critique itself: so as to
generate a type oftariqa more conformable to orthodox ideals. Sufi orders had always
displayed a range offrom heterodox to orthodox; the latter pole did not preclude the
existence of a VIbrant and dynamic order, as the stunning success ofthe orthodox
Idrisiyya and its derivative orders showed.
It is impossible, then, to divide Islamic history into those in favor of Sufi orders.,
and those opposed, since individuals-both those who practiced Sufism and those who
did not-usually adopted nuanced stances. But what is most central for this study is to
note that most ofthe critiques directed against the Sufi orders (from whatever source)
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were effectively critiques ofritual., and hence most ofthe callsfor reform were
effectively callsfor ritual reform.
To be sure there were doctrinal critiques as welL but these were not directed

against particular orders so much as against Sufism generally. More importantly., only a
critique of practice could have direct practical consequences. While esoteric doctrines of

mystical union (wahda, ittihad) and monistic Unity ofBeing (wahdat a1-wujud) were
unacceptable to critics., such beliefs were not visible in themselves because they had no
ritual corollary, and they were therefore not a conspicuous feature ofthe orders.
Consequently, critiques of such doctrines in themselves could have but littJe effect on the
orders. We have seen how in Ottoman times some ofthe most respectable orders (the
ShadhiIiyya, for instance) defended the mystical theosophy of Ibn {.Arabi and Ibn alFarid. Critiques of Sufi thinkers were another thing entirely (such individuals could be
persecuted for their writings), but criticism against the orders was primarily directed

against practices which appeared heretical to the orthodox., whether these practices
indicated underlying unacceptable beliefs or not. What kept the Sufi from being a good
Muslim, and made of Sufism a reactionary force in Islamic society, were its complex of
practices and rituals which to them reeked ofextra- or pre-Islamic influences. 20
The criticized practices included ascetic behavior (monastic withdrawal,
excessive prayer, and the like), self-mortifications, rituals of saint veneration (visitation
of shrines, mawlids), ecstatic and trance-like behavior, music and singing (particularly
using instruments, styles, or poetry reminiscent of secular music, expressing the
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forbidden, or stating Sufi heterodoxies openly), rhythmic or patterned movements
("dance"'), performance ofrituals in secular contexts (especially in the mawlids), and the
mixing ofmen and women. For the orthodox., such rituals either contravened the Shari"a
directly, or constituted an unauthorized supplement to the ritual obligations it imposed,
thus implying it to be incomplete. Rituals suggested the existence ofmeans ofaccess to
Divine grace (baraka) or knowledge (ma"rifa) not encapsulated in or available through
the Shari"a due to its logo-centricism and dogmatism. Furthermore, attitudes of Sufis
toward these rituals confirmed that they generally believed them to lead to a higher or
deeper understanding of Reality (al-Haqiqa) than was possible through the Shari"a.
Some Sufis believed that the inspirations derived through ritual could supplant Shari"a
itself: even negate it. These notions were intolerable to the strict orthodoxy.
Such rituals were thus felt to degrade the Sbari"a and hence Islam, while
distracting from the true prescribed religious obligation. Moreover, in calling attention
to limitations ofthe Shari"a as a complete spiritual path in itself: such rituals threatened
the stability ofIslam as a legal system, as wen as the interests ofthose whose positions
dePended on that system.
Without practice to attract attention, beliefs are relatively inaccessible to outside
scrutiny and critique. Even if the critics would have liked to have rooted out the beliefs

themselves, it was only the rituals, practically speaking, which could be changed. Rituals
called attention to beliefs; without a conspicuous sign, Sufis could believe what they
wanted. Therefore, it was rituals, in the final analysis, which attracted the attention of
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the reformers. Conversely, Sufi orders could shield themselves from such censures by
limiting rituals, without necessarily limiting beliefs and doctrines.
Thus Sufi reform should have been possible.. via ritual reform. Why then did the
orders decline? I have argued that it was not only the existence ofcritics (in ever larger
numbers), but rather the larger suprapersonal changes-social,

politi~ and

economic-

sweeping across Egypt from the 19th century onward which tended to undercut all social
organizations rooted in the old ways. The prominent position ofthe older orders in
traditional society became a liability when that society was coming undone. But if
reform Sufism was a theoretical possibility, why were they unable to transform
themselves so as to adapt to the new conditions? More specifically, since my argument
is that Sufi reform was largely ritual reform., why were they unable to transform their
rituals so as to be more appealing to potential members, less objectionable to critics, and
more compatible with modern society? That this question is substantive is shown by the
fact that subsequent orders were able to effect such transformations. I have suggested
several factors, which will be further developed in subsequent chapters.
The traditional orders were born in an era generally favorable to Sufi~ in which
they enjoyed a prime position in society. Despite the existence of some critics, survival
did not entail ritual restraint, or the presence of a cohesive and centralized social
organization. Organizations did not have to be closed and exclusive brotherhoods. Nor
were they required to be rigidly organized, tightly responsive chains ofcommand. Social
boundaries could be informal, open, and non-exclusive; the prominence ofSufi tariqa
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membership as a characteristic ofthe majority obviated the need to "circle the wagons'"
in a protective formation. Ritual and social structure were not designed defensively. The
older order developed a habitual dependency on "automatic" recruitment passed from
father to son, and the social prominence ofthe orders generally;. such efforts at
recruitment which did occur were far less in scope and intensity than what would be
required in the 20th century under less favorable conditioDS, and when hereditary
membership had largely dropped of[
Granted the logical assumption that the formative period ofany social
organization is critical in establishing its subsequent trajectory, these properties
persevered through inertia (hysteresis) into an era in which they were no longer
appropriate. In part the rituals themselves attracted criticism. But even when they did
not., ritual resources were not being used effectively as a means ofhelping the order to
adapt to modem conditions.
Other factors exacerbated the inability ofthese turuq to use ritual for strategic
ends. First, it is a natural tendency (which I will discuss later) ofa Sufi order to develop
from a centralized cohesive group (during the lifetime of the charismatic founder, and
that orms first successor) to a distributed and loosely bound group; most ofthe orders
had progressed to this latter phase, especially since the former positive environment for
Sufism had not encouraged attempts to resist this tendency (which one finds in the
modernist orders).
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Secondly, those orders which passed through the period ofgovernmental
intervention and control of Sufi orders in the 19th century suffered several direct blows
to structure, identity, and autonomy. The changes implemented by Muhammad 'Ali to
consolidate his own power reduced the economic basis upon which the orders had come
to depend.. and his empowerment ofthe Shaykh al-Dakri decreased the power of each
order's central authority, thus further contn"buting to their decentralization and lack of
cohesion. Legislated ritual reforms tended to deprive the orders oftheir individual ritual
identities, and thus weakened them further as distinctive groups.
Reforms, criticisms, and a sense ofdiminishing influence, must have combined to
cause the orders to conform their rituals more closely to orthodox conceptions, at least
at the centers ofpower, during the early 20th century. There was thus a kind of ritual
grey-out among older orders, who may have previously had more distinctive rituals, but
lost them. In the villages, rituals probably continued with more freedom, but lacking
control from the "disabled" centers, tended toward diversity and ecstatic abandon more

than a distinctive elaborateness which could stand as symbolic of the order as a whole.
Such reforms also contributed to decentralization by causing a split between urban center
(which could be better observed and controlled) and rural periphery (which generally
could not be). These orders therefore emerged from this period even less able to cope
with social change than before.
The modernist critics and reformers had far greater influence than before due to
their greater numbers, the dissemination oftheir ideas via mass media, and increased
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education and literacy ofthe populace. At the same time, their critiques were supported
by the large-scale social. politi~ and economic changes sweeping across Egypt which
tended to undercut all social structures based on the old society. The drastic decline of
Sufism in the 20th century resulted primarily from supra-individual historical forces
which completely reshaped Egyptian life in its political, economic, and social dimensions.
These forces changed the very foundations ofEgyptian society, and thereby unavoidably
narrowed the possible role ofthe Sufi orders.
But since their critiques did not preclude Sufism in all its forms (as I have
shown), the factors causing the old orders to decline must have been at least in part the
particular attributes ofthe orders themselves. In this case, a new kind of order could
potentially be more successful. I have argued that effectively the critique was primarily a

ritual critique, and that decline depended also on social factors. I will subsequently argue
that the construction and maintenance of social structures depends critically, if not
entirely, on ritual performance as well. Ifthese assumptions and conclusions are correct,
then it follows that ritual reform should make possible the existence of a new kind of Sufi
order which can prosper in the 20th century, albeit on a more modest scale than before.

This possibility was probably enhanced by later historical developments which I
have only mentioned briefly. When Egypt was suffering under foreign domination, and
the currents ofthis-world activism were strong, otherworldly movements such as Sufism
naturally suffered. But after independence, when the British had been expell~ spiritual
movements should have been able to regain a following. Furthermore, during this same
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post-independence period, the political Islam which had drawn so many youth away from
Sufism was brutally suppressed. Although membership did not necessarily immediately
respond to the tactics governments employed against it, repression, violence, and
escalation into militancy eventually served to alienate some potential members of such
groups.
Sufism could also benefit from the general increase in Islamic religiosity and
rejection ofwestern values among a large segment ofthe population over the past

twenty years. That the development ofa materialistic economic system (capitalism) is
not incompatible with esoteric spirituality is obvious even in the US. Some ofthe newly
religious became involved with political Islamic groups, but others-particularly those
with an interest in the status quo-sought out movements ofa more purely devotional or
spiritual character. Governments may no longer actively support Sufism, but neither are
they opposed, since Sufism is a useful bulwark against the spread ofpolitical Islam.
Therefore, at the end ofthe 20th century, there is a larger segment ofthe populace
receptive, at least in principle, to Sufism., while there are fewer forces opposing it.
But even if there is demographically a group favorably disposed toward
involvement in the Sufi orders, the tariqa must still know how to find and attract them,
while simultaneously legitimizing themselves in the face ofcontinued critical opposition.
Sufi orders must recruit members and repulse critics, while establishing strong identities
and cohesive centralized social structures. These tasks, I will argue, can best be
accomplished in newer Sufi orders unencumbered by direct historical connections to the
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past., and more sensitive to what success in the modem era may require. It is here that
one finds the locus of group level strategies which help the order to adapt., and these
work primarily through ritual.

Notes Cor Chapter 2
I

The question of the e.xtent of non-Islamic influence on Sufi thought and practice has received

polemical treatment by Muslims and non-Muslims alike. sometimes in odd combinatioDS. Sufis and
Sufi-S}"1l1pathizers tend to emphasize Sufism as an organic development of Islam. owing little-if
anything-to outside sources. Strict Sunni Muslim consen'8tives. together \lith many non-Muslim

orientalists. often claim that Sufism is esseDtialJy an alien impon-from Hinduism. shamanism
Pythagoreanjsm. Neoplatonism.. mystical Christianity. Gnosticism.. and Shi'ism-having linIe to do with
the tIUe Islam of the Prophet. Rahman's account of this matter presents a fair balance. The initial
impJlses ofasceticism. trust in God. and love of God. appear based in the Qur'an. and ""their rise to
prominence is a result of the developmentS within the intellectual and spiritual life of the
community...Outside influences must bave played an accessory role and these no one may deny. bot they
must have supervened upon an initial native tendency." (Rahman 1979: 131). On the other hand the
Sufi concept of sainthood (wi/aya) ......was elaborated with an appeaI to the use of the term wa/i ("friend
of Goef) in the Qur. an. but with a peculiar Sufi content borrowed from the mysticism ofEastern
Christianity, Gnosticism and later on from Neoplatonism" and - ...the doctrine of a hierarchy of
"presening' saints [was] most probably a Sufi parallel to the Shi"a doctrine of the Imam." (Rahman
1979:136)
1

This expression is properly used only for God. in a form analogous to "Subhanahu

ft
•

"Glory be to

Him",
3 This

aspect of Sufism makes the clear delineation of doctrine nearly impossible for the researcher. both

practically (the full doctrine is never presented to an outsider) and theoretically (which is the doctrine a
Sufi actually believes?) Often it seems that all Sufis share in more or less the same beliefs: where they
differ greatly is in their willingness to divulge them to others.
4

The Islamic polemic on listening to music is carefully summarized by Nelson (1985:32ff).

S

The Khalwatiyya were IDlique in not being attributed to a particular founder,

6

Cf. "fakir'" (Hindi).

7

On the same page. the author goes on to say: ""The value ofthe educational work done through the

religious orders is worthy ofattention. although the emphasis laid on the physical side through the
dhilas and other ecstatic religious exercises may be criticised." With this statement he somewhat

ISO

surprisingly reveals his o\\U prejudices: what is notewonhy is the similarity of this ritual critique to that
of IsIamist leaders in the same period (Heyworth-Dunne was \\nting in the 1930s).
8

Dbikr. Lane' s transe:ription conforms to Egyptian pronunciation here and elsewhere.

I.e. the famous Mevlevi OfKonya (Turkey). the so-c:aIIed "whirling dervishes" made famous today
throughout the world due to their travelling stage-performanc::es. The tariqa was founded. in the 13th
century by
great poet and saiDL Mawlana Jalal ai-Din aI.. Rumi (b. 1207). and came to Egypt \\1th the
9

the

Ottomans.
10

See Lane 1973:451-3 for a description oCthe dawsa.

The local leader. or kba1ifa. was responsible for the order's equipment. including banners. percussion
instruments. flutes. tents. and lanterns. These were collecti\-ely called. the ashayir, or ·iddo. In the past.
he might have rented them for special occasions.
JI

In Chapters 5 and 6 we will describe the contrast in the J3a}J1I11liyya hadra from Lane's day to the
present time.
1::

13

By this term we do not mean to imply"'atheist'- or ""agnostic". but rather "'relegating the sphere of

religion to private life'" as opposed to seeing in Islamic faith and practice the essential basis of the wider
society.
Johansen notes that this maybe a reference to the mawlidofSidi AhmadaI-Rifa"i. However gi:\'en
the remainder of the sentence, it seems far more likely to be a reference to the Mawlid al-Nabi (birthday
festival for the Prophet Muhammad>. whose oflicial celebration was moved. to .. Abbasi)ya in 1882 (see
de Jong 1978:xii. and de Jong 1978:62 fil124). It was here that Shaykh al-Bakri received. visitors in his
tent (see de Jong 1978. plate V). The faa that aI-Bakri could not offer the excuse that he was unaware
of any practices laking place in ..Abbasiyya makes Jawish' s criticism of his negligence in enforcing the
new ritual regulations all the more stinging.
14

Rahman claims that these movements replace Sufism·s traditional "ecstatic and melaphysicaI
character with a stricti}" orthodox Islam (Rahman 1979:206). The highly successfW Egyptian
Ja"f'ari:}-ya tari~ whose ritual ethnography appears below. is an offshoot ofone such "'neo-Suti" group.
While Rahman's claim that ecstatic rituals were dropped. is completely supported by my evidence (and
indeed corresponds to one hypothesis of this ~ that modernist orders have survived-in part-through
ritual reform). the notion that these groups lack metaphysic:al character is c:ertainly not true. and there is
much in their beliefs with which a traditional orthodox reformer (WahhabL say) would strongly quarrel.
But the fact that traditional Sufism can survive provided that it is cloaked in soberly orthodox rituals is
further testimony to the cenuality of LP strategies in adapting to modem religious and social climates.
IS

lSI

16 Trimingham

(1971: 115) assumes that he came under Wahbabi influence. while Rahman (Rahman

1979:207) attributes the cause of their similarity merely to the prevailing zeitgeist of reform.. since
Mecca was not at that time under Wahhabi control and indeed the Ottoman authorities persecuted those
who promoted Wahhabi views. However it does not appear umeasonable to assume that Ahmad. ibn
Idris may have received some Wahbabi influence. albeit indirectly.
I"

GilseDan goes so far as to claim that there were no doctrinal differences between members of the Sufi

orders and other Muslims. While it is true that in the early 20th century many Muslims subscribed to
the same Sufi-suffiJsed Islamic world-view. and that the Sufis held geaerally to Islamic norms. it may be
an exaggeration to say that no differences could be disc:emed between the world-views of the typical Sufi
and non-Sufi by the end. ofthe 19th century. What seems more correct (and no less apropos) is that the
Sufi orders could hardly be differentiated from each other on doctriDal criteria.; all orders sbared a
common heritage. and varied oDly in points of empbasis. In this sense.. doctrine 'would not have
supported group solidarity.
II

It is therefore especially significant that several of the sua:essful orders founded in the modem period

stress the teaching of fiqh (jurispruc:Ien<) and foster strong connections to al-Azhar in their hadras.
19

The strategy backfired when Sadat was assassinated by Islamic militants in 1981.

~ Ironically. the pro--IsIam reformers and anti-Islam European orientalist ideologies came together on

this point. The former. denigrating Sufi thought as a corruption of pure Islam. criticized it as a result of
foreign influence; the latter. admiring Sufi thought as possessing much broader human value than the
dry legalism in which it was situated. praised it as a result of foreign influence. It would be interesting
to know to wbat extent these two groUPS. in every other way diametrically opposed. may have influenced
eachother'.
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3. Sufism in Egypt Today
A.

Overview of Sufism in Contemporaty Egypt!

Orthodox Islam rests upon the Shari a• the sacred law derived from the Qur' anic
6

revelation and the SlInna (the sayings and practices ofthe prophet Muhammad). Through
language, Shari'a describes the order ofthe cosmos, decrees the articles offaith, and
regulates behavior, providing normative models for social life. But a purely legalistic
formulation of Islam, in which the infinite gap between transcendent God and creation is
mediated by the Word of Revelatio~ would leave an emotional vacuum. For many
Egyptians, that vacuum is filled by Sufism (in Arabic, tasawwuj) which provides them with
a richer religious experience, stressing Divine love (al-hubb al-ilahi) and the potency of
the world of spirits ( -a!im al-arwah), especially the prophets and saints who are objects of
love and devotion, as well as a source ofblessing (haraka) and intercession (shajafa). The
Sufi view is that God is not infinitely far, but rather infinitely near~ yet He is veiled by the
presence ofimpurities in one's heart. Sufism provides a set of techniques by which one
may polish the heart, and thereby draw nearer to Him. This process takes place via
supererogatory ritual devotions, and loving devotion and obedience to one's shaykh, the
saints, the Ahl ai-Bay! (Prophet's family), and the Prophet.
Many Sufis maintain that while Shari'a is necessary to regulate society, it is
tasawwuf which is the jawhar (essence) ofIslam. Shari'a appeals to the intellect ( -aql)
which is insufficient to comprehend Divine Truth (Haqiqa). Rather, spiritual perception

IS3

(hasira, or shafajiyya) is situated in the qa/b (heart). The l'aqL, whatever its analytic

precision and

acum~

is veiled (mahjub)~ being limited to the visible, the material, and

the logical, while the qalb transcends these limits to perceive higher truths constituted of
feeling (ihsas). Sufism privileges the qalb over the l'aqL, and likewise affective insight over
discursive intellection. As in the West, the qalb is also the locus of htlbb (love).

In Egypt today, Sufism is commonly described as Kitab ('1Jook'\ i.e. the Qur'an),
S~

and hubb (love). The Sufi must perform all ofthe obligatory acts incumbent on all

Muslims; he is a Muslim first, and the Shari'a is the solid basis without which there can be
no spiritual progress. But it is love, the capacity ofone spirit (ruh) to join selflessly with
another, which forms the basis for most Sufi discourse and practice. What stands in the
way ofthis love are sensual and egotistical cravings (shahawat), rooted in the self (najs);
the luminous rub and the earthly oafs are the two antagonistic elements ofSufi
psychology. In the Sufi view, true love is disinterested: for God and for the sake of God,
not for any selfish ulterior motive. By performing supererogatory rituals beyond those
required by onhodox religion, the Sufi develops this love, striving toward taz/ciyat al-najs
(purification ofthe seft: seat ofdesire), in order to obtain tarqiyat aI-ruh (ascension ofthe
spirit toward pure love, and toward God). Such purification may be metaphorically
represented as zuhd (asceticism), the purification ofthe body (jasad) and seft: though true
ascetic practice is rare today.
Sufi love is of many kinds and degrees, including the platonic love ofone's fellow
Sufis, and shaykh; the spiritual love ofthe aw/iya (saints; singular waJi) and the anbiya
t
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(prophets; singular nah!), especially the beloved Prophet Muhammad., and the Ahl ai-Hoyt
(also AI al-Bayt; literally: "PeOple ofthe house"; the Prophet's immediate descendants
through his son-in-law Ali); and aI-hubb al-i1ahi., Divine Love. The joy of love, descnbed
4;

as widad (affection); mahabha., huhh, sahaha (love); intensified as hiyam.. 'ishq, walah,

wajd (ecstatic love, passion)., is often commingled with the pain of longing, due to the
absence or remoteness ofthe mahhub (beloved): there follows shawq (passionate
longing), law 'Q (lovesickness), mlZlI, kadar, shajan, shajw, and man (anguish, grief). The
lover's body may become weak, emaciated and ill (saqim, marid). physical manifestations
ofthe destruction ofthe oafs, and the effects ofunfulfilled passion. But the source of all of
these conditions is love and the desire for unification with the beloved, even to the point of
self-sacrifice. In the most extreme degrees of love ('ishq or wajd), the lover loses all
individual attributes and becomes assimilated within the beloved, a condition technically
known as/ana- (annihilation). A Sufi may seek fana' in his shaykh, or in the Prophet,- but
the highest form offana' is in AlIah (God). On a lower plane, Sufi love is manifested as
selfless generosity, tolerance, compassion, and empathy for others, regardless of their
religious affiliations. Nearly all Sufi poetry speaks about love, longing, or praise for the
beloved, and the Sufi is often called a tntlhibb (pI. muhibhin), or 'ashiq (pI. 'ashiqill); both
words mean "lover". As one Sufi poet told me:
There is a hadith which says: your faith is incomplete until you love God
and the Prophet more than you love yourself: This love is a major theme
for the Sufis as well. You must remember those whom you love. God
gave to us through love; we return the love to Him, rapt in it.... The Sufi
loves until he forgets himself
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People were created to worship and submit to God. Wrthout love, that worship is
not complete. Therefore loving God is the highest possible way ofworshipping Him. One
ought to keep God constantly in minc:L for He is the Everlasting; all else is transient.
When one loves ~ one remembers Him continuously.

In the classical Sufi verse of Rabica al- Adawiyya and Ibn al-FaricL love is directed
4

to God. But in the linguistic fonnulations ofcontemporary Egyptian Sufism, God tends to
be addressed more often via supplications (du'a', ibtibalat), perhaps because even Sufis

Perceive the enormity ofthe distance between God and man. Thus, it is more common to
hear love expressed for the Prophet, Ah1 aI-Bayt, and saints.
The Prophet Muhammad, Abl ai-Bart, awliya' (saints}, and shaykhs (Sufi leaders)
are objects ofgreat spiritual love, respect, and devotion in Egyptian Sufism. The Prophet
is primary in this regard. He is the paradigmatic mystic, known as "habib Allah" (the one
God loves), the mahbub (beloved), the murad (desired). He is God's Messenger (rasul),
bringer ofthe Qur'anic revelation as well as God's sacred sayings (hadith qzuisi). HE; is
the only prophet to have been admitted to the presence ofGod, during his mi'raj
(ascension), regarded by Sufis as the prototypical spiritualjoumey. In his relation to God,
he is therefore a model for every mystic. God loves him; if one loves and obeys God, then
one must love Muhammad. On the other hand, loving the Prophet provides a means of
coming closer to God, since no one is closer to God than he. All Muslims are required to
follow his Sunna, but in loving him the Sufi hopes to draw nearer, to see him in visions,
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and finally to merge with him spiritually (fana'ft aI-rasul). In doing so., one is perfecting
oneselfas well.
The Prophet is also the perfect man (al-insan al-kamil), the best of creation., and
the first (since God first created the Muhammad Li~ out ofwhich all else subsequently

was formed). Besides receiving the Qur'an, many other miracles are attributed to the
Prophet., providing further testimony to his greatness. Therefore the Prophet is continually
the object of praise and blessings in Sufi circles. Indeed, such praise and blessing ofthe
Prophet extends far beyond Sufism, for all Muslims add "May God bless him and give him
peace" whenever his name is mentioned, as wen as in obligatory prayer. God"s love for

him is such that whoever blesses him, is himselfblessed by God ten times as much. But
the Sufis intensify this praise, cast it into extended literary forms, and blend it with love.
Indeed, praise, blessing., and love for the Prophet are considered by many Sufis to be in
themselves a form ofworship ofGod Himself
Sufi love extends also to the Ahl aI-Ba~ whose importance in Egyptian Sufism
cannot be overestimated (for a much fuller discussion see Hoffinan-Ladd 1992, Hoffinan
1995:50-88). Many Sufis practically define Sufism as love ofthe Ahl al..Bayt, contrasting
it with the attitudes ofthe unfeeling "sunms'" (the term is popularly employed to denote
the fundamentalists) and Wahhabis who reject this love. Just as one loves the Prophet,
one loves those whom he loved. A hadith says: "'Love God for the blessings by which He
nourishes you; love me for the sake of love of God, and love the AhI aI-Bayt for the sake
ofmy love." As in the case ofthe Prophet, love ofthe AhI aI..Bayt is also a means of
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drawing nearer to th~ so as to purify onesel( for they were pure. Popular beliefalso
holds that the AhI aI-Bayt will extend help (madod) and blessing (haraka) to those who
are close to th~ this blessing can be obtained anywhere~ but preferably at the shrine
itself Upon visiting the shrine~ one may recite the Fatiha, as well as supplicate to God;
the supplication is more effective here. Although one may visit any time~ particular days
are preferred for such ziyara; sometimes public hadras are held on these occasions (on
ziyara in Cairo see de long 1976-77).
Unlike the

Shi~a (who

venerate the Ahl aI-Bayt as the locus ofthe Imamate)~

Egyptian Sufis are primarily devoted to the Ahl aI-Bayt in connection with the rituals of
ziyaral al-qubur (shrine visitation) and maw/id (saint festival; plural: mawaJid).

Therefore the relative importance ofmembers ofthe Prophet's family depend primarily on
their representation on Egyptian soil by a physical maqam (shrine; whether mere cenotaph
or true tomb), upon which spiritual practices such as ziyara and mawlids are centered.
The following are the most important ofthe AhI aI-Bayt in Egypt, together with the
locations oftheir shrines (maqams) which are believed to contain the physical remains.
The fact that some scholars doubt whether these individuals are truly buried in these
shrines is of practically no consequence in seeking an understanding ofEgyptian Sufism.
In fact, Sufis explicitly acknowledge that it is not essential that a maqam contain the body
in order to be a source ofbaraka; on the contrary, saints are said to have 40 maqams.
•

Imam Ali, father of Hasan and Husayn. He is revered, but usually only in connection
I:

with his children; ritually, be is ofmuch lesser importance, perhaps because he has no
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tomb in Egypt, or because of his over-exalted status among the Shic;a (an attitude from
which even Sufis in Egypt want to distance themselves). More important1y~ c; Ali is not
a descendent ofthe Prophet~ but rather a first cousin and son-in-law., and he was not
born a Muslim. It appears that no mawlid is celebrated for him in Egypt.

•

Fatima~

daughter of the Prophet. She too is revered. but less than her children.

Although she has no tomb in Egypt, some Sufis do celebrate her birthday.2 (on 9
Shac;ban, five days after the birthday of Imam a1-Husayn).

•

Imam a/-Husayn., grandson ofthe Prophet through his son-in-law~ cAli. He was
extremely close to the Prophet., who said: uHusayn is from me, and I am from
Husayn."~ this closeness

helps to account for his importance. He is considered, with

Sayyida Zaynab, one ofthe two patron saints of Cairo~ his maqam is located in one of
the central mosque ofCairo., and constantly receives a stream ofvisitors., although
~riday is

his "official" visiting day. An enormous mawlid, and a slightly smaller

birthday., are celebrated yearly. He is often referred to as c~aba'" ~ father; the name
indicates the closeness he inspires in devotees.

•

Imam ai-Hasan, a1-Husayn's elder brother. Though he has no shrine in Cairo, he is
remembered fondly along with his brother; they are "the two moonsn , reflecting the
sun ofthe Prophet (who may also be known as a moon). But his general ritual
importance is far less than that of al-Husa~ no ziyara is possible, and no mawlid is
celebrated for him, as far as I know.
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•

Sayyida Zaynab., sister ofal-Husayn and al-Hasan. Her maqam is located in another
central mosque ofCairo, and like her brother is visited on Friday, especially by
women. Like al-Husayn, her shrine is the center ofan enormous mawlid. She is
affectionately called "Mama", and by many other sobriquets., such as Umm al-Hanan
(mother of kindness).

•

Sid; "Ali Zayn al- "Abidin., son of aI-Husayn. His shrine is located in a smaller mosque,
in a cemetery somewhat offthe main roads. He is frequently visited, especially on
Saturdays, and a large mawlid is performed.

•

Sayyida Nafisa., great-granddaughter ofal-Hasan. Her expansive mosque is located
in a cemetery district not far from the Citadel; she is visited especially on SundayS.,
particularly by women. Called Nafisat al-'iIm (Nafisa ofKnowledge)., her shrine is the
center ofa large yearly mawlid.

•

Fatima Nabaw;yya, daughter ofal-Husayn. Her shrine lies in a mosque in the densely
populated Darb aI-Ahmar district; she is visited primarily on Mondays. A large
mawlid is celebrated every year in her honor. .

•

Sayyida 'A tisha, daughter ofla' far al-Sadiq (not the wife ofthe Prophet.. although
often confused with her). Also the site of a large yearly mawlid.

•

Sayyida Sakina (Sukayna), daughter ofal-Husayn. Her shrine and mosque is only a
short walk from that ofSayyida Nafisa; Sufis often visit them, together with Sayyida
Ruqayya (below) in one afternoon. A yearly mawlid is celebrated.
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•

Sayyida Rzlqayya., daughter of' Ali. Her shrine and mosque is near that of Sayyida
Sakina., and a yearly mawlid is held.

After God, the Prophet, and the Ah1 aI-Bayt, Sufi love extends naturally to the
awliya' (saints), for the spiritual lineage or "chain" (silsila) of each saint passes (or is
supposed to pass) through the early Sufis (usually including al-Junayd) back to the Ahl alBayt, via Imam "Ali to the Prophet himself These linkages are further reinforced when
the saint is sharif(a lineal descendent ofthe Prophet), as most ofthem are. Because of
these lineal connections, the notion of the "Prophet's Family" includes the saints in a
broader sense. The word for saint (waJi) literally means "near" or "friend". The Prophet,
Ahl aI-Bayt, and other saints are beloved by God, and therefore near (wali) to Him. The
wali is a person who, by virtue of spiritual gifts and mystical efforts, has come close to
God, achieved mystical illumination from the Beloved, and received baraka (blessing) from
Him.

While there is no official procedure for canonization in Islam, karamat (miracles;
singular: karama) which the wali performs in his or her lifetime are indications of his or
her exalted mystical station, for miracles are gifts bestowed upon the sincere seeker by

God. Stories ofthese miracles are constantly recounted by Sufis, reinforcing the
reputation ofthe saint who performed them, the majesty of God who granted them, and
the limitations ofthe 'aql which cannot comprehend them (and thus implicitly the
superiority of the qalb and rub); karamat are felt by the heart, not understood through
reason. Some saints transcend physical laws, walking on water, or travelling great
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distances in a single step (the so-called Uahl al-khatwa'''). Others are healers, or may know
one's inmost thoughts.
But a Sufi's most immediate relation oflove and devotion is to his own shay~ his

spiritual mentor and guide. The shaykh is the immediate model (qudwa) for his followers,
taken as a living representative afthe Prophet; they must obey him in every way, "like the
corpse in the hands of its washer", as the saying goes. Loving ~ to the point of
spiritual unification, is the only means ofcompleting such absolute obedience, without

which spiritual progress is limited. While there is unanimity in love and veneration for the
Prophet and Ahl al-Bayt.. as wen as for the more famous saints, local saints and shaykhs
have a more restricted domain ofinfluence. Most shaykhs command love and devotion
only from the circle ofdisciples (muridin) who have formally pledged their devotion to
him, but some famous shaykhs also extend their influence, somewhat less formally, over a

wide domain ofrmlhibbin (devotees) who perceive their baraka (spiritual blessing) and
approach to partake ofit.
In a more general way, a Sufi's faith depends on being able to love everyone

disinterestedlY; a Prophetic badith says:
Abu Hurairah relates that the Holy Prophet said: By Him in Whose hands
is my life, you will not enter Paradise unless you believe, and you will not
truly believe unless you love one another. Shall I ten you something
whereby you will love one another? Multiply the greeting ofpeace among
yourselves (Muslim) (Nawawi 1975:85).
For later discussions, it will be very important to note that for Sufis the human
emotion oflove does not depend on the object oflove being physically proximate, or even
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alive. Love is a relation between spirits, and is thus unfettered by time and space.
Furthennore., there is no qualitative difference between Sufi love (disinterested love, '1"or
the sake of God') for those among the livin& and for those ofthe spiritual realm. Love
for the Prophet and saints is so strong that Sufis feel that they are not really dead; rather
they are alive, in their tombs, or in some less physical sense. Therefore, if one takes the
notion ofa "personal social structure" to comprise relationships oflove (of various
qualities and intensities), such a structure extends easily across the boundary between the
living and the dead.
Sufi feelings oflove are expressed in poetry of love and devotion. To love
someone is also to praise them and ask for their blessings from God, and so Sufism is
replete with praise poetry, called madih or madh. Most ofthis poetry is directed toward
the Prophet Muhammad, as well as the Ahl al-Bayt generally. Particular saints may also

be addressed, especially on the occasions oftheir mawlids, or by their spiritual followers.
Followers may also compose poems of loving praise for their shaykhs. These expressions
of love also create feelings of love in the listener., and thus serve an active role in
maintaining the network oflove on which Sufi practices are based. It is relevant to
observe that in the previously cited hadith., the Prophet's formula for increasing love
involves LP (the greeting of peace, "al-Salamu ,; Alaykum"). This hadith thus supplies
evidence for the means by which LP in hadra may serve to construct the personal social

structure which defines a tariqa.
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Underlying the theory and practice of Sufi love is the notion ofspiritual proximity.
The Sufi cosmology is centered on the 'aJim al-arwah (world of spirits)~ which is
unfettered by the limitations ofthe physical world. The world of spirit existed in
preeternity (al- 'a/im aJ-azaJi), before Creation. During this time, spirits met each other"
and some established close relationships with others~ the spiritual rapport two people on
earth may feel results from their spiritual relation before time began. It is often said that
after the death ofthe body spirits go to the bar.akh (isthmus)" where most wait until
Judgement Day. But the spirits afthe sa/ihin (virtuous people), including the awliya", are
free to come and go as they please. In this way, they can meet with the living, often in
dreams, and are present at their shrines, particularly on the occasion of special
celebrations, such as mawlids. Due to this freedom, they are often considered to be alive,
although technically they are not alive in the ordinary sense.

3

The concept of'alim al-arwah, or 'a/im aJ-ghayb (the hidden world), illustrates the
Sufi idea that reality displays both outer (zahiri) and inner (batini) aspects. The latter is
not visible to ordinary perception, but only to those with spiritual discernment
(shafaftyya), an inborn spiritual talent which may also be developed through elevation of

rub and refinement ofnafs in the course of Sufi training. Eye-sight (hasar)., connected to
mind ('aql) and perceiving material reality, is thus distinguished from insight (basira),
which is located in the eye ofthe heart ( 'ayn aJ-qa/b), and perceiving the more essential
and permanent spiritual reality.
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Since spiritual proximity to God is possible~ and not all are equally close, it is
logical for one to ask for shafa -a (intercession) or maJad (assistance) from another wbo is
closer to God than oneself: particularly tbe awliya' who have His baraka (blessing). Thus
relations to saints, while rooted in love, are also characterized by tawassul (petition),
especially at the maqam (shrine) ofthe w~ where his or ber spiritual presence is felt to
be stronger. 4 The shrine comprises a tahul (wooden box) placed over the burial site, and
draped with cloth (often green), which may be inscribed with Qur' anic verses and religious
sayings; the names ofthe first four Islamic caliphs (Abu Baler, 'Umar, 'Uthman, 'Ali) are
usually written on the comers. The head ofthe saint is represented by a large knob at one

end, wrapped in an 'imma (traditional cloth beadwrap ofthe Arabs). Qur'ans, prayer
beads, and plastic flowers may be placed on top or around the shrine. The tabut is
surrounded by a wooden or metal latticework called a maqsura which prevents visitors
from touching the tabut itself
Shrines for important saints are always busy,. but the pace of ritual visitation
(ziyara) intensifies on special festival days, especially during the yearly mawlid celebration

for the saint. Visitors recite the fatiha (opening chapter ofthe Que' an) while touching the
maqsura (grill) to receive baraka, and may recite prayers of supplication to God, which
are deemed more effective in the vicinity ofa wali (one close to Him). They may also
address the waIi, requesting that he or she pass a particular request on to God, again
relYing on the waIi's status ofuneamess" as a means ofincreasing the efficacy ofthe
prayer. The waH also has agency, and may extend help (modad) to the petitioner; visitors
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may make vows (mldJntr) to obtain intercession and baraka from the saint. However Sufis
do not pray to the wali himself'; this error has led to terms such as "saint's cult" which are
quite inappropriate in the total monotheism ofIslam, for which uta ilaha ilia Allah", '''there
is no deity but God", or, more explicitly, "nothing is to be worshipped other than God" is
the central and constantly recited expression. In fact, the system of saint veneration is best
understood as a natural extension ofthe respect and devotion shown to the living Sufi
shaykh, since when a great shaykh dies, his tomb becomes a shrine (maqam)., and a locus
for devotional and supplicatory acts, at least among followers. After a number of years,
he may begin to be regarded as a saint, and an annual mawlid held in his honor.

5

Progress toward the twin goals of taming the oafs, and elevating the rub., is
formally accomplished within the tariqa (order; literally path; plural htnlq), which is a
social, ritual, and doctrinal unit of Sufism, led by a shaylch. A Muslim wishing to join
takes a special 'ahd(oath) from the shaykh or his dep....'ty, upon which he becomes a murid
(disciple; plural muridin). The shaykh is the spiritual father (ab nlhi), and his disciples are
his sons (aw/ad, or ohna1. This metaphor offamilial relations is extended to the members
ofthe tariqa, who are collectively referred to as ahhah (lovers; singular: habib), or ikhwoll
(brethren), and the theme ofbrotherly love among tariqa members is emphasized in
practice. Some turuq employ special greetings, such as the simultaneous kissing ofhands,
to signify the affection and respect between members. The greatest degree of love and
veneration is shown to the shayth, because ofms knowledge, piety, refinement and
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elevated spiritual station. The shaykh is not only considered to be a father figure~ spiritual
teacher~ and guide" but also a source ofbaraka (blessing) inherited from

his shaykh.

The shaykhs of Sufism form a single spiritual genealogy~ since every shaykh has a
shaykh; one"s spiritual antecedents form asilsila (chain) leading eventually to the Prophet
Muhammad through bis son-in-law, the Imam 'Ali. All ofthe great Sufis and saints~
indeed all Sufis everywhere,. are thus linked in one spiritual family. However,. the early
Sufi teachers did not establish fonnal turuq. It was only around the 12th century that
major tariqa lines started to emerge as ongoing social organizations, several of which are
still in existence today.

In contemporary Egypt" Sufis trace the principal turuq to the arha'a aqtah {four
qutbS):6 Sayyid 'Abd al-Qadir aI-ftlani (founder ofthe Qadiriyya), Sayyid Ahmad aIBadawi (founder ofthe Ahmadiyya), Sayyid Ibrahim al-Dasuqi (founder ofthe
Burhamiyya), and Sayyid Ahmad al-Rifa'i (founder ofthe Rifa'iyya). To these names,
Sayyid Abu ai-Hasan aI-Shadhili's (founder of the Shadhiliyya) is often added. These
founders are considered awliya' ofthe highest order, and thus a copious source ofbaraka.,
flowing to them from God through the Prophet Muhammad and the Ahl aI-8ayt. This
baraka passes through their disciples, flowing on through the genealogical silsila to the
present-day shaykhs.
Most Sufis say that the different turuq are merely different paths to the same goal,
just as the spokes ofa wheel all lead from the rim to the bub. The hubb is Divine Truth
(Haqiqa) or gnosis (ma'rifa), while the rim is the Shari'a. The paths of Sufism all
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emphasize the purification ofthe oafs and the elevation ofthe ~ in order to draw closer
to GotL the Beloved, via the Prophet. All the turoq lay stress upon the fulfillment offimld
(basic religious duties~ such as daily prayer) as prescribed in the Sbari'a,. together with
emphasis on refinement in word and deed (adab). To be mu taddah (wen-mannered),
akhlaqi (moral)., sadiq (truthfuI),lchalis (sincere),and mllhtarim (respectful) are basic

requirements for the murid, without which there can be no spiritual -progress.
To a great extent the turuq share a common world-view and doctrinal frame. They
contrast mainly in their social aspects, and in the characteristic forms oftheir ritual
practices. Each tariqa has its body of special prayers (awrad, ahzah, sa/awar and others)
t

and poetry to be used in the individual and group devotions. Books of qasa tid (singular
qasida; poems in classical Arabic) may be employed, which often feature poems written or

selected by the founder ofthe tariqa,. or by a shaykh who is one ofhis spiritual
descendants. Sometimes a shaykh composes an entire diwan (collection of poetry) which
plays a central role in the tariqa's liturgy. Many poems are written in praise ofthe Prophet
or another holy spiritual figure, declaring love, or asking for spiritual intercession. Other
poems express the mystical feelings and doctrines ofthe shaykh. Such poetry is rooted in
the emotional experience of Sufism itself
Under the tutelage ofhis shaykh.. the mood progresses through sincere efforts
along the tariqa (path) from one spiritual station (maqam) to another. Along the path, God
may grant the seeker ahwal (singular: hal): transient states of mystical insight or
emotional rapture. The shaykh assigns to each murid supererogatory prayers to be
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repeated a fixed Dumber oftimes on the sihha (rosary), usually after the regular prayer.
The mood attends to his akh/aq (moral character) and adah (behavior), performs required
ritual acts, and participates in the activities ofthe tariqa. He may be called upon to serve
the shaykh in any number ofmundane capacities, such as serving tea, cleaning the mosque,
or running errands~ the shaykh in tum monitors his spiritual progress, and assigns spiritual
exercises as he sees fit. Most turuq also conduct one or two hadras (group meetings) each
week, either in a mosque or another meeting place. The hadra may include Qur' anic
recitation, durus (teaching sessions), group prayer recitations, inshad, and dhikr.
Dbikr ("remembrance" ofGod) is a term covering a number of practices, both
solitary and corporate, in which participants concentrate on remembering God. The
central corporate Sufi ritual is dhikr al-asma ' al-husna (remembrance ofthe Most
Beautiful Names ofGod). In this ceremony, muridin (known in this context as dhakkira
(singular dhakir» draw closer to God through conective rhythmic chanting ofRis names,
often accompanied by tafqiT (rhythmic body movements). Alongside this chanting and
movement, religious singers (munshidin; singular 1TlU1zshid) may perform inshad (religious
song), sometimes with ntllsiqa (instrumental accompaniment). Their leader, called the

mustaftih stands in the center ofthe dbikr, and controls it with his movements, clapping,
and chanting. In each tabaqa (contiguous segment) ofdbikr, there is a gradual buildup of
chant, sound, movement, and emotional level.
In Egypt today, dbikr is performed both inside and outside the turuq. WIthin the
tariqa hadra, dbikr may include inshacf, but musical instruments are used only rarely, and
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never within a mosque. Intensive displays ofemotion are curtai1~ and trance behavior is
generally forbidden. However when dbikr is performed outside the tunlq, for social
occasions such as weddingS., and within the mawlids (saint festivals)., the social and
doctrinal strictures ofthe tariqa and its shaykh are absent. In such contexts, the use of
instruments is nearly universal., there is more spontaneity and less formal structure in
performance., and participants display a much wider range ofemotional behavior.

Sufism is often identified with the orders themselves. This is a mistake, because in
Egypt participation in the orders is relatively limited, whereas the underpinnings of Sufi
thought, belief and practice extend outside the bounds ofthe formal orders to penneate, in
one way or another., a very broad segment ofEgyptian Muslim society. What I call
"informal Sufism" is the larger system ofthought" feeling., and action which includes the
turuq as particular crystallized social structures, but which extends amorphously beyond
them as well, though without central authority, hierarchical order" explicit doctrine, or
fixed ritual forms. Others may call this system., somewhat pejoratively, "popular religion",
but in fact it is essentially the same Sufi worldview as that which is found in the orders.
The main difference between formal and informal types is the absence in the latter ofthe
social structures and formal spiritual disciplines characteristic of the turuq. In fact, many
"informal Sufis" are officially members of orders, having taken the 'ahd from a shaykh, but
for various reasons may not attend a regular hadra In colloquial parlance, they are often

called muhihbin (lovers; singular: muhibb), 'ashiqin (lovers; singular: 'ashiq), or darawish
(connoting a more intensive involvement with the Sufi life; singular: darwish).
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Informal Sufism centers upon the veneration, love~ blessings., and intercession of
the Prophet., Ahl al-Bayt., and awliya" in informal and individual practice. While the
regular., structured badra ofthe tariqa is the focus ofcorporate practices within the turuq.,
the most important social occasions for informal Sufism are the hundreds ofyearly
mawlids., the carnival-like religious festivals which punctuate the calendar irregularly, each
lasting from one night to two weeks.

7

Spiritually and spatially each mawlid festival
8

centers upon the maqam ofa particular waIi. (On the mawlids., see Waugh 1989:52-59.)
The mawlids bring together Sufi orders~ (many ofwhich travel together and set up
a camp) who perform their own dbikr and prayers, along with other mulu'bbin who come
to greet the saint., bask in the radiance ofhis or her baraka., and meet friends. Wealthier
Sufis (often shaykhs of Sufi orders) may set up a Ichidma (service), usually consisting of a
tent (suwan), within which a temporary dining and kitchen area is established. Here, food
and drink is served to all comers without charge, as a means of both distributing and
receiving baraka; the kbidma serves also as a focal point for infonnal and convivial
gatherings ofmuhibbin. The kbidma's sponsor frequently organizes oPeD., informal
sessions of dhilcr in the suwan, to which he invites a professional munshid, who sings
religious inshad; such performances are usually accompanied by musical groups. Sufi
mendicants and majdhuhs (Sufis who by birth or through excessive mystical practice have
lost their intellective faculties), often dressed in extraordinarily odd garb., are generously
provided for. The mawlid also draws throngs ofnon-Sufi onlookers., who come simply to
enjoy the festive atmosphere offood, games, rides; there are no restrictions on who may
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attend. The mawlid is o~ creative, improvisational and even chaotic, as opposed to the
more closed ritual order ofthe tariqa badra. It is an occasion glowing with good feeling
and al~ which demonstrates par excellence the nature of Sufi love. On a smaller
scale, loyal; diniyya ("religious nights"; singular layla diniyya, usually called simply layla)
and ziyara days for the Ahl al-Bayt exhibit much the same atmosphere. The former,
evening celebrations which may be sponsored by individuals for a wide variety of social
and religious occasions, usually include a public performance ofinshad and dhikr; they are
attended by family, friends, and local residents. The latter are like weekly mawlids,
drawing muhibbin ofthe saint to visit the shrine, recite prayers in its vicinity, and perform
dhilcr; food and toy venders, providers ofsecular entertainments, and local cafes all do a

brisk business.
Throughout Sufism, whether formal or not, participants are bound together by

shared feelings oflove, both for each other and for spiritual entities, which are based on a
common worldview and experience. In the tariqa, emotional unity is the result of
initiation, shared allegiance to the shaykh, long familiarity with one another, common
beliefs and teachings particular to the tariqa, and regular devotional practices, as well as
the performance ofcorporate badra Informal Sufis attending a layla or mawlid are
likewise bound by communal feelings. However, the lack affixed ritual formats and
attendees, regular meetings, and definite ritual boundaries means that emotional unity in
the dhikr ofinformal Sufism is more transient, constructed to a large degree during the
performance itself
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Having concluded this general introduction to the "'Sufi subculture"'(Hoffinan
1995:357) of Egypt., we can tum in to a more detailed description ofthe turuq themselves.

B.

Doctrinal aspects of Sufi orders in Egypt today are widely
shared

One ofthe results strongly suggested by fieldwork is that the doctrinal basis of
Sufism in Egypt, as briefly outlined above, is largely shared across the turuq. This is not
the same as claiming that there are no doctrinal differences at all. Rather, my claim is that
such differences cannot be used a systematic basis by which to differentiate the turuq from
one another. Differences may vary more from one shaykh to another within a tariqa, than
they do from one tariqa to another, and in any case are better described as differences in
emphasis and style than differences in essential content. Furthermore, apparent differences

in doctrine may arise from differences in spiritual methods; turuq may vary in their
reluctance-to some extent universal-to reveal potentially controversial doctrines to
outsiders, leading to the concealment ofsuch doctrines within an outer shell oforthodoxy.
Traditionally Sufism is a system ofgraded knowledge, revealed according to one's
progress along the spiritual path. Thus an outwardly conservative tariqa may teach
seemingly antinomian doctrines ofUDity ofBeing as an inner meaning ofthe Qur'an. but
only to the most advanced disciples. Other turuq (such as the Jal>fariyya, to be discussed
below) reject the writings ofa controversial figure such as Ibn Arabi (who developed this
I>

doctrine ofUDity ofBeing). They do not reject the author, or even the ideas, but rather
the writings themselves, not because they are necessarily heretical, but because the shaykh
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believes that the content ofthese writings is unsuited to the modern Sufi, and liable to lead
disciples astray. But these are differences in pedagogy, in the way knowledge is revealed,
rather than in what is believed to be true. They are matters ofmystical method, rather

than systematic differences in beliefper se.
To use the Sufi terminology, the za.hir (exterior) of doctrine varies far more than
the batin (interior), for the turuq are different ways to the same spiritual reality. Such
differences thus inform about the tariqa's strategy for survival and the grading ofits
mystical system, but not about its core beliefsystem. Where differences arise, they can be
traced to the mystical program, which is ultimately a matter ofritual and social relations.
Differences in emphasis may suggest distinctions between one tariqa and another, and may
appear in ritual, but they are not a central factor distinguishing one group from another.
While there are doctrines which are distinctively Sufi, not shared by all Muslims,
there is no sharp contrast between Sufi and non-Sufi, as I have tried to emphasize in
describing cocoinformal Sufism" as a broad middle-ground (above). Rather, each aspect of
Sufi doctrine exhIbits a different distribution as an article offaith across the entire Muslim
population; some distributions (as that ofthe doctrine ofunion with God) are largely
confined within the group one would tend to identifY as overtly Sufi, sloping off rapidly
within the larger population. However, distnoutioDS ofother doctrines (such as the

intercession ofthe Prophet Muhammad) are centered on the nominally Sufi group, but tail
offonly gradually (like a ben-curve with a long tail), including most Muslims within its
scope. The largely shared doctrinal basis of Sufi groups is firmly rooted in the general
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framework of Islam, in Que' an and Hadith, not only because Sufis seek legitimacy by
doing so, but also because Sufism played a formative role in defining larger Islamic history
and practice in Egypt. These doctrinal interconnections imply that Sufism is not sectarian;
neither at the level ofindividual orders, or as a whole.
Sufis themselves emphasize these ideas. Asked to explain the difference between
his order and the others, a Sufi will invariably resPOnd: "There are no differences between

the orders. All are one.. all are Muslims., all say "there is no deity but God and Muhammad
is His Messenger', all love the Prophet ofGod and the Ahl al-Bayt.

'n

One never hears

Sufis ofone order claim that other orders are following a wrong path. There is a strong
sense that a Sufi should love and respect other shaykhs; "know your uncle [i.e. your
shaykh], and love them all'', is the frequently repeated saying. When pressed, a Sufi will
say that each shaykh leads his disciples along a particular path; some may be shorter
(hence implicitly better) but all lead to God. At this point a commonly invoked metaphor
is to say that these paths are like spokes on a wheel leading to a single hub. The hub is
Haqiqa, Divine Reality" or God~ the wheel is Shari'a. Another common metaphor is to say
that the shaykh is a teacher~ each teacher has his school, but all the schools teach the same
knowledge~

when you graduate you obtain a certificate which is recognized by all the

other schools.
What are the differences in these upaths" or "schools"? They consist in the
methods ofthe shaykh., his particular sets ofprayers and manner oftarbiyya (spiritual
training), i.e. in ritual differences. Each shaykh has his means of tarhiyya ruhiyya (spiritual
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education), which is a set of practices (including hadra) for inculcating knowledge,
developing spiritual relationships, and guiding spiritual development. It is these practices
and techniques which differ,. together with beliefs in their efficacy,. not objective doctrinal
points. Such techniques are the practical expression ofa relationship between murid and
sbaykh.. in which the mood believes in the sbaykh, while the sbaykb takes responsibility for
the murid. The techniques are also a means of(indirectly) constructing such a relationship.
Thus the notion of"school" should not be conceptualized as in "school of
thought"', but rather as in "pedagogical school", a way oflearning which includes
particular relationships to one another and to the teacher. The differences between turuq
are conceptualized as different ways ofteaching, not as different bodies of knowledge. It
is not the distinctive knowledge taught, but the way it is taught, and the particular social
attributes ofeach ofthese "schools"-and above aIL the personality ofthe shaykh-which is
distinctive in each tariqa. If one is to speak of"beliefs'" as characterizing the turuq, then
the word must be given a social sense. The mood must believe in the shaykb more than he
believes in any distinctive doctrinal point.
Asked to explain the difference between Sufism and Islam, the Sufi says first that
there is no difference. Sufism is Islam, or rather is the essence (jawhar) ofIslam; Sufism is
the stages ofiman and ihsan (explained earlier), as opposed to the exoteric "islam" (as
submission) fonowed by ordinary Muslims. Sufism is merely a system fOT ensuring a
higher level ofworship and devotion to God, incumbent on all Muslims. Sufism is a
means of purifying the seft: so as to be a better Muslim. Sufism is a school (madrasa) by
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which a Muslims can study the Sunna ofthe Prophet, in order better to do what all
Muslims are supposed to do anyway: to follow the Prophet" s adab and sHuk (behavior).
Most signally., he will typically say that he is a Muslim first., and a member of a particular
tariqa second; such an attitude is evidently reinforced by the fact that many Muslims are
members of many different orders, while no Muslims are members of any religion but
Islam.
If alI the turuq are the same., why is one particular shaykh selected? From the
standpoint of Sufism in general there is a definitive answer: one must select a shaykh
because Sufism is a practical system of spiritual instruction., and one must have a teacher
to avoid going astray., or drowning in the infinite sea. ofReaIity (al-Haqiqa). "He who has
no shaykh has Satan as his shaykh" is the popular aphorism (cited as a Prophetic hadith by
Schimmel 1975:103,472). Which shaykh one selects is not so important as having one.
The importance of the shaykh and one's relation to him explains why the turuq are
distinctive, without doctrinal conflict. The Sufi refers to his tariqa affiliation as his

mashrab (drinking place)., and much can be discerned from this metaphoric usage. Water
is everywhere the same., but one cannot obtain it everywhere at once; rather one must

drink from a specific source. That source represents the shaykh's method, his charisma,
his baraka from which one drinks. In no case is the Sufi group identified with an abstract
or identifiable group ofteachings. The mashrab is an affiliation., whose manhaj (program)
is to follow the beloved shaykh.
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From the individual's perspective there are many reasons why one might prefer
one shaykh to another: circumstances, a feeling ofcompatibility with the shaykh"s
personality and tariqa members, a sense that a shaykh is spiritually more powerful,
satisfaction with the shaykh's mode ofspiritual edueatio~ attraction to a particular set of

ritual practices. When pressed a Sufi will typicaIIy testify to differences in the spiritual
levels ofthe shaykhs themselves\t in their proximity to the Prophet.. and to God - and more
importantly to differences in his intuitive feeling (relation) toward different shaykhs as
being (or not being) suitable spiritual guides/or him in particular. It is by means of such
differences (which he admits are somewhat relative) that he makes and rationalizes his
choice oftariqa (which may seem. objectively speakin& an accident of place or
circumstances). Such differences are in effect social differences in the broader sense I have
defined the~ generalizing the notion of social relation to include all manner of spiritual
relations: differences in a shaykh' s relations to various entities in the spiritual realm, and
differences in a Sufi's relations to various shaykhs. The difference between a member of
one order and a member of another consists largely in that they maintain different sets of
social affiliations, with the shaykh, individual brethren, and the group as a whole. Thus
the differences between groups lie also in the fact that they are socially distinct, and
socially distinctive.
Other scholars have reached similar conclusions about the common doctrinal basis
of Sufi orders. Thus Hoffinan writes:
The differences between the Orders, both in doctrines and methods, are
relatively inconsequential. the Orders are not to be regarded as sects, for
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their proliferation is owing to the array of teachers~ not differences in
doctrine. A disciple's attachment is not to an Order but to a specific
spiritual master~ his shaykh. (Hoffinan 1995: 123)
I agree with this assessment completely as applied to the traditional orders. But
for the modernist orders, those founded in the 20th century with a greater awareness of
the need to construct a viable position within the modem Islamic fiel~ two slight
modifications are required: (1) methods ofmodernist groups are indeed distinctive~ as we
shall see in detail; (2) attachment is to the group as weD as to the shaykh, although this
group may not be the entire order except during the initial phases oftariqa development
(characteristic ofthe modernist groups), which I will discuss below.
Gilsenan even states that:
In Egypt...there are no doctrinal differences which set the members [of
orders] offfrom other Muslims, nor do any ofthe Orders claim a unique
insight into the Revelation or the Sunna. (Gilsenan 1973:6)
While this may be going too far,. it is certainly correct to say that Sufism is
doctrinally rooted in Islam, and that sharp doctrinal boundaries, either between Sufis and
other Muslims, or between the orders, simply do not exist.
But this short discussion ofthe issue ofdoctrine has not only indicated that
doctrinal aspects ofthe Sufi orders are largely shared; it has furthermore shown how what
appear to be doctrinal differences may be better interpreted as social differences. This fact
is not altogether surprising, since Sufi turuq are "orders" in the doctrinal, ritual, and social
sense ofthe word. Admittedly, different turuq exist. If they do not contrast in their
doctrinal orders, then contrast must be sought in ritual and social orders. Fieldwork indeed
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suggests that turuq identify themselves primarily through social structure and ritual (which

may reinforce that social structure). I focus on the tariqa as a social order in the
remainder ofthis chapter. Because ofits centrality in this thesis, I will devote the
following chapter to ritual aspects of Sufi orders, as represented in various forms ofLP.

c.

Social aspects of the Sufi ottlers in Egypt today

1.

The social order

tL

Spiritllallines: Genealogy ad personalities

The mood takes an 'ahd (oath) from a shaykh, and thereby joins that shaykh's
circle of muridin and tariqa. The chains formed by such oath-taking relationships are

called siIsiIas. The siIsiIa is thus a spiritual lineage, extending backwards through the
generations to the charismatic founder ofthe order, and (theoretically, at least) beyond.
Most Egyptian Sufis have a silsila which can be traced back to one ofthe great saints of
medieval Sufism, especially 'Abd ai-Qadir aI-TtIani, Ahmad aI-Rifa'i, Ahmad al-Badawi,
Ibrahim aI-Dasuqi, and Abu ai-Hasan al-SbadbiU. The latter three were particularly active

in Egypt, and their groups subsequently spawned many suborders. These 12th and 13th
century figures stand at the beginning oforganized mystici~ and tracing the silsila
beyond them may be dubious, historically speaking. However Sufis themselves often
extend the siIsiIas back to the early mystical figures, al-Junayd, Hasan al-Basri, and others,
reaching ultimately back to the AhI aI-Bayt (the Prophet's family) and from them to the
Prophet himself
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Formerly the legitimacy ofa particular group was closely connected to the
continuity of such siIsilas over the centuries. However., a phenomenon characteristic of
reform or revivalist Sufism from the 18th century is for the founder to assert a direct
connection to the Prophet. Thus both Ahmad aJ-Tijani and Ahmad ibn Idris claimed to
receive the command to form a tariqa directly from the Prophet himself: and so their
silsilas pass directly to him. This short-circuiting ofthe entire medieval era is precisely the
genealogical equivalent ofthe reformists' desire to eliminate the accretions ofthe same
period'J in order to return to the purity ofthe original community surrounding the Prophet.
Another possibility in the modern period is for a shaykh to claim to fuse a variety of silsilas
together., or to be generally inspired by all great saints., or to reject the very notion of
silsila. These are all strategies which undercut the notion ofthe sils~ and may even
undermine a basic principle of Sufism itself that a seeker should have only one spiritual
guide. But they are also strategies for avoiding the burdens ofa medieval Sufi inheritance.
Excepting those modern groups for whom the silsila has lost its significance, the
total spiritual genealogy, formed by combining all silsilas, is a kind offamily tree, whose
root is the Prophet Muhammad. At the same time, the fact that this tree is divided into

many different turuq indicates that it possesses a "segmentary''' lineage structure, and is
not merely a homogeneous hierarchy. That is, not all individuals in one's silsila are of
equal importance, and the important ones have distinctive roles.
The following principal roles can be distinguished, considering the silsi1a from the
end furthest from the living disciple who is a member ofa particular tariqa (and leaving
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aside the fact that the Prophet himselfis the most spiritually significant person for all
Muslim seekers, and so should rightfully be considered first):
Qutb ("axis" or "pole'''). Muhammad was the Seal ofthe Prophets (Khatim al-

anbiya'), and there are none after him. However the saints (awliya') have continued to be
born. These saints form a hierarchy (Hoffinan 1995:93), at the top of which stands the
qutb. As soon as the qutb dies, another appears, so that the world is never without this
critical connection between heaven and earth, of which there is always exactly one at any
particular moment in time. However the word is often used more liberally, together with
ghawth (succor}, as a term ofhonor for a great saint. 9 Greatness, ofcourse, is relative,

and members ofmany (ifnot most) tunlq address their own founder as aJ-qutb Q/-ghawth.
However, relatively few saints are widely acknowledged as qutb by Egyptian Sufis in
general, and it is only these to whom I will apply the term descriptively.
The qutb is an older saint whose reputation is very well established~ usually he
founded an order (or an order was founded in his name) which spawned subsidiary orders.
Thus the qutb usually stands at the lineal head ofseveral different Sufi orders, and a great
many muridin trace their silsilas to him. Usually, the qutb is either the founder ofthe
disciple's order (ifthe order is old), or is the great spiritual figure standing behind that
founder. The qutb is a mythical person, his person shrouded by the mists oftime and the
rich body oflegend and karamat (miracles) with which he is associated. His tomb is a
major source ofbar~ and a large mawlid is held to celebrate him. at least once each

year.
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The qutb is not the most salient figure within the turuq descended from biJn; that
distinction belongs to the founder. However, this fact does not diminish his importance;
the qutb looms in the background, representing the general spiritual tradition ofwhich the
tariqa is but one school. His presence in the founder's silsiIa supplies the order with an
aura ofspiritual legitimacy within the Sufi field, through its connection to a widely
accepted saint figure. Many prayers., poems, and rituals attributed to him may be used in
the tariqa's rituals. Although history does not always support claims that the qutb wrote
that which is attributed to him (thus Sidi Ahmad aI-Rifa'i is attnbuted with many prayers
and poems, even though historians say he never wrote anything at all (Trimingham
1971 :37», it is significant that his name is invoked to give authority to materials used in
ritual LP., even at the cost ofthe real author remaining anonymous.

Mu 'ass;s aI-tariqa (the founder ofthe tariqa). The founder is the primary
charismatic center for the tariqa; often his name is included in the tariqa name, together
with that of his qutb (ifhe is not himselfthe qutb). In the older turuq, he may be widely
considered a qutb as well. Upon his death he is usually buried in the mosque or center of
the tariqa, and his shrine becomes the site for ziyara (tomb visitation) and the center ofa
yearly mawlid. He is included in the silsila of all tariqa members, and is the main spiritual
focus and source ofmost ritual material.

Khalifa (deputy). The khalifa is the founder's primary disciple, and is frequently
the founder's son. After the shaykh's dea~ the khalifa consolidates and leads the group;
indeed, in many cases the group cannot properly be said to exist as a defined social unit
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before this period. While his spiritual level is surpassed by that ofthe founder, the khaIifa
provides the model for loyal discipleship, and usually is the primary force responsible for
building a firm foundation for the tariqa as a social organization: increasing membership,
conserving the founder's literary output and-most importantly-firmly establishing the
founder's status, replete with karamat, maqam (shrine), mawlid, and ziyara. After his
death he is usually buried next to his master. The khaIifa is included in the silsila of all
tariqa members, except for those who took the 'ahd directly from the founder.

Shaykh al-soiioda (literally "shaykh ofthe prayer-rug"; tariqa leader, sometimes
also called khalifa). The shaykh aI-sajjada is the living leader ofthe tariqa. When the
tariqa is centralized, and centrally controlled, all new members are considered to have
taken the oath from him, even when it was literally administered by the local shaykh.
While the extent and size ofthe tariqa may preclude his active interaction with every
member, he remains the most important living spiritual figure for group members. When
the tariqa becomes decentralized, the importance ofthe shaykh aI-sajjada declines; he
becomes merely an organizational leader, while members' silsiIas are traced through the
local shaykh from whom they take the oath. As explained earlier, the degree of
centralization, and hence the importance given to the shaykh aI-sajjada., depends on the
logical phase oftariqa development (described below), which is usuaIly roughly related to
the age ofthe tariqa.

Shaykh. Here I refer to the local shayth, who is simply called shaykh, but may
also take a variety oftitles such as na 'ib (deputy), khalifat al-khulafa' (leader ofthe
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khalifas), Ichalifa (not to be confused with the founder~s deputy or tariqa leader), OT
mas 'u/ (responsible one), depending on his position in the tariqa ~ s bureaucratic hierarchy
(the system of organizational rankings is explained below). The local shaykh leads the
local chapter, or bayt, and provides immediate spiritual guidance to its members. His role
and degree ofindependence as a charismatic figure in his own right depends on the
centralization ofthe tariqa as a whole. In a tariqa which is tightly controlled from the
center, the local shaykh is a mere proxy for the shaykh a1-saijada. He may give the oath to
new members, but only in the name ofthe main leader (he is not in the silsila), and he is
not permitted any freedoms which might enable him to become an independent leader. In
a decentralized tariqa, however, he is the spiritual guide (murshid) and first silsila link for
those who take the oath from him, who become his disciples; the shaykh a1-saijada in this
case is relatively unimportant.
Besides the silsila, another lineal concept of great imponance for Sufism is the
nasab, or patrilineal line ofdescent. The nasab is ofgeneral imponance in both Islamic
and Arabic culture.. not only in Sufism Since leadership ofa Sufi tariqa is often passed
from father to so~ one finds that from the founder onwards the nasab may frequently
match the silsila fOT tariqa shaykhs. But in Islam the nasab takes on a legitimizing role
when it leads to the Prophet~s cousin and son-in-law, 'Ali, who married the Prophet's only
surviving child, Fatima. Descent from' Ali and Fatima is therefore the only way one can
participate in the Prophet's line ofgenetic descent. Those who trace their ancestry to
'Ali's son Hasan are called "Hasanin, while those who trace to 'Ali's son HusaYn are
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called '''Husayni". Any person in the Prophet's line ofdescent is called sharij(plural:
ashraf). Being sharif is of particular legitimizing importance in Sufism, since the asbraf are
widely respected within Egyptian Islam. Therefore, it is common to find the nasab ofa
sharifSufi shaykh published along with other biographical information. The sharifs of
Egypt have for long had a special organization devoted to them., whose leader, the naqib

aJ-ashraj, was frequently a Sufi shaykh (for a time the Shaykh aI-Bakri served as naqib as
well; see de long 1978:31tl).

b.

Positional and pentJIIai social stnletllre

My argument is that while doctrinal aspects of Sufi orders form a largely shared
syst~ it

is in the domain ofthe social and ritual practice that unique identities emerge.

Therefore it is necessary to pay close attention to social structure. I claim that there are
two quasi-independent forms of social structure active in the Sufi orders, overlaying each
other: positional social structure, and personal social structure.
The former consists of a set ofsocial positions and the relations between them., and
exists, at least to a great extent, independently ofthe particular individuals who fill them
and the personal relationships between them. One enters a position and takes on its
identity, leaves a position and sheds it. The system of positions is fixed or slowly
changing, while individuals are substitutable within it, passing more rapidly through it. The
positions and their interrelations are not imbued with human emotion, but rather exists as a
kind of practical framework to ensure organizational efficiency, which is why individuals
submit to it. Due to its practical function, the topology ofthe positional social structure is
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always hierarchical; no other system provides a certain means ofcontrol. Each position is
associated with a particular status.. which is ranked with respect to the others. The
fundamental structural relation between positions is always one ofauthority and
obedience. Such authority and obedience are attributes ofthe position, not attn"butes of
the person who happens to fill it at any particular moment~ one fonows one'ts superior not
because one respects him personally (although one may).. but because one respects his
position., and the overall structure.. which would fall to the ground ifthat position (and
others like it) were to be challenged.
Personal social structure consists ofthe personalities ofthe human and spiritual
entities which constitute the order, together with the personal relationships which
interconnect them. Personality is here regarded as a set ofattributes which being deeply
rooted in the psyche-or what the Sufi would call the spirit (ruh)-cannot be easily added or
subtracted without the expenditure ofvast amounts ofemotional energy, for any such
change is equivalent to a transformation of inner identity. Unlike positions, personal
attributes cannot easily be changed. Similarly social relations in the personal social
structure are between particular individuals, not between positions. They depend on real
emotional bonds, and serve to create an organic solidarity. These notions are supported
by Sufi ideas, which hold that personal relationships are spiritual relationships; the Sufi
explanation oftrue love between two human beings rests ultimately on spiritual
compatibility.
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Personal social structure cannot be established by mere positional authority, but
rather must come about through human interaction and experience. In Sufi orders..
personal relations develop in the mood naturally in social contex:tS as a result ofhis
7

perception ofcharisma in the shaykh, his experiences with tariqa brethren, and his feeling
that he has found a suitable spiritual community. Since no one is forced to join a Sufi
order, personal social structure arises as a result ofindividual inclinations. At the same
time, because personal social structure develops through social

interactio~

ritual

pracrlces-centraIIy, LP-ean playa pivotal role in shaping such relations as I will suggest
7

in great detail later on.
Because Sufism is based on the dyadic relation between shaykh and his disciples

7

personal social structure results from two fundamental structural relations: the vertical,
and the horizontal. These are found in every tariq~ but in different relative degrees and
emphases, and the personal social structure of a tariqa may be characterized in part by
these variables. The vertical relation represents the archetypal relation between shaykh and
disciple (and metaphorically the transcendent dimension of spiritual seekin& extending
beyond the shaykh to the Ahl al-Bayt, Prophet, and God). Vertical relations define the
tariqa as rooted in the shaykh as leader; everyone respects the shaykh, and the shaykh
adopts a paternal or authoritarian relationship toward his spiritual charges. Vertical
relations can be intimate, or distant and hierarchical. The horizontal relation represents
the archetypal relation among a group oflike-minded seekers (and metaphorically the
spiritual solidarity encapsulated in the Sufi notion ofselfless, disinterest~ brotherly love).
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Some ofthese horizontal relations are dyadic, rooted in experiences shared between two
members. Others link the murid more abstractly to the group as a reified whole. The
latter type helps to define the tariqa as a communal grOUPlt a ..'team" having an existence
beyond that ofits particular members. All relations vary in distance., and in strength.
The ....team aspect ofthe horizontal relation is related to another important aspect
U

ofthe personal social structure: its boundary, whether sharp or diffuse. While most
groups are open to new members (provided they are Muslims), some do not distinguish
clearly between members and non-members. Sometimes a concePt ofmembership does
not exist at all (this is typical ofthe newest groups). Other times, the distinction between
member and non-member is simply not emphasized, so that the tariqa's sphere of influence
extends far beyond the official group ofcommitted members. Usually in such cases there
is also less emphasis placed on a reified group. In contrast, other turuq may strongly
distinguish the in-group from the out-group., thereby emphasizing the independent
existence ofthe group as a reffied entity.
The fundamental topology ofthe personal social structure is thus not a multilevel
hierarchy, but rather resembles a raised center (the shaykh) connected directly to the
muridin below, who are themselves densely interconnected by relations ofegalitarian
friendship and companionship. Sharply bounded groups can be easily enclosed by a circle
which includes only tariqa members~ diflbse1y bounded groups are clearly centered on the
shaykh as an orienting center, extending indefinitely (though increasingly weakly) in all
directions.
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Lest these concepts appear too abstract and

strueturalist~ I tum

to some

ethnographic detail Two metaphoric classes exist to represent the two forms of social
structure~ "bureaucracy",

and ~'famiIY'.
I.

Positional social structure

The metaphors for positional structure are generally taken from the military or
government bureaucracies.. in which there is a strict hierarchy of command. It is not

infrequent for Sufis to compare the bureaucratic aspect ofthe tariqa to a functional
structure ofgovernance and control, especially when the positional structure has become
largely detached from the personal, as is likely to occur in later stages oftariqa
development (I examine these in a following section). Individual turuq vary in the k:inds~
numbers~ and

responsibilities of positions and what they are called, but the fonowing are

standard: 10

Shaykh al-sajjada (shaykh ofthe prayer-rug}, sometimes also called shaykh altariqa (shaykh ofthe tariqa), or khaIifa (deputy; this usage probably derives from his status
as deputy to the founder shaykh, but must not be confused with the khaIifa rankin&
described below11). He is the living central leader ofthe entire tariqa organizatio~ the last

in the chain (silsila) ofshaykhs connecting him with the founder. The founder's prayer-rug
(sajjada) is a metonym for his spiritual power, and is symbolically inherited by his
successors in the siIsi1a.
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WalcH (proxy). Some turuq include the post of wakil, an office just below the
shaykh who serves in an advisory capacity~ without being affiliated to any particular
geographical area; sometimes the term naqib is used in this sense as well. The term wakil

may also be used as equivalent to na'ib (below).
Na fib (shaykh's representative). The na'ib is appointed to oversee tariqa activities

in each political region in which the tariqa has muridin, as a representative ofthe shaykh
al-sajjada. There is a hierarchy within the rank ofna'ib, corresponding to the hierarchical
political inclusions ofthese regions: province (mtlhajaza), district (marlcaz)~ and police
district (mlqta). Egypt is divided into 25 provinces, each of which is subdivided into a
number ofdistricts; in turn, each district is subdivided into a number of police districts.
The tariqa structure aligns naturally with this ordering. Thus there is first ana'ib ~amm
(general na'ib) who oversees all the others; then a na'ib al-muhafaza (provincial na'ib),
who oversees a number ofna'ib al-markaz, who in tum oversees a number of na'ib alnuqta. Any ofthese may also function as a local shaykh, i.e. take on the responsibilities of
the khaIifa (descnoed below) in giving the oath, guiding spiritual progress, and leading
hadra.

Khalifat al-khlliafa' (deputy ofthe deputies). This post is responsible for all the
khalifas (see below) in a particular geographical district where they are numerous. He also
carries out the responsibilities of a local shaykh (khaIifa) in giving the oath, and overseeing

spiritual training ofmuridin; he is usually active in directing a local group ofmuridin in
weekly hadras as wen.
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Kho/i/o (deputy). The khaIifa is the lowest rank: at which one may take on the role

oflocal shaykh.. giving the 'ahd (oath),. forming a group ofmuridin (who have taken the
'ahd from him), leading them in hadra,. overseeing their spiritual progress, and establishing
a khidma in the mawlid. The khalifa possesses the ijaza (license), an official document
testifying to his advanced spiritual status and authorizing his performance ofthese
activities. Formerly attaining the rank of khalifa was a significant achievement, attained
after years offaithful study and practice, but today members ofmany traditional turuq are
regularly promoted to the rank of khaIifa after they have memorized the obligatory prayers
particular to the tariqa (the hizb and awrad). Some khaIifas direct a group of muridin, but
many others have Done.
Naqib (leader). There are usually various kinds of naqib, each responsible for

performing a particular duties during hadra: cooking, making tea, serving, cleaning up,
watching after members' shoes, and so on. Sometimes the munshid (religious singer) and
mustaftih (dhikr leader) are also considered naqib positions. The naqib aI-nuqaba' (head
naqib) oversees them all.
Murid or sa/ik (seeker). The entry-level position in the hierarchy.

Depending on the tariq, there may be other positions as well. For each level of
the hierarchy, there may be a secretary in charge ofrecording or disseminating
information, a treasurer, and someone to plan events and trips. Another special title is that
ofthe munshid (religious singer), however as it is strongly dependent on vocal and other
talents, it cannot be considered a pure position per se.
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Many ofthe terms used for positions within the Sufi order are also used in secular
bureaucracies ofthe military~ govermnent~ or business. Thus: naqib is an Egyptian

military rank approximating a captain or lieutenant; wakil means "authorized
representative" in the general sense,. as well as sergeant; a na'ib is an agent or assistant in
any administrative organization (and formerly denoted the military rank ofsergeant);

k:haIifa may be used to designate a deputy in any organization, and formerly denoted the
leader ofthe Islamic community. The bureaucratic derivation emphasizes the positional
meanings ofthese terms when used within Sufism as well.
2.

Personal social structure

The metaphoric class for personal social structure is drawn from the family~ as
suggested by the silsila, which is tantamount to a spiritual patrilineal genealogy. The
vertical relation is modelled on the relation between father and son. Sufis refer to the
shaykh as a father (ah~ wa/id), while the muridin are his sons (abna', or aw/ad). One's
jadd (grandfather) is one's shaykh's shaykh. The devotion ofan ibn (son) to his ab

(shaykh), sealed by the taking ofthe oath ('ahd), results from a mixture of love and awe at
his charisma (baraka), spiritual level (maqam), knowledge, and so on. The shaykh in tum
looks paternalistically upon his followers as an extended family, for whom he is
responsible. Their relationships are thus deeply personal, formed through experience, and
not merely a consequence ofthe official positions occupied by each. Indeed social
structure positions become increasingly poor predictors ofthe actual personal relations
among members ofthe group as the tariqa develops in time, as we shall see.
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The horizontal relation is modelled on the egalitarian camaraderie and love of
brothers and close friends. Sufis descn'be the followers ofa particular shaykh using such
terms as ikhwan (brethren), ahhab (lovers),. 'llshshaq (lovers), ntllhihhin (lovers.,
devotees)., nudama· (companions).
Unlike those which constitute the positional structure,. these horizontal and vertical
relationships are imbued with emotion. The notion oflove evident in many ofthe relationtenns is deliberately vague. Love binds the muridin together not only through direct
relations ofmutual affection, but also through mutual love for the shaykh, the AhI aI-Bayt,.
the Prophet,. and God; direct love is a natural consequence ofthe mutual kind., embodied
in the expression "hubb OOah",. "love for the sake ofGodu (i.e. disinterested love). But
love for God and His Prophet is common among nearly all devout Muslims, while love for
the Ah1 aI-Bayt and saints is common to alI Sufis.
What binds the members ofa particular tariqa together, and distinguishes them
from other groups, is largely their shared relationship to particular shaykhs, most
importantly the qutb., the founder ofthe tariqa, and the active living spiritual guide (who
may assume any number ofpositional roles., from shaykh al-saijada to khalifa). These
relationships in tum are oriented by the spiritual personality ofthe shaykh, especially his
characteristic charisma, which selectively exerts an attractive force for particular people.
Charisma ofthe shaykh-leader is the magnetic center ofpersonal relations., creating a
potential field that orients the personal social structure ofthe tariqa.
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It is important to note that while positional structure is a strictly this-world
phenomenon ofordinary reaIity~ personal relations bridge time and space~ this-wo:-ld and
other-world, with great flexibility. Relationships may be maintained between a disciple
and his shaykh after the latter's death, as a purely spiritual interaction, or through dreams.
Personal relationships may also extend to saints ofthe distant past, including the qutb~ the
Ahl al-Bayt, the Prophet himself: and perhaps other prophets as well. Physical limitations
do not apply, for saints are everywhere. Sufis say that saints are alive; unlike ordinary
PeOple~ who

are trapped in the barzakh ecisthmus~'t~ a kind of limbo) until Resurrection

Day~ saints are free to wander the universe as they please. Therefore the web of personal
social structure extends far beyond the realm ofthe living. (The continuity between social
relations in the material world, and those which connect to the immaterial world, is firmly
grounded in the Sufi notion that love relationships connect spirits rather than physical
persons; these spirits are formed from a common substance, the Light ofMuhammad
(God's original creative emanation), and do not die.)
To understand the personal social structure, it is useful to inquire into the nature of
the shaykh's spiritual personality, especially the basis of his charisma. Through its ability
to selectively attract members, and shape their relationships both to the shaykh and to each
other, charisma frequently emerges as the most important factor shaping the tariqa's
identity. Certainly charisma is not the same for all shaykhs, for it is central to his unique
spiritual identity. Max Weber (whose ideas I will take up below) defines charisma vaguely,
as an "extraordinary quality" (Weber 1961b: 1399), leaving it as an unanalyzed property of
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an individual. But for subsequent discussion, it is important to analyze charisma., the
attn'butes cited in support ofits presence, and especially its performative basis, in order to
better understand the importance ofLP in constructing or strengthening charismatic
claims. Egyptian Sufis frequently cite the following uextraordinary qualities" as indicating
the high spiritual station ofa shaykh. Some ofthese rely upon an empirical or experiential
basis., while others are more dogmatic.
Baraka (spiritual power, spiritual blessing). This general concept perhaps provides

the best translation ofucbarisma" in the Sufi cont~ so it will be worthwhile to consider
it at some length. Baraka is conceived as a condition ofa person, as well as an immaterial
substance which he possesses, which may be distnbuted to others. The means of such
distribution includes physical proximity, touching the body, touching that which bas been
in contact with the body (clothes, food, tea), attendance at sacred places (the maqam ofa
saint), physical contact with objects in the saint's vicinity (e.g. the maqsura. or grillwork

surrounding the maqam) and events associated with the saint (the annual mawlid, or
weekly ziyara). Baraka may also be acquired through receipt ofa gift (nafha) originating
with the shaykh or his tariqa.

Baraka is abstract, and may be evaluated by intuitive feeling, or by its effects; if an

ill person goes to visit a shaykh and then is cured, he may attribute the cure to the
shaykh"s baraka. Its abstraction means that emotion is often important in its detection;
one ''feels'' that a shaykh has baraka. Baraka is intimately connected with personal
relationships; the quality ofa relationship may indicate the presence of baraka; conversely
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baraka may serve to establish a personal relationship, by providing a strong emotional
dimension. Baraka may also pass from one person to another through particularly close
relationships. Baraka may be inherited through the nasab, and a large share passes
through the descendants ofthe Prophet (thus the Ahl al-Bayt and even the present-day
sharifs are recipients, though in successively lesser degrees); baraka also passes through
the silsila. However, such "dogmatic" ascriptions ofbaraka may need to be backed up by
empirical or experiential evidence in order to be sustained. The source of all baraka is
God. These principles ofbaraka are hugely important in Sufism, and serve to structure
many aspects ofthe hadra ritual,. since it is here that the shaykh is present (even if
spiritually) and claims ofbaraka can be reinforced through emotional manipulations, in
which LP has a key role to play. (For a more complete discussion ofbaraka, see von
Denffer 1976.)

Karamat (miracles). Miracles in Islam are oftwo types: mupzat, and wama/.

Whereas mu'jizat are attributed only to the prophets, karamat are attnouted to the saints.
They are signs ofGod's blessing and approval, and hence ofbaraka. Miracles include a
wide variety oftypes. Some miracles are violations ofthe ordinary laws ofnature. The
shaykh may prove himselfby appearing in more than one location at once, or travelling
great distances in a single step, or entering a locked bouse. Other miracles involve
knowledge or inspiration. The shaykh may know the future, or the past (without having
been told), or may possess vast stores ofreligious or scientific knowledge without having
studied, or despite illiteracy. In states ofmystic inspiration shaykhs may write or speak
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gnostic words and poems~ then later be unable to account for them. Still other miracles
involve powers oftransformation, as in curing disease.

Ruhaniyya (spirituality). A shaykh may be considered to occupy a high spiritual
level based on other factors~ outward or inward. This quality is often perceived intuitively
and emotionally by the disciple., similar to the concePt of baraka. But whereas baraka is a
quasi-independent substance with no physical manifestations~ ruhaniyya is strictly an
attnbute ofthe person, untransferable,. resulting from and indicated by his accumulated
spiritual practice: endless recitation of dhikr and awrad,. periodic spiritual retreats
(/cha/wa)., supererogatory fasting and prayers,. night-vigils (tahajjud). Spirituality may also

be indicated by a shaykh's writings; this is considered separately below.

Bosira,

/rash/. shafaftyya,firasa (spiritual insight). VISion and light are important

metaphors in Islamic spirituality (as in other religions); the true shaykh is he who can see
by means ofDivine lliumination, which reveals the Unseen World ('alim al-ghayh).
These qualities are indicated in the shaykh who can attain glimpses of that world and thus
know that which is unknowable for other men. More mundanely, it may refer to his ability
to see through walls and other physical obstacles, or to read others' thoughts. Many Sufis
relate a shaykh's basira to his penetrating glance. Powerful eye contact is often taken as a
sign ofcharisma. The glance ofa shaykh may even be capable ofinstilling his knowledge
or teachings into the disciple (see below). Many photographs and drawings of shaykhs are
startling due to the appearance ofthe eyes. Wide open, the white portion ofthe cornea
visible on all sides ofthe iris,. they appear to watch the viewer from all angles. One hears
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reports ofa particular shaykh being able to "look into your heart".. that you know a
shaykh "by his eyes"; perhaps for this reason many Sufi shaykhs acquire the laqab
(nickname) "Abu aI- 'Uyun't't.. "he ofthe eyesn .
Jadhh (spiritual madness). Jadhb differs from ordinary insanity" for it indicates that

the mind is with God. While in a state ofjadhb the Sufi may exhibit bizarre or antinomian
behavior. Men may grow their hair in long braids, wear tattered clothes or go partially
naked, pronounce strange or heretical utterances (shathiyat), and need to be cared for by

others. Jadhb results from excessive spiritual devotions, constant recitation ofhizb, wird,
dhikr; supererogatory prayer and fasting; spiritual retreats; and frequent visits to the

shrines ofthe Ahl aI-Bayt and other saints, but it is primarily a condition determined by
God and not by individual volition. While the madhjub (one in the state ofjadhb) is
considered unfit to serve as a spiritual director, a prior period ofjadhb is a probative factor
in determining charismatic status, and many great shaykhs are claimed to have passed

through such a phase early in their careers, the result ofoverenthusiasm or lack ofproper

guidance (see discussion in Hoffman 1995: 108-13).

liham, faydan (inspiration). As in the case ofmiracles, prophetic and saintly
phenomena are strictly separated. 12 Wahy (Revelation) is reserved for the Prophets, but
saints may receive a qualitatively different form ofDivine inspiration, called ilham
(inspiration) or faydan (flooding).13 One shaykh may be able to speak for hours on subjects
he formerly knew nothing about. Another spontaneously composes books. Even more
important is the spontaneous composition of poetry. Many Sufi shaykhs compose poetry
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while in a state ofinspiration, uttering verse after verse while a disciple copies everything
down. Later such verses may be recited as insbad (religious song) during hadra; they are
considered to be possessed ofa special efficacy due to their unique mode ofcomposition
(see Frishkopf 1996 for a detailed treatment ofthis subject).
Ma'rifa (gnosis, intuitive knowledge). Ma'rifa is knowledge resulting from
mystical experience and rank. It cannot be communicated through language, but can only

be indicated to those who already know it via cryptic signs; others may infer its presence

due to the presence of particular and unusual linguistic forms such as ecstatic utterances
(shathiyat), arcana and esoterica, or suriyaniyya (the language ofangels and jinn). Poetry
or short epigrams are considered more suitable literary devices for such knowledge than
discursive prose. Ma'ma is the quintessentially Sufi form of knowledge, and therefore
points to the exalted spiritual status ofone who possesses it, who is thereby known as an

'ori! (gnostic), as opposed to 'ilm.
'11m (discursive knowledge). Discursive knowledge-that knowledge which may
be communicated by language-is not particular to the Sufi. Indeed the distinction between

Sufi shaykh and Azhari shaykh is reflected in the terms used to describe the knowledge
they have acquired: the Sufi is an 'ari( whereas the Azhari is an 'alim (plural, 'ulama').
However the Sufi shaykh's reputation is enhanced by his learning, particularly in the
religious sciences. Such learning bestows greater legitimacy and protects his reputation,
since it indicates that he has mastered exoteric religion (Sharica) upon which all genuine
Sufism ought to be based before proceeding to the more ethereal regions ofHaqiqa.
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Possession of l:iIm may also be miraculous~ and hence indicate charisma. Frequently one
hears that a particular Sufi sbaykh is well-versed in astronomy, chemistry!> medicine

7

mathematics., and all ofthe religious sciences~ besides speaking any number oflanguages
fluently, without having studied any of tbis~ or even despite illiteracy. Such knowledge is
inspired by God directly and is thus a sign ofRis blessings. 14

Inspired teaching. The ability to impart knowledge and inspire feeling in disciples
is critical to a shaykh's reputation. Stories about teaching also border on the miraculous.
Some shaykhs are said to be able to impart knowledge without

speec~ through

their eyes..

non-verbal communication, or thought-messages. Others come to teach through dreams.
Even in the more mundane setting ofa mosque dars Oesson), the charismatic shaykh is
distinguished not only by what he knows, but how easily he can express it and sear it into
the memories ofhis listeners. Sufis may praise a shaykh by noting his ability to command
the attention ofa diverse group comprised ofindividuals at all levels ofeducation, from
illiterate to Azhar professor. One may note that he felt as if the speaker were addressing

him personally, even though he was but one of a large group of listeners. Often a shaykh's

ability to make difficult concepts simple, to instill difficult or abstruse knowledge without
effort is cited. A Sufi may remark that whatever he learns from a particular shaykh, he
memorizes instantly, whereas the same information presented by another is forgotten after
a short while.

It is not just the ability to communicate information which is important, but to
impart a sense of its emotional weight and importance. For this reason the rhetorical
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modes and paralinguistic or pragmatic features ofa shaykh"s speech are important and
revealing. One sbaykh may adopt a lofty, grand tone, using high Arabic and commanding
gestures, to great effect. Another may employ a more intimate., simple, and soft style, yet
one which is equally effective. A third may weep., and cause others to weep with him.
Posture and bearing are important factors as well. One shaykh stands tall and erect, above
his seated crowd ofdisciples. Another sits humbly in a mawlid tent, speaking quietly to
those around him. All these devices and styles contrast in their affective and expressive
qualities, but all may be effective in working a transformation in the listener, making him
believe that which he badn't previously believed, understand that which he hadn't
previously understood, or feel that which he hadn't previously felt, by which he is
convinced ofthe shaykh's power.

Respect. One ofthe most important factors serving to convince a Sufi ofa
particular shaykh"s merits is the respect the shaykh is accorded by others., particularly
those who already have his own respect. Thus one commonly hears that a particular
shaykh was so great that the Shaykh ofal-Azhar himselfused to visit him. The reputation
of Shaykh Ahmad Radwan ofLuxsor was enhanced by the fact that President Jamal 'Abd
ai-Nasir came to ask his advice (Hoffinan 1995:266).
This list ofcharismatic manifestations is by no means exhaustive., but it serves to
indicate that charisma is a complex proPerty admitting ofgreat variety. One shaykh is
known as a great teacher by means ofbis sermons; another is known to perform miracles;
a third visits one in dreams. All these manifestations serve to confinn a shaykh"s
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charismatic status., but indicate very different types of charisma. Since that charisma
supports the personal social structure ofthe group~ as I have argued previously, the
shaykh's charismatic type is of critical importance in defining the group's identity. One of
the primary tasks ofthe group ritual (badra}-at least among those groups who use it
strategically- is to maintain the group as a centraliz~ cohesive, identifiable social unit, an
agent in the Islamic-Sufi field. One means ofdoing so is to reinforce the particular
charismatic basis of the group: the sbaykh himself We will later see how the spiritual
personality ofthe founder-sbaykh emerges strongly in the hadra.

c.

Formation ofthe orders

1.

Routinization and conflict: the logical development
oftariqa structure

a.

Introduction

The way of Sufism consists in developing one's relationship to God and His
Prophet, and this development is ideally mediated by a personal relation to a
charismatically gifted living spiritual teacher. The relation to such a teacher is essentially
practi~

not theoretical, and depends on personal face-to-face interaction. How can such

a system be established within an organizational system (the tariqa) which endures beyond
the teacher's death? When the spiritual teacher passes on who will replace him and still be
acceptable to the group? How can a continual supply ofnew teachers be predictably

assured, without disturbing the unity ofthe organization? How can an organization
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founded on dyadic relations between teacher and disciples expand much beyond the
number ofdisciples one teacher can reasonably supervise, without loss of centralization?
The difficulty of providing solutions to these problems bas led to the continuous
fissioning, schisms.. and degeneration or disappearance of Sufi orders.
Weber was the first to thoroughly analyze the contradictions inherent in a social
organization established by charismatic authority. Wtth some modification.. his arguments

can be usefully applied toward understanding ofthe Sufi orders.
Weber defines charisma and charismatic authority as fonows:
... "charisma" shall be understood to refer to an extraordinary quality of a
Person,. regardless ofwhether this quality is aet:l18L alleged, or presumed.
"Charismatic authority," hence, shall refer to a rule over men, whether
predominantly external or predominantly internal, to which the governed
submit because oftheir belief in the extraordinary qualities ofthe specific
PefSOn." (Weber 1961b:1399)

In another article (Weber 1961 a: 1297ft:), Weber differentiates such authority from
other forms ofauthority (e.g. based on rule of force, or economic incentive), by its
dependence upon personal social relationships, and personal characteristics ofthe
charismatic individual. The organization is thus not an abstract structure of positions, but
rather is rooted by a particular individual. But a social organization held together by a
particular individual cannot be sustained beyond that person's physical departure (by death
or otherwise), and so the organization thus defined is unstable. In order to become a
pennanent, sustainable organization, the character ofauthority must become radically
transformed, or else the group will cease to exist. Such a transformation Weber termed
the "routinization ofcharisma", and it appears in earnest with the problem of succession.
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This transformation is shaped by the ideal or material interests ofthe group s
7

members., particularly those who were close disciples ofthe founder or who have secured
positions within the grOUP" s administration., and therefore have a greater interest in the
group S continued existence; above all it is shaped by those with access to power. But
7

since generally all members identify with the group., all have some interest in ensuring its
continuity., in order to protect their own participatory positions within it. Out ofthis
complex offorces., a solution is devised to solve the problems of succession. [Using the
terminology of this thesis., one could say that this is the first moment ofthe appearance of
true group-level strategies., since formerly the charismatic leader supplied strategies which
were immediately accepted by the group as a consequence oftheir submission to him, by
which they submerged their individual wills to his.]
Weber suggests several possible ways in which the problem of succession is met
after the departure ofa charismatic founder. In all of his cases there is an attempt to
preserve the charismatic basis of leadership, even though the nature ofthat charisma must
necessarily change in the process, from what might be called "empiricalfmtuitive charisma'"

(based on an experience powerful enough to motivate membership in the first place) to
"dogmatic charisma'" (based-at least at first-on faith in the mode of successor-selection,
which is motivated by a priori membership and the necessity of continuous leadership):
•

•

Systematically searching for a new leader possessed of suitable legitimizing qualities.
(Charisma of the new leader is viewed as following from the appearance ofthose
qualities.)
Revelation through oracles or lots. (Charisma ofthe new leader is then guaranteed by
the efficacy of ritual appeals to the metaphysical realm.)
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•
•
•
•

Designation by charismatic founder. Charisma ofthe new leader follows beliefin the
founder.
Designation by charismatica1ly qualified organizational administration. Charisma of
the new leader is based on their qualifications.
Heredity. (Charisma ofthe new leader is believed to guaranteed by genetic
connections.)
Transmission through ritual. (Charisma ofthe new leader is based on the notion that
proper ritual performance can cause transference or creation ofcharisma.)
In the same t~ Weber goes on to discuss the processes oftraditionaIization or

legalization by which the organization itselfis routinized, so as to provide the economic or
power advantages to its members which will ensure stability over time. Each process
results in a particular fonn of social structure, which he elaborates in detail with examples
drawn from world history. Eventually structures emerge which are ossified and only

distantly related to the original charismatic spark with which they began (such as religious
priesthoods, India's caste system, or kingship) (Weber 1961a:1297...1299).
But the routinization ofcharisma is not so simple in the case of Sufi organizations.
A tariqa is not a sect or independent religion, and-for a host of reasons (not least ofwhich
because whatever their attachment to a shaykh, disciples always identify themselves as
Muslims first)-cannot become one. Because turuq operate within a strictly Islamic
framework (even if their interpretation ofthat framework is broad),. they cannot develop
an independent religiously sanctioned administration ("'priesthood") which preserves the
founder's teachings and embodies his power in the absence ofan empirically charismatic
leader. Any administrative body will be seen as merely that, since the concept of
priesthood simply does not exist in Sunni Islam.
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The idea ofa tariqa, as a system of spiritual growth, is predicated upon the critical
dyadic relationship between disciple and shaykh, and as a rule the shaykh can only be
legitimized by an empirical sense that he is among the spiritually elect. Without this, the
tariqa, having no religiously authorized social structure to uphold it, is reduced to merely a

set of prayers~ poems, and writings, with no basis to provide an independent social order.
Thus the nature of Sufism, as a mystical social association operating within Islam,

means that ultimately there is no substitute for the existence of the charismatic leader" who
must moreover engage every member directly. Without some sort of central charisma, the
organization will eventually fall apart. In the long run at least" is not possible to substitute
a nominal (purely "dogmatic") charismatic authority (legalized,. or traditionalized,. in
Weber's terms) for the real thing.
Another way of saying this is to observe that the Sufi group must be composed of
personal relationships" not merely formal ones between positions. Initially" the key
relations defining the group must include a vertical relationship which connects disciple
and shaykh directly and represents the transcendent aspect ofthe group as having access

to a higher form of understanding through the shaykh. To this will be added,. at a certain
phase ofgroup development, the horizontal relationships which connects disciple to
disciple" as mutual members ofa fraternity. All ofthese relationships are strictly personal,
existing between individuals rather than between positions or posts" and they must be
reinforced by personal feelings of legitimacy: that the shaykh is truly inspired,. that the
other fonowers are truly brothers. Hierarchical structures comprised of positions may also
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exist as an administrative overlay for the sake ofhandling the group's mundane affairs
more efficiently, but they cannot stand as the ultimate basis for group identity or to
provide the essential missio~ which is spiritual guidance.
Some ofWeber's succession-modes may be acceptable in assuring temporary
continuity, by producing a accepted charismatic leader ofthe "dogmatic" variety in the
first few "generations" (successive leaders) following the founder's death. Legitimizing
qualities may include personal closeness to the founder, similarity in speech, or other
abilities, but these tend to be supported by physical proximity to the founder himself (and
thus accumulation of his baraka); after the first generation there may be little agreement on
who is legitimate in such a "meritocracy". More powerful is the mode of direct
designation by the founder; such a designate is ordinarily accepted, but the legitimacy of
the general principle "designation by a current leader" decreases rapidly after the first
generation, since direct contact with the founder is no longer available. Heredity is the
most common mode, being connected with baraka and sanctioned by traditional respect
for the ashraf(descendants ofthe Prophet), but after several generations there may be
little empirical justification for charisma, and this lack will tend to overcome dogmatic
belief in charismatic heredity. Revelation by oracles is useless because the Islamic system
(in which there are no oracles) must be respected; likewise transmission by ritual is
impossible.
What aetualIy happens in practice?
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With the passing ofthe charismatic founder., succession ordinarily passes to his

khaIifa (deputy), frequently his designated successor, and often his son. If there is no
designate and no son, the position ofk:halifa tends to pass to the closest disciple., one who
has been constantly in his presence, although in this case the dangers of schism are much
greater. When directly and publicly appointed by the founder" there tends to be unanimity
in acceptance ofthe designate's charismatic status. Even when there is no explicit khaIifa,
the first successor usually has the advantage of spiritual proximity to the founder.
However in subsequent "generations'" of leadership., the problems of succession become
more acute" and schism often arises due to conflict between heredity and designation by
qualities, to return to Weber"s typology.
Even when a successor is admitted to have the requisite charisma., tensions may
arise because the disciple-shaykh relationship is personal. The disciple cannot so easily
transfer his loyalties to a new sbaykh., even when he admits the existence of charisma.
After a succession transition there may be splits between those who took the 'ahd (oath)
from the original shaykh., and who are thus closer to the source ofbaraka in the tariqa, and
those who joined later and took the oath from the new shaykh.
Complementary to the problem ofwhether or not the leader is charismatic is the
possibility that true (empirical) charisma may appear elsewhere., at the periphery ofthe
organization; such an appearance tends to introduce imbalances and conflicts between
center and periphery., leading either to decentralization or "revolutions'" through which
local groups declare their indePendence.
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Besides the problem of succession, growth also introduces acute problems for the
Sufi type of organized mysticism. These problems stem from the dependence ofthe
organization on personal relations ofthe vertical and horizontal types explained earlier.
There is a natural tendency for any successfW new organization to grow, due to the
enthusiasm ofits members and a sense that size is equivalent to power and permanency.
Certainly size may contnbute vastly to material resources, and provide de facto legitimacy
within the field ofthe group (here, Islam) since that which is widespread cannot be so
easily ignored or repressed. Growth is both a realization ofthe founder's spiritual vision.,
and a sign ofbis Divine sanction.
Yet how can the fundamental topology ofthe Sufi order-eonsisting ofdyadic
'~ertical"

relations to the charismatic leader, together with "horizontal" relations among

group members-sustain growth? The vertical relations all center on one individual, who
cannot possibly maintain all ofthem by himself (especially when growth is geographically
widespread); yet as he delegates others to do (either as his direct subordinates, or as
leaders oflocal "chapters"), he introduces the possibility ofscbism and fission, and
reduces the enthusiasm ofmembers, who have thereby been deprived ofhis direct contact,
for the group as a whole. This is especially true ifbis local designates are themselves
charismatic. There remains in any case the problem ofoverseeing a potentially large
number of subordinates (as wen as maintaining them in their subordinate positions), which
can only be solved by increasing the number of levels in the hierarchy, thus making it even
more unstable. The situation with regard to the horizontal relations is just as problematic,
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since ideally every member should have a close brotherly relation with every other,. yet
when the number ofmembers is large and widespread, this becomes impossible.
7

Brotherhood then becomes more a formal matter oftwo individuals mutual subscription
to the same group, while spiritual fatherhood becomes mediated by local or subordinate
leaders.
The relationship of any organization to its members can be conceptualized as a
tlow. Each member, a unit of this tlow,joins the group, attains various positions within it,
and then finally leaves it (by death or for other reasons). This flow does not necessarily
leave the organizational structure unchanged or even intact. Because ofthe factors
mentioned above, a Sufi order is transformed considerably by the flow of members
through it, particularly at the beginning as the order is being established. Although the
process is in many ways continuous, it also exhibits discrete aspects" due to the
importance ofthe binary state ofmembership (although membership arguably exhibits a
continuous aspect (due to multiple memberships, and levels of commitmentl. there is at
least a discrete limit to membership: death of the member).

As a not irrelevant simplification, then, I will attempt to describe the formation of a
Sufi order as a function ofits silsila-length, Le. the number ofleaders in the continuous
chain from present leader back to the founder.

As a further simplification, I will divide that length into three mutually exclusive
categories, thus generating three phases ofthis process:
1) The era ofthe charismatic founder (silsila length=1)
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2) The era ofthe first khalifa (sometimes including the fonowing leader as wen) (silma
Iength=2)

3) The era ofsubsequent leaders (silsila length=3 and beyond)
There is no rigid progression in these phases,. of course~ the actual scheme is
multilinear, full of possibility, variety,. creativity,. and chance. Many small groups may
disband after the death oftheir kha1ifa., or founder. Some groups-especially modernist
groups-may actively strive to avoid the breakdown ofcentral control (phase 3) through
ritual performance, as we will observe. Nevertheless, it seems possible and useful to
summarize a sequence ofbroad developmental phases which represent the predominant
developmental tendency. Their sequence reflects the basic contradictions oforganized
mysticism: the original level ofcentral and active charisma cannot be maintained at its
original level, and cannot be maintained at the center.
It is important to note that the phases descnbed below represent a logical
unfolding ofsocial structure., not particular historical periods. Throughout history,. the
phases recur with regularity, the more so since fissioning from an older order may result in
a new order which repeats the phases from the beginning. In his comprehensive study of
the Sufi orders in Islam, Trimingham suggests a rough historical progression,. from early
transient and mobile teaching circles surrounding a spiritual master (c. 9th-10th century);
to more organized and permanent convents (khanqah), which might break up or reform
upon a master's death (11th century); to the formation of continuous mystical schools
(turuq),. each based on the teachings ofa master-founder (henceforth regarded as a saint),
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whose leadership was passed down.through a silsiIa, and which bound members by
initiatory ties (from the 13th century) (Trimingham 1971: 1-30).
But anyone familiar with Sufism in Egypt knows too that these phases can all be
found in the present. One meets individual shaykhs, lacking an organized group or saha
(meeting center). to whom followers become loosely attached~ they may meet by chance at
mawlids. or irregularly at other times and places. There are charismatic spiritual teachers
who lead regular teaching or prayer sessions at known locations.. who may build a large
following without any initiatory ties. Some ofthese build permanent centers dedicated to
their group (like the old khanqah), attracting students who pray there, listen to the
teacher's sermons.. and take meals-all without any institutional tariqa having formed.
Indeed.. the biological principle of"ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny" seems to apply,
because the historical phases which Trimingham descnbes are very similar to the
developmental phases of most tariqas.
b.

Phase 1: The era ofthe charismatic founder

In the first phase, a Sufi shaykh achieves renown for his high mystical station,. as
displayed in teachings or miracles (karamat).. and gathers an informal circle ofdisciples,
some ofwhom become loyal devotees (see Diagram 1, next page). At first the social
organization is homogeneous except for its charismatic center. Gradually subsidiary roles
are differentiated, and a successor (lchalija) emerges, most often the founder's SOD. Two
subphases can be discerned, (al, and (b); the latter sometimes occurs in phase 2.
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Diagraaas 1..3 (following pages): The three pbases of tariqa deftIoplDeDt. In these diagrams. broad
horizontal lines separate life and death; solid elipses bound a cohesive social group: Dal'l'OW straight lines
indicate spiritual relationships between master and disciple in the personal social structure: dashed lines
indicate relations between positions in the administrative positional structure; dotted Iines indicate
metaphysical spiritual relations: filled circles represent ordinary indi\iduals: shaded circles represent
charismatic inc:fftiduals: stars represent saints. Note that in Diagrams 2 and 3 there may be more levels of
administrative hierarchy than are displayed..
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Phase 1: Centralized - founder controls
(Diagram 1)
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Local shaykhs

(a) Teaching circle arounda charismatic center. The founder is a Sufi mystic,
usually a member of one ofthe existing orders., but he is charismatic and feels a call to
preach independently. He thereby gathers a circle of listeners who may later become
loyally devoted to him. At this stage the organization is based solely on the teacher, the
charismatic center. Wrthout him the group would immediately disintegrate, because he is
the group~s raison d~etre~ there is no viable social structure., since all social bonds radiate
to and from the charismatic center. Though he may be affiliated with an established tariqa.,
he is distant from its center. He may occupy an official position at the periphery of a
decentralized group whose administrative center lacks spiritual vitality; he may merely be
an inactive member., or may have taken oaths from several different turuq. Often he
composes his own ritual texts (poetry, prayers) which supplement those ofhis tariqa., and
he may develop novel forms of ritual Performance as well; new texts and rituals serve to
give his group a distinctive character.
The group at this formative stage is molten, impressionable. It is formed by the
forceful spiritual personality ofthe founder., as well as by the historical..-eultural context

within the larger field ofIslam and the surrounding social space (general Egyptian culture)

in which it is positioned, including (most importantly) its relation to other religious forces
and groups. Later the group may change by degrees, but it will always bear the twin marks
ofthe founder and the historical age in which he lived.
(b) Establishment of the tariqa. The second part of this phase involves the
conscious decision to create a tariqa. 15 This decision is frequently legitimized by Prophetic
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visions or other metaphysical signs, the presence ofwhich ameliorates potential conflict
with other orders (particularly the order from which the founder is making a break) by

increasing the legitimacy ofthis decision, at least for followers ofthe new order (even
when it may not yet be recognized by authorities or any outsiders). If the founder is not
an active member ofany other order, or ifhe has taken the oath from many shaykhs, then
he may encounter little resistance; in the latter case he may conceive ofms order as a new
synthesis. 16
When he has a clear tariqa affiliation, the situation is more delicate, especially ifhis
followers feel divided in their loyalties between him and the original tariqa. Some shaykhs
do not break away formally at alI, but simply continue as in (a), nominally under the
auspices ofanother organization, but practically independent. 17 He may break away while
maintaining veneration for his own shaykh so as to maintain continuity, even ifthe
charismatic center has shifted to himself This is especially likely ifhis shaykh is not
opposed to independent-minded followers.
In another type ofestablishment, he simply cuts his ties to his nominal tariqa leader

and the break is more rebellious; the original order may try to reign him in, but ifbe has
enough followers this will be impoSSIble (although authorities may withhold official
recognition). This type is more likely to occur when the founder belongs to a
decentralized tariqa whose center is largely administrative; then his loyalties can remain
faithful to that tariqa's original founder even as be rejects its current administrative head.
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In any case, the founder now builds the tariqa formally, establishing a spiritually
efficacious and distinctive set ofrituals, both individual and group, which also serve to
create a separate identity for the new group, and maintain its social structure. This
identity may be carried by syntactic, semantic., sonic, or pragmatic aspects ofLP. In many
cases the founder composes at least some ofthe texts (prayers or poetry)., which thereby
forever bear his imprint in rituals. Teaching is a particularly important form of ritual at this
phase, for it is through teaching that the founder can help to ensure continuity by training
deputies and local leaders.
At some point the founder usually selects a khaIifa (often his son). He may also

establish a material basis for the group, such as a saba or zawiya (meeting place). But the
group still tends to be defined by the founder's centrality; borders are as yet indistinct and
social structure is radial1y focussed on the founder as kind of"gravitational center",
exerting its pull very widely. Thus the vertical relations predominate over horizontal.
During this phase, the group is most coherent in its unanimity, since group-level strategies

are determined simply by the founder's decisions, to which all submit unquestioningly as a

consequence oftheir loyalty to him.
c.

Phase 2: The era ofthe first khaIifa

The second phase begins when the founder passes away (see Diagram 2). The

khalifa now assumes authority as shaykh aI-sajjada f"shaykh ofthe prayer rug"; central
tariqa leader), and makes provisions for the group's continuity and growth. This is a phase
ofexpansion, proselytization, organization, canonization, and consolidation. The khalifa
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works to assure the continuity and preservation ofhis shaykh's spiritual heritage. This
means, first of all, consolidating the social organization.
The khaIifa establishes a positional hierarchy by which to manage the growing
group. Sufism. is based on a direct relationship oftrust and guidance between disciple and
shaykh. Although the khalifa usually commands unanimous regard as the charismatic
leader, he is unable to perfonn his end ofthis relationship personally for so many disciples
spread over such a vast area., and must delegate authority to proxies (local leaders..
sometimes called shaykhs), who supervise local chapters. A positional organizational
structure is also necessary to ensure that administrative tasks ofrunning an increasingly
large and far-flung organization get carried out. Besides local leaders, positions of
responsibility include secretaries responsible for reporting and correspondence, treasurers
responsible for funds, others responsible for making travel arrangements, cooking and
cleaning, publishing books, proselYtizing, setting up for rituals, and so forth. Such
positions may even be established via a written code oflaws (as in the Hamidiyya
Shadhiliyya studied by GiIsenan (see Gilsenan 1973:208-241); we will find another
example in the Jazuliyra tariqa considered later}. The positional structure is an overlay on
the more basic personal relations (vertical and horizontal) which actually constitute the
tariqa; these positions are to a great extent independent ofthe people filling them (even if
people are selected according to their suitability for service in one area or another). The
relations ofthis positional structure are between positions, much more than they are
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between the specific persons involved, and substitution ofone person for another in the
hierarchy has very little effect on the identity ofthe tariqa as a whole.
This is the phase ofexpansion and growth, usuaI1y considered highly desirable for
reasons outlined earlier. This goal requires recruitment to take place, not only at the
geographical base but around the country as well, which may be accomplished in several
ways: holding hadras in public mosques, particularly following Friday prayer, so as to
attract attention; making a strong appearance in public celebrations such as mawlids and

mawkibs (processions) for Islamic holidays; publishing and distributing books; organizing
trips to outlying districts in order to talk about the group; encouraging members to speak
with family, friends, and neighbors about the group (for description of several ofthese

techniques, see Gilsenan 1973: I SIft).
The khalifa must also establish the founder's widespread reputation as a saint. This
rarely happens within the founder's lifetime, not only due to the importance ofhumiIity,
but also because sanctification requires idealization, and is therefore generally not
compatible with the physical existence ofa real person. But after death, the Unage of the
founder can be so idealized, and a high spiritual station for him is mapped out, replete with
hagiographic material: stories ofhis early mystical calling, spiritual aptitudes, purity, piety,
scholarly learning, gnosis, karamat (miracles), bara.ka, Prophetic visions, and other states
ofinspiration. This process ofidealization will continue in the following phase, until
nearly all purely human qualities have been erased, and replaced with the qualities
traditionally associated with saints. (See Homerin 1994:33fffor a good example ofthe
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process of sanctification, as applied by the great mystical poet "Umar ibn al-Farid~s
grandson, in the transformation of his grandfather from poet to saint.)
The khaIifa and other senior members conect~ edit~ and publish the founder's
writings~ including

poetIy, lectures~ theoretical works, and prayer booklets, sometimes

adding critical commentary. More recently, tape recordings made ofthe founder's talks
may be available. The khaIifa may catalog and edit this material, transcribe and publish
excerpts, or duplicate segments on audio cassettes. Hagiographic material may also be
published. Photographs ofthe founder are issued. All these materials and made available
to members, and sometimes to the community at large.
The khaIifa may also codify and standardize group practice. Books and pamphlets
establishing and regulating group practices are published. A code of laws may specify
precisely what every member is expected to do, and not do. Ritual form may become
more elaborate, more formal, less spontaneous, more characteristic ofthe tariqa. Details
ofthe rituals are fine-tuned, fleshed out, and fixed. These features also are intended to
assure identity, central control., and cohesion.
Group identity is made more definite, through symbols of a material culture: flags,
special colors, clothing, greetings, books all serve to identify members to each other and
point to a common identity. These symbols become especially important in view ofthe
expanding membership, since it is no longer possible for everyone to know everyone else

personally. Publications also serve to provide identity. The khalifil generally supervises
the construction ofthe founder's shrine; this location becomes the site for visitation
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(ziyara) and saint-festivals (mawlids). He may also supervise new construction ofzawiyas
(meeting places), creating one at least for the central meeting place~ which incorporates
also a shrine for the founder.
The charismatic authority ofthe khaIifa., obtained directly from the founder
(whether via bloodIine, or spiritual

proximity)~ cormnands allegiance

from all quarters., and

the tariqa remains centralized in this phase. Yet., the personal social structure ofthe group

is shifting as well., as the group starts to become aware ofitself as a definite unit of social
solidarity., and the center is less conspicuous. When the charismatic founder was alive., he
was the sharp focus of a social structure radiating outwards without definite boundaries;
participants did not identifY with a group or with each other~ so much as with the founder.
Now that the founder is no longer present-and despite the importance ofthe khalifa-the
tariqa is no longer identified completely with any single living individual. At the same
time~ with

the passage of time~ the members begin to feel united in their shared

experiences with the founder. The corporate identity ofthe group as a discernible unit is
beginning to gel. The introduction ofmaterial symbols also helps in developing a sense of
group unity~ almost a kind of' 'team spirit"~ as the group is reffied as an independent entity.
The boundary between in-group and out-group is usually drawn more sharply (though
usually individuals may cross it easily enough, at least once, in joining or leaving the
group). While the khalifa represents the founder and may display charisma of his own,
personal relations are often horizontal, between group members, as much as vertical., to
the shaykh. Horizontal relations are between specific individuals, as well as between each
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member and ''the group" as an abstract but well-fonned entity. It is during this period that
the group is most aware of itself as a social group, and thus most able to direct its own
destiny collectively via group-level strategy. 18

d.

Phase 3: Subsequent leaders

It is in the third phase, after the passing ofthe first khalifa., that tensions begin to
arise between the administrative hierarchy, and the actua1loci ofcharisma (see Diagram
3). There may be succession disputes, especially when principles ofheredity and spiritual
merit conflict, and sometimes the resulting stresses are enough to induce schism, or even
to destroy the group.
The shaykh al-sajjada grows even more distant from the daily functioning ofthe
order. Even when there is no dissent concerning the legitimacy ofhis position.. his
connection to the charismatic founder, traced through a lengthening chain (silsila) of
predecessors, becomes increasingly tenuous, and he may no longer rely upon the founder's
charisma as a touchstone for his own spiritual authority, which therefore weakens unless
he himself is empirically charismatic.
Ifhe is not, then the critical shaykh-disciple relationship is transferred completely
to the local level, and the group's cohesion and centralization diminish sharply. The
positional structure, its center no longer imbued with charisma, becomes no more than a
routinized hierarchy. Moreover, because Sufism depends on the existence ofa living
mediator, members recognize this situation for what it is. The leader cannot claim to have
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special powers merely as a descendent ofthe original founder ifhe cannot demonstrate
any spiritual ability ofms own. The central administration is now viewed (except perhaps
with those maintaining a stake in it) as merely a bureaucracy ofself-interest., shorn of real
charismatic power., perhaps even unworthy ofthe spiritual potential bequeathed by the
founder~

there is a sense that the real work ofspiritual development will necessarily take

place outside this administration. Thus a conflict arises-tacit if not overt-between the
shaykh al-sajjada and local shaykhs.
When the chapters are numerous., local leaders may appear whose charisma far
exceeds that ofthe central leader. These local shaykhs attract followers directly., and
control tightly knit groups ofdisciples. This situation heralds a radical redistribution of
power in the tariqa. The lack ofan active charismatic center opens a vacuum to be filled
by new spiritual talent at the periphery ofthe structure. When the local shaykh is
charismatic., his group may begin to operate independently (if it does not break free
entirely). If the local shaykh is not charismatic, group practice may become formally rigid
(if the leader is strong), or anarchic and free (if not).

Local chapters continue to pay formal homage to the weak center, but become
practically autonomous., bound together only in a loose association. While the founder
continues to provide spiritual unity from his shrine, he cannot ensure social unity. Lines of
spiritual relation now pass from the founder directly to the local shaykhs, by-passing the
nominal leader and his administrative hierarchy. Thus the organjzation becomes far-flung
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and decentralized, eventually spawning independent subgroups. Real power lies with the
local chapter shaykhs.
There is gradually a change in the primary mode ofaffiliation. Lack of cohesion or
centralization preclude effect group organization., including efforts at recruitment; lack of
central charisma preclude the success ofany such efforts in any case. Therefore, most
new members join the group "automatically",. a result of family participation in a particular
order. The number of members making an active decision to join as adults~ is much less

than before, leading to a less fully committed group, for whom membership is less salient
as a factor shaping their identities. Those who join due to the charisma ofa local shaykh

will tend to lack commitment to the group as a whole, or to the central authority, thus
paving the way for schism and fission.
Thus the basis ofidentity changes. Formerly identity was based on common
loyalty to the living tariqa leader (whether founder or khalifa), regarded as a spiritual
father figure, together with loyalty to one's spiritual brethren, the other disciples ofthe
shaykh. Now identity is based on loyalty to one's local shaykh (with whom the real
spiritual bonds are forged) and his other disciples, together with a more distant loyalty to
the tariqa founder, who is by now a highly idealized spiritual figure. Much less is one's
loyalty to the full group oftariqa members (whose extent is often unknown and who rarely

if ever meet together any more as a single body) or to the putative head ofthe order, the
shaykh al-sajjada. Decentralization., loss ofcharisma at the center, and automatic rather
than fully voluntary modes ofaffiliation thus lead to a lower degree ofenthusiastic
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identification with the group as a whole. Even the nominal group leader., who may have
inherited a position he does not altogether know what to do ~ may not feel a strong
sense of commitment to the tariqa.
Those local groups with a strong charismatic leader may be cohesive., but others
are not; those with weak leaders may even be non-exclusive, mixing freely with members
of other orders in their rituals (we will see an example of this phenomenon in the
BayyumiyYa local group discussed below). The tariqa as a whole is weakly cohesive.,
since horizontal relations are largely limited to the local group and do not criss-cross the
tariqa as a whole or bind members to the group as an independent entity, and vertical
relations to the shaykh al-sajjada are practically non-existent. What were once strong
group boundaries are now divided and weak, while internally the group is subdivided
rather than whole.
Under such conditions it is nearly impossible for the group's leadership to
formulate, di~minate'l and apply group-level strategies. Such strategies, it may be
recalled, depend on a high level of group identification, to the point that the individual
submerges his individual self in the group, submitting his own interests and motivations to
group interests. They also depend on a high level ofgroup centralization and
cohesiveness, in order that the group be able to think as a unit, and so that strategies can
be disseminated and brought into effect even at the periphery. None ofthese conditions
applies, and so the group is unable to act strategically. Indeed, lack of centralization and
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cohesiveness means that the group no longer resembles an agent within the field ofIslam,
but has become rather a loose assemblage ofsubgroups and individuals.
1.

The effect of historical context and penooality
00

the structure of a Sufi order

Besides the largely endogenous developmental process which occurs as the
membership flows in and out ofthe tariqa structure, descn1>ed above, the tariqa is also
shaped by exogenous forces of historical cont~ and the influential individuals who exert
a critical formative impact throughout the period ofgenesis. Although turoq are
continuously shaped by these factors, an established tariqa bas a great deal of
"momentum" compared to a newly formed tariqa, because ofthe weight oftradition
(hysteresis), and the large number of persons involved. This momentum means that in
response to forces exerted upon it, from within or without, the group tends to change less
rapidly. In the formative early phases ofdevelopment, however, tariqa momentum is far
less; the group is relatively molten (to use another metaphor), and is thus more susceptible
to external influence. Hence it is during the historical period ofthe founder and his first
khalifa in which forces present will indeboly impress the group; although subsequent

continuous change will always be posSlole, discontinuous or rapid change may not be.
The most important factors in that influence are: (1) the historical context, in
particular the field ofIslam and Sufism, its range ofpreexisting groups, antagonisms
toward Sufism.; the strategic position ofthe new group within that field; and intersecting
fields such as the economic and political fields and the social space (Egyptian culture and
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society) generally; (2) the personalities, motivations, and backgrounds (silsila, education,
class, religious orientations) ofthe two figures who more than any other individuals stamp
the tariqa with its future identity: the founder, and his first khaIifa. To a large degree, the
tariqa will absorb the personalities ofthese founder figures~ its ethos becomes their
persons --'writ large". Due to their unequivocal charistna, these individuals are the primary
forces in determining group level strategies, which aim to establish the new group in the
face of a preexisting religious establishment which may look upon them unfavorably.
We have already seen that at this phase more than any other the group can
fonnulate and aetualize group-level strategies, since group self-awareness, unity,
centra1ization, and the submission of individual to group identity is nowata peak. The
charismatic founder is still living, or is a recent memory shared by virtually all members,
and carried forward by his closest disciple, the khalifa. The group is relatively small,
compact, enthusiastic. More than at any future time, members identify wholly with the
group; many may have made tremendous personal sacrifices in order to establish it. Their
interests are bound up with it, and they are ready to make sacrifices for it. Energies are
focussed, undepleted by inner struggles over succession or charismatic inheritance. Most
importantly, the group's character has not yet been established; it is still flexIble and
malleable, whereas later it will become entrenched as forces ofhysteresis act to prevent
change.
Thus it is the historical era ofthe founder and kha.lifa, together with their
personalities:t which more than any other era or persons will determine the particular shape
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and trajectory ofthe group. During this critical period, when strategizing is at once most
required and most intensive,. the historical context impacts the group most directly,.
mediated by shaykh and khalifa; the group,. consequently,. adapts itself to that context as
much as possible
Since subsequent group change is much slower and more difficult" while grouplevel strategies are less easily formulated and enacted,. it foUows that every Sufi tariqa will
be best adapted to the period in which it is formed, during the period ofgreatest
malleability and active strategizing. As time passes,. the tariqa may slowly and
incrementally change,. in three ways. It may degenerate,. as elements of its original
formulation are lost or forgotten. It may suffer the effects ofthe logical transformation of
structure,. as it progresses from one developmental phase to the next,. as outlined earlier.
Finally, strategic changes may be implemented,. but such changes will of necessity be
incremental and not large-scale, due to hysteresis, and due to the limitations of strategic
action in later phases. Thus subsequently the tariqa will continue to bear the imprint ofthe
historical period in which it was formed, as wen as the personal impact ofthe founder and
his khaIifa,. the "initial conditions" ofthe tariqa.

As a result, over time the tariqa will tend to become less adapted to its
environment. This entails a vicious circle,. for as adaptation decreases,. the tariqa becomes
weaker (less centralized. less cohesive),. and so the process ofstrategizing becomes all the
more difficult. For instance,. a tariqa formed in a period ofgreat acceptance of Sufism may
be relatively lax: in controlling ritual. If it later encounters an era in which Sufism is more
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restricted, it will be weaker~ and hence such controls will be even more difficult to put into
place.

In my subsequent discussion ofthe three turuq under consideratio~ I will therefore
pay considerable attention to the historical context and history of foonation as a means of
understanding ritual performance.

d.

Tension between positioIIalllIfdpersonal social struetllres

The positional and personal social structures are not completely independent. At
least when the tariqa is yOUD& the leader ofthe tariqa is still considered to be heavily
endowed with baraka. The selection of persons to fill positions may depend on personal
qualities ofmerit, especially at the beginning. Conversely, positions of leadership may

affect identity as perceived by those who are led, and hence personal relationships may
develop out of what were initially purely structural relations between positions. In
particular~ when the

local leaders are empowered to give the 'ahd on their o~ they may

attract muridin who believe in their spiritual capabilities. Despite their differences, the
fundamental notion of authority in the positional structure in fact derives from notions of
personal structure, because the relation between an administrative post (whether ~
na'ib, etc.) and the muridin under his jurisdiction is modelled on the personal relation
between a shaykh and his disciples.
But over time the two structures tend to grow apart, due to appointments which
are based upon politics, seniority, and heredity. WIth the progressive development of the
tariqa, as outlined earlier, the administrative positional stIUeture generally increases in
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importance. Positional relationships start to become separated from personal
relationships: the role a person occupies in one does not accord with the role in the other.
Roles which ought to be personal (such as shaykh) become routinized into mere positions,
assigned through heredity or political considerations, meaning that they may be filled by
persons lacking the desired personal qualifications.
The positional head ofa province (na'ib al-muhafaza)., for instance, may be a mere
administrator, appointed because he is influential in that district., or a relative ofthe
shaykh; but he does not necessarily command the respect and devotion ofthose muridin
living in his district, who may feel far more devoted-in personal terms-to a humble village
khalifa Oocal shaykh). This situation results in tension between the local shaykh, who
feels unappreciated by the tariqa's positional system, and the na'ib, who may be jealous
that a mere khalifa commands the respect and devotion offar more muridin than he.
Inheritance of positions creates tensions at the periphery as much as at the center. A
charismatic shaykh-whether tariqa leader or local village leader-may command respect.
but his son, who inherits the position, may not. Again there may be a tension between
positional and personal structures, when someone more deserving is not given a
commensurate position.
The disjunction between structures lowers the general level ofrespect for the
positional structure, and since this structure has DO necessary emotional basis (since it is
primarily practical mode oforganization only), it is likely to become weak and ineffectual.
The result is a decline in enthusiasm at the points ofdisjunction, where the positional
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structure is not supported by the personal structure. This decline in tum leads to a
decrease in group cohesiveness and centralization; fissioning of subgroups; major schisms;
or even disintegration ofthe tariqa as a whole.
The problem is that the positional structure is the only means ofassuring a unified
organizational structure which encompasses the entire tariqa., and such an organization,
together with a high level ofidentification with the group, is required in order for the
tariqa to adapt to new circumstances. When the emotional power of positional structure is
missing (due to conflict with the personal structure), the group will no longer be able to
formulate, disseminate, and enforce new strategies. There may still be a kind of reflexive
reaction to change at the center ofthe group (which is under the direct control of the
centra11eader, even ifhis position is now relatively weak), but it will be impossible to
propagate such changes to the remote periphery. We will observe this phenomenon when
analyzing the hadras.

e.

The social basis ofttDiqa identity

Earlier, in discussion indicating that the doctrinal basis of Sufism in Egypt is
largely shared across the turuq, I indicated that many ofthe factors which do serve to
differentiate one tariqa from another are social, or ritual The social basis oftariqa identity

has been further emphasized in the foregoing discussions ofvarious aspects oftheir social
dimension. Ritual stands more independently as a source oftariqa identity, but ritual too

is intimately connected with social aspects ofthe tariqa. Therefore it can be stated that in
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a deep sense, the tariqa's identity is primarily social. Ritual is the surface manifestation of
that identity, which also serves to reinforce it.
Thus, I asserted that upon closer inspection, apparent doctrinal differences often
tum out to be differences in emphasis which can be attnbuted to a particular spiritual

manha}, a practical method for spiritual training. That program is largely realized through
ritual. But in a deeper sense, rituals express also social relationships. In performing the
ritual, the mood is expressing a sense offaith and trust in the guidance ofms sbaykh. In
demanding that a ritual be perform~ the shaykh is expressing his responsibility for his
spiritual charges. More importantly, rituals serve to construct social relations; I will later
analyze this aspect ofritual in great detail.

When doctrines are shared across turuq,. beliefs do not differ because ofdifferences
in what is believed, but rather due to differences in who is believed. Thus the only notion

ofdoctrinal "belief' which can serve to differentiate one tariqa from another is essentially
social-beIief in the shaykh. Such beliefdepends on a personal social relationship ofloving

closeness and trust, from the side ofthe mood, and loving paternal responsibility, from the
side ofthe shaykh. Rituals too are only efficacious when they rest on beliefin the shaykh
who prescribed them; without such belief: the heart is unaffected. In this way too, ritual,
as beliet; can be construed as social, resting on a belief in the shaykh who prescribed it.
I also noted that besides differentiating sbaykhs and turuq on the basis oftheir
spiritual programs, some Sufis may also rank shaykhs on the basis oftheir spiritual
knowledge and level. However, the ultimate criterion here is not discursive knowledge
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('ilm) but rather gnostic or intuitive knowledge (ma'rifa). The latter can never truly be
represented in a logical fonn., but rather consists ofmystical feelings, states,. and stations
which appear according to one"s closeness to God and His Prophet. Therefore, the
"objective" measure ofa shaykh's rank cannot be observed in his articulated doctrines, but
rather depends on his spiritual relationships to the metaphysical realm: to God, the
Prophet, the Ah1 al-Bayt, the saints, and so on. Moreover, the Sufi can only know this
level intuitively and emotionally (since rna'rifa cannot be evaluated discursively)., and
therefore even a Sufi's assertion about a shaykh's rank is essentially dependent on his
relationship to that shaylch.
Therefore, extending the notion ofsocial relationship to the metaphysical realm
(and I have already argued that in Sufism such an extension is both necessary, and
unremarkable, given that all relationships are already conceived as existing between
metaphysical entities: spirits), one observes that both spiritual rank, and the assertion of
spiritual rank, turn out to depend on social relationships.

In the foregoing sections, I have discussed at length the various dimensions of
tariqa social structure, and suggested the ways in which they may vary. Primarily, the
turuq differ because ofcontrasts in the personalities who comprise them. The most
important ofthese is the shaykh. Each shaykh confers on the tariqa a particular spiritual
chain (siisila), and even when segments ofa silsila are shared, they may differ due to
contrasting emphases on particular spiritual personalities along it. The shaykh also brings
to the tariqa a unique personality ofhis own; the most important aspect of that personality
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being his particular charismatic nature, and his relationships to metaphysical entities, as
discussed above. The turuq contrast also due to differences in the spiritual personalities of
other members, especially leading members, such as the khalifa, and the shaykh al-sajjada.
Each tariqa ex:htbits a unique network of personal relationships: among members,
between members and the shaykh, and to various spiritual entities ofthe metaphysical
realm. These emotionally shaded relationships constitute the essence ofwhat it means to
be a member of a tariqa, and are thus central to tariqa identity. The overall network,
which I have labelled "personal social structure", is comprised ofhorizontal and vertical
components. Turuq contrast according to their relative weighting ofboth, and in the
sharpness ofthe group's boundary. The horizontal relations may connect one particular
mood to another, or they may connect a mood to the group as a reified entity; both types
tend to reinforce cohesiveness. The vertical relations connect muridin to the shaykh, and
through him to the spiritual world. Each tariqa also exhibits a particular degree of
boundary-sharpness. While practically no turuq are unwilling to admit new members, they
vary in the degree to which the personal social structure sharply defines a group by
differentiating in-group from out-group, as I have explained.
The positional social structure, on the other hand, is largely the same for all turuq.
Differences in the positions and number oflevels ofthe hierarchy, related to the tariqa's
size, stage ofdevelopment, ritual order, and personal social structure, may be important,
but are not usually taken by members to represent the tariqa's identity. Rather, what
unifies members of one tariqa as opposed to another is their particular relationships to
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each other:t and to their shaykh, together with the rituals they practice. These rituals are
themselves closely linked to the personal social structure, both expressing it, and
reinforcing it in performance.
The founder's spirituality initially sets the distinctive tone ofa tariqa as a practical

mystical way (tariqa); that spirituality is social-ritual. When Sufis talk about a particular
shaykh's ''way'', they are not referring to a belief system, but to a spiritual style
represented by his spiritual personality and spiritual relationships (in all their subtle
emotional shadings), together with the kinds of practices toward which he inclines. This
spiritual personality is the particular form ofbaraka which legitimizes the shaykh's
leadership (and, as we have seen, baraka is a multidimensional quantity). If such
spirituality is to be considered as "doctrine''', it is a doctrine without assertions, but rather
a doctrine which is embodied and lived.
For in the final analysis the shaykh is himse/fthe Way (tariqa), a spiritual system in
human form, applied by the seeker through a relationship love and obedience. Whereas
the ordinary Muslim takes the Prophet for his model, the Sufi emulates his shaykh-Iesser,
surely, but more immediate-as well. Even if the shaykh does not sayar do anything to
distinguish himselfempirically from any other shaykh, he is a unique guide (murshid)
inasmuch as he is a unique spiritual person. Disciples follow him not by confonning to a
characteristic set of beliefs (there aren't any), but by imitating his Way., living as he does.,
loving him, and thereby coming as close to him as possible. It is only through/ana'fi al-

shaykh (self-annihilation in the shaykh) that one may subsequently attain/ana'fi a1-Rasu/
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(selt:annihiIation in the Prophet) and finally lana 'ft Allah (self-annihilation in God)
(Hoffinan 1995:203).
Through a close and loving relation to his sbaykh as model and guide, the disciple
attempts to recreate in bimselfhis master's spiritual personality. To emulate one's sbaykh
entails the development of particular personal spiritual relationships. The shaykh's

personal spiritual relationships include his love for spiritual figures (God, the Prophet,
saints't his own sbaykhs) as well as the other disciples. Ifthe disciple is to follow his
shaykh, these relationships therefore become incumbent upon him as well. Thus the
disciple must love his shay~ and he must love God, the Prophet, the Ah1 aI-Bayt't other
saints, and all the other disciples't because his shaykh loves them.

In their relationship to the shaykh, the disciples become the living embodiment of
the sbaykh'ts way, carrying it forward into the future. This process is infinitely more
important for the continuity ofthe tariqa than books containing doctrines. Thus Sidi Abu
al-Hasan al-Sbadbili is supposed to have said: "my books are my disciples". Sufi
knowledge is personal, practical. The relationships among the shaykh and his followers't
and the rituals they perform together, sets the tone for the group. It is this tone't or ethos,
at once social and practical, in which the differences between the orders can be most
clearly discerned.
Thus what characterizes the tariqa as a group-the shaykh together with his
disciples-is the particular network ofpersonal social relations fonned by the superposition
ofthose ofeach member, where each relation is a complex emotional construct between
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two human beings, not a mere structural link between social positions. But this
superposition is nothing but the personal social structure as I have defined it. This personal
social structure, embodying as it does the particular charismatic configuration ofthe
founder shaykh, together with the outward modes of ritual performance (including most
centrally LP), is what serves to distinguish the tunlq from one other.
The apparent position of a particular group along the orthodox-heterodox
doctrinal pole can be best understood in terms ofthis personal social structure. For if Sufi
groups have distinctive beliefs, these are largely embodied in the nonnative characteristics
ofone's (practical) relation to God and the Prophet, relations which are generated by and
reflected in one's normative (practical) relation to one's shaykh. When these relations
characterized by intimate love, strong emotion (wajd), intoxication (sukr), and selfabsence (ghiyab) or self-annihilation (jana '), aspects of Sufi doctrine closer to the pole of

Haqiqa are emphasized. When these relations are more distant, characterized by respect
and sobriety, other aspects ofSufi doctrine closer to the pole of Shari ~a are emphasized.
But these doctrines are not expressed as abstract principles of identity; rather they are
expressed through relations, and these relations exist in a practical form. When they are
expressed overtly (which rarely occurs in Sufi practice), verbal doctrines merely provide a
cognitive apparel to this underlying practical feeling.
Normatively, to follow the Way ofa shaykh is to know his spiritual personality, to
love him, imitate him, learn from him, and establish his spiritual relations for oneself; the
perfect group offollowers would each do so perfectly, producing an ideal personal social
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structure. Therefore maintaining group identity is primarily a matter of striving to create
such an ideal personal social structure. This., I will argue, is accomplished in ~ and
particularly in group ritual-the hadra-whose energy and social density presents great
opportunities during which the efficacy of LP can be activated.
I suggest that LP in ritual supports the unique identity of a Sufi group in two main
ways. First, the uniqueness of ritual may serve as an uarbitrary" sign ofthe tariq~
regardless ofcontent. Each shaykh has his particular him and awrad (although they are

very similar to each other) by which the group is identified, and rituals may be
distinguished along many other dimensions as wen as we shall see. But content is
important too, because the ritual content supports the personal social structure ofthe
tariqa: the particular charismatic personality ofthe founder, his spiritual identity as
defined by his particular nexus ofsocial-spiritual relations, all ofwhich serve as a model
for group personal social structure. More specifically, the hadra takes advantage of the
group settin& using the full power ofLP-in its syntactic, semantic, sonic, and pragmatic
aspects-to work upon participants.
The centrality of personal social structure and ritual for the identity ofthe group,
and the centrality of ritual as a means ofreinforcing that social structure, carries important
methodological implications for this study. It suggests first of all that a careful analysis of

ritual may enable one to understand the basis for tariqa identity. Secondly, it suggests that
through the study of ritual one may be able to understand how ritual is used strategically
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to support the tariqa.. particularly in periods during which its social structure is subjected
to stress.

2.

Traditional and modernist orden

The foregoing analysis facilitates a sharper distinction between the two classes of
Sufi tariqa in Egypt alluded to earlier: modernist, and traditional. This distinction is based
upon the two main process in order formation: logical development; and
historica1lpersonal context.
Note that I do not say "modem", which would refer to a historical period. The
idea of modernist subsumes the fact that these groups were formed in the modern era, but
supposes also a self-awareness ofthose modem. conditions in the process offormation.,
and the necessity to adapt through group-level strategies, in order to accommodate
modernity in its religious., technological, political, and economic aspects. While the
attitudes among modernist groups toward the past, conserving or rejecting, may vary
widely, these groups share an active awareness of their ability to create themselves. The
traditional groups, by contrast., are those orders which exhibit more or less unbroken

continuity with the past, reacting reflexively to the present, but for a variety of reaso~
lack ofself-awareness, weak identity, decentralization, lack ofcohesion-unable to
fonnulate systematic strategies ofadaptation to the drastic changes which have occurred
around them. In this section I will elaborate on some ofthe reasons for this inability.
While traditional groups are more widespread than the modernist ones, the former are in a
state of decline, attracting members mainly through family connections (hereditary
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membership) while the latter are successful in recruiting new members from among the
educated, wealthy, and powerful.
The field ofstrategic adaptation with which I am ultimately concerned is LP in
ritual. My overall claim is that modernist groups are socially positioned so as to employ
LP in ritual in a strategic manner, and that this strategic employment is a major factor in
their ability to maintain social identity, centralization, and cohesion in the face ofmodem
hostility to Sufism in general. That is, the relation between the social structure ofthe
modernist group, and its use ofLP to maintain that position, is dialectical: each attnDute
supports the other. The traditional orders lack the social structure required to use LP in
this way. Yet modernist groups also exhibit a wide variety ofhadra styles, because each
style is strategically suited to the particular social characteristics ofthe group, which are
themselves strategic. General group-level strategies are manifested in the hadra as
performative group-level strategies for LP. In subsequent chapters I will analyze sample
hadras from two modernist groups, in order to demonstrate this contrast, and show how

these strategies actually work.
a.

Traditional orders

Earlier I traced the history of Sufi orders in Egypt: their rise in the MamIuk era,
heyday under Ottoman rule, falling under government control in the 19th century, and
decline in the 20th. Those orders which were founded before this period ofdecline share
many attrIDutes, due to similarities in history and development. During the early, formative
period ofthese groups, Sufism was ascendant. Even though the 19th century is often
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considered the beginning ofthe modern age in Egypt, orders founded during that period
could draw upon the old cultural order for support. The formation of such orders took for

granted the primacy of Sufism as a fonn ofIslamic expression and practice. Their
founders did not have to give much thought to recruitment, or to defending themselves

against reformists, because reformism was not a powerful force with which one was
required to reckon. Although there were critics, they did not yet have the weight of

society behind them. The order (including ritual) could therefore be defined imprecisely,
left to oral tradition, for that which was left out ofthe ritual specification would be filled in
by a commonly understood cuItura1 background of Sufism. More elaborate, heterodox
rituals could also be performed with impunity, well into the 19th century.
These orders also share the period of 19th century government control and
interference. The loss ofmaterial resources through Muhammad 'Ali's seizure ofthe
waqfs and tax farms was a major blow to the authority, power, and independence ofthe
tariqa shaykhs. Moreover, the Shaykh aI-Dakri was granted broad powers to organize the
Sufi orders under his authority. The results ofthese reforms were keenly felt. New
regulations robbed the turuq oftheir characteristic ritual identities; the diversity ofhadra
formats about which one reads in Edward Lane's ethnographies is lost today. The turuq
became more and more self-similar in their practices. At the same time, the Sbaykh aIBakri attempted in his legislation to undermine the authority ofthe tariqa leaders
(shaykhs), bringing all the turuq under his jurisdiction. This move would have tended to
weaken the social boundaries ofthe individual orders; turuq would have become
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decentralized due to the weakening ofleadership. Ritual restrictions could have only been
enforced at the center and thus would have tended to have divided center from periphery.
Wrth the center weak, one may speculate that individual units ofthe periphery would have
tended to go their separate ways:t at least to some degree. This is the common historical
background shared by the traditional orders.
Developmentally, the traditional orders all have reached the third phase in my
typology, and this too imbues them with shared characteristics. Having lived and died
long ago, their founders have loog since been transformed into idealized saintly figures,
and exert only a vague spiritual influence today. In most case5:t the present shaykh alsajjada is regarded as a hereditary leader:t with tenuous connections to the high spiritual
station ofthe founder. The major source of recruitment is via hereditary channels rather
than active "conversions", and since these are often perfunetory:t horizontal bonds of

group identification are relatively low. Members do not submit themselves wholly to the
grouP:t or regard their membership as their primary social identity, but rather as merely one
component out ofmany. Divisions have occurred, and branch orders have emerged, a
result ofthe separation of personal and positional structure, the lack ofcharisma at the
center, and its appearance elsewhere. The focus ofreal spiritual action has shifted to the
local chapters:t and the tariqa is consequently decentr~ lacking in cohesion.
Combined with the widespread penetration ofthese turuq into smaIl hamlets and villages
all over Egypt, the ability ofthe tariqa center to control the periphery, and hence ofthe
tariqa to function as a unified social entity, is very low.
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Ritual decline and lack of control has led to the existence of "strategic vacuumsn ,

areas oftariqa practice which are not specified by the central organization. enabling
greater freedom at the periphery. When the local group is weakly led. rituals may then
become open (non-members may participate), lacking in formal organization. and tending
toward the ecstatic practices typical of"informal Sufism", which are fWfilIing to the
individual but unproductive for the continued social existence ofthe group. When the
local group is strongly led, the local shaykh will till these vacuums himself In ha~ he
may employ his own idiosyncratic liturgy, which may be different from those employed in
other chapters.
In the 20th century, these groups appear mostly old-fashioned and out of date.,
unsuited to recruiting influential men ofthe modern age. Although some may retain upper
class., educated, wealthy, or powerful members resulting from patterns ofhereditary
membership.. they have little or no power to recruit such individuals. Earlier I argued that
strategizing is most effective during the formative period ofthe order, but that subsequent
change is more difficult. The traditional orders are adapted to a past age, and unable to
adapt to the present. Because they contain a relatively low-level ofgroup identification
and are decentralized, they are unsuited to formulating, disseminating, and applying
adaptive group-level strategies which might help them to prosper again as a central force

in modem religious life.
At the same time, because they draw their membership mainly from villages and
towns where the negative effects ofurbanization are weaker and because ofthe tendency
lt
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toward hereditary membership in these areas~ these traditional orders are still extremely
widespread, if practically acephalous and in decline. Social transformations, Islamic
refo~

and criticism have struck the urban centers far more than the countryside. While

the traditional orders are certainly declining, forces of hysteresis-that respect for tradition
which helps to ensure that the past continues into the future-assure that the rate of decline

is very low, especially in the village areas ofUpPer Egypt. In the major mawlids
traditional tunlq continue to supply the majority of Sufi participants, and individual bayts
(local chapters) often sponsor a khidma (service) in which they serve food and tea, and
perform dhikr. Musical instruments are commonly used in such contexts~ and professional
singers may be hired.
When traditional orders have adapted to modern conditions, such adaptation has
tended to be reflexive, an immediate knee-jerk response to local conditions, rather than
strategically planned from the center. Thus a local shaykh might restrain his hadra because
offundamentalist criticism in his village, but in doing so he is not strengthening the tariqa
against such criticism as a whole; on the contrary since other branches ofthe order might
not respond as he does, he is further dividing the tariqa's unity.
b.

Modernist orders

Modernist orders are those formed in the 20th century, in a climate in which
increasing hostility to organized mysticism was being generated by both religious and
secular reformers, and in which inexorable historical forces were causing the area of the
Sufi field to diminish in relation to other the other fields of modern life. Modernist orders
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are not merely formed in the modern period; they are formed in a period which demanded
that they become aware ofthe conditions oftheir own formation, in order to meet the new
challenges it presented. This awareness bas been deeply impressed into their identities.,
resulting not only in a higher degree of adaptation (for all orders are adapted to the
conditions into which they are born), but also the development of strategies to ensure their
ability to continue to adapt. Modernity bas provided members ofthese Sufi orders both

with an acute consciousness ofthe problems created by mystical practice, and ofthe
possibilities for avoiding them.
The modernist order is weD-suited to strategic adaptation because it is centralized
and cohesive. This centralization is in part a result ofthe realization ofits necessity, which

has led to strategic moves (particularly in ritual) to ensure it. It also results from the
relative youth ofthese groups, which for the most part are still in the first or second
developmental phases, as described earlier, and thus have not yet suffered the problems of
conflict between positional and personal structures, and loss ofcharisma at the center.
The modernist group, being new, contains highly motivated members who identify
strongly with the group. Centralization, cohesion, and strong identification provides a
powerful means of strategic adaptation, as was argued earlier. A critical number of
members, especially those in leadership positions, have submitted their own interests to
those ofthe group, considering group welfare to represent their own. Due to group
centralization and solidarity, group leaders are in close contact with the entire group, and
with each other. The modernist group is therefore able to become highly conscious of
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itsel( at least at its center, unlike traditional decentralized groups, which cannot do so.
The leaders gather information from all branches ofthe group, systematically fonnulate

strategic responses to problems, and disseminate these throughout the organization, with
the assurance that the local leaders will carry them out.
The group may be defined primarily by vertical personal relations (focussed on the
founder) or horizontal personal relations (emphasizing a ''team spirit'''); in either case the
group is centralized and highly cohesive. Traditional Sufi practices which could bring
discredit on the group are eliminated, at least in pubHc, including those labelled as bid'a by
the reHgious extremists, or as anti-progressive by the sociaHsts: kha/wa (spiritual
seclusion) and zuhd (asceticism), musical instruments, extreme ecstasy, use ofbizarre or
self-mutilating paraphernalia (swords, snakes, skewers, coals), mixing with women.,
performance ofinarticulate dhikr. Because such groups can enforce these ritual
restrictions even at the periphery, modernist groups are able to le8itimize themselves to a
great degree in the eyes ofnon-Sufis. Connections to traditional siIsilas and the old qutbs
are often downplayed; the group is portrayed to members more as an independent creation
ofthe founder, thereby distancing itselffrom the discredited older orders.
Adaptation to modern conditions means that the group is adept in recruitment,
particularly from among the educated, and social or economic eHtes. The average
standard ofliving is therefore much higher for these groups, and a higher level ofHteracy
enables the written word as a tool for social unity. Many members join voluntarily, rather
than through heredity. They tend therefore to be more personally committed to the group.
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The modernist group is founded in the city (usually Cairo) where the anti-traditional forces
are most intense; it is usually not as widespread in the village areas~ which are more
traditional, and harder to penetrate and control.
The group exerts an active control over all aspects of ritual performance~ in order
to maintain and control tariqa identity; there are no "strategic vacuums". Texts used in LP
are almost all created by the order (usually by the founder) fOT its own internal use. Most
frequently the founder composed not only prayers~ but also other material for the badra
liturgy, such as lessons and especially poetry. In particular, one finds that insbad is actively

controUed-either deliberately exploited, OT rejected altogether-in the modernist groups.
Aesthetic resources ofhadra, poetry and melody, are used more purposefully than in
traditional groups. Inshad may become much more prominent than in the traditional
orders, more distinctive to the tariqa, even dominating the hadra.
The charismatic founder and his khalifa are either alive, or have died within recent
memory of many members. Since they lived in the modern age, their spiritual
personalities, writings, and other legacies appear contemporary. The modern age has also
provided them with photos and tape-recordings which preserve the founders legacy. The
founder's books are published using the most modern methods available, and widely
disseminated.
Compared to traditional orders, the modernist group is exclusive and insular.
Leaders avoid mixing with other orders in ritual practice; although outsiders are never
excluded from joining, they must relinquish other Sufi affiliations to do so. The most
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extreme case, the Tijaniyya, actually forbids members to visit other shaykhs or saints other
than the Ahl aI-Dayt. In this way they avoid fragmentation and association with that

which is out oftheir control. Most do participate in mawlids but their participation is
7

much different than that of the traditional groups. In the latter, individual bayts (local
chapters) participate independently, establishing a khidma (service) area in the vicinity of
the shrine, where they entertain guests and perform dhikr in the midst ofcrowds,
commotion, musical groups, cafes, rides and amusements strolling romantic couples, and
7

groups ofwomen as wen as men. But these are the aspects ofmawlids which tend to be
criticized by reformers. Modernist groups protect their reputations and social boundaries
by remaining together in one group, performing a respectable but impressive hadra near
the saint's shrine, and then leaving.
It may prove useful at this point to present an ethnographic example in order to
show that the distinction between modernist and traditional order is not merely analytic.
The contrast between the two types is most evident in the mawkib (procession) held for
the Prophet's Birthday (mawlid aI-nabi) in Cairo. The procession includes all officially
recognized Sufi orders who wish to participate. Each group marches together, carrying
banners inscnbed with the name ofthe order and bayt, often performing inshad
(sometimes with percussion accompaniment), and wearing special dress. But the
similarities stop here.
Although traditional groups such as the Rifa"iyya and Ahmadiyya are much more
widespread than most modernist orders, it is the modernist groups which are the most
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visible, and the most organized. The traditional groups make little effort to urge all their
local chapters to attend, resulting in weak attendance. In the mawlab itsel( these chapters
march independently ofeach other, each dressed slightly differently or lacking unifonn
dress altogether, each performing inshad independently. Some are large, and some are
bedraggled, consisting only ofa standard surrounded by a small cluster ofmuridin. Their
marching formations are open; anyone can cross in or out. Use ofmusical instruments is
frequent, and some orders perform sensational displays, such as performing dhikr with
swords, or inserting the dabbus into various parts ofthe body (the Rifa'iyya are most
famous for this).
The modernist groups are far more effective in getting their members to
participate, and they organize all their chapters into one coordinated group, color
coordinated, and performing inshad all together. They march in regular formations,
linking hands at the boundaries so as to prevent their formations from being disturbed by
outsiders. Specially designated coordinators help to ensure a high level oforder in
marching, and in performing inshad. Musical instruments are not generally used, nor are
there any sensational displays. The marching formations themselves are iconic ofthe actual
sociaI structures underlying them: the traditional orders are decentralized, with weak

boundaries; the modernist orders are centralized, with strong boundaries.
The mawlab winds up at the mosque of ai-Imam aI-Husayn; at this point the orders
are free to leave, or to enter the mosque for the official ceremonies, involving speakers
from aI-Azhar and the government. Such performances are well-attended by television
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crews and dignitaries. The modernist groups use the opportunity to gain exposure and
spread their reputation. Earlier in the day~ they have sent members to reserve places for
the group inside the mosque. After the mawkib" they file inside~ sit in neat lines, identified
by their brilliant banners and neat color-coordinated attire. They perform inshad while
waiting for the official program to begin. By this time the traditional groups have mostly
left.
The mawIao presents a good example ofgroup-level performance strategy: the
modernist groups use the occasion as a means to display their control to possible critics, to
potential members, and to themselves. The performance oftraditional orders displays very
little group strategy; mostly, it projects the reality ofeach tariqa's decentralized social
structure.

The existence ofa category ofmodernist orders is also upheld by local discourse.
Sufis from traditional orders may refer to the modernist groups somewhat disparagingly as

mustahdath (novel). Certain stereotypical attributes are associated with them, not all of
which are actually true. Frequently they view such orders as upstarts, lacking genuine
roots in Sufism's rich history, undeserving oftheir independent status, and more
concerned with fame and power than with real Sufism. Their leaders may be accused of
crass opportunism, of lacking the necessary credentials or silsila. They are viewed as
exclusivist and elitist, due to their unwillingness to mix with others in the mawlids. Some
are falsely charged with requiring members to pay large amounts ofmoney in order to
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join, so as to limit their membership to the wealthy. Their founder shaykhs are suspected
ofclaiming to be greater than they really are.
Modernist groups, by contrast, view the traditional groups as a sincere but
degenerate fonn of Sufism for the masses. They are seen as overly populated by illiterate
masses from the countryside, and insufficiently vigorous in protecting Sufism from the
charges levelled at it by the refonnists. Their dhikrs with musical accompaniment may be
regarded more as opportunities for folklore and dancing than as genuine religious
expression, a result ofignorance which allows the bid'a to mix with what is truly Islamic.
They are seen as uncomprehending in the face ofmodem change, unprepared with a
Sufism suitable for the modern world.

3.

Group-level strategy and social structure

I have frequented alluded to the fact that social structure is closely related to the

ability to formulate, disseminate, and apply effective group-level strategies. Having
completed my discussion ofthe forms of social structure, this relation can now be restated
more directly.
The formulation ofeffective and general group-level strategies dePends upon at
least two preconditions:
(1) A sufficient level ofindividual identification with the group, especially at the
center ofpower. It is the willing submission ofindividual interests to group interests
which both enables the individual to think for the group's long-range interests, and
motivates him. to do so. Given a "critical mass" ofsuch submission, a phenomenon arises
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which can only be metaphorically descnbed as a kind ofgroup-consciousness. This
condition must apply in particular at the group ~ s center~ since otherwise those who have
power will use it to achieve their own limited self-interest~ resulting in group
fragmentation.
(2) A sufficient level of central control and solidarity~ usually achieved through a
hierarchical administrative organization (positional structure)~ which is supported by
personal relationships (personal structure) imbued with affect as brotherly (horizontal) or
fatherly/filial (vertical)7 such that the entire group forms a tightly connected, centralized
topology. Far-tlun& decentraliz~ weakly connected groups cannot act coherently. This
condition enables: unification ofgroup-consciousness7 gathering ofinformation from the
entire group, formulation of effective strategies addressing the needs ofthe entire group~
dissemination ofthose strategies, and ensured application of strategies in all local chapters.
Given these conditions~ it should be clear why traditional orders are less able to act
strategically. In these grOUPS7 the personal social structure is decentralized, and therefore
conflicts with the centralized positional structure. Individuals do not identify with the
whole tariqa as a social group, but rather with their local chapter. While a hierarchical
central structure exists, it is not supported by the personal structure.. and therefore cannot
function effectively as a means ofgathering information or disseminating instructions
which will be followed at the periphery.
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D.

Sufi orders in the modem era

I.

ProbleDls faced by orpnized Sufi groups in the Dlodern period

I have attempted to distinguish two classes oftariqa: the traditional., and the
modernist., and have argued that it is only the latter which are wen-positioned to develop
group-level strategies., which may be applied through strategic control ofLP in the hadra.
However., all turuq face similar problems today.
Summarizing the review of Sufi history in Egypt so far., the following problems can

be enumerated., not all ofwhich are particular to the modem period. When these problems
remain unaddressed, the tariqa may decline. It remains to be seen how the modernist
groups are able to summon the power ofLP in order to address them.
I} Maintaining the founder's distinctive charisma and spiritual personality.,
especially as embodied in his personal spiritual relationships., as an active principle in the
group. This is critical to maintaining group identity.
(2) Maintaining the distinctive personal social structure ofthe group (including

spiritual as well as human relations). This problem entails creating bonds ofboth the
vertical and horizontal types., and ensuring that they are imbued with emotional energy.
This too is critical to group identity.
(3) Creating distinctive group ritual (badra)., as a means of asserting an
independent identity to outsiders, and to selves.
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(4) Maintaining deep and exclusive commitment among tariqa members. Tariqa
membership must provide a major component of their identity.
(5) Maintaining a centralized, cohesive social structure, in the face ofnatural

tendencies toward fragmentation which are exacerbated by modern conditions. This
attribute is essential ifthe tariqa is to avoid fragmentation, and in order to facilitate control
and maintain identity. It entails maintaining charisma at the tariqa's center, reinforcing the
personal social structure (also essential for identity), as well as the positional structure (as
a mechanism ofcontrol), and ensuring that the two do not conflict. As I have noted in the
discussion ofWeber's theories, the main problem of any charismatic group is how to

maintain its charismatic basis.
(6) Attracting new members. Recruitment has become more difficult in the 20th
century, with the waning of Sufi influence generally, competition from other groups, both
secular and religious, and an increasingly hectic pace of life, particularly in the cities. It is
particularly important that the tariqa be able to recruit young people, and that recruitment
is not merely through hereditary channels, since the most committed members are
frequently those recruited from outside the family circles of existing members, for whom
membership is an active decision ofidentification. Recruitment means not only attracting
new members, but also retaining them. Therefore the tariqa must also be able to meet the
diverse spiritual needs of participants, and their demands for both spiritual growth and
experience.
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(7) Ensuring legitimacy. The tariqa must present an acceptable image to outsiders,

particularly Islamic refonners and other critics. The major charges against Sufism are its
alleged incompatibility with orthodox Islam or modern society, or both. The tariqa must

be ever-vigilant in defending against such charges. Often it is the overtly mystical aspects
(Haqiqa) which attract new members, while these are precisely what is critiqued by
religious refonners and fundamentalists. Therefore balancing SharifOa and Haqiqa aspects
of Sufi thought and practice is ofgreat importance.

2.

Tariqa survival and LP in group ritual as strategy

Despite these challenges, the Sufi orders live on, over 70 ofthem officially
registered with the Supreme Council for Sufi Orders, the government regulatory body
which oversees their activities (Waugh 1989:218). Some orders are succe~
expanding, and attracting educated and affluent and politically powerful members of

society. Others are in decline. How do Sufi orders survive in the modern period, in the
face ofthis veritable army offorces arrayed against it?
I argue that the success ofthe modernist groups can be attributed to their ability to
develop effective group-level strategies so as to meet the challenges presented by
modernity. The continued existence ofthe traditional groups is, by contrast, more a result
of hysteresis, a tendency ofthe past to continue forward through hereditary affiliation and
imitation ofthe past~ such orders therefore continue to playa significant role in members'
lives only in regions into which the social transformations ofmodernity have not
significantly penetrated, mainly rural areas ofUpper Egypt, and older generations of rural
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immigrants in major cities. As the extent ofsuch regions diminishes, the traditional orders
decline in importance, even though they are more widespread by far than the newer
modernist groups. But it is primarily the modernist groups which are successful, due to
their possession ofsocial attributes which enable them to fonnulate effective group-level
strategies.
I claim further that such strategies are realized primarily through group ritualhadra-within which LP is most salient feature, and the primary tool. The badra is the
greatest opportunity for structured group interaction, a socially, ritually, and emotionally
dense time interval in which the individually willingly submits himself to the group for the
sake ofspiritual advancement and fellowship. In their overt discourse, groups and
participants suggest that the hadra is designed to provide for the individual spiritual wellbeing ofparticipants.
However the modernist groups go farther, taking advantage ofthis moment to
implement strategies designed to improve their social positions. These strategies operate
via LP, which is both an expression ofthe group, and a tool for its control. Therefore, I

believe that LP in badra is the arena in which the cfitferences between traditional and
modernist groups, and the strategies ofthe latter, can be most clearly viewed.
LP must be controlled for two reasons:
1) LP in hadra is an effective means ofgroup control, via its syntactic, semantic,
sonic, pragmatic aspects. New orders have seized on the various dimensions ofthe badra
more actively, in order to maintain charisma ofthe founder, create or reinforce social
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structure, fonnulate a distinctive ritual identity, attract and retain members (especially
influential, wealthy, or well-edueated members), and legitimize themselves for non-

members, as a broad basis for tariqa existence.
2) Due to the behaviors (ecstasy) and sound (music) which accompany it, as well
as its texts, LP has traditionally been a lightening rod for criticism of Sufism, and this
criticism has only intensified in the modem period.
The significance ofthe hadra is that while overtly serving the spiritual needs of
members, it can simultaneously and cryptically provide the social conditioning demanded
by larger group-level strategies which seek to provide the tariqa with a secure C04>mche" in
the Islamic field. Yet not all modernist groups follow the same trajectory, because LP is
used in order to bolster the tariqa within its particular niche in the field of Islam, and not
all groups have adopted the same posture; indeed they cannot, or else they would be
constantly competing for members.
In the remainder ofthe dissertation, I will seek to understand how the hadra can be

understood as the performative implementation of a set ofstrategies which serve to
reinforce and recreate the order established by the founder. But first I must tum to
consider the genres ofLP involved in this process.

Notes for Chapter 3
to date is to be found
in HoffiDan 1995; other valuable sources are Luizard 1990 Reeves 1990. Waugh 1989. GilseDan 1973.
For historical pelSpective. see McPherson 1941 (unfortunately aneaIotal and unscholarly). and Lane 1973
1 The most comprehensive ethnographic treatment of contempOrary Egyptian Sufism
t
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(excellent. though full of an orientalisC5 biases). However. the information in this chapter is based
primarily on the author's own fieldwork: references to other sources will be cited as such.
:: There are various yearly celebrations for a sainL The sainf's birthday ('id a/-mi/ad) and mawlid
(literally, birthday) are theoretically different days. The 'id aI-miIad is not always celebrated. Many say
that the mawlid is the death-day (considered as a form of rebirth), although for some saints it is figured on
a non-Islamic calendar. Furthermore, the date of a mawlid may always be adjusted by a few days. due to
scheduling issues. and to ensure that the final night (a/../ay/a a/-kabira) falls on a fi..'Ud night of the week.
(For the Prophet there is no problem ofthis son.. since he was born and died on the same day: this minor
miracle is sometimes ascribed to other saints as well.) To add. to the confusion. there may be a smaller
mawlid called the Rajabiyya. which some say is equivalent to the birthday.

Certain prophets, among them Jesus. did not die. but were taken up to hcm"e11 directly. Everyone else
dies. although the spirit (ruh) remains.
3

4

The wali may or may not be buried at the location of the maqam: Sufis say that every waIi has .w

maqams.
S On

shrine design andziyara. see Reeves 1990:77-112, and de Jong 1976-77.

Ii The

awliya' form a spiritual hierarchy, the highest rank ofwhich is the qutb. the pole or axis ofthe

world. At every moment. there is exactly one qutb alive in the world. a connection between heaven and
earth. For more information see Schimmel 1975:S7: Hoflinan 1995:93.
For a detailed desc:ription of the mawlids ofEgypt from the mid-20th c:entury. see McPherson 1941.
8

The main exception is the mawlid of the Prophet himself. which is celebrated everywhere in the Islamic

world on the 12th of the Islamic month Rabi" al-Awwil
9

Another piece ofethnographic evidence supporting the notion that Sufi orders share a common doctrinal

system is provided by anal}'Zing the apparent contradictions of these multiple qulb claims. In each Sufi
order we usually find the founder to be &iven the exalted SWUS of qutb and ghawth; in the newer orders
this status is not recognizecl by Sufis genera1ly. but is a ....belier shared mainly by the founder's followers.
Technically. there is only one qutb in the universe at any single moment. Since all Sufis claim to all be
foUO\\ing the same doc::trines~ how can each claim his shaykh as the qutb without conflict? We suggest
that if qutb claims are interpreted as statements about social relations. rather than points of 00ctrinal
belief: the conflicts go away. Ifwe take a belief such as "'my sbaykh is qutb'" to represent an objective
proposition. a doctrine, then there is a contradiction between different qutb claims. But such statements
may be better regarded as describing spiritual-social relationships. To say "'my sbaykh is the qutb" is
equivalent to S8.)ing "'my shaykh is great and importaDt for me'". In this case.. there is no contradiction
among similar claims in different tuIUq, because relationships do not contradict each other, only
propositions do. On the other baud, the shared be1ieftbat the great saints of the past are qutbs can be
regarded as points of Sufi doctriDe.
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10 Official

ranking,c are mentioaed. in the 1976 and 1978 regulatiODS governing the Sufi orders; see

Johansen 1996:265.27>6 where traDslatiODS are provided. For translation ofrelevant sediODS of the
older ordiDaDces of 1905. see de Jong 1978: 209..10
11

See de Jong EI2: "khaIifa (ill).... for full explication ofthis muIti.valent term as employed. in Sufism.

I:!

Such a separation obviously serves to prated. Sufis against charges of lcufr (unbeliet); since there can. be

no ptopbets after Muhammad, saints must be clearly difCe:reotiated from them. The controversy over the
existence of saints bas led to some interesting con.sequeJK:eS in Islamic bistory. The Qur.an ascnbes
miraadous deeds to Mary, mother of Jesus. Those who upbekl the possibility of sainthood as distinct
from propbethood pointed to these passages as providing evideDce. Some of those who denied the
possibility ofsainthood tbeJefore embraced the controversial notion that Mary was in faa a prophet. See
Fierro 1997.
13

It is interestiDg to note the parallelisms between prophets and saints: mu·jizat and. k:aramat. wally and

~ uabi and qutb. In addition. many of the great saints are considered to be connected to particular
prophers.
14 Illiteracy as a touchstone of authenticity finds its Islamic origin in the situation of the Prophet
Muhammad. who received the Qur'an while unable to read or write. Muslims commonly cite his
illiteracy as a proof of the authenticity of his Revelation.

IS

Sometimes this dedsion does not occur until the era ofthe first kha1ifa (below).

16 The

Bayyumiyya, discussed below, is an iDstaJK:e.

17

Some of the Bayyumiyya bayts today are of this type; see description of the BayJumiyya below.

18

Self-awareness. the emergeace of group consciousness. depe:ods on a high level of active commi1:lDeltt

by members.. who identify their own needs and. wants strongly with the good of the group. Sinc:e the group
is an exteDsion of the fonuding shaykh.. during his lifetime he lepreseots that coDSCiousaess., aud can serve
as its cemraJ iDrcUigeace and strategy-formuJator; loyalty of members precludes doubt and assures
absolure submission to his will. After him, the khaIifa can to some extent assume this rol~ but to a greater
extent saategies are the result of a participItory group process. at least among the seaior members. Group
consciousness is very high in this period of group-fonDation, due to an awareuess of the momentousness
oftbis process. In later periods.. it may 0D1y be when dle gmup experiences a serious exterDaI threat to its
existence that such a level of seIf<ODSCioasness may reemerge.
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4. Language Performance and the Hadra
A. Introduction

1.

The badra as ritual

Gilsenan has called the Sufi hadra a "liturgical ritual" in ''"virtual time", far from
social concerns, a statement of"primal identity", not a ritual which effects transformations
in status (rites de passage), or confirmations of status (ceremonials) (Gilsenan 1973: 182).

The negative portion ofthis statement, at least, seems an accurate assessment ofthe hadra.
But though he recognizes the social effects and milieu ofthe haetra (as constructing unity,
as subject to historical change), he somehow refuses to take them seriously., preferring to
dwell on the "insider''' notion of dhikr as constructing only a transcendent link between
man as a "primordial" asocial being, and God. This is perhaps close to Sufi teachings, at

least to some ofthem., and yet such an analysis is not useful ifone wants to understand
how the hadra works its social effects.
Sufis consider the hadra to be a form of supererogatory prayer (najila,. or najI),

incumbent on them by virtue oftheir membership in the tariqa. In terms ofindividual
function, hadra hardly seems distinguishable from obligatory prayer (salah); both forms of
prayer redound to one's spiritual credit., the main difference being that obligatory prayer is
enjoined by God as a minimum spiritual duty. 1 But from a social point of view., the
differences are enormous, for while obligatory prayer (as liturgical ritual) could be said to
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vaguely tie one's identity to the larger Islamic Community (Umma), the hadra binds one to
a specific social group (the tariqa), and it is the only ritual act to do so effectively, the 'ahd
notwithstanding. If one wishes to understand that group, and how it copes (or fails to
cope) with the forces of modernity, analysis ofthe hadra would appear to be a good place
to start.
How to analyze the hadra? Aside from occasional dress-codes and banners.. the
hadra does not offer many visual symbols to be interpreted.. and those which do occur are
not central to ritual efficacy. The hadra is therefore not open to a common style ofritual
analysis, which is based on interpretation ofvisually present symbols: objects, colors,
movements, signs. One soon tires ofasking participants for the ''meanings'' of actions or
geometrical formations, for interesting meanings are rarely yielded up in this way. Rather,
many such visually present symbols are considered by participants to be merely abstract
and traditional, not an object ofthought, present without particular purpose or sense; ''we
just do it that way", they say, or else give pedestrian explanations where the researcher
hoped for deep spiritual meaning. Others ofthese symbols have meanings, but those are
not central to what is happening in the hadra. Visually present symbols may be practically
effective, however; in particular, the arbitrary ritual patterns exhibited by each group help
to form a symbolic system ofdifferences which is used to characterize the group in
distinction to others. But considering the entire ritual as a single composite symbol is not
germane to understanding how its various parts works inside.
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Gilsenan also remarks on this phenomenon ofthe hadra in his discussion ofthe
Hamidiyya Shadhiliyya (Gilsenan 1973: 18S). However, his focus is excessively on the

repeated Name of dhikr and its power to produce a transcendent unity,. whereas much of
the hadra is not dhikr, and (even in dhikr) much ofthe experience is not ofthis type. Dhikr
is surely that aspect of hadra most fascinating to western scholars; yet the "liturgical
ritual" he describes is in reality a complex liturgy containing much more than dhikr.

Furthermore the kind of mystical experience Gilsenan so beautifully portrays can hardly be
analyzed further; it is., after all, mystical. But what is the empirical "stuff" ofthe hadra., the
essential symbolic agents? I claim that the basic material ofhadra is LP.
Therefore, if the hadra is to be analyzed as a meaningful or efficacious ritual., or
even as an ineffectual ritual, what requires interpretation are the multiple dimensions of
language performance, including its texts., meanings, the sonic substrate which supports it,
and the pragmatic framework (behavioral, positional, communicative) in which it is
embedded. For this reason I have structured the analysis ofbadra in terms ofLP.
2.

Overview

The Sufi hadra is the central corporate ritual of Sufism., and the analytical focus of
this dissertation. It consists primarily ofvarious genres ofLP. Later, I will analyze these
genres as Performed in particular tariqa hadras, in order to understand how they may
represent group-level strategies for solving the social problems and meeting the social
needs ofthe group. The goal ofthis chapter is primarily to introduce each ofthese
genres, and their positions within performance.
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In order to do this, I will present the general form ofthe hadra in detail

introducing the texts, general meamngs, and performative characteristics ofthe principle
genres of LP of which it is constituted, which are the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Fawatih
Ad'iyya
Hizb (and related genres: awrad, sa/awat. istighfar)
Dhikr
lnshad

•

Speech

These will be explained in detail later on. But first I present some general
considerations regarding LP applying to all the genres, which will be useful for all
subsequent discussions.

B. Language Performance in the hadra: general considerations
1.

Tonal LP

The prevailing impression among scholars and laypeople alike is that Islam forbids
music in religious ~ and indeed frowns upon music in any context. The use of singing
in Sufi orders is often cited as the exception which proves the rule. But melodious use of

the voice is rarely absent even in mainstream Islam.
The prevalence ofthe melodic voice in Islam stems from the central position of
language, texts, and linguistic recitations within Islamic faith and practice. Intoned and
melodized versions ofthese forms developed in order to beautifY and extol them, to draw
the listener's attention, to facilitate retention, to clarify meaning, and to develop
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appropriate emotional responses. Daily in Egypt one hears tajwid (Que' anic recitation),.
adhall (the call to prayer), and ibtihaJat (supplications to God) in ornate melodic styles.
Adfiyya (supplicatory prayers; singular: du'a') may be performed with great melodic

artistry, particularly during Ramadan. The Prophet himself said: ''He who does not recite

the Qur'an tunefully is not one orus." (al-Nawawi 1975: 187).
But such vocal-melodic recitations are not considered musiqa, which refers to the
music produced by instruments, particularly melodic instruments associated with
irreligious activities, such as dancing and drinking. Musiqa is therefore frowned upon in
religious contexts. Even ghina (singing) is too laden with secular connotations to be
t

applied to true religious music.
Therefore, intoned recitation of poetry as a religious act is termed inshad dini.
Inshad is always performed tonallr, but different performances may vary widely in the

elaborateness ofthe melodic resources employed, ranging from repetitive chants in a
narrow compass, to elaborate vocalizations, full of melisma, drawing upon the full system
ofmusical maqamat (melodic modes). When the recited text is not shi'r, special terms are
used, such as adhan, tajwid, and ad'iyya; these solo genres are integral to the prayer rite.
While they need not always be performed tonally, in their melodized forms they share
many musical features with inshad, and display a similar range of musical complexity.
Differences between these genres are determined more by textual and performative
meanings than by musical style.
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Other genres may also be performed tonally~ albeit with less melodic elaboration,
or at least contain tonal elements. The group prayers characteristic of each Sufi order

(hizh. awrad, istighfar. saJawat) are ordinarily performed using distinct recitation tones~
and sometimes in a style similar to simple inshad. Speeches-in the form of sermons or
lessons-are largely non-melodic~ but tonality may be used as a form ofemphasis or to
raise emotion; Qur'anic segments of a khutba (sermon) are often performed using a
melodic style oftajwid.

2.

Repetition

Hadra LP often contains segments which consist of a unit oftext, repeated over
and over. These may be termed "textually periodic LP segments"; the number of
repetitions is sometimes considered significant to the spiritual efficacy ofperformance.
There are two kinds of repetition of such units: counted, and uncounted. Most dhikr falls
under the latter category; the muridin repeat a dhikr formula for a certain period oftime
without anyone counting them; the total number ofrepetitions is not important. Textually
periodic segments of the hizb and win!, however, are normatively repeated a fixed
number of times, even if such counts do not always actually occur in practice. 3
There are three principles underlying such repetition:

reinforcement~

SUIU18, and

numerology.

Reinforcement. Some repetition is performed in order to create a state of
concentration, in order to maximize the probability that at least one repetition will have
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been performed with sincere intention, truly fek; in order to generate maximal spiritual
benefits; or merely to ensure that the murid will spend hours each day in prayer. In such
cases., either no repeat counts are given (as in most dhikr)., or else the count is a large.,
round number (a thousan~ ten thousan~ and so on). Although large numbers are often
given in specific fo~ the intention behind them is simply "a large number''', and the actual
number of repetitions is not generally held to be critical for spiritual efficacy. Of such
repetition, one prominent Sufi shaykh noted that we all know what "ta ilaha iDa Allah'"
means as a logical assertion; the goal of repetition is to "taste" its meaning, to feel its
truth., and we do this by repeating it again and again, hoping to comprehend its true
meaning in this way. Members ofa particular Burbamiyya tariqa are supposed to recite
several adhkm formulas., such as istighfar (a request for forgiveness), one hundred
thousand times per day., and a blessing for the Prophet one million times each dayf A
member explained that the intention ofsuch instructions is not to count these repetitions
exactly., but rather to be constantly reciting.

Sunna. Many repeat counts are taken from the Hadith, reports about the
Prophet's words or actions which descn'be his customary practices (Sunna). Often the
Prophet repeated his words thrice. Thus it was reported by Bukbari4 that the Prophet
sometimes repeated his words three times in order that they be understood (al-Nawawi
1975: 141); Muslim cites an example of this (al-Nawawi 1975:291). Three-fold repetition
occurs in the obligatory prayer (salah). In specific ha.dith, the Prophet advises repetition of
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particular prayer fonnulas three, ten., thirty-three,. and one hundred times (al-Nawawi
1975:237-8).
NlImerology. Unusual-looking numbers appearing in some prayers are frequently

derived by means ofcomplex mystico-arithmetic schemes, known generally as 'ilm alhunif(the science ofletters). The "science ofletters" is a cabalistic scheme assigning
numerical values to letters in order to form a decimal place system (see Appendix). The
numerical value of a word or phrase may be derived simply by adding the values of its
letters, or through more complicated arithmetic manipulations. In Egypt 'ilm al-huruf is
attn'buted to the esoteric knowledge ( 'ilm batinl) of Imam 'Ali ibn Abi Talib (thus
suggesting a possible Shi'a origin) and is closely related to magic; all sorts ofpowers are
attributed to textual formulas when repeated according to the numerical values produced
by their letters, including the ability to see into the future, to conjure or exorcise jinn, or
cure illness. Repeating one ofthe Names of God a particular number oftimes may also
call the angel responsible for the Name invoked.

In Sufism., the following are some common-stated efficacious applications ofthe

numerological system, where the "numerical value of x" means "the sum ofthe numerical
values ofthe letters of x".
•
•
•

•

Repeat a dhikr formula n times, where n is the numerical value ofthe formula. (Thus
''Latif' (a name of God) is commonly recited 129 times; "Allah" 66 times.)
Repeat a dhikr formula n*n times" where n is the numerical value ofthe formula.
Let n be the numerical value ofyour name. Then repeat a Name ofGod n times.
Find the Name ofGod (or group ofNames) whose numerical value equals n, the
numerical value ofyour name, and repeat it n times. Then God will protect you from
evil.
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While repetition can be considered an important aspect of local knowledge about
the spiritual efficacy ofLP ~ I will mainly be concerned to differentiate the three primary
types just mentioned. The first (uncount~ or large number) represents the mystical type,

in which LP is used to induce an altered state which is characterized by total concentration
on the text's signified. The second (Sunna) represents the orthodox type, in which
repetition follows Prophetic guidance. Finally the third represents an esoteric nonexperiential aspect ofmystical practice, sometimes condemned by the orthodoxy as a form
of magic, in which it is the precise performance of a string of signifiers which is
paramount. Another factor is whether or not repeat counts are actually respected in
practice.

3.

Naming

Naming is a central important component ofthree particular genres ofLP-

jawatih., ad'iyya, dhikr, and madad (a form ofinshad, explicated below)-although it
occurs in all ofthem. The named are various portions ofthe human/sacred spectrum:
living people, shaykhs (especially those in the silsila), saints (especially the qutb)~ the Ahl
aI-Bayt., the Prophet, God. Names are significant for the particular laqah (epithet)
employed, not only for the e8tity thus named; the reference is as important as the referent.
Requests (as in ad'iyya and madad) usually include a fonn of nida ' (invocation)
followed by a laqab ofthe entity to which the request is directed; that laqab sometimes
indicates the thing requested. Thus one addresses God with "Ya Rahim!" ("Oh
Mercifull") to request His mercy, and as"Ya Ghaffarl" e'Oh Forgiver!'} to request His
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forgiveness. Similarly, one may say '1nadad ya Umm Hanan" ("Help~ oh mother of
kindness") to request compassion from Sayyida Zaynab. Fawatih are prayers for
particular individua1s~ who must be named as well.
Which names are invoked says much about the group and its strategies; I will
analyze them later on.

4.

Textual sources

The major source oftext for LP in the hadra is Qur'an and Hadith. That which is
not quoted directly from these twin pillars of Islamic piety is inspired by th~ albeit via a
Sufi interpretation. However elements from both are taken out oforiginal context and
combined with words ofthe Sufi shaykhs and saints. Thus one finds elements of Qur'an
and Hadith woven throughout the badra, but interpolated with other material as well,
forming a kind of collage.
Here I consider some ofthe principal ''recombinant elements" out ofwhich LP
genres are constructed.

a.

QIIr~till

The Qur~an itselfis a prime source of textual material used within fawa~ ad'iyy,

hizb, wir~ dhikr, and speech genres ofLP; sometimes large stretches are recited in hadra

as well (tajwid).
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1.

On the benefits ofQur'anic recitation

The great benefits of Que' anic LP are attested by hadith. Thus according to
Muslim, the Prophet said that the Qur' an will intercede for its readers on the Day of
Judgement (al-Nawawi 1975: 185). More specifically, he said that every letter which is
recited will be counted as ten good deeds (al-Nawawi 1975: 186). Even the recitation of
recombinant bits ofQur'an, as woven into other genres ofLP, is therefore spiritually
efficacious. Its use also authorizes the hadra as true Islamic expression, and binds Sufi
practice to general Islamic practice.
Particular verses are commonly performed:

2.

aI-Fatiha (chapter 1)

No chapter (sura) ofthe Qur'an plays such a large role in the Muslim's life as the
Fatiha, whose English rendition may be given as fonows:

In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Merciful
Praise be to Allah. Lord ofthe Worlds,
The Beneficent, the Merciful.
Master ofthe Day ofJudgment,
Thee (alone) we worship; Thee (alone) we ask for help.
Show us the straight path,
The path ofthose whom Thou hast favoured; Not the (path) ofthose who
earn Thine anger nor ofthose who go astray.
Its specialness arises out ofits meanings which encapsulate the essence ofIslam,
beginning with praise ofGod (" ...Praise be to Allah, Lord ofthe Worlds..."); then an
affirmation offaith, stating the clear relation between worshipper and God (n... Thee
(alone) we worship; Thee (alone) we ask: for help..."); and concluding with a duca', a
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petition to God ("...Show us the straight path. ..'J. Its imponance thus far outweighs its
scant length (only seven verses)~ a badith from the collection ofal-Bukhari recounts that

the Prophet accorded it the status ofthe Ugreatest chapter" in the entire Qur'an (aINawawi 1975: 187). It is said to be two-thirds ofthe Qur'an; or (elsewhere) to outweigh
the rest ofthe Qur'an seven times over (Padwick 1961: 109).
The recitation ofthe Fatiha as an LPS carries multiple levels of meaning and
significance. The significance of this act is highlighted by the existence of a plural form,
''fawatih'', which is only meaningful as a description ofrecitation (since the sura itself
cannot admit ofa plural). All Qur'amc recitation confers spiritual benefits upon the
reciter, but the special meanings ofthe Fatiha themselves imply an act ofworsbip:
praising God, affinning faith, and requesting guidance. The performative act of reciting
the Fatiba itself conveys special blessing to the reciter as a generalized OO'a' for blessing
or forgiveness. The significance ofthe Fatiha as a du'a' is indicated by the position ofthe

hands during recitation, which should be held before the face, palms turned up, as in other
du'a'recitations. Furthermore, the blessings ofthe Fatiha may be redirected to another
person by preceding the recitation by an intention to that effect (vocalized or not) that the
following Fatiha recitation is for someone.
Thus a person going on pilgrimage (haJJ) may recite the Fatiha for friends and
family left behind, and fawatih are recited for the ill or troubled. The Fatiha is recited
before the tomb ofany Muslim, where it functions as a prayer for that person's spirit.
When the Fatiha is recited at the shrine ofa saint, however, its primary meaning may be as
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a prayer of request for oneself(or for another intended person)" a means ofhonoring the
saint,. or obtaining the samt's baraka. A recitation ofthe Fatihafor the Prophet, AhI al-

Bayt., or saints carries the meaning ofan invocation of th~ and supplication to them.
Such an act when performed in the hadra serves to make the saint present.
The recitation ofthe Fatiba may also take the meaning ofan oath or promise"
sealing any verbal agreement with a sense of gravity and commitment through the religious
act ofpraying in this way. Thus for instance, the Fatiha is recited by both families to
conclude a marriage agreement. This meaning is always present whenever the Fatiha is
recited,. in the sense that in reciting it,. a transformation from the ordinary to the sacred
occurs immediately. Perhaps because the Fatiha is also the opening verse ofthe Qur'an
(and literally means "Opening"), or because ofits great importance, no other Qur'anic
verse bas the same effect so strongly. Whatever is said or done in the sacred context must
of necessity be more sincere. For this reason, perhapS., the Fatiba is recited as a way of
marking the beginning and end ofa sacred interval, such as the hadra.
The Fatiha must be recited in every rak'a' ofeach oftive obligatory daily prayers,
and is therefore performed at minimum seventeen times each day by every Muslim who
carries out this religious obligation. Sha'rani (considered earlier) wrote in his Lata tifaJMinan: "All the meanings ofthe Qur'an are gathered together in the Fatiha. It is as

though in every rale'a they prayed the whole Qur'an." (cited in Padwick 1961: 109).
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3.

aI-IkhIas is the third to last

al-IkhIas (chapter 112)
~

and one ofthe shortest. It is a concise statement

of God's principal attributes: unity" eternity" neither begotten nor begetting. Several
reliable hadith in collections ofBukhari and Muslim recount that it is equal to a third of
the Qur"an,. and its recitation is equivalent to reciting a third ofthe Qur"an. In Tirmidhi"s
collection,. the Prophet says that love of this sura will admit the believer to Paradise (alNawawi 1975: 187). For this reason it is often recited thrice at various points in the hadra.,

and in nearly every Irizb; sometimes it is used as a wird in itself
4.

aI-Mu'awwadhatayn

The last two suras in the Qur'an,. al-Falaq (113), and al-Nas (114)" are ofgreat
perfonnative importance. They are frequently recited as a protection against the evil
inclinations of ins (man) andjinn, thus being collectively known collectively as alMu'awwadhatayn (the two petitions for refuge), and appear together in many Sufi
prayers, following the three-fold repetition ofal-IkhIas.

S.

Ad'iyya from the Qur'an

Although the d,,'a ' (prayer ofrequest; plural ad'iyya) is not SPeCifically required
within the obligatory prayer rite (salah), it is nevertheless considered an essential part of
faith, for God says in the Qur'an: "And your Lord hath said: Pray unto Me and I will

hear your prayer. Lo! those who scorn My service" they will enter heD, disgraced."
(40:60; the verb form used for "pray" makes clear the meaning "recite du'a'''). The du'a"
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is a free form of prayer, in which the individual Muslim may supplicate God in his own
words. However particuJar ad'iyya are considered to be more efficacious than others.
Some ad'iyya are especially sanctioned because they are taken from the Qur'anic itself:

These include the Fatiha (descnbed above) and the end of surat al-Baqara (2:286).
Booklets containing du'a' from Qur'an and Hadith are widely sold in Cairo, usually with
the title ual-Du'a' al-Mustajab" ("Answered Prayer"; e.g. 'Abd al-Jawwad n.d.). These
are employed by all Muslims, and are not particular to the Sufis.

6.

Other

Other chapters and verses ofthe Qur'an are also frequently included in the hadra.
Among these are the Ayat al-Kursi ("Throne Verse"; 2:256), surat Yasin (36), surat alSharah (94), and the final three verses of Surat al-Baqara (2:284-6). Other verses
attesting to God's unity are also common (the Bayyumiyya hizb is built around these).

b.

Hadith

1.

Adhkar

Adhkar are remembrances ofOod, sanctioned by Prophetic tradition. (Sometimes
the term is used to encompass the Prophet's ad'iyya as well, or all ofhis sayings.) The

hadith from which these sayings are derived indicate that they are especially sanctioned in
particular contexts: at particular times ofday, or upon performing particular acts. They
constitute a form of supererogatory devotion which, being sanctioned by Hadith, is not
limited to Sufism. Adbkar occupy a central position in Muslim practice generally, being
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ritual formulas authorized by Prophetic usage. However the Sufis., in their effort to imitate
the Prophet and increase their devotions~ take them up more seriously than other Muslims
generally do~ and sometimes become the focus ofgroup and individual performances in
the orders. Small booklets ofadhkar are often sold in religious bookshops., or distributed
by Sufi orders.
The recitation of many adhkar is exhorted in the badith, sometimes with
instructions for performance., the following are among the most common forms., taken
from aI-Nawawi's collection, Riyad al-Salihin (al-Nawawi 1975:236-241). Note that
several ofthese LP formulae are actually themselves named.
• Subhana Allah wa hi hamdih; suhhana Allah al- ~a..-rjm (Glorified be God and His is

the Praise; Glorified be God., the Lord of Majesty). The Prophet praised these phrases
as ""easy on the tongue, but heavy on the balance and loved by God".
• SlIhhana Allah wa al-hamdu li//ah wa la i/aha ilia Allah wa Allahu akbar (Glory be

to God., and to God belongs all Praise, and there is none worthy ofworship save God,
and God is Great). The Prophet praised these four phrases as dearer than the whole
universe. [They are called the tasbih, tahmid, tahlil., and talcbir, respectively.]
• La i/aha ilia Allah wahdahu la sharika lah, lahu a/-mulk wa lahu al-hamd wa huwa

tala /cull shay 'in qadi,. (There is none worthy ofworship save Allah the One, Who has
no associate., His is the Kingdom and His the Praise and He has Power over all things).
The Prophet said that one reciting this formula one hundred times in a day would
receive merit equal to baving freed ten slaves., plus a hundred good actions would be
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credited to him, a hundred defaults wiped away, and he would be guarded from Satan
for the rest ofthe day.

• La ilaha ilia Allah (There is none worthy ofworship save Allah). [Variously termed

tahlif.

haylal~

kalimat al-tawhid, tawhid.] The Prophet said that this is the best

remembrance of Allah spoken by the prophets.

• Suhhana Allah wa hi hamdih. (Glorified be God and His is the Praise). The Prophet
said that for him who says it, a date tree is planted in Paradise.

• Suhhana Allah (33 times), al-hamdu Ii/lab (33 times), Allah« akhar (33 times), La
i1aha illah Allah wahduhu la sharika lah. IaJnI al-mulk wa Iah« al-hamd wa huwa
'ala /alii shay'in qadir. The Prophet said that he who recites these phrases after every
prayer will have all his sins forgiven. [Pious Muslims generally recite these fonnulascalled tasbih, tabmid.. takbir, and tahlil-after prayers, using a sibba (rosary) of 33
beads, or 100 beads divided into three sections, or counting using a finger-system.]

• La hawla wa la quwwata ilia hi Allah. (There is no strength to resist evil, nor power
to do good except through Allah). [This fonnula is called the hawqala.]

2.

al-Shahada

The shahada (Islamic testimony offaith) has two pans. The first is the creed of
tawhid (unity), ''la ilaha illa Allah" (there is no deity but God). The second is the creed of
Muhammad's apostleship, "Muhammad rasu! Allah" (Muhammad is the messenger of
God). Although not found in the Qur'an, the sbabada has been accepted as Sunna.
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The shahada (testimony offaith) is absolutely basic to Islam, being considered one
ofthe five pillars (with prayer., fasting the month ofR.amadan., paying alms., and making
the pil81image iftinanciaIly possible); its mere recitation is often considered sufficient for
conversion. The shahada may be uttered in periods ofstress or hardship. It may be written
on a slip ofpaper, then separated into its two halves; friends or lovers who wish to be
reunited each take one bale when two friends part, the first may recite the fonnula of
tawhid, to which the second responds with '~uhammad rasul Allah". It is inscn"bed on
buildings., jewelry, banners, framed and hung in Muslim's homes. Its performance is at the
center of faith, repeated in every obligatory prayer, and is a doctrinal point upon which all
Muslims can and must agree., whatever other differences may arise between them.
Tawhid. The formula oftawhid is comprised oftwo parts., which must be

conjoined: the negation (nafY) "Ia ilaha'" (there is no deity., by itse1fkufr (unbeliet),
followed by the affirmation (ithbat) "illa Allah" (except God). This statement of
monotheism is central to Islam's call., especially in the early days when the religion ofthe
idolaters had to be destroyed. The Prophet said that ''la ilaha illa Allah'" were the best
words he or any previous Prophet every uttered, and it was constantly on his lips, for this
reason it is considered primary among the adhkar, the Prophet's devotional formulas. For
the Sufi the notion oftawhid is frequently interpreted more broadly to mean that nothing
should be strongly desired other than God. Tawhid is a denial of all inclinations ofthe
oafs (seat of sensual desires) toward various forms ofpleasure, and an assertion that God
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alone is worthy of attention. More esoterically it is sometimes taken to mean that there is
no true existence other than God.
So central is this formula both theologically and in everyday Islamic practice (when
a Muslim experiences hardship or astonishment he is likely to exclaim "ta ilaha ilIa Allah!")
that although it is grammatically a sentence, it is given also the status of a Name of God,
and is recited both as sentence and Name in dhikr. Further, the formula is itselfnamed,
being called the "1m al-jalala", and its recitation is called "al-tahlil" (the word also means
"rejoicing'), or "al-baylala'''. 6 Recitation ofthe tahlil is an important variant ofthe Sufi
dhikr. Because the tahlil is a central article offaith., its recitation is considered preparatory

in dhikr, and often precedes recitation ofthe Names.
Sufis find the formula of tawhid encapsulated within the quasi-acronym "Iayfa".
This acronym is homophonic with the Arabic word for "night", as well as the female name
l>'Layla". The former becomes symbolic ofthe spiritual potential ofthe night, especially
the waqt al-sahar just before dawn, when connections between man and God are closest.
Night-time is associated with love., but those who stay up at night with the Beloved are the
lovers of God., i.e. the true mystics; there is also a night-vigil prayer (/ahajjud) performed
late at night. God Himselfis also imagined symbolically as a beautiful woman, Layla, and
the relation between lover (Sufi) and Beloved can be described in terms of erotic love; this
idea may have arisen through Sufi interpretations ofthe famous love poem., l>~ays wa
Layla". These themes, images, and their connections are endlessly exploited in the dense
symbolism of Sufi poetry.
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But it is the second part ofthe shahada, ''Muhammad rasul Allah" (Muhammad is
the messenger ofGod) which is at once less subject to interpretation, and more defining of
what it means to be Muslim. Tawhid is absolutely necessary to Islam., but belief in tawhid
by itselfis not enough to be a Muslim. Rather, the Muslim must also believe in the
Prophet as Messenger of Go~ which implies belief in the Qur' an as a Divine Revelation.
The Sbahada admits ofvariant forms sanctioned by Hadith:
• "Ia ilaha ilia Allah Muhammad rasu1 Allah" ("there is no deity but God and Muhammad
is the messenger ofGod")
77

• «Ashhadu anna la ilaha iDa Allah wa ashhadu anna Muhammadan rasul AIlah ('1
testify that there is no deity but God and I testify that Muhammad is the messenger of
God"'~ this form is used in the

call to prayer (adhan».

• "Ashhadu anna la ilaha iDa Allah wahdahu la sbarika labu wa ashhadu anna
Muhammad 'abduhu wa rasulu" ("I testify that there is no deity but Go~ alone,
without partner, and I testify that Muhammad is His servant and messenger"; this form
is used in daily prayer.)
The elaborations are endless, but the meaning is always the same: God is One, and
Muhammad is His Prophet.

3.

Ad'iyya Nabawiyya

Many Hadith exhort the faithful to perform ad'iyya, providing specific texts for
prayers to be used for a wide variety of purposes and circumstances, including general
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protection against evil, forgiveness of sins, and safety while on a journey (al-Nawawi
1975: 182-184,241,245-249). Booklets containing du'a' from Qur'an and Hadith are
widely sold in Cairo, usually with the title "'al-Du'a' al-Mustajab" ("Answered Prayer't).
Ad'iyya nabawiyya (Prophetic ad'iyya) are also used in the hadra.
A most important class of du'a' is the petition for forgiveness (istighfar). Many
forms for such prayers can be found in the Hadith. Thus the Prophet said that he who
supplicates "I seek the forgiveness of Allah, there is none worthy of worship save Him, the
Ever-Living, the Self-Subsisting, and tum to Him in repentance", will be forgiven his sins
(al-Nawawi 1975:320). The petition for forgiveness is frequently included in the hizb, or
recited independently in group or individual devotions., as a means of self-purification.

c.

Asma' AIIIlh aI-HlIsfta

God is descn'bed in the Qur'an as possessing '~e most beautiful [fairest] Names"

(7: 180): "AJIah's are the fairest names. Invoke Him by them." Thus this was the basis for
a ''theology ofthe divine names''', as Schimmel calls it, in which particular Names were
elaborat~ and their inner meanings and mystical efficacies explicated. The standard set

contains ninety-nine such Names some ofwhich are drawn from the Qur'an; mystics say
there is a hidden greatest Name as well which is only revealed to those ofhigh spiritual
station. These Names of praise express particular attributes or qualities of God (Schimmel
1975: 177). Others counted more Names, hundreds, thousands, or even exactly 124,000
(the number of prophets), since every prophet was endowed with the reality ofa Divine
Name (padwick 1961: 105).
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Indeed~

the Names constitute not merely a ~'theology'~ but also a mystical practice..

following the Qur'anic exhortation ''invoke Him by them"', The fonnulas repeated over
and over in dhikr are drawn from the collection of ninety-nine Names. The Names are
also used as epithets of God in performing the du r. a ~ , and a Sufi shaykh may assign his

murid a particular Name to repeat or contemplate~ according to the mood ~ s mystical
station (maqam).
Many Sufi orders also perform the ninety-nine Names in sequence; such LP is
often melodic. Thus the Hamidiyya Shadhiliyya described by Gilsenan (Gilsenan 1973)
perform them following Friday prayers~ set to a fixed melody. It was no doubt partly for
this purpose that the Sufi rosary (Slbha) has ninety-nine beads. It was said "He who
counts them enters Paradise" (padwick 1961: 105)
Recitation ofthe Names were also granted a purely performative efficacy. I have
already mentioned the importance ofthe correspondence between numerical values ofthe
Names and repetition in recitation., and likewise the importance of selecting a Name based
on its numerical correspondence to that ofone's own name. (See also Padwick
1961:106-7.)

d.

SaltlWtIt

Salawat are requests to God that He bless the Prophet. In the singular, it is known
as the tas/iya or "aI-salah 'ala Muhammad" ("blessing for the Prophet"). The performance
ofsalawat is enjoined by the Qur'an itself: in Surat Ahzab (33:S6): "Lo' Allah and His
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angels shower blessings on the Prophet. Oh ye who believe' Ask blessings on him and
salute him with a worthy salutation."
The standard short forms are "'Salla AlJahu "aIayhi wa salIam" ("~y God bless

him and give him peacen ), "AlIahumma saIIi "ala sayyidina Muhammadu ("Oh God! Bless
our master Muhammad''')., or m. AJayhi aI-saiat wa ai-salam" ("May blessings and peace be
upon him"). Most often, the Prophet's family and companions (the Ahl aI-Bayt and
Sahaba) are appended to the prayer, which typically takes the following form: ""Salla Allah
"ala sayyidina Muhammad wa 'ala alibi wa sahbihi wa saIIam", "May God bless our master

Muhammad, his family and companions, and give them peace."
SaIawat are technically a kind ofdu'a' for the Prophet. This makes them
particularly efficacious and beneficial in performance. Like the plural form "fawatih", the
word "salawat" denotes the multiplicity ofperfonnance, not the multiplicity oftextual
forms. Sufis say that salawat are the only kind ofdu'a' which are always granted, and that
the performance ofsalawat in conjunction with other du'a' is a sufficient (or necessary)
condition for those prayers to be accepted as well. Reciting saJawat is said to be a means
ofdrawing near to the Prophet, perhaps attaining a vision ofhim., in dreams or even while
awake. A hadith qudsi (speech of God as recounted by the Prophet) frequently recounted
by Sufis mentions that he who calls for blessings on the Prophet once will be blessed by
God ten times (Schimmel 1985:92-93).
Thus salawat are widely performed outside of Sufi contexts. All Muslims recite
them at the conclusion of every one ofthe five obligatory daily Muslim prayers, saying:
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"Oh Go~ bless Muhammad and his family, as you blessed Abraham and his family." A
pious Muslim will always add a tasliya after mentioning the Prophet's name, in speech or

in print, thus: "'...Sayyidna Muhamma~ 'A1ayhi al-salat wa a1-~ ... "or "'... Sayyidna
Muhamma~ saIIa

Allah 'alayhi wa saIIam, ...". Ifa speaker neglects to do so, the pious

Muslim listener will insert the tasliya himself In speech the command to ''bless the
Prophet'" (salli 'ala aI-nabi., to which one responds with any form oftasliya) should not be
refused; thus one finds that in ordinary conversations one Egyptian may interrupt
another's speech, or signal that he wishes to say something important., by telling the other
to ''bless the Prophet"; when the other does so., he seizes the floor himself
Salawat are included by Sufis in many LP performance genres. They mix with

Que' anic verses in the hizb. Inshad frequently features tasliya in the refrain, or as a poetic
theme. Speeches are constantly studded with instances oftasliya, at the very least
following each mention ofthe Prophet's name. The Sufi's daily wird usually includes
repetition ofa short tasliya as well.
But the greatest creativity in this genre are the longer salawat composed by Sufi
shaykhs and saints, often consisting ofseveral verses of rhyming prose (saja ') which
praise the Prophet's glorious qualities as well as asking for God's blessing upon him.
Collections of such salawat, often organized alphabetically by rhyme letter, are published

in booklet form or included along with the tariqa"s hizb and other prayers. The literary
qualities of such prayers served to make them more memorable, as well as more beautiful
(Schimmel 1985: 94). These may be performed collectively in hadra, or in individual wird
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recitation. The most famous and widely used collection ofsuch salawat is the to'Dala'il alKhayrat" composed by the ISth-century Moroccan shaykh, ai-lazuli (no relation to the
founder ofthe lazuliyya descnDed in this dissenation); recitations from this book are
frequently performed in Egypt.
Performance ofsalawat carries several meanings. Literally, tasliya is a du"a', but
an altruistic dutOa' which expresses one's love for the Prophet. More generally,
performance oftasliya is construed as a assertion ofpraise or honor for the Prophet.
Based on the hadith qudsi just cited, performance oftasliya is a means ofobtaining God's
blessings on oneself Finally, performance oftasliya, like dhikr, causes one to draw closer
to the Prophet.
As an example, one may consider the Kanz a/-Najahat a/-Ja 1ariyya (The la'fari

Treasure of Spiritual Gifts), by Shaykh Salih al-Ja'fari and Shaykh to Abd al-Ghani alJatOfari. The former was the founder ofthe la'fariyya tariqa, which we will take up shortly;
he composed the principal texts in this book, which consists mainly of saIawat.
The latter, the founder's son and current head ofthe order, wrote an introduction
in which he explains the virtues of salawat in general, and supports them with Qur'an and
Hadith (see aI-Ja'fari n.d.b:3-18).
After noting the Qur' anie injunction to bless the Prophet, Shaykh 'Abd al-Ghani
notes several meanings and benefits ofsalawat:
1) When one recites a tasliya once, God blesses him ten times.
2) Recitation ofsalawat is a kind ofrequest to God to link oneselfto the Prophet.
3) Recitation of salawat is a request to God to bless the Prophet, as is befitting.
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Thus (continues the shaykh),. recitation ofsalawat are one ofthe greatest means of
coming close to God, after recitation ofthe Qur'an itself Salawat are the only form of
worship which is always accepted by God. A hadith (from Tirmidhi) says that when Abi
bin Ka'b asked the Prophet how much of his prayer should be composed ofsalawat,. the
Prophet said: as much as you like,. but as much as you increase,. it will always be better for
you. For salawat is a form of worship,. and it is the basis for love ofthe Prophet,. and
assistance (madad) from him.
There follows Shaykh Salih al-Ja'fari"s collection offorty salawat,. each containing
several verses which both praise the Prophet and ask God to provide blessings upon him
and his family. Typically the short tasliya form (as cited earlier) is opened and filled with
praises; it begins and ends as usual, but praise is inserted in the middle. Such salawat
approach madih: inshad which praises the Prophet; at the same time,. from the existence of
such salawat one can begin to appreciate why the Sufis say that madih is really a form of
prayer. The following is an example of one ofthe shortest in this collection,. which is
usually recited by the tariqa in their Sunday evening hadra:
Oh God,. bless our master Muhammad,. pure ofhearts
Full oflove for the Lord ofWorshippers
Possessor ofcomprehensive words,. beneficial knowledge,. and radiant
lights
Your bringer ofglad tidings
Yourwamer
Your illuminating lamp
Most successful ofthe fortunate
Best ofthose who call to piety
And upon his family,. and give them peace.
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c.

Inshad Din; and Inshad Sufi

Inshad is at once the most flexible, artistically elaborate, and emotionally powerful
LP genre of hadra, and thus deserves a special ethnographic treatment. The general
category is inshad din; (religious inshad), within which tnshad sufi emerges a special ease\>
depending on themes and contexts.

1.

Introduction

[Ilshad dilli (religious hymn-singin& often simply called '1nshadn ) is sacred Islamic

singing: melodic vocal performance ofshi'r (Arabic poetry) within Islamic practice
(Christian singing is usually called taranim). The singer ofinshad is called a munshid
(plural: munshidin), and is addressed with the title c;lOshaykh" to indicate his elevated
religious status.
Inshad dini is a form ofworship\> broadly defined. While inshad may be
aesthetically pleasing or entertainin& its performance is primarily intended as a sincere
religious a~ and is interpreted as such by the listener. As worship, inshad dini is nafila
(supererogatory), and does not enter into the essential core ofreligious practice.
Therefore it is also freer to interact with secular music.
Inshad thus lies on a border zone between music and religion. The emotional
impact ofinshad draws upon both the affective influence ofmusic, and the spiritual power
of Islam. Inshad has a long history of interaction with the tarab tradition (the urban
secular musical style featuring listeners' deep emotional involvement) and for a period
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served as a primary madrasa (school) for mutnbin (tarab-style singers). Particularly in its
solo forms., inshad shares many elements with tarab music: mono- and heterophony; the
system of maqamat (melodic modes) and iqa 601 (rhythmic modes); poetic and musical
forms; centrality of poetry and the solo voice; a predilection for expressive-improvisatory

singing of evocative texts; prevalence of ornament and melisma; and non-metric
improvisation.
On the secular side, inshad borders aghani diniyya., songs employing the
mainstream urban Arabic music tradition with a religious text, but lacking sincere religious
intentio~ context,

or authority. On the religious side, inshad is performatively close to

various vocal forms which are central to Islamic practice, such as the adhan, and tajwid.,
which may be performed with great melodic intricacy. Yet neither are called inshad dim.
The terminological distinctions among different forms ofvocal practice must be
carefully heeded. Islam has historically adopted a restricted view toward the use of music
as a means of religious expression; the terms used both reveal and protect the conceptual
boundaries constructed to surround various kinds ofvocalization, all ofwhich would
naively be labelled ,csingingn or "music" by the English-speaking non-culture bearer.

Within inshad dini lies the subcategory ofinshad Sufi, although the boundaries
between them are not sharp, just as the boundaries between Islam and Sufism are not
sharp. Sufi concepts, beliefs, and practices permeate Islam generally, and musically there
is interpenetration as well. When the term '1nshad Sufi" is used, it usually indicates an
attempt to differentiate inshad which incorporates explicitly Sufi themes, or which occurs
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in explicitly Sufi contexts. I will simply use the word "insbadn in the subsequent
discussion.
Inshad is a means ofperforming poetic texts in a way which makes them more

memorable and more affective. Such texts may be important in the Sufi order as a means
ofgenerating spiritual emotion, communicating information, or as a form ofritual prayer
in themselves. Solo inshad is used to maximize melodic power, while group inshad is used
to maximize panicipation and total volume. When the value ofinshad lies in its active
performance or total energy, fully participatory group inshad may be emphasized~ when
listening or emotional experience is valued, solo or small-group inshad may be employed.
Complex melodies and improvisation may be used for emotional d~ while simpler
repetitive melodies are serve to maintain textual clarity and ensure unity in a group
recitation. Only in the public hadra is inshad the central hadra activity. In the turuq, inshad
may be more or less marginalized, or even absent. But in any case, a close examination of
inshad is highly revealing of aims and strategies (whether group or individual), since
inshad is a complex form ofLP containing many dimensions which may be manipulated
independently.

2.

IDshad within the hadra of Sufi turuq

fL

Metlnillg .,,4 p"rpose of;naiad in tie S"fi iadra

In Sufism, poetry is considered the linguistic vehicle most apt for expressing and

eliciting mystical feeling, and for communicating Sufi teachings and doctrines. Thus
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poetry is often composed by the shaykh, or one ofhis followers, and used for pedagogic
purposes. Such poems serve to disseminate and inculcate the shaykh's teachings and
mystical view; they are sung so as to be more palatable and memorable. Poetry is the

preferred medium for praise and requests, to God or the Prophet., because it is beautiful
and subtle; such poetry is sung to increase its beauty. Singing also provides nashwa
(rapture) for the hadra, raising the spiritual-emotional atmosphere and warding offennui.
For some, the wajd (ecstasy) produced by inshad serves as a means ofattaining mystical
experience. Finally, group singing increases members' sense ofbrotherhood and
camaraderie.
But music and wajd are controversial in Islam. Turuq, as official religious
institutions, must carefully regulate inshad and behavior in the badra, both in accord with
their own doctrines, and to avoid denunciations by religious conservatives. In order to

guide muridin, and as a response to defend the hadra against accusations ofheresy from
critics, it is necessary for tunlq to restrict the practice ofinshad and emotionalism in the
hadrs, and to clearly define its role.

b.

Texts

1.

Repertoire and selection

Poetry is considered the expressive medium most suitable for communicating the

delicate fragrances of mysticism, becoming even more power:ful with melody. Whereas

hizb and wird are formulaic, poetry can be freely molded by the shaykh to convey his
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mystical vision, assisted by the Hterary devices of poetry. At the same time, poetic rhyme
and meter, together with group recitations and musical settings., assist in rapid
memorization and internalization of meaning. For alI ofthese reasons., poetry is a
pedagogical device preferable to prose. Some Sufi shaykhs are prolific poets; while critics
may judge their output to be ofinsignificant literary value., the purpose oftheir writing is
expressive and pedagogic, not Hterary per se. As communication and understanding of
poetry is ofcentral concern, memorizing poetry is a requirement in some tumq; sometimes
poems are even discussed and interpreted in the badra.
Within the tumq munshidin frequently sing from an official canon ofpoetry
composed or selected by a shaykh or other member ofthe tariqa., often the founder.
Sometimes this canon is a diwan (collected poems) ofthe founder, or another tariqa
member. Poetry may be published and distnouted to members., who may sing from books
during hadra. For turuq which employ group insbad (such as the Shadbili orders)., such
collections are essential to enable all members to memorize the poetry. When literacy is
higher, the tariqa is more likely to publish an official poetry collection; for this reason
many ofthe modernist turuq have done so. The founders oftraditional turuq (such as Sidi

Ahmad a1-Rifaci and Sidi Ibrahim al-Dasuqi) often have poetry ascn'bed to them, however
these poems are not collected together and established as the tariqa's canon. Munshidin
may prefer them, but are equally likely to wander to other texts.
Poetry may also be selected from the Islamic and Sufi tradition, especially from the
diwans ofwell-known Sufi poets (such as Ibn a1-Farid, al-Bur'i, and a1-Busiri), or from
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widely available CODectiODS compiled for the munshidin and published by small presses.
Classical Arabic poetry may be learned orally, but derives from written sources. However,
colloquial poetry often exists in oral sources only; munsbidin learn by attending each

others' performances in badras.
When the tariqa lacks an established poetic repertoire, there is no group inshad. In
this case, the source for inshad is simply the munshid's particular repertoire, limited by the
standards ofappropriateness which apply for the context in which he will perform. Such a
situation is typical ofmany ofthe traditional orders, such as the Rifa'iyya, and the
Ba~ the latter will

be treated in detail.

Besides poetry., munshidin ordinarily sing madad (help), requests for spiritual
assistance directed to the Prophet., ahl al-bayt, and saints: (O'madad ya sayyidna alHusayn,"'. This is evidently an old custom, for it is described in Lane (1973:448); it is
presented in more detail below.
Some turuq employ a fixed poetic program at each hadra, including for instance
the "Burda" ofaI-Busiri, or particular poems written by the shaykh or founder. But more
commonly poetry is chosen during performance, drawn from the official tariqa repertoire,
or (if there is none) from the munsbid's repertoire. The choice of poetry theoretically lies
with the shaykh al-hacJra; although he may occasionally exercise control in this domain, the
actual choice is usually delegated to the lead munshid., particularly when the tariqa bas no
official repertoire. Munshidin usually attempt to match texts to the mood ofthe hadra, to
the themes which were mentioned in ~ or to the nearest religious occasion.
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For special holidays., such as the Mawlid al-Nabi, mawlids ofthe saints, and other
religious occasions, occasional texts may be sung, particularly outside of dhikr. Thus the
tariqa may recite from the Sira Nabawiyya (story ofthe Prophet's life) on the occasion of
the Prophet's birthday" or a poem in honor of ai-imam al-Husayn on the occasion ofhis
mawlid, or a poem describing the Hijra (emigration ofMuhammad from Mecca to Madina,
marking the beginning ofthe Islamic calendar) for the Islamic New Year.
It should be noted that munshidin need not sing a poem all the way through from
start to finish. For long poems, this would in any case be impossible within the time frame

allotted by hadra. A segment ofgroup inshad may consist ofone whole poem, or (rarely)
more than one; more often a section ofone poem is performed. Poetry may be repeated,
depending on the melodic fortD; such repeats are usually applied regularly to each strophe.
When there is a responding chorus, they ordinarily repeat a refrain (madhhab) which
typically consists ofthe first poetic line. Solo inshad is more flexible; the munshid may
repeat freely by jumping backwards within the text-within the same line, or back to a
previous line-and may also jump from one poem to another, or to non-poetic sections (see
below).
In general, insbad used in the turuq tends to be conservative and direct, remaining

close to uncontroversial topics clearly within the domain ofSbari'a, as compared to the
freer inshad performances performed for public hadras operating outside the jurisdiction of
the turuq. More theosophical or ecstatic mystical poetry, employing the dubious
metaphors ofdesire and intoxication, is less common within the orders regulated by
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central authority. This is so for two related reasons: First, because the turuq, being
permanent organjzations~ are accountable to the increasingly conservative mainstream
Islamic establishment~ and if standards are violated disciplinary actions may follow. If the
tariqa's repertoire is publish~ the tariqa must be especially careful about poetic choices.
Secondly, because many turuq are guided by conservative shaykhs many ofwhom believe
that Sufism, at least in its outward (zahir)

manifestatio~

ought to be close to the Shari"a.

For both reasons, the pressures to rePress more ecstatic forms of Sufi poetry are
felt more acutely in public contexts. The pressures are also strongest when the shaykh in
charge of perfonnance is more wlnerable to reformist criticism, due to his position of
conspicuous responsibility within the tariqa organization. Therefore, poetry of a more
overtly mystical cast is more likely to be performed in private. Likewise, hadra
performances performed by local chapters, at the periphery ofthe group~ are also more
likely to display mystical freedom. Such freedom may be eurtail~ however~ in strongly
centralized turuq, in which the central leader can easily monitor and control the outlying
districts.

2.

Genre: forms~ language level, and themes

Poetic forms include the qasida. muwashshah, zajal, and mawwal. Most poems
performed within the turuq are qasidas. The term qasida should properly apply to a poem
written in classical Arabic~ following one ofthe sixteen classical poetic meters (buhur).
Each line is divided into two hemistiches (shatras), and the end ofevery line, as well as the
end ofthe first hemistich, all employ the same rhyme. Sometimes muwashshahat
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(singular: muwashsbah) are also used; the muwashsbah is another classical poetic fol1D,

employing longer strophes and more complex rhyme schemes. Occasional the colloquial
Arabic forms, zajal and mawwal, may also be employed; since they are most frequently
drawn from the oral tradition, they tend to be selected by the munshid when no official

tariqa repertoire exists.
Many Sufis divide inshad thematically into two main types: that which praises,
thanks, petitiODS, or remembers God; and that which praises, blesses, petitions, or
expresses love for the Prophet, as well as the Ahl aI-Bayt and saints. The fanner category
is generally called tawhid., while the latter is called madih (literally, praise). More esoteric
poetry expressing the mystic's experience is usually included under the fanner category.

Most munshidin perform the gamut ofgenres, selecting material suitable for the context or
occasion.
More specific themes widely employed in religious inshad (not only Sufi inshad)
include the following: ihtiha/at. ad'iyya, istighfar (petitions and supplication to God);

tashih. tamjid, talchir, adhkar. tawhid (praise and remembrance of God); laWass,,1 and
istighatha (requests for intercession, mainly to Prophet); madih (praise and love, usually
for the Prophet); 'aqida (affirmation ofreligious creed); qisas (religious stories, especially
miracles of prophets and saints); hikma,

WQ 'z.

mawa'iz (religious exhortations directed to

the Muslim). These genres are not limited to Sufi contexts or munshidin; although they
need not be acceptable to all Muslims, they may be widely performed as Islamic inshad

dini in a variety ofsettings.
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Other themes are more distinctively Sufi, and may be far less acceptable to
Muslims who do not share the Sufi"s world-view. Such themes include expressions ofthe
mystical experience~ especially love and longing for God and the Prophet~ and wisdom and
guidance for the Sufi path. Most of these poems employ special metaphors and esoteric
symbolism which may be controversial even in themselves. The mystical experience., so
central to the true Sufi, may lead him to compose ecstatic expressions ofhis mystical

.

union with the Divine, or at least the longing for such a union. In such poetry., the
boundary between selfand other starts to fade. Such was the case for the renowned Sufi
poets., al-HaUaj and Ibn al-Farid. Sufi poems may include themes of intoxication, or
represent the Divine in feminine form as an object ofdesire. The metaphors of intoxication
(including wine, the tavern., and the cup) were often used to express the mystical state; this
genre is called khamriyya, or takhmir. Slightly more sober poetry on the subject ofal-hubb
al-ilahi (Divine Love) were made famous by Rabi'a aI-' Adawiyya; many other Sufi authors
fonowed. The Sufi ghazal is a love poem descnbing the object oCtave; such poems.,
which may be adapted from secular love poetry or constructed in the same style~ express
passionate mystical love, usually for the Prophet. Poems presenting such themes are
usually included under the heading oftawhid.
Other poems which are unmistakably Sufi are those which provide guidance along
the tariqa itself Such poems are directed to the muridin themselves, exhorting them to be
virtuous and pious, and instructing them in the Sufi way; these may be called bikma or
wa'z. Still other poems which praise the tariqa's founder, and sometimes the khalifa as
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welI, falling under the generally category of madih. While poems in praise ofthe Propbet~
Ahl al-Bayt~ and even the older saints (especially the arba(; aqtab) are widely accept~
those which praise the founder ofa particular tariqa are likely to meet objections even
from Sufis ofother orders.
Usually, inshad in the Sufi orders is dominated by madih. Madih complements the
dhikr proper; while the muridin chant dhikr ~ the munsbidin sing of praise and love

for the Prophet and Ahl aI-Bayt; the resulting texture is an elaboration ofthe shabada: (;'la
ilaha ilIa All~ Mubammadun rasuI Allah": there is no deity but God, and Muhammad is
His Prophet. Many Sufis say that madih is equivalent to salawat in its performative
effects. Madih is also widely accepted~ orders performing madih generally need not be
concerned about censure. In private contexts, or in conditions ofless contro~ poetry of a
more mystical tlavor-the so-called tawhid-will be employed as well The importance of
madih is such that the word is often used to refer to inshad dim in general, regardless of
theme, excluding only the more esoteric, intoxicated poems (tawbid). The munsbid who
specializes in madih is called a maddah, and this term too is sometimes used as a SYnonym
with the term munshid itself:

7

Whatever the precise theme~ recitation ofthese religious poems is considered to be
a form of dhikr in its broadest sense. Sufis generally hold that insbad is a form ofworship.
Besides poetry, the solo Sufi munshid may sing other texts, which usually take the
form of supplications and requests for assistance from spiritual entities. The most
common ofthese is the madod (help), a term which refers both to a request ("help me")
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and to the assistance itself In the former meaning, the concept ofmadad is similar to that
ofdu'a'; in the latter~ it is similar to the notion ofbaraka. Conservative Sufis say that
madad should only be requested from God, or from God and His Prophet. Others say that
madad can be requested from

anyone~ but

that not all are equally able to provide it; and in

any case, all madad ultimately comes from God. The request itselfis vague, limited to the
word "'help" rather than incorporating a specific wish, as in the du'a'. Each listener thus
interprets it according to his own particular spiritual or material needs and problems.
Usually the munshid performs a madad section before starting to sing poetry; he
also tends to insert a madad section after completing a poetic section, when the dhikr bas
reached a climax. At the conclusion ofhis performance the munsbid will inevitably insert
the phrase "madad ya rasu! Allah" (''help ob Messenger of God"). The madad section is
based on an improvisatory text, not unlike the fawatih which open the hadra (described
below). The munshid sings the words ''madad~' or "'ya madad" ("oh help"), possibly
repeating them several times. He may then insert the vocative ''ya'' ("oh") followed by the
name ofthe spiritual entity from whom madad is sought. This may be fonowed by more
repetitions of"madad" or "ya madad". Thus: "madad ya rasul Allah", '''madad ya
SayYidna al-Husa~ mad~ madad", etc. Plenty ofexamples may be found in the

Bayyumiyya and JazuIiyya performances transcribed in the Appendix.

Co

PerfOl7lUlllce ensemble

Inshad may accompany performance ofdhikr, or may be performed independently.
When inshad accompanies dhikr, there are several usual types ofchoral ensemble: a lone
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soloist, or a soloist supported by a responding chorus, or a small group ofleaders
answered by a larger responding group, or two antiphonal choirs. When inshad is
performed as an independent segment ofhaelra, outside of dhikr, there are two main
possibilities. In one type, a soloist or small group oflead singers perform a POem., while
the remainder ofthe muridin answer as a responding chorus, repeating a constant refrain
(madhhab). In the other type, the entire congregation sings together. Less commonly, a

soloist may perform while the rest ofthe congregation sits quietly and listens.
In some turuq (such as the Jazu1iyya and the Jac;fariyya discussed here), inshad is

central to hadra practice, and everyone participates in inshad in some capacity, although
there is a specialist core ofmunsbidin which dominates performance. In other groups
(such as the Hamidiyya Shadhiliyya), munshidin are restricted to those with outstanding
voices and the ability to memorize poetry. In all these turuq, munshidin are drawn entirely
from the ordinary ranks ofthe muridin only. Turuq employing group inshad may hold
special meetings during which the principal munshidin practice. This situation is typical of
the modernist groups when the shaykh has prepared a book of poetry or diwan for the
tariqa's liturgy. Such books are made available to members, so that they can study the
poetry individually.
In the traditional groups, there is often no systematic attempt to organize inshad.

Although poetry may be ascnbed to the founder, usually no canonical hymnal exists.
Choral inshad is generally not employed. In many traditional turuq (e.g. Bayyumiyya, or
Rifac;iyya), inshad is sung by a munsbid who may be semi-professional, receiving small
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donations (nuqllt) during the hadra, and performing in other contexts for a fee. These

munshidin., sometimes referred to disparagingly as "ar..aqi'" ("eking out a living'} often are
not even members ofthe tariqa in whose hadra they perform. In such groups, inshad is
necessarily solo.
Because music is controversial within Islam, its use is one index of orthodoxy.
Thus the strictest turuq (such as the Ja'fariyya) perform unaccompanied inshad in the
hadra, or ban it entirely (as in the Tijaniyya). Commonly,. the only accompaniment is the
clapping ofthe mustaftih (dbikr leader). Another form ofaccompaniment is the metal cane
(tasaya), beaten with a short stick or sibha (rosary); this is not considered a musical

instrument. Slightly less acceptably, the duff (frame dnun) may be employed; it in tum is
considered more acceptable than its cousins bearing jingles (mazhar or riqq). The tabla
(funnel-shaped drum) is even less used, due to its association with dance and popular
music. Melodic instruments are rare in the turuq, and absent in the mosque. The most
acceptable ofthese are the kawa/a and nay (reed flutes), whose sounds are felt to be full
of sadness (sbajan) and hence more respectable; rarely ',u:/ (lute), violin, and other
instruments may be employed as well, though these are more closely associated with the
tarab tradition ofsecular music.
1.

Musical form and style

The solo munshid sings poetry by extemporaneously selecting melodic phrases to
match the poetic rhythm, or improvising a non-metric melody. During dhikr he must time
phrases to the beat, whereas outside dhikr he sings non-metrically.
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In choral inshad, the melody is fixed and precomposed. The musical form is
strophic~

a simple melody of usually narrow amb~ roughly matching the bohr (poetic

meter) ofthe qasida, is repeated monophonically for each poetic line. When there is solo
with responding chorus, the soloist(s) sings one or two lines ofthe poem, using the same

melody in each case. Then the responding chorus sings a refrain text (the madhhab, often
the first line ofthe poem) set to a fixed melody. All melody is approximately monophonic
in texture.
While texts may be tariqa-dependent, or shared widely across the Arabic world,
melodic material tends to depend on the specific cultural background ofparticipants. Thus
a Sudanese tariqa like the Burhaniyya employ pentatonic scales in Sudan and in their
center in Cairo (where many Sudanese reside), yet in their branches in the Egyptian Delta.,
the Arabic maqamat are used.
In Egypt, melodies usually unfold within the most popular maqamat: rast,

Ilohawand., bayati, saba, hijaz, and silcalhuzam. Some group inshad employs only a
fraction ofthe maqam. Meter is nearly always duple or quadruple, while rhythms are
either simple divisions ofthe meter, or completely unmeasured (in the case of much solo

inshad). Modulation is uncommon in group inshad.
d.

Vtuiatio" in ;nshadstyle and importance

While inshad is employed in most turuq today, it varies in style and importance
across the turuq, depending on several factors:
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I) Importance ofpoetry. When poetry is performed in ha~ it is nearly always
performed as inshad. Thus if poetry plays a generally important role in the tariqa, inshad is
important as weD. Usually, poetry is central in the tariqa because a shaykh in the tariqa's

silsiIa-generally the founder himself-wrote poetry, using it to express ideas or mystical
states, or as a pedagogic device. If a particular book ofpoetry is associated with the
tariqa, inshad is likely to take a more central role.
2) Attitudes toward music. A more conservative tariqa will tend to use a more

restrained form ofinshad, perhaps employing simple repetitive melodies which merely
serve as a framework for the presentation of poetry. Some turuq reject inshad altogether.
At the other extreme, a boeral tariqa might perform highly musical inshad together with

musical instruments.
3) Attitudes about dhikr. Some turuq prefer to perform dhikr without inshad
accompaniment, believing that simultaneous inshad is a distraction. In such turuq the role
of inshad is necessarily more limited.
4) Attitudes toward emotionalism. Some turuq lean toward a more emotional
form of hadra, as a means ofexpressing or instilling the emotional relationships,
experiences, and concepts upon which Sufism is based. Such turuq will tend to use inshad
for this purpose, since inshad is quite fleXIole in its ability to create and express emotion in
conjunction with definite ideas or persons as contained in its poetry. Other turuq prefer a
sober hadra; these may reject inshad, or use it only in a very restricted way.
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5) Local musical culture. The style ofinshad draws to some extent on local
musical culture. Thus among turuq whose origins are in the Sudan, one may observe
pentatonic singing, whereas inshad ofEgyptian turuq employ the Arabic maqamat
(melodic modes). Upper Egyptian inshad may employ local folk instruments.
6) Strategic attitudes toward inshad.

GeneralIy~ the

nature ofinshad may vary

depending on what the tariqa seeks to do with it. On the other band, when strategic
planning is absent~ insbad represents a kind of''strategic vacuumn which is filled by the
choices and abilities ofthe munshid himself:
As the reader may recall from the foregoing discussion ofthe soma" music is

controversial in Sufism. But despite this fact~ many modernist groups have selected insbad
as an important tool for realizing their spiritual and social aims. Poetry is far more flexible
than most texts underlying hadra genres ofLP (such as hizb or dhikr), while it is more
unifying, memorable, and emotionally satisfying than sermons. For them, inshad is an

important tool for teaching, creating group feeling, and representing the group to
outsiders~ in an

age which is generally hostile or indifferent to Sufism. Insbad presents

texts while opening the hearts, and drawing them together. At the same time,
performance ofinshad-praising God or His Proph~ supplicating, or teaching-is a ritual
act in itself: and hence bestows on its performer a spiritual reward.
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D.

The hadra: contexts, organization, content, performance

1.

Occasions and locatioDs of hadn

Each active chapter (bayt) ofa Sufi order holds hadra at least twice a

wee~

often

Sunday and Thursday after evening prayer~ or Friday after the noon congregational prayer.
These days are highly significant in Islam: the Prophet was born on a Monday~ and so
every Monday (which includes Sunday evening) was special to him, and to aU believers.
Friday (including Thursday evening) is special, because it contains the obligatory group
prayer (sa/at a/-jum &0). The tariqa may bold special additional hadras on religious
holidays, including Mawlid al-Nabi (the Prophet's birthday), and mawlids ofthe saints
(awliya'). Hadras may also be performed to celebrate a wedding, return from pilgrimage
(hajj), circumcision, memorials, and other social occasions. Regular weekly hadra is held
in a mosque, azawiya (tariqa meeting place), or member~s home. Special hadras may take
place in these places as wel1~ or outside in a large tent (suwan) which can accommodate
more people; these tend to be more public. 8
Performance ofhadra is not enjoined by Shari'a, and for this reason some ofthe
orthodoxy have considered it bid'a (an unauthorized innovation). However, Sufis regard
inshad as one of many forms ofsupererogatory prayer, legitimized by the fact that the LP

it contains is based on Qur'an and Sunna. They perform it with the same worshipful
intention (niyya) which they would apply to any prayer.
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The word '1tadra" literally means ''presence'', This concept of presence is
susceptible to rich interpretation by Sufis. It includes the social presence of shaykh and
muridin, meeting together bodily and spiritually. But badra also refers to spiritual
presencey of <So<L the Prophet, the Ah1 al-Bayty and the saints. Such presence is not to be
conceived of as a form ofconjuring, for God is omnipresent in space and time" and thus
always with us; however, we are forgetful and thus not always with Him. In the hadra we
remember Go~ and thus become aware of His presence. Beliefs about presence of
prophets and saints are more variable. Some Sufis say that the spirits ofthe virtuous ones

(al-salihin) are everywhere at once; others say they can appear in many places at once, or
that they come to the places where they are remembered. There is a presumption that the
Prophet attends every sincere hadra, as do the angels. Thus part of a hadith from the
collection ofMuslim states:
Allah has angels who travel constantly looking for companies who
foregather for the remembrance of Allah. When they find one so occupied
they sit down with them and cover one another with their wings so that the
space between them and the sky is filled. (al...Nawawi 1975:243).
The presence ofGod, together with His most august servants, requires a serious
demeanor, sound intention (niyya), careful adab (decorum), and earnest preparation. If
approached properly, the sanctity of hadra is capable ofconferring blessings on
participants, hastening spiritual development through the spiritual maqamat and perhaps
offering the flash of hal., a transient mystical experience.
But hadra is not merely a religious ritual which confers spiritual benefits on
members through performance ofparticular texts. It is also the scene ofgroup formation.,
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reinforcement., and (ifnecessary) transformatiol1y and is thus a ritual ofgreat social power.
In a practical sense., the mere corporate performance ofhadra affirms the tariqa"s
corporate existence., serving to make members" corporate membership visible and hence
palpable for themselves. Hadra provides a locus within which LP can work its particular
spiritual and social effects. It is "economical"., since it is a prime opportunity during which
large numbers ofmembers can be simultaneously influenced by the same LP in parallel.
Although muridin are required to perform special daily prayers individually at home., LP in
hadra draws upon group density and interactions to produce a distinctive high emotional
energy., intensified by feedback loops ofinteractiol1y which is not possible to attain
individually. Hadra is the primary social occasion for face-face interaction and
communication among tariqa members., with each other, and with the shaykh. Before and
after the hadra there may be an opportunity for informal., friendly social interactions; this is
the opportunity for personal relations of friendship and mutual respect to develop. New
members are socialized into the group through hadra performances. For the disciple.,
hadra is the only regular opportunity to sit in the presence ofthe shaykh., to listen to him
speak., perhaps to ask questions. Through such interactions, a social-spiritual relation
develops between mood and shaykh. Thus the group is created and sustained in hadra.
The importance is acknowledged in the official Sufi regulations, which state that
the khalifa must perform or delegate certain duties, among them the convocation of hadras
on a predictable basis (Johansen 1996:277; the older regulations of 1905 were even more
specific in requiring a hadra to be held at least weekly (de long 1978:213».
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2.

Organization and control or hadra

Several official roles are distinguished in the performance ofhadra. The leader of

hadra is called the shaylch al-hadra. For the central tariqa hadra he is the shaykh al-sajjada
ifpresem, otherwise his deputy. The na'ib, khaIifat aI-khulafa', or khalifa leads the hadra
ofhis local chapter. Whoever he may be, the leader presides over the hadra just as an

imam presides over prayer. Ultimate control lies with him, and the others must follow his
orders. He has control over the length and content ofhadra segments, to the extent that
the tariqa's ritual program admits offlexibility. He may exercise full control himself., or
delegate it to others when he sees fit to do so.
The mustaftih ("opener", who may be the shaykh al-hadra), controls the regular
recitation and movements of dhikr by clapping and setting an example with his own chant
and movement; he may also lead group recitation of other prayers (him, fawatih, ad'iyya,
described below). There is frequently a muqri • who recites Qur'an. There may be a khatib
(preacher) to deliver a sermon, or a mudarris (teacher) to lead a religious lesson. Muridin
with good voices and memories for poetry may serve as munshidin, or a munshid may be
brought from outside the tariqa. If the liturgy ofthe tariqa calls for a vocal chorus, there

will also be a lead munshid to select poetry and direct the others. In some orders there are
accompanying instrumentalists as well, playing percussion or melodic instruments.
Specially designated members ofthe group perform other duties, such as cooking,
preparing tea, serving, cleaning, distributing and collecting prayer books, and guarding or
arranging footwear; the person in charge ofone ofthese roles is often called a naqib.
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3.

The content and performance of hadra

The hadra may comprise a variety ofLP genres. Some ofthese? including ad'iyya
(supplicatory prayers), Qur?anic recitatio~ khutba (sermon)~ and durus (lessons)., occur in
many other religious contexts as well. But the genres which are particular to Sufism, and

whose performances best serve to distinguish the hadra of one tariqa from another? are the
group recitations of extended prayers particular to the order., usually called hizb or awrad;
the chanting of dhikr; and inshad.
The way these elements are combined in hadra can vary greatly depending on the
tariqa. Within a given tariqa the sequen~ form is more or less fixed, although specific
content may vary according to decisions issued by the shaykh a1-ha~ or his proxies.
However, lengths of sections typically may depending on context. There may also be
optional sections which can be added or removed according to circumstances? and a
limited amount of sectional repetition. The descriptions which follow are generalizations
approximating the practices ofmost turuq? a composite picture obtained by combining
ethnographies of many different groups. Descn'bing the general form ofthe hadra will also
serve as a means for introducing the various genres ofLP employed in it. Later I will
descn'be the specific hadras ofthe turuq under investigation in great detail. The following
diagram provides a rough map for the discussion which follows.
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1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.

Preparation for hadra
i)
Physical. mental, and spiritual preparation
ii)
Spatial preparation
Fawatih and ad'iyya
Hizb (awrad, wazifa; istighfar, salawat)
Dhikr often with solo or group inshad
i)
seated (julus) tabaqa; usually employs the tahlil C'la ilaha illa Allah")
ii)
standing (wuqut) tabaqas; each tabaqa employs a different Name
Group inshad*
Qur'amc recitation (solo)*
Speeches (khutba, dars.. mudhakara, muhadara)*
Nafha*
Khitam
Fawatih and ad'iyya
Greetings of brethren and shaykh
lO

Diagram 4: Map of generic hadra. Items in bold are nearly universal among the turuq. The asterisk (*)
indicates items whose position "ithin the liturgy is \-ariable: other items usuall~' occur in the order shown.
II.

Preparation

It is essential that participants prepare themselves physically and mentally for
hadra, just as they would for obligatory prayer (salah). As for prayer, participants must be

in a state of ritual purity (wudu '), accomplished through a prescribed sequence ofritual
washings accompanied by correct niyya (intention). Some turuq may prescribe special
elements of dress often white is preferred; headgear may be required. Clothes should be
lO

clean and conservative; the traditionaljallabiyya is often worn (though not required) even
by those who would not wear it on other occasions, as a sign oftraditional religiosity (the
Prophet wore one). Perfumes may be applied (the Prophet approved of perfume).
Participants should be calm of heart, bumble in attitude, focussed on love for God, shay~
and brethren. They should attempt to banish stray thoughts and worldly desires before
beginning, although the structure ofthe hadra itselfis designed to do this for them as well.
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All ofthese preparations are required or encouraged by Sunna before obligatory
prayer (salah) as well (especially Friday prayer, salat al-jum'a). Therefore, many ofthe
preparatory conditions for hadra are easily fulfilled, because the hadra is usually held
immediately after obligatory prayers (especially evening or night prayer). Thus, most
participants are already dressed and groomed appropriately, in a state ofritual purity" and

in a religious frame of mind. 9 The similarity ofpreparation also emphasizes the fact that
Sufi ritual is an extension of standard Islamic ritual.
After the preceding salah is completed, the muridin arrange themselves in a seated
formation. Possible geometries include circles, squares, and (most commonly) two or
more facing rows, with the shaykh.. musta.f:tih, and munshidin at the ends, or in the center.
The muridin face inward, toward the shaykh. Here is a significant departure from the
obligatory prayer (salah), in which all face the same direction, Mecca (or, more properly,
the Ka'ba, center ofthe world). Outside the Haram al-Sharif(the sacred mosque in
Mecca), the geometry of salah consists ofparallel lines in an open geometry. But the
tariqa's geometry is closed on itself: emphasizing its independent group-identity. 10

If the hadra takes place in a public mosque, the mustaftih will have to wait until
non-members praying their Sunna prayers (individual supererogatory prayers following
obligatory prayers, based on the Prophet's own practice) in the center ofthe formation
complete them. Then he will begin the hadra.
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b..

FtnflatiIJ and ad'iyyll

The hadra opens with call and response recitation ofjawanh (singular F~ here
the recitation ofthe opening sura (chapter) ofthe Qur'an), recited as a du"a' (plural
ad'iyya; supplicatory prayer) for blessings upon the Prophet and Ah1 al-Bayt., saints., qutb.,
founder of the order, founder's khalifa., other shaykhs and figures of spiritual importance
to the group., as well as the muridin themselves. This significance ofFatiha performance is
signified by the existence ofthe plural form., fawatih, which is only meaningful as a
description ofits recitation, since the Fatiha as a unit oftext is singular.
All the various meanings ofthe Fatiha (mentioned earlier) are important in the
recitation offawatih during hadrll, especially the notion ofcreating a sacred interval.
When recited for spiritual entities., the recitation carries multiple meanings: a request for
blessings upon them, request for their presence in hadra., and for their spiritual favor.
Thus the opening Fatiha is usually for the Prophet, meaning that the Prophet should help
us., and be present among us; it is also a kind of praise. When recited for ordinary people.,
the Fatiha takes the meaning of a request for help for that person. In either case,
relationships are established through such performative acts.
Each Fatiha-recitation takes the following form: The mustaftih calls out a name or

list of names., rapidly in a loud voice., concluding with "al-Fatiha!". This ucann is followed
by a group recitation ofthe Fatiha, sotto voce. (The group recitation of the Fatiha may
also be preceded by a group recitation of salawat (request for blessings on the Prophet)
aloud; see the transcription ofthe Bayyumiyya hadra for an example ofthis style.) A series
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of such fawatih usually occurs at the end ofthe hadra as well, and sometimes there are
performances of fawatih in the middle too.
Although all turuq include fawatih, there are significant differences in their number
and prominence, as well as in who is named. While all groups mention the Prophet and
the Ahl al-Bayt, each group naturally focusses upon their own shaykhs (qutb, founder, and
others in the silsiIa), resulting in differences between the turuq. But there is also a notable
contrast between traditional and modernist groups. The former tend to invoke the names
of many ofthe famous saints outside their own tariqa; the resulting overlaps between
fawatih-names employed by the traditional groups retlects the non-exclusive relationships
between the groups. Such practices tend not to reinforce the identity ofthe particular
group, but rather its interconnections to the traditional Sufi fabric. In the traditional
groups, the collection offawatih recited tends to depend heavily on choices made by the
particular mustaftih.
Modernist groups by contrast tend to keep the fawatih section shorter, focussing
more on those individuals who can reinforce the group's identity, namely the qutb, the
founder, and others in the silsila; with the possible exception ofthe qutb, these persons are

not mentioned by the traditional turuq. Some ofthe modernist groups even write out the
fawatih to be recited, an aid also in standardizing the tariqa and preventing divergencies.
Thus fawatih are used as a strategy, as well as being the object of strategic control.

As ofthe most important meanings ofthe Fatiha is as a OO'a', it is not surprising
that additional ad'iyya may be interpolated among them. In the ha~ the mustaftih
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recites a du~a', recognizable for its standard opening:

~~AlIahununa... 7'J

(''Oh God")') and the

congregation responds with "Amin" ("Amen"). In some tunJq (mainly traditional) the
mustaftih is relatively free to insen whatever du~a' he prefers from among the standard
forms (although the political sorts ofad'iyya, asking God to destroy the political enemies
ofIslam and the like, are almost never included in Sufi contexts), requesting children')s
success in school exams, while in others (mainly modernist) the ad'iyya are part ofa fixed
liturgy (sometimes written) which focusses on more lofty themes.

In general one finds that the modernist groups have opted for greater
standardization and tighter limits in both ad~iyya and fawatih; this technique provides
better assurances of uniformity and hence cohesion ofa widespread group. The
traditional groups, in not controlling this aspect ofLP in hadra, thus miss an opportunity
for strategic control. I will not analyze the ad'iyya texts in the sample hadras, but I will
analyze inshad texts in detail, where we will see a parallel phenomenon in the limitations
on naming saints.

c.

Hiz.b

Next comes group recitation of one or more extended fixed-text prayers.,
sometimes from memory, and sometimes from prayer-books (which may be distributed at
this point). Generically, each such prayer is called hizb, awrad, ratib, or w~ those with
particular themes may be given special names, such as istighfar (request for forgiveness
from God), or salawat (supplications to God for blessings on the Prophet). I will use the
word "hizb" as a generic designation for all such prayers. Usually the hizb is characteristic
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ofthe tariqa, and is frequently attributed to its founder or qutb. It may include Qur"anic
ayas (verses), ad'iyya (mainly from Qur'an or SUDJUl, especially those requesting
forgiveness),. adhkar (sayings ofthe Prophet., from Sunna), and salawat, mixed with
material from the saints and shaykhs, forming a kind of"mosaicn ofrecurring elements, to
use Padwick's characterization (padwick 1961 :xxvii). Its recitation forms a prelude to
dhikr, preparing the hearts for what is to come, and requesting God's assistance and

blessings. A repertoire ofseveral hizbs and other prayers is associated with each tariqa,
from which the shaykh al-badra may select those to be recited in any particular hadra.
Although sometimes a chapter from the Qur'an (most commonly surat Yasin) may
be employed in its entirety as a hizb, more commonly there is a composer. The text bears
the authoritative stamp ofthe shaykh who composed it., and is associated with his name.
That shaykh is typically a member ofthe silsila ofthe tariqa in whose hadra the him is

performed: the founder ofthe tariqa., or the qutb who functions as the tariqa"s spiritual
wellspring. In this case, the hizb is connected to the identity ofthe tariqa., and its
recitation serves to assert that identity
Composition here must be understood as being quite different from authorship in
the ordinary meaning ofthe term. On the one hand, because it is highly mannered and
constrained, the text can scarcely be considered to embody the composer's personality in
any naturalistic sense. Most ofthe hizb is outright quotation; the remainder is narrowly
limited by conventions. Thus in composing the "author" mostly strings together excerpts
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oftraditional texts from Que'an and SUI1I18, and only exercises control over the selections,.
orderings, and repeat counts ofeach section.
Certain short Qur'amc verses are commonly includ~ especially those containing
tawhid (assertions ofGod"s unity), expressing religious principles, or ad'iyya (certain
du"a' come from the Qur'an)~ these include the Fatiha (1) (already discussed)~ IkhIas (112)
(a statement of God's unity)~ Falaq (113) and Nas (114) (requests for protection from
evil)~ and

the finaI three verses ofSurat aI-Baqara (2:284-6).. particularly the last ofthese

which is as a Qur'amc du'a'. Other famous passages which may be included are the
Throne Verse (2:256), and any verse testifying to God's unity. Surat Yasin may also be
used as a hizb in itself
The composer may also insert sayings ofthe Prophet as recorded in hadith: adhkar
and ad'iyya (especially requests for forgiveness); such texts are spiritually efficacious by
sanction ofProphetic usage and occupy a central position in general Islamic practice. Sufis
recite these adhkar not only in the hizb, but also in the daily wird (litany) recited by each
mood individually. Other ad'iyya may be included as well.
Salawat (requests to God for blessings upon the Prophet) constitute a third broad
category of Islamic LP, intersecting the Sufi worl~ but extending far beyond it as well.
Here the composer has more flexibility. Sufi shaykhs composed the most elaborate forms
of prose salawat, which may combine praise and employ prose-rhyme (saja') and other
literary devices. But even such "original" material is heavily influenced by the themes and
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styles ofthe Sufi-Islamic tradition, and the composer's individuality can hardly be
expressed freely.
On the other hand, when metaphysical factors are taken into account, the hizb is

revealed to be much more closely connected with its "author''' than any ordinary text could
possibly be, for in some ineffable manner it is imbued with his baraka (here perhaps best
translated as "spiritual power). This property is due in part to the method of
composition. The bizb is often said to have been inspired by hal (mystical

state)~ the

long

hizbs ofBadawi and Dasuqi contain the "language of hal" Suriyaniyya., the language ofthe
ma1a'~ and

are therefore referred to as mita/sam (talismanic).

Hizb performance is an act of ritual LP, whose efficacy depends largely upon its
proper performance~ particularly when the hizb contains Qur' an. great emphasis is placed
upon proper pronunciation. The bizb is not overtly intended to be affective or
communicative in a psycho-social sense~ it is a communication to God which is intended to
produce a preparatory purification for the muridin before dhikr begins. Thus the hizb may
sometimes even include unintelligIble language (suriyaniyya) devoid of any referential
meaning. Esoteric repeat counts are non-referential as well. Thus while repeating the
Name of God, "Latif", may be deeply meaningful, the fact of repeating it exactly 129 times

is a purely perfonnative act without semantic content. The purely performative efficacy of
Qur'anic recitation and Prophetically sanctioned sayings has also been discussed.
According to a hadith often recalled by Sufis, salawat., although overtly calling for
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blessings on the Prophet, also bring blessings upon the reciter in the ratio of 10: I; bless the
Prophet once,. and God will bless you ten times.
But efficacy ofhizb performance does not lie only in the performative power
(supplicatory, benedictory) of recombinant elements such as Qur'anic verses,. adhkar, or
salawat. While these elements may not have been composed by the shay~ their
particular arrangement in the form ofa hizb is characteristically his., and their proper
recitation in this order invokes his characteristic baraka. Taken together the whole is
considered protective against evil forces and inclinations (often the hizb bears the label
"hisn'''., protection, and may be inscribed on a slip ofpaper to be worn as a protective
amulet,. or hijab) and therefore serves as a purificatory prelude to the hadra as a whole.
As ritual language, hizb is therefore effective as a means ofspiritual purification, as well as

a protection and remedy for all manner of misfortune. 11 The hizb is language chosen by the
founding shaykh for his followers" benefit, to prepare them for dhikr and protect them
from evil.
While hizb content varies very little from one tariqa to another, the style of
performance does vary. Recitation may be tonal, but tonal patterns are usually quite
limited, since the hizb text generally lacks any regularizing poetic meter (although there
may be rhyme) and group recitation precludes a treatment parallel to mujawwad Qur'an.
While interesting results could no doubt be extracted from a detailed textual analysis
(particular in its intertextual aspects), my analysis will focus on the more salient contrasts
in performance style.
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Performance of a particular hizb is what marks a hadra as unequivocally the liturgy
ofa particular tariqa, for the hadras ofthe traditional turuq-at least-are often otherwise
roughly the same in their dhikr and inshad. The presence ofthe Bayyumi hizb marks a

hadra as Bayyumi') the Rifa'i him marks a hadra as Rifa'i.

d.

DlIil, and inslllld

After this recitation is completed, prayer-books are collected, and dhikr
(remembrance, or mention, ofGod) is performed, first seated (julus), then standing
(wuquf). Dhikr consists ofgroup chanting of a particular Name ofGod (or the tahIil),
usually accompanied by particular body movements and inshad . In chanting a particular
formula, the Sufi aims to concentrate on its meaning, ejecting everything else from his
being; the sensory and physical aspects ofthe chanting help him to do so.
In hadra., dhikr most often begins with the formula oftawhid (also called the

Shahada, kalimat a/...tawhid tah/il, or hay/ala): "a ilaha illa Allah", ''there is no deity but
God"'. This formula usually serves as a prelude to dhikr, focussing one's attention on God
by assertion of His unity and at the same time renewing one's profession offaith in Islam;
the inner meaning ofthe formula is said to be ''there is no true existence except God",
expressing the Sufi concept ofHaqiqa (True Reality). After this recitation, the dhalckira
(performers ofdhikr; singular: dhakir) may chant the Names of God, most frequently

"Allah" (called the ism a/-ja/ala, the Name ofMajesty), ''Hu (Huwa)'" (''He'), "Haqq"
(Truth), ''Hayy'' (''Living''),"Qayyum" f;cEtema1"), and ''Qahhar'' ("Almighty''); these
seven Names are sometimes correlated with the seven progressive spiritual stages ofthe
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oafs (self) (see al-Bayyumi n.d.:23tI: also Gardet EI2:'nbikr"). Sometimes dhikr is
included within the formal scope ofthe hizb as well; in this case a separate dhikr section
mayor may not follow.
Sufis defend the practice ofdhikr by citing the many Qur~anic verses and Hadith
which exhort believers to remember God. Thus: '~o' worship 12 preserveth from
lewdness and iniquity, but verily remembrance [dhikr] ofAllah is more importanf' (29:45)~
'Therefore remember Me, I will remember you." (2: 152), "0 ye who believe! Remember
Allah with much remembrance" (33 :41), '~en ye have performed the act ofworship,
remember Allah, standing, sitting and reclining" (4: 103), "Verily in the remembrance of
Allah do hearts find rest" (13:28). From the Hadith Qudsi (words of God as reported by
the Prophet): 'When the servant remembers me in himself: I remember him in Myself:
when he remembers me in an assembly, I remember him in a better and more noble
assembly." The Prophet said: '1:verything bas a polisher, and the polisher of hearts is
dhikr of God", (cited in Darniqa 1990:45). "A man asked the Holy Prophet: Messenger of
Allah, the ordinances ofIslam appear to me a host, so kindly teU me something to wbich I
should hold fast. He answered him: Let thy tongue be constantly occupied with the
remembrance of Allah" (Tirmidhi, cited in al-Nawawi 1975:240).
Dhikr in the general sense includes alI manner of religious practices: recitation of

Qur'an, religious study, ordinary prayer (salah or du'a'), inshad dini, recitation ofthe
Prophet's adhkar (especially in wird, the murid's daily supererogatory litany), anything at

all to remind one ofGod. However whereas the ordinary Muslim recites Qur'an and
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receives spiritual benefits in the Hereafter the Sufi chants a Name of God over and over

lt

lt

in order to draw closer to Him in this life. Some of the orthodoxy criticized such practices
as bid'a.
The Sufis, however, point out that the Names they employ in dhikr occur in the
Qur'an itself: being a subset ofthe Asma' Allah al-Husna, the "most beautiful Names of

God" ofwhich the Qur'an says: ,o'tAllah's are the fairest names. Invoke Him by them"
(7: 180). A hadith according to both Tirmidhi and Bukhari reports that the Prophet said:

"'Allah has 99 Names, a hundred less one; he who enumerates them enters Paradise..."
(cited in Khamis n.d.:32). The recitation ofdhikr is thus essentially Qur'anic in both
content and injunction. How can Qur'anic chant be criticized? Members of Shadhili
orders, for instance, emphasize that all the Names they employ in dhikr occur among the
first few words ofthe frequently invoked Ayat al-Kursi (Throne Verse), the Qur'anic
verse which begins as follows: '''Allah la ilaha iIla Huwa al-Hayy aI-Qayyum...", ....Allah!
There is no deity but He, the Living, the Everlasting."
Generally Names employed in dhikr do not connote a supplication, as when a
believer cries out '''Ya Fattah" (Oh Opener!) as a request for God to solve a problem.. or
UYa Rahim" (Ob Merciful Onel) as a plea for compassion. The Names of dhikr are

abstract attributes ofGod as subsisting in Himself: and independent of creation. To recite
a supplicatory Name is to imply supplication, and thus an orthodox relation ofman and
God. However, the Sufi chants in order to immerse bimselftota1ly in a particular
Attribute of Divine Reality (Haqiqa), in order to increase his faith, and to achieve a deeper
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realization ofthe true nature ofexistence. (Gilsenan makes a similar point with respect to
the Hamidiyya Sha~ see Gilsenan 1973: 167-8) While Sufi dhikr depends on
repetition. its significance is usually independent ofthe precise number of repetitions
(exceptions to this rule-suggesting relations to Cabalistic forms ofinvocation in which
language form is more important than language meaning-eommonly occur in the hizb).
My ethnography ofhadra dhikr in Egypt suggests typologies of dhikr are based on
sonic and spiritual attnbutes. 13 These typologies are often intertwined in practice; the
following components in use are quasi-separable:
(1) Spiritual levels: Dhikr aJ-lisan (dhikr ofthe tongue) vs. dhikr al-qalb (dhikr of

the heart) or dhikr al-ruh (dhikr ofthe spirit). The first level contains two stages. In the
first stage~ dhikr is performed vocally only,. without proper intention or understanding of

the heart (signifier without signified); such dhikr is not guaranteed to be sincere,. but is still
useful as training for higher stages. In the second stage, vocal dhikr is accompanied by
proper intention and understanding in the heart. The second level, dhikr al-qalb,. refers to
the complete immersion ofthe spiritual center (the heart) in dhikr; vocal performance is no
longer ofimportance and may be omitted entirely ( i.e. signified without signifier).14 Some
advanced Sufis claim to be in a continual state ofdhikr.
(2) Vocalization. The dhikr combines breath with vocal sountL and may tend
toward either pole. When dhikr is fully vocal it is called dhikr jahri (loud dhikr), or simply

dhikr al-Jisan. Such dhikr is usually tonal; pitch patterns may be simple (a single
recitation tone) or complex (the now defunct Laythiyya order, recorded during the 1932
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Arabic Music Congress., provides the most elaborate examples on record). The sound of
such dhikr serves to expel distracting thoughts (khawatir) from the mind ofthe dhakir
(performer of dhikr), and is often preparatory. In such a condition the dhakir is sahi
(awake). Dhikr comprised of pure breath is called dhikr aI-lIa/as (dhikr ofthe breath).,

dhikr nlhi (spiritual dhikr), dhikr sirri (secret dhikr), dhikr khafi (hidden dhikr), or dhikr
khafid (quiet dhikr); it may also be called dhikr al-qalb (due to association with the
spiritual state described above). Exhalation is the expulsion of sensual cravings inspired by
the Shaytan (Devil); inhalation is the interiorization of God. Focus on the process of
inhalation and exhalation thus produces a more direct effect on the heart (whose physical
correlate is located in the chest) than ordinary dhikr aI-lisan. Although such dhikr is barely
audible, the Name being recited is nevertheless distinctly present, and it produces a more
powerful effect on the dhakir, leading to wajd (ecstasy); or sukr and nashwa (spiritual
intoxication); for this reason, dhikr aI-nafas is sharply limited or controlled by conservative
and modernist groups.
(3) Linguistic articulation. There is a range ofarticulation in dhikr, from precise
and clear expressions fixed by discrete phonemic structure, to inarticulate continuous
sonic patterns from which discretely articulated consonant sounds have been removed and
sound is produced in both inhalation and exhalation (the so-called "sawing" or ''barking''

dhikr). The former type is called dhikr al-lisan., dhikr zahiri (exoteric dhikr), or dhikr

shar'i (''legal'' dhikr), since each letter in the Qur'arnc Names ofGod is thereby given its
full value according to the rules oftajwid; such dhikr addresses the 'aql (intellect) through
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ordinary linguistic communication wherein the signifier evokes the signified. But it is the
latter type-called dhikr al-sadr (dhikr ofthe chest),. dhikr hati,,; (esoteric dhikr),. dhikr alqalb,. or dhikr al-ruh {and which may combine with dhikr ofthe breath}-which most Sufis

consider to be more spiritually powerfi.tL at least according to their inner doctrines. For
God in His Essence (Dha!) contains no attributes,. hence no

Names~ in this

form He is

unrepresentable by linguistic codes. Dhikr batini is an immediate sonic expression ofthe
qalb"s comprehension of God's essence., without the mediating distortions caused by the
intellect and its ancillary linguistic organ,. the tongue. Inarticulate sounds express a deep
awareness of God., whose nature transcends the expressive capabilities of language. Since
such dhikr is not literally Qur' ~ some Sufis believe that it may be accompanied by music
and assume more ecstatic forms. The most common manifestation of dhikr batini is the
common substitution of"Ah" for "Allah''', a form ofdhikr attributed to the Prophet
Ibrahim in the Qur'an as a means of remembering God in his distress (9: 114, 11:75),. and
especially associated with Abu aI-Hasan aI-Shadhili., eponymous founder ofthe Shadhili
line (who resorted to it when his tongue became paralyzed from excessive dhikr). In its
more extreme forms, such dhikr is continuous vocal sound shaped by the patterns of
breathing.
Aspects ofdhikr performance style in hadra may be read as indices oftariqa
strategy. Clear and straightforward dhikr (dhikr shar fj or zahiri) is the least controversial,
and groups which are more conservative, or concerned to maintain appearances, tend to
adopt these styles. Thus we saw earlier that the official Sufi regulations of 1905 banned
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unclear dhikr (de Jong 213). Several orders today, such as the Hamidiyya Shadbiliyy~
explicitly ban it as well (Gilsenan 1973:226-7). Besides the distinctions ofvoca1ization and
articulation described above, chanting can be unified to a greater or lesser degree. Vocal
styles are frequently mixed; dbikr al-Iisan usually serves as prelude to breathy or
inarticulate dbikr, since the latter produces as well as reflects the higher levels of mystical
heat produced as the hadra progresses.
There are also kinetic and postural variables in dhikr (see Waugh 1989:42-45).
Most commonly "Ia ilaha ilia Allah" is recited while still seated from the preceding hizb
recitation. The murid turns the head and upper torso to the right while pronouncing the
nafy (negation, here: "Ia ilaha...'j, and toward the hean while pronouncing the ithhat

(affirmation, here: "...illa Allah"'). At some point the muridin assume a standing position,
from which they perform the remainder ofthe dbikr. While standin& chanting is
accompanied by bowing, nodding, and turning movements. The first two, sometimes
called dhikr shar'i, '1egaln dbikr, are generally considered more orthodox. Bowing is

found in obligatory prayer (in the transition between wuquf and ruku • positions); both
bowing and nodding movements are less prone to produce the vertiginous sensations
which may lead to ecstatic behaviors, and are less likely to disrupt decorum since each
mood remains within a narrow physical space.
Turning movements, sometimes called "dbikr Hifitawi'" (perhaps after the famous
Khalwati shaykh ofal-Azhar, Muhammad ibn Salim al-Hifbawi (1690-1768», are
generally considered less orthodox, and the more conservative tunlq sometimes forbid
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them, while in the unrestrained public dhikrs ofmawlids and certain social occasions such
movements predominate. The more conservative groups perform more restrained
movements,. and the most conservative may not perform any regular noticeable bodily
movements at all, considering them to be a form of bid'a (innovation) resembling raqs
(dance). Thus the conservative Hamidiyya Shadhiliyya prohibit ....dancing and swaying""
(Gilsenan 1973:227). Like the sounds ofdhikr~ movements are both causative and
expressive of mystical states. A poetic line ofthe famous saint Abu Madyan "'al-Ghawth"
(d. 1126) is frequently cited in this connection: '1fthe spirits tremble with longing for
meetin& then the bodies will dance..." Movement may be voluntary, producing feeling; it
may also be involuntary, the outer manifestation ofinner spiritual movement.
Dhikr performance in the hadra is organized into a series of segments, each called
a tabaqa or 'alf Each such segment is characterized by a single chanted phrase or Name.,
rhythm, and physical movement, and lasts between five and fifteen minutes. Each tabaqa
may be led by a different mustaftih. The particular sequence of tabaqas, and their
attributes, is often a distinguishing fixed characteristic ofthe tariqa or tariqa chapter.
Between the tabaqas there may be a brief pause, allowing participants to rest.
Ofte~ inshad is performed as an accompaniment to dhikr; such inshad is usually

solo, but may also be choral (particularly in the Shadhili orders). The first tabaqa is usually
performed without inshad. If inshad is used, it may accompany subsequent dhikr tabaqas,
or fill the pauses between them. During dhikr" the majority ofthe muridin are engaged in
performing the movement and chant ofdhikr, while a soloist (or small group) may Perform
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inshad~

such inshad is metric. Inshad may also be performed as a tabaqa prelude~ such

inshad is ordinarily solo and non-metric. It is important for inshad to be coordinated with
the dhikr7in tempo7 meaning, and spiritual condition. The quality ofa munshid is partly
judged in terms ofconventional aesthetics (vocal timbre, musical skill, poetic repertoire)
but even more so in tenns of how successful he is in raising the spiritual-emotionallevel.
Inshad may also be accompanied by percussion or melodic instruments., although the latter
especially have been severely criticized by reformers for centuries., and are excluded from
most ofthe orders' hadras (e.g. the Hamidiyya Shadhiliyya; see Gilsenan

1973:211)~

considerably less restraint is exercised in processions (mawkibs) and the open public
hadras ofthe mawllds.
Participants often cite the efficacy ofinshad in raising the emotional level and
maintaining spiritual concentration by presenting religious themes. But when poetry is
performed during dhikr it is unclear to what extent the dhakir (reciter of dhikr) is able to
concentrate on both dhikr and poetic text. Some Sufis say there is no contlict between
listening to religious inshad and concentrating on dhikr7since everything sung or chanted
is connected to God. Others believe that one cannot truly listen to both., and that the
highest form of dhikr is free ofany distractions., including inshad. Some say that inshad
helps one to concentrate., but that when one')s dhikr concentration is deep, one ceases to
listen to inshad. Certain orders such as the Tijaniyya and the Ja'fariyya, do not combine
7

inshad with dhikr, feeling that such combinations create attention conflicts. Both
emotional and pedagogical functions ofinshad are heightened when poems are sung
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outside of dhikr; all turuq admit the religious validity of performing inshad outside of

dhikr,. and some actually incorporate such inshad in their hadras.
Each tabaqa takes the fonn of a "buildup'" of sound,. movement,. and emotion. of
approximately five to fifteen minutes in duration. This buildup is the most important
large-scale gestural unit in dhikr. The starting point. tempo,. and ending point ofeach
tabaqa are regulated by the mustaftih (who in tum follows the command ofthe shaykh alhadra) via his handclaps and movements, which accelerate gradually before stopping to
mark the end ofthe tabaq~ when percussion is used there may be modulation to a higher
metric "'harmonic" as meter collapses from quadruple to duple time. The roughly
coordinated movements (including bowing, nodding, or turning) of the dhakkira become
correspondingly more rapid, energetic, and wide-ranging. Occasionally various forms of
ecstatic behavior, including shouting, crying, jumping, falling, and even violent movement,
seizures, or catatonic-like states, may occur, although these are discouraged and
consequently rare in the more disciplined orders. The turuq vary in the extent to which
they strive for uniformity in dhikr. In both dhikr and inshad,. there is often a gradually rise
in tuning, and munshidin may also modulate to higher pitch centers. The overall volume
generally increases, and melodic phrases may become shorter.

e.

OptiOlltll SectiOllS

After several dhikr tabaqas, the muridin sit once again. At this point several
different genres ofLP may be performed. Some hadras include a short solo recitation
from the Qur'an, in the florid mujawwad style (Nelson 1985: 102ft). A section of
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precomposed group inshad (inshad jama4i) may also be included in the hadra. Either all
the muridin sing the melody together~ or the group divides into soloists~ who sing the

qasida, and a chorus, who respond with the madhhab (refrain).

Here~

inshad is the focus

ofattention, rather than an accompaniment.
Segments of speech may also occur. These vary in format, content, and formality.
Sometimes there are perfectly mundane announcements about upcoming hadras, mawlids,
trips, and other events. A speaker may deliver a formal sermon (khutha) or lecture
(muhadara), read from a book of essays (qira tal, or teach a religious lesson (dors). Other

speech is more interactive. Members may take turns talking on a particular topic, or there
may be question and answer study sessions led by a religious scholar (mudhala:ua).
Topics include all the standard religious science&-tajsir al-Qur tQJ1 (Qur'anie exegesis),

hadith (traditions ofthe Prophet), sira (Prophet's biography),jiqh (jurisprudence}-as well
as more specifically Sufi topics: adah and si/uk (proper conduct), stories ofthe Prophet
or saints (qisas aJ-anbiya', qisas al-awliya ')., theories ofspiritual progress, stations and
states (maqamat and ahwal), mystical cosmology and theosophy, Divine Love, relations to
saints, and so on. Even at its most formal, speech is more flexible than most other genres
of LP, being essentially communicative more than ritual or expressive.

In every hadra a najha (gift) must be distn"buted to participants, either during or
immediately following the hadra. This nafba, which is considered to carry God's blessing
through the shaykh, may consist offood, drink:, perfume, or even money.
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f.

COIIdllsiOll. ofthe "lIm
t.

Ziyara

If the hadra is performed in a mosque attached to the maqam (shrine) ofan
important shaykh (often a member ofthe tariqa's silsiIa), saint, or member ofthe Ahl alBayt), the badra will frequently include a ziyara (visit) to the shrine, consisting ofa group

procession to the maqsura (grillwork) surrounding the shrine'!' fonowed by supplications
performed at the shrine.

2.

Khitam aI-badra

Each hadra closes with formulas particular to the order. These almost always
include the following sequence, most often at the very end, which may be called the

khitam, or ikhtitam (ending):
1) Surat aI-Fatiha I: 1-7 (Qur'an)

2) Surat Ahzab 33:56 (Qur'an). This verse exhorts believers to bless the Prophet
(salat 'ala aI-nabi): "Lo! Allah and His angels shower blessings on the Prophet. Oh ye
who believe' Ask blessings on him and salute him with a worthy salutation. n
3) Salat 'ala aI-Nabi (traditional). There fonows those blessings in a conventional
form: "Oh God, bless and grant peace to our master Muhammad, and to all his family and
companions."
4) Surat aI-Saffat 37: 180-2 (Qur'an). Finally, three Qur'anic ayas which praise

God, and call for peace upon all the messengers:
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'~orified be thy Lord,

the Lord of

Majesty" from that which they attribute (unto Him)." uAnd peace be unto those sent (to

warn).'" "And praise be to Allah. Lord ofthe Worlds!""

3.

Final salawat

The kbitam is commonly foDowed by a final set ofrequests for blessings upon the
Prophet, either in the foDowing form or another very close to it:

'CSlessings and peace be upon you, oh messenger ofGod! Blessings and peace be
upon you, oh beloved ofGod! A thousand times blessings and peace be upon you, oh first
ofGod's creation and last ofGod's messengers'"

4.

Final Fawatih and Adciyya

The final salawat may be followed by more fawatih and ad"iyya, providing a

symmetrical closure. However, unlike the opening set, the final fawatih and ad'iyya are
likely to be longer, and to include fawatih as supplications for members of the group who
are experiencing life difficulties rather than being directed primarily to spiritual entities.

S.

Greetings

The formal ritual having ended, the brethren greet each other, and line up to greet
the shaykh (musafaha). These two forms of greeting are significant, since they embody
the horizontal and vertical social relations which underlie the personal social stnleture of
the tariqa.
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E.

Controversial aspects of Islamic LP, and degrees of
acceptability

Every aspect ofLP in Islam displays a range ofvariability, and of orthodox
acceptability. Therefore LP can serve as both index and determiner of religious
orientation and reputation. By manipulating the many variables ofLP a tariqa can express
its unique orientation, shape its reputation, and influence the world-view ofits members.

1.

Texts (syntactic and semantic aspects)

fL

Authorizatio" by lsltllllic texis

Qur' an and Hadith provide the essential textual basis for Islam. Therefore, texts
drawn from Qur' an and Hadith are most widely accepted. Other texts may be legitimized
by recourse to statements in Qur'an or Hadith. Conversely, as a tariqa strays from these
texts, its practices will appear as less legitimate to Islamic reformers and critics.

b.

Per/omuztive efficacy

While certain aspects of performative efficacy are established by hadith (which
have been cited earlier), extremely large numbers ofrepetitions are criticized by the more
moderate and modernist orders, since they distract the Sufi from leading a normal life by
requiring hours of supererogatory devotion each day. Numerological counts, determined
by the mystical 'ilm aI-hurut: may be criticized as magical or unsanctioned by nonnative
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Islam. Thus, the modernist Hamidiyya Sbadhuiyya tariqa bans required recitation ofvery
long winJs (Gilsenan 1973:211).

Co

Poetic themes tmd symbols

All ofthe main themes and beliefs of Sufi~ from the shar'i beliefs oforthodox
religion to the most extreme antinomianism (moni~ mystical communion, unity) are
present in its poetry; when strategically controlled, poetry is a good index oftariqa
attitudes (when poetry is not strategically controlled, then its content reflects the
predUections ofthe munshid, but cannot be said to reflect those ofthe tariqa as a whole).
While many themes found in inshad dini are acceptable to most Muslims., some Sufi poetry
can be controversial., as has been discussed. Even themes which are broadly acceptable
among most Egyptian Muslims, such as excessive Praise ofthe Prophet, or references to
his intercession, may not be acceptable to Islamic reformers many ofwhom adopt the
Wahhabi orientation ofthe Prophet as a "mere man". It is in part for these reasons that
modernist groups seek to control the insbad repertoire, as we shall see; the modernist
Hamidiyya Shadhiliyya in their laws suggest use ofqasidas "to which we are accustomed"
(Gilsenan 1973:219).

2.

Performance (sonic, pragmatic aspects)

II.

Instnlmenttltioll

The voice is always acceptable (even if some vocal styles are not) as a mode of
performance. Other instruments may be criticized by conservatives. Most ofthe genres of
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LP used in hadra (fawatih, ad'iyy~ hizb, speech) never employ any instruments~ being
inappropriate to the sacred nature ofthe text or the goals of perfonnance. Thus it is only

in inshad (sometimes with dhikr) that one can observe differentiation in instrumentation.

In the mosques, there is little variability, since instruments are generally not used. The
greatest range can be found in the more public celebrations, as in the hadras ofmawlids, or
mawkibs (processions).
The instruments display a rough hierarchy ofacceptability. Within each ofthe
fonowing three categories, the acceptability ofinstruments is given in decreasing order.
(1) Most acceptable: voice; hand-claps; 'asaya (metal walking stick struck with a
sibha (rosary) or metal beater).
(2) Less acceptable: percussion instruments: those which are traditionally
associated with religious music, such as the duff (frame drum without jingles, sanctioned
by hadith); those which are traditionally associated with folk music, such as the tllra
(brass castanets); and those which evoke modern secular music and dance, such as the
tabla (funnel-shaped drum., which may sometimes be less acceptable than reed flutes,
below).
(3) Least acceptable: melodic instruments. The most acceptable are the winds:
kawala and nay (reed flutes), rarely arghul (clarinet). Less acceptable are those
instruments which are associated strongly with secular music; 'ud (lute), kamanja (violin),
and urj (synthesizer). The reed flutes have a long history of association with Sufism, and
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are considered to produce a sad sound which is spiritually valuable; for some they may be
more acceptable than the secular percussion instruments.
The modernist Ja'fariyya and Hamidiyya Shadbiliyya ban all musical instruments in

hadra (Gilsenan 1973:211). Other modernist groups (such as the JazuIiyya) may use them
under controlled circumstances., as we will see later on. Traditional orders such as the
Bayyumiyya avoid them in the regular hadra., but may employ them in the mawlids.

b.

Melodic (tOlltll, rhythmic) cOlltellt

Meter and tempo. Non-metric melody is generally considered most conducive to a
proper spiritual aesthetic attitude, perhaps due in part to the use ofthis style in Qur'amc
recitation and ibtihalat. When metric melody is employed, certain meters which are
conventionally associated with inshad dini, or which hearken back to an older and more
respectable musical age are considered more acceptable. These are often performed using
a strong Percussion line. Meters which are widely associated with popular dance and
listening music tend to be avoided by groups wishing to project a more conservative
image. Faster tempi too are considered less austere, and thus less suitable in projecting a
dignified, austere religious image. Discrimination among maqamat (melodic modes) is a
minor factor; one might only note that maqam saba is emphasized due to its mournful
expressivity.

Melody. Religious conservatives (inspired by Wahhabi practices) may actually
shout rather than sing the adhan (call to prayer), so as to avoid untoward associations with
music; they tend to perform Qur'anic recitation using a straightforward tortil (simple
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recitation) style ofnarrow ambit (sometimes consisting ofonly two or three recitation
tones) in which melodic considerations are strictly secondary to textual ones. Similar
considerations tend to apply when considering acceptability of LP melodic settings in
hadra. Melody ofextremely narrow ambit is always more acceptable for use when
chanting hizb,. given its quasi-sacred status within the tariqa,. and the fact that it often
incorporates much Qur' anic material. Complex melodic inventiveness may be criticized by
conservatives as detracting from a text's clarity and for introducing tarab (musical
emotion) or indicating excessive concern for tarab. Some fixed melodies seem to recur
only within the Islamic sphere; these provide a more religious flavor. However, melodies
reminiscent of-or even quoting-tarab song melodies are more liable to critique. When
melodies are borrowed for use in inshad, the religious respectability ofthe source will
impact the religious respectability ofthe resulting inshad. Older is generally equated with
more traditional, hence more acceptable in a religious context. This notion is reinforced
by the fact that the early tarah singers generally got their musical start as munshidin. Thus
Umm Kulthum (who started out singing inshad) is more acceptable than 'Abd a1-HaIim

Hafiz (who did not), who in tum is more acceptable than a modem popular singer such as
'Amru Diab.
In their laws, the Hamidiyya Shadhiliyya, for instance, specifically ban use of
secular melodies (Gilsenan 1973:227).
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c.

BotliIy movements tIIId emotional display

Minimal movement during LP is most acceptable. Some Sufis, in describing the
acceptable ideal., cite a hadith that the Prophet would gently sway while listening to

Qur' an, like a palm tree moved by the breezes. Such movement is slight., and
uncoordinated., because it arises spontaneous from the listening experience. Deliberate
and regular group movement commonly accompanies dbikr, but draws some fire from
critics. The more ecstatic movement patterns found in mawlids, in which the range of
movement is wide and disunified, is criticized by a conservative Sufis and reformists alike.
Besides the metric movement which accompanies dbikr., there may be spontaneous
expressions of ecstasy., falling, convulsions., catatonic states., supposedly evidence of a
mystical state (hal),fayd (spiritual overflowing) or taja//iyat (Divine manifestations).
Reformist critics condemn all these notions as bid'a. Most Sufis tend to be more
sympathetic., but conservatives may argue that too often such states are mere fakery., or
result from exhaustion alone. They say that those who fall in dbikr are merely dizzy
dancers., and are far from true religion. Furthermore., say these Sufi conservatives., even if
these states are real., they are not desirable. For these states result not from a high
mystical state but rather from the spiritual weakness and unpreparedness ofthe individual.
The spiritually mature experience such states, but do not manifest them on the outside.
Modernist groups tend to control movement. Some limit it to the "swaying palm"
type, as in the Ia'fariyya; the Hamidiyya Shadhiliyya require small amounts oforderly
movement and ban "dancing and swaying" (GiIsenan 1973:227). The Jazuliyya allow free
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movements only within a controDed context, as we will see later on. The traditional
Bayyumiyya, on the other hancl do not effectively control movement" particularly in the
local hadra far from central control.

d.

Specltlcle

Some LP" especially inshad and processional drumming, may be accompanied by
spectacular feats of self-mortificatio~such as piercing the body with a long skewer called
the dabbus" eating glass" and handling fire or poisonous snakes. The protection extended
by the sbaykh,. presumed to protect participants from harm, is taken as a sign ofhis
karama. These practices were formerly common among the traditional orders. While they
are widely unacceptable today" they continue to be practiced at the local level since central
control is weak; in the mawlids, they serve to attract crowds.
Objectively there is continuity between these religious expressions,. and other more
overtly circus-like entertainments in the mawlids (sawing a woman in halt: or riding a
motorcycle around a horizontal wall), hence the combined opposition of religious
reformers" conservative Sufis" and secularists. Such practices are condemned by
reformists as merely folklore" chicanery having no relation to religion. Secular modernists
too despise such practices, which they view as casting an unfavorably primitive or
premodern light on Egyptian society. Thus the orders involved in such activities must be
careful to distance themselves from them publicly. For instance" the Rifa'i are famous for
inserting the dabbus and snake-handling; recently the central Rifa'iyya leadership imposed
an official ban on such displays. Privately they concede that such practices are valid, since
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they serve to express the miracles of Sidi Ahmad ai-Rna'i. However, given the current
religious and political situation in Egypt, they feel it unwise to advertise an aspect ofthe
tariqa which is difficult to defend, and might lead to problems later on. At the same time,
due to the decentralized structure ofthe Rifa'iyya tariqa, the ban is impoSSIble to enforce.
Most ofthe modernist turuq reject such practices, and some even do so explicitly,
such as the Hamidiyya Shadhiliyya in their laws against eating glass, fire, and like practices
(Gilsenan 1973:211).

e.

Participation ofmen ad women ill hadrtl

The sight and even voice ofa woman is considered to distract men from
performing their religious obligations properly. Hence, mixing of men and women in hadra
is a sensitive issue. The conservative Sufi position is that women should not join the
orders at all. While this fact need not necessarily prevent them from joining in
performances, the mixing ofmen and women in badra is officially condemned by nearly all
the orders. In practice, there is a range. The traditional orders officially ban women from
ritual, but in practice women attend weekly hadras in several turuq (including the Rifa'iyya
and the Bayyumiyya), standing a short distance away from the all-male hadra. In the
mawlids, it is common to find men and women performing dhikr side by side, but this is
one ofthe features ofthe mawlid which is most condemned by the orthodoxy. The
presence of women in a special "women"s section'" ofa mosque or zawiya is generally
accepted, as it is for obligatory prayer. But more conservative opinion would have women
stay in the house. Sometimes women are allowed to perform individual tariqa devotions,
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although at least some orders (such as the Ja'fariyya) ban them from performing the wird.
The modernist groups tend to be the most consistent in setting a workable policy which is
followed. Both the Hamidiyya Shadhiliyya and the Ja'fariyya strictly exclude women from
the hadra, although they may listen from the women's section. The Jazuliyya allow
women to participate in hadra., but they must wear conservative dress, sit on the far side of
a central divider, and do not speak; only an occasional zaghnlta (ululation) may be heard.
Thus the LP role ofwomen is extremely limited in all cases.

F. LP mode and LP genre
In the Introduction I suggested three modes ofLP, the communicative~the
affective., and the ritual. I based this analysis on the needs ofthe present study combined
with pioneering work on lan8Uage function by Roman Jakobson. It is now possible to
apply this analysis to the genres ofLP just considered. One can see that while each genre
evinces more than one mode, there is also a dominant mode in each case (in the following
table '.' indicates the dominant mode; '0' indicates the secondary mode; '-' the tertiary
mode):
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Communieatft"e

Fawatih
Ad~iv\"3.

Hi:zb
Dbikr
lDsbad
Speech
Fawa~

-

Affective
0

-

0
0
0

...

0

...

Ritual

...

...

...
...
0

0

adciyya., him, and dhikr are closest to the ritual mode in that their efficacy

is held to be to a great extent dependent on the act ofperformance itself: when
accompanied by proper intention. I have already mentioned the special performative
efficacy accorded to Que' anic recitation, which forms the principal basis for these genres
ofLP. These genres are not overtly intended to create a cognitive or emotional effect in
the listener; they are certainly not intended to communicate anything. Rather, they are
intended to raise one's spiritual level through the objective consequences ofperformance.
In practice these genres do create affect, and are weakly communicative; if such properties

were not present, these genres would be ofno use in creating a social effect, whereas I
will argue that social effects are possible to a limited extent, to be revealed through careful

analysis. Dhikr, in particular, tends to create a high level of affect, and fawatih or adciyya
communicate the centrality ofentities mentioned. Hizb is less communicative, since the
text is well..known. But these affective and communicative effects are generally weaker
than the ritual effects in practice. It is interesting to note that as dhikr or bizb becomes
more affective, textual clarity usually decreases (as in the dhikr al-qalb). Strict attention to
textual performance is always a central demand for the ritual mode, whereas the affective
mode requires flexibility in order to be expressive ofemotion.
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Insbad demonstrates all three modes,. but it is the affective mode which dominates.
Inshad is constructed so as to be affective, in its poetic meaning and structure, its flexibly
expressive vocal line, and its musical basis and forms ofparticipation. When
accompanying dhikr, inshad serves to boost the affective level. Group inshad creates an
emotion of participation. At the same time, the poetic texts on which most inshad is based
may serve to communicate information or exhort to particular behavior, and are thus
regarded as a form of spiritual training or pedagogy (tarbiya ruhiyya). Other texts may be
regarded as a kind of prayer, spiritually efficacious in itself Praise ofthe Prophet is
widely considered equivalent to salawat (request for blessings on the Prophet), while
assertions oftawhid (God's unity) have the performative force ofa real declaration of
faith.
Speech., by contrast, is primarily communicative. Whether religious truths are
being reaffirmed or learned for the first time, the role of speech is primarily as a cognitive
tool. Speech is completely flexible and hence capable oftransmitting new ideas and
information, unlike ritual forms such as the hizb and dhikr. But even speech includes the
other two modes as well. The act ofstudying or teaching is often considered a form of
worship in itself; among the forms oflanguage employed in religious speech is Qur' anic
recitation, and ad'iyya. Certainly speeches perfonned by skilled orators can be highly
moving, due to manipulation of paralinguistic devices such as intonation, timing, pause,
and stress. However the dominant and explicit mode ofspeech is communicative.
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Ritual LP creates social effects only weakly and indirectly~ because such language
is not directed to human participants~ but rather directed to God or spiritual entities (the
Prophet~ the

Ah1

al-Bayt~

and saints). Affective and communicative LP~ however can
lt

create much stronger social effects. By manipulating participants emotionally and
cognitively such performance is capable ofmaintaining or transforming the personal social
It

strueture which consists ofcognitively recognized relationships among participants which
lt

are imbued with emotion. The tariqa which is situated so as to be able to formulate
group-level strategies is likely to draw more heavily upon the affective and communicative
modes as a means of creating the social effects desired: to recruit new members~ retain
existing members~ and shape their relationships to the shaykh and to each other. Thus it
comes as no surprise to find that the modernist orders appear to lean toward these modes.
The traditional orders frequently conduct highly emotional hadras (though these tend to be
at the periphery)~ but the emotion thus generated is likely to be enjoyed locally, rather than
being channelled into supporting the social relationships which undergird the tariqa as a
whole.

G. Three case studies
I have argued thus far that in the face ofthe critical difficulties posed by the 20th
century for Sufis~ the traditional orders (founded before the modem era) have been largely
unable to adapt and therefore have declined, while the modernist orders (founded in the
20th century itself) have achieved a limited success. I have suggested various arguments
for why this may have been the case, and have further suggested that it is LP~ overtly a
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tool of illdividual spirituality, which plays a critical role in social adaptation. Those
orders which are able to fonnulate, disseminate, and apply LP strategically for social ends
are the ones which are able to survive, and these are the modernist group.

In this chapter I have outlined the various forms and significances of LP in the

hadra. It remains to analyze some test cases, in order to support the argument that LP can
be socially efficacious. Therefore, I will consider three concrete examples of Sufi orders

in Egypt today. Two were founded in the 20th century, and can be considered (for
reasons to be given later) modernist orders. The Ja~fariyya began as a study circles
surrounding a great teacher ofal-Azhar, Shaykh Salih al-Ja~fari, and was established as an
order by the 1960s. The Jazuliyya started as a teaching circle surrounding Sidi Jabir alJazuli, probably in the

1940s~ the

tariqa began after 1952. Both have evolved strategies

for using the resources of LP, in its syntactic, semantic, sonic, and pragmatic dimensions,

in hadra to effectively handle the problems faced by Sufi orders in the modern Period.
Comparing them is instructive since although both have achieved a startling success, their
strategic approaches have been quite different.
The third case is an older tariqa, founded in the heyday of Sufism during Ottoman
rule ofEgypt in the late 18th century to which I have frequently made mention: the
Bayyumiyya, usually considered to be a branch ofthe Ahmadiyya. This tariqa, today in a
state of decline, is taken to be representative ofthe traditional orders in general.
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Notes for Chapter 4
Here I take issue \lith Gilsenan. who claims that dhikr (by which term he refers sometimes to dhikr
proper. and sometimes to the hadra as a whole) is communion. while salah is communication. The
fonner. he sa}"S. is directed inward to the Sbaykh and the self. enabling awareness of the link between
lover and Beloved. but containing ""no prayer". whereas in salah there is prayer. prostration. and
supplication (Giisenan 1973:185). This seems to me an enoneous distinction. As we shall see. all the
elements of prayer are present in the various genres ofLP used in hadra (some quite literally). Even the
dhikr proper is most e::enainly considered a form of prayer. as well as communion in GiIsenan' 5 sense.
The mistake is in examining the outward forms rather than the intentions ofvarious LP acts. as well as in
overempbasizing the dhikr proper to the exclusion of other kinds of LP employed in hadra.
I

:!

I use the word "tonal- in a precise sense: that at any point in time. the spectral content of any vocaI line

is based on a particular fundamental frequency. or nearly so.

distinction between counted and IUlcounted is made by many Sufis as a means of differentiating
dhikr from \\;rel since both JDa}' involve repetition of the same textual formulas.
3 This

.. There are sLX widely accepted canons of hadith dating from the 9th and 10th centuries: those of Bukhari
(eL 870) and Muslim (d.875) are the most esteemed; the collections compiled by Abu Da 'uel Nasa'L
Tirmidbi and Ibn Maja are also considered. authoritative (Watt 1985:57. Schimmel 1992:52). Subsequent
scholars such as aI-N8\\1ll\i (1233-78, compiler ofRiyad aI-8alihin from which 1quote) drew on earlier
canonical sources in compiling collections of hadith. which could be used as manila Is for the faithful
S

The rak"a is a unit of prayer. consisting of a fixed sequence of postures and recitations.

Other adhkar are also named. and related verbs can be found from the same ttiliteral root Recitation of
'"fa i1aha ilia Allah" is called tah1il,. the verb is hallala' Al1ahu akbar'" is called iakbir.... the verb is
kabbara~ of"Subhan AIJah~ is "'tasbih the verb is salitaha (which can also refer to the operation of
counting prayers on a rosary (sibha. from the same root); of""aI-hamdlJlilJa b " is hamdala. the verb is
hamdala; of "La hawla wa Ia qD\\'W8ta ilia biIIah aI-"aIi aI-"azim'" is ""bawqala". the verb is bawqa1a. But
""fa ilaha ilia Allah" is the most important of these.
6

No

ft

y

7

For a more complete discussion of madih. see Waugh 1989: 136-147.

8

For mawlids and social occasions one also finds public badras which are not performed as the liturgy of

any particular Sufi order (although they may be sponsored by a tariqa sbaykh). Here one finds the popular
professional munshidin performing with instrumental groups. while anyone who wishes may join in the
lines of dhikr.
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9

In a sense the hadra is to the tariqa what Friday prayer is to the Muslim Umma (nation), Both are forms

of group prayer, While Friday pra}'er is incumbent on all Muslims. the hadra is supererogatory (nafiIa)
for them. But once a Muslim has joined a particular tariqa. its badras become incumbent on him ~' \'irtue
of his ,·oluntaly acceptance ofthe ·abd
10

Taking a broader view. the set of alI Muslims praying the obligatOry ~-ers while facing Mecca forms

a set of concentric rings around the Ka·ba.. but the closure of such rings includes the entire Muslim Umma
(nation) in its scope.
II

Copies of a hizb D'la}' be inserted into a hijab (leather pouch) to be wom round the neck as an amulet

I::

Here referring to ordinary obligatory prayer.

13

Note that the terms described here are very close to classical usage: see Gardet EI2:"Dhikr-.

14

Treatises may articulate the levels further. differentiating dhikr al-Iisan (corresponding to the first level

of religion. outward performance of religious duty. or Islam). dbikr al-qaib (corresponding to the second
Ie\'el of religion. inward faith. or Iman). and dhikr ai-rub or dhikr al-sirr (corresponding to the third le\-el
of religion. in which religious faith and practice are aJnditioned by <:onstaDt awareness of God:. this is
called Ihsan). See. for instance. Damiqa 1990:47.
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5. Three Sufi Orders: Background
A. Introduction
I have discussed the concept ofthe Sufi tariqa as an order in three senses: as a
social order, a doctrinal order, and a ritual order. I argued that while doctrinal
differences are slight (at least among Egyptian groups), consisting mostly of differences

in emphasis and manifestation, it is in the domains ofthe social and ritual that one finds
the greatest areas of contrast between different Sufi groups.
In this chapter and the next I present an ethnography ofthe social and ritual
aspects ofthree turuq whose hadras will be subjected to detailed analytical scrutiny later
on: the Bayyumiyya (founded by Sidi 'Ali Nur aI-Din al-Bayyumi in the early 18th
century), the JazuIiyya Husayniyya Shadhiliyya (founded by Sidi Jabir Husayn Ahmad alJazuli in the mid 20th century), and the Ja'fariyya Ahmadiyya Muhammadiyya (founded
by Shaykh Salih Muhammad al-Ja'fari in the mid 20th century). The Bayyumiyya is an
older, traditional order, founded in traditional Egyptian society, and wen-advanced into
its third developmental phase. The other two orders are modernist, each led by the
founder's son and khalifa, and thus by definition in the second developmental phase.
Preceding the discussions of social and ritual aspects, I aIso include a background
section briefly introducing the history publications, and physical basis ofeach group.
It

Many scholars (e.g. Gilsenan 1973, O'Fahey 1990, Evans-Pritchard 1949, Johansen
1996, Abun-Nasr 1965, Lings 1994, just to mention a few) have devoted an entire
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monograph to a particular Sufi order or shaykh, and certainly these groups and
individuals provide such a wealth ofmaterial ofreligious, philosophical, sociological,
anthropological, and historical interest that many volumes might profitably be written
about each one without in any way having concluded the ethnographic task.
I do not pretend to present these groups exhaustively, but rather focus on those
aspects which may provide useful background for the analysis and conclusions to follow.
In particular, discussions of social structure will focus on the personal social structure,
which, as was argued earlier, forms the primary basis for tariqa identity; doctrinal
emphases and general attitudes will not be presented separately, but will be worked into
other sections. Discussion of ritual (in the following chapter) will focus on regular group

ritual (mainly the hadra), rather than individual rituals (such as the daily recitation of
wird) and occasion ritual (the mawlids). The ethnographies ofthe three groups are
interleaved by topic, so as to facilitate comparisons.

B. Hisfoty, publications, places

I.

Bayyumiyya

In this study, the Bayyumiyya tariqa is taken as representative ofthe traditional
Sufi order, currently in its third phase ofdevelopment, and part of a dominant religious
trend from the middle ages up until the modem era. It is the last ofthe major Sufi orders
to be formed in Egypt during the pre-modern period (before 1798, the year of
Napoleon's conquest), after which Sufism was first regulated in the 19th century, and
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then declined in the 20th. Its recency means that its founder s life is somewhat less
shrouded in mystery, and the tariqa itselfis less bifurcated and complex, than other
traditional orders such as the Ahmadiyya.

However the Bayyumiyya shares with other traditional groups., such as the
Ahmadiyya., Burhamiyya., and Rifa'iyya, the following propenies: (I) The founder is
presented as a completely idealized spiritual figure - a qutb. (2) While the founder had to
overcome some antagonism from the 'ulama' and government it is clear that the masses
were with him as a result ofhis personal charisma. He passes tests and perfonns
miracles sufficient to gain grudging acceptance and sometimes even win converts from
the 'ulama' and government, without abandoning or compromising his way, which was
quite unorthodox in many respects. It was unnecessary for the hadra to act specifically

in order to defend the group or attract members. This is quite unlike the attitudes ofthe
newer turuq. (3) The hadra consists essentially ofthe founder's hizb together with dhikr
formulas accompanied by free inshad. Thus the perfonnative resources ofhadra are not
strictly controlled. (4) The tariqa is widespread throughout rural Egypt, apparently
having declined primarily in urban areas which have been subjected to greater outside
influences and change.
Few sources are available to give an objective account ofthe tariqa and its
founder. But I am less interested in such an account, in any case., then in the selfrepresentations ofthis and other turuq under discussion. The following background
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information is taken from the group's own writings about itself: and from ethnographic
fieldwork.

a.

History ofthe group

1.

The historical context offormation

The tariqa was formed in the 18th century, during the period of Ottoman rule
over Egypt" Sufism's heyday in Egypt. As I have previously noted, the Sufi orders in
Egypt rose to prominence under the Mamluks" but enjoyed increased influence and
prestige with the rulers and 'ulama't under the Ottomans. Not only was Sidi 'Ali alBayyumi able to overcome initial opposition to his new tariqa-from both government
and 'ulama'-he was actually able to win imponant officials from both domains to his
side. Therefore historical circumstances-the social ec'space'»'» and "'field'" of Islam of his
day, to employ the theoretical jargon-did not require him to create the strategic lines of
defense evident in contemporary groups., and this lack is apparent in the hadra as well.

2.

The founder and his formation ofthe tariqa

Sidi 'Ali al-Bayyumi occupies an historically intermediate position, between those
shaykhs who are fully cloaked in the legends woven around them over the passing
centuries-to the point that the men themselves are lost to view-and the shaykhs of the
modem era, who appear more clearly as real men living in an age closely connected with
our own. Books about Sidi 'Ali tend toward idealization, and yet one is more apt to
believe in him as a historical figure than in the distant saints ofmedieval times. Still there
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are conflicting reports, perhaps between reality and idealization: as artisan (weaver) and
as teacher-scholar; as an isolated ascetic and as a teacher who travelled widely to spread
his tariqa. These contradictions cannot be resolved here, and will simply be presented.

a.

Biography ofthe founder

Sidi Ali Nur ai-Din Hijazi aI-Bayyumi 1, known to followers as Sidi "Ali, founder
4:

ofthe Bayyumiyya tariqa, was bom in 1108 Hijri [1696 AD], in the town ofBayyum in
the Egyptian Delta, not far from Mit Ghamr. Bayyumiyya prayer manuals give his
patriline (nasab) in full., connecting him with the Prophet through ai-Imam' Ali ibn Abi
Talib and his son ai-Imam Hasan. He memorized the Qur'an while young, then studied
hadith and fiqh, according to the madhJt.ah of Imam Shafi'i (Salim 1996:4-5).
The somewhat idealized biographies presented in the Bayyumiyya prayer manuals
do not mention his source oflivelihood, but his followers say that he worked as a
weaver, a fact which figures in several ofhis karamat (for instance, when his loom
performed the dbikr). Although he was later invited to lecture at al-Azhar his livelihood
t

was derived essentially from manual labor, and his tariqa is deeply rooted among the
common people.
When he was older (the sources don't specify exactly when) he moved to Cairo.
Trimingham states that he first went to live in the Khalwati zawiya of Sidi Damirdash,
and then at the age ofabout 30 became affiliated with Halabiyya, a branch ofthe
Ahmadiyya. (Trimingham 1971:79). Other sources also indicate that his first Sufi
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affiliation was to the Khalwatiyya Damirdashiyya,. then to the Ahmadiyya (from which his
tariqa is usually considered a branch), but that he also took the Shadhili and Naqshabandi
oaths~

diligently performing the rituals ofall three (Salim 1996:5-6).

His followers today say that he gathered together the paths of all the past
masters, but class his tariqa as an offshoot ofthe Ahmadiyya of Sayyid Ahmad alBadawi. (Thus red is the official color ofthe Bayyumiyya,. as for all the other Badawi
branches.) Sayyid Ahmad al-Badawi is the most widely revered saint in Egypt, apart
from the Ahl al-Bayt themselves. His order is highly ramified, today comprising 18
officially recognized branches and eight additional unofficial branches (Luizard
1990:85:87), including besides the Bayyumiyya the influential Abmadiyya Marazaqa
(often attnouted to one ofBadawi's followers, but according to Trimingham (1971:274)
preceding him), and the Imbabiyya. In addition, Ibrahim al-Dasuqi took the Badawi 'ahd
(Trimingham 1971:45). Through Sayyid al-Badawi, and his spiritual descent from the
Kbalwati, Naqshabandi, and Sbadhili orders, Sidi 'Ali al-Bayyumi and the Bayyumiyya
are deeply enmeshed in the broad and complex network oftraditional Sufi brotherhoods
which prospered from Mamluk to modern times, only falling into decline in the 20th
century.

At some point he moved to the al-Husayniyya district ofCairo (Salim 1996:6).
He sponsored a circle of dhikr at the al-Zahir mosque ofSultan Baybars near his home~
and every Tuesday (Trimingham (1971:79) says Wednesday) at the mosque of Imam alHusayn (site ofthe Mashbad Husayni, shrine for the Prophet's grandson) (Salim 1996:6,
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Trimingbam 1971:79). His dhikr was known for its high volume and intensity (Khalidi
EI2:'1Jayyumiyya''', Trimingham 1971:79) (although today no significant contrast with
other traditional tunlq is apparent). Today's followers say that he used inshad in hadra.,
although no information on his use of inshad is available; he wrote no diwan. He
attracted many followers, particularly from among the poorer classes (Khalidi
EI2:"Bayyumiyya"). Many sinners repented at his hand, joined his tariqa., and became
men ofGod (Salim 1996:6).
His great piety caused him to experience extraordinary states, what one manual
refers to as the ''hal a1-tawhid"" (a mystical state induced by deep contemplation ofGod's

unity), ')adhb" (spiritual madness), and "istighraq" (absorption) (Salim 1996:5). Out of
love, he worshipped God constantly, and so "arrived" to the rank of walt (saint). The
Prophet himself appeared to Sidi 'Ali in a vision, dubbing him "sultan aIMuwahhidin"('the lord ofthose who say ula ilaba ilia Allah"') and ''basht aI-amara"
(Ulord of princes") and commanding him to form a new tariqa. The signs ofhis spiritual
greatness were evident to others, and so he attracted a group offollowers, who gathered
around him to benefit from his instructions.
His Tuesday dhikr session, characterized by "particularly loud and emphatic
utterances" (Khalidi EI2:'''BayYWDiyya'') at the Husayn mosque was well-attended.
Some ofthe poorer attendees also went barefoot in the streets, and soiled the mosque
when they entered to perform dhikr. A number of the 'ulama' and amirs (ruling princes)
objected to his dhikr, and questioned his religious qualifications.
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But the Sbaykh ofal-Azhar, 'Abdallah al-Sbabrawi, defended him (Khalidi
EI2:''Bayyumiyya") and gave him an opportunity to prove that he was among the great
saints and scholars, by delivering a lecture in which he would clarify his state and
knowledge to the opposition. So the scholars met with him at aI-Azhar, and he delivered
a lesson on badith in which he convinced them ofhis worth (Salim 1996:7).
Proving his scholarly abilities before the 'ulama' was evidently an important
turning point which caused his tariqa to spread,. and to draw more outstanding disciples,
such as a subsequent shaykh al-Azhar, Hasan aI-Quwaysni (Salim 1996:6, Khalidi
EI2:''Bayyumiyya'''). His success in this test is furthermore viewed as a miracle and
confirmation ofhis baraka by present-day followers, since it occurred despite a rather
limited formal education. Humble beginnings and a simple background are cited proudly
by followers, since they are a touchstone for the authenticity ofthe saint's inspiration
from God, as opposed to those whose knowledge is "merely'" a result ofdiligent study
and bookishness. He no doubt established his spiritual reputation primarily through
personal chari~ manifested in religious practices and karamat (see below). But after
his trial before the Azhar scholars, he could be known as 'A/1m a/-Shari -a wa a/-Haqiqa,
uscholar ofreligious law and Divine Realityn, i.e. of both exoteric and esoteric religion.
It is this grand title which appears on the plaque in front ofhis maqam today.
Given these successes, it would not have seemed critical to restrain badra
performance, or to specify it in writings, or to control it completely, or design it carefully

in order to attract members. That is, strategic control ofhadra resources would have

3SS

been oflimited value. This was a historical era in which Sufism was the norm., and Sidi

'Ali was capable of attracting many followers by virtue ofhis charisma alone;
furthermore he had succeeded in convincing the 'ulama' ofhis spiritual worth. Besides.,
many ofthe members of a popular Sufi group such as the Bayyumiyya were no doubt
illiterate. The oral tradition therefore would have been deemed sufficient as a means for

ensuring the continuity of the rituals established by the founder.
Sidi 'Ali is reported to have been active in proselytizing. He instructed Shaykh
Hasan aI-Quwaysni to help him spread the tariqa. Shaykh Ha.san., probably attempting to
apply the standards of al-Azbar., wanted to be selective. He would test those wanting to
join the group, requiring them to be both literate and pious. Those who exhibited
shortcomings were asked to return only when they had remedied them. But when Sidi

,Ali found out what he was doing, he told him: "Are you trying to spread the tariqa., or
destroy it?". Then he went around spreading the tariqa himself He would round up
sinners, driving them before him to the mosque of Sultan Baybars (al-Zahir), and forcibly
holding them there until they had repented oftheir crimes. Then they would join his
tariqa.
In addition to dbikr and wird, his spiritual routine included lengthy recitations of
dhikr and wild, as well as ascetic practices in the khalwa (meditative cell). He specified
seven posSIble dhikr formulas for daily recitation., which he correlated to the seven stages
ofthe nafs (al-Bayyumi n.d.:23-35): '~ilaha illa Allah", "Allah''', ''Huwa''', ''Haqq'',
"Haw', "Qayyumn, and "Qahhar".2 One ofthese Names is to be repeated daily after
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prayer,. or as a night vigil, the number ofrepetitions depending on numerological
derivations from the sums ofthe letter values, according to 'ilm al-hunif. Thus for
instance,. the fourth Name cllaqq", is to be repeated 108 times after prayer (the sum of
the letters), and 11664 times as a night vigil (= 108*108). He was known for his stem
self-discipline. He would allow his hair to grow long, braiding it like a woman, a sign of
his jadhb. When reciting his nightly wild at night he would tie his hair to the ceiling, so
that he would be awakened ifhe dozed. Some pamphlets (e.g. Salim 1996: 19) descn1le
him as an ascetic, only leaving his prayers in the mosque of al-Zahir once a week, and

then in order to visit the maqam of Imam al-Husayn and conduct a dhikr there. On the
other hand, Trimingham reports that he frequently travelled to Mecca, preaching and
winning followers to his tariqa there (Trimingham 1971:80).
It is instructive to note that the order's own books do not ascn'be to him any new
teachings which might form the basis for a new tariqa. Rather he is presented as having
absorbed the teachings ofearlier saints, as well as having mastered the Shari'a, and
having attained a high spiritual level through his diligent spiritual discipline. As in the
present day, the basis for a Sufi order is the saint's own charisma, not in establishing a
distinctive set ofreligious doctrines.
Mustafa Bash&, then a wal; (governor) ofEgypt (reg. 1757-60?), used to visit
Sidi ,. Ali. One day the latter gave him good news, telling him that he would be promoted
to Grand VIZier on a particular date. When this prophecy was fulfilled, Mustafa Basha
ordered a mosque to be built for the Sidi ,.Ali, within which he could hold his dhikr.
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Thus was established the Bayyumiyya mosque in al-Husayniyya, where the tariqa

continues to meet to the present day (Salim

1996:6~ Khalidi EI2:'c.Bayyumiyya~1.

Sidi 'Ali al-Bayyumi died in Cairo 1183 AH [1769AD] and was buried in a shrine
under the dome ofms mosque. His disciple and one-time Shaykh al-Azhar, Hasan alQuwaysni was later buried next to ~ in 1254 AH (Salim 1996: 19). Today Sidi "Ali is
considered a wall (saint) as well as a qutb ranking with the earlier four u axes" (al-arba'
al-aqtab: Qadiri~ Rifa'i, Badawi, and Dasuqi). His followers consider him to gather the
spiritual paths ofms predecessors, and even to have surpassed them.

b.

Karamat

Like the founders of other traditional tunlq in Egypt, Sidi "Ali al-Bayyumi is not
known for mystical teachings so much as for spiritual exercises (mostly the texts recited)~
his mawlid and shrine, and his fantastic karamat (miracles). Karamat~ aspects of the
shaykh~s biography which

may be difficult for outsiders to believe, are important to study

for what they reveal about the relation between murid and shaykh. The role of karamat,
particularly in their more miraculous forms, is much larger in the traditional than in the
modernist orders. While traditional Sufis might ascnbe the lack ofkaramat in the modern
period to a general decline in spirituality, Islamic modernists themselves ascribe it to the
decline of ignorance. Members ofmodernist Sufi groups take an intermediate view,
generally believing in the miracles ofthe old saints, but accepting the fact that the age of

miracles has largely passed.
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Whatever their truth value, miraculous karamat were formerly an important tool
oflegitimization for Sufi shaykhs and saints, helping to construct a particular personal
relation of awe between Sufi and saint. Just as every prophet was granted at least one
miracle (mu 'jiza) to prove his spiritual standing to the incredulous, so the saints have
their karamat to serve much the same function. When miraculous karamat were widely
accepted, the shaykh was widely recognized and became a public figure outside the
tariqa. In the past, this implied broad influence for the tariqa and its shaykh; mawlids
would be widely attended by non-members.
But in the modern period, the more fanciful karamat were called into question by
reformists and shaykhs had to support their reputations by more modest displays of
charisma, such as demonstrations of insight and learning in sermons, scholarly treatises,
or poetic inspiration, not instantaneous transport or walking on water. At the same time,
these newer means, being largely based in language, could be reinforced in LP during the
hadra. The modem shaykhs uphold their reputations through performances oftheir
poems and speeches in the hadra. Thus the performance ofhadra became an important
means of sustaining the charisma oftariqa founders. By contrast, the older karamat
could not be reinforced in hadra; they simply had to be believed. With the decline in
such belief went the decline in the traditional orders supported by such karamat.
The relative decline ofwidespread belief in miraculous karamat seems to have

had two consequences. On the one hand, because nothing could replace karamat as a
tool ofwidespread legitimization, a means ofconstructing personal relations ofawe with
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a great many people, the modernist tariqa would become more a limited world; the

ability ofthe shaykb to become the object ofmass devotion had been eroded~ if not
erased. On the other hand, those turuq which depended on karamat for legitimization of
their founders would decline, as the traditional forms of legitimacy became suspect.
Karamat which originally produced a sense ofawe and wonder might be a liability in the
face ofthe modern man, who viewed them as quaint folk-tales, and yet the traditional
tunlq were not situated to strategically produce new legitimating tools to take their
place, since these could not obtain the sanction ofthe founder, and since the social
structure ofthe order made strategizing difficult, as I argued earlier.
Karamat also reveal the contrast between attitudes oftraditional and modernist
turuq toward the Islamic field. One ofthe most important types of karama, for the
present analysis, is that which attempts to reconcile the world of Sufi knowledge
(ma'rifa) and practice with that ofthe Azbari religious scholars ('ulama'). Although
Sufism in Ottoman period occupied a much more central place than it does today, there
was always conflict with certain ofthe 'ulama' and sometimes with rulers. But wamat
ofthis period often boldly show how the harshest critic could become a disciple when
exposed to the Sufi master himself The 'alim is at first severe in his opposition, but is
then won over by the Sufi's miraculous powers. Even the ruler is no match for the Sufi
shaykh. But this confident attitude makes the traditional turuq relatively defenseless in
the modem period, when the 'aJim cannot be won over so easily. Modernist turuq, by
contrast, take a more guarded attitude which allows them to survive, as reflected in the
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karamat attributed to their shaykh, which focus upon his high spiritual level and inspired
knowledge~ values

which are essentially compatible with the orthodox view.

The following miraculous karama of Sidi "Ali was related by a high-ranking
shaykh of the order:
The shaykh ofal-Azhar, Hasan al-QuwaysrU, persecuted Sidi "Ali because
he didn't believe in him. He didn't want Sidi 'Ali to conduct dhikr
sessions in the mosque ofaI-Husayn. For when Sidi 'Ali chanted "Allah"
he confused the Azhar students who were studying there. One day while
lecturing to his students in the mosque ofal-Husayn, he saw Sidi 'Ali.
Pausing in his lecture, he told Sidi 'Ali that ifhe wanted to continue
conducting dhikr in the mosque, he must bring a letter of PerJDission
signed and sealed by the Sultan in Istanbul. Sidi 'Ali agreed to so, and
left Hasan sitting in his chair, lecturing to his students.
Sidi 'Ali took one step, and arrived in Istanbul, in the Sultan's bedroom.
It was night, and the Sultan was sleeping. Sidi' Ali clapped to wake him.
The Sultan was startled and amazed. "What do you want? Who are you?
How did you get past my guards?" Sidi' Ali explained why he had come.
"But I don't have my pen, paper, or seal here with me, n objected the
Sultan. Sidi' Ali instantly brought him pen, paper and the royal seal from
his offices to prepare the required letter. The sultan was frightened and
did as he was told. Then Sidi (. Ali returned as he bad come, in one step,
and delivered the letter to Shaykh Hasan al-Qaway~ who was stilI
lecturing from his chair in the mosque of Sayyidna al-Husayn. Shayth
Hasan was flabbergasted, but saw that the letter was genuine. Then
Shaykh Hasan had a vision ofthe Prophet, who told him not to upset Sidi
'Ali, for he bimselfwould join the latter's tariqa, and the two would be
buried under the same dome. All this came to pass. Hasan joined the
tariqa and helped to spread it, and was finally buried next to Sidi "Ali.

c.

Writings

Sidi 'Ali composed two hizb and a manzuma which are used in hadra and daily
prayer. He also specified seven wird formulas through which the novice progresses
while simultaneously purifying his 1lt1fs. Although some seventeen treatises are
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mentioned in the pamphlets as having been written by Sidi Ali al-Ba~ I only
4

located two ofthese. Members knew ofthe existence ofcertain books., but evidently did
not own them. Except for the hizb., these books play no visible role in the tariqa today.
There is no evidence that they were ever important in the badra, probably because the
Sufi orders did not at that time stand in such dire need of orthodox religious
legitimization via scholarship. Rather these writings have attained an idealized., remote
status., similar to that ofthe founder

himself several members mentioned that all ofhis

writings can be found in Dar al-Kutub (the famous Egyptian hbrary and archive}-in the
public min~ a lofty place where great books are stored-yet they had evidently never
examined the works themselves.

In examining the list (presented below) one is struck by the absence ofany titles
to indicate that Sidi Ali was concerned to promote his own tariqa., or even that he was
4

forming a distinctive tariqa at all. Rather he seems to have written on a variety oftopics
in Sufism and Shari 4 a., oblivious to his own status as founder of a Way. Unlike many Sufi
shaykhs, Sidi 4A1i wrote no poetty apart from one man..."'lIma (poetic du'a' using the 99
Names ofGod)., nor did he specify particular poems as preferable for hadra. Neither is
any poetry attributed to him by his followers, nor has any set of poems subsequently
achieved canonical status in the group. Contemporary members claim he did use inshad
in his hadras., but evidently the precise content was not important to him. Today., the
modernist shaykh actively writes treatises and poetry as spiritual and social tools for the
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tariqa itsel( and these are used in religious praetice~ a partial substitute for the lost
miraculous charisma ofthe traditional period.

3.

Subsequent development ofthe tariqa

a

Silsila and expansion

Sidi "Ali a1-Bayyumi died in 1769, leaving no scion. 3 His khalifa was Shaykh

Ibrahim a1-Damanhuri. Subsequent leadership was unstable, and there were many
succession disputes in the 19th ce~ today there is no agreement among various
manuscripts on the precise sequence of early tariqa leaders (de Jong 1978:34-35). At the
contemporary end ofthe silsila there is agreement: from Shaykh Mahmud Ahmad Fadl,
the position of shaykh a1-sajjada passed to his brother Shaykh Hamid Ahmad Fadl, and

finally to the latter's son, Ahmad Hamid Fadl, who presides over the tariqa today. But
there is only a tenuous connection between these Bayyumiyya shaykhs ofthe 20th
century and the founder, only 200 years before them. The uncertainty in silsila limits
their charismatic power., weakening the tariqa's central authority beyond the inevitable
problems of decentralization discussed earlier.
Members claim that the Bayyum.iyya are extremely widespread, found all over the
world~ Trimingham

mentions that due to his preaching in Mecca the tariqa spread into

Yemen., Hadramawt., Persian GuIt: lower Euphrates, and the Indus valley, but that after
the death ofthe third shaykh a1-sajjada (during the reign ofMuhammad 'Ali) the tariqa
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weakened. However I have located no contemporary scholarship or ethnographic
evidence suggesting that the tariqa persists outside ofEgypt.

b.

Further history

There is evidence suggesting that shortly after the death of the founder~ the
Bayyumiyya hadra was highly emotional; later it appears to have been elaborate as well.
The great Egyptian historian ofthe 18th centwy, Abd al-Rahman al-Jabarti (1753I;

4

1825), mentioned the Bayyumiyya hadra as raucous and heterodox. But we are
fortunate to have a rather thorough description from the mid 19th century.

In the 1830s, Edward Lane descnoed a Sufi hadra (performed for the Mawlid alNabi (prophet's birthday festival», noting that it was of a tyPe found only among the
Bayyumiyya. Although the hadra was not actually performed by the Bayyumiyy~ if one
may take him at his word, then a complete citation seems justified, since it will be helpful
to compare this with the Bayyumiyya hadra as performed today:

In the ensuing night, that which is properly called the night ofthe Moolid,
I went again to the principal scene ofthe festival. Here I witnessed a zikr
performed by a ring ofabout sixty darweeshes round the saree. S The
moon was sufficient, without the lamps, to light up the scene. The
darweeshes who formed the ring round the saree were ofvarious orders;
but the zikr which they performed was of a kind usual only among the
order ofthe Beiyoomeeyeh [Bayyumiyya]. In one act of this zikr the
performers exclaimed, '''Va Allah," (no God!'') ; and, at each
exclamation, first bowed their heads, crossing their hands at the same
time before their breasts; then raised their heads, and clapped their bands
together before their faces. The interior ofthe ring was crowded with
persons sitting on the ground. The zikkeers [dbakkira] continued as
above descnbed about half an hour. Next, they fanned companies oftive
or six or more together; but still in the form of a large ring. The persons
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in these several companies held together, each (with the exception ofthe
foremost in the group) placing his left arm behind the back of the one on
his left side.. and the band upon the left shoulder ofthe latter: all facing
the spectators outside the ring. They exclaimed "Allahf n in an excessively
deep and hoarse voice; (performers of zikrs ofthis kind have been called...
by various travellers.. '''arking, or howling., dervises [sic].'" [Lane's own
footnote]) and at each exclamation took a step, one time forwards, and
the next time backwards; but each advancing a little to his left at every
forward step., so that the whole ring revolved., though very slowly. Each
ofthe zikkeers held out his right hand to salute the spectators outside the
ring ; most ofwhom., if near enough., grasped., and sometimes kissed.. each
extended hand as it came before them. (Lane 1973:455-6)
The chanting of''Ya Allah" followed by "Allah" (the first being incorporated in
their bizb) continues to the present day and is indeed a unique characteristic ofthe
Bayyumiyya. This fact provides independent proof that the dhikr descoDed above was in
fact ofthe Bayyumiyya type, as Lane claimed without further comment. But the
behavioral aspect of the dhikr, as well as the description ofvocal tone, differs
substantially, as will become evident when I describe the current form ofthe ritual; today
the ritual formation and movements are perfectly ordinary and more or less
indistinguishable from those ofany other traditional tariqa. Whereas the original ritual
was elaborate., distinctive, and open to criticism (as excessively dance-like, emotional,
and removed from the dignified postures ofordinary prayer), the contemporary one is
simple, unremarkable, and-if one discounts the individual idiosyncrasies resulting merely
from the absence of strong central control-rather orthodox. Whether this transformation
took place as result of ritual refonns the Shaykh al-Balai pressed onto the Bayyumiyya
shaykh al-saijada, from general reformist pressure, or from decentralization and ritual
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neglect at the center is difficult to determine. What is clear is that a loss of ritual identity
was incurred.

6

Today the group has declined. While the number ofBayyumiyya in Egypt are

still numerous, the organization is no longer bound by an active, living charismatic
center. Power has moved from the center to the periphery. When the peripheral power is
strong, local groups can appear as quasi-independent turuq. When it is weak., the local
group becomes informaI,. and its meetings non-exclusive opportunities for mystical
expression, as we will see below. Loyalty tends not to be to the tariqa as a social group,
but rather to the local shaykh., or to Sidi 'Ali himselfand his tariqa as an abstract spiritual
path. The lack ofa distinctive Bayyumiyya ritual (as Lane descnbed) which could
provide some form ofunity at least through its distinctive identity is symptomatic of the
overall disintegration ofcentralized social structure.

c.

Sub-branches and saints

Over the past 200 years a number ofturuq have branched from the Bayyumiyya.
One such is the KhaIiliyya based in Zaqaziq (capital ofthe province of Sharqiyya), whose
founder Ibrahim Abu ai-Khalil, passed away in the mid 20th century. Another is the
Qasimiyya founded by one Shaykh Abu al-Qasim. Several shaykhs have established
large and strong bayts within the tariqa which extubit a high degree ofautonomy, such as
that of ' Ali 'Abd aI-Fattah 'Allam in Zawiya ai-Hamra' (Cairo), and that of Muhammad
Ibrahim Salim. Both have published prayer manuals combining Bayyumiyya material
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with their own. Established Bayyumiyya saints include al-Sayyid Muhammad Ahmad aI-

Sagbir (buried in aI-Qusa~ Cairo); and Sidi Muhammad Yusuf al-' Ashy (with a
maqam in Qayt Bay, Cairo)~ both are celebrated with public mawlids attended by
Bayyumiyya and others (the famous munshid Shaykh Yasin al-Tuhami performs at the
mawlid ofSidi 'Ashy). 'Ali 'Abd aI-Fattah 'Allam is also celebrated with a mawlid.
The existence ofthese sub-branches and independent saints., together with the
weak charismatic standing ofthe current central tariqa authority, are manifestations of

the tariqa's advanced phase ofdevelopment, in which primary activity has moved to the
periphery, and there is no longer a single charismatic center. (It should be noted, for
instance, that the previous shaykh aI-sajjada is not celebrated with a mawlid.) This
structural situation precludes the formation and dissemination of strategic adaptations to

modernity.
b.

TlII'iqll publications

Generally speaking, books appear to play an extremely limited role in the tariqa.
Available texts are mostly prayer collections; there are no publications which indicate an
overtly self-conscious attitude by speaking about the tariqa as a social grOUPIt much less
containing explicit strategies for its proper operation. Asking tariqa members for books
yielded only one small pamphlet: the official prayerbook issued by the mashyalcha
(administrative office ofthe tariqa). By combing religious and antiquarian bookshops I
managed to locate four other pamphlets, including two of Sidi 'Ali's treatises; most of
these were published long ago and would not be easily available to members today:
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1) Mashyakha 'Umum al-Sada aI-Bayyumiyya. Mojmu 'ft Awradaf-Tariqa ofBayyumiyya. This appears to be the sole official publication ofthe tariqa; members seem

to acquire a copy upon joining the group. In it are the shaykh's prayers, consisting of
the large and small hizbs ("'al-bizb ai-kahil''', "'aI..bizb al-saghir"), a manzuma (poetic
supplication employing the 99 Names of God»" a capsule biography, list ofhis
publications, his nasab, and several karamat. Following are several poems by the
classical Sufi poet 'Umar ibn al-Farid, and a lengthy section (nearly the entire second half
ofthe booklet) explaining the basic duties ofevery Muslim. This booklet must be
assumed to contain what the tariqa leaders perceive to be the essentials for every tariqa
member. No publication date is given, but it is signed by the previous shayth aI-sajjada,
father ofthe current shayth.
2) 'Ali Nur ai-Din aI..Bayyumi, Jam; 'a af-ASTar. This short treatise is not dated,
but comparing its paper and printing to the other volumes, one would guess at
publication not later than the 1930s, especially because its printing resembles in every
way Risa/at Ghariq a/-Nur, from the same publisher.
3) 'Ali Nur ai-Din aI..Bayyumi, Risa/at Ghariq ai-NUT. Another short treatise;
my edition was published in 1921.
4) 'Abd ai-Karim Mubarak aI-Bilidi, untitled. This collection contains the two
hizbs, the manzuma ofSidi 'Ali, his nasab, an istighatha (supplication, apparently by the
author), and prayers of other shaykhs (Abu Madyan aI-Ti1misani, 'Abd ai-Qadir al-Jilani);
the book was published in 1911.
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5) Salim, Muhammad Ibrahim Muhammad. Asrar a/-Tawhidfi al-Majmu'a a/-

Bayyumiyya. Cairo?: aI-Sharika aI-Muttahida Ii aI-Tiba'a wa aI-Nashrwa al-Tawzi'.
This booklet, by a prominent Bayyumiyya shaykh, expands slightly on that issued by the
mashy~ containing

the nisb~ capsule biography, several karamat, a listing of

publications and excerpts thereot; this is followed by the two Bayyumiyya hizbs.. didactic
excerpts from his writings, blessings for the Prophet (salawat), and manzuma. He closes

with several short excerpts from Sidi 'Ali, Sayyidna al-Junayd, Sidi Mum ai-Din ibn
"Arabi, hadith, and the Que' an. The booklet is dated 1996.

6) Salim, aI-Shaykh Khattab 'Umar al-Shaykh. 1925. Kitah ai-Anwar ai-JaJiya

ft Awrad aJ-Sada aJ-Bayytlmiyya.

This pamphlet contains the two Bayyumiyya hizbs., a

set of salawat attributed to the author (almost identical to those listed by Muhammad

Ibrahim Muhammad Salim., above), the manzuma, the wird sihr (magical wird) attributed
to the author, the Da 'wa a/-Ism a/-A 'zam (supplication of the greatest name;
unattributed), a wCL-"ifa (attributed to the author), and a supplication to the saints
(unattributed) which requests help from the most famous ofthem (including the four
aqtab, and ofcourse Sidi 'Ali). A later edition ofthis book precedes the above with a
briefbiography of Sidi 'Ali.
Thus the pamphlets consist mainly of prayers of Sidi 'Ali, sometimes
supplemented by very briefbiographical, hagiographic, or genealogical passages about
the founder, and rarely including short excerpts from his prose works. The overall
impression is of some disunity. Each compiler/author presents the basic information
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differently, and there are slight variations even in the hizb texts. Other texts (prayers,.
poems, prose) are included from other sources, including Sufi shaykhs who are not
Bayyumiyya.. or the authors themselves, and these naturally vary from one book to
another. Sidi 'Ali's teachings are not set forth systematicaIly~ the implication being either
that he did not originate new teachings (but rather excelled in the Sufi and 'alim
traditions) or that these are not so important for members to know. Although prayers
are presented,. their mode ofpractical use is not. No space in these pamphlets is devoted
to a description ofthe tariqa, in its organizational, historical, ritual, or doctrinal
dimensions, and there is a paucity of information about the founder. Indeed, these
booklets are not about the tariqa or about the founder; rather they are textual
sourcebooks for Sufis following Sidi 'Ali. Thus, they contnbute little to the corporate
unity, cohesion, boundedness, or centralization ofthe group. Quite the contrary:

fissiparous tendencies are in evidence, especially when author/compilers insert noncanonical material oftheir own choosing.

Co

Ttlliqtl places

I.

Bayyumiyya mosque

The tariqa's central mosque is located on Shari'a al-Husayniyya, a northward
extension ofthe old Fatimid main street, Mu'izz Ii Din Allah, approximately one
kilometer past the old city gate (Bab al-Futuh). It was built for Sidi 'Ali by the Ottoman
governor Mustafa Basha, after Sidi 'Ali predicted his promotion to Grand VIZier. The
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Bayyumiyya mosque houses the maqam of Sidi (.Ali as weD as those ofseveral ofhis
followers.
Although this mosque is the site oftwo weekly Bayyumiyya hadras, it is also a
public mosque offering five prayers daily. While it is packed (conservative estimate:
300 worshippers) for salat al-jum'a (Friday congregational prayer), less than 10010 of

these take part in the hadra which immediately follows the service.
2.

Bayyumiyya maqam complex

Sidi (.Ali's maqam is beneath the dome ofhis mosque. Within the same maqsura,
beneath an adjoining labut (catafalque) is buried his principal disciple Hasan Darwish alQuwaysni, former rector ofal-Azhar (d. 1254 AH). In the antechamber are buried two

other followers: Sidi Nafi' al-Hariri and (.Abdallah al-Shimi. On the antechamber wall,
plaques present a capsule biography., some of Sidi (. Ali' s prayers., and a recent encomium,
a qasida written by a follower in 1995. Two small red flags indicate his preferred color.
3.

Mosque and maqam of Sayyida Amina

A few blocks away from the Bayyumiyya mosque is the mosque of Sayyida

Amina., his wife. Wrthin the mosque is a maqam for her, her mother (Sittina Tawhid).,

and their lady-servant.
4.

Mashyakha: Administrative center

An old wooden building in Suq aI-Limun, Jamaliyya serves as an administrative
center.. housing an office for the shaykh aI-sajjada. Here he receives visitors, resolves
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disputes, stores records, and generally manages the tariqa. However., no rituaI activity
transpires here. This center is relatively unimpressive when compared with other turuq.
Its separation from the mosque (about 2 kIn away) deprives the tariqa of a complete

ritual., spiritual, and administrative center in the manner ofthe modernist groups.

z.

Jazoliyya

/L

History ofthe group

1.

The historical context offonnation: Egyptian
modernity

The first half ofthe 20th century was an era oftremendous cultural change in
Egypt. During this period, education was becoming more widespread, and literacy was
increasing. An educated elite was formed by the establishment ofuniversities (Hourani

1991:389-90). Even the bastion ofIslamic education, al-Azbar, was modernized. Mass
entertainment played an increasingly large role, occupying free time and broadening
tastes.
Traditional religion was on the wane, at least in urban centers. The old religious
education ofthe kuttab declined') as a modem system of secular education arose to take
its place. The new Islamic movements were modernist, following the lead ofthe
forward-looking Salafiyya movement. These modernists aimed to create an Islam which
would be compatible with the modern world., rapidly enveloping Egypt.
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Technological advances came rapidly. Radio and cinema had taken their places,
and soon television. The telephone was becoming more widespread; electricity had
spread beyond Cairo to the larger regional cities, as well as running water and sewer

systems. There was an optimism about the role science and technology could play in
solving social problems and improving the quality of life, and people looked to the west
for solutions.
The cinema industry began in 1924, and produced films displaying a strong
western influence. Movie stars dressed in western clothes, often appearing
indistinguishable from their Hollywood counterparts. Foreign films were also popular.
Radio was established in 1934, spreading modern ideas: Arab nationalism, world events.
Numerous newspapers were published and widely read. Books were published, about
3000 per year by the 1960s (Hourani 1991:394). Arabic music, which had formerly been
closely tied to the old forms of classical Islamic civilization (the qasida, the
muwasbshah), as well as to the forms ofIslamic LP, such as recitation of Que' an, adhan
(call to prayer), and inshad dini, changed course drastically. The new singers achieved
fame through phonograph records, radio, and musical films; the new music was
commodified, western-influenced, and generally lighter in feeling. New styles of popular
singing arose to reflect the new era. Formerly religious LP had served as a training
ground for most singers, many ofwhom even earned the title l"shaykh". Now, singers
could get their start directly through the new media.
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This was also a turbulent political period for Egypt, still under the yoke of
Britain, but eager for independence. Many groups and interests crowded the political
stage: the British, the King, secular political parties, the Muslim Brothers, the army.
Egyptians hoped for independence, but were far from unanimous about how this could
be achieved, or who should rule. The ideological mix was rich: pan-Arabism,
Egyptianism,

Isl~

communism, socialism. Finally, in 1952 came the nearly

bloodless coup, a revolution led by a group of army officers called the Free Officers.
It is thus highly significant that in this same year the Jazuliyya tariqa was formally
established (although official governmental recognition would not come until 1995). As
the Islamic reformers had attempted to create a modem Islam, and as Jamal 'Abd alNasir would now attempt to create a modem Egyptian state, so Sidi Jabir al-lazuli now
attempted to create a new and modem Sufism suitable for the age, which could respond
to the criticism which had been heaped upon it by Islamic refonners, and secularists
alike, and which could appeal to the modem Muslim, educated, rational, engaged with
life~ desiring a deep spirituality without political overtones.

goal was to create a truly modern Sufi order.
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His challenge and stated

2.

The founder and his formation ofthe tariqa

a.

Sidi Jabir Husayn Ahmad

aI-JazuIi~ his

life

and formation ofthe tariqa
Unlike the Bayyumiyya, whose prayer manuals include capsule biographies.. and
the Ja4fariyya, who devote much space to analysis oftheir founder's life and works, the
Jazuliyya publish almost no "bagiographic'" material ofthis kind. This lack reflects the
familial relation to the shaykh, and the relatively closed nature ofthe group.. which make
such writings inappropriate and redundant. The fonowing information was conected
through interviews with members. [Critical commentary is enclosed in square brackets.]
Sidi Jabir Husayn Ahmad aI-Jazuli (October 25, 1913 - October 8, 1992) was
born in Alexandria, a city famous for its early Sbadhili saints. Sidi Abu ai-Hasan alShadhiIi (d. 1258; eponymous founder ofthe Shadhili line) lived here (though he was
born in the Maghrib, and is buried at Humaythara overlooking the Red Sea), as did his
first and second disciples Abu aI-'Abbas Ahmad al-Mursi (d. 1287; his mosque and
maqam are largest in Alexandria), and Taj al-Din ibn 4Ata' Allah 4Abbas aI-Iskandari (d.

1309; lived in Alexandria., but died and was buried in Cairo), Sharafuddin aI-Busiri (d.
1298; buried in Alexandria, in a mosque neighboring that orhis shayth, aI-Mursi), author
ofthe celebrated encomium ai-Burda., Yaqut a1- 4Arsh (d. 1307, Alexandria; another
student of aI-Mursi), and Jabir ai-Ansari (d. ?; maqam at Kliyubatra, Alexandria). The
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latter appeared to Sidi Jabir's mother in a visio~ intonning ofher pregnancy, and
instructing her to name her son Jabir, after him. She did so.
Sidi Jabir was raised in a rich Sufi environment. Although his father had not
taken the oath in any particular tariqa, he was generally interested in the ShadhiIiyya
order, and sometimes hosted hadras in his home. When he was only seven or eight years
old, Sidi Jabir sensed that he had a religious mission to fuIfiD in his life. At age 10, he
and his family moved to Cairo. Sidi Jabir became interested in the Shadbili groups there,
and attended many hadras with his father. He learned to read and write., but only
completed his primary school education, feeling that his school subjects were dry., and a
diversion from his life's mission in Sufism. By the time he was eleven, he bad begun to
make an impression on some ofhis colleagues, some ofwhom took him for a spiritual
guide. After completing his formal schooling. he took a job at the government printing
press.
Sidi Jabir learned the exoteric principles of Islam by reading books on hadith.,
fiqh, and other orthodox religious topics. But his Sufi knowledge did not come from
reading books; rather he himself was the "axis ofknowledge" , as one of his disciples
described him. He used to be fond ofciting part ofa Qur'anic verse (2:282) c;'... wataqqu
Allaha wa yu'allimukumu AIIahu..." (UObserve your duty to Allah. Allah is teaching
you."), asserting that the pious are granted knowledge which cannot be read in books.
Because ofhis religious diligence, he obtained his mystical knowledge through mystical
inspiration. But he always felt that he had knowledge which words could not express.
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[One will note a strong contrast with the Ja"fiuiyya, whose shaykh is legitimized
through his ties to traditional modes and standards ofleaming, which imply traditional
relations to disciples. Whereas the JazuIiyya is characterized by a warm mystical flavor
in which the importance of emotional inspiration is elevated over sober book-(eaming~ in
the Ja'fariyya the balance is in the other direction. Both attitudes are reinforced in
hadra.]
When he was older, he felt that he wanted to form a tariqa which would be
appropriate for the 20th century. Most Sufi groups were firmly rooted in the past~ and
while he respected these~ he could see that their appeal had diminished. in the modern
world. He wanted to combine their mystical "'fragrance" ofthe past with the reality of
the present, and was especially concerned that his new group should appeal to the
modern youth. When he began to speak publicly about his vision of such a modern
Sufi~ many gathered about

him to listen, particularly younger educated men:

doctors~

lawyers, university students. He also had a fonowing among his colleagues at work (who
started calling him by the title "'Shaykh Jabif' when he was only 25), and word spread
rapidly to their friends and associates. At first there were only 20-30 regular fonowers.,
but many more who came to hear him sporadically. He especially enjoyed sitting with
young people, and he would tailor his talks to their way ofunderstanding. Most ofhis
followers were yOUD& though even ofthese many were older than himself
Sidi Jabir wrote only a few books., but gave many talks (many ofthese were
recorded by his disciples), and placed all his emphasis on his disciples, rather than
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concerning himself with the systematic presentation of religious knowledge. Like Sidi
Abu ai-Hasan aI-Shadhili, he would say: ''my books are my disciplesn . [Unlike the
Ja'f~ for

whom the shaykh's writings are a mediating tel1ll, for the Jazuliyya the

relation between shaykh and disciple is more immediate.]
Although he was exposed to the Shadhili school of Sufism, based his teachings in
their values.. and drew upon their common stock of ritual forms.. Sidi Jabir never took an
official 'ahd from any shaykh and so has no definite silsi/a. This lack was of no
consequence to his followers, who considered him a uniquely inspired teacher and were
not concerned with conventional credentialism. But others were critical, and his lack of
silsila was later an obstacle to his registering his group with the High Council for Sufi
Turuq.

[His lack of silsila (chain) can be viewed as a symbolic manifestation of his
attempt to break the chains oftradition.. in order to create a modern tariqa unfettered by
the arbitrary conventions of the past, which had become a liability as Sufism was
discredited among many ofils traditional constituencies. By contrast, Shaykh Salih a1Ja'fari used tradition to build an organization for the 20th century" and his silsila and
nasab figure prominently in his biographies. While both groups have been highly
successful, it is no surprise that they have also appealed to very different kinds of
Muslims.]
When Sidi Jabir was 40 years ofage, [a highly significant age~ the Prophet
received his first revelation at age 40], his followers requested that he form a formal
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tariqa.. with regular meetings. On October 25, 1952 this was done, and the tariqa was

called aI-Husayniyya aI-Sbadhili:yy'a.. in remembrance ofSayyidna aI-Husayn (the
Prophet's grandson, ofwhom Sidi Jabir had had a vision) and Sidi Abu ai-Hasan aIShadhili. In this same month, the Shaykh't s son Sidi Salim was born. Sidi Jabir selected a
short daily wird for his tariqa.. consisting of istighfar and sa/awol to be repeated morning
and night, for he dido't want his prayers to be a burden for the modem citizen and
worker. He also established a weekly hadra on Thursday evenings, and a weekly study
session on Monday evenings.
Early on, he predicted that the tariqa would grow until it extended from
Alexandria to Aswan, and that foreigners would come to Egypt and bring the tariqa to
other countries as well. "The day will soon come when the tariqa will be so large you

will no longer all know each other by sight."" Therefore., he chose for them a distinctive
emblem., so that members would always be able to know each other. At the time the
tariqa was stil1 small., and his followers had difficulty imagining that the group would
expand so rapidly. Yet his predictions came true. He also said that his writings would
be translated into English, and the tariqa would endure until Resurrection Day.
Sidi Jabir wanted to create a Sufism for the 20th century., especially for the
younger generation born and raised in this new age. Inshad., he feh, was a critical tool
for fulfilling these goals. Sidi Jabir viewed inshad as the '1anguage of the age", and the
ideal tool for calling people to the tariqa (and thus to religion); he saw that inshad can

speak to the hearts even when the minds don't understand its meaning. The munshid,
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therefore, was for him the ideal cia "i ("caller''' proselytizer). Unlike conservative
religious leaders, Sidi Jabir viewed music as permissible, so long as it carried a properly
spiritual message in its text. The fact that popular music frequently accompanied the
sinful activities which were drawing young people away from religion-bars, dance halls,
nightclubs., cafes-made it alI the more powerful as a means of drawing them away from
these places, toward religious pursuits. Sidi Jabir therefore designed his insbad to
incorporate many ofthe sonic elements of popular music., so as to call people to the
tariqa. His inshad would be upbeat, and musically rich-thus satisfying the cravings ofthe
oafs (lower selt}-but nevertheless deeply spiritual in its poetic dimensions and
performance context. Once a person bad joined the tariqa, he would attend the hadra in
which this music was performed, and these activities would displace the baser ones
which had formerly occupied him. Such was his strategy.
Originally inshad was performed without instrumental accompaniment, using the
simple, strophic melodies in the traditional style employed by the other turuq for group
inshad. But Sidi Jabir didn't like such melodies, disparaging them as "qatr' ("ttainn )
melodies due to their tedious and repetitious grooves. He felt that they didn't suit the
modem taste, and preferred complex and musically rich material, which could hold the
listener's attention. At the time, young people were enjoying the new upbeat songs of
'Abd aI-Wabhab, Umm Kulthum, Farid aI-Atrash, and other popular singers. Rather

than incorporate the old Sufi melodic patterns ofthe past, he decided to model his inshad
on the modem songs ofthese new singers. He therefore encouraged the munshidin to
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begin composing new melodies, with more melodic freedom,. and faster tempos than
employed in the other turuq, for he understood these to be characteristics ofmodem
Arabic music.

In the 1970s, instruments began to make their appearance in the hadra as an
accompaniment to inshad., following an initial hadra shar -iyya ("orthodox hadra")
performed without them. The first instrument so employed was the riqq (tambourine
with jingles), followed by the 'lid (lute). The development ofmusic in the tariqa was a
strategy which suggested itself due to the presence oftalent in the group. The Shaykh
had heard one ofthe group's most gifted musicians, Muhammad 'Arafa., playing the 'ud.,
and he encouraged him to apply his talents in the hadra. In 1981, Muhammad 'Arafa
began playing 'ud consistently for hadra. He has been the tariqa's most prolific
composer since he joined the group in 1975, and is the de facto musical director, having
taught many others to play riqq, duff (tambourine without jingles), and tabla (hourglassshaped drum).
Perhaps due to its highly musical character, the tariqa has attracted many
members with musical inclinations, who have further enriched the hadra with their
talents. These include Ibrahim aI-Haiiar (a respected mutrib (secular singer), and father
ofthe most highly acclaimed male singer in Egypt today, 'Ali aI-Haiiar), and the great
mubtahil (performer ofibtihalat), Ibrahim a1-Iskandarani. At least one ofthe current
munshidin is a graduate ofthe Arabic Music Institute, and also works as a professional
singer.
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[The tariqa emerged as a product ofthe shaykh's own inspiration, together with
the particular abilities ofthose around him. The development ofmusic in the hadra is
one instance ofthis phenomenon. One ofthe shaykh's great qualities was to nurture the
talents he observed among his muri~ and thereby make use ofthem in order to
strengthen the group as a whole. His vision of the tariqa was not rigidly preconceive<L
but rather adapted to his membership. In this way he brought the potentials of tariqa
members to fruition, enabling each talented individual to gain in self-confidence create
for himselfa special niche in the group; at the same time everyone benefited from his
abilities, and the group became more closely fitted to the people comprising it. The
tariqa was thus built for and by the muridin; it was a collective development, rather than
the purely independent creation of a talented shaykh, and this increased the sense of ingroup solidarity among members. One will notice a sharp contrast with the Ja'fariyya
group in this domain.]
Inshad in the tariqa Jazuliyya is largely based on the poetry of Sidi Jabir. Sidi
Jabir composed poetry spontaneously, out of hal (a deep mystical state). Sometimes he
uttered poems extemporaneously during the ~ instructing the munshid to record his
words in order to sing them later. But such "automatic" poetry, the first-fruits of
mystical inspiration, often came piecemeal, breaking the strict poetical rules ofrhyme
(qafiya) and meter (wazn). Later, in a state ofmore reflective calm, the shaykh would

rewrite these words in a more ordered form. Thus he created poetry out ofhal, but
polished and reworked the poems to his liking while in a state of sobriety. He wasn'tt
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concemed to compose inshad per se,. but rather to express his experience in a form. which
could convey its meaning to others" and poetry was his preferred means for doing so.
Thus his followers do not consider him to have been a poet per se; rather he was a Sufi
for whom poetry was the preferred means of mystical expression. The munshidin took
these poems" and set them melodically,. according to the Shaykh"s stylistic preference for
musically rich material.
Sidi Jabir used to sit with his group during the hadra., answering questions and
speaking with them about a variety oftopics,. centered on Sufi love. His teaching was
oral; he repeated the words of his master Sidi Abu ai-Hasan al-Shadhili: ''my books are
my students". The close intimacy of such gatherings is evident in his vocal style
(lectures have been preserved on tape); he spoke sweetly and softly to his followers,. as a
loving father would speak to his children. Muridin report that when he sat with them in

aja/sa (group session), each person felt that he was speaking with him personally,. even
when there were ISO present before him. These meetings were op~ but they were not
under the auspices of any official religious institutio~ such as the central Islamic
university, al-Azhar.

[This relation between sbaykh and muridin contrasts with that of Shaykh Salih,.
whom I will discuss next. Shaykh Salih was famous for his Friday dms, a lecture given
at aI-Azhar after the Friday prayer. These talks were public" open events" attended by a
wide variety ofPeople from the al-Azhar university community and beyond. Due
perhaps in part to their public nature, he tended to focus on exoteric themes in the
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religious sciences. In photographs one observes that he sat on a raised chair., far above
his audience., and wore the traditional garb ofan Azhari scholar. Extant recordings show

him to have used the high rhetorical, strenuous, delivery typical ofthe khatih (preacher).]
People who remember Sidi Jabir say that he always treated everyone with
kindness and love. He never criticized directly or scolded. He always taught love in
Islam, and he was in turn beloved by the muridin. In the 1980s, the muridin wished to
include their shaykh's name in the tariqa's name, and so by general consensus the group
became known as al-Jazuliyya al-Husayniyya al-Shadhiliyya.
The JazuIiyya group was criticized by other orders on several counts: for
employing musical instruments in hadra, for their modernizations, for allowing women
to join and participate in group activities (although separated spatially from the men),
and for the founder's lack of a silsila. These criticisms did not impede the development
and expansion ofthe tariqa since 1952, but may have delayed official governmental
recognition. Sidi Jabir tried once to register his order with the High Council for Sufi
Orders, but his application was rejected. Unp~ he continued his religious
mission, figuring that a governmental stamp of legitimacy was not so imponant. (Three
years after his death, in 1995, his son and khalifa Sidi Salim, then shaykh ofthe order,
finally obtained official recognition.)
(While Sidi Jabir did not compromise his Sufism in order to appeal to Islamic
reformist and fundamentalist trends, he worked to ensure his compatibility with various
aspects ofsecuIar modernity. Thus while his group (unlike the Jacfariyya) was not
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defensible from many ofthe Islamists' criticisms., and thus could not enlist their support.,
he benefited from widespread interest among those who had grown up in the new secular
modernist climate., and thus avoided the decline encountered by the traditional groups.]
As Sidi Jabir grew older, he did not curtail his activities. He used to travel

widely, visiting members ofthe tariqa all over Egypt. He would say "'ifsomeone at the
end ofthe earth wants to know our Lord, I'D go to him. n But before his death., be
appointed his son Salim as his successor.
He attended his last hadra on 23 August., 1992, advising his followers that ..'the
path [tariq] is a gift from me to yOU; fear God, be patient., and endure'''. He bad been ill
for some time, and all prayed fervently for his recovery. A month later he predicted that
he would die in two weeks, and indeed he passed away October 9, 1992, at the age of
79.

b.

Karamat

To a greater or lesser extent., karamat (miracles) constitute the representation of
a Sufi shaykhs by and for his followers, and indeed for everyone else. But shaykhs ofthe
20th century are less apt to be known by fantastic miracles than before. The modern age
has not been kind to miraculous stories about the saints (oral or written), which are
usually dismissed by the educated-secular and religious-as fanciful fo1k:loric creations.
Whether or not tariqa members may believe them, publicizing ofkaramat are no longer
effective strategies for attracting new members, and indeed may even produce a negative
effect, especially for turuq which aim for an educated membership. Tariqa leaders
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instead emphasize the high status oftheir shaykhs as scholars and writers~ and as deeply
spiritual, inspired, men ofGod.
The Jazuliyya is an example par excellence ofthe modemist~ forward-looking
Sufi order. While karamat are not lacking,. they tend to focus on his learning,. his
spiritual insights as expressed in writings and poetry~ his closeness to God, his Divinely
appointed mission, and his keen understanding of his muridin, rather than on supernatural
deeds so typical ofolder saints. Such karamat are easier to

believe~ reflecting

a more

personal relation to the shaykh bimsete furthermore~ those evidenced by his knowledge
or poetry can be reinforced performatively in the hadra itself. Here are some examples:
1) It is often said that the rapid expansion ofthe tariqa and its large number of
members is a sign ofSidi Jabir's greatness with God, for only God can cause people to
love each other.
2) His poetry was composed spontaneously through hal (mystical state), and is
imbued with that mystical state, in a metaphysical sense.
3) One young man said that Sidi Jabir was the last ofthe 40 qutbs following
Abu'I-Hasan aI-Shadhili. Another said he was the last ofthe great tariqa founders. 7
4) Members say that Sidi Jabir had shafaftyya (clairvoyant insight)~ and was able
to see the 'alim aI-ghayb (hidden world) by the Light ofGod. But he could not reveal
too much ofhis inner knowledge to the muridin, because they would not be able to bear

it.
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S) Three days after Sidi Jabir's death, Egypt suffered one ofthe largest

earthquakes in its history. Members say that the earth shook at having lost the dhikr of
Sidi Jabir upon it.
6) He could address a large crowd, and yet everyone felt as if he was speaking
to him personally.
7) His knowledge was given to him by God through direct inspiration, a result

of his piety.
3.

Subsequent development ofthe tariqa

a.

Codification, consolidation, and
establishment ofthe legacy

Earlier I mentioned that in the second phase ofany tariqa, after the death ofthe
founder, several tasks must be accomplished if the tariqa is to be established on a sound
social basis. These include maintaining the memory ofthe shaykh-founder as charismatic
center, organizing and consolidating the group so as to ensure its integrity and central
control, increasing the loyal membership, building the material foundations ofthe group,
and preserving, editing, and often publishing the founder's written legacy. Direction of
these tasks falls to the khaIifa.
Sidi Jabir established a tariqa doctrinally, ritually, and socially. But the group
was to a large extent centered on his magnetic personality. Personal relations bound
members to the shaykh, and thus to each other. After his deat~ his son and khalifa, Sidi
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Salim, has worked to preserve his father's legacy" to maintain an active central presence
ofSidi Jabir (spiritually and in his works), while at the same time transferring much of
the basis for group coherence onto the horizontal relations among group members. In
doing so he bas followed the spirit rather than the letter ofthe traditions established by
his father, and he makes changes when he feels that these will be beneficial to the group.
After his first application to the Supreme Council for Sufi Orders bad been turned
down, Sidi Jabir bad rejected the idea ofofficial registration. But Sidi Salim felt that
official recognition was important, since groups operating outside the government's
authorization (such as religious extremists and communists) bad been persecuted in the

•

past. He realized that only official sanction could assure the group's safe continuance.
In 1995 he was able to obtain such recognition.
Like his spiritual master Sidi Abu'I-Hasan al-ShadhiJ:i, Sidi Jabir wrote only
sporadically. Most ofms insights and ideas were communicated spontaneously in oral
contexts, while talking with members, or in larger teaching circles; he held his students to
be his books, with his master Sidi Abu al-Hasan al-Shadhili. But after his death, Sidi
Salim keenly sensed the importance ofpreserving this oral tradition, and ofmaking it
available to tariqa members ofthe present and future. Some muridin had taken copious
notes during lectures, or recorded audio cassettes; others simply committed his teachings
to memory. Sidi Jabir's poetry was written longhand in notebooks, or preserved in the
memories ofthe munshidin. Transenbing, assembling, editing, organizing, and
publishing this precious heritage continues to be one of Sidi Salim's main tasks. Some of
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the lecture material bas been published as a book (Rasa ~il SlIfiyya (''Sufi Letters")~ aIJazuli 1993a), but there remains a vast archive oftapes (about 250 lecture tapes) and
notebooks. A diwan (aI-JazuIi 1993b) containing a large number ofSidi Jabir's poems,
together with traditional Shadhili inshad, has been pUblished. Hizbs, wirds, hikma (pithy
sayings., aphorisms)., ad'iyya, salawat, and ritual forms (for the hadra, and 'ahd (oath»
used in the tariqa, whether from Sidi Jabir or from the Shadhili tradition, were included

in Rasa 'if or the diwan. Several tapes containing inshad or lectures have also been
produced.
[Nearly the same tasks have been carried out in the Ja'fariyya tariqa, which is
also in its secondary phase. However there is an important difference. Whereas the
materials so carefully prepared by the Jazuliyya are for internal use by members onlyl.,
those prepared by the Ja'fariyya are sold publicly., and wide distribution is encouraged.]

b.

Physical permanence

The tangible representation of Sidi Jabir's spiritual presence required the building
of a maqam. Group cohesion also necessitated the establishment of a meeting place large
enough to accommodate the growing group. These two places, the first pragmatic, and
the second sacred., were significantly combined when the maqarr (central meeting place)

was established in the Qayt Bay cemetery., next to the tomb of Sidi Jabir. The beautiful
shrine was built in the traditional maqam style., with a tabut decorated by a green cloth,
marked by a large 'imma at one end., laden with Qur'ans and flowers, and surrounded by
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a wooden maqsura. Next to the shrine is a small mosque, and a large meeting room.
The entire complex was decorated using Islamic motifs, but combined with bold colors in
new designs, and large professionally produced color photographs ofthe founder and
kba1ifa in order to create a modern appearance quite different from any ofthe traditional
t

orders.
c.

Organization and growth

Another critical step was to establish a firm social organization. Toward this
en~

Sidi Salim (presumably in collaboration with senior members ofthe tariqa) prepared

a set oftariqa laws which he appended to the boo~ Rasa'il Suftyya. These include
definition and responsibility ofthe various positional roles of responsibility within the
tariqa hierarchy, ofthe performance ofthe teaching sessions, and-notably-ofthe
munshidin (see Appendix).
A distinctive headdress (the ski 'or) was designed and produced, enabling all
tariqa members to know each other, and creating a sense ofin-group cohesion. Three
colors mark offtwo special roles-the naqib (responsible for service, wearing a blue cap)
and the munshid (wearing a green cap)-ftom the ordinary member (white cap).
In addition to the hadras, regular administrative meetings are held to discuss

issues ofconcern to the group, such as membership, policy, building, participation in
public festivals such as mawlids" expansion, new publications, and so forth.
These steps have resulted in a spectacular increase in tariqa membership, which

today exceeds IOtOOO, double the number at the time of Sieli Jabir's death in 1992. The
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muridin are distributed throughout all the provinces of Egypt, with a total of 56 centers
(maqarrs)~

performing 109 badras every week.
b.

Tariqa pllbliClltions

1.

Books and pamphlets

The order publishes two books whose contents are central for participation in the

tariqa: a diwan, Qasa ·id wa Anashid (aI-JazuIi 1993b) and a collection of short treatises,
Rasa 'il Sufiyya (al-Jazuli 1993a); nearly everything in these works was composed by

Sidi Jabir. These books were published in

1993~

after the founder's death. All members

obtain copies ofeach upon joining the tariqa.
Conspicuously absent are retrospective books presenting the founder's life story,
as recounted by followers. There is very little self-referential material. Publications are

limited to what the founder, Sidi Jabir, wrote or said, together with the Laws of Sidi
SaJ.im, and some traditional Shadhili poems and prayers. This fact seems significant
when compared to the Ja"fariyya, many ofwhose publications are of the self-referential
type. The Jazuliyya tariqa welcomes new members, but it is a private group and wellbound~

and publications are intended for members only; those members tend to be

familiar with their shaykh from the oral tradition which surrounds him, and they feel
close to him as a father figure. Therefore retrospective or laudatory works are

unnecessary and inappropriate. The Ja"fariyya, by contrast, is publicly viSIble, and its
many publications are intended for a wide audience, both inside and outside the tarlqa.
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It appears that turuq which publish official accounts of their founders' lives must
do so for a reason. One is to provide a model or inspiration to the muridin, toward
which they may aspire,. for the shaykh is the qudwa,. the excellent model to be followed.
A second reason is to reinforce and legitimize the founder's exalted position within the
universe of Sufism for tariqa members and outsiders alike, especially by stressing his
connection to the past through enumeration ofteachers, nasab, and siIsiIa. The first
reason certainly applies for the Jazuliyya, although perhaps Sidi Jabir died recently
enough that a written exposition ofms life and works is not yet required; the oral
tradition is sufficient.
However, the second reason may not apply. Sidi Jabir's status among members is
secure enough, and while the group seeks new members,. the group is relatively private,
and publications are not available to the general public. There seems to be little sense of
the importance ofovert hagiography, neither for outsiders nor insiders. For however
important Sidi Jabir is to his followers.. one feels that the group he founded is not based
on his spiritual personality so much as on the way of practicing Sufism which was his
legacy. The group built on his teachings is dependent upon him, but also displays a high
degree ofautonomy and independent identity as a cohesive social unit. Rather than
focus entirely on the man, the focus is on the group envisioned by the man, the more
horizontal links ofbrotherhood rather than merely the shared veneration ofa spiritual
master. His works (both poetry and prose), which are continually performed in hadra,
are sufficient testimony to his greatness, and biography is not required.
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In addition, whereas for tradition-minded groups (of the past and present)
lineages (spiritual or patrilineal) proving spiritual or blood connection to saints ofthe
past are an important means of certification and legitimization (and assertions of such

links are a ubiquitous features ofhagiographic material), they are not necessarily
desirable for a group which desires to make such a decisive break: from the

past~

indeed

they might be a hindrance. Shaykh SaIih's tariqa, on the other band, is more centered on
the founder himseIt: constituting an attempt to continue his teaching tradition by
performing his poetry, and the group's legitimacy is also constructed through the
assertion oflinks to the past, as we will soon see.

a.

Poetry: The diwan (Qara 'id wa Anashid)

Following color plates ofthe founder and his Ichalifa, the diwan contains several
introductory sections, followed by the main body of poetry. IntersPersed among the
sections and poems are short maxims (hikam) from Sidi Jabir; these are not noted in the
following plan:

I.

Introduetoryseetions

Opening wordsfrom Sidi Jab;r. Following a paragraph in which he praises God
for His guidance, and blesses the Prophet, Sidi Jabir writes:
This, our book which is between your bands, is a guide to our tariqa, and
a teacher ofour love. It contains the complete story ofthe shaykh ofthe
tariqa, his state [hal] and station [maqam], in a simple form in order that
the murid comprehend it without difficulty. This will help him and guide
him in his behavior toward God, reducing the scope ofthe self [oafs]. I
ask God that every seeker of God avail himself of it, upon the true path,
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the ShadhiIi path [tariq] which brings together the true Islamic morals,
and upon the Jazuliyya school [mashrab] which guides upon the path of
the Prophet Muhammad (may God bless him and grant him peace).
aI-Jazuli., 13 Ohi aI-Qa'da 1405 AH, 22 July 1985 AD

This short paragraph sets the tone ofthe work. This is 440ur book", and Sidi Jabir
is constantly identifying himself with his disciples., as one spiritual family, in his writings
and poetry., unlike Shaykh Salih aI-Ja 4fari, who tended to speak 4110m on high". It is
made to be simple, for the member of modem society who bas no time or background to
read lengthy and abstruse treatises. After paying homage to Sidi Abu'I-Hasan aIShadbj)i, the distant qutb who informs the tariqa, he identifies the group as specifically

lazuli and based directly upon the model ofthe Prophet. In this way the group preserves
the Sufi heritage, but only via a distant and legendary, and in truth secondary,
charismatic figure. The active teacher and charismatic center is Sidi Jabir, and he is
following the Prophet. The independence and centrality ofthe recent or living founder,
and a firm and explicit basis in the Prophet's Sunna are common features ofmodernist
turuq, manifest in their social and doetrinal orders. He signs and dates this brief passage,
unpretentiously, providing a personal touch, as ifwriting a letter.

Definition ofthe tariqa and its shaykh. Here, Sidi lazuli provides not a selfdefinition, but rather a definition ofthese terms in general, interspersed with an
abundance ofQur'anic citations. Explicit definitions and statements of purpose are
typical ofmodernist groups.
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Deconrm (adab). A list ofthineen points relating to adab and principles
(mabadi ") ofthe tariqa is followed by a long qasida (50 lines) called uAdab ai-Mood'"

(Decorum ofthe disciple). These two formats provide an easy and quick reference: the
list format is simple to read~ and the poetic form assists in memorization.

~

such

verbal explicitness and condensatio~ of what must be gleaned from many writings and
local oral sources in the case oftraditional turuq such as the Bayyumiyya or Rifa'iyya.. is
typical ofmodernist groups

Hi::bs. This is followed by the four main hizbs employed by the tariqa: the poem
uaI-Da'wa aI-Rabbaniyya"; "Hizb aI-Nur"; ''Hizb aI-Mu~min"; ''Hizb aI-Fath"; and ''Hizb
aI-Nasl". The first three were composed by Sidi Jabir~ while the last is an opus of Sidi
Abu'I-Hasan aI-Shadhili himself Again, one notes how Sidi Jabir bas reworked the
tradition.
Definitions ofmllhibb.

muri~

salik. The shaykh's conception of three levels of

participation in the tariq~ discussed further below. The muhibb has not yet taken the
oath, the mood has, and the saJik has completely surrendered his will to that ofthe
shaykh. One notes a strong emphasis on commitment, oath-taking, and group
membership in these books not found in the Ja'fariyya texts, which focus rather on
teachings, prayers, and poetry of Shaykh Salih on the one han~ and biographical works
on the other.

The 'aM (oath). The shaykh presents a complete specification ofthe ritual of
induction. This ritual is elaborate, corporate (it is performed by all the muridin in hadra),
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and conspicuous. By contrast, the Ja'fariyya ritual is not publishe<L short, and is
performed in private. This contrast shows how the JazuIiyya aim to make the distinction
of membership-and hence group boundaries-very sharp.
u.

The diwan proper

The remainder and bulk of Qasa tid wa Anashid (235 out of266 pages) is
devoted to poetry (except for the short maxims strewn throughout). The diwan,
comprising 231 qasidas, contains four qasidas composed by tariqa members, and
fourteen from the general Sufi tradition. The overwhelming majority ofthe diwan's
contents, 213 qasidas, were composed by Sidi Jabir. But the openness ofthe diwan to
other sources is noteworthy, particularly the tariqa members who are credited by name.
Again despite the overwhelming dominance of Sidi Jabir, there is a sense of participation

in these books as w~ that they represent the group as a whole, which is symptomatic of
a larger communality and solidarity in all the tariqa's activities. This fact contrasts with
the Ja'fariyya, where all qasidas in the tariqa diwans are by the founder, except for a
small number by the current shaykh, 'Abd ai-Ghani.
Aatbor

asidaCouat
213
14

Sidi Jabir
Soda (Sufi tradition.
Tariqa members

Pereeo

e

92%
6%

4

Since the shaykh emphasized poetry as a means of self-expression, and since the
primary mode of poetic delivery in traditional Arabic and Islamic culture is via melodic
intonation, the centrality ofinshad dini follows naturally, as it does in the Ja'fariyya.
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Also as in the Ja'fariyya, this poetry is considered to be a direct transcription ofthe
sbaykh's religious states and feelings,. as well as one ofthe organizing principle ofthe
tariqa The strategic importance of musical inshad performance has already been
mentioned.
Yet as important as it is, poetry and inshad in the Jazuliyya is not nearly so
central as in the Ja'fariyya, where the shaykh's poetry-practically the sole basis for
inshad-literally replaces the shaykh as teacher ofthe muridin. Inshad constitutes a
proportional1y smaller fraction ofthe Jazuliyya hadra, since mudhakara (group study)
occupies an equally salient role, and serves to bind the group communally. Furthennore,
such inshad as does occur is not constrained to the diwan, since solo munshidin are free
to draw on other sources outside of it. This is not the case in the Ja'fariyya.

On the whole,. the poetry of Sidi Jabir is eminently singable in the light popular
song style called taqtuqa. Compared to the poems of Shaykh Salih al-Ja'fari (discussed
below), Sidi Jabir's display a preference for shorter rhythms. Whereas nearly all of
Shaykh Salih's poetry is written in elevated classical Arabic (fIlSha),. Sidi Jabir employs a
range,. from classical to colloquial. This too gives his language a light and melodic
quality, not unlike popular song material.
Shaykh Salih aimed for clarity and simplicity in presenting orthodox themes of
conservative Sufism., mainly praise and love for God,. the Prophet,. and the Ahl al-Bayt,.
or supplications to God. Sidi Jabir's poetry frequently treats the very same themes,.
although mixed with an exuberant emotional spirituality, and a closer, more intimate
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sense oflove than Shaykh Salih appears to have considered proper. Whereas Shaykh
Salih often praises by mentioning noble deeds and miracles ofthe Prophet and others,
Sidi Jabir's madih centers more on a personal relationship with spiritual entities. Praise
and love are common themes ofboth authors (and in nearly all Sufi poetry), but while
Shaykh SaIih's poetry is dominated by themes of praise, Sidi Jabir's is dominated by
themes of love. Given Sidi Jabir's scholarly inclinations, and Shaykh Salih's inner
gnosis, it would be an oversimplification to say that Shaykh Salih is a sober mystic,
whereas Sidi Jabir is an ecstatic. Nevertheless, the dichotomy applies quite well in
comparing many domains oftariqa practice.
But other poems of Sidi Jabir move beyond the realm ofordinary love and praise
to more abstruse, vague, and heterodox domains of mysticism. Some are overtly

mystical, expressing the Sufi experience itselfthrough metaphors oferotic love and
intoxication. Esoteric metaphors and symbols are commonly employed in enigmatic
phrases which must be felt before they can be understood, if they can be understood at

all. Throughout the Beloved is often ambiguous. Whereas Shaykh Salih specified
precisely whom he was speaking about-God, the Prophet, Ha.san, Husayn, his shaykhSidi Jabir is often rather vague. His Beloved may be different things to different people,
depending on spiritual station, or perhaps may suggest to some an essential unity ofits
possible denotations.
Generally speaking, inshad is active in the affective, communicative, and ritual
modes. But whereas the clarity ofthe Ja'fiuiyya poetry (together with the mode of
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performance) lays stress upon the communicative ~ poems of Sidi Jabir stress the
affective; this fact is further emphasized by their highly affective modes of performance.
which include music and ecstatic participation. as we sball see in a subsequent section.
Precisely because the meanings ofSidi Jabir's poems are not always crystal-clear, the
listener tends to live in its affective aura.
There is also a contrast in intertextuallinkages. Shaykh Salih's intertext is the
broadly acceptable tradition of madih and Islamic poetry. When members ofthe
Jaf'fariyya-in articles published in their yearly magazine-seek religious legitimization for
the use ofmadih in ritual, they cite the early Islamic praise-singers such as Hasan ibn
Thabit, and Shaykh SaIih's Diwan, focussing on madih and supplications to God,
contains few poems that would not be acceptable to the wider Islamic community.
By contrast, Sidi Jabir's more mystical style of poetry draws on a long tradition
of distinctively Sufi poetry, inciuding the work of al-HaUaj, CUmar ibn al-Farid, Ibn
C

Arabi, and al-Shushtari. The latter's diwan, for its light, colloquial, musical style of

conveying mystical intimations, perhaps demonstrates the closest resemblance to Sidi
Jabir's poems. (Significantly, Shushtari's work was taken up by the Shadhilis in Egypt
and continues to be sung today; a historical influence upon Sidi Jabir is therefore quite
possible. See Abdel-Malek 1995: 13~.
But Sidi Jabir's poetic influences seem to come from the popular song domain as
well, and in this there is a parallel to his use ofpopular musical resources. Besides the
fact that many of his poems are performed in the style oftaqtuqa (the predominant
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popular strophic Arabic song style ofthe 20th century), the texts themselves contain
strong intertextual references to that popular song tradition. This occurs not only in his
use ofcolloquial Egyptian, or in poetic form, but in content as well.
Thus one reads, for instance, his poem "Va Sayyid aI-Sadat",IO (aI-JazuIi
1993b: 114) which contains the lines (not consecutive in the poetry; here the
transliteration system is modified to preserves coUoquial pronunciations and rhythms):
Ya Sayyid aI-Sadat nazra, nazca, rids, wa taminni
(Oh master of masters, a glance! A glance, satisfaction, reassure me)

Amh Ii min ashki wa a'uIlu, aruh Ii min ghayrak ya'ni
(To whom can I turn, complain, and tell; to whom will I go, other than
you?)
Mahsub 'alayk wanta 'a.nt: insifhi marra wa nasifhi
(I'm obedient to you, as you know; give me my due, share with me!

aI-kilma minnak tawasini, wa al-nazra filea bitganninni
(A word from you consoles me, and a glance at you drives me mad)

and one is reminded at once of'Abd al-Min'am al-Siba'i's poem ofthe
complaining lover (set by Riyad al-Sunbati for the great Egyptian singer, Umm
Kulthum), containing the lines:

Amh Ii min wa a'ullu ya min yinsifhi minnak?
(To whom can I turn, and tell, who will give me my due from you?)
Kilma wa nazrat 'ayn wa al-'isma wayyahum, gama'u sawa al-'albayn wa
al-hubb munahum
(A word, a glance, and fate with them, gathered together two hearts; love
is their desire.)
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The outstanding connection is ofcourse the phrase '''anm Ii min" ("'to whom can I
tum?"), which first triggers the associatiofiy and in some sense covers the general

meaning of both poems. But once the connection is made, other shared words and
concepts emerge: the request for a '''nazran ("'glance'}, for a "'kalimaY'J ("'word'}, and
words sharing common verbal roots requesting sharing and justice ("insiftti", ~'yinsifui",

"'nasifuin ). More generally, both are love songs, cries to the beloved, complaint mixed
with longing for sympathy and closeness, as contained in the phrase "'aruh limin". But in
the Sufi poem., the beloved is clearly a saintly figure, a spiritual entity of some sort,
though there is ambiguity as to who exactly this might be (the Prophet? A Sufi saint?
The Shaykh himseIf?), and each listener must resolve this ambiguity for himself or
hersel( whereas for most listeners Umm Kulthum is singing of romantic love. Despite
the evident differences (underscored by performance context), the points of intersection,
together with the general thematic similarity, are entirely sufficient to invoke this famous
song ofUmm Kulthum and suggest connections to its world of secular love.
Another example of such intertextua1 connections is Sidi Jabir's poem '"Aqbal alLayI" (aI...Jazuli 1993b:8S), which also demonstrates Sidi Jabir's tendency toward
mystical passion and ambiguity, from which 1 cite:
Aqbal aI-layl wa al-hubb wa aI-muna, wa kuIlima aqballayl zad aI-hawa
(Night drew near, and love, and desire; as night drew near, passion
increased)
Ya habibi ana wa anta ana, ya qanban Ii kull man dana
(Oh my love, you are I, oh you who is near to all who approach)
Ana al-layl wa al-Iayl ana, wa hubb binak wa hubb hina
(I am the night, and the night is I; love is there and love is here)
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When these mystical-erotic lines are compared to the love song ofthe same name
by Ahmad Rami (also set by Riyad al-Sunbati and sung by Umm Kulthum)., certain
connections become evident:
Aqbal al-Iayl ya habibi wa nadani hanini
(Night drew near., ob my love, and longing called me)
A yna anta al-an., bal ayna ana
(Where are you now., or rather., where am I?)
Lastu adri ya habibi man ana ayna ana

(I don't know, my love., who or where I am)
Not only words., phrases., and themes (esPecially the confusion of selfand other
as a sign ofmystical or lovers" union) but even rhetorical figures (such as the technique
of permuting nouns and pronouns) are shared.
Such intertextual connections to the secular song tradition are a special
characteristic ofthis particularly forward-looking modernist tariqa., which has
dehoerately left behind a large amount of historical Sufi tradition in order to appeal to
the modem generation while preserving what they believe to be the essential ahistorical
Sufi teachings. But this form ofintertextuality is also widely employed in popular Sufi
inshad performed by professional munshidin in the mawlids (especially Umm Kulthum
songs), as a means ofdrawing an audience and moving the emotionally. Such singers are
not part of any Sufi organization which could restrain them., and therefore their
performative decisions are a direct consequence ofwhat they believe will win them the
most listeners. 1t
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These connections present several layers of significance. First, it is a truism that
Sufi spiritual love and human love are closely related emotions~ and for this reason there
have long been close relations and borrowings between Sufi love poetry and secular love
poetry. Sufi munshidin could borrow ghaza/s Oove poems), such as the r.f.NlIniyyd' of
Ibn Zaydun (Waugh 1989: 126) to express their love for the Prophet, or they could write
their own poems using similar metaphors (as did Ibn al-Farid). But here the connections
are more specifical1y to the world of2Oth-eentury Egyptian romantic

songs~ thus

helping

to generate a more powerful emotional appeal (as in the mawlids), and to form a bridge
to the secular world, over which cross new members for the tariqa. Along with the use
of secular music styles, such an intertextuality fit perfectly with Sidi Jabir's overall
strategy for building a modernist tariqa. The specific connections to Umm Kulthum., as
the most famous and respectable ofthe great 2Oth-century Arabic singers, make the
connection all the more powerful. Umm Kulthum's respectability and authenticity, in

turn, was grounded in her early training in Qur' anic recitation and Sufi singing
(Danielson 1997:21 ft) , and so the intertextual connections and channels of meaning
thereby come full circle back to the Sufi context. Indeed, Umm Kulthum songs are
occasionally adopted into the tariqa liturgy whole. The close relation of poetry of Sidi
Jabir to secular song is quite unlike the closed religious traditionalism of Shaykh Salih,
for whom relations to things secular is regarded as a weakness.
Sidi Jabir's poetry, like his speeches, is intimate and brings the reader close, while
Shaykh Salih's poetry, like his speeches, is more formal and distancing. Shaykh Salih is
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often not very present personally in his poetry, but since the words are known to come
from Itim, this absence only serves to elevate him all the more. One reads his diwan and
feels his presence as a scholar-Sufi towering above his students, while the objects ofhis
poetic descriptions (God, the Prophet~ and the AhI al-Bayt) tower above him. But in
Sidi Jabir's poetry, it is as if these levels have temporarily fused together in the heat ofa
mystical love. While these poems are not genuinely perso~ in the sense of
introspective, their emotional warmth makes one feel that the author is there, close.
These comments will be more intelliglble after I have discussed the Ja'fariyya in detail..
and ~'ill be put into analytical practice in subsequent chapters.
Analysis ofintertextuality and meaning in a poetic corpus is evidently a vast
subj~

and since it forms only one aspect of one component of LP in hadra, I will not

be able to complete it here, although I will consider it again in the final analytical
chapters.

b.

Teachings: Rasa'j} Sufiyya

1.

Introductory section: dedication,
definitions

The other tariqa publication is a collection ofwritings ofthe shaykh. Following
the color plates (as in the Diwan) is a letter from Sidi Salim, who edited the volume.
After the standard formulas ofpraise to God and blessings upon His Prophet~ and a
dll'a' (prayer ofrequest) for Sidi Jabir, the Usecret ofour meeting, founder of our tariqa,
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teacher ofour spirits,. our sbaykh and lantern ofour spirits" our lord the Imam alJazuIi..."'" he goes on to introduce the book in the form ofa letter" saying:
My brother for God the Beloved:
The book which you hold between your hands is the pearl ofthe
association ofthe aI-Jazuliyya al-Husayniyya al-Shadhiliyya,. which will
never be dissolved, God willing. It is a book which contains words and
studies [mudhakara] ofthe founder ofour tariqa,. our lord the Imam alJazuli (may God be pleased with him). Among them is that which he
wrote by his own han~ and that which his loving followers [ahbabu]
transcn"bed from sound recordings, without change,. subtraction., or
addition. And among them is that which he concealed during his lifetime;
God has willed that we discover these among the treasures ofms gnosis
[ma'rifa] after his passing, which he wrote by his own band (may God be
pleased with him).
This book matured through 79 years ofexperience ofthe qutb and
founder" our lord the Imam aI-JazuIi (may God be pleased with him)"
from his birth October 25" 1913, until October 8" 1992. He spent these
years calling to God (praised be He" Most High) via Islamic mysticism
[a1-tasawwufal-islami]" requesting from the Divine Presence [al-hadra aIilahiyya], and making any who was pleased with him his murid in the way
ofGod. So his words" sayings, and states [ahwal] were meaningful for
all who wanted to fonow the aI-lazuliyya al-Husayniyya aI-Shadhiliyya as
a path to God, and for all who made ofDivine Love [al-hubb al-ilabi] his
highest pursuit, working for it, and extinguishing bimself in it [yafhi fihi],
servant to His Presence, standing at the door of [His1satisfaction. Oh
God, reward our shaykh al-lazuli (may God be pleased with him) with the
best ofthe blessings you have given to shaykhs as leaders oftheir murids.
And gather us with him, in the group ofthe prophets, the upright, the
martYrs, the virtuous; and make them beautiful companions. May God's
blessings and mercy be upon you.
Shaykh ofthe tariqa, al-Jazuliyya al-Husayniyya al-Shadhiliyya,.
Sidi Salim Jabir Husayn ai-lazuli. (ai-lazuli 1993a:5)
While this letter exalts the founder, it also lays stress upon the group itselfas an
"association"" addressing the brethren, and wishing for them to be gathered together
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with Sidi Jabir. It furthermore is unequivocal in descn'bing Sidi Jabir as a mystic, rather

than as a scholar. These are the very aspects in which the JazuJiyya contrast most
strongly with the Ja'fariyya.
This letter is followed by the photocopy ofa page in the hand of Sidi Jabir
himself: explicitly bestowing upon his so~ Sidi S~ the position of deputy to the
shaykh (the word used is "na' ib", but it corresponds to the notion of khalifa as shaykh ~ s
successor). By this letter, continuity ofleadership is authenticated, and a degree of
charisma is assigned by "designation ofthe charismatic founder", one ofWeber's means
of charismatic continuity. Such continuity is not nearly so evident in the Ja'fariyya., which
appears more focussed on the founder himself:
Next comes definitions ofthe concepts oftariqa and sbaykh., nearly identical to
those found in the diwan. There is a two-page discussion of submission (taslim), on the
importance of submitting oneselffully to God, His Prophet., and one's shaykh. To
submit is to be obedient, truth:fi.d, and satisfied; submission results in serenity and
satisfaction, a mark: oftrue faith, and prevents stumbling on the path. Again., one notes
the explicitness ofthe Sufi formulation, a level of close control and unwillingness to
submit such concepts to traditional formulations, as occurs in the traditional turuq.
There follow the four bizbs presented in the diwan.

ii.

Letters (Rasa' ill

Next come the following Letters by the shaykh. These cannot all be summarized
here; I provide summaries ofthe first three letters, which several muridin indicated to be
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central (the first is presented in translation in the Appendix). Again, these set out goals
and practices ofthe grOUPl' together with explanations and support from Qurl'an and
Sunna, with an explicitness not usually encountered among the traditional turuq. Such
explicitness is one measure of strategic fonnulation: a means ofcontrolling the group,
and simultaneously (by the very fact of having been explicit) asserting its independence
from traditional Sufi movements. The theme oflove is stres~ as is the tariqa"s basis in
Islamic orthodoxy. The Letters unifonnly adopt an authoritative but warmly intimate
tone; kind and compelling, but not forceful Such a tone presents an underlying message
to the members: we are one group bound by love. Since these Letters are performed in
hadra (as recitations), they serve as LP to establish the group personal social structure,

which is characterized by horizontal relations; I will elaborate this point later on.
The first letter (al-Jazu1i I 993a: 16-17):

Following praise of God, citing a Qur'anic aya enjoining dhikr, and blessing the
Prophet, the shaykh addresses his muridin personally, as his ahhah (lovers). He praises
group dhikr, for it is a session with God and the Prophet. In dhikr the mood should
detach from the pleasures and distractions ofthe world in order to remember God. He
goes on to specify the preferred sequence ofthe hadra, includingjawatih, istighjar,
mudhakara, dhikr, Qur' anic recitation, and inshad. fIe remarks on the benefits of

discussing qasidas performed in inshad after their performance, in sessions of mudhakara.
He stresses the responsibilities ofthe leader ofhadra, and the need to train new leaders
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of hadra. The letter ends with a sequence of00'a' for success, favor, blessings for the
Prophet, and favor for Abu ai-Hasan aI-Shadhili.

The second leuer (ai-lazuli I993 a: 18):
After praising God, Sidi labiI'turns to his ahbab. He stresses that the tariqa is
founded on Qur' ~ Sunna, and the ways ofthe virtuous. The goal ofthe group is to
improve the character ofthe Muslim. The tariqa strives for three characteristics in its
muridin: faith with truth, love with sincerity, and good deeds while denying the self
When these three characteristics have been established, then the mood is working for the
sake of God. Each ofthese traits is backed up with a Qur' anic citations. Finally, he
closes with a du'a' to God for success.
The third /eUer (ai-lazuli 1993a:19):

After praising God and calling for blessings on the Prophet, Sidi JabiI' addresses
the group. He stresses that the tariqa is a school for Islamic education, from a Sufi
perspective. Sufism involves correct morals and behavior. The leader [local group
leader] must serve as a model for such morals and behavior, and is resPOnsible for the
education ofhis brethren. He must ask after them, be virtuous toward them, support
them, and befriend them for the sake of God.
The remainder ofthe letters address various topics, nearly all ofthem
characteristically Sufi. Without further explication, I simply note that they contrast
strongly with contents ofShaykh Salih aI-Jacfari's books, nearly all ofwhich could be
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taught at al-Azhar (where Sufi subjects no longer find favor). A sampling of chapters
from Rasa til includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Exhortation to struggle against the desires ofthe self
The mystical language ofthe Sufis, and other esoteric Sufi topics
The form ofthe oath (as in the Diwan)
The meaning of freedom to the Sufi
Spiritual madness Gadhb)
Love for the sake ofGod as the core ofhappiness and faith
The path ofthe mood
The degrees ofthe spirit
The difference between the people ofveiling and people oflight
Principles ofthe tariqa
Signs ofthe Names ofGod
Sufi ecstasy (Tawajud, Wajd, and Wujud)
Sufi self-annihilation (fana')
The truth ofthe Muhammadan Reality (al-Haqiqa al-Muhammadiyya)
Lesson on obedience
The decorum of asceticism in the world
The path toward God
ill.

Laws

The book closes with several sections oflaws defining and regulating the tariqa in
its social structure and ritual practices. These laws were prepared by Sidi Salim and
therefore appear to have comprised part ofthe formalization and organization ofthe
tariqa which took place after the death ofits founder. The format resembles that
established by another successful modernist group, the Hamidiyya Shadhiliyya (see
Gilsenan 1973:208-241). Here one sees the explicit strategies ofgroup organization at
work. Translations ofthe laws concerning the madrasa and munshidin can be found in
the Appendix. The following sections are included:
•

Laws ofthe council ofdeputies (wukaJa '), an administrative body
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Laws ofthe local leaders (mas'uls)
Laws ofthe secretariat
Laws ofthe treasurers
Laws ofthe nuqaba' (assistants in the hadra)
Laws ofthe tariqa's school (madrasa)
Laws ofthe munshidin
2.

Audio recordings

a.

Insbad tapes

Besides books, at least five tapes of inshad are available. This in itself is a
modern manifestation, not so much because cassettes are modem as because it suggests
a new form of Sufi practice: listening to tapes outside the hadra. Such listening is a
common practice among fans offamous Sufi munshidin who perform at mawlids (such
as Shaykh Yasin aI-Tuhami), and serves a useful pedagogical role for the turuq as well.
Members can be affected by inshad outside the hadra, and obtain its benefits; they can
also memorize it for live performance later.
Four ofthese tapes are recorded by the regular munshidin and musicians who
perform for the weekly hadra. Such tapes sound similar to that which would be heard in
ha~ the

listener can make an imaginary identification of context. The musical content

is strongly influenced by secular styles ofArabic music, particularly the taqtuqa (strophic
song) ofUmm Kulthum and others, employing percussion instruments together with 'ud
as instrumental support for choral and solo singing.
The fifth tape is unique. It contains poetry of Sidi Jabir and Sidi Salim set to
music in a contemporary popular style employing contemporary western instrumentation
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(such as synthesizers) together with traditional Arabic instnunents. Music was composed
by a professional composer and arranger, and recorded by professional musicians
(including the well-known mutrib Tariq Fu'ad) in a recording studio. Eleven hours of
studio time were used in performing the various tracks., and the final product required
three weeks to mix.
Neither the composer, arranger, or performers are members ofthe tariqa, nor
does the musical setting resemble anything performed in hadra. Such a production is
unique among the turuq, as far as I know, and while it is not regarded as an unqualified
success by Jazuliyya members, yet it is a clear manifestation of their uniquely modem
strategy. For members do not critique this tape (as some outsiders do) for using a pop
style unsuitable for religious texts., but rather for its distance from the group's live
practices, thus precluding the imaginary identification of listener with context.
These tapes indicate that despite conservative criticism, Sufism can adopt a

modem musical content., as long as that content does not necessitate a denial ofthe
group's characteristic social and ritual basis.
b.

Lecture tapes

Besides the inshad tapes, a series ofleeture tapes., recordings ofSidi Jabir's talks
to his group on a wide variety oftopics, are also available to members. About 250 such
tapes were recorded during the shaykh's lifetime and are kept in the tariqa's archives; of
these only a small number have been published, but a project is under way to release the
remainder, and several have been completely transen"bed.
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3.

Photos

The tariqa also publishes small wallet-sized photos of Sidi Jabir and Sidi Salim,
and larger photos which can be framed and hung in members' homes. This practice is
typical ofall turuq today. However in the traditional tumq, members frequently carry or
display photos oftheir local shaykh (the "shaykh murabbi" from whom they received the
4;

ahd, and who monitors spiritual progress), whereas in the centralized modernist groups

the photos are ofthe tariqa founder and his khaJjfa This is partly a practical result ofthe
fact that the founders oftraditional groups all lived before the era ofphotography. What
is noteworthy, however, is that members oftraditional groups rarely (if ever) carry or
display photos ofthe shaykh al-sajjada (the official living leader). This practical contrast
both reflects and reinforces the centralization ofthe modernist group, and the
decentralization ofthe traditional group.
c.

Tllriqa pltlCeS: IlUlfIlrr ud IIUIIltulf

The main maqarr (tariqa center) is located in the Qayt Bay cemetery area, on a
small alley running parallel to the major Cairo highway, Salah Salim. Although the
residents ofthis area are limited to those who have inhabited the larger tombs (part of
Cairo's so-called "City ofthe Dead"), there are also a prodigious number ofmosques,
many ofthem serving as headquarters for Sufi orders. The practical reason seems to be
the proclivity of Sufi orders to construct a mosque and headquarters so as to enclose the
tomb-shrine ofthe founder. But these locations also afford ideal private settings in
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which a Sufi group can meet, undisturbed by on-lookers, random visitors, or critics. (On
the other hand, for a group whose strategy involves open ritual display (such as the
Ja'fariyya), a more public location would be desirable, and this is what one finds.)
Among the other orders based in Qayt Bay:
•
•
•
•

al-Khalwatiyya al-Shubrawiyya
al-' Ashira al-Muhammadiyya (this group is descnoed in detail in Julian Johansen's
monograph (Johansen 1996»
al-Mahmudiyya al-Rifa'iyya
al-' Afifiyya a1-Shadhiliyya
In the background looms the giant mosque and mausoleum of Qayt Bay bimsel(

one ofthe most important ofthe Mamluk sultans.
The main center (maqarr) ofthe tariqa consists ofa surprisingly modest structure
(considering the great social extent ofthe tariqa itself) surrounding Shaykh Jabir a1Jazuli's maqam. On approaching the maqarr from the street one encounters a large
plastic sign emblazoned with the tariqa's name and emblem (a pair ofolive branches
intertwined around the single word "Allah') in bright colors. Walking down this alley
one passes several tombs on the right, before arriving to the main double door ofthe

Jazuliyya maqarr. During the hadra both sides ofthis alley are lined with chairs.. and the

alley itselfis carpeted.. so as to accommodate the large number ofmuridin.
Passing through the double-door one enters a medium sized carpeted ufunction"
room, perhaps 15' x SO', used for hadra, meetings, and prayer. Mounted above are large
color photos of Sidi Jabir and his son Sidi Salim, the current shaykh. The father looks
elderly but strong and distinguished, inspired, captured unawares as he talks or
interprets, evidently during a hadra, gesturing with his hands. Next to this, the son's
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portrait: a more self--conscious studio pose. The modernist tunlq are the only ones to
include photographic portraits oftheir shaykhs, for obvious reasons. More interesting is
this consistent difference in representation between the founder as inspired, and his sonkhalifa, as dutifully carrying on the mission. Qur' anic ayas are inscnbed on the walls.

The tariqa emblem is also inscn'bed on the wall~ the same emblem is used on books and
members' clothing. The use ofunifying symbolic emblems is unique to the modernist
groups (the Ja'fariyya also have theirs)~ traditional tunlq have characteristic colors but
not such elaborate '~ademarks". Although. Islamic motifs (shapes and texts) are used,
the overall design and color scheme is modern and distinctive.
Immediately to the right is a low fence, marking the boundary ofa small mosque,
within which is the maqam of Sidi Jabir aI-JazuIi himself The maqam is surrounded by a

wooden maqsura, containing a lovingly decorated tabul, upon which is affixed a marble
plaque inscribed with his name, birth,. and dates. The mosque, used primarily by tariqa
members, contains bookcases filled with the books ofthe late founder, mostly on fiqh,
hadith, and other traditional subjects.
At the other end ofthe function room is a narrow ba1lway, leading to a kitchen,
Mayda (ablution-place), and toilets. There is also an upstairs office.
Although the tariqa is widely distributed throughout Egypt, most local groups do
not have a private structure oftheir own, but rather meet in members' homes or
mosques, as available. Unlike the Ja'fariyya, the Jazuliyya are a communal brotherhoodsisterhood, than an institution, being structured by a sharp boundary and strong
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horizontal relations; while they perform hadras in public areas, they do not aim to merge
with the Islamic mainstream, but rather retain a somewhat closed and private aspect, a
clear distinction between in-group and out-group, as a key element of identity.
3.

Ja'fariyya

In distinct contrast to the Jazuliyya., who value a measure ofprivacy, the
Ja'fariyya are a highly public group. Rather than being a semi-private brotherhood, for
whom the line between inside and outside is important (even if open to new members),
the Ja'fariyya is squarely centered on the public, and largely mainstream, religious
teachings ofone man-Sbaykb Salih al-Ja'fari-and publicly housed within mosques open
for general use. This combination offounder as great 'alim with a strong public
institutional basis brings it close to the lines ofthe Azhari establishment, with which it
indeed bas many connections, and is reminiscent ofthe old kbanqab and zawiya
establishments ofmedieval times.

IL

Jrmory oftlte group

1.

The historical context offormation

Sbaykb Salih al-Ja'fari laid the foundations for his eponymous tariqa in the mid
20th century, at about the same time as Sidi Jabir was forming the JazuliyYa. The two
groups thus share the same social and historical context. Yet their positioning within it is
totally different. For all their modem aspects (in dress, in admitting women, in music),
the Jazuliyya also incorporate a vast amount of Islamic and Sufi tradition. Yet these
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traditions are abistorical, as if drawn from an atemporal metaphysical reality, because the
Jazuliyya de-emphasize the traditional historical Iinks between founder shaykh and the

historical Sufi past: the silsila, and the nasab. The Ja'fariyya are well-adapted to
modernity, and yet at the same time maintain strong links to the past, through the
founder's silsila and nasab, as well as through their close connections with the 'ulama'
and the institution ofal-Azhar.
The Ja'fari silsiIa is particularly important, because it links the group with an
earlier reformist movement, that ofSidi Ahmad ibn Idris (descnoed earlier). Thus
although the Ja'fariyya are well-connected to the past, that past is itselfforward-looking,
rejecting the accretions ofthe previous centuries, and closely related in its basic elan (if
not in ideology or historical currents) to the reformist movements ofthe 20th century.
While the Jazuliyya are modernist insofar as they are engaged in a dialog with the forces
of secularism and modernism (using elements ofmodernity to show how Sufism is
compatible with a modem life, and winning members from a largely secularized
modernist group), they also manifest traditional Sufi aspects: a closed brotherhood
espousing overtly mystical ideas which are not to everyone's liking. The Ja'fariyya, on
the other hand, are centered squarely on the territory which the Islamic reform
movements (of all shades and stripes) have tried to co-opt~ rather than be a closed order

within the larger Islamic field, they would become an open Islamic institution, situated at
the center oforthodox Islamic values and community.
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2.

The founder and his formation of the tariqa;
subsequent development

It is noteworthy that in their publications the Ja'fariyya devote much biographical
space to their shaykh. I will discuss this point further later on; for now it is important to
bear in mind that the following biography ofthe founder and history ofthe tariqa's
formation was not acquired orally (as in the Jazuliyya case) but from a pamphlet issued
by the tariqa, aJ-Sira aJ-Dhatiyya Ii Mu -assis aJ-Tariqa al-Ja 1ariyya aJ-Ahmadiyya a/-

Muhammadiyya (The Biography ofthe Founder ofthe Ja'fariyya Ahmadiyya
Muhammadiyya12 tariqa). This infonnation can therefore be interpreted in two senses:
as a representation ofa history, and as a formative agent in members' conceptions of
their shaykh and tariqa, and for his public persona. Since my research included no
sources which might have provided a different viewpoint, I will simply present the story
as told in this and other books, as of interest both as a representation (even if incomplete
or biased) and as an agent with serious consequences for the relation between muridin
and shaykh. Briefly, the biography helps to assure Shaykh SaJih of an exalted position in
orthodox and Sufi religious currents, both among muridin, and for the public at large.
[Critical comments and interpolated material from other sources will be included in
square brackets.]
Note that the stereotypical stages oftariqa development are clearly described in
the biography, namely:
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1) Founder's noble lineage,. early demonstration ofreligious aptitudes, Sufi
aftiIiatio~

his maturation, development ofa distinctive Way (tariqa),. and attracting

followers.
2) The consolidation ofms heritage into a socially cohesive Order (tariqa) by his
son and khalif~ rapid expansion and institutionalization.
Shaykh Salih aI-Ja'fari was sharif(a descendent ofthe Prophet),. ofthe Ja'afara
lineage (descendants ofthe Imam Ja'far aI-Sadiq (d. 765),. great-great-great-grandson of
the Prophet, through the Imam aI-Husayn). His family,. a branch ofthe 'Alawiyya clan in
Upper Egypt,. had lived mainly in the town ofSalmiyya near Luxsor (aI-Uqsur),. but some
ofthem had emigrated to the Sudan. It was in the Sudan that Shaykh Salih a1-Ja'fari was
born in the town ofDunqula in 1328 Hijri [1910 eEl. He memorized and mastered the
Qur"an in DunquIa's "ancient" mosque,. and joined the tariqa of Sidi Ahmad ibn Idris,
taking the 'ahd from ai-SharifaI-Sayyid Muhammad'Abd aI-' Ali (UMuhammad atSharif), who took it from his father Sidi 'Abd aI-' Ali, who took it from al-Sayyid
Muhammad ibn' Ali al-Sanusi (founder ofthe influential Sanusiyya tariqa), who took it
from aI-Sayyid Ahmad ibn Idris. Sidi Ahmad ibn Idris" it may be recalled, was ordered to
form a tariqa by the Prophet directly,. thus eliminating the accretions of medieval Sufism.
Thus from him, the silsila moves directly to the Prophet himself:
[The emphasis on traditional Qur' anic training is typical ofmost Sufi biographies.
Unlike the Jazuliyya, there is here a strong appeal to history: the ancient mosque, the
sharifpatriline, and the silsila. This silsi1a, and more importantly its prominence in the
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tariqa's literature.. firmly connects Sbaykh Salih with an important Sufi tradition. At the
same time.. since this tradition is originally reformist.. and since he furthermore established
his own independent tariqa.. the Ja fariyya is well-poised to meet the challenges of
4

modernity using the strengths ofthe past. All this is evident in its future name:
Ja'fariyya (for Shaykh SaIih) Ahmadiyya (for Sidi Ahmad ibn Idris his shaykh)
Muhammadi:yya (for the Prophet.. who commanded Sidi Ahmad to form a new tariqa).
The strategic contrast with the JazuIiyya, which is forward-looking but lacks explicit
connections to the past, is obvious.]
In a vision, his shaykh's father (Shaykh 'Abel al- 4 Ali a1-Idrisi) instructed him to
go to al-Azhar in Cairo, telling him that uknowledge comes from the hearts ofmen, not
from books". 13 Thereafter he travelled to Egypt, studying with the great 'ulama' of a1Azhar who had united exoteric and esoteric religion (oI-Shari

0

1

wo al-Haqiqo). [Thus

his focus was knowledge ('ilm) but with a Sufi cast; moreover his quest for knowledge
occurred (and is legitimized) within the framework ofthe shaykh-murid relationship.
The reconciliation of Shari'a and Haqiqa by Azhari 'ulama' implies the fundamental
compatibility ofthe two forms ofreligious knowledge, and of Sufis and 'ulama'
generally. This is a means by which the tariqa roots itselfin orthodox religion, while
maintaining enough independent control to succeed as a new movement.]
He was spiritually close to a number ofgreat Azhari professors, and impressed
them greatly. He first visited Shaykh Habib Allah al-Shanqiti hoping to become his
hadith reciter; Shayth Habib Allah immediately knew why he had come and gave him the
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position he sought [this is cited as a karama]. Thereafter Shaykh SaIih attended his
hadith lessons (durus) for fifteen years. Sometimes he would fill in ifbis teacher was
late; when he arrived Shaykh Habib Allah would know exactly what he had covered and
what he had omitted. He told Sbaykh SaIih: !O'you are the baraka of this dars". Another
teacher, Shaykh Yusufal-Dajwa was also Idrisi, having taken the 4ahd from Shaykh
Muhammad ai-Sharif He combined c;iIm and ma'rifa (exoteric and esoteric knowledge)
and published many articles in the Azhar religious periodical, Nur a/-Is/am. AlI of
Sbaykh SaIih's Azhar professors were astounded at his great memory., wisdom, and
intelligence., and praised him highly; at the same time, they influenced the development of
his own spiritual way.
[These Sufi-4u1ama' appear to have provided a model for Shaykh Salih's own
synthesis; they also serve to legitimize his project and are no doubt mentioned explicitly
with such legitimization strategically in mind. Karamat for Shaykh Salih occur within an

Azhari context of miraculous shaykh-professors. Shaykh Salih can thus claim at least
three key legitimizing links to the past: his genetic nasab to the Prophet via the Imam
Ja!Ofar al-Sadiq, his spiritual silsiIa to the Prophet via Sidi Ahmad bin Idris., and his
scholarly connection to the 'ulama' tradition of al-Azhar. Quoting a Prophetic hadith, he
considered these latter to be the uheritage ofthe prophets.]
[Sidi Jabir's rejection offonnal education in favor of self-directed study; his
rejection ofofficial religious or secular certification based on fonnal degrees (and his
consequent detachment from official institutions); his rejection ofintellectua1
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apprehension and scholarship in favor ofinspiration and mystical insight represents an
important contrast with the Azhari Shaykh Salih. For non-Sufis or potential critics.,
Sbaykh SaIih's reputation stands firmly on his credentials as Azhar scholar and teacher,
and his fonowers are reassured by the same. Sidi Jabir did not secure his reputation by
such traditional means. His Personal strategy, the same one he implanted in his group.,
was to develop a Sufism compatible with the modern age springing naturally from his
own spiritual genius., rather than to seek accreditation, suppon, or authority through ties
to the past or to existing institutions. This decision also later committed him to seek
members outside the formal religious community of Azharis (to whom he might have
appeared unauthorized); rather his appeal w~ to be to ordinary., intelligent., educated
Muslims who desired a deeper spirituality than exoteric religion could provide. The
contrast is ultimately between two modes ofSufism: one tied closely to the rational and
literate tradition, the other depending on inspiration.]
He persevered at al-Azhar until he had obtained "the two diplomas" [MA and
Ph.D. ?], and became the leader ofa teaching circle. At the funeral of his teacher Shaykh
Yusuf al-Dajwa died, Shaykh Salih spontaneously delivered a brilliant and eloquent
eulogy, with a voice that shook everyone present., "carrying away the hearts". The other
Azhar professors were so moved by his oratory that they appointed him a professor at
the university.
[The story of a Sufi shaykh teaching at al-Azhar is frequently legitimizing. But
Sidi Ali al-Bayyumi did so mostly in order to prove himselfto the 'ulama'. Sidi Jabir
I';
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had no relation to al-Azhar or other institutions oftraditional religion, preferring to make
his mark on the growing secular world through more intimate talks. Shaykh S~ by
contrast, came from within the Azhari world, and his teaching was entirely legitimate., in
both rhetoric (he employed a dramatic and high style) and content., in Azhari terms~ his
appeal, consequently., was greatest among the Azhari students and others with traditional
educations or backgrounds. At the same time he mixed Azhari-style learning with a
reserved but powerfuI emotional appeal.]
Thereafter, Shaykh Salih began to teach his SOOt1::-to-be-famous Friday lesson
(al-dars aI-jum'a) fonowing Friday congregational prayer at aI-Azhar. In this he imitated
the Prophet. He viewed knowledge ('ilm) as a guiding light, and exhorted people to
study it, saying: "The Prophet guided the people via lessons in 'ilm through the Qur' ~
and Sidi Ahmad bin Idris followed him in that throughout his life. I asked God for the
same." He called on all to memorize the Qur' an and attend religious lessons, quoting the
Prophet who said: "The 'ulama' are the legacy ofthe anbiya', for the anbiya'
bequeathed neither dinar nor dirham, but rather they bequeathed religious knowledge
('ibn), and he who takes it takes it acquires abundant fortune". He also quoted another

hadith [which is important as a justification for this particular form ofdiscursive
mysticism, so different from the world of saints and mystic experiences which figures
heavily in the JazuJiyya tradition (although the Jazuliyya stress pedagogy as well)]:
The Prophet entered a mosque and found two groups: one was studying
religious knowledge ('iIm) together, while the other was performing dhikr
together. He praised both, then sat with the former saying: "I was sent
as a teacher."
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His Friday lesson was delivered to a Sufi group, which studied the principles of
religion and religious knowledge, verifying in them the principles ofSufism. His method
is summarized by the Prophetic Hadith: "My Lord educated me, so know my
education". Shaykh Salih inherited Prophetic guidance through his nasab, and thus
became a ''tongue for the guidance of creation". His lessons included la/sir (Que" anie
exegesis), shorh ahadith (explanation ofbadith), 'ilm aI-tawhid (theology), sira and

mu Jizat (stories about the Prophet's life and miracles), siyar Ah/ al-Boyt wa sahaba
(stories about the Ahl aI-Bayt and Companions ofthe Prophet),jiqh (jurisprudence), and

hifz al-Qur 'an (memorization ofthe Que' an). He would also address pressing social
issues ofthe day. He set forth hilcma (wisdom), 'ilm., ma'rifa (gnosis), bringing out new
interpretations ofthe Que' an which revealed its secrets. His intellect was not acquiCed
by effort, but was a gifl, inspired by God, emulating the Prophet. His lessons were an
Islamic school., combining 'ilm and ma'rifa, Shari'a and Haqiqa., the exoteric and
esoteric. People who came with a question would find it answered without their having
asked [mentioned as a karama]. Everyone got what he sought from these lessons,
whether faqih or Sufi. He had inner secrets ofthe Que' an., and he spoke with great
eloquence and power.
[Although this particular biography does not stress it-eould it be that for public
consumption the tariqa leadership does not wish to do so?-the prominent role of POetry
and inshad in Shaykh SaIih's way is apparent not only in their ritual practice (described in
detail later on) but also in other publications. Shaykh Salih expressed his knowledge
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('iIm) and state (hal) in hundreds ofpoems~ mostly madih (praise poems) for the Prophet

and Ahl aI-Bayt. Such poetry is primarily asserted to have a didactic spiritual funetio~
and currently occupies the role oflogical substitute for Shaykh Salih himself: whose
physical absence precludes the continuity ofhis famous dars. The characteristics ofthis
body of literature and its Performance will be further considered below; here I wish only
to indicate its general importance.

In the introduction to the first volume ofthe founder's Diwan (Ja'fari 1919), the
compiler and editor (who is almost certainly the founder~s son Shaykh 'Abd ai-Ghani,
although his name is not given explicitly) writes:
The Prophet said '~ve God for the blessings by which He nourishes
you; love me for the sake of love of God, and love the AhI aI-Bayt for the
sake afmy love." Our shaykh (may God Most High be pleased with him)
acted according to this noble hadith, carried it out in feeling and meaning,
word and deed. He lived his life a lover of God~ obeying Him in His
commands and prohibitions... And he lived his life a lover ofthe Prophet
(may God bless him and grant him peace), by foRowing his Sunna,
cleaving to his way" and by love in his heart for his essence. And he lived
his life a muhibb for the Ahl aI-Bayt, by foRowing their method, and
visiting their tombs" and revering them and loving them.
This (ove ofms was translated by his words as by his acts. From his pen
gushed forth thanks to God for His Perfect qualities" and intimate
conversations (1IIU1lQjah) with the High Essence" via supplications He
bestowed upon him. And all this came in exceRent qasidas" which
reached the highest degree of Arabic poetry in their phrases" and whose
meaning affected the hearts and spirits...
And his pen translated the love for the Muhammadan Essence via
excellent madih which praised the Prophet (may God bless him and grant
him peace) according to his perfect human qualities...
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And he translated love ofthe pure Abl al-Bayt with fine qasidas which
enumerate their great qualities, and calI for their reverence and love, and
increasing visitations to their tombs.
Later in the same introduction Sbaykh Salih himself is cited:
[Shaykh Salih] exhorted his followers (muridin and muhibbin) to devote
themselves to madih ofthe Prophet, and on this subject he has weighty
words...:
LLOh lover ofthe Prophet, shall I tell you the shortest route connected to
the Prophet without toil or exertion? It is his praise (mada'ih), listening
and singing (inshad) with a sound heart, and great love, while imagining
him with your heart: the Rawda (Prophet's shrine in Madina) if you
visited, or his person if you have seen him in a drea:rn, or via his
characteristics as descnbed in books of Sunna and mawlid. You should
also do this when blessing him, always. This was the method by which
arrived two great shaykhs: my shaykh Sidi Ahmad ibn Idris, and my
shaykh al-Sayyid Muhammad LUthman al-Mirghani. Ifyou persevere in
this, then success will be near, God willing. I advise you not to sit in the
sessions ofthe deniers ofthe Sufi turuq, those rejecting madih ofthe
Prophet and visiting him..."
7

In his introduction to Volume 9 ofShaykh Salih's Diwan, Shaykh 'Abd al-Ghani

emphasizes the central importance of madih in Shaykh Salih's spiritual program, its
legitimacy, and its efficacy in causing the tariqa to prosper even after his death:
[Madih] is the gate ofsuccess which our Shaykh [SaIih] followed; he who
follows it arrives, he who arrives contacts, he who contacts sees, he who
sees knows, he who knows is guided to the Muhammadan Reality, and his
love increases. For the Prophet said "Man is with the one he loves".

In the life ofour Shaykh we haven't found a gate more enriched than
madih ofthe Prophet. His poetry translates his own love for the Prophet.
The Prophet spoke truly in saying "he who loves something is greater
than he who remembers it." And God gave our shaykh a great miracle
(karama) ofthe greatest madih. For there are many who taught at alAzhar in a circle, but after death the circle disbanded.
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But the circle ofmadih which our shaykh established at a1-Azhar
continued to gather his followers and join them. And they performed the
same roles they had performed when he was present. Indeed the madad
was extended due to madih: their numbers increased, and sahas [local
tariqa centers] were built from Alexandria to Aswan after his death.
For our shaykh held a circle ofmadih in the old qibla ofal-Azhar on
Monday and Friday evenings, to which the "ulama' would come. This is a
sign that madih nabawi is not bid'a [unlawful innovation] and denied but
rather a lesson in "ilm which was recognized by the "ulama'.
The longer biographical work al-Kanz al-Thori mentions that the Sbaykh') s

diwan contains the tariqa's ethical system, adab, so that performance ofqasidas is a
central means ofpedagogy: "'The Shaykh gave instructions to disciples via qasidas, so
that muridin can hear them in the hadra; they are his dars and madad in the badra. They
also specify the adab ofthe mood with the Shay~ for spirituaI instruction. The

manzumat include qasidas on love for the shaykh, faith in the shaykh, and other topics. n
(aI-Ja'fari 1990: 178)
Current members of the group report that Shaykh Salih would sometimes include

madih in a dars, and that following each dars he would conduct a hadra, similar to that
performed today, in which Performance of madih and other inshad was a centraI feature.
At first he performed this inshad himseIt: but later he assigned maddahin (munshidin
performing madih) to do so.]
[Among the Ja'fariyya, the emphasis on emotion-tinged knowledge, combining
esoteric and exoteric traditions, as a means ofspiritual progress is reinforced in the mode
ofhadra performance as well as in the texts used. Karamat are manifested despite the
emphasis on 'iIm; therefore rather than being dry and coldly intellectual, 'ilm becomes a
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warm locus of Sufi values: ~ baraka, emotion. Most topics ofthe talks
correspond to those ofinshad, focussing on a conventional orthodox relation to God,
and intercessionary role for the Prophet. The inclusion ofsocial issues gives the group a
position as an Islamic society parallel to the Ikhwan.]
[The Jazuliyya dars was similar in certain respects. But there were major
differences. Sidi Jabir preached to a group comprising many professionals and students
of relatively secular orientation; seated with his followers, his talks were intimate and
private, focussing on personal spirituality and esotericism. Shaykh Salih preached to an
Azhari group, and many others oftraditional and relatively orthodox religious
orientation, in a much more public and religiously central

setting~ standing or

seated

above his listeners, his talks were delivered in a forceful public oratory, a high rhetorical
style derived from preaching.]
[Shaykh Salih spoke using the highest standards ofclassical Arabic. But despite
his lofty style (and claims to the contrary), he limited his discourses primarily to the zahir
(exoteric dimension of religion). Sidi Jabir aimed to communicate with the masses. His
writings, as much as his speech, employ a simple and acceSSlble style, all the while
wandering through the abstruse territory ofthe batin (inner mystical dimension ofIslam).
Combined with his lack ofofficial credentials, Sidi Jabir probably alienated some who
sought an approach at once more traditional and more sanctioned by tradition, but he

attracted those who found in mysticism a deeper or more compelling approach to Islam.]
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In his biography ofthe founder, Sbaykh 'Abd al-Gbani reports that Shaykh Salih
felt close to Sbaykh Muhammad 'Abdu, the 19th-century Islamic reformer (discussed
earlier) and that he would frequently discuss the latter's views and opinions in his dars.
While he respectfully differed with Muhammad 'Abdu on certain issues (such as the
legality ofvisiting tombs (ziyarat al-qubur», he nevertheless held him in the highest
esteem., especially due to his defense ofIslam against its western detractors. (al-Ja'fari

1990:52)
[This fact, and more importantly the fact that his biographer saw fit to include it,
is key to understanding the position-both actual and idea1-<>fthe Ja'fariyya within the
fields of Islam and Sufism in Egypt. Shaykh Salih led his followers in the spirit of
refono., following in the way of Sidi Ahmad ibn Idris; thus although he was Sufi, he had
to admire aspects ofthe modern reform movement as well. At the same time, reformist
Islam presented the most direct threat to the prosperity ofthe group. This was a
challenge later taken up by Shaykh 'Abd al-Ghani, in his development ofthe tariqa., who
tried to give the tariqa a central and public social-religious, institutional position at once
imitative and preemptive ofwidely popular reform groups such as the Ikhwan alMuslimin. 14 In this he departed from the traditional notion of a closed brotherhood.]
Due to his remarkable spiritual condition (hal), Shaykh Salih's name spread
widely during his lifetime. He indicated his way as a tariqa., and pointed out its awrad
and principles. The Prophet himself gave him permission to form it, although Shaykh
SaIih did not want this fact to appear in his lifetime. But he clarified the basis for his
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tariqa in one ofms poems,. in which he writes:

~4my

way (toriqi) is Que' an, knowledge

('ibn), piety (tuqa), and praise (madh) of God' Prophet which erases error (dola/a)".

This line indicates the independent status ofthe Ja'fariyya tariqa, and its direct
connection to the Prophet via Shaykh Salih. But during his lifetime Shaykh SaIih was
averse to being mentioned as this connecting link.
[Note the hierarchical personal structure: Shaykh Salih, towering over his group,
is the group's link to the Prophet. The fact that Shaykh Salih did not overtly accept a
position as "connecting link" implies that the tariqa was not really established as a social
organization until after his dea~ this situation contrasts to the Jazuliyya which were a
strongly communal group during the founder's lifetime.]
But after his death the tariqa spread widely and rapidly., through the efforts of his
son, and inheritor ofhis spiritual condition (hal), Shaykh 'Abd a1-Ghani Salih al-Ja'fari.

With the help of God,. and madad (spiritual assistance) ofhis father, Shaykh 'Abd alGhani welcomed this burden and trust, and he led the tariqa with strength and basira

(spiritual insight). He worked hard to preserve his father's heritage, and spread the
tariqa, seeing himselfas the custodian ofthe tree planted by his father, determined to
ensure that not a single leaf was lost. He edited and published many ofhis father's
works for the benefit ofthe muridin and muhibbin, "... morder for its benefits to spread
to all Muslims...".
[Here is revealed a second distinctive property ofthe tariqa: its public
institutional character. Shaykh Salih himself was a highly visible and public figure, by no
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means restricted to an in-group "in the know", as was Sidi Jabir. Similarly, his written
works are published for the good of all, and sold in public bookstores. Most turuq adopt
a much more private, if not secretive, attitude toward their published works. In the
Jazuliyya printed volumes are not supposed to circulate outside the muridin, and it is not
a simple matter for the field worker to obtain copies.]
Shaykh 'Abd aI-Ghani was especially concerned with madih nabawi (poetry in
praise ofthe Prophet) from his father's heritage, viewing it as a main cause ofthe special
honor he enjoyed among the 'ulama' and awliya'. He edited and published this
collection in twelve volumes of poetry, and the brethren benefited. greatly from its pearls.
[Through his regular Friday lessons, Shaykh Salih had provided the primary basis
for the not-yet-established tariqa carrying his name. His sessions were largely one-way
expressions ofhis religious knowledge and insight, dependent on his particular genius for
rhetorical exegesis. After his death, this primary basis was lost; the group thus turned to

ritual performance ofms knowledge through poetic performance (inshad) as a means of
keeping his voice and knowledge alive. The tariqa thus remained focussed on its
founder, who served as the irreplaceable spiritual center. Despite Sidi Jabir's
importance, the Jazuliyya by contrast was established more as a tariqa and less as a
religious group surrounding a particular individual; durus (lessons) from the founder
were more participatory, and occupied a smaller role in the overall activities ofthe
group. When the founder di~ it was more possible for the dars format to continue, as
led by senior members, and more routine practices such as dhikr could continue easily
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enough. Thus while both groups suffered a great loss with the deaths oftheir founders,
the greater dependence ofthe Ja'fariyya on the personality ofthe founder forced them to
adopt a more ritualized hadra; Sidi Jabir by contrast had established a more sustainable
organization. Combined with the public nature of Shaykh SaIih's preaching, the
Ja'fariyya therefore tended toward an open institutional format, while the Jazuliyya
became a tight brotherhood. The former was an attempt to compete with the successful
Islamic reform groups but drawing on traditional-minded Muslims, while the latter-more

in the mold oftraditional Sufism-strove to attract those products ofthe modern secular
world who were searching for a deeper spiritual life. The former focussed on 'ilm and
sedate religious ritual conformable to orthodoxy, while the latter employed a highly
ecstatic style·to draw members in and provide them with spiritual nutriment. All these
strategies were then supported through LP in the hadra, as we will see in the following
chapters.]
Thus Allah caused the tariqa to spread widely, through the actions of Shaykh
,Abd al-Ghani. In a short time it had expanded beyond all expectation. Tariqa centers
carrying his father's name were established. These gathered his students, and kept his
tradition alive. Sbaykh' Abd ai-Ghani created multipurpose Islamic centers, including a

kuttab (Islamic school) for the young, a club for the youth, study and dhikr groups
(halaqat 'ilm wa dhikr) for the adults, a function room for social occasions, a guest area
for serving food, and medical clinics. In this way he restored the mosque to its original

position [in Islamic society]. Through his efforts, these centers proliferated from
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Alexandria to Aswan, exceeding fifty altogether. They constitute a ~' ...comprehensive
movement for the creation ofa Sufi society, complete in both religious and social life
(din wa dunya)."

[Here the institutional nature ofthe tariqa, proposed to stand at the center of
Islamic life, stands revealed. Qualitatively both the Ja'fariyya and the Jazuliyya are in the
second phase oftariqa development: the period ofcontrol by the founder's khalifa.
However, quantitatively the Ja'fariyya are slight1y more advanced, since Shaykh Sa1ih
passed away in 1978, about fifteen years before Sidi Jabir. This fact may also be related
to some ofthe differences between the two groups (such as the Ja'fari's greater scope of
publication and institutionaliz-ation), for the Ja'fariyya have been in the consolidation and
preservation phase for much longer. But the historical periods offormation are roughly
the same, and their differences seem better accounted for as a matter of strategic
placement within the Islamic field, than through recourse to either developmental phase
or historical factors.]
[In many tariqa publications, the Ja'fariyya is defined as a religious organization

based in Qur' an and Sunna, aiming to strengthen faith, increase religious knowledge,
provide social functions, and bring people closer to God. With its traditional roots in the
past, it is at the same time modem: suited for the present age. In an article appearing in
the tariqa's yearly magazine, ai-Hasan'Abd ai-Ghani al-Ja'fari (one ofShaykh 'Abd alGhani's sons) provides a particularly articulate description ofthe tariqa and its strategic
position within the Islamic field. As in other definitional articles ofthis type, the author
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argues for the group"s sound religious basis in Islamic fundamentals., which serve as a
foundation for distinctively mystical goals (al-Haqiqa). At the same time., there is a
general social goal: to improve society at large" by restoring it to a lost "golden age'"
which existed before the long decline ofthe medieval and early modern periods. Thus
the tariqa is to provide something at once modem and traditional; suitable for
contemporary society, and yet connected to the past. Such a formulation appears to be a
reaction to the contemporary configuration ofthe Islamic field., and the need for Sufi
orders to compete head to head with reformist groups for whom such a call has always
been a primary raison d'etre. Even Shaylch Muhammad "Abdu's notion ofusaJafiyya" is
invoked directly:
The Ja"fari tariqa: is a Sufi tariqa of Shari 'a and Haqiqa, traditional and
modern [salafiyya hadariyya], whose aim is the Book ofGod and the
Sunna ofthe Prophet, and the heritage ofthe virtuous forefather., and that
which we learned from our Shaykh the Imam al-Ja'fari.
The basic goal: creation ofthe Muslim molded by Islamic morals, in
speech and act, in order to build society, the Islamic Community (Umma).,
religion, the country, and all which concerns Islam and the Muslims. And
working to restore Sufism to its form at the time ofthe virtuous
forefathers: adherence to Shari"a in order to arrive at al-Haqiqa, while
remaining distant from fables and vanities, in order to raise a generation
ofMuslims who are conscious and enlightened, guided by the spirit of
love and cooperation, in order to work for the raising ofcondition of the
Islamic Community, to realize the saying ofour Sbaykh [in a poem]:
"My way is the Que'an, knowledge, and piety; and praise ofthe
Messenger ofGod, eraser oferror'''.
(al-Ja'fari 1996a:35).]
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b.

Tariqll p"IJ/ictltions

1.

Books and pamphlets published by the tariqa

The public., institutional.. and soberly pedagogic nature ofthe Ja"fariyya is
nowhere better displayed than in their publications. This inference can be made not only
from the content ofthose publications (which aims toward a general Islamic audience
through emphasis on "ilm and synthesis of Sufi and orthodox points ofview)., or the
sheer quantity ofmaterial (exceeding that ofany other tariqa in Egypt, at least to my
knowledge)., but also their publicness, available to all at reasonable prices through the
tariqa's own bookstore. This bookstore is located on property adjoining the mosque.,
but its highly visible entrance is on the main street across from a major bus terminus
(Darrasa)., and not within the mosque complex (many other turuq sell books only from
restricted locations and at restricted times, which the result that books are effectively
available mainly to tariqa members). The shop stocks the most comprehensive variety of
Sufi and Islamic books in CairO., and is widely patronized by students and professors at

a1-Azhar., religious scholars., and Muslims generally, besides members ofthe tariqa.
Tariqa publications are thus available for sale in a public and visible location., alongside a
wide array oftraditional religious material (Qur'ans of all sizes., hadith collections., fiqh.,
exegeses ofreligious texts., theological tracts., standard Sufi treatises, religious poetry.,
prayer manuals) which serves to emphasize the tariqa's mainstream status, in both
intention and reality. All ofthe tariqa's own publications are issued by their publishing
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organization, Dar Jawami' al-KaIim. The mere existence ofa publishing company
operating under the auspices ofa Sufi group is itselftestimony to the centrality oftexts
and 'ibn in the tariqa.
The sharp contrast to the Jazuliyya and Bayyumiyya should be continually be
kept in mind. For the former~ publications are limited to two books (the Diwall~ and the
Rasa ·il) distributed to tariqa members only~ and which serve to bind the group through a

shared set ofaffective poems and doctrinal writings from the founder, rather than via
exaltation ofthe founder or lengthy awrad. For the latter (Bayyumiyya).. publications are
not standardized as a tariqa strategy except for one slim book ofdevotions issued by the
mashyakha (tariqa administration)~ which is limited to a capsule biography ofthe founder

together with prayers; other publications may be issued by particular local shaykhs for
their muridin, but these are not authorized by the mashyakha.
Ja'fari publications include literary works by Shaykh Salih (mostly his poetry)..
biographical and historical works about the founder and his tariqa, Sufi treatises and
pedagogical works (including texts ofShaykh SaIih's Friday lessons, Shaykh SaIih's
commentary on his shaykh's writings, and select treatises by older Sufi masters), prayer
manuals (including several works by Sidi Ahmad ibn Idris).. and a yearly tariqa periodical.
Most ofthese works tend to be didactic-even the poetry is rather sober-and an orthodox
tone and content prevails. Language is high classical Arabic, serving to create a sense of
vertical distance between murid and shaykh.
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a.

Literary works

Diwan al-Ja1ari (The Ja'fari Diwan)~ v. 1-12, by Shaykh Salih Muhammad al-

Ja 'fari; collected and edited by Shaykh 'Abd al-Ghani al-Ja'farl. The most conspicuous
ofShaykh SaIih's literary outputs is his monumental diwan containing 711 poems
(mostly qasidas) arranged in twelve volumes~ most ofwhich were published after his
death. These are ordered by qafiya (final rhyme letter) for the first seven volumes; a
second alphabetically arranged series begins in the latter portion ofv.7, ending in v.IO.,
and v. 11 presents yet a third series. Volume 12 comprises the so-called "manzumat"
organized topically; these poems demonstrate tasri' (matching rhyme of first and second
hemistiches) but are not monorhyme qasidas (a smaIl number ofsuch polythYthmic
poems can be found appended to each alphabetic series as well). These series must
result from different compilation periods. Volumes 1-6 were published in 1979, [just
after the shaykh's death], then v. 7-10 in 1987-88, and v. 11 in 1990 (v. 12 is undated,
but presumably post 1990). There is currently a project to republish the entire diwan,
organized topically instead ofby qafiya; only the first two volumes have been released so
far. This arrangement is intended to facilitate the munshidin's rapid location ofpoetry
appropriate to any particular occasion, since performance of poetry tends to be selected
according to theme.
Shaykh Salih wrote on a wide variety ofthemes, but nearly all remain within the
scope ofmainstream Islam and could be considered as Islamic, rather than specifically
Sufi, poetry; while there is Sufi material which speaks about the tariqa., and one's
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relation to the shaykh., there are very few poems which attempt to portray the Sufi
mystical experience itsel( or which present esoteric interpretations ofreligious tradition

which would not be acceptable to religious conservatives. Poems are generally devoid of
ambiguity!t arcane and obscure language., ecstatic expressions (shath), and heterodox
symbols and metaphors (erotic love.. intoxication, music and dance., union)!t any of which
might render the Diwan susceptible to criticism and would lend a more overtly mystical

cast to the tariqa as a whole.
Furthermore, Shaykh Salih's own presence in this poetry is formal and limited,
unrevealing ofstrong personal feeling. He is not given to ecstatic expressions., but rather
tends to maintain his composure; one senses that he speaks not from a point of nearness
to the listener, but from his exalted position (great scholar and Sufi that he was) above.
His relation to the mystical figures ofwhich he writes (mostly God, the Prophet, the Ahl

aI-Bayt) is similarly distant; he expresses love but only in the most dignified, sober, and
respectable form.
The tariqa's own publications present a limited definition of Sufi poetry. Thus in
an article in the tariqa's annual magazine., a/-Tariqa (aI-Ja'fari 1996b:28) the author
stated the following definition:
By ""Sufi poetry''I I mean the poetry which emerges from the latent depths
(kawamin) ofthe seft: a translation of its conditions and agitations.,
expressing its perfections and longings, whether it is glorification of God
(tamjid) and mentioning ofhis Names and Qualities, or praise (madh) for
the Prophet and an exposition ofhis life story'l perfection ofhis qualities!t
and his miracles.
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While this defiraition begins broadly enou~ it quickly narrows to two basic
types, praise of God, and praise ofthe Prophet, both ofwhich are widely acceptable in

mainstream Islam. While praise is frequently combined with lovell Ja'fariyya expressions
oflove are refined, restrained, dist~ respectful, and sober-very unlike the more
ecstatic and jubilant outpourings of Sidi Jabir, which are always verging on a kind of
mystical union.
Thus prominent themes in the poetry ofShaykh Salih include1s : madh al-rasul
(madih, praise for the Prophet, often mentioning his miracles, mu'jizat)ll madh Ahl a1-

Bayt, love for the Prophet and Ahl aI-Bayt (but restrained), al-hubh al-i1ahi (Divine
love, likewise restrained), tamjid or tasbih (glorification ofGod), tawassul and du &a t
(supplication to God), exhortations on the value ofthe Qur' an and its recitation, or the
value ofprayer; and occasional poems about Hajj, R.amaclan, the Mawlid al-Nabi, and
other religious holidays. Some poems aim to kindle desire to visit the Prophet, or to
perform the HaD. Poems may instruct in hadith, sir~ and tafsir al-Qur'an. Even tiqh,
Arabic grammar, and wiratha (laws ofinheritance) are treated ll mainly in the final volume
(12) known as the manzumat. Other poems are more specific to the tariqa, guiding
muridin on the path, descnbing their proper spiritual training, exhorting them to diligence
in performing devotions and prayers, instructing in the Ja'fariyya adab (ethics, behavior)

in their relations to others, to Shaykh, to Prophet, and to God. All these themes are
considered pedagogic, whether such a goal is explicit or not:
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For this diwan is the method which the murid follows in the way of
arriving to God., and it is a lantern which illuminates for those on the p~
a lighthouse which guides the lost, a sun which shines on the hearts ofthe
muhibbin, because its meanings and goals are an extension ofthe book of
God and the Sunna of His Prophet~ the sciences of Shari'~ and the
secrets ofthe Haqiqa. For this reason.. the breasts [sudur] opened to it~
the nufus [singular: oafs; baser selt] were trained by it, and the hearts
occupied themselves with it. (a1-Ja'fari 1996b:29).
According to tariqa members~ one of Shaykh Salih's primary aims for his poetry
was teaching, spiritual training (torhiya). His diwan is believed to result from a high
spiritual station, and to have been composed in the rapture of states ofintensive mystical
closeness. But in practice this poetry is considered to function primarily as a pedagogic
device~

a didactic tool for guiding his muridin, for his poetry is considered an

encapsulation orhis vast 'ilm (religious knowledge). Toward this end, poems teach
Hadi~ Qur~~ fiq~

and sira nabawiyya (the story ofthe Prophet's Iife)~ all traditional

religious subjects. Poems also teach the murid about Sufi adab (ethical comportment):
how to behave, how to relate to others, to one's shaykh, to the Prophet, and to God.
They praise the Prophet~ and express love for him and the Ab1 aI-Bayt, as a means of
teaching the mood how to feel. They supplicate ~ as a means ofshowing the mood
how to relate to his Creator.
A second aim was to create a body of Sufi literature whose recitation would itself
bring spiritual reward, as a mode ofprayer. Sufis consider madih to be equivalent to
salawat, whose mere recitation brings spiritual benefits upon the reciter. Poems which
remember God are effectively dhikr; those which supplicate God are du'a', and among
those supplications may be requests for forgiveness. Nearly every qasida features a rodd
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(refrain) which asserts tawhid (Ula ilaha ilIa ADah'), praises God.. or calls for blessings on
the Prophet. Thus in reciting this poetry, the murid effectively performs salawat, dbikr,
du'a', and istighfar; all ritual forms ofLP which are counted as worship in themselves.
Shaykh Salih viewed religious poetry, especially madih, as the shortest and
easiest path of spiritual development, toward ''wusul'' ("arrival" to God) via the
Prophet, by teaching 'ilm and creating love ofthe Prophet in the hearts ofthe muridin.
He wrote in poetic form so that his texts would be memorable, and so they could be
sung. As inshad, they could be performed in a group, and would serve to "enliven the
hearts", as one member put it. Shaykh Salih himselfused to perform his poetry during
religious sermons, if doing so would help him to make a particular point, and later his
inshad became incorporated into his badra.
Several volumes ofthe Diwan contain introductions, mostly by his khalifa and
son, Shaykh 'Abd ai-Ghani; reviewing this material is an effective way ofunderstanding
the position and nature of Shaykh Salih's poetry in the tariqa as a doctrinal and ritual
order. It should be noted that the lazuliyya present no such background material, but
rather are concerned simply to publish their founder's poetry. But the Ja'fariyya, trying
to occupy a more public niche in the Islamic field, assign far greater importance to
detailing the justifications and benefits ofthis material. Some ofthese passages are the
words ofShaykh 'Abd ai-Ghani, while others are quoted directly from his father, Shaykh
Salih.
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Much evidence is presented in support ofmadih and inshad as a spiritual practice,
based on Qur'an,

S~

Sira Nabawiyya (the Prophet's fife story), and the subsequent

history of Islam and Sufism. The fact that the Ja'fariyya find it important to cite such
traditions is itselfrevealing oftheir strategy, in which they adopt a conservative version
of Sufism, then defend it using the same discourses and reasoning applied by the
traditional and reformist Muslims. The issue of poetry is sensitive since the Qur' an
criticizes it, but while some conservatives had spoken against poetry, moderate praise of
the Prophet and other religious poetry is generally accepted, at least today.
In volume 10 this approach yields a veritable thumbnail history of madill.. which

serves to position Shaykh Salih as part ofan unbroken tradition stretching back to the
Prophet's time. This mode oflegitimization in Islamic discourse by appeal to a historical
chain ofvenerable antecedents is itselfhighly traditional, and characteristic ofthe
Ja'fariyya. Note, however, that this effort to show how Sbaykh Salih is part ofa
continuous tradition ofmainstream ~ established in the earliest days ofIslam, also
limits what he can write about. (By contrast, Sidi Jabir aI-JazuIi draws more freely on
the esoteric Sufi traditions. In doing so he does not seek support from the past, but
rather from the inner experiences ofms followers. While such an approach finds only
limited acceptability among the mainstream, it is powerfully attractive among the select
circle who are drawn to his order.)
"In the Qur'an his (may God bless him and grant him. peace) praise
appears in many ayas. And the authentic hadith report that he would
provide the minbar to Hasan bin Thabit, saying "speakf u , and that he
listened to the famous qasida ofKa'b bin Zuhayr and then bestowed upon
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him his cloak [burda], and his (may God bless him and grant him peace)
praise bas been heard from many ofthe Companions. And many ofthe
pious forefathers [salat] and their scion [khaIat] praised him with qasidas,
including "aI-majmu' al_nabahaniyyau among them. (From the
introduction to the first volume ofthe Diwan; al-Ja'fari 1979.)
In this introduction we want to provide a quick overview ofthe role of
poetry and poets in drawing a picture ofthe life ofthe Prophet from the
birth., to the caIl, and after that...on his constitution and character and
miracles and attributes, the conditions ofhis life and his biography.
[Here the author reviews the poets who praised the Prophet in his own
lifetime, including: 'Abd al-Muttilib, Zubayr bin 'Abd al-Muttilib, Waraqa
bin NawfiI., and Abu Tabb.] ... The Prophet liked poetry ... he listened to
Khansa', and forgave Ka'b bin Zuhayr when he recited "Banat Su'adn .
Hasan ibn Tbabit praised him, and the Prophet defended him in this; he
was in truth the Prophet's poet. In his poetry, Hasan praised the Prophet,
defended Islam, using great poetic skill.... The Prophet encouraged
writing poetry, to defend the mission and respond to enemies. Other
poets emerged from the sababa (Companions ofthe Prophet): Ka'b ibn
Malik... [lists several]. Hamid bin Thawr aI-Hilali announced his
conversion to Islam in a poem...
In the generations following one finds madih ofthe Ahl aI-Bayt from alFarazdaq, al-Kumayt, Wa'bal aI-Khaza'i...Then came the Imam aI-Busiri
with the "Burda" and "Hamziyya". He represents a new trend in madih,
carrying meanings oflove and longing, and characteristics ofthe Prophet,
his miracles. Then others wrote madih, including aI-Sayyid Ahmad alRifa'i, al...Fakhr aI-Razi, Ibn Hajar aI-Haythami, Imam aI-Jazuli [here the
15th-century saint, author ofthe famed c"DaIa'il aI-Khayrat'1, and Sidi
'Umar ibn al-Farid, who is among the most famous and included in his
poetry the new, and strange secrets ofmadih and Divine Love. The Sufi
masters generally wrote madih. Among them Sidi Muhammad 'Uthman
al-Mirghani, who was confirmed in this practice by his shaykh Sidi
Ahmad bin Idris...

Now after this introduction to the history ofmadih we can speak ofthe
Ja'fariyya school ofmadih. The diwan ofImam Jacfari rests in its method
on study ofthe sira nabawiyya, including poems describing the personality
ofthe Prophet, his attributes, indicating his miracles, and including
hadiths giving guidance. Our shaykh intended madih to be a means to the
greatest end-the mood's study ofsira-by means ofpoetry and madih.
This method draws upon both the common and the special ['awwamm wa
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khawwass). (From the introduction to volume 10 ofthe Diw~ al-Ja'fari
1979)
The historical approach is also adopted in an article by aI-Husayn 'Abd aI-Ghani
aI-Ja'fari (one of Shaykh 'Abd aI-Ghani's sons), descn'bing the poets who praised the
Prophet Muhammad during his own lifetime, and thus indirectly supporting the practice
ofmadih in the tariqa as sanctioned by venerable Islamic historical tradition (aI-Ja'fari
1993). Another article (Muhammad 1993) attempts to prove the Islamic legitimacy of
Shaykh SaIih's qasidas, by showing that they fall into four categories, each ofwhich can
be grounded in Qur' an and Sunna: signs of God, virtues ofthe Que' an, characteristics of
the Prophet and Ahl aI-Bayt, and Sufi spiritual values. The author concludes that this is

not poetry in the ordinary sense, but rather religious knowledge, presented in a linguistic
form which best facilitates comprehension. Yet another ofthis sort also aims to defend
poetry against its detractors, describing the poets surrounding the Prophet who helped to
spread Islam (aI-Ja'fari 1995).
Many passages point to the great spiritual benefits in the practice ofinshad in
training and raising the murid, eventually uniting the him with the Spirit ofthe Prophet
({ana 'ft a/-rasu/; annihilation in the Prophet):
Madih was for our shaykh a means to a great end, presenting to his

disciples knowledge ofthe Divine Essence, Its most beautiful Names, the
Prophet's biography, praise ofthe Ahl aI-Bayt, presenting their virtues,
and those ofthe saints and virtuous ones. They present ethics, and
tasawwuf and its siluk (behavior)...When one hears them [poems of
madih], their meanings drive him toward concepts of'iIm and ma'rifa,
before the music ofthe insbad fills him with longing. And many ofthe
instructions and advices which come in the shade ofthese poems train the
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mood and direct him toward the straight path. (From the introduction to
Volume 7 ofthe Diwan; aI-la'fiui 1979)
In this volume you will see the muhibb of God and His Prophet with the
eye ofyour heart, gladdening your external eye and intemal eye ofthe
heart with the secrets ofthe shaykh and his educational method, by which
he intends every Muslim to be a muhibb of God and His Prophet and the
AhI al-BltYtt and to sing their praiseslt which is dhikr of God and blessings
on the Prophet and his good and pure family. (From the introduction to
Volume 8 ofthe Diwan; aI-Ja'fari 1979)

There is a hadith which reports that 'Umar bin al-Khattab said to him: Oh
Prophet ofGod, you are dearer to me than anything but myself: The
Prophet said: None ofyou has faith until I am dearer to him than himself
Then 'Umar said: Now you are dearer to me than myself: upon which the
Prophet said: Nowlt my 'Umar~ your faith is complete.... A person may
be dominated by love of something other than the Prophet not because of
preference~ but due to negligence. Therefore the people ofsincere love~
the Sufi masters~ came to send love and renew it, curing the selfofits
negligence, carrying out the saying ofthe Prophet: ULove God for His
blessings to you, and love me for the love of God, and love AhI al-Bayt
for my loven . Madih sessions cause the selves to awaken from
heedlessness, from drunkenness...
So it is incumbent upon you to do according to what our shaykh advised:
praise ofthe Prophet,. sitting in circles ofmadih to obtain mushabada
[witnessing],. which is the highest desire oflovers ofthe Prophet. (From
the introduction to Volume 9 ofthe Diwan; aI-Ja'fari 1979)
"And with my [Sbaykh Salihlts] good intention toward him [the Prophet]
(may God bless him and grant him peace) I imposed myself on this great
tradition [ofcomposing madih] and ask God to make it sincere for him.
It is upon you,. brother for God, to repeat it while seeing with the heart,
until he is a spirit ofyour essence." (From the introduction to Volume 1
ofthe Diwan; aI-Ja'farl 1979)
Shaykh Salih~ s madih is also a key to the tariqa's method, and success:
The tariqa Ja'fariyya was taken from madih as a method for training
[tarbiyya] and ~ and increasing the mood in 'ilm Shari'a and
Haqiqa God blessed our shaykh with a mosque and maqam in the heart
ofCairo for he praised the Prophet through his tarab and causing tarab
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to others in the hadras... (From the introduction to Volume 9 ofthe
Diwan; al-Ja'fari 1979)
... the madih is a karama [miracle] of our shaykh, and a gate for success
ofms disciples, and the reason that his group continued after his death,
until that which he had indicated in his poems became realized via the
establishment ofbis tariqa, based on his lessons and madih. The madih of
the Ja'fariyya school is the means oftarbiyya ofthe mood... (From the
introduction to Volume 10 ofthe Diwan; aI-Ja'fari 1979)
The inspirational manner ofcomposition is itself cited as proof of bis poetry's
spiritual legitimacy; this poetry is a direct expression of Shaykh Salih' 4i spiritual state

(hal), a Divine gift:
Our shaykh recited poetry instinctively; he would improvise it and it
would come in the most beautiful and perfect form. It is an overflowing
from the Divine Overflowings, by which God chooses whom He will from
the worshippers. Every qasida in the diwan has its haI, which it calls for,
and a maqam displayed in it, and a taste, lights, secrets. But only those
with sound hearts and pure spirits can understand this. (From the
introduction to Volume 1 ofthe Diwan; al-Ja'fari 1979)
The rich content ofthe Diwan is elaborated in detail, including interpretations of
specific qasidas (but these will not be cited here):
Each group contains qasidas on: the Divine Essence, the Muhammadan
Essence, Ah1 al-Bayt, instructions to the murid or mulubb containing
exhortations toward obedience ofGod, qiyam al-Iayl [nighttime prayer
vigil], increasing dhikr, increasing salawat; others awakening a desire for
recitation and listening to the Qur' an, and the hajj, and visiting the
Rawda, and other things to soften the hearts, enliven the nufus, direct the
minds, and nourish the arwah. ... (From the introduction to Volume 1 of
the Diwan.; al-Ja'fari 1979)
There are qasidas on the mawlid, the character ofMustafa, and his
virtues, his ethics, his miracles [isra twa mi'raj, splitting ofthe moon...],
bis intercession [shqfa 'a]. There are other qasidas on: description of
visiting the Prophet, hadith on the Rawda [site ofthe Prophet's shrine in
Madina], longing to visit the Prophet; dhikr and istighfar and hubb i1ahi;
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praise and hadith on the Que' an and its virtues; du'a' using the Names in
the Qur' an; description of hajj; praise ofthe Abl al-Bayt and hadith about
their virtues and exhortation to visit them and benefits ofloving them;.
praise ofthe Sufi notables such as al-Sayyid Ahmad al-Badawi, al-Sayyid
Ahmad bin Idris., and others. (From the introduction to Volume 10 ofthe
Diwan; aI-Ia'fari 1979)
Shaykh 'Abd al-Ghani praises the diwan, as an expression ofpraise for his father.
The existence ofthe Diwan then constitutes proofof Sbaykh SaIih's elevated spiritual
status:

The author was imam Shari'a and tariqa and Haqiqa, 'alim and 'amil and
warith who devoted his life to love of God and His Prophet. So it is no
surprise that his diwan is a lamp which illumines the salikin [muridin], a
light guiding the lost, sun shining on the hearts ofthe muhibbin. We ask
God to spread its benefit...and to give our sbaykh a high place in heaven...
(From the introduction to Volume 1 of the Diwan; aI-Ia'fari 1979)
This great diwan full of means overflowing with secrets, expressing the
character of Sbaykh Salih, indicating his great 'ilm, expressing his madad;
full ofattributes orhis school of Sufism. His method lies in dhikr and
madill nabawi. (From the introduction to Volume lOaf the I>iwan; aIIa'fari 1979)

The diwan's author was an imam of Shari' a and Haqiqa, 'alim and 'ami!
and wali who spent his life in love ofGod and His Prophet. Thus the
diwan is a lantern, illuminating the path orthose on the way [salikin], a
light for the lost, a sun illuminating hearts of the lovers; we ask God to
benefit from it... (From the introduction to Volume 11 ofthe Diwan; alIa'fari 1979)
The mannllDat are treasures full of'ilm [exoteric knowledge] and ma'rifa
[esoteric knowledge], a store ofsecrets and lights, containing
supplications.... And it is no less in importance than his diwan of madill.
The manzumat display the cilm ofthe shaykh, serving the Que' an, Sunna,
Da'wa Islamiyya [Islamic mission], including 'ilm tawhid [theology], fiqh
[jurisprudence], nahw [grammar], tasawwuf[Sufism] and other topics.
They also display the states [maqamat] and stations [ahwal] of the
shaykh. And they show his superiority in tarbiyya of muridin, and moving
with them from ahwal and maqamat until arriving with him to the fiLvor of
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God and His love...He who reads them will see how the sbayth is a lordly
'alim ['aIim rabbani] who devoted his life to God and His Prophet, in his
teachings, guidance, tarbiyya, worship, devotion [tabattul], humility,
requests [ihtiha/J, and love for God and His Prophet, and to the Ah1 aIBayt, and all the virtuous ones....And he will see that he was firm in -ilm
aI-tawhid, upon the school of Ahl aI-Sunna wa aI-Jama'a, and that his
method in tarbiyya and guidance is unblemished and unblameable, for it is
derived from Kitab Allah [Qur'an] and Sunna ofHis Prophet. (From the
introduction to Volume 12 ofthe Diwan; al-Ja'fari 1979)
Although Sbaykh Salih was known for writing POetry in elevated classical Arabic,
perfect in wazn (meter) and qaftya (rhyme), he also wrote simply and directly, without
ambiguity or obscurity of any kind. This simplicity is cited as a positive quality both by
his muridin and by others outside the tariqa, for its facilitation ofcommunication. Rather
than emploYing the confusing symbols ofesoteric poetry, he wrote to be understood, as
a means ofteaching the mood, training him, and raising him closer to God. Members
praise the old mystical poetry tradition, as in the diwan of 'Umar ibn al-Farid, but say
that those poems do not address the modem age, for every age has its literary
requirements. In the modern period, obscure mystical POetry is likely to be
misunderstood, and hence lead to error. 16 Thus despite Sbaykh Salih's clear appeal to
tradition, he was also well aware ofhis role in creating a modem Sufism, though
evidently along very different lines from Sidi Jabir. One might add that simplicity and
clarity is also less susceptible to criticism, and more acceptable among the Azhari
community, especially because the themes he presents are themselves uncontroversial.
Ambiguity, because ofthe richness ofinterpretation it presents, is always dangerous for
those whose power is based upon fixed beliefs and meanings, such as the 'uIama'.
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Long and important poems in the Diwan are published separately as small
bookIets~

among these are ual-Burda al-Hasaniyya al-Husayniyya fi Madh Khayr al-

Bariya" (a madih for the Prophet following the thematic and poetic model ofal-Busiri' s
famous c'Burda"), "Jahbat al-Faraj" (a IIl8DZUII18, or poetic du'a' employing all 99 of
God's Most Beautiful Names), "'al-Maqbula" (a madih ofthe Prophet), and uRawdat alQulub wa al-Arwah" (a madib for the Ahl al-Bayt). Recordings of select poems as
performed in the hadra are also sold on cassette tape.
The compilation, production., and editing ofthese diwans is, perhaps together
with the preparation ofvolumes ofFriday Lesso~ considered ofgreatest importance in
preserving the legacy ofShaykh Salih. Unlike Sidi Jabir, who seems to live on more in
the personal relations and rituals he established, Shaykh Salih lives on in his written
works, and the poems constitute the central liturgy ofthe hadra. Thus a tremendous
effort and expense has been expended in this direction.
Other literary books published by the tariqa include:
• Raqa 'iq a/-Haqa ';q, by Shaykh 'Abd al-Ghani al-Ja'fari. The current shaykh's own

slim diwan, whose title poem is a madih for his father.

• al..Sira aJ-Nahawiyya a/-Muhammadiyya, by Shaykh Salih al-Ja'fari. The founder's
version ofthe Prophet's sira Qife story).

• Mawlid a/-Nur. Booklet prepared for the yearly Mawlid al-Nabi (Prophet's
Birthday) celebration, containing a collection oftexts, primarily poetry.
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b.

On the founder and bis tariqa

The tariqa publishes a number of"self-referential" books about Sbaylcb Salih, bis
life and works~ the development ofms tariq~ and its principles. These works tend to
focus on the founder and his religious orientation and program more than the tariqa as a
social body. They are designed for consumption by tariqa members~ as well as by
outsiders who may wish to have a better understanding ofthe group. Here is a clear
contrast with the Jazuliyy, who do not produce such works at all. Among them:
aJ-Sira aJ-Dhatiyya Ii Mu 'assis al-Tariqa al-Jojariyya af-Ahmadiyya afMuhammadiyya, Sim af-Shaykh Salih af-Ja jori (The biography ofthe founder ofthe

Ja'fariyya tariq~ Sidi Shaykb Salih al-Ja'fan), prepared by the Central Committee for
Celebrations~

at the Main Center, Darrasa. This booklet contains photos ofboth

sbaykbs, followed by biography of Shaykb Salib., and history ofthe tariqa; it concludes
with a poem by Sbaykh 'Abd al-Ghani in praise ofms fitther.
af-Tariqa af-Ja jariyya: Shaykhan wa ManhDjan: aJ-Ams wa aJ-Yawm wa aJ-

Ghad(The Ja'fariyya tariqa: its sbaykb and method: yesterday" today, and tomorrow),
prepared by the Central Committee for Celebrations" as above. Similar material to the
previous entry, with photos, biography" and description ofthe tariq, plus additional
poetry, salawat, and ad'iyya.
af-Khitab (The Speech}, by Sbaykb «; Abd al-Gbani. Following photos ofthe

sbaykhs" a speech given by Sbaykb 'Abd al-Ghani about his &ther and the tariqa on the
occasion ofbis father's mawlid.
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al-Kanz aI-ThaT; (The Rich Treasure), compiled and edited by Shaykh 'Abd al-

Ghani. Contains rare photos ofSbaykh Salib, foUowed by a very detailed biography,
including his youth, studies at aI-Azbar, relation to sbaykhs there; presenting his method
(manbaj), and its relation to the Idrisi tradition, and detailing his system ofadab (ethical

comportment), including the murid's ideal adab with GoeL the Prophet, his shay~
himself: and the other brethren.
c.

Treatises and pedagogic works

Dars aJ-Jum Sa hi al-Azhar (The Friday Lesson at al-Azbar), v.I-7, by Shaykh

Salih aI-Ja'farl, compiled and edited by Sbaykh 'Abd ai-Ghani. The texts ofthese
famous talks, including speeches and answers to audience members' questions, are
presented, several to a volume. With the Diwan, this is considered the most important
publishing project in conserving Sbaykh SaIih's heritage. Dar aI-Jawami' al-Kalim
periodically publishes new volumes in this series. Many ofthe lessons were recorded,
and are now sold as cassette tapes. However, unlike the functionally parallel Rasa 'ilof
Sidi Jabir which are recited and discussed during badra, these "lessons" of Sbaykh Salih
do not play any overt performative role in the badr&; rather they are available for
individual muridin (or outsiders) to read on their own.

a1-I/ham al-Nafi' Ii Kull Qasid (The Useful Inspiration for Every Seeker), by
Sbaykh Salih aI-Jacfari; interpretation ofthe writings of Sidi Ahmad ibn Idris.
al-Ma 'ani al-Raq;qa 'ala a1-Durar al-Daqiqa (The Delicate Meanings of

Particular Pearls), by Sbaykh Salih aI-Jacfari; a treatise on Sufi topics.
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al-Fatawi wa al-Ajwiba aI-Ja lariyya (Ja'fari Legal Opinions and Answers), by
Shaykh Salih al-Ja 'fari. Sequence ofquestions and brief answers, as extracted from
Shaykh SaIih's Friday lessons. Most ofthe text pertains to orthodox topics offiqh
(jurisprudence).

aI-Nafahat al-Kubra (The Great Gifts), by Shaykh Salih al-Ja'fari. Instruction in
Islamic prayer.

aI-Tawfiqfi Adah ai-Tariq (Success in Ethical Conduct ofthe Way), by Ahmad
ibn 'Ata' Allah al-Sakandari. Treatise by the famous 13th-eentury Shadhili saint.

ai-Anwar al-Qudsiyyafi Ma 'rifat Qawa tid aJ-Suftyya (Sacred Lights upon the
Gnosis of Sufi Principles)., by 'Abd al-Wahbab al-Sha'ram. Treatise by the famous Sufi
saint of 16th-century Egypt.

d.

Prayer manuals

Husun al-Awrada/-Ja lariyya (Protections ofthe Ja'fariyya Awrad), by Shaykh
Salih al-Ja"fari. These awrad are performed in the daily individual devotions oftariqa
members, and confer protection on the reciter.

aJ-SaJawat a/-Ja lariyya fi al-SaJah 'ala Khayr aJ-Bariya (The Ja 'fari Blessings
upon the Best ofCreation [the Prophet Muhammad)), by Shaykh Salih al-Ja'fari. These
salawat (each comprising a set of rhyming lines of prose (saja

'»

are divided into seven

parts, one for each day ofthe week; the murid recites one part daily in his individual
prayer.
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Him ai-Amon min a1-Shaytant min al-Jan. min a1-lnsan (Protection of Safety

from the DeviI~ the Jinn, and Man)~ by Sbaykh Salih aI-Ja'fari. Also used in individual
prayers~

and confer protection.

Da wat al-Takhal/i wa a/-Taja/li (Supplications of Surrender and Manifestation)..

by Shaykh Salih aI-Ja'fari. Supplications to God.
Kanz al-Sa'at:/Q wa al-Da'wat a1-Mustajaha (The Treasure ofHappiness, and

Answered Supplications). The former~ by Sidi Ahmad ibn Idris, is recited as the him
during the tariqa's main Thursday badra. The latter consists ofa set ofdevotional poems
by Shaykh Salih aI-Ja'fari.
Kanz al-Naj'ahat al-Ja1ariyya (The Ja'fari Treasure of Spiritual Gifts), by

Shaykh Salih aI-Ja'fari and Sbaykh 'Abd aI-Ghani aI-Ja'fari. FoUowing photos ofthe
founder and his son, this prayer manual includes an introductory discussion ofthe merits
ofsalawat prepared by Shaykh 'Abd aI-Gbani (wbich I discussed earlier). Next comes
two prayers by Shaykh Salih: the standard opening (ual-iftitahiyya") ofthe Ja'fariyya
badra, and a collection of40 salawat for the Prophet ("aI-Salawat al-Arba'iniyya aI-

Mubammadiyya'j which is performed in the group~s Sunday hadra. There are also
several adciyy~ most in the form ofqasidas, by Shaykh SaIih, and a finaI collection of
ad'iyya by Sbaykh 'Abd ai-Ghani which is performed at the close ofevery hadra.
Awrad Sidi Ahmad ibn ldris (The Awrad of Sidi Ahmad ibn Idris). A coUection

of his daily prayers.
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Majmu 'a Ahzab wa Awrad wa Rasa 'il (Group ofbizbs, awra~ and treatises), by
Sidi Ahmad ibn Idris.

KhatmataJ-Qur'anal-Karim (Seal ofthe Glorious Qur'an), compiled by Shaykh
,Abd ai-Ghani. Recited foUowing a complete Qur'anic recitation (khatma) during hadra.
This is accomplished within about a half hour by distnbuting the 30 sections (the Qur'an

is divided into 30 sections, each called a juz 1 among the muridin; simultaneously, each
participant recites one juz' silently.

e.

Magazine: a/-Tariqa

The tariqa also publishes a yearly periodical, called aJ-Tariqa, on the occasion of
the founder's mawlid. The magazine is distnbuted to members, but available also to the
public, especially interested visitors. It thus serves as a means ofdisseminating
information throughout the group, as well as impacting the group's image in the outside
world. It is staffed by a large group ofcontributors and editors, including several
professors from aI-Azhar, representatives ofthe central Sufi council (al-Majlis al-A'la Ii
al-Turuq al-Sufiyya), and others from the tariqa, headed by Shaykh 'Abd ai-Ghani.
Articles include stories on Shaykh Salih (his life, teachings, sayings, writings), or on
other important religious personalities; general Islamic topics (on Qur'an, tafsir, fiq~

hadith, Sunna); Sufism in general (its principles, practices, literature, history,
ethnography); the tariqa, its goals, principles, and practices (adab, ritual, poetry, dhikr),
and beneficial role in Egyptian society.
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Articles often defend Sufism against its detractors.. emphasizing what is good in
Sufi practice and supported by the principles ofreligion, and denying the rest. Sometimes
there are interviews with the shaykh or other religious leaders. The magazine tends to
stay away from esoteric knowledge or description ofthe Sufi experience itself: or any
topic which might fall outside the bounds oforthodox Sufism. Every issue also features
new poetry (often about the tariqa or the shaykh), and articles and photographs
descn'bing tariqa news and events (tariqa-wide, or in local centers), such as celebrations
ofthe mawlids (for Shaykh Salih or the Prophet), pilgrimage, visiting other turuq,
meetings with dignitaries, Qur'anie recitation contests, or national holidays.
Photographs oflocal tariqa leaders and those holding official positions are also often
featured.

2.

Non-textual publications

Besides publishing books, the tariqa also sells cassette tapes of inshad
performances, and ofthe lectures ofSbaykh Salih al-Ja'fari. Photographs ofthe founder
and his son, together with other important saints, are sold in the tariqa bookstore
adjoining the mosque.
c.

TlIriqa plllCes

Whereas the Jazuliyya is primarily a closed brotherhood and sisterhood., the
Ja'fariyya is an institution laid squarely within the field of Islam in Egypt today, in which
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distinctions between members and non-members are deh"berately ambiguous. Places
provide a physical and vist"ble basis for that institutional structure.
1.

Main mosque complex

The main mosque is situated in a conspicuous and accessible location, next to the
new Dar al-Ifta' (Office ofthe Mufti), near the main thoroughfare ofdensely populated
Darrasa and the expressway Salah Salim., along which runs a tram. Just in front ofthe
mosque is a major bus terminus. It is thus easily accessible by public transport or by car.
It is a ten minute walk to al-Azhar university, or to the mosque and shrine of Sayyidna
al-Husa~

the spiritual and social hub ofthe old Fatimid city. This public location in a

traditional and religiously oriented district is significant for a tariqa which aims to
become a general Islamic institution.
The Ja'farl mosque is capacious, easily accommodating five hundred worshippers
at Friday prayers. There is a screened upper level for women, and another room below
from which they can listen to the badra. Below the mosque level, in an adjoining
building, are massive bathroom and ablution facilities, separately for men and for women.
These facilities are used for daily, and especially Friday, prayers by a wide community of
Muslims, a relatively small proportion ofwhich are members ofthe tariqa. As a
respected 'alim (as well as a Sufi), Shaykh Salih is conspicuous as the center ofa wide
community extending beyond the tariqa proper.
Although photos of the shaykhs do not dominate the interior ofthe Ia'fariyya
mosque (as they do in the JazuIiyya maqarr), several are placed in the glass cases which
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line the hallway leading to the main mosque area, together with notices, Poetryll and
photos of recent tariqa events, and Sbaykh SaIih's books are displayed in glass display
cases here and inside the mosque itself: Unlike the Bayyumiyya,. the tariqa is firmly
centered in this mosque. Here Shaykh Abd aI-Ghani and other tariqa officials maintain
C

oftices~

there is a horary, and an extensive archive of Shaykh Salih's books and papers.
A domed shrine containing the large and elegantly appointed maqam ofSbaykh

Salih adjoins the mosque building. Featured prominently on the walls are framed qasidas
either written by Sbaykh Salih, or in praise ofhim.. The layout is traditional, with a brass
maqsura and collection box on the outside, more like the Bayyumiyya maqam than the
JazuJiyya (which is relatively smaIl). The principal difference between this maqam and
most traditional ones is that, due to what would appear to be a deliberate design
decision, one cannot enter the maqam from the mosque directly. This might have the

effect of appeasing those religious conservatives who are opposed to shrines in general.
On the other side ofthe main mosque are, there is a general hospital. More than a

clinic, which one may find attached to many mosques, this hospital contains a surgery
ward, and rooms for overnight stays. The hospital is avai1able for use ofthe general
public.
Below the mosque, within a row ofshops facing the streetll is a bookstore owned
by the tariqa and open to the public, which stocks an impressive variety ofbooks on
Sufism,. including all ofthe books published by the tariqa's publishing house ""Dar
Jawami' aI-KaIim", as well as a full selection ofgeneral Islamic books, most ofthem
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elegantly bound in rich red or green leather upon which titles and designs are embossed
in golden script: Qur' an and its tafsirs (exegeses)" collections ofbadith,. fiqh,

mil, kal~

philosophy, Arabic grammar and rhetoric.
2.

Local chapter centers (sahas)

The local chapter (called a saba) is not merely a group ofindividuals" but a
physical structure resembling the tariqa's main mosque, on a smaller scale. In a small
community such as ai-Jabal al-Asfar, to the north ofCairo, the saba lies on the main road
in the middle oftown, a massive building easily conspicuous even among the large
apartment buildings rapidly being constructed in this once-rural community, mostly by
immigrants from Aswan. Upstairs, there is a large mosque where tariqa hadra and
general prayers are conducted. Downstairs there is a mayda (room for ablutions) and
function room where large numbers ofpeople can take meals together.

c.

Social features

I have noted earlier that it is the social and ritual dimensions ofthe Sufi orders
which serve most completely to define their identities, while doctrinal aspects tend to be
shared to a large degree. The tariqa as a social order is its deepest level ofdistinctive
reality, particularly the personal social structure which binds participants, together with
spiritual entities, into a single whole. Ritual, I argued further, is the manifest identity of
that social order, that which is visible to participants and observers alike, and which

serves most directly to maintain thetariqa as a social group. The goal is to understand
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how ritual (as LP) can serve as a strategy for tariqa prosperity in the modem period, or
why it fails to do so. The social order is critical to such an understanding, both because

it is the tariqa"s social properties which enable the formulation ofgroup-level strategies,

and because it is those social properties which those strategies act to maintain.. primarily
through group rituals.
In this sectio~ I will quickly review the following social aspects ofthe orders:

membership, positional social structure.. and personal social structure.

I.

Membenhip

1.

Joining the group

As in any tariqa.. one joins the tariqa by taking the 'ahd (oath) from a shaykh

possessing the ijaza (rank ofkhalifa or higher). Upon recitation ofthe 'ahd.. one
immediately becomes a murid, and is subsequently issued a membership card.
Membership is open to men only.
Some men join the tariqa for purely spiritual reasons. Thus one member
recounted that he saw Sidi 'Ali al-Bayyumi in a dream, recognizing him by his red ta'iyya
(headgear); for him this was a sign that he should join the tariqa Another man, one of
the senior naqibs, reported that although his father occupied a high rank in the Rifa'iyya
tariqa, he joined the Bayyumiyya because he felt more spiritually compatible with Sidi
'Ali.
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But most commonly a person joins because the tariqa is prevalent in his family or
village., in which case membership is a natural (or even perfunctory) extension ofIslamic
piety, something inherited almost like Islam itself. In modernist turuq as well, a member
is likely at least to attempt to introduce his son to the order. But whereas the modernist
groups have designed strategies suitable to attract new members in the modem age., the
traditional groups continue more or less in the old ways., with the consequence that
relatively few new members join without some kind of family connection to point the
way. For this reason, the traditional orders continue to attract new members most readily
in the villages, where Sufi participation is frequently still the norm for adult males. Thus
in Sidi 'Ali's home village ofBayyum., nearly the entire village participates in the order.,

according to residents there.
However., hereditary membership has consequences. For members whose oathtaking was not the result ofa deeply felt and conscious choice, who may have joined due

to peer pressure, inheritance, or lack ofalternatives, tariqa membership may supply a
relatively small portion ofidentity. In the cities, where competing trends of western
secularism and Islamism rage most strongly., the traditional orders find it more difficult to
retain even those for whom membership would have formerly been an automatic
inheritance.
Active proselytization is another mode ofgathering members. However, as a
rule, the traditional turuq tend not to proselytize, due to their lack ofcentralization and
cohesion which would facilitate development ofan organized effort in this direction. An
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individual sbaykh within the tariqa may be active in gathering muridin for his particular
chapter (hayt), but in this case the loyalty of new members tends to be to the shaykh
rather than to the tariqa as a whole, which is regarded as a spiritual source (mashrab)
rather than a social affiliation.
Thus, as new members enter at the periphery ofthe group rather than the center,
the tariqa tends to lose its focus with the addition ofnew members. The principal
charismatic center ofthe tariqa (the founder shaykh), long deceased and idealized as
qutb, is not accessible to ordinary social interaction, and thus cannot serve as a social
center. In some cases a charismatic shaykh may form the nucleus of a spiritually vibrant
Bayyumiyya group., but such vibrancy will remain at the local and peripheral level since
local spiritual talent is blocked from reaching the administrative center ofthe group by a
rigid., largely hereditary, positional structure. The decentralized accumulation of

members who have little to bind them together" many ofwhom may be weakly
committed, leads to a loosely connected., far-flung,. and relatively incoherent tariqa,
subject to schism or formation of breakaway subgroups.
2.

The membership and its social characteristics

It is difficult to estimate the numbers in such a far-flung tariqa; even the more
organized modernist turuq often lack precise counts. Luizard reports that in 1982 there
were 250 na'ibs., 150 kbalifat al-khulafa'., and 4000 khalifas, although he does not cite his
sources and the numbers are all suspiciously rounded (Luizard 1990:83). What is certain
from observation of mawlids and travel to villages is that the Bayyumiyya, like other
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traditional orders, are widely distnouted across Egypt, particularly in the rural areas of
the Delta., penetrating the countryside in a way that the newly formed orders ofthe 20th
century do not. These orders have tended to move into the cities with the general
patterns ofurban immigration which have led to Cairo's rapid expansion over the past 30
years, although many rural Sufis who immigrate to the city cease their active
participation due to detachment from shaykhs and traditional contexts.
The Bayyumiyya has frequently been characterized as an order ofthe lower-class
social segments, poorly represented among the educated, wealthy, or political elites
(Hoffinan 1995: 152). While I conducted no systematic study ofthis issue, observations
ofthe dress, language, and behavior ofmembers participating in tariqa hadras, together
with informal conversations, suggests that while "'lower class" may not be a precise

description, most members do come from the less well-offor less weD-educated
segments of society, including tradesmen, artisans, and lower-level government
functionaries (note that tradesmen and artisans are frequently wealthy). Post-secondary
education among members is relatively uncommon, and while most members are not
poor, neither are the majority well-off: Extensive and systematic statistical research
would be required to determine whether there is a significant difference in patterns of
membership along these lines between the Bayyumiyya and other traditional orders such
as Rifa'iyya; informal observation suggests there is not. On the other hand, differences
in class, education, and wealth between the traditional orders and the modernist groups
is immediately obvious to the hadra observer. Most participants in the Bayyumiyya
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Friday badra are men who appear to be over 40; there are far fewer youths. Although the
badra generally attracts large numbers of small boys (sons ofthe members accompanying

their fathers to Friday prayer) who may attempt to participate, the low incidence of
youths indicates that these boys do necessarily join the group later. These facts suggest
that the group is gradually dwindling in size.
Officially, women are not eligible to join the tariqa; unofficially they may do so.
The official tariqa discourse is firm about excluding women"s participation in hadra.
However., women do attend the hadra, watching quietly from the far mosque wall~ one
can observe similar beha'/ior in the weekly Rifa'iyya hadra. Women frequently pay visits
to the shrine ofSidi 'Ali, and may recite individual prayers (wird and him) in the home.
But their most prominent role is during the mawIids, since the maintenance of a khidma
requires nearly round-the-clock efforts in cooking and cleaning.
Although the Bayyumiyya are extremely widespread, corporate events such as
the weekly hadras or mawkibs performed on special occasions tend to draw a relatively
small turnout. Many members ofthe Bayyumiyya tend not to be active in group
activities (although they may perform individual prayers), and this pattern holds also for
the other traditional groups. Particular local branches (bayts) ofthese tunlq may be
highly active, depending on the local shaykh, but the tariqa as a whole lacks corporate

unity; its activities do not generally receive a high priority in members' lives. This fact
retIects both the low level ofidentification with the group, and the absence ofa strong
living charismatic center which could unite them.
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Another cause oflow involvement is multiple affiliation. Officially, a person may
belong to only one tariqa. In practice multiple affiliations are common among members
ofthe traditional turuq. Sometimes one's affiliation is merely as a muhibb (literally
Ulover'), one who attends the hadra or visits the shaykh without having officially taken
the oath of membership~ this phenomenon is common enough in modernist groups. But
in the traditional turuq, being less demanding oftime and identity, many men have taken

the oath from more than one shaykh. This practice is not a result ofthe modem decline
of Sufi orders, but is rather traditional in Egyptian Sufism.; 'Abd al-Wahhab a1-Sha'rani
supposedly had joined 26 orders. Although a person cannot practically maintain ritual
commitments to more than one group, multiple membership does weaken social
structure by diluting commitment, reducing solidarity, and lessening the tariqa's role as a
primary source ofidentity. In the past, when Sufism was ascendant, this weakness may
not have threatened the tariqa's continued existence~ today it is a serious liability.
By contrast, the modernist groups are less weU-established, and depend on a
conscious act ofcommitment from new members; while membership may be less
widespread, members are more dedicated to the group, and consider it to form a larger
part of their personal identity. Indeed, modernist orders frequendy draw members from
those whose families historically belonged to traditional turuq such as the Bayyumiyya.
Such men, having been raised in a Sufi environment, are naturally well-disposed toward
Sufism in theory, but may feel that the practices oftraditional orders have degraded, or
may desire a living charismatic center. Thus a member ofthe modernist Hamidiyya
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Shadhiliyya recounted that while his grandfather was Bayyumi, his father was greatly
impressed by the charisma of Sidi Salama (founder ofthe Hamidiyya Shadhiliyya) and
therefore joined his order. In another case~ a youth from a Bayyumiyya family boasting
an important local shaykh (khaIifat al-khulafa') broke from the group to join the
Jazuliyy&.. citing their higher level ofspiritual training and organization.

1.

Joining the group

A feature ofthe modernist groups is their desire for growth and expansion.
Proselytization is in part a natural response to the flushed exhilaration and enthusiasm
felt by members ofa new group, especially in the presence ofthe living charismatic
center, who want others to share in their discovery ofa new truth, or means to it. It is
also encouraged by the leaders' desire to build a strong foundation for the fledgling
group by establishing a broad and strong membership. Thus expansion is to some extent
typical ofthe early phase of development ofany group. But modernity has presented
Sufism with particular challenges, as we have seen, which require an especially strong,
compact, defenstble group in order to survive, and sheer numbers, while not sufficient,
are a necessary step.
As in the Bayyumiyya.. one joins the Jazuliyya by taking the 'ahd from a qualified

shaykh (at the level ofmas'uI; this term is explained below). However, unlike the
traditional turuq, modernist groups such as the Jazuliyya maintain centralization in part
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by emphasizing that the 'ahd binds the new murid to the shaykh aI-sajjada bimsel( and
to the tariqa as a whole" not to the tariqa official who actual performs the ceremony.
While in theory the 'ahd ritual can be performed by any qualified local shaykh at any
time., it frequently occurs in the central tariqa hadra in Cairo" in the presence ofthe
shaykh al-sajjada (see fonowing chapter on ritual for a detailed description). This fact

implies that taking the 'ahd at the tariqa"s center is considered preferable. By this
strategy, ritual reinforces the connection of each individual to the tariqa"s center, while
disempowering the Iocalleaders~ at the same time, the local leaders are allowed to give
the 'ahd as representatives ofthe shaykh aI-sajjada, enabling growth to occur at the
periphery where it might be difficult for prospective members to travel to Cairo. Unlike
the traditional tariqa khalifa, whose ijaza empowers him to spread the tariqa by
subscribing new members as his own muridin, local tariqa leaders in the Jazuliyya act
more as religious functionaries, representing the sbaykh aI-sajjada in each geographical
region where there are muridin. Therefore while the traditional khaIifa enjoys
considerable autonomy and may even fonn a virtually independent tariqa, the local
Jazuliyya officials cannot do so.

As opposed to traditional orders, where membership frequently runs in families
or entire communities as a matter ofcourse, the modernist orders tend to draw members
who have made a conscious and active commitment to affiliate. To be sure, hereditary
factors also play a role~ indeed, members ofmodernist groups are even more likely than
traditional orders to try to recruit family into the tariqa, which is still in its active phases.
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But during the early phases oftariqa gro~ hereditary membership can supply only a
relatively minor source ofnew members. If the tariqa is to expand, most new members
must enter from outside the tariqa's family limits. For these members, joining involves an
active and decisive break, from a state oflimited religious practice, anti-Sufi stance,. or
from a traditional order (as I described above). This conscious decision is like a religious
conversion on a minor scale, leading to a group ofactive and dedicated members.
The modernist group strives to be attractive to an educated, influential, and wellto-do segment ofthe populace, some ofwhom may even be westernized in outlook, and
to draw them toward religion via Sufis~ it may also appeal to those who have become
disillusioned about political Islamic movements. By attracting such members, the tariqa
helps to ensure its respectability,. influence, wealth, and hence survival, even when the
number ofmembers is relatively low.
In order to draw new members, a tariqa must be visible and attractive. This may

be accomplished by perfonning public hadras with careful decorum. Besides performing

private hadras in their Sufi centers, the Jazuliyya perform more public hadras after
evening prayer in a number ofmosques. Many members ofthe Jazuliyya tariqa report
having joined after seeing the group perform. one ofthe public mosque hadras (descnbed
in more detail below); one high-ranking member said that most ofthe current members
joined in this way. Organized, dynamic hadras held in a public location after prayer when
the mosque is stilI somewhat full tend naturally to draw a crowd ofon-lookers. Those
who wish to find out more about the group will be invited to attend another badra, and
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some may ultimately join the tariqa. They also perform vast hadras at the major mawlids~
their hadra at the 1996 mawlid ofSayyida Natisa was a brilliant performance ofover 300
members., all dressed in white.
The JazuIiyya appear to be particularly attractive to the educated youth who
desire a deeper form of Islamic spirituality1t and are not attracted to more austere or
political models offered by Islamist groups. Sufism in the Jazuliyya is rich with feeling,
and free ofthe dangers ofpolitics. For the person concerned. with personal spiritual
growth more than large-scale political struggles, Sufism provides an attractive
alternative. Yet the college-graduate may feel out ofplace in many ofthe traditional
grouPS1t perhaps because of rituals are performed with less dynamism or due to the
absence ofan active membership surrounding a charismatic shaykh, but also due to his

inability to form strong social connections with the members of traditional orders. The
modernist group~ designed to attract the new educated elite!) fills these lacunae.
For the outsider to

Sufis~ joining the

order may create family stresses. One

young man reported that he saw a Jazuliyya hadra in the HusaYD mosque; enthused1t he
subsequently joined the group. His father was at first highly critical, feeling that all the
time spent at these religious activities would adversely affect his studies. But when his
son obtained an excellent score on the final high school exam (called the sanawiyya

'amma;

one~s

result virtually determines one 1t s future in Egypt)" then his father no longer

doubted his judgement. The Jazuliyya tariqa actively promotes values of educatio~
participation in society, and hard work so as not be criticized by anti-Sufis or modernists
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(who formerly pointed to Sufism as responsible for the decline of Islamic society), and
these values indeed have positive results. Furthermore, the presence ofyoung educated
members draws in others by their example.
Another factor encouraging new members is the shaykh's ability to communicate.

In his writings and talks (many ofwhich were recorded) he attempted to speak to his
own age, and the youth in particular~ writing according to what they could understand in
a clear expository style. He simplified complex concepts, and presented them in a
comprehensible form, while avoiding the lofty style of Shaykh Salih. Although some of
his poetry contains mysterious ideas, he uses simple Arabic to express them.
Creating a youog tariqa is one ofthe best ways of ensuring its survivaL But what
attracts the youth to the hadras in the first place is their manner of performance, and
especially their style ofinshad which has been specifically designed to appeal to youth by
its upbeat tempo, high emotion, rich instrumentation, and close relation to popular song.
One ofthe principal musicians and composers told me that he believes that most
members enter the tariqa via inshad.
It is typical of all modernist turuq that members actively proselytize informally to

family and friends, for the enthusiasm ofhis decision to join cannot remain a personal
matter in a tariqa so expansive in its energy and scope. Furthermore, such behavior is
ordinarily encouraged. In this way, the tariqa becomes established in a new locale or
family. But there may be problems when the boundaries between family and modernist
tariqa loyalty intersect, for here is a conflict ofinterest. A wife might criticize her
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husband for always being at the tariqa; family members might doubt the judgement of
one who dedicated himself to some new shaykh. The Jazuliyya have solved this problem
by allowing the entire family to join and attend hadras together. When the family

boundaries lie wholly within the tariqa boundaries, then the group is strong and secure.
In this way~ the Jazuliyya also ensure a constant supply of new members, since children
are brought to the hadra and grow up within the tariqa.
2.

The membership and its social characteristics

No systematic study oftariqa membership was carried out; the following
characterizations result from discussions with tariqa members~ together with informal
observations ofbadras.
Based on dress,
class~

language~

and behavior~ most members appear middle to upper

the vast majority are well-educated at the high-school and college levels, through

Egypt's secular school system; very few are graduates ofthe parallel religious system of
al-Azhar. Members typically work as professionals in the government or private sector,
as teachers, administrators, lawyers~ physicians, engineers, businessmen. Members
exhibit a modern outlook toward religion, by which they are able to combine active lives
in the mod~ westem-intluenced world with an intensive system ofinner spirituality.
Although they form a smal1 minority of participants even in the traditional orders today,
the full-time beggar-Sufis, what Lane in the 19th century observed as the C>'fuqara,n, are
totally absent in the JazuIiyya and other modernist orders. These darawish (singular
darwish) as they are sometimes called, are the most potent symbol ofthe discredited old
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Sufism, regarded by secularists and Islamists alike as degrading to religion and natio~
and therefore modernist groups must be careful to dissociate themselves from such
individuals. 17 The greater penetration ofwestern values and lifestyles is indicated by the
low incidence oftraditional dress (so common in the Bayyumiyya and other traditional
orders) except perhaps among the older men. The hadra thus indicates a great contrast
with most traditional orders, whose ranks are filled to a greater degree with the less
educated (including small shop-owners, merchants., artisans) and the poorer segments of
society (labor workers, street-selIers,low-level government employees).
Tariqa leaders say that there are approximately 10,000 members in Egypt today~
approximately half ofthese joined since the death of Sidi Jabir in 1992. As the
membership expands, new local centers (which they call maqarrs) are established in each
district with sufficient members to warrant one. Thus in 1998 there were 56 such centers
distnbuted around Egypt, concentrated in Cairo and the Delta, but extending to Upper
Egypt as well; the center in Luxsor alone is said to represent 300 members. Although
these centers are not usually associated with a physical structure, they do present a social
structure and mode of accounting to the central leadership; this will be described below.
The Jazu1iyya is one ofthe few Sufi orders to include women. It appears that
women members are all wives, daughters, mothers, or other close relations ofmale
members; a woman does not take the initiative to join on her own. Women generally
dress in white, and sit in their own section in the inner halfofthe hadra room behind a
low fence, together with the small children. As I mentioned earlier, inclusion of
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womenfolk in tariqa rituals enables the tariqa to absorb whole families into the social
snucture~

as a consequence, weddings and other celebrations are perfonned within the

context ofbadra. This serves to further strengthen the tariqa as a communal group.
The tariqa is also striking for its relative youth. Active members in a traditional
tariqa such as the Bayyumiyya tend to be relatively older, due to the lack ofappeal these
turuq present to the younger generation, at least in urban areas. However, in the
JazuIiyya, a majority ofactive members appear to fall in the age range 20-40. The

sbaylch himself is only in his 40s.
Jazuliyya members are exclusively committed to the Jazu1iyya tariqa and its
sbaylch. They do not attend other badras, as many members ofthe traditional groups
may, and certainly would never take the "ahd from another sbaylch. One quoted the

maxim: '''stick to one father, and all the doors will open for you". They do not take the
'ahd lightly; members are regular in their attendance, and the tariqa is the dominant force
in their lives. No important life decision is undertaken without first seeking guidance

from the sbaylch.
c.

Ja 'fariyya

1.

Joining the group

Centralization is ensured in the Ja'fariyya by requiring members to take the 'ahd
from the shaykh aI-sajjada directly, either by travelling to Cairo, or during one ofthe
sbaylch's visits to regional centers. Local tariqa leaders are not empowered to give the
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'ahd, thereby ensuring centralized loyalty and identification. While this policy may
restrict growth at the periphery~ in this tariqa the contrast between member and nonmember devotees ofthe shaykh is much less than in the Jazuliyya. Prospective members
simply wait for the opportune moment, when they can take the 'ahd in person from the
central shaykh. Again, this situation contrasts strongly with nearly all the traditional
turuq~

in which the ijaza (permission) is given to members ofrank kbaIifa and higher~

allowing them to give the 'ahd to whomever wishes to receive it. The 'ahd ceremony
itself(which I will descnbe in detail later) is much smaller and more informal than that of
the JazuIiyya, indexing the lesser salience ofmembership in the Ja'fariyya. It is
performed in such a way as to minimize the distinction between members and nonmembers in this tariqa, which is notable for its publicness and openness to visitors.
ProselYtizing is not so much in evidence. Although I did not systematically gather
information on the manner in which members join~ many appear to have joined
because ofthe central role one ofthe tariqa ~ s local centers plays in their communities.
The tariqa sponsors mosques throughout the country, and these are open to all Muslim
men for prayer~ or to participate in hadra. The tariqa is less a communal brotherhood (as

is the Jazuliyya) than a kind of public religious institution. Furthermore" the communities

in which these local centers are established are often connected by familial bonds. A
young man growing up near such a center would be likely to pray in the Ja'fariyya
mosque" and might thereby join the tariqa. The hadras performed in the tariqa's central
mosque in Cairo are especially public~ due to the mosque~s central location and
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openness. Here the tariqa naturally attracts many visitors from students and faculty of
nearby al-Azhar university, as well as visitors to the shrine ofaI-Husayn, not far away.
There is a large community oftariqa members from al-Azhar~ both faculty and students.,
and these appear to spread the tariqa within the religious university.

2.

The membership and its social characteristics

As for other turuq, it is difficult to obtain accurate figures on membership. The
problem is especially acute for the Ja'fariyya, because ofthe group's openness to visitors
and muhibbin. Participation in tariqa activities greatly exceeds the number of official
members, according to muridin.
The tariqa operates at least 50 local centers (sahas) according to current reports,
ofwhich 43 were listed in Volume 11 ofShaykh SaIih's Diwan (aI-Ja'fari 1979: 11 :2456). This list indicates that the tariqa is concentrated in Cairo and in Upper Egypt.
Examining numbers by province, there are nine centers in CairO., four in Qalyubiyya (just
north of Cairo), two in Manufiyya, one in Gharbiyya, and one in Alexandria (these in the
Delta region). The remainder extend southwards: two in Bani Suwayf (just south of
Cairo), two in Asyut, (in middle Egypt), then nine in Qina and thirteen in Aswan (the
two southernmost provinces). That this distnbution accurately reflects the patterns of
membership is confirmed by conversations with members. Furthermore, most ofthe
members ofthe Cairo sahas are immigrants from Upper Egypt; for instance, the
QaIyubiyya center in ai-Jabal aI-Asfar is a community ofAswan immigrants to Cairo.
The membership thus exhibits the reverse pattern ofthe Jazuliyya, which is centered on
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Cairo and the Delta. These differences are also reflected in the greater religious
conservatism ofthe Ja'Tariyya as a whole~ resulting in part from Arabic-Islamic
traditionalism still to be found in Upper Egypt.
The tariqa also exhibits an international feeling. This stems from several factors.
Close ties to aI-Azhar" resulting from Shaykh SaIih's tremendous prestige there, have
brought many faculty and student members. al-Azhar's students come from the entire
Islamic world. Therefore it is common to find among the tariqa's student members
citizens of Malaysia, Thailan~ Sri Lanka, and elsewhere. Sbaykh Salih's roots in the
Sudan have fostered close connections with the religious elites ofthat country as well.
Besides teaching at al-Azhar, Shaykh Salih used to preach when he went on pilgrimage~
and thus he acquired followers from other areas ofthe Islamic world as well, particularly
Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and Bahrain.
Like the Jazuliyya, the membership is generally well-edueated. But whereas the
JazuIiyya are nearly all educated through Egypt'S secular school system, a large
percentage ofthe Ja'fariyya receive a religious education in the al-Azhar school system,
and many work as teachers oftraditional Islamic subjects within this system. In the
tariqa's yearly magazine, a large number ofarticles are penned by al-Azhar professors
who are tariqa members. This phenomenon is due both to the tariqa's ability to attract
al-Azhar students directly, and to the traditional Arabic Upper Egyptian society from
which the majority ofmembership is drawn. But it is also common to meet Ja'fariyya
muridin who have advanced degrees in science~ business, and medicine.
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The tariqa's social boundaries are deliberately diffuse, and visitors are
encouraged to attend hadras. On any given Thursday evening, it is common to find
religious dignitaries and esteemed al-Azhar professors sitting in on the ha~ and even
participating by contn'buting a speech between performances ofinshad (the foUowing
chapter contains a description ofhadra format). In the tariqa's yearly magazine,
important religious officials, such as the president or shaykh ofal-Azbar, as well as
important Sufi shaykhs from the Sudan, often contribute articles.

Unlike the JazuJiyya, women are excluded from tariqa membership and activities.
This is a reflection ofmembers' traditional upbringings, combined with the tendency to
renew Islam through strict enforcement ofbasie social rules, such as the prohibition on
mixing and greeting between men and women. Whereas the traditional orders pay lip
service to these ideas, in practice there is frequently mixing, at least in Cairo and the
Delta. But the Ja'fariyya cleave strictly to the letter ofthe law in this regard; one
member cited this fact as a secret oftheir success. Women can recite madih in the
house, but are unable to join the tariqa officially, and are prohibited from reciting tariqa
liturgies. They can attend hadra only by sitting in a separated women's section.
Youth are strongly encouraged, however; this is a trait common to other
modernist orders as a means of promoting membership. Young boys as young as six or
seven may begin to take part in the hadra; some ofthese may even perform inshad.
Shaykh 'Abd al-Gbani pays special attention to the youth in rituals, and also established a
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special h'brary for the you~ as wen as an official in charge ofyouth affairs (his so~ a1Husayn Abd ai-Ghani).
1\

2.

Positional social structure

Sufi orders begin as simple teaching circles surrounding a charismatic shaykh.
But as soon as the tariqa grows, it must develop a hierarchical organizational structure to
ensure control. This organizational structure is here termed the positional structure,
since it consists ofa set of positions, each characterized by attendant responsibilities,
connected together by relationships offormal power and authority which are not
necessarily supported by personal bonds. It is important to note that it is the positions,

and not the persons filling them, which are connected in a network ofrelations; people
flow through this network as they join the group, are promoted, or leave it. This
positional structure is here contrasted to the personal structure, consisting of a set of
human relationships between individuals" the most important ofwhich are the relations
between the murid and the shaykh, and among the muridin foUowing a particular shaykh.

tL

&Iyy"miyytl

As in other turuq, the official head ofthe tariqa is the shaykh a1-sajjada. He is

honored, as the direct representative of Sidi Ali himself: through the silsila which
1\

connects them. Today, however, the position appears largely administrative and
ceremonial, and there is little pretense that the shaykh aI-sajjada carries much ofthe
baraka ofSidi 'Ali al-Bayyumi. Rather, he is accepted as the official leader according to
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the protocol that leadership passes through the bloodline. Shaykh Ahmad, the current
shaykh al-sajjada, spends much time visiting the Bayyumiyya branches around Egypt, and

resolving disputes among members and problems with other turuq. He is a modest man
who dresses in an ordinary jallabiyya (traditional robe) and does not demand any special
treatment from others. The muridin consider him their nominal leader, but do not
employ the traditional acts ofveneration (such as bowing and kissing the hand) in his
presence employed in the modernist groups for the founder or his khalifa; unlike
modernist orders, there are no claims made for his sanctity.

In IDs absence, the shaykh al-saijada is represented by any one oftwelve naqibs
(nuqaba

ll
),

whose leader is the naqib al-nuqaba ll . The nuqaba'lI like the shaykh al-sajjad~

are responsible for the entire tariqa and thus are assigned no particular geographical area.
The nalIib is in charge ofthe tariqa in each geographical region, where tariqa
regions are defined hierarchically to correspond to the official Egyptian ones. Thus there
is a na'ib at the level ofthe muhafaza (province), markaz (district), and nuqta (police

district). These na'ibs are headed by the nalIib 'amm (general na ib). Each nallib is
11

responsible for the tariqa in his district, and reports to the next higher nallib~ the na'ib
'amm reports to the shaykh al-sajjada.
At the lowest level are the muridin ofeach district. Each mood is under the

supervision ofthe shaykh from whom he took the 'ahd (oath). Above the level ofmood
is the rank: ofkhalifa (to which most mOOdin attain within the first few years ofjoining);
the khalifa has the ijaza (permission) allowing him to give 'abel, lead hadra, or sponsor a
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khidma at a mawlid. Thus responsibilities are highly distributed. Above the khaIifa is the
khalifat a1-khulafa', who is responsible for a number ofkhalifas. The khalifat a1-khulafa'
in turn answers to the local na' ib. Usually the khalifa or khalifat a1-khulafa' functions as

the regular murabbi (spiritual guide) for a group ofmuridin.. while the na'ib s role is
't

more often to make sure the tariqa operates smoothly, and to adjudicate disputes,
although he too may have muridin. All these ranks are recorded at the mashyakha (tariqa
administrative office) and inscribed on the members' identity cards.
The khalifa, khalifat a1-khulafa', or na'ib with a sufficient number ofmuridin may
become leader ofa hoyt (local chapter); permission to open a bayt must be granted by
the central tariqa authority (mashyakha), led by the shaykh a1-saJjada. The bayt is the
local geographical social unit ofthe tariqa, conducting its own weekly hadras. It is also
the unit ofspiritual cohesion for the traditional turuq.
One is promoted in positional rank in three ways: achievement and ability"
seniority, and heredity. The importance ofthe latter two implies that titles need not be
deserved based on spiritual merit, and some members are quick to point this fact out.
The disjunction between real spiritual power and position leads to a general lack of
regard for the positional structure, which therefore weakens.
Achievement and ability. As soon as one takes the cahd (oath) one becomes a

mood, the lowest position. Promotion to khalifa is more or less certain after a period of
time during which one is expected to learn and perform daily prayers, and attend hadea.
At the level ofkbalifa" one obtains the ijaza (permission) to give the cahd, lead hadra, or
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sponsor a khidma at a mawlid. If many muridin are collected, and attain rank of~
one may be promoted to khalifat aI-khulafa', particularly if one's own kbalifat aI-khulafa'

bas too many muridin to manage them effectively. If a member of this rank dies, his
position will usually be filled by inheritance (see below) unless no suitable PerSOn can be
found from among his patrilineal relations (usually brother, son, or brother's son)~ in that
case the position may be filled by the most suitable member. The same considerations
apply for promotion to na'ib, and naqtb. The decision to promote is made by the sbaykh
al-sajjada, on the basis ofone's achievements, seniority, and kinship ties.
Modernist groups generally place greater emphasis on achievement as a means of
promotion than traditional groups, because such a strategy avoids placing unqualified
members in high-ranking positions. But the traditional groups tend to be more
mechanistic in allowing their positional structures to be determined by birth and
seniority; these criteria are traditionally acceptable in Arabic society, and thus constitute
the natural course in the absence ofactive strategies or central control which could
establish an alternative practice. But the relative neglect of spiritual and charismatic
merit in the traditional groups bas the consequence that the spiritually talented may form
breakaway groups, or else establish unofficial charismatic centers at the administrative
periphery. Another consequence is the general lack ofrespect for the positional
structure as a whole. The foUowing two principles ofpromotion therefore tend to
produce discord between the personal and the positional structure:
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Seniority. Promotion is commonly granted to senior members. Whereas having
many muridin is regarded as a personal achievement ofnote, indicating one's spiritual

talents, achieving an advanced age is not. One naqib complained ruefully that the naqib
al-nuqaba' is undeserving ofhis position; he doesn't even know how to lead a hadra!
How, then, did he obtain this position? Because he was the senior naqib. 'CWhat a
shamef", he said, '~ey should put an appropriate person in an appropriate position"',
Given the norms of Arabic society, seniority and lineage can never be discounted
entirely. However, the modernist groups use seniority as only one factor among several,
thereby managing to fill positions according to merits ofleadership ability and spiritual
knowledge. Promotion based solely on seniority tends to weaken positional structure,
leading to disrespect not only for the person in power, but also for the tariqa structure as
a whole. Of course the incommensurability between position and person may be greatest
with the shaykh al-sajjada himself: Whenever this situation occurs, the possibility of

local independence, fission, and schism increases.
Inheritance, The other promotional path never results in the creation ofa new

position, since one is merely promoted into a position left vacant by death or promotion.
Usually sons, and sometimes brothers, brothers' sons, or other patrilineal relations are so
promoted. Ever since the Shaykh aI-Balai's cCIntemal Regulations" of 1905 (de Jong
1978:155), the position ofshaykh al-sajjada itselfhas officially passed by lineal
inheritance. Unless the tariqa leadership harbors serious apprehension about the nex:t-inline kin, succession ofbayt leadership also follows the blood lineage. The advantage of
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this method to the group as a whole is the avoidance ofdisputes and preservation of the
status quo to the greatest possible extent. In addition, there is a strong feeling among
many Sufis that a son inherits the spiritual status ofms father~ either in a mystical sense

(baraka) or a practical sense (since he was raised in a spiritual environment).

However~

the inheritance scheme does not appear to be a good strategy for the tariqa'swell-being
as a whole. It presents a clear advantage to those in power, by allowing them to
maintain family control over the bayt, or the entire tariqa. But despite beliefs in inherited
baraka, the fact is that gifted spiritual leaders do not always pass this quality to their
SODS, and when succession follows the patriIinealline, a fissure between spiritual talent
and power-and therefore between personal and positional structure-is bound to develop
in the tariqa after a number ofgeneratioDS. As I mentioned above, selection by seniority

and inheritance does not represent an active group-level strategy so much as the absence
ofone, leading to the natural filling of roles according to social norms which favor age
and birth.
Thus one khalifat al-khulafa' ofthe Bayyumiyya is only about 20 years old,
having inherited this rank together with control ofa bayt after his father passed away
two years ago. He did not receive this rank automatically, but only after dehoeration by
the mashyakha; however it seems clear that to have denied him his father's position
would have been considered highly irregular. While members ofthe bayt acknowledge
the right of his succession, he is as yet unable to effectively control the group, since he
lacks the experience to do so, especially in the eyes ofolder members from his father's
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generation, and the local hadra is extremely freewheeling, and promotes decentra1ization
ofthe tariqa Greater confidence and leadership skills will no doubt continue to develop~
so that he may grow into this position ofresponsibility; but in the meantime elder
associates of his father from the Bayyumiyya and other turuq assist him., so that the bayt
lacks a clear spiritual center of control.
The newest modernist turuq, such as those considered in this study (the Jazuliyya
and the Ja'fariyya) perhaps have yet to face the dilemma ofchoosing between the bestquaIifi~ and

the patrilineal inheritor. The case of sbaykh al-sajjada is often not

problematic for at least the first generatio~ since the founder~s baraka is widely
recognized, and belief in its inheritance is strong; besides this~ the founder's son often

has ample claim to be his successor ifhe has been so chosen by his father, as is often the

case. But it is interesting to note that one older modernist group, the Hamidiyya
Shadhiliyya, have gradually done away with the notion ofhereditary bayts. The newer
groups generally seem to prefer a more democratic, meritocratic approach to promotion.
Only the position ofshaykh al-sajjada remains hereditary for an groups by law; this has

caused a major schism to occur in the Hamidiyya Shadhiliyya itself: between those who
recognize the founder's grandson as shaykh, and those who do not; this conflict appears
unlikely to be resolved in the near future.
The positional structure does not correspond to the lines of spiritual discipleship
in the traditional groups such as the Bayyumiyya, and this fact leads to weakness. The
mood generally has no real spiritual connection to the shaykh al-sajjada, but only to his
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local sbaykh; thus the tariqa is naturally decentralized.

Furthermore~

often the murid's

spiritual guide~ the shaykh from whom he took the 'ah~ need not be his immediate
superior in the positional structure. This situation can arise when either mood or sbaykh
is promoted. In addition, the number ofa sbaykh's disciples may have little relationship

to his position in the structure; thus a khaIifa may have more muridin than a khalifat alkhulafa', or a na'ib. The fact that spiritual relationships can cross-cut the positional

structure in this way also leads to tensions in the tariq~ which weakens its cohesion and
centralization as a single organization.

It is instructive to examine also the roles which are not officially reco~ lying
in the ustrategic vacuum" in which central control is absent. In the Bayyumiyya,

munshidin have no official position, nor must they satisfy any positional conditions.,
despite their potentially prominent role in the hadra. While the hadra leader, the
mustaftih., must be ofrank. khaIifa or higher, the munshid is not even officially required to
be a member ofthe tariqa; frequently munshidin are professionals or semi-professionals.,

who attend hadra as an opportunity to sing for baraka, at the same time advertising their
abilities, and conecting small tips (nuqut). The tariqa's neglect ofthe munshid role does
not imply a condemnation ofinsbad or even a sense that inshad should be minimized.
Rather such neglect is an instance ofa "strategic vacuum". The badra ritual was
established without specifYing who the munshidin should be, or what they should
perform. Therefore these details ofpersonnel and repertoire are filled according to
circumstances, governed by individual motivations within a particular context.
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The modernist turuq permit no such "strategic vacuums'" ofsuch a magnitude.
The munshid is a potentially powerful figure in the hadra because he is a means of
introducing LP especially ofthe affective and communicative types-emotion and
teachings-through his inshad, in its sonic and semantic aspects; indeed he is often the
primary point offlexible and adaptive affective and ideological influx, since other aspects
ofthe hadra tend to be more ritually constrained. To leave him as a "loose cannon", to
place no conditions on repertoire or the person to fill the role, is therefore strategically
illogical. Properly controned, the munsbid can support the tariqa. Left to his own
devices, as in the Bayyumiyya, he tends to act so as to promote his own interests, which
may be to the detriment ofthe group. This neglect among traditional groups is not
intentional, ofcourse, but rather results from their inability to exercise or even to
fonnulate schemes ofcontrol, ofwhich the designation ofan official position called
"munshid" would be the logical first step. By contrast, in the modernist orders all these
roles have been officially recognized, and are thus made to function more efficiently and
with greater central control and order.

b.

J(IZJ,Iliyya

The positional structure ofthe Iazuliyya is outlined in great detail in the group's
Laws, included at the end of Rasa 'il Sufiyya. Here I will point to the principle features,
including also recent changes to the tariqa's code.
As for all turuq in Egypt, the Iazuliyya is led by a sbaykh al-sajjada (currently

Sidi Salim, son ofthe founder); below him is the standard hierarchy of na'ib I>amm, na'ib
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aI-muhafaz, na'ib aI-mar~ na'ib nuqta, khalifat aI-khulafa', and khaIifa. The na'ib, who
is required to have been a member ofthe tariqa at least five years, controls all the kbalifat
aI-khuIafa' in his region. whether muhafaza or markaz. The na'ib aI-muhafaza serves as
the deputy ofthe sbaykh aI-sajjada in each province ofEgypt; he is responsible for
transmitting new instructions and policies ofthe shaykh to the muridin in his province.
The khalifat al-khuIafa' or na'ib aI-markaz is responsible for the local hadra in each
district, and is generally known as the mas'uI (respoDSlble one). The muridin
participating in this hadra may be divided into groups, each group overseen by a khalifa.
Every district also contains a number of naqibs, who are responsible for specific tasks
such as preparing food, taking care ofequipment, or performing inshad (the use ofthe
word naqib here is standard, unlike its use in the Bayyumiyya to designate the rank just
below that of shaykh aI-sajjada). Wrthin the positional structure, a strict system of

hierarchical control obtains, like ajaysh (army), said one member. In this way, the tariqa
maintains discipline and centralized order.
As mentioned earlier, the tariqa comprises approximately S6 centers (maqarrs),

distributed throughout Egypt but concentrated in Cairo and the Delta region. The main
center (a/-maqarr al-ra ';si) in Qayt Bay serves as the administrative headquarters
(mashyakha), and is led by the shaykh a1-sajjada; here tariqa members from the greater
Cairo area convene for biweekly badras; the entire tariqa gathers here for yearly festivals,
such as the mawlid of Sidi Iabir. Like the traditional groups., the Jazuliyya also comprises
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local centers in each geographical region, but these enjoy oflittle autonomy and are
strictly controlled by the center via an elaborate system of reporting and accounting.
Each local maqarr is headed by a qualified leader, called the mas'ul (responsible
one), who may be a khalifat al-khulafa', or na'ib markaz. The mas'ulleads the local
group in all its activities, including hadra, takes care of administrative duties (assisted by
a secretary and treasurer), may administer the r.ahd to new members, reports to the
shaykh al-sajjada, and foUows his orders. Assisting each mas'ul is a secretary and a
treasurer, who help fulfill administrative tasks. Information is efficiently distnbuted in
both directions through this hierarchy: the shaykh al-sajjada may send instructions to the
muridin, and the local secretaries file reports on group meetings and other issues which
are sent back to the mashyakha, helping the leadership to formulate decisions; the group

is thus centralized, cohesive, and highly "selt:awaren . Though he may sometimes be
identified as a shay~ the mas'ul always remains completely subservient to the true
shaykh, who is the shaykh al-sajjada, at the center ofthe tariqa The mas'ul must follow
his command and refer problems to him; he commands no independent loyalty among his
muridin, and cannot make decisions independently except within his specific limits.
Rather his role is as a "connecting link" (halaqat was/) between the members and their
shaykh.
Indeed, the shaykh al-sajjada selects the mas'o1 according to these criteria,
according to members. The ideal mas'uI shows no signs ofdesiring power or
independent leadership for himself: He must be a strong leader in attending to his
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muridin, yet must not seek power over them, or demand their loyalty and devotion for
himself: His goal is to create love for God among them, not for himself: His muridin
must be committed to the shaykh and the tariq~ so that ifthe mas'ulleft the tariqa for
any reason, the muridin would not disperse or follow him. He must have experience,

character, and present a good appearance; he should be a model and support for his
muridin, befiiending them as a brother, without any self-interest. He is not required to
be a religious scholar; very few tariqa members have degrees from al-Azhar. With the
help ofthe secretary, the mas'ul keeps attendance records; ifa member bas been absent,
he must find out why, whether he bas some problems they ought to help him with;
perhaps he needs money. Under his guidance, members ofthe local group help each
other. In this way they become tightly knit, but all the while maintaining strong
connections to the center.
The training ofthe mas'ul is designed into the hadra. By participating in hadra,
especially mudhakara (group study), members learn how to lead a hadra themselves.
Thus, the first risala ofthe tariqa handbook Rasa 'il clearly states that in the hadra, l>'the
ahbab learn how to study, how to select material to study, and how to direct a hadra..."
(ai-lazuli 1993a: 16)

Unlike the Bayyumiyya, the munshid occupies a centraI and official role in the
JazuIiyya tariqa. All munshidin are drawn from the ranks ofthe tariqa; those who have

the ability to memorize poetry and sing can become munshidin by recommendation ofthe
head munshid, and appointment ofthe shaykh al-sajjada. Others with musical abilities are
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designated to play instruments: thee/11ft mazhar. riqq (all varieties offtame drum)., or
I:

ud (fretless lute). The status ofmunsbid is signified by wearing a green cap. Though

there are many munshidin.. only a smaII percentage ofthese are qualified to sing as
soloists. These munsbidin take the lead during group inshad, and may also support the
soloist during solo inshad. Sometimes special rehearsals for munshidin are held, during
which new melodies can be learned. Most have no formal musical training, and do not
perform as professionals outside the group, although this is not forbidden and
occasionally occurs. Among the munsbidin there is an informal hierarchy based on talent
and seniority; munshidin are led by the ra'is al-nnmshidin (lead munshid).
The importance ofmunshidin is confirmed by the existence ofan entire section of
thetariqa Laws devoted to them (see Appendix). There, inshad is asserted to constitute
one ofthe 'I;pillars" ofthe tariqa, while the munshidin are descnbed as '1he guides
toward God, for inshad strengthens a person in dhikr; through inshad we know, learn,
and follow the way." (ai-lazuli 1993a:128) Munsbidin must fonow directions ofthe
mas'ul or sbaykh during hadra, take care in selecting texts and melodies, and maintain
unimpeachable standards of morality, since they perform words ofthe founder. Because
they are brought within the scope oftariqa control in this way, the inshad which they
sing-both texts and melodieHs susceptible to careful control by the tariqa leadership, as
we will see later on.
In contrast to the traditional turuCb where inheritance is standard, in the Jazuliyya

only the position ofshaykh aI-sajjada is inherited. This policy as yet creates no tensions,
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as is usual for a phase two tariqa. Tariqa members firmly support succession by
inheritance for the position of shaykh, noting that the son is always the closest person to
the father, having been raised by him in the same house, and thereby learns his secrets
more than anyone else. Members particularly stressed the importance that the shaykh alsajjacla maintain the ability to command respect and obedience from the entire tariqa.
When he was alive, say group members, Sidi Iabir could issue an order to any of his
muridin anywhere in Egypt, and it would be carried out immediately. Among current

tariqa members, only his son, Sidi Salim, bas this power~ they say. Thus one notes the
importance ofcentralized control to tariqa members. However, other positions need not
follow hereditary lines, but rather are assigned by the tariqa mashyakba (administration),
as they see fit.

C.

Jtl 'ftD'iyytl

The positional structure ofthe Ia'fariyya is not unlike that ofthe Iazuliyya. The
only significant difference is that whereas the JazuIiyya spell out their structure explicitly

in lists ofrules, the Ia'fariyya maintain the positional structure as an oral tradition. This
difference retlects the traditionalism of the Ja'fariyya, who have not adopted the explicit
tools ofthe modern bureaucracy. However the structure is much the same. The leader
ofthe tariqa is the shaykh al-sajjada, also known as the shaykh 'unnon (general shaykh),
currently Shaykh 'Abd al-Gbani, son ofthe founder. Under him is the IID'ib 'umum
(general na'ib). As mentioned above, the tariqa is divided into approximately SO sahas,
besides the main center in Darrasa. Each saba is led by a wakil (deputy) ofthe shaykh
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(officially, wakil al-mashyakha), who is a senior respected member ofthe tariqa. The
wakil has even less independence than the Jazuliyya's mas'ul, as he is not empowered to
give the cahd. However, his responsibility is greater. His job is to run the saba, which is
more ambitious than the JazuIiyya maqarr, comprising a public mosque and social center,
serving the needs of an entire community of people extending far beyond the bounds of
the tariqa One member estimated that only lOOJO ofthose participating in saba activities
are actual members ofthe tariqa. The wakil also leads a weekly hadra, and helps
members to solve Personal or tariqa-related problems; ifhe cannot do so, he must refer
matters to the sbaykh al-sajjada.

In each saba, specific responsibilities are assigned to members in charge of
preparing for the ba.dra, preparing food, cleaning up, and so 00. Since each saba
contains a full-functioning mosque, there must be an imam (prayer leader) and khatih
(preacher). In the main center, there are members charged with meeting and seating
visitors, an important responsibility given the tariqa's emphasis on extending
participation to non-members ofthe Islamic community. There are also other special
positions, including: head of spiritual guidance (amin al-irshad); leader ofthe youth;
curator ofthe youths' h'brary; the latter two indicate a recognition ofthe strategic
importance ofyouth. Other positions are dedicated to tariqa publications: the editor of
the tariqa's yearly magazine, and for books periodically issued by the tariqa' s press, Dar
Iawami c al-Kalim.
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As in the 1azuliyya, munshidin 18 are taken only from within the ranks of members.

To become a munshid, one must be able to read classical Arabic correctly (since Sbaykh
SaIih's poems are all written in this language), have a good voice~ memorize the
melodies, and also maintain religious virtues. The position is less forma1ly defined than
in the 1azu1iyya; there is no specia1 dress, and a large fraction ofthe membership (some

say over halt) participate as munshidin. Munshidin are not required to attend any special
rehearsals; rather the local hadra meetings (descnDed below) are sufficient to provide
practice for performance in the main Thursday evening badra. This relatively relaxed
attitude toward member participation as munshid soloist in part results from the fact that
musical quality is not required to be high, nor is 1a'fariyya inshad musically complex,
when compared with the 1azuliyya. In the Ja'fariyya tariqa., correct pronunciation is of
primary importance, in order that the poem be understood by participants; all factors are
subservient to the main goal ofcommunicating a text.

3.

Penooal social structure

Personal social structure consists ofthe personalities ofthe human and spiritual
entities which constitute the order, together with the personal relationships which
interconnect them. Metaphorically, such relationships are connected to family relations. I
argued that these relationships were oftwo basic types: vertical, and horizontal. The
vertical, based on the father/son metaphor, may be intimate, or distant and hierarchical.
The horizontal, based on the metaphor ofbrethren, may connect tariqa members in
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dyadic bonds offriendship and loyalty" or may serve to connect each member more
generally to the group" as a member ofa brotherhood; in this case loyalty is to the
reified group rather than merely to the particular members who comprise it, something
like belonging to a sports team or other fraternal organization. Personal social structure
is also defined by the nature ofthe group's social boundary, whether sharp or diffuse.
Positional social structure can be defined by enumerating roles, their
responsibilities, and the formal relations between th~ independent ofthe individuals
who fill those roles. Personal social structure, depending on personalities and emotionladen relationships, is more subtle and complex, less discursive, and consequently less
amenable to description. Nevertheless, as it is the personal social structure, together

with ritual style itseI£: which comes closest to defining the tariqa's unique identity't it is
necessary to attempt to summarize its principal distinguishing features. While tariqa
members do not explicitly recognize something called "personal social structure"', they
constantly comment on its constituent elements. This information, together with
informal observations of behavior, forms the basis for the discussion which follows.

&

Btqy"miyya

Typical of a phase three traditional tariqa, the BayYUrDiyya is diffuse,
decentralized, and lacking in overall social cohesion. The central positional authority,
shaykh al-sajjada., exudes little charisma and serves in a primarily administrative capacity.
while he is respected, members do not treat him as a source ofbaraka; after hadra he is
greeted in an ordinary way, with a kiss on the cheeks and handshake, not with the
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veneration shown to some shaykh-leaders, who may be kissed on their hands or even
knees or feet. The Bayyumiyya sbaykh aI-sajjada does not give the 'ah~ or serve as
anyone's immediate spiritual guide~ these roles are the responsibility ofthe local shaykh.
Overall, his low-key personality is relatively inconspicuous in the tariqa. He is not a
central figure in the personal social structure.

Bayyumiyya tariqa boundaries are generally diffuse due to non-exclusivity.
Multiple membership, visiting other tariqa hadras, and participation in free-wheeling
mawlids are all common activities" and many Bayyumiyya members are only quasi-active
in their tariqa participation. The diffiJse boundaries are most evident at a mawlid. There,
each local chapter (bayt) may establish a khidma. Members ofthe traditional orders
typically visit each others' khidmas" where they sit together for hours, or perform dhikr.
Exclusivity is not important to maintain. For these traditional Sufis, formal Sufi
affiliations is not so important as sharing in the general world ofinformal Sufism with its
saints and celebrations; one's specific affiliation may playa relatively minor role in
determining the form ofone's participation in that world, so frequent are the phenomena
ofmultiple and quasi-active membership.
Of the Sufis sitting in a Bayyumiyya mawlid khi~ one is Rifa'i, one Sa'di,
another Bayyumi; what is important is their shared world view and respect for shaykhs
and saints. For them, participation in a mawlid meaDS basking in the warm glow ofthe
saint's baraka, serving food or consuming it, performing in rather public hadra sessions,
and sitting and chatting with other Sufis. Under such conditions, the boundaries of any
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particular tariqa are only weakly defined. When asked for the differences between the
turuq, members ofthe Bayyumiyya and other traditional groups typically reply that they
are all the same, based on "Ia ilaha ilia Allah Muhammad rasul Allah7't. "Know your
shaykh, but love them aU" is the typical advice. "You must visit others' hadras, so that
they will visit yours. n Members oftraditional groups are often critical ofthe exclusivity
and insularity of modernist orders, sometimes portraying them as snobs and upstarts. For
them, the denial ofboundaries is a manifestation of Sufi love and acceptance. The social
relations promoted by these values tends toward the creation ofa Sufi supergroup,
interconnecting all the traditional orders in a single web ofsocial relations.
ThUS.,

like other traditional groups., the Bayyumiyya tariqa is deeply

interconnected with other traditional Sufi groups. This phenomenon is especially strong
for the Bayyumiyya, since among the traditional saints Sidi 'Ali was a relative latecomer~
in forming his tariqa, he gathered together several major tariqa lines (Ahmadi, Khalwati,

Naqshabandi, and Shadhili) in his silsila. All group members trace a spiritual relation to
Sidi 'Ali., and through him to Sayyid Ahmad al-Badawi., and thus to the many Ahmadi
subgroups. But due to weak boundaries, multiple tariqa memberships, and the general
interconnections running through the traditional orders, the personal social structure
additionally includes all ofthe major Sufi saints and shaykhs ofthe other orders, in
addition to the Ahl al-Bayt and Prophet. DiffiJse boundaries at the metaphysical level
parallels diffuse boundaries at the human level.
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The Bayyumiyya is also decentralized. The immediate vertical relation for each
murid is not to the shaykh a1-sa.ija~ but rather to his local shaykh, ordinarily (but not
necessarily) the khalifat a1-khuIafa' or na'ib in his geographical area. The precise
character ofthat relation (its strength, its vertical distance) varies with the charisma and
character of the local shaykh himself: Beyond the local shaykh, each mood maintains a
more ethereal and distant vertical spiritual relation with Sidi 'Ali al-Bayyumi himself
But it is the local shaykh who gives the mood his 'ahd, and prescribes daily prayers
tailored to his spiritual level, serving as his immediate and practical spiritual trainer
(murabbi). Each local shaykh is the nucleus for a local group of disciples, whose

centralization, cohesion., horizontal relations, and boundaries may vary. Thus for each
such local group, there may also be strong horizontal relations of either the dyadic or

''team'' types.
Local group boundaries thus vary from one local group to another. When the
local group is led by a strong shaykh, it may function as a well-defined independent
group" whose members identify more with the local group more than with the tariqa as a
whole. When the local group lacks a strong shaykh, members may identify more with
the entire tariqa than with the local group, but in this case participatory boundaries are
diffiJse, with much mixing ofmembers from different orders, because the tariqa as a
whole is non-exclusive. In either case, the boundaries surrounding the Bayyumiyya
tariqa as a whole are weakened by decentralization: diffi.Jsed by diffuse subgroups and
subdivided by strong ones. Therefore, the group presents a low level of reificarion;
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members do not associate themselves with any overarching corporate group.. but rather
with a local group, local shaykh, or with Sidi c; Ali himself
While all tariqa members share in their common relation to the founder.. Sidi "Ali..
this affiliation does not provide cohesion or centralization since Sidi c; Ali is only present

spiritually, and is idealized. The Bayyumiyya tariqa exists as the set of muridin whose
spiritual source is Sidi c; Ali; however this group bas little social reality, and is not reified.
Sidi "Ali cannot unifY the group socially, due to his great remove in both time and in
human qualities.. which have been totally idealized. His charismatic personality has been
reduced to an abstract quality ofbaraka.., miraculous karamat, asceticism, andjadhb

(spiritual madness); there are no writings or personal memories which might provide
him with a more human presence. Thus, the personal social structure ofthe Bayyumiyya
largely results from the sum ofa set of detachable substructures, each surrounding a
local shaykh. The centrality ofthe local shaykh, and the heterogeneity of local groups
(each manifesting a potentially different character), creates a decentralized personal
structure.
A tension thus arises between the centralized positional and decentralized
personal social structures. While the tariqa is officially controlled from the center, the
real locus ofliving charisma lies at the tariqa's periphery. Structural tensions also emerge
when any person ranking lower in the positional structure has more charisma, or more
devoted muridin, than a higher ranking person. The tension is especially acute when he
has more muridin than his immediate superior in the hierarchy. Administratively aU his
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muridin answer to his superior, but spiritually they answer to him. The result of these
factors is to weaken the administrative structure ofthe tariq~ since personal
relationships challenge, rather than undergird, positional ones.
As a result of such tensio~ several local groups have split offfrom the
Bayyumiyya when they became stronger than the central authority, and thus
uncontainable within its scope, while others function virtually autonomously. Thus a
former na'ib 'amm ofthe Bayyumiyy~ Shaykh 'Abd aI-Fattah "Allam., gathered many

muridin and buih his own mosque, where his descendants continue to conduct a weekly
badra. This shaykh even prepared his own hizb, different from that of Sidi 'Ali alBayyumi. Today a yearly mawlid is performed for ~ whereas no mawlid is performed
for any former shaykh aI-sajjada ofthe tariqa. Another disciple of Sidi 'Ali was Ibrahim

Abu ai-Khalil, founder ofthe KhaIiliyya, which functions as an independent tariqa based
on Zaqaziq, Sharqiyya (in the eastern Delta).
This divergence of personal and positional structures is a natural progression
over time; a group which rigidly maintains central control lacking in spiritual charisma

will simply break apart, or become monbund. However, traditional groups, formed in a
period when decentralization would not necessarily lead to group extinctio~ failed to
develop mechanisms by which centralization could be actively reinforced. Modernist
groups are typically still in their early phases ofdevelopment and thus not yet facing
these problems. But in addition, in response to modernist pressures these groups have
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developed ritual means of assuring the continued strength of their particular centralized
social struetures~ we will examine these in later chapters.

b.

JlIZIlliyya

Typical ofa phase two modernist group, the JazuJiyya tariqa is exclusive,

centralized, and cohesive. Like the Bayyumiyya, it is divided into subgroups (the
maqarrs), but these are tightly bound to the center, combining in one cohesive whole,
because the positional and personal structures are largely congruent. The acknowledged
living spiritual leader of the tariqa (Sidi Salim) is also its positional head (shaykh aIsajjada), and the local leadership positions are selected for their spiritual capabilities~ as
well as for their loyalty to the center. Thus the local leader is respected, but not
followed as an independent shaykh. The local maqarr functions as a practical unit of
spiritual education, rather than as a small tariqa unto itself

In the metaphysical domain of purely spiritual entities, Jazuliyya personal social
structure is restricted compared to the Bayyumiyya The JazuliyYa do not claim any
specific historic silsila, but rather vaguely trace themselves to the Shadhiliyya tradition.
While Sidi Abu ai-Hasan aI-Shadhili, together with the Prophet and the AhI aI-Bayt are
included in the personal social structure ofthe tariqa, other saints are not. This
exclusiveness at the metaphysical level, a detachment from the constellation of saints
who anchor the traditional Sufi orders, precisely parallels an exclusiveness at the
ordinary social level ofhuman relations, and the group's rejection ofthe world of
traditional Sufism.
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Several years after his death, Sidi Jabir is still the spiritual center ofthe group~
highly venerated, but also dearly beloved and deemed close. His relation to the group is
as that between a kind and wise fatber, and his children. All tariqa members feel a deep
personal connection to him, even those never knew him while be was alive (these now
numbering about half the total membership). Besides an abstract quality ofbaraka and

ruhaniyya (high spiritual level}, Sidi Jabir's charisma exhibits more empirical
'4extraordinary qualities'" including the flashes ofinspiration (iIbam) by which he
composed poetry~ expressions ofesoteric Sufi knowledge (ma"rifa) and esoteric
interPretations of standard religious texts~ an ability to transmit this esoteric knowledge
to his followers~ and the promotion of ecstasy as a means ofattaining higher mystical
levels for his followers. His particular charismatic style continues to color the group as a
whole.
While Sidi Jabir was respected for his conventional religious knowledge ('ibn),
the discursive knowledge ofbooles is not a central aspect of his charisma. The tariqa is
bound together by the shaykh's hal (spiritual condition) and ma'rifa more than his 'ibn,
giving the tariqa an emotional cast, since hal is essentially emotional. While members say
that Sidi Jabir was a great 'alim of Shari'a as well as Haqiqa, they dwell more on his
characteristically Sufi attributes, including his direct emotional connection to God and
His Prophet, and his inner knowledge of religious truth. His mystical closeness to God,
the Prophet and other spiritual figures, expressed in his talks, writings, and poetry,
became a model for members' relations to him. The vertical aspect oftariqa social
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relations was thus minimized by the general mystical thrust ofthe tariqa. While he was
greatly venerated for his charisma, the quality ofthat charisma also brought him close to
tariqa members.
The vertical relation ofthe murid to Sidi Salim is likewise a close, fatherly sort of
relation, following the model set by Sidi Jabir. Sidi Salim was explicitly appointed by his
father to be the future shaykh, 19 and therefore tariqa members unanimously regard him as
constituting the living spiritual center ofthe group, as well as a locus ofextraordinary
qualities inherited from his father. Many tariqa members are active in seeking his blessing
and guidance. 20
Since Sidi Jabir's passin& the relation between members and shaykh has become
more egalitarian. Whereas Sidi Jabir was an active and vocal teacher and leader, Sidi
Salim has taken a more subdued role as consolidator and organizer, in collaboration with
other senior members. In hadra, he tends Presents a low profile, mostly allowing rituals
to take their standard courses, ably guided by senior members. He chooses not to
dominate the group, but rather leads in conjunction with other tariqa members, many of
whom sat with Sidi Jabir for many years, and are therefore venerated for their experience
and wisdom. Despite his taciturn character, members display the utmost respect for their
shaykh, venerating him for his charismatic radiance. They interpret his silence as
resulting from his inability to express Divine truths too magnificent for words, or too
sublime for members to comprehend. Therefore, since Sidi Salim has taken over as
shaykh al-sajjada, vertical distance between shaykh and muridin has decreased greatly,

soo

while a living charismatic presence has been maintained. Sidi Salim is therefore weDpositioned to serve as a focal point about which the group can rally itsel£
The Jazuliyya feature extremely strong horizontal relations among members"
forming a tightly knit communality which crystallizes around the living spiritual energy
provided by Sidi Salim, as received in turn from his father. Group cohesion is assured
primarily by these horizontal relations. The prominence ofhorizontal relations in the
tariqa appears to be enhanced by the fact that the tariqa is relatively egalitarian; vertical
distance between shaykh and muridin is not emphasized.

Ind~

the tariqa"s corporate

unity appears almost as a single family (and the family metaphor is supported by the fact

that it includes nuclear family bonds within its strueture due to the fact that women are
9

admitted). These horizontal bonds exist not only as real dyadic relations between
particular members" but also connect each member strongly to the group as a reified
entity in itself; the shared Jazuliyya identity is enough to imply closeness even among
group members who have never met each other. The team-like nature ofthe group is
emphasized in performance by the wearing ofspecially designed clothing, emblazoned
with the tariqa's emblem, and the use ofgroup cheers during mawlids.

Correspondingly, group boundaries are sharply defined. While new members are
always welcome,. the group at all times forms a closed social unit" a brotherhoodsisterhood ofstrong and exclusive communality. Multiple membership does not appear
to occur. Unlike the Ja'fariyya, the Iazuliyya does not radiate influence into the society
at large" except for recruitment purposes. VISitors are allowed at hadra, as a means of
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gaining new members, but are not a regular feature ofgroup activities. Therefore nearly
all attendees at tariqa events are members, not guests. The two main weekly hadras take
place in the group's center, far from casual public view, further discouraging casual
dropping-in. Attendance is strictly required by the tariqa Laws, and the Laws are
enforced by an efficient positional bureaucracy; those who are consistently absent can be
expelled. The tariqa is not insinuated into other organizations, such as aI-Azhar (which is
closely connected to the Ja'fariyya), but rather maintains its complete independence.
Members are not supposed to attend other hadras, or visit other shaykhs. All these
policies serve to sharply distinguish the exuberant and loyal membership from everyone
else, thus emphasizing group boundaries and reification.
It is typical of modernist groups to be exclusivist. This would appear to be a
strategy for survival, due to their newness, and (consequently) less secure situation. The

traditional orders were founded by saints who are recognized by all Sufis, whereas the
modernist orders were not. Lacking the general support ofthe traditional Sufi
community, they must be all the more firm in their unwavering commitment and
dedication to their own shaykhs. They therefore discourage participation in other
groups' hadras, visiting other shaykhs, or saints' shrines, because an exclusive group is
easier to control, and because traditional Sufi groups have a negative reputation among
many segments ofthe population. The modernist groups lack, relatively speaking, rich
social connections to the world ofinformal Sufism.
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The exclusive and independent nature ofthe JazuIiyya personal social structure
also results from the kinds ofpersons who join. Whereas members of traditional turuq
often come from Sufi-oriented families., in which everyone has taken several 'ahds from
different groups., a relatively large proportion of members ofthe JazuIiyya lack prior
familiarity or social connection with the world of Sufism in general. Although some

members are recruited from older Sufi groups., it is also typical to find members with no
fonner experience with Sufism at all. Many members therefore know only the JazuIiyya.
The group thus becomes insular. Since the JazuIiyya is all they know ofthe Sufi orders.,
exclusivity comes naturally.
The tariqa's independent and self...contained character is also reflected in its
practical doctrinal basis. Individuals always attempt to conform their speech to what they
think Sidi Jabir would have said in every particular situation. All statements are

supported by quotations from Sunna, Qur'an., and the writings or speech of Sidi Jabir.
His centrality is reflected in a group chant placing him within an extended shahada: "fa

ilaha ilIa Allah., Muhammad rasul Allah, Sidi Jabir waH Allah", "there is no deity but God,
Muhammad is the Messenger of God, Sidi Jabir is the saint ofGod". Members say that
Sidi Jabir is their teacher, and that they have no need to go outside for books or other
wisdom. They are not supposed refer to other Sufi treatises, or to quote Sufis besides
Sidi Jabir in the hadra. Such exclusivity is practical, not theoretical; they do not deny the
validity ofother shaykhs' writings, but simply recognize that by focussing on their own

sbaykh as a source ofdoctrine in ritual, they can simultaneously strengthen their tariqa
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socially. While the Ja'fariyya likewise focus on the writings of their founder, they are not
nearly so exclusive, since writings of Sidi Ahmad ibn Idris and other shaykhs are also
considered legitimate sources for spiritual training. This reflects and reinforces the fact
that the Jazuliyya are more closed and sharply defined.
c.

Ja 'fariyya

Like the Jazuliyya., the Ja'fariyya is a phase two modernist tariqa, with a
centralized and cohesive personal social structure. Subgroups (sahas) are led by
respected local leaders, but all are completely loyal to the group's center. Thus
positional and personal structures are congruent. The living spiritual leader, Sbaykh
'Abd al-Ghani, is also the positional head ofthe tariqa.
But there are important differences between the Ja'fariyya and Jazuliyya
structures. In the Jazuliyya, relations to spiritual entities are highly restricted, apparently
as a means ofcutting historical links to the past. However, the Ja'fariyya overtly
recognize a historical silsila leading back to Sidi Ahmad ibn Idris. Thus in the
metaphysical domain ofpurely spiritual relations, the Ja'fariyya is less exclusive, more
mainstream, and rooted more deeply in the past; at the same time, by tracing the siIsiia to
Sidi Ahmad ibn Idris, the group avoids connecting to any ofthe qutbs oftraditional
Sufism, especially the popular orders (mainly Ahmadiyya, Rifa'iyya., and Burhamiyya)
which have always drawn the brunt ofritual criticism.
The Ja'fariyya is likewise less sharply bounded and exclusive at the level of
human social relations. While keeping a distance from traditional Sufi groups, the tariqa
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aims to situate itselfin the center ofthe Islamic community,. as a relatively open
institution comprising religious and social services, unlike the traditional orders which
were criticized for being socially harmful. While a distinction is made between members
and non-members, the latter are officially welcome to participate in tariqa activities.
Those who wish to join may do so,. but membership is not a firm prerequisite for
participation. In communities containing a Ja'fariyya mosque, such participation extends

far beyond the official membership. Thus the group is only semi-exclusive: non-members
are admitted,. although mOOdin do not mix with other groups; like the Jazuliyya, they
discourage their own members from participating in other orders,. visiting public
mawlids,. or otherwise mixing their loyalties to the Ja'fariyya.
Due to this diffi.tsion of boundaries outward from the core membership into the
Islamic community, the tariqa lacks the highly communal form of solidarity exhibited by
the Jazuliyya,. although group influence is broader and more central. The Ja(.fariyya is
less rewed, and less emotionally unified,. than in the Iazuliyya. Instead ofthe exuberant
"team spirit" ofthe Jazuliyya, the Ja'fariyya appears as a more sober Islamic school,.
designed to appeal to a broad spectrum ofMuslims. While strong dyadic horizontal
bonds may form among group members, there is less of an attachment between each
member and the group as a communal whole.

InsteaA the primary relations are vertical,

between each mood and Shaykh (. Abd ai-Ghani,. and between each mood and Shaykh

Salih himself
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Shaykh Salih ~ s charisma and relation to followers was quite different from Sidi
Jabir~s.

While the latter was overtly mystic~ focussed on love and mystical communion

with the spiritual worl~ Shaylch Salih manifested a more conservative form of Sufism
comprising more distant devotions to Go~ the Prophet't and the Ahl al-Bayt as distinct
spiritual entities far above. At the same time~ in his linguistic content, style~ and manner
of speaking, he addressed his muridin in didactic terms., as far below. While Sidi Jabir
was venerated by his disciples., he also maintained warm and close relations to the tight
group they soon formed about him. Shaykh Salih was more ofa public PerSOna, exalted
by his Azbari credentialS., towering above his followers like an Azhari professor or
mosque preacher, and addressing a wider, more public, and thus less cohesive group at
al-Azhar. The main features of Shaykh SaIih"s charisma were his verbal inspiration in
formal speech and poetry., his rhetorical skills, and his vast religious learning ('ilm).,
contrasting to Sidi Jabir's emphasis on esoteric knowledge and interpretations (maiOrifa).
Shaykh Salih"s mode ofinteraction with followers tended to create vertical distance,
whereas Sidi Jabir's created closeness.
The dominance ofdistant vertical relations in the Ja'fariyya continues to serve as
the basic paradigm for spiritual relationships in the tariqa Thus Shaykh 'Abd aI-Gbani is
elevated far above the group, as are the dignitaries wbo visit to give religious speecbes.
Vertical relations are hierarchical and often distant, with the Prophet and Ahl aI-Bayt at
the top; below them,. Shaykh SaIih's sbaykhs (including Ahmad ibn Idris), then Shaykh
Salih., and finally Shaykh 'Abd al-Ghani Below Sbaykh 'Abd al-Ghani come tariqa
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members who are especially respected~ or invited speakers. In the Jazuliyya.. hierarchical
differences may exist,. but they are slighter and less distant compared to the sense of
group solidarity based on horizontal bonds ofbrotherhood. But in the Ja~fariyya..
horizontal relations and communal brotherhood playa much more limited role.
Another distinguishing feature ofthe Ja'fariyya personal social structure is its
close relation to aI-Azhar and other religious institutions. This relation is not merely
institutional, but consists in personal connections taking several forms. Since Shaykh
SaIih was a preacher and professor at aI-Azhar., he influenced a wide circle of Azhari
students and colleagues. Some ofthese later joined the tariqa. Others in the Azhar
community did not join. but respected Shaykh SaJih and hence his tariqa; these may
occasionally visit. Friends and colleagues oftariqa members in the Azhari community
mayaJso do so. The conservative form ofSufism practiced by the Ja'fariyya is appealing
to many ofthe Azharis., and many ofthem prefer this tariqa to others for this reason. In
addition.. the traditional Muslims who join the Ja'fariyya are likely to send their children
through the aI-Azhar educational syst~ instead of sending them to ordinary public
schools. The same kinds of relations obtain between the tariqa and official religious
institutions (ministries of religion and religious universities) in other Arab countries.
These connections tend to provide the tariqa with a firm niche in the mainstream Islamic
field., aJthough they are also thereby limited to a conservative and sober form of
mysticism, at least in public.
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Notes for Chapter 5
1 He is mentioned in Khalidi EI2 as well as in Winter 1992 as "Ali ibn Hijazi al-8ay}1UIli~ both these
sources cite Jabarti. I employ the name by which he is known to his followers today.

:: This 7-fold relation of LP to spiritual development typical ofother traditional Sufi orders as well
<Trimingham 1971:1SS).
) A doubtful story emphasizing his e..'UleDle asceticism states that he commanded his infant son
Muhammad to die because the latter continually disturbed him in his ascetic de\'Otions: Muhammad

complied.
Khalidi EI2: 04Ba}-yumi}'Y8....: Winter 1982:137-8.

4

The "'saree" (mast) may be erected at the scene of the mawlid In Lane"s day. the mawlid celebration
centered on a large open space in Cairo. called ....Birket al-Ezbekeeyeh....: here the sari was placed among
the tents which housed nightly dhikr sessions. But dbikr was also performed in a ring around the sari.
which was decorated with lamps. See Lane 1973:443.
S

As another sign of the general changes in public attitude toward Sufis (though of little relevance to the

6

Bayyumiyya in particular) one may note the great devotion extended to the dhakltira in Lane's
description. Today one DJa). observe Sufis clamoring to kiss the hand of a great shaykh only.
Khatim mu "assisin al-turuq al-suftyya....; this phrase gains force through its intene.~ relation to the

7 ....

Islamic concept of"'khalim al-anbiya'" (the Prophet Muhammad, last of the prophets) and the Sufi
concept of ""/chalim a/~/i.va -. described by Ibn 'Arabi (Rahman 1979:146). Asserting this status for
Sidi Jabir is a noteworthy expression of his modernity: it implies that his tariqa. being suited to modern
times. would last until Judgement Day and no other new tariqa would be necessary.
8

They are sold at the hadra for purchase by muridin only. Outsiders are not supposed to possess them

except by permission of the shaykh.
9 One of Shushtari' 5

poems appears in the second Bayyumiyya hadra. whose text is included in the

Appendix

Portions of this poem were performed (with slight modifications) in the hadra which is transcribed in
the Appendix.
10

II

For discussion of the use of secular songs in Sufi inshad, see Abdcl-Malek 1995:37-U. and Waugh

1989:149.
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12 This name combines the three main figures: the name of the fOUDder (Shaykh SaJih al-Ja"fari). the
name of the founder"s shaykh (Sidi Abmad ibn Idris). and the Dame ofthe Prophet Muhammad Note
tbat ...Ahmadiyya" does not refer to the Badawi movement. as Luizard implies in his study (Luizard

1990:84).
13

A scholar of the Idrisi tradition says that Sbaykh SaJih was sent to aI-Azhar by his sbaykh

Muhammad aI-SbarifwhiIe still a chi.lc:L basiDg this information on an interview with Mustafa ibn
Ahmad ibn Muhammad al-Sbarif (apparently Mllhammad al-Sbati.rs gnmdson) conducted by another
researcher. (O~ahey 1990:172-3).
It should be noted that most Sufis in Egypt are not politically h1JeraL and do not object to political
aims of the IsJamist groups,. even if they do not ac:IiveIy suppon such a development. Sufis differ from
Islamic reformists primarily in method.. because they are not willing to transform their turuq into
political organizations. but rather seek to maintain a purer spiritual purpose. They also cqea to the
KSunnis"" (as they caD fundamentalists of all stripes) because the latter deny the legitimacy of Sufi
practices.. but not because an Islamic government would be illiberaL
14

IS

Examples of nearly an these types can be found in the transcriptions and translations of a partic:uIar

Ja~fariyya badra. included in the Appendix. In the subsequent aualysis chapter.. themes are analyzed
more explicitly.
16

It is interesting to note that Shaykh SaIih composed a tashtir ,splitting".. a procedure whereby a poet

interpolates his own poetry with that ofan existing poem) on a famous poem of Ibn al-Farid rZiclni bi
fan al-hubb...") as a means of explicating the laUer, and demonsuating its coaformity to shari"a and
mainstream Islamic orthodox.
17

This is accomplished, in part. by avoiding full participation in the mawlick which attract many of

these darawish; I discuss this point later on.

Here I refer to the lead mUDshidin. siDce an tariqa members are expected to participate in the
responsorial sediODS; see description of hadra in the following chapter.
18

19 Besides an explicit

statement to this effect iDcluded in RQSQ 'il (al-Jazuli 1993a:6), members point also

to cryptic clues. such as a qasida in Sidi Jabir's diwan (al-Jazuli 1993b: 103). In it., Sidi Jabii' advises his
4(ocopy" (sura) on the future of the tari~ and declares that this ~copy" came from a reliable 4(ooriginal'"'.
The word ~copy" is widely imerpreted as referring to Sidi saIim.
20 ODe

member from Luxsor (approximately 800 km to the south) says that before making any major

life-decision he always travels to Cairo in order to consult with his shaykh.
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6. Three Sufi Orders: Ritual Performance
Ritual practices prescn'bed by Sufi orders are supererogatory (nawafiI). Thus all
Sufis are required to pray five times daily (salah), fast in Ramadan, pay the zakah (alms
tax), and perform the pilgrimage to Mecca (hajj) if circumstances allow. Besides these
basic Islamic duties, a member ofa Sufi order is expected to perform some additional
ritual duties. These can be divided into two basic categories: individual rituals, and
group rituals; these may be occasional or regular.
Individual rituals include the regular daily wird (litany). The wird usually consists
ofa set of short formulas, including istighfar (requests for forgiveness), salawat
(blessings for the Prophet), adhkor (formulas of praise or remembrance of God), and
short Qur'anic verses, which are to be recited a fixed number of times each day. These
are usually performed every morning and evening. Traditionally the wild is assigned by
the local shaykh for each ofhis muridin individually. Individual rituals may also include
recitation ofa him, dhikr (chanting ofone or more Names ofGod), special prayers
performed after each ofthe five obligatory prayers, and occasional shrine visitations.
Occasional group rituals include attendance at maw/ids (saint festivals) and

mawkibs (processions, held for Islamic holidays and during mawlids), and visits to other
branches ofthe order, or to other orders. But the primary regular group ritual is hadra
(also called ratib. dhikr,orjalsa). Here the discussion will be primarily limited to a
consideration ofhadra.
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Four hadras are partially transcnDed in the Appendix. These include a central
Bayyumiyya hadra, a local Bayyumiyya hadra, a central Jazuliyya badra, and a central
Ja'fariyya hadra. (Local Jazuliyya and Ja'fariyya hadras are similar enough to the central
tariqa badra that there is no need to present them separately.) For each ofthese four
hadras~ three transcriptions

are provided. The temporal transcription indicates sectional

divisions and tempos ofdbikr sections; the translation ofthe tex:tual transcription
provides much ofthe performed text in English (including all inshad) together with
explanatory comments; and the textual transcription provides the original Arabic. The
two textual transcriptions fonow the same format, and lines are numbered so that they
can be cross-correlated. These four hadras are among the many which are described
below; they are also analyzed in detail in subsequent chapters.

A. Bayyumiyya

I.

Overview

As in other traditional orders, the central ritual practices are the local ha~ and
individual daily wird recitations. Both are performed under the guidance ofthe local
shaykh (the same shaykh from whom one took the 'ahd (oath», who leads the hadra, and
prescnbes wird fonnulas for each muri~ according to his spiritual progress. This shaykh
indicates when one is to change from one formula to the next, through verbal
instructions or dream visitations.
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The Bayyumiyya feature a series ofseven wird fonnulas corresponding to the
seven progressive stages ofthe nafs (baser self). Beginning muridin repeat a fonnula of
istighfar ("astaghfir Allah al-' Azim") and tawhid ('lOla ilaha ilia Allah"). Later one

receives a wird from one's local shaykh, according to one's spiritual level. Sidi 'Ali alBayyumi specified the seven dhikr formulas for daily wird recitatio~ which he correlated
to the seven stages ofthe oafs (al-Bayyumi n.d.:23-35): "La i1aha ilia Allah", "Allah",
"Huwa", "Haqq", "Hayy", "Qayyum", "Qahhar". One ofthese Names is to be rePeated
daily after prayer, or as a night vigil. Repetition ofeach fonnula is computed according
to esoteric calculations ( 'ilm al-huruj) which assure spiritual efficacy in a quasi-magical
manner. Thus for instance, the fourth Name ''Haqq'', is to be rePeated 108 times after
prayer (the sum ofthe letters), and 11664 times as a night vigil (108*108).
Perfonnance ofsuch wird causes the tariqa to become decentralized and
disunified, for at least three reasons. First, different members are repeating different
formulas, which index spiritual level; rather than a single prayer which represents the
group, members find themselves differentiated and ranked. Second, excessive
performance ofwird required by strict adherence to the repeat counts tends to tum the
mood into an asocial recluse, the ascetic of early Sufism. Third, the method ofassigning
the wird establishes a relation with one's local shaykh as the primary relationship of
spiritual tarbiyya (education)~ subsequently, performing that wird sanctions and
reinforces that relationship, since strong belief in the shaykh is a prerequisite to diligent
recitation. If a sbaykh acquires many disciples, all ofwhom are loyal to him, he may
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promote distinctive methods ofspiritual training, or even issue prayer books ofms own,
and his group begins to separate,. socially and ritually,. from the larger tariqa. ThUS,. for
instance,. the Bayyumi sbaykh and saint, ,. Abd aI-Fattah ,.Allam, published an independent

hizb,. called Sa'dal-Sa'ud(Fortune ofFortunes),. which he claimed to have received
through independent inspiration. The beginnings ofa schism may thus appear through
ritual practice.
Hadra performance too tends to cause divisions in the group to appear. Hadras
representing the entire tariqa are far less prominent than in the modernist groups. The
central group hadra is usually relatively brief: often perfunctory, and not well-attended,.
while the local group hadra-performed weekly, or at a mawlid-is longer and more
emotionally intensive. Thus even performance ofgroup rituals does not serve to
reinforce the tariqa's corporate unity, but rather causes decentralization to occur. As I
have argued earlier> lack ofsocial cohesion and decentralization are also the factors
which inhibit group strategizing, and so the group finds itselfunable to adapt to the
cultural shifts which have occurred in the modem period.
Three central Bayyumiyya badras are performed each week. The principal hadra
is held immediately following Friday communal (noon) prayers at the Bayyumiyya
mosque in Husayniyya, drawing roughly 30-50 participants. A second hadra is held on
Sunday after night prayers at the nearby mosque of Sayyidna al-Husayn (where Sidi ,. Ali
al-Bayyumi used to hold a hadra on Tuesdays, as the biographies tell us). The third is
held on Wednesday after night prayers in a side-room ofthe Bayyumiyya mosque; this
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hadra is dedicated to Sidi 'Ali's wife, Sayyida Amina. The latter two are smaller than the
Friday hadra.
In addition, each ofhundreds ofbayts performs a local weekly hadra on a
particular, fixed night ofthe week known to all its members. Depending on the shaykh,
the local hadra can be much less formal than the main hadras, longer, and more open,
bringing together members ofmany different turuq.
Modernist turuq frequently organize joint hadras. A local chapter may pay a visit
to another chapters or to the tariqa' s center, or the central group may visit a local
chapter. During the visit the two groups perform a hadra together. Such hadras help to

increase group cohesion, centralization, and unity. However, joint hadras do not appear
to be a feature ofthe Bayyumi.yya, due to their limited ability to strategize as a group.
The tariqa seems to be too large and far-flung, diffused especially throughout village
areas, limited in corporate identity, and weak at the center, to enable them to plan an
organized schedule of such visits. At the same time, this lack is one ofthe factors
preventing a level of solidarity from developing which might enable such strategic
organization.
It is instructive to note how greatly the basic form ofthe badra departs from that
which Edward Lane descnOed in the 1830s (presented earlier). One should note once

again the implications ofthese changes. The current hadra format is unremarkable,
relatively orthodox, and hardly distinguishable from those ofany other traditional tariqa,
other than the him: Bayyumiyya recite the BayYUIDiyya bizb, the Rira'iyya recite the
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Rifa~j

him,. and so on. The contrast (as will be observed) between central badra and

peripheral (local) hadra is that the latter is longer; more free" ecstatic" and musical; and
generally more heterodox. But this contrast can be regarded as stemming from the
absence offormal sanctions in the local hadra (especially in the one descnbed here,
which lacks strong leadership); besides a similar contrast is found among most of the
traditional turuq. In Lane"s day (ifone may accept his description as accurate) there was
a distinctive Bayyumiyya ritual, distinguishing it from other badras. As I noted earlier"
the change may have resulted from sanctions imposed in the late 19th century, or due to
general sentiment that Sufi ritual ought to be more conservative. But the upshot is that
ritual does not serve to strongly identify the group, or to create group solidarity.
Thus the BayyumiyYa badra reflects, more than impacts, the social history ofthe
tariqa. The central ha.dra,. more exposed to reformist critiques and under the immediate
supervision ofcentral tariqa authority (the shaykh al-sajjada), has reflexively become
more restrained and therefore lost its ritual distinctiveness, although the hadra is not

unified performatively since the center is so weak. But the center is completely unable to
control the performance ofhadra at the tariqa's periphery. Therefore hadra at the
periphery is conducted according to the style and control ofthe local shaykh in charge.
Ifhe is strong, he may fashion a controlled hadra in whatever style suits him. If he is
weak, the local hadra will tend to exhibit the relatively free ecstasy typical ofopen
mawlid celebrations. The latter is the case we will observe.

SIS

This situation evidently contrasts strongly with the modernist groups, whose
strong centers control ritual absolutely at both center and periphery, ensuring that it is
unified and distinctive, and furthermore using it in order to achieve their strategic goals.
3.

TheHadra

The central hadra focusses upon bizb and dhikr-ritual modes ofLP-while inshad
is less important, and speech is absent. In the local hadra, the affective power of inshad
comes to the fore.
The three central hadras are similar enough that a description ofthe main Friday
hadra will suffice to represent them. The local hadra is quite different, and so requires a

separate description. This contrast between central and local hadras reflects the lack of
central control over the tariqa's periphery, and more particularly its inability to
effectively strategize using LP as a resource. In the modernist turuq, by contrast, local
hadras are controUed precisely, and either resemble (the Ia'fariyya) or are more

conservative (IazuIiyya) than the main hadra; in the former case there is no need to
describe it separately.

II.

Centrtll hllilrfl: following Fridily prayer tit the mosque

ofSitli 'Ali aI-&yyumi

1.

The group and setting

Held in the main Bayyumiyya mosque, and attended by a large number oftariqa
leaders (at the levels ofsbaykh aI-sajjada, naqib, na'ib, or kbalifat aI-khulafa') from the
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Cairo area, this is the largest ofthe tariqa's three main weekly hadras. Officially the
hadra is led by the shaykh aI-sajjada himseI:( although he attends only occasionally~
members say that he frequently travels throughout the country, visiting various
Bayyumiyya groups. In his absence, the hadra is led by one ofthe naqibs.
Unlike the local bayt badras, the central hadra is associated with the entire
Bayyumiyya membership, although in practice only members who live nearby and are
suitably inclined attend. Most ofthem attend Friday prayer at the mosque, and then stay
on for the hadra afterwards. Muridin begin gathering together shortly after prayer ends,
but as the hadra progresses latecomers join in as wen; the total number of participants
reaches about 30-50, including about 4 or 5 each of ranks naqib, na'ib, and kha1ifat aIkhulafa, as well as three munshidin. Most participants are men over 40 and up, although
a large number ofyoung boys also attend.
Usually the same three munshidin perform, but there is some variation from one
week to the next. Only one ofthe three regulars is a member ofthe tariqa. While one
ofthese munshidin said he as officially appointed as munshid, one ofthe senior shaykhs
descnoed the munshidin as retirees who perform voluntarily, without formal tariqa
authorization. Two were formerly low-level government functionaries, while a third
worked as a trader in used goods (rubabi/cya). Because inshad is not an essential part of
the liturgy, tariqa leaders do not consider the selection ofmunshidin to be a matter of
great importance.
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Dress is ordinary:t except for the symbolic red ta'iyya (or, occasionallY:t shal

(scarf) which serves as a tariqa emblem; it is worn by only perhaps 20010 ofthe
participants. Otherwise, muridin wear whatever they would ordinarily wear to Friday
prayer:t usually the best dress for their class and profession; for most this consists ofa
decentjaUabiyya (traditional gown).
Women do not actively participate in the hadra. However they do gather in the
mosque (there is a women:ts gallery for Friday prayer), visit the maqam ofSidi 'Ali, and
observe the hadra from the far waIl.

2.

The social geometry

Muridin begin seated in the following formation. A prayer rug (sajjada) is
spread at S (facing left in the diagram). This rug, representing the sajjada of Sidi 'Ali

bimsel( symbolizes the rank of~e tariqa leader (shaykh al-sajjada) inherited through a
silsila from Sidi 'Ali. When present, the shaykh al-sajjada sits upon it, (also facing left in
the diagram). When not present (as is most often the case) the prayer rug is spread in
the same waY:t and is vacant. All others face toward this center point while remaining in
line (Le. in the diagram the bottom x: line faces up, top x: line faces do~ z line faces
right, S, y and m face left). Each line contains members ofparticular ranks, although
there are no fixed seating positions within a line. If present, the shaykh al-sajjada is the
official leader (mustaftih) ofthe hadra, otherwise leadership passes to one ofthe naqibs.
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Diagram 5: Social geometry of tile central Bayyumiyya Friday laadra.

Key:
Symbols indicate positions and not precise COUIlIS. except for the thJee munshidin.
S = sajjada, and shaykh al-sajjada (not often present)
x = mmid or khaIifa
y = khalifat al-khulafa' or Da:ib
z=naqtb
m=munshid

The often-empty prayer rug and consequent "empty center" ofthe ritual is an
accurate performative manifestation ofthe relatively weak position of shaykh al-sajjada,
and the decentralized nature ofthe tariqa as a whole, in which real power and activity
have moved centripetally to the periphery. Even when the shaykh al-sajjada does attend,
his role is modest and low-key; further, his social relation to the brethren is not a vertical
one ofspiritual master to disciples (father-son), but rather a horizontal one ofbrother to
brother, a further indication that there is no living spiritual father figure in the tariqa, at
least not at its center. Ifthe shaykh al-sajjada does not attend, the mustaftih does not

move to the center ofthe formation, and it can be difficult to determine exactly who is in
charge.
Although the social geometry represents a clear group-level strategy for spatially
indexing the various positional rankings, the disjunction between positional and personal
structure means that it can do so only weakly, or may even serve to call attention to this
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disjunction when someone who is clearly undeserving ofms position is sitting in a
distinguished location. Such an indexing scheme is also weak: because there is no
performative basis for the different spatial positions; except for the mustaftih leading the
hadra, all assume more or less equal roles in the performance. Further, as we will see,

the spatialization of position is absent in the local hadra. Therefore it appears as an older
strategy:r not adapted to the current tariqa situatio~ but continued due to hysteresis~ and
either eroded or unapplied at the tariqa periphery.
Note that munshidin are outside the main square, and sing to the backs ofthe
shaykh and members in front ofthem. Their spatial position thus reflects their status as

ritual outsiders, for they are not necessarily members ofthe group" and their
performance is freely added to the basic hadra liturgy as established by Sidi Ali.
4:

Furthermore~

they accept nuqut (monetary tips)" which financial transaction makes their

relation to the hadra quite different from that ofother participants (although nevertheless
deeply spiritual, since such tips carry the baraka of natba). By contrast" in modernist
turuq such as the J ~ Ja'~ or Hamidiyya Sbadhiliyy, the munshidin are
regular members ofthe tariqa, sing poetry from an official hyDllla1, and take positions
near the center ofthe hadra geometry.
Usually one ofthe naqibs raises his voice when leading the bizb. Only the
mustaftih (shaykh al-sajjada or naqib) claps during dhikr; the clapping sound being in a
different frequency range is clearly audtble by all.
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No electrical amplification system is employed, and so inshad is nearly inaudible
when the dhikr is in progress. This fact both indexes and reinforces inshad~s marginal

status. Amplified inshad is a regular feature ofthe two modernist turuq to be considered
shortly. Although more data should be assembled, amplification appears to be a tool of
the modernists. This bas nothing to do with the modernity ofthe technology, for
amplification systems are widely available. Funding might be a factor (modernist groups
in appealing to the middle and upper classes generally receive better financial backing),
or a sense that microphones are not suitable in traditional Sufi ceremony. Yet all groups
(traditional or modernist) rent amplification equipment for mawlid performances and
other special occasions, and both the muqri' (Qur'anic reciter) and the khatib (preacher)
regularly employ them, even in the Bayyumiyya mosque.
A better interpretation appears when one considers that amplification is used

primarily to boost the sonic level ofsolo inshad to be heard by all. Not all modernist
turuq employ insha~ but when they do, they tend to use it strategically, which means
controlling it and making it audible~ the latter being a particular problem in a large
mosque or when inshad accompanies dhikr. One solution to the audJ.'bility problem is
group inshad, but group inshad requires more munshidin, allows fewer dhaJdrira (those
performing dhikr), and-more importantly-requires fixed melodies, precluding the
flexibiIity, improvisation, and feedback loops which can lead to torab (musical emotion;
see Racy 1991). Amplification enables solo inshad to be audIble, even when
accompanying a large dhikr group. The presence ofamplification can thus be interpreted
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as a sign that insbad is deemed impo~ and therefore treated strategically using the
tools available. The absence ofamplification combined with solo inshad, on the other
hand, can be interpreted as a sign that insbad is neglected as a strategic resource in
performance. This conclusion is supported by other indicators as wen: the lack of a
special poetic repertoire, the outsider status ofthe munshidin, and their physical position
outside the main square of dhakkira.

3.

The ritual process

After Friday prayer,. members begin to gather in formation. The mustaftih
(shaykh al-sajjada or, more frequently, one ofthe naqibs) waits several minutes for the
mosque to clear and for the muridin to complete their Sunna (supererogatory) prayers.
When about 20 are seated in the arrangement as diagrammed above, he may optionally
open with fawatih (to which the group responds with silent recitation). Then, after
reciting the isti 'adha f"a'udhu bi Allah min al-Shaytan al-rajim",. "I seek protection with
God from the accursed Satanu ,. recited before all Qur' anic recitations), he leads the
group in reciting the small Bayyumiyya hizb (al-hizb al-sap),. while all remain seated.
Rarely printed copies ofthe hizb are distnDuted; although it is quite long,. most have
memorized it (a sign that participation is limited to Bayyumiyya), but the absence of a

written text leads to some unevenness in recitation. The performance ofhizb is
vigorous, highly accented, only roughly unified in time and pitch; behaviorally, it is
accompanied by quasi-SYnchronized swaying. At certain points symbolic hand and arm

S22

gestures dramatizing textual meaning are employed, though this is neither universal, nor
unified.
The small hizb is recited as the main text in most Bayyumiyya badras. Members
say that they begin the badra with hizb because doing so invokes Sidi 'Ali, and marks the
hadra as Bayyumiyya. Its prayers also serve to safeguard the hadra from satanic

influences. Once this protection is established, the dhikr can take place. Following
standard opening verses from the Qurt an (al-Fatiba and others). the bizb contains all
QurJ anic verses containing a statement oftawhid (of which he found 37)4. together with

ad'iyya and salawat, much of which also comes from the Qur'an, or Hadith. Thus the
Bayyumiyya hadra (like badras ofother traditional tunJq) is almost totally constituted by
traditional religious texts. Lacking in distinctive inshad or speech material. the hadra
contains little ofwhat could be considered a PerSOnal message from Sidi cAli, unlike
modernist hadras which often include material ofa communicative or affective nature.
Rather the Bayyumiyya hadra is centered on ritual language.
The hizb contains dhikr (understood here as the regular chanting ofthe Names of
God) as well: first, 129 repetitions of"Ya Latif' ("Oh Kind One"), then (following more

hizb text) 66 repetitions of"Ya Allah" ("Oh God"). The numbers 129 and 66 are
derived from the numerological sum ofthe letters in these two formulas; according to
the esoteric science of'ilm al-hurut: repeating a formula according to the sum ofthe
letters it comprises should be particularly effective. However, the counts are not
adhered to precisely. Dbikr is accompanied by handclaps from the mustaftih. As they
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begin chanting uYa Allah" (about 15 minutes into the bizb), all stand. The mustaftih
leads them in dhikr movements, swaying forward and back; he accelerates the tempo for
several minutes, then finally brings the dhikr to a close. All dhikr in the central badra is
performed as dhikr al-Iisan (clear dhikr), whereas in the local hadra the more ecstatic
dhikr al-qalb (dhikr al-nafas or dhikr batini) tends to predominate.
The first munshid then performs a short non-metric solo, usually madih (praise of
the Prophet) or tawassul (supplication to God). The munshid signals that he has finished
his solo by performing a qajIa (melodic cadence). Because insbad is neglected in the
hadra liturgy, it is necessarily solo, and often performed by outsiders, who receive small
tips (nuqut) for doing so. As in nearly all traditional turuq, no instruments are employed

in the regular central hadra, since musiqa is considered to violate the Shari'a; this rule is
relaxed when hadra is performed in the mawlids.
Although members consider inshad to be useful for creating emotion in hadra,
inshad is also considered marginal to the main liturgy, which consists of hizb and dhikr.
Most members believe that the main purpose of inshad is to encourage dhikr by raising
the affective level. Inshad gives the hadra rub (spirit), as one shaykh said, and inshad
texts need not be understood to be affective. Inshad's marginality results from the fact
that no official body of poetry is associated with the tariqa. The only poem which has
come down from Sidi 'Ali is his manZllma, which most ofthe munshidin don't use or
don't know. While the BayYUIDiyya booklet issued by the mashyakha contains a few
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poems by 'Umar ibn al-Farid, these appear to have no special significance in actual ritual
practices.
In both the central ~ and in local hadras, inshad is thus left as a "strategic

vacuum": accepted and welcomed., but not specified. This vacuum is filled in by the
munshidin themselves, who therefore have great flexibility and freedom. While the
founders ofsome traditional turuq (such as the Burhamiyya) did write inshad which may
be performed in hadra, the situation is similar to that of the Bayyumiyya in that there is

never a specific inshad liturgy associated with the tariqa as a whole, as is commonly
found in the modernist groups.
Most munshidin sing from an oral tradition; some may learn poetry from the
cheaply printed chapbooks sold in popular bookstores, especially during the mawlids.
Conservative poems-madih (praise ofthe Prophet or Abl aI-Bayt) and tawassul
(supplication to God) are emphasized in the central hadra; in private contexts poetry of
more mystical flavor is also performed. While some munshidin have learned classical
qasidas, many may perform mawwaI, sharhS., and zajal, genres ofthe colloquial tradition.
Generally spealdng, inshad in hadra depends entirely upon the repertoires and
preferences ofthe munshidin who come to sing; their poetic choices are usually made
extemporaneously, and depend heavily upon Personal mood and context. For this
reaso~

inshad in the traditional turuq is criticized by some outsiders as disorganized,

unpolished., and substandard, performed by munshidin who "just sing anything that
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occurs to themn~ such insbad, say the critics., exists simply to create emotion, not
understanding. This feature is more apparent in the local hadra (described below).
During non-metric inshad solo~ most ofthe dhakkira stand in position, listening
quietly, swaying gently, and occasionally reacting with verbal exclamations. They may
also leave their places, walk to the line ofmunshidin., and make a smaIl monetary
donation (nuqta) to each (with closed han~ so that the amount is not noticeable6). This
practice, known as tanqit, is characteristic ofprofessional inshad in mawlids and laylas
(public religious celebrations, which may include inshad and dhikr), and ofpopular music
in general, but does not occur in the modernist turuq, or in any tariqa in which munshidin

are considered full-fledged participants as members ofthe group. Not all contnoute
nuqta; however the munshid can on average expect to earn a few pounds per hadra.
After this solo inshad introduction comes group dhikr. The mustaftih begins
clapping and chanting the formula "ADah" while bowing up and down; the dhakkira
follow and all perform dhikr together. Concurrently, the first munshid performs metric
inshad, but his voice is all but drowned out by the dhikr texture. Because munshidin sing

solo without a microphone, and since there is no official canon with which participants
are familiar, inshad accompanying dhikr tends to blend in with the dhikr, not so much
understood as felt. The munshid may try to fit his inshad to the dhikr Name,
semantically, or in a kind ofrhythmic dovetailing. Gradually, the mustaftih accelerat~
and then brings the dhikr to a close. The second munshid now performs a non-metric
solo, usually madih in a mawwal format., followed by a third munshid in a similar style. 7
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After the third munsbid completes his non-metric solo, the mustaftih starts the
dhikr again, this time using the Name uHayy", while the third munshid performs inshad.

This dhikr, too, accelerates until stopped by the mustaftih. Next, all ~ and recite the
remainder ofthe hizb; this portion consists primarily ofad'iyya (prayers of request).
Meanwhile,. two or three muridin take responsibility for handing out the nafha:
breadsticks, ta'miyya (fried fava bean) sandwiches, small wrapped sweets, or sometimes

10 piaster coins. These are considered baraka from Sidi 'Ali. When the hizb is
completed,. they slowly chant "Ya Allah" over and over. They rise, and (still chanting)
slowly process to the adjoining antechamber, where they face the maqam of Sidi 'Ali aIBayyumi
When all have arrived there, the chanting continues for a few moments, then
stops. Led by a mustaftih (who need not be the same leader as before, and seems not to
be the shaykh aI-sajjada even when present) the entire group recites the standard khitam
(badra conclusion) used by nearly all Sufi orders. Then the mustaftih calls a series of

fawatih, to each ofwhich the group responds with a quiet recitation. He passes to a
series ofad'iyya., to each ofwhich the group responds "amin"', aloud. Then he calls for
them to turn to God., and each murid pivots 90 degrees to face the qibla (direction of
Mecca), and recite a du'a'. Fmally they turn again to face the maqam, and repeat the
standard khitam once more. The hadra is concluded,. and ritual formality is broken.
Now all greet each other. Most persons greet their neighbors first, then line up
to greet the shaykh (mustaftih or shaykh al-sajjada ifpresent). These greetings are
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I

ordinary" lacking the formality and special features of some ofthe orders" many of whom
employ a special handshake" and require a show ofdeference to the shaykh (stooping to
kiss the hand is most common). In the modernist groups" the central position and

spiritual authority ofthe shaykh is expressed and reinforced in the greeting; if the shaykh
should be absent (which is rare) this treatment may be redirected to his khaIifa. In the
Bayyumiyya, by contrast" all greetings are fimriJiar, ~ and informal, as ifbetween
equals, even when greeting the shaykh aI-sajjada.

b.

LocaI1uIJlra: MOIIday evening tit MtUlilUlt ill-Nil'

1.

The group and setting

Shaykh Fahim Shadid was the Bayyumiyya khalifat al-khulafa' for Madinat aINor (a densely populated sha'bi (popular) district within Zawiya ai-Hamra' (Cairo», and
leader ofa bayt. For many years he conducted a weekly Monday evening badra in his
home, to which he invited Bayyumiyya members ofhis bayt or district, as wen as Sufi
mends from other orders. Together with his wife, he ran a khidma at many ofthe major
mawlids from Cairo to Alexandria. When he died in 1996" his son Ibrahim, then in his
early 208,. inherited his position as khaJjfat aI-kbulafa' and leader ofthe bayt. He has
continued to run the Monday evening hadra, and with the help ofbis mother the family
continues to provide khidmas at many ofthe mawlids. Occasionally the Monday night
hadra is larger to mark a special occasion, such as the anniversary of Shaykh Fahim's
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death, or the Mawlid al-Nabi, when they invite a JDlIDShid to recite sira (the story ofthe
Prophet~s life).

The hadra itself takes place in a small room in Shaykh Ibrahim's home, perhaps
15' by 20' in area. People begin gathering from sunset (magbnb) prayer onwards,

although the hadra proper doesn't being until after the night ('isha') prayer. Some
women attend, although they do not perform hadra with the men. Many ofthe attendees
sit in the hadra room, or outside in the balI, talking, drinking tea, or smoking shisha

(tobacco water pipe), until the time for night prayer arrives. The total number of
participants is typically in the range offifteen to twenty-five.
Although Shaykh Ibrahim officially presides over the badra, he does not assert
his authority, and the hadra is relatively acephalous, even anarchic, led by the munshid
together with a series ofmustaftihs. There are several reasons for this. First, Shaykh
Ibrahim inherited the position ofkba1ifat a1-kbulafa' from his father while still young, and
many ofthe other participants are much older and more experienced. Secondly, the local
hadra is not controlled by the tariqa's center (due to the decentralized nature ofthe
tariqa), and hence tends toward informality which allows control to be distributed instead
ofvested in a single individual.
Since the bayt ofa traditional tariqa acts, in many ways, as an autonomous
organization, the problems ofsuccession which apply to the tariqa as a whole may also
occur at the local level. Thus the hereditary head ofthe bayt may be inexperienced., or
lacking in charisma. Ifhe nevertheless seizes his rightful control, the hadra may be dry,
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rather formal, and poorly attended (as is the case in the central hadra). Ifhe defers to
others~ the hadra may become free and ecstatic~ at the cost ofa certain amount of

anarchy. This latter case applies to the situation in Madinat aI-Nur. Other bayts may be
led by charismatic shaykhs, whose firmly controUed hadras tend to lead to virtually
independent organizations; this occurred in the case ofShaykh 'Abd al-Fattah 'Allam,
considered earlier.

This hadra is by no means restricted to members ofthe Bayyumiyya order; on the
contrary inter-tariqa visiting is encouraged. While a core group ofhadra participants are
Bayyumiyya, the distribution of members across other turuq varies. However visitors are
nearly always from the traditional turuq-Bur~ Abmadiyya, Rifa'iyya, Sa'diyyaand only rarely from modernist groups, which tend to be more exclusive. Because such
visits are individual, rather than group, they tend to erase rather than reinforce the
distinctions among these traditional tumq.
While the hadra is denominationally o~ the location is relatively private~ both
factors tend toward greater spontaneity and informality. The situation is opposite to that
ofthe central mosque hadra, which is open to observatio~ but generally limited to
Bayyumiyya muridin, and which therefore tends to a more cautious sort of formality.
Usually from ten to fifteen persons participate actively in the badra, while others sit
outside in the hall listening, drinking tea, and chatting. For special occasions (such as the
yearly dhi/cra (memorial) for Shaykh Ibrahim~s father) the number might increase two or
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three times. The atmosphere is generally amiable and informal., resembling the goodnatured generosity ofthe mawlid kbidma.
Usually two munsbidin attend the Monday evening hadra at Madioat aI-Nur,

although not always the same two, and take turns performing. The munshid is likely to
come from outside the Bayyumiyya., but in any case his position is very different from
that ofthe dhakir (participant in dhikr). While members ofother turuq are welcomed as
guests and participate exactly as the Bayyumiyya members do, the munshid's relation to
the others is tinged with economic and professional interests, combined with the special
spiritual benefits accruing to his occupying a central performative position. As at the
main hadra, he may receive small tips (nuqut) during performance, to which he generally
responds with a call for the F abba to be recited for the giver. Such munshidin may
perform· regularly at a string ofsmall weekly hadras, and may also be hired to sing at
larger layIas (public religious performances) or mawlids. But economic factors are not
enough to explain the presence ofa munshid at these small hadras, for the nuqut they
collect will not generally amount to more than two or three pounds (a third ofwhich
might go for transport). Rather, they also sing for baraka and madad of Sidi CAli and
other saints which permeates the occasion, out oflove for these saints, the Prophet and
Ah1 aI-Bayt. In addition, they clearly enjoy performing and participating in the warm
Sufi atmosphere, while demonstrating their talents, and can also use the occasion as a
means ofpractice and exposure, in order to build their reputations as munshidin. The
status ofthe munsbid is therefore somewhat ambiguous. What is clear, however, is that
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his performance is governed by individual strategy toward spiritual and professional
interests, Dot by the goals ofthe tariqa as a whole.
No standard musical instruments are used, but there is often a performer ofthe
'Q.S'Q}Yl (in

this context, a metal cane), who accompanies the munshidin and shares in

their ambiguous status. This musical cane is said to be derived from the shaykh"s
walking cane, which he beat with his sibha (rosary) to keep time in his dhikr. Today the

'asaya has been refined as a musical instrument. It is made from resonant metal tubing
and beaten with a home-made striker which provides a louder sound than the sibha
However Sufis do not regard it as an ala musiqiyya (musical instrument)., and thus its
use is not considered to break the general taboo OD the use of musical instruments

within dhikr.
Dress is utterly ordinary, unmarked by special adornments or other potential
symbols. Further, this is not the best dress ofFridays, but the regular dress ofthe workday.
The atmosphere ofthis hadra is less formal and much more ecstatic than the
Bayyumiyya mosque hadra. Rather than formal ritual or strict tarbiyya (spiritual
training), this badra presents an occasion for people to achieve some measure of spiritual
delight (bast)., "intoxication" (sukr) in the Sufi sense. It resembles the open hadras
conducted at the mawlid kbidma, in combining relaxed Sufi camaraderie, food and
drink, some material advantages (for the munshid), and religious worship, in simple but
pleasantly familiar surroundings.
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Its informality appears to derive from several factors:
1) the private location in a home

2) the fact that most participants are old acquaintances and friends

3) distance from the public mosque and the official Islam it represents
4) the absence ofa central charismatic spiritual authority: the disjunction (even

at this local level) of positional structure (by which Shaykh Ibrahim is in charge) and
personal stnlcture (a complex tangle ofspiritual levels and relatioDShips~ which varies
from week to week)
But the overriding factor enabling informality and ecstasy to occur is the
decentralized and weakly cohesive nature ofthe Bayyumiyya tariqa as a whole~ which
precludes central control. Most Sufis may enjoy participating in an emotional and
informal ~ but such performances do not necessarily serve the social interests ofthe
group as a whole, since they work against central authority and controlled tarbiya. In the
modern period they must be especially regulated due to possible criticism, and in order to
attract members who are dismissive of Sufi practices. Modernist orders such as the

IazuliyYa may allow informal sections ofhadra, but aU maintain a firm control of ritual as
a matter ofstrategic necessity. The informality of some local hadras in the traditional
orders is not a strategy, but rather results from the lack ofone.
2.

The ritual process

After performing the night ('isba') prayer together in the hadra room, the men sit
with their backs against the walls on all sides ofthe room; some may also sit in the
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middle if space is insufficient. Usually there are one or two munshidin, sometimes
supported by a third man playing the .. asaya (metal cane). Prayer books containing the
small hizb are distnbuted to those who have not memorized it; they are needed here

more than in the main hadra due to the presence ofmuridin from other turuq.
The informality~

diversity~

and spontaneity ofthis hadra means that are few

forma1ly fixed spatial locations either for individuals or for roles in the hadr~ other than
the mustaftih in the center, and the munshid at the far end ofthe room; this location
enables him to avoid the traffic ofthose coming or going. At the same time, the center is
not so uempty'~ as in the case ofthe mosque hadra; there is always a conspicuous
mustaftih in firm control at the center ofthings, although the person assuming this role
changes during the hadra, and from one week to the next.
One ofthe senior men, a sbaykh in his own tariqa (whether Bayyumiyya or not) is
selected, by consensus, to start as mustaftih. The informality ofthe situation, combined

with lack ofclear authority, make the selection a matter ofperformative negotiation, full
ofpolite refusals (in the transcription, the same issue can be observed in the selection of
the munshid). For the case transcribed (see transcriptions in the Appendix), the
mustaftih is a member oCthe RiCaciyya tariqa; this is clear upon perusal ofhis initial
faw~

which pay special homage to Sidi Ahmad a1..Rifac~ the 13th--century Iraqi

founder ofthe order.
This first mustaftih begins by leading a series offawatih. These are more
elaborate than in the mosque had.ra, due to the greater time available, lower formality,
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and the rather ecumenical setting (which encourages recitation offawatih for many
different Sufi saints). The response is more elaborate too, including a blessing for the
Prophet which precedes the quiet recitation ofthe fatiha. 8 The sequence of fawatih goes
on for a relatively long time~ mentioning a large number ofcategories and individuals
(see transcriptions). After fawa~ the group recites the small Bayyumiyya hizb, all

together. The recitation is similar to that in the central hadea, but somewhat more
impassioned and less unified. As in the central ~ the dhikr counts of 'ilm aJ-huruj
("Ya Latif' 129 times, and "~Va Allah" 66 times) are not respected precisely. Upon
reaching "Ya Allah'" all stand, as in the mosque hadra.
Next there is a sequence ofdhikr tabaqas, each preceded by non-metric solo
inshad, often in a mawwal fonnat. The senior participants., ofrank khaIifa or higher in the

Bayyumiyya or other turuq, take turns serving as mustaftih. During non.metric inshad
the congregation may respond to the munshid where appropriate, with cries of" Ah''' and
"Allah!" as in any informal musical setting, where such feedback serves to boost the

emotional level and create what would be known in a secular context (at least) as torab
(musical ecstasy) and which may be known here as wajd (spiritual ecstasy) or nashwa

ruhiyya (spiritual intoxication). They may also hand him small tips (nuqut), to which the
munshid responds w:th calls for the Fatiha to be recited. After the munshid completes a
qafla (cadence), the mustaftih signals the dhikr to begin by clapping, turning, and

chanting a particular dhikr formula; the others follow him, and the munshid now adjusts
his phrases so as to fit with the dhikr's pulse. He may be accompanied by the player of
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'asaya (metal cane), who may also (together with any other munsbid present) serve as
spontaneous bitaoa (responding chorus), especially during madad sections (see below).
Verbal or non-verbal communication between mustaftih and munshid ensures that they
remain synchronized, but the mustaftih is ultimately in charge. During each tabaqa, the
tempo accelerates; dhikr movements and sounds become increasingly dynamic and
ecstatic. If the tempo becomes too &st, or the dhakkira appear tired., the mustaftih may
drop the tempo by cutting the pulse roughly in bait:
Meanwhile the munshid performs poetry set to short improvisational phrases. As
the dhikr continues, he moves freely from one poetic fragment to another. Often he
begins and ends with traditional madih, but in the middle he may introduce mystical
poetry ofa more intoxicated or erotic-mystical ecstatic cast, what is often called
''tawbid'', which would not be appropriate in the Bayyumiyya mosque hadra. Between

poetic segments he may improvise words, or sing madad: sequences in which he repeats
the word "madad' ("help") followed by the names ofvarious saints from which help is
sought. Finally the mustaftih brings the dhikr to a close., and there is a brief rest for the
dhakkira, during which the munshid sings non-metric solo again, before another
mustaftih takes over with more dhikr. If more than one munsbid is present, this role may
be exchanged as well. The local Bayyumiyya badra is much longer than the central hadra,
and its dhikr and inshad is more emotionally and physically intensive.
Unlike the mosque badra, here inshad is central, and more musically developed as
well. The briefer and more formal mosque badra can easily be conducted without inshad.,
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while here it is required in order to sustain the longer and more energetic dhikr.
Therefore., the munshid is far more important in the local hadra. In neither hadra does he
have an officially sanctioned position in the liturgy, and he is socially marginalized by his
outsider status in both as well. But unlike the mosque hadra., here he is central to the
Performance., and interacts closely with the dhakkira. Whereas in the mosque he can
hardly be hear~ here the dhakldra listen to him and are moved to perform dhikr while he
9

is influenced by their dhikr, and is moved to sing. This feedback resembles the tarab
processes of secular music., as has been noted. Because ofhis outsider status., his inshad
tends to support the dhikr emotionally more than it makes an independent ideological
statement.
His words are not a message from any known spiritual authority, carry no known

"r' (unlike turuq in which inshad is based on poetry written by the shaykh).

But this

situation also gives him freedom: to deform or obscure its assertional and communicative
character, to bend it musically, to distort it rhythmically, to fragment it, to focus on its
elemental sounds, to fit it to the dhikr, all in order to raise the emotional level of
performance. He is freest in the non-metric sections preceding the dhikr, which is also
his best opportunity to cause people to donate nuqta. During these segments, he may
include various forms ofsolo inshad, such as madad and mawwals, interspersed with the
spoken recitation offawatih for members ofthe group, particularly those who have
donated nuqut. He is also freer to include poetry of a heterodox (mystically esoteric or
ecstatic) character.
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There is also more freedom for the mustaftih. Each hadra is different, because
the mustaftih has wide lattitude in determining the length and speed ofeach tabaqa, and
the Name to be recited in it. He controls the tempo with handclaps, and can continue for
much longer than is possible in the mosque. Names typically include "ta ilaha iDa Allah",

"Allah", ''Hayy'', and "Hu". While the first few dbikr formulas (including those ofthe
hizb) are always performed as dhiler al-lisan (clear dhikr), in the remainder ofthe badra

the more ecstatic dhikr aJ-qalh tends to predominate.. and it is therefore often difficult to
understand what the dhakkira are chanting. Participants say that Allah's Name must be
felt in the heart, not merely pronounced by the tongue. Indistinct dbikr is common in the
mawlids, but the orthodox turuq tend to proscn'be such dhikr (the Hamidiyya Shadhiliyya

even have an official rule to this effect, and the matter was addressed by the
administrative body supervising the Sufi orders~ see de long 1978:213). Similarly, dhikr
here tends to employ turning movements more than bowing movements. Turning
movements and dhikr al-qalb are considered more ecstatic, but they are also less
orthodox and not employed in the Bayyumiyya central mosque hadra.
The dhakkira too are freed to be more creative and expressive in the dhikr, and
hence better able to attain fidfillment oftheir desire for ecstasy (wajd) or mystical states

(hal). Participants are also likely to express ecstasy or hal with shouts, exaggerated
movements, falling, or even loss ofconsciousness, all ofwhich is precluded in the shorter
and more sober mosque hadra. Freedom, dhikr al...qalb, and powerful inshad lead to an
emotionally powerfu1local hadra.
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Informality and the lack ofa definite form or control structure creates the need
for a higher level ofinteraction and group decision-making. For instance., there are
frequent changes in personnel (munsbidin and mustaftih). Who is to perform next as
mustaftih., or munshid? These are matters for group negotiatio~ using traditional modes
of etiquette and protocol which apply to any unstIUetured social situation. There is also
a dynamic between the munshid and mustaftih which does not happen in the mosque.,
where the shaykh is clearly ascendant. Although the mustaftih is ultimately in controt,
the munshid is also central. Thus the munshid may criticize the mustaftih for starting
dhikr too soo~ before he bas had a chance to sing solo~ or he may want to change the

tempo. Or the entire group may protest when the mustaftih starts the dhikr without
giving the munshid adequate time for his prelude. The mustaftih may criticize the
munshid for not following his pulse. Although the position of mustaftih has final
authority, the individual filling this role may be asked by others to step aside ifhe is
unable to build a powerful tabaqa.
This dhikr portion ofthe hadra generally ends by around midnight. At this point
everyone sits and, led by the mustaftih who began the hadra, completes the recitation of
the small Bayyumiyya him aloud. After closing with more fawatih and the standard
khit~

the ritual formality, such as it was (not a formal mood so much as an ecstatic

one) is broken. Small talk predominates, until a light meal (nafha), prepared and served
by Shaykh Ibrahim's mother, is served; this is consumed and followed by sweet tea and
perhaps sbisha. After eating,. participants drink: tea and eventually go home, each at his
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own pace. It is interesting to note the absence of any formal line-up to greet the shaykh,
(a ritual process which is present in every other hadra) a performative indication ofthe
lack of central authority.
However there are no fixed formal boundaries here, and it can easily hapPeD that
after the meal more dhikr and inshad might stan up, or the group might recite a section
ofBusiri"s Burda., or even the hizb or saJawat ofanother saint, such as Ahmad aIBadawi or Ahmad ai-Rna'i. There could also be some Qur' anic recitation, or
impromptu religious talks by the learned (though these are informal rather than weighty).
At the hadra transcn'bed below, the group recited the final fawatih and kbit~ and then

(perhaps realizing that they'd forgotten it) returned to recite the end ofthe hizb and
close once more. Boundaries between formal and informal within the ritual are flexible
and unpredictable., subject to the vicissitudes ofthe moment., and outside the reach of
tariqa control.

c.

Vt:II'itltioft ill tie Bqyumiyyll hlldrtl

The lack ofcentralization in the tariqa together with its dispersion has given rise
to wide variation in hadra liturgy and practice across the tariqa. The central Wednesday
evening hadra differs only slightly from the Friday hadra discussed above (there is usually
no inshad, but an extra group prayer is recited and there is Qur'amc recitation).
However the practices ofother local groups (bayts) can vary much more. Thus there are
local Bayyumiyya chapters which:
•

Recite the large rather than the small Bayyumiyya hizb
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•
•
•
•

Recite Surat Yasin prior to the bizb
Insert extra salawat for the Prophet
Employ different or additional dhikr fonnulas
9
Employ a special diwan for inshad
Here I have considered, in a tariqa which is itself decentralized, a bayt which is

also decentralized. However there are other bayts in which the local leader assumes firm
control. Such leaders may introduce their own variations to the liturgy, depending on
their own spiritual predilections~ they "localize'" the liturgy. Liturgical form, and its
performance as LP, is an important device by which a tariqa may be unified, or
fragmented; it is therefore a natural target of strategic control. To the extent that the
local leader is able to alter the liturgy, he brands his group as distinctive, while also
(incidentally) denying the universality ofthe central group. He thus asserts his group's
quasi-independence, as a branch rather than a part ofthe tariqa whole. By this process,
the tariqa tends to fragment into its local units, which may eventually detach and become
new turuq; in this manner the KhaIiIiyYa branched from the Bayyumiyya, for instance. In
the modernist groups, by contrast, the liturgy oflocal groups is firmly controlled from
the center, and normally replicates the central hadra; local leaders are not empowered to
make changes, and thus are not encouraged to become independent shaykhs or
charismatic, nor to cultivate a group of muridin who will be loyal to them more than to
the main group.
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B. Jazuliyya

I.

Overview

While individual rltc.ial practice still maintains a role in the modernist groups, it is
group ritual which comes to the fore as the dominant aspect oftariqa participation.
Private. dyadic relations with one's local shaykh, as in the Bayyumiyy~ give way to a
corporate solidarity, unified through vertical relations with the founder (as in the
Jacfariyya), or by a strong sense ofbrotherhood and in-group comrrnJnality, as in the
Jazuliyya. Whereas some modernist groups (such as the Ja'fariyya) nevertheless require
substantial individual practices, almost everything is performed communally among the
Jazuliyya. This emphasis on the group-either an official central group or a subgroup
clearly sanctioned by the main group-is a hallmark ofthe modernist tariq~ for in the
mere act ofconvocating a meeting cohesion is maintained and dispersal minimized.
Only the regular daily wird is performed individually, and it is deliberately kept

short (about five minutes daily is all that is required) so as not to interfere with one's
daily work routine. Consisting of standard wird-material (istighfar, salawat, tawhid, and

du'a'), the wird is identical for all tariqa members, rather than graded and controlled by
the local shaykh, as is the case for most groups. This feature tends to promote group
unity, and discourages the rise ofindependent charismatic centers at the periphery, as has

tended to happen among the Bayyumiyya. The number ofrepetitions of each formula in
the wird is not derived from esoteric lore ('iIm. al-hurut) as in the Bayyumiyya, but rather
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has a urationar' basis. Repeat counts are set at 100 (99 plus a final repetition ofthe

same formula in an extended version)~ as a means ofincreasing the chance ofreciting
with full concentration, in conformity to certain Prophetic hadith (cited earlier), or both.

The total group activity rate for the JazuIiyya member in Cairo is very high
compared to most turuq. Each week includes two long tariqa-wide central badras
(Thursday and Monday), and several tariqa-wide mosque hadras, as well as a local hadra.
All ofthese activities are well-attended; at least the central hadras and local hadra are
considered compulsory. There are in addition regular meetings for munshidin and tariqa
officers. During Ramadan meetings are nightly. The total schedule assures the full
engagement ofthe murid with the group throughout the week, to the exclusion of any
other voluntary associations. In particular, JazuIiyya muridin do not individually attend
any other group's hadras or mawlids; this affords the tariqa a greater degree ofsolidarity
and control over members, as weD as avoiding association with the often-criticized
practices ofthe mawlids. While the Bayyumiyya have three central badras, attendance is
extremely limited, hadras are much shorter, and there is no means of sanction. For the
Bayyumiyya murid, his status as member forms a relatively smaller fraction ofhis
individual identity. In the Jazuliyya, however, the Laws ensure that repeated unexcused
absences lead to expulsion from the group. Thus active group commitment is
maintained. Through continual participation in hadra rituals, the member is conditioned

to assimilate group identity to his own; he begins to think and act as a Jazuliyya member.
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The fonn of hadra is explicitly prescribed in their books. In traditional mruq, the
fonn of ritual practice is established primarily by tradition, even when strategies arise to
manipulate elements ofthat tradition for specific ends. In the Jazuliyya tariqa, however,
the hadra program is outlined in the first letter of Rasa 'il., as weD as in portions ofthe
Laws (partial translation in Appendix). Overt specification ofthe hadra provides a
greater degree of COntt'04 centralization, and unifonnity in the tariqa. It also indicates
that the plan ofthe hadra has been subjected to strategic thinking.
Unlike most orders, there are several distinct kinds ofIazuliyya hadra,
strategicaUy specialized according to function and context. Thus the program for the
mosque, maqarr, and local hadras is completely di:fFerent, evincing the high level of
organization in the tariqa. By comparison the Ja'fari have one basic type ofbadra
sufficing their purposes, while the Bayyumiyya hadras differ as a result ofthe lack of
central control. The different Iazuliyya hadras display a strategic logic. Local hadras
focus on teaching and training, and mosque hadras on proselytization, while the central

hadra provides the greatest measure of spiritual feeling, as weD as developing a sense of
communal solidarity. The lazuli hadra is an entire ritual system which works together to
meet the social and spiritual aims ofthe group.
The weekly madrasa (school) is held at the main center (maqarr) in Qayt Bay, on
Monday evenings after 'isba' prayer. This is an occasion for the group to meet and
study Is1am and Sufism together. The madrasa is divided into segments, including
recitation and discussion of passages from Qur' an, badith., fiqh, and the writings ofSidi
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Jabir; between segments, there is group inshad. The central badra is held in the same
location on Thursday evenings, also starting after 'isba' prayer. After some prefatory
mudhakara (study), the group performs the hadra shar'iyya (explained below), followed

by group inshad., religious speeches" and solo insbad. The performance concludes with
some words from the sbaykh, the 'ahd (If any participants wish to join the group}, and a
standard concluding section. Both Monday and Thursday meetings are approximately

three hours long.
Weekly hadras are also held at a number ofthe principle mosques ofCairo and
Alexandria, after 'isha' prayer, or after Friday communal prayer. These more vistble
hadras, conducted in public places at times when large numbers ofMuslims are gathered,
are an effective strategy for publicizing the group, as wen as a means of showing respect
for major saints and obtaining their baraka. Such hadras consist ofthe orthodox badra
shar'iyya only, but using choral inshad, and are followed by a group visit to the maqam.
They are completed in less than one hour.
Each local chapter within greater Cairo also performs one hadra per week,
employing a format resembling the main center's Monday evening study session, but on
a smaller scale. Outside ofCairo, the local group performs hadras on Monday,
Thursday, and Friday evenings.
The tariqa maintains an active schedule of self-visiting during hadras, as required
in the Jazuliyya Laws. Local groups frequently visit the main tariqa center in Qayt Bay.
In the summer months,. when children are out ofschool, the central Thursday badra is
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scheduled in a diff'erent regional center on alternate weeks. The effect ofsuch visits is to
bind the group more tightly together, both through horizontal bonds (among members
who would not otherwise meet) and vertical bonds (since in this way more members
have a chance to meet the shaykh al-saJjada). Such visits depend on a high level of
central coordination and planning, down to the details oftransportation, food, seating,
and so forth, and thus evince considerable strategic thinking. Not surprisingly, then, it is
primarily the modernist groups which do so; members oftraditional turuq tend meet each
other by chance at mawlids.
In sum, the Jazuliyya badra schedule is demanding compared to participation in

most traditional turuq. Occupying a tWl evening, meetings are much longer than those of
traditional turuq. But like other modernist groups, JazuIiyya ritual is designed to fit the
lifestyle ofthe modern worker; late arrival due to work is always excusable, and
members leave in time to get a good night's sleep. When the tariqa participates in the
mawlids of Ahl aI-Bayt and saints, they never perform all night, or camp out in the
mawlid area, as do bayts ofthe traditional groups. Thus the tariqa fills one's free time
with religious activity, but not at the expense ofa conventional and productive social

existence.
Since the tariqa functions as an extended family, and in order to prevent
scheduling conflicts, many social celebrations are simply incorporated into the hadra.
Thus all religious holidays are celebrated within the context ofhadra performance.
Celebrations for departing for hajj , or returning afterwards, may likewise be celebrated
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by the group. An engagement or marriage may be celebrated within the context ofa
hadra as well. While Sufi LP-inshad and dhikr-might not constitute a satisfactory

wedding celebration for the average Egyp~ such weddings are really quite joyous,
especially within the close-knit group ofthe Jazuliyya, and for members the presence of
the sbaykh, maqam, and performance ofbadra provides the new couple with baraka:
marriage, as always, is sanctified by religious ritual. Such is the meaning ofwedding-inhadra at the overt level ofdiscourse. But the reverse is also true, and indicates the more

bidden social aspect ofthis group strategy at work: performance ofweddings within the
hadra "sanctifies" the tariqa, because the willing absorption ofmarriage into the hadra

affirms the tariqa as a true extended family, and builds the tariqa out ofcouples who
wi1l-it is hoped-be active and loyal members. By celebrating a wedding with men and

women present, the tariqa affirms itselfas modern and amenable to modernity. And it
demonstrates the principle that the tariqa is able to encompass members' lives
completely; nothing is left outside its scope.
Thus festivals of all sorts, for social or religious occasions, tend to be subsumed
within the tariqa hadra, in such a way as to obviate their secular performance without
denying their validity. This is the primary strategy ofthe group: to replicate within itself
that which members would otherwise obtain trom modern secular society, but stripped of

all forbidden aspects, which are replaced with spiritual ones. Exactly the same principle

is applied to inshad.
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2.

The Badra

Participants say that the Jazuliyya badra is composed ofthree primary
components: dhikr, mudhakara., and inshad. Compared to the traditional turuq, the hizb
and other forms offormal ritual prayer are relatively mar~ whereas inshad and
speech-the affective and communicative modes ofLP-are central.
tL

The IIIIlin Th"rst/Q.y hadra (or jalsa)

The basic plan ofthe Thursday badra is presented prescriptively in the Rasa'il,
First Letter (see Appendix for text). The ethnography which follows demonstrates a
fairly high degree of coincidence between plan and reality, even though the plan was
written many years ago by Sidi Iabir himseIt: While I am not concerned here to point
out the precise correspondences or points ofdifference, it should be mentioned that the
very existence of an explicit hadra plans is strong evidence for the existence ofstrategic
thinking in the tariqa. The hadra is a ritual resource whose performance is carefully
planned by the tariqa leadership.
1.

The group and setting

Every Thursday, about halfan hour after 'isba' (night) prayer, the tariqa holds its
principal weekly badra at its main center in Qayt Bay. In principle, all members within
Greater Cairo (the domain ofcommunities which are connected by ordinary city buses
and subways, including provinces ofCairo, TlZ8., and Qalyubiyya) are required to attend;
central tariqa leadership is always present. In addition, there are always visitors from
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farther away, and frequently an entire JazuIiyya chapter from the Delta or Upper Egypt
will travel together to CairO., in order to attend the central badra.

Formally the badra is led by the shaykh aI-sajjada, although because he is often
busy with tariqa business he frequently does not arrive until later in the evenin& and he
does not serve as mustaftih. His low-key role has the effect ofemphasizing the horizontal
bonds ofcommunal solidarity which characterize the tariqa. SeniOT members ofthe
group, most ofthem mas'uls oflocal maqarrs, serve as leaders ofmudhakara, or as
mustaftihs fOT hadra. (The mustaftih is here called naqih aI-hadra, shaykh aI-hadra., OT
masik aJ-hadra.) In the hadra shar "iyya (described below) each tabaqa is frequently led

by a different senior member who assumes the role ofmustaftih by standing and moving
to the center ofthe space. After the tabaqa ends, he sits and becomes an ordinary murid
once more. Leadership ofmudhakara and inshad also rotates among qualified personnel.
Such rotation serves several functions: giving more senior members a chance to lead
(and thus reducing tensions among them), preventing any one individual from assuming
undue prominence (hence emphasizing horizontal group relations), and ensuring that the
mustaftih is always fresh and energetic.
Anyone who serves a special function in the hadra is called naq;b. Thus there is
the naqib aI-hadra, who serves as mustaftih, as we have seen. There are also naqibs for
cooking, preparing, and serving food and drink (naqib aI-shirab, naqib aI-ta'm; women
may also playa role). There is a naqib who meets and seats newcomers, a naqib who
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guards their footwear, and a naqib to yidhakir al-ahbab Oead the group in mudhakara).
Some ofthese posts require particular talents.

Munshidin are full members ofthe tariqa, and participate in badra as such,
whether or not they perfonn inshad on any particular occasion. There is never any mlqtQ
or anything else which might indicate a non-spiritual motivation, and hence define their
roles as other than ordinary members. One participant explained his preference for such
"amateursn , saying that although tariqa munshidin might be technically less proficient
than professional munshidin, the former are more powerful because oftheir spiritual
connection to the group, the shaykb, and his inshad repertoire. The munshid is secondary
to the naqib al-badra in the hadra shar'iyya, but takes the lead during the hadrat aJ-

inshod (these terms are defined below). Musicians are munshidin who are able to play
an instrument, usually percussion; there is also an "ud (fretless lute) player.
Being eligible for membership, women do attend the hadra, although they sit in
their own section, separate from the men. They help with food and perform dhikr
quietly, but do not serve as munshidin, the woman's voice being considered "awra
(indecent). Girls and babies sit on the women's side, while young boys sit with their
fathers. While including the entire family in this way may render it less shar"j
(conformable to the Shari'a) in the eyes of some conservatives (who believe that women
should not be visible at all during religious ritual), it also has the effect of strengthening
the group internally, and makes the group more appealing to hDeral Muslims.
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Unlike most turuqlt which may only be associated with a color which may
optionally be worn by some members in ba~ the lazu1iyya dress code is more specific.
Men wear the ski 'ar, a cap emblazoned with the tariqa's emblem and motto on the front;
the background color indicates one ofthree general status classes: green for munshi~
blue for khidma (service), and white for all others. However the traditional jallabiyya
(robe) preferred by many Sufi groups is largely absent among the men, most ofwhom
wear shirts and slackslt or suits; the shaykh himself wears only western-style dress. Such
a dress code is another sign oftheir modem attitude, by which extemal signs ofthe
historical Sufi tradition are oflittle significance; what is important is the inner meaning of
Sufism, and that is ahistorical. However, the women all dress modestlYlt wearing a white
jallabiyya and white veil (hijab); wearing white on white (''"ahyadji abyadj is a standard

Sufi practice signifying purity. This practice appears to be a concession to tradition
which balances their exceptionally visible status in the tariqa.
As in all tariqa hadras, the total number of attendees increases over the course of

the evening. At the start ofthe session there may be roughly 70 men and 25 women. By
the end ofthe evening there are two to three times as many. The shaykh rarely arrives
during the first hour or so, but eventually enters and takes his place in the green chair. In
strong contrast to the Ia'fariyya hadra, very few outsiders attend hadra. The hadra is
certainIy not secretive, but it takes place out ofthe public view, and there is no official

position where visitors can sit. Most ofthose visiting are Muslims who have expressed
an interest in joining the group.
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2.

The social geometry

For their main ~ the Jazuliyya adopt an usual geometric formation. The
space ofthe central maqarr is sanctified by the presence ofthe founder t s shrine
(maqam), although the space is narrow and irregular. The social geometry is therefore

cramped and determined by its physical boundaries. The function room is divided at
approximately two-thirds ofits length by a low metal railing. Women sit inside this
boundary, while the Sbaykh's upholstered green chair is placed onjust the other side.
Across from him are the munsbidin (allowing him to direct their performance) and the
maqam ofSidi Jabir. The senior members (who were closest to Sidi Jabir) tend to sit
near the Shaykh, but there is no definite seating order. Since the men's section ofthe
function room is limited, the lines of muridin extend out into the alley in front ofthe
builciin& which is carpeted and lined with chairs for this purpose. Those who have
trouble sitting on the ground (due to age or for any other reason) may sit on the chairs;
all the rest sit in closely spaced lines on the ground. Before the shaykh arrives they sit

facing each other, but as soon as he sits the line of muridin who would have their backs
to him tum ninety degrees in order to face him.
The geometry is thus densely packed, oriented by the boundaries ofthe space
available, and by the presence ofthe Shaykh as a magnetic center. In this packed
formation there is also a strong sense ofcorporate unity. Individual boundaries between
members dissolve, since there is little discrimination based on positional rankings, and
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since the physical space between members is limited; the spatial limitations thus help the
group to act as a unit.
Tapes and books are sold at the tar end ofthe aIIey~ where members enter. This

is also where participants leave their shoes~ under the protection of several oaqibs.
WIthin this performance geometry, commlloieation is divided into two levels:

one via ordinary speech, and the other speech via an amplification system. The latter
intensifies selected sound signals, depending on who has access to the microphone.
Microphones are provided for the Shaykh, and the munshidin, as well as for the speaker

in mudhakara. Although access to the microphone is limited, everyone is encouraged to
take a turn speaking during the mudhakara sections. After the shaykh's arrival, most
communication is directed overtly toward the shaykh, and generally toward the group as
a whole. During mudhakara (see below), individual speakers stand, take the
microphone, and turn toward the shaykh. Munshidin also sing facing the shaykh; in this
way he can more easily cue a munshid, or interject a comment. Women do oot
participate in LP during badra, but their zagbrutas (ululations) may be heard on occasion.

3.

The ritual process

After 'isba prayer on Mondays and Thursdays, the naqibs in charge of setting up
the mosque arrive. They unroll a carpet so as to cover the alley leading to the main
door; most ofthe ahbab will sit here. They line both sides ofthis alley with simple
wooden chairs. The shaykh's chair, upholstered in green, is moved into position and a
low table placed before it. Next to it~ a low fence which will mark the boundary ofthe
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women's section on the inner side ofthe room.. The sound system (amplifier,
loudspeaker, and microphones) is connected and tested.
Gradually, members arrive, remove their shoes, and take their places. Men wear

their shi'ar (the cloth cap with the tariqa's emblem emblazoned on the front), white,
green, or blue according to their roles. Women are modestly veiled, though with faces
exposed, and wear all white. Not everyone arrives promptly at the beginning ofthe
hadra. It is acceptable to enter late.. since it is understood that work and possibly other

responsibilities may take priority over hadra. But a specific adab (here, protocol) must
be followed. When a person enters, he greets in the standard Islamic fashion (,"al-salamu
'alaykum", "peace be upon you), but no one need answer other than the hadra leader.
He walks with his right arm held over his stomach and the left by his side, then sits in
position as indicated by a naqib. During this segment ofthe hadra, members sit on the
ground, or on chairs, facing the leader.

a

Opening mudhakara

Mudhokara (study) is a kind ofperfonned knowledge which is a special feature
ofthe Jazuliyya badra, being counted as one ofits three principal components ( the other
two being dhikr and inshad). It consists of activities here collectively labelled as speech,
including discussions, briefsermons, and lessons. As opposed to dhikr, which leans
toward ritual, and inshad, which leans toward affective language modes, mudhakara is
primarily cormmmieative. At the same time, it presents an important social function, as I

will explain shortly.
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When a sufficient number ofmuridin have gathered one ofthe senior members
recites fawatih, including the Prophet and founder. Then he opens the hadra with a study
session., or discussion on some religious topic. The opening mudhakara is smaller than
those which follow, since not all the muridin have yet arrived. (there are as yet perhaps
only 40)~ the PA system may not be used, although it will be during subsequent
mudhakara sessions. But I will descn'be the general format ofmudbakara here.
The leader begins by introducing a passage or topic to be discussed. These may

be drawn from standard religious sources: Que' an, hodith (reports ofthe Prophet's
sayings or actions),jiqh (jurisprudence), or sira (the Prophet's biography). They may
also come from Sidi Jabir's own writings or sayings, including passages from the Rasa 'if
or Qasa tid. The leader may read a passage or present a topic from one ofthese sources,
or have someone else do so. Then a series of muridin volunteer in tum to take the
microphone and offer their interpretation ofthe passage or topic. A specific protocol
(allah) must be followed in mudhakara. Each person who wishes to speak obtains

permission from the leader, then stands and takes the microphone. He begins by saying
"na'm ya sidi" ("yes, sir"), and stands in a particular posture before continuing. Usually
the younger members take the microphone ~ leaving the more experienced to speak:
at the end (Sidi Jabir used to speak last).
Often there is interaction between speaker and group. When a senior member
addresses the group, he does not continue for long without a "feedback check", stopping
to ensure the group is following along with the words "ma'aya 18 ahbab?" ("are you
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with me~ fiiends?")~ to which the group respon~ shouting "na'm ya sidi" ("yes, sir") as

if one. Or else he may say "kadhalika ya ahbab?" ("is it not so., friends'?'), to which the

group together responds "kadhalika ya sidi" ("it is so., sir!"). Such exchanges.,
reminiscent ofthe corporate unity one might expect from a sports team, are indicative
and supportive ofthe close horizontal bonds ofsolidarity among the group.
When Sidi Jabir was alive., he conducted such mudhakara in order to teach his
muridin, and to prepare them spiritually for dhikr. The mudbakara today serves a similar

role. According to Sidi Jabir, dhikr is a kind ofdu'a'. Before one recites it., his heart
must be purified from the base desires ofthe oafs (lower self), and this purification can
be accomplished through study ofreligious topics. Today, members say that the

mudhakara is also an opportunity to recollect the teachings of Sidi Jabir, and serves to

unifY the group, rallying them around this shared heritage. Sidi Jabir is sadly no longer
with them, and so group members take turns speaking when formerly their shaykh had

spoken to them.
But when speaking in mudhakara., it is critical that one recaU the words or
concepts of Sidi Jabir, as preserved in his writings or from memory. Mudhakara is not an
open discussion or forum for expression of any opinion, much less for debate and
critique. It is forbidden to bring in words from other shaykhs, or found in other books.
Rather., the group's members seek: to gather socially via the words and ideas oftheir
shayk:h, to dwell in his knowledge as a means of spiritual advancement and purification,
but also for social unity. As each speaker stands to present his interpretation afthe topic
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under discussion.. he must speak words which are in his own heart, but which arise out of
the love ofthe shaykh, which come originally from him, and which are therefore shared
with others present. Members do not try to give their own opinions~ rather they try to
interpret according to the ideas ofthe shaykh-they try in some sense to think like the
shaykh, to become the shaykh, and thus to speak: as the shaykh would have spoken.
Mudhakara is not an exercise in critical thinking or individuality; rather the goal is unity
upon the words and thoughts ofthe shaykh. Such words thus express and construct
personal social relationships.
Group members say that they respect all the saints: Rifa'i, Badawi, Dasuqi, Ttlani
and others. However, in their tariqa they must stick to their own mashrab (spiritual
way). If they started bringing in words ofother shaykhs then differences might develop
between them, whereas they are trying to develop a unity based on the words ofthe
shaykh.
What is significant about this form ofperforming and imbibing one's shaykh's
knowledge is its social aspect, and its active character in creating a tightly bonded group.
Members are expected to participate in mudhakara, and it is through such participation..
in which (because there is no debate) everyone who speaks is saying something which is
automatically the subject ofagreement by everyone else, strong and active horizontal
bonds are formed among the members. That is, mudhakara is not merely a communal
and interactive social activity; it is a communal and interactive social activity in which
everything which is said serves to reaffirm that which is shared, and to remind them of
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their shared basis. The speaker's faith in the shaykh's knowledge is confinned by the
massive show of positive reinforcement which unfolds before him as he speaks, which
simultaneously reminds all participants ofthe macrifa and 'Um ofSidi Iabir, which is the
basis for their special and separate community, a community open to new members, but
whose boundaries with the outside world are always very well marked. In a sense, the
shaykh's knowledge and opinions is primarily the catalyst for this process which unfolds

in mudbakara.
But the nature ofthat knowledge., tending toward the esoteric and affective, is
also important, for it makes group members feel that they are in possession ofdeeper
meanings than those available to the ordinary Muslim. The esoteric, therefore, has a
definite social function in separating the in-group from the out-group, and in supplying
the emotional basis for solidarity. (The Ja'fariyya, by contrast, in choosing to emphasize
the exoteric as a means of situating themselves more securely in the Islamic field,
necessarily reduced their ability to separate in-group and out-group, although their

diffuse boundary also fits with their ditferent strategy as a central and institutional type of
tariqa.)
The mudhakara is also important as a means ofdeveloping public speaking
abilities. The Jazuliyya consider public speaking ability an important part of membership,
for it assists in da 'wa. Sidi Jabir used to insist that everyone be able to stand and speak
in front ofa group. The goal was to overcome one's fear of speaking before groups, and
to learn to speak coherently and convincingly in one's own words. Members report that
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children as young as five and six sometimes take the microphone and speak a few words.
The shaykh encouraged all members to participate~ saying anything at all, even if merely
"I love the Prophet Muhammad".

(It is useful to contrast this system ofmudhakara with the Ja'fariyya, where~ as
we shall see later~ the shaykh~s knowledge-represented in his poetry-is performed as
inshad. This mode ofknowledge perfonnance is repeated verbatim (by the munshidin) or

received passively (by listeners). Neither performer nor listener is required to restate the
knowledge in his own words, and hence performance can proceed with little intenective
engagement. Since there is no possibility oferror in interpretatio~ the shaykh's wisdom

is preserved more perfectly, but the performance ofhis knowledge does not serve to
unify the group horizonta1ly, but rather through mutual vertical relations with the

physically absent founder; such relations do not form a well-bounded corporate group.
Furthermore the Ja'fariyya emphasis upon exoteric dimensions of faith, which renders

this tariqa more open and unCODU'oversial, does not supply a basis for a strong in-group
defined by such knowledge.)
Sometimes this period may also be used for Que' anic study or inshad practice

instead of mudhakara. After more muridin have arrived, the hadra becomes more formal,
and an introductory hadra shar'iyya is performed.

b.

Hadra Shar'iyya

The hadra shar'iyya is a hadra-witbin-a-hadra performed near the beginning of
the evening, containing bizb, dhikr, and inshad. It is qualified as "sbar'iyya"
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(conformable to Shari' ~ Islamic law) because it consists primarily of dbikr ofthe Names
ofGod mentioned in the Qur' an, without any instrumental accompaniment, in a relatively
restrained and orderly style. The badra shar'iyya, which may also be called badrat aIdbikr (badra ofdhikr), or hadrat aI-asma' (badra ofthe Names [of God]), unifies the

group by creating a unity ofsound and movement, and creates a state of alert
wakefulness in their concentration upon God. In all these characteristics it contrasts
sharply with the hadrat al-inshad Performed later in the evening, which is descnbed
below. It is quite similar to the full liturgy ofmany traditional turuq, such as the
Bayyumiyya. The mosque hadra Performed by the Jazuliyya (described below) is similar
to the badra shar'iyya, and appears designed to create a positive public image for the
group, an image which includes the notion oforthodox conformity. The hadra shar'iyya
is private, but contains a simjlar message, directed not outwardly to others, but inwardly
to themselves. Performing it is a form ofreligious legitimization, a proofto themselves
that the Jazuliyya are weD-grounded in an indubitably orthodox form ofworship. 10

After the mudbakara is complete, the lines of muridin move further into the
mosque, in order to accommodate their growing numbers. The badra sbar'iyya is led by a
senior member (one ofthe mas'uls), since the shaykh has generally not yet arrived (see
below). The leader begins by calling for the Fatiha. Then he leads the group in reciting
the Shahada (Islamic testimony of faith), performed in a format common to many
Shadhili turuq: "fa ilaha iDa Allah" ("there is no deity but God'') (thrice), "Muhammad
rasu! Allah" ("MUhammad is the messenger of God") (once), using a fixed melody. He
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may next lead a short series of fawatih, primarily following the tariqa silsila: the Prophet,
Sayyidna aI-Husayn, Sidi Abu ai-Hasan al-Shadhili, Sidi Jabir, and Sidi Salim.
Then he conducts a group recitation ofone or two ofthe tariqa hizbs. Besides

the five bizbs mentioned earlier, the Qur'anic surat Yasin is commonly employed.
Before reciting dhikr, one's heart must be purified from base desires ofthe oafs. The
prefatory mudhakara aimed at such a purification, and it is the main purpose of this hizb
as well. The "Da'wa Rabbaniyya" (a poetic bizb) is performed in vigorous melodic

unison, while the others are chanted in a more traditional manner (not unlike the
Bayyumiyya., but far more unified), employing a narrow compass and restrained style.
But the frequent use ofthe poetic hizb ("Da'wa Rabbaniyya") and its more melodic
performance style seems to be unique among Sufi turuq, reflecting a predilection for that
which is emotionally unifying. The "Da'wa" is also distinctive in that it is an original
literary work ofSidi Jabir, unlike his other hizbs (and the bizbs ofmost other turuq),
which are mostly assemblages of Qur' an and Hadith. The 'cna'wan therefore serves as a
distinctive symbol ofsbaykh and group, contributing to the memory ofthe former, and
the unity ofthe latter.
There follows dhikr, performed from a seated position, and accompanied by solo

insbad (insbad fardi) performed over the PA system. No musical instruments ofany kind
are used. Some members say that the seated position was originally adopted by Sidi
Jabir in response to criticisms from religious conservatives that Sufi dhikr is raqs
(dance); he also found that it ensured a higher degree ofgroup unity in the hadra
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sharf>iyya, particularly given the large number ofmuridin present. The former explanation
does not explain the seated dhikr at present, since in the mosque hadra (described later
on) the group does stand. But the seated position also bas the advantage ofallowing
participants a better view ofthe mustaftih and shaykh, and enabling a high level of
emotion to be expressed, while constraining excessive movement and hence protecting
the social order. Sidi Jabir himself noted that this form of dhikr is distinctive, and thus
differentiates the Jazuliyya from other orders (Hoffinan 1995: 184-5).
As in other Shadbili orders, dbikr is based upon the beginning ofthe Qur' anic
Ayat al-Kursi (2:255, the Throne Verse): "Allah Ia ilaha ilia huwa a1-Hayy al-Qayyum"
(UGod! There is no deity but He, the L.ivin& the Eternal"), from which the following
dbikr formulae are extracted: "La ilaha ilia Allah" ("There is no deity but God"),
UAllah" ("God"), "HaYi' ('~iving"), "Qayyum" (''Eternal''), and performed in five
tabaqas:
1) La ilaha ilia Allah
2) Allah
3) Hayy
4) Qayyum
5) Allah
Nearly every tabaqa is led by a different naq;b a/-hodra (mustaftih), who controls

it from a standing position in the center ofthe space; recitation ofthe Name accelerates.
The second and third tabaqas are accompanied by solo inshad.
The first, fourth, and last tabaqas are performed using the clear pronunciation
style, dhikr a/-lisan. However the Names in the second and third tabaqas are recited
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using dbikr al-Iisan fonowed by dbikr aI-qalb. The initial dbikr al-Iisan (clear
pronunciation) serves to reinforce concentration and prepare for a deeper contemplation
ofthe Name, by dispelling stray thoughts (khawatir). When the mustaftih feels that
participants are ready, that the distractive thoughts ofeveryday life have been expelled
and the spirit has begun to drink more deeply ofthe dhikr, he claps twice. This is the

signal to switch from dhikr aI-lisan (also dhikr jahri, or loud dhikr) to dhikr ai-rub (dhikr
ofthe spirit; also dhikr aI-qalb), in which the Name is pronounced with more breath,
without consonantal articulation. In this style, dhikr on "AIIahn is pronounced ,.. Ah",
while dhikr on "Hayy" is pronounced "heh". Dbikr aI-ruh is performed double-time
(twice as fast). It is a deeper, more intensive engagement with dhikr, as well as
providing a rest from the outward exertion ofloud chanting. The final two tabaqas are
connected without a break:. The last chant of" Allah" builds up rapidly in tempo,
volume, and pitch (steadily drifting upward).
These dhikr formulae are pronounced with vigor and unity by an participants
except for the solo munshid; indeed the nnmshid is restricted to a soloist in part so that
as many members as possible can participate in the dhikr. Spiritually, the recitation of
dhikr causes participants to concentrate on God, dispelling all else from the mind. But

the unified performance of dbikr formulae suggests group unity as well, as each
participant becomes one with the rest in voice and breath. While the dhikr aI-qalb
segments especially may cause a certain amount ofghiyab (absence), in this dhikr the
murid is understood to be essentially sahi (sober) and connected to the social group, in
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sharp contrast to the later dhikr ai-haria (dhikr ofthe tavern) in which more mystical
states ofintoxication,. absence and individuality are cultivated.
Movement patterns are vigorous,. but at the same time standardized and highly
unified in each tabaqa. This kinetic unity, enhanced by the fact that muridin are seated
(and thus generally less mobile), combines with the chant to intensify the dhikr, while
also creating a strong sense ofgroup unity among participants. On the spiritual function
ofmovement, Sidi Jabir said: '~ovement is essential to life; the opposite ofmovement

is death. It is God who causes movement and stillness. Movement and stillness,. this is
the rhythm oflife...There is a link between the body and the spirit.'" (quoted in Hoffinan
1995:167) But this dhikr movement has a social utility as welL for in making the group
move as one, each participant feels a part ofa larger whole. The foRowing movements
are employed:
1) uLa ilaba ilia Allah" ("there is no deity but God''') is Performed with turning
movements: to the right for the nafy (negation: "La iIaba'''),. to the left for the ithbat
(affirmation: "ilia Allah'''). The leftwards turn is said to be toward the heart, which is
considered to be that part ofman capable ofreflecting the Divine Light. (This is a
standard pattern fonowed by many turuq for the same reasons.)
2) "Allah" using dhikr al-lisan is performed with bowing movements: forward
while pronouncing "Allah", then upward with intensification ofthe final letter "han.
3) "Allah" using dhikr al-rub is performed with slight bobbing movements ofthe

head.
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4)

"~yy"

using dhikr aI-lisan is performed with bowing movements: forward

on "Hayy" ~ then back up.

5) "Hayy'" using dhikr ai-rub is performed with slight bobbing movements ofthe
head, down and up for each repetition of"Hayy".
6) "Qayyum" is performed with bowing movements: forward while
pronouncing "Qayyu'" and backward while pronouncing ,~n.
7) "Allah" is performed as in #2.
Despite the absence of instruments., and relative conformity to one set ofdhikr
and movement patterns, dhikr is notably forceful; members display tremendous coUective
enthusiasm and energy., much more than is typical among other turuq.
While inshad is secondary to dhikr in the hadra sbar'~ it nevertheless plays an
important and conspicuous role. No instrumental accompaniment is employed., but
inshad is amplified through the PA system. Standing., the munshid spontaneously selects

and performs poetic fragments, mainly from the diwan of Sidi Iabir., but also drawn from
other sources, together with improvised madad segments. Words may be substituted., and
phrases otherwise varied freely. The relation ofthe performed text to the original is not
predictable in advance, and in some cases the performed text varies the original so
drastically as to scarcely be considered an instance of it. Melodic material is improvisec:l,

and the munshid is free to modulate within the Arabic system of maqamat (melodic
modes) as he pleases., as long as he follows the metrical framework: ofthe dhikr. Inshad
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accompanies the second and third tabaqas only, and is clearly audible over the dhikr al-

rub performed in these segments. 11
Sidi Iabir considered solo inshad to be extremely important, not only as a means
of attracting members, but to express and instill the essence of Sufi experience.
According to his disciples, he used to say that the munshid is one who is "munshadd 12 ita
ai-sarna'" ("drawn to the heavens'J. He is longing (mushtaq) for the light ofhis Lord,

and therefore calls Him in inshad: "ya habibi!", "Oh my Beloved!" Out ofms love for
God he must also sing ofhe who informed him about God: Sayyidna Muhammad, the
messenger (rasul) of God. So he sings ofpraise and longing for the Rasul. The munshid
thus accompanies dhikr in order to yihannin al-qu/ub (soften the hearts), yishawwaqha Ii

Allah (cause them to long for God), so that dhikr is performed with feeling, as it ought
to be, not as a perfunctory act.

Inshad is also a means ofeliminating distractions, helping one to fOQls on dbikr.
A senior member explained that participants may arrive at hadra distracted by worldly
problems. Listening to insbad dispels these problems, by focusing the mind upon the
shaykh's words, and brings one back to the spiritual sphere. However at a higher state of
concentration, one does not listen to inshad, but concentrates on dbikr only. This is one
reason why insbad accompanying dbikr is improvised. The shifting style ofsolo inshad,

with constant changes in text and an improvised melody, helps to prevent one from
concentrating on inshad instead ofdhikr, mistaking the means for the end.
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Another compared the solo munshid to a tour guide, translating the feeling of
dbikr into words, and thereby raising the emotional level ofthe hadra. His ability in this

depends on his own spiritual level. If the munshid is spiritually advanced, he can connect
with the shaykh, and with God, in order to match his inshad to the spiritual condition of
the hadra. In this case he may be able to raise its spiritual level, through faith and love
(iman wa mahabha), until it approaches the level ofthe sbaykh, so that all can rise up

together. (Behind the munshid's spiritual role is thus a definite social role ofgroup
unification.) On the other hand, if the munshid is deficient in some respect-ifhe has
sinned, or is overly concerned with the material world-then he may lower the level ofthe
hadra, and the shaykh may stop him from performing. Such subtle conditions cannot be

applied to the Bayyumiyya munshid, who may not even be a member ofthe tariqa.
The munshid thus plays a critical and central role in the JazuIiyya tariqa, one
which entails considerable responsibility and is therefore explicitly set forth the Laws of
the Munshidin (see Appendix), which require, inter alia:
1) That as the munshid is the saqi aJ-dhakirin (cupbearer for those who
perform dhikr) in the hadra, he must preserve his purity, and avoid
vexation as much as poSSIble.
2) That he memorize by heart all the poetry and words ofthe Shaykh, and
have gathered also some ofthe poetry ofthe Sufis.
3) That he be skillful and intelligent in selecting, during his inshad, the
words or poems which suit the hal (condition) ofthe hadra, and the
condition ofthose perfonning dhikr.
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10) That the munshid adorn himselfwith morality, and Muhammadan,
Sufi, Jazuli characteristics, as is appropriate for a man bearing the words
ofthe shaykh and singing them.
11) That the munshidin alone must wear the white dress and decorations
which distinguish them., so that the leaders can gather them during public
occasions.

(al-lazuli 1993a:128-129)
The Shaykh's diwan is always a prominent source for inshad, and the nearexclusive source for group inshad. But texts for solo inshad, whether accompanying

.

dhikr or in the subsequent badrat al-inshad, may move outside the diwan as wen.
Furthermore, poetry can be modified, fragmented, and recombined in perfomumce.
Unlike the methodical inshad ofthe la'fariyya (descnoed below), integrity ofthe original
qasida is not important here. It is as though the crystalline structure ofthe qasida
(preserved by the performance practice ofthe Ja'fari) is here dissolved, loosing
individual poetic fragments to float freely, or recombine. This freedom allows the
munshid to express himsel( and therefore raises the emotional level far more than if he
were constrained slavishly to one text. The latter course-held by the Ja'fariyya, and by
the Jazuliyya during group inshad-maintains the cognitive message ofthe poetry, which
may be lost when the poem is performed in a "recombinant" form. But in dhikr it is not
communication, but emotion which is important. Texts therefore tend toward the
emotional as well, ghaza1s and other forms oflove poetry, for which the solo voice is
ideally suited. The freedom ofthe soloist to select texts here is similar to that ofthe
Bayyumiyya munshid, and yet by periodically returning to the Shaykh' s diwan, the
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munshid always reestablishes himself as a lazuli munshid, an insider performing texts of
special significance to other insiders.
The lazuliyya hadra contains layers of preparation. The initial mudbakara is
preparatory for the badra, and the hizb is preparatory for dhikr. In a larger sense the
entire hadea share iyya is preparatory. Participants descn"be it as designed to transfer

muridin from a state ofengagement with the world to a state ofengagement with God.
This transition cannot be made too quickly, or else it will be ineffective. Loud dhikr
increases concentration, and so does inshad. But at this stage the spirits are not yet
ready to drink the more intoxicating varieties of Sufi poetry, which could dangerously
lead the oafs (baser self) to non-religious states. Therefore, until the oafs has been
purified ofworldly cravings, poetry must remain relatively soh; (sober), consistent with
the orthodox character ofthe badea shar'iyya.
While solo inshad is capable ofcreating a potent mystical experience through
imagery oflove and intoxication, the munsbid therefore is more constrained in his
selection oftexts than he will be in the later hadrat al-inshad. He tends to focus on more
sober themes ofcontracting the self (inkisar a/-najs), bringing it into a state of
awareness ofGod's magnificence (ja/a/). The effects of such inshad, together with the
simultaneous dhikr, will prepare the oafs to receive the benefits ofinshad and mudhakara
which follow.
There is also a social interpretation ofthese strategies. Indulging the spiritual
desires of muridin could only lead to social chaos. Spiritually, the preparatory sections
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ofthe hadra may be a means for driving out worldly distractions and base desires, and
creating a spiritual receptiveness for what foRows. But socially, they are a means of
turning participants' attention to the group, driving out that which distracts from it,
bringing participants together. In the hadra shar'iyya, the group becomes hyper-alert,
superaware ofitself Through texts, performative unity, and shared feeling, inshad and
dhikr serves to bind the group more closely together. The group having been
established, the rest ofthe hadra can proceed on a surer footing. 13
After dhikr is complete, the group together recites several verses from the
Qur'an, a performance evincing the same level of strong energy as in dhikr, with
temporal unity and rough tonal unity: Surat al-Sharah (94: 1-8) (assuring the Prophet
that God is with him, that he should persevere, and strive to please his Lord); and the
last verse ofsurat al-Baqara (2:286), a Qur'amc du'a': plea for mercy and forgiveness
from God. The recitation emphatically repeats the phrase "pardon us" three times.
Finally they close the hadra shar'iyya with the characteristic recitation ofthe shahada:

"Ia ilaha ilia Allah" (3x), "Muhammad rasul Allah".
Despite its undeniable energy and vigor, and the flexIbility ofits ins~ the hadra
shar'iyya is the most formal and serious ofall lazuli ritual practices. Once it ends, the
level offormality-in the sense ofa fixed adherence to prescnbed form-drops. Typically
one ofthe senior members will rise speaking semi-formally and extemporaneously, about
the hadra shar'iyya itself: its role or function. The remainder ofthe hadra is either less
formal, more ecstatic, or both.
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c.

Group inshad (insbad jama'i).

Following the badra shar'iyya, the group performs a song in the group insbad
(inshadjama'i) style. Such a song consists ofa single qasida from the shaykh's diwan
set to a precomposed melody and sung by the whole group, with instrumental

accompaniment consisting of 'ud (fretless lute), tabla (tlmnel-sbaped drum), duff (large
tambourine without jingles), and mazhar Oarge tambourine with jingles). One ofthe
senior munshidin plays the cud, while percussion instruments are usually played by the
youth. Guided by the ra 'is al-munshic/in (head munshid) and cud player, the official
munshidin (those entitled to wear the green smear) lead the ins~ and dominate the
soundscape due to their access to the microphone. But the entire congregation is
expected to sing along with them, and everyone invariable does so.

Except for several ofthe very longest poems (from which composers select fixed
excerpts), all the lines ofthe qasida are sung in order, verses (lcublays, from "couplet'')
alternating with a refrain (madhhab) which is ordinarily taken from the opening line or
two. Such a procedure is rational and straightforward, leading to a cognitively clear
presentation ofthe whole, and very unlike the more emotional and irregular collage
produced by the solo munshid, who samples different poems and reorders their lines, in
order to create the particular feeling he wants. Most members have memorized poems
used in group insbad, but it is also acceptable to read from the diwan while singing, and
the newer members often do so. If the melody is difficult, or not weD-known, temporal
and tonal unity may be low. But volume and enthusiasm are always uniformly high.
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Wbile a few melodies consist ofa single strophe which repeats with each line or
two of poetry, most are more complex, employing different tempi and maqams (melodic
modes) for each kublay, together with a fixed refrain melody, on the model ofthe
taqtuqa (strophic song) as performed by famous popular urban singers such as Umm

Kulthum, 'Abd al-Wahhab, Farid al-Atrash, and others. When the tariqa began.. they
employed traditional melodies used by the other turuq. But Sidi Jabir didn't like what he
termed "train" e'qatr'j melodies, poems set using a simple repetitive melody repeated
over and over for every line of poetry. Therefore he encouraged the muridin to compose
new ones. Today the tariqa Laws themselves sanction such composition.
Unlike the Ja'fariyya group ins~ where text is central, Jazuliyya melody and
text share more equally in importance. Melody is said to play an important role in
understanding a qasida by generating hal (a spiritual condition). The melody "makes me
feel that I said the words, as if they were from me and not from the shaykh. Melody
gives immediate feeling so you can live in the words", as one member said. A good
melody can help express the depth ofthe word, said a

munshid~

complex melodies are

needed to express the subtle meanings ofthe words. Sound here is not merely a vehicle
for the text, but rather emotionalizes the texts so that their meanings can be fek; emotion
thus supports cognition. Melody is also important as a spiritual device in itself One
munshid said that the shortest path to the heart is through melody. Natural sounds, such
as thunder or birdsong, create an emotional response in us, and musical sound is an
extension ofthis effect. Melody helps the muridin to memorize their shaykh's important
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words and focusses distracted minds in the hadra. This latter function is present in the
lt

Jac;fariyya as wea but its restrictive character limits its use for emotional stimulatio~
which is precisely what is desired, since the Jac;fariyya aim for a more sober and austere
ritual. But one ofthe important side effects ofthe Jazuliyya emotionalism is the
generation ofa strong corporate feeling, which does not occur in the Ja'fariyya.
What is especially distinctive to the JazuIiyya is their dehberate cultivation of
elaborate melodies in the style ofpopular music, as a means ofattracting members to the
tariq~

while displacing the sinful texts and contexts ofthe original songs. The key to this

process is the JazuIiyya notion (widely adopted in Islamic discourse about music; see
Nelson 1985:32-51) that melody in itselfis morally neutral,. while texts and contexts may
carry good or bad influence; therefore secular-style melodies, or even melodies borrowed

from the secular ttaditio~ can be beneficial when applied to texts of real spiritual value

lt

as long as they are not too intimately associated with depraved texts and contexts. By
contrast, the 1ac;fariyya employ staid, restrained melodies which evoke a self-contained
traditional religious world, without reference to modernity. This contrast in strategy is
largely related to a contrast in the target audience for proselytization.
That the development ofnew melodies is a dehberate strategy ofthe Jazuliyya is
evident from their efforts in encouraging composition. Any munshid may contribute new
melodies. These are proposed to the other munshidin in special meetings. If accepted,
the new song will be learned and polished before being taken to the hadra. Each year at
least fifteen new melodies are introduced during the tariqa-wide celebration of Mawlid
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al-Nabi. In addition, there is a yearly inshad competition, held at the festival for the
founding ofthe tariqa (October 25th)~ when all the local chapters gather in Cairo. Each
chapter performs one of Sidi Jabir's qasidas for which they have composed a new
melody, and a panel ofjudges awards a prize for the best one. Although senior
munshidin in the Ja'fariyya group also compose, melodic scope is far more Iimit~ and
composition is not institutionally encouraged as it is in the JazuJiyya.
The composition ofnew melodies is even sanctioned by the tariqa's Laws, which
state, inter alia (see Appendix):
7) The munshidin ofthe tariqa must record new melodies, and distribute
them to all the areas ofthe tariqa, in order that there be agreement among

the brethren in all regions.
8) The munshidin should undertake to review the melodies for the

districts ofthe tariqa which intend to present them in the celebrations of
our master the Imam al-Jazuli (may God be pleased with him), so that
they can be reviewed and adjusted in order to be presented in the best
form.
(al-Jazuli 1993a: 128-9)
Although Sidi Jabir did not compose songs himself: in principle any qasida from
the diwan may be employed as the basis for one. However, the munshidin have not yet
composed melodies for all ofthem. About 7()OID ofthe qasidas have been set to fixed
melodies. The other 3001D have mostly come into their hands recently~ since the shaykh's
death. Therefore only a limited set ofqasidas can be employed as group inshad,
although any qasida can be used in solo insbad. Some ofthese qasidas have more than
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one melody~ such as ~~Ya Abu Ibrahimn which bas four: the first was a well-known folk
melody~

and the others were composed by members ofthe group.

An usual feature of many group inshad songs is what one munshid calls the
"mawwalu style: non-metric group singing, using a composed melody. Such sections are
naturally highly heterophonic. He says that the composer may use this format to avoid
the monotony ofcontinuous meter. More interesting1y~ the non-metric melodic setting

calls attention to a key segment ofthe text, containing the principle hilcma (wisdom) of
the qasida. This technique appears to be a unique musical innovation ofthe tariqa., since
Arabic music generally does not employ non-metric styles except as solos.
Melodies can also be adapted from POPUlar songs directly, although this practice
is not encouraged because original melodies (even ifinfluenced by popular music) give
the tariqa a distinctive character through performance. One munshid estimated that 8001'0
of all melodies are composed by the members, while 2001'0 are taken over from popular
songs, such as Umm Kulthum's "Ya laylat aI-tid anistinan , or Asmahan's c;" A1ayk saIat

Allah wa salam" (the latter sanctioned by being originally a religious song, although its
words are replaced with those ofSidi Jabir). When melodies are borrow~ they should
only be taken from songs ofgood repute, so that the performance of such inshad will not
serve to remind muridin of its original text (and no doubt to avoid criticism as well). The
Laws ofthe Munshidin (see Appendix) states (article #4) "That the melodies should not
be wlgar, or quoted from non-Sufi melodies". This latter condition is evidently not
applied too strietly~ and may have been included more as a theoretical line ofdefense.
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Less commonly melodies are adapted together with their original texts; this is discussed
below.
One munshid said that lazuliyya melodies are complex in part due to the presence
ofmuch musical talent, and the fact that Sidi labir encouraged them to compose. Other
Sufi orders use simple melodies, often handed down from tradition, which are easy to
memorize. But because the musical talent in the lazuli is extensive, they are able to
make use ofcomplex melodies which better express the feeling and suit the stIueture of
the poems. One member said that he considers composition to be a blessing from the
shaykh, who encouraged it.
Another strategic factor informing the diversity ofthe Jazuliyya melodic
repertoire is their desire to accommodate local culture. Each area ofEgypt has its
particular "fuklur" (folklore), as one member said. Local chapters incorporate their own
local folk tradition in group inshad compositions. Such melodies have a special
significance and power in this region, and may be more effective than others in stirring
feeling or attracting members to the group. During the mawlids, when all the chapters
gather in Cairo, such melodies are performed for the entire group, so that they will unify
the tariqa., rather than drawing it apart by geographical region. In this way, one finds
traditional wedding melodies from Upper Egypt or Nubia being performed in the Cairo
center (see transcription oflazuliyya hadra for examples).
Because melodies are numerous, and often complex, texture tends toward a loose
temporal and tonal unison. But this lack ofprecision, and any consequent ambiguity, is
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not detrimental since everyone is performing the text himself: and since the aim ofgroup
inshad is affective at least as much as it is communicative; what is important is the
collective effort which generates group feeling. This can be assured when the group is
together rhythmically; thus one ofthe Laws states in part " ...the hearts ofthe dhakirin
and the munshid depend on regulation ofthe beat, and when they are different, the hearts
are different." (aI-Jazuli 1993a: 128). Melodic unity is not mentioned, and is evidently of
lesser importance. In the Ja'fari:yya., by contrast, inshad is something performed by
munshidin and communicated to the group,. and therefore must be precise. Tolerance for
imprecision in the IazuIiyya also enables a much greater dynamic range ofexpression and
hence more powerful group emotion; some songs are sung so forcefully that one can
barely distinguish the tonal center. In the Ja'fariyya the range ofemotion is far more
muted,. in coordination with their strategy of orthodox conformity.
Complex melodies are supported by the presence ofa group ofdedicated
munshidin (equipped with microphones), and accompanied by musical instruments,.
mostly percussive. Although use ofinstruments is criticized by many groups,. the
Jazuliyya use them to intensify the mood,. as well as to regulate the inshad; perhaps they
are required all the more urgently due to the complexity ofinshad melodies. Thus the
previously excerpted Law requires ofthe munshid
5) That he supervise the members who play percussion instruments. For
the hearts ofthe dhakirin and the munshid depend on regulation ofthe
beat, and when they are different, the hearts are different.
(aI-Jazuli 1993a: 128)
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Selection ofmelodies in performance may be just as important as selection of
text. When they perform group inshad in the public badras held in the mosques
(descnbed below), they often use the more widely known or simpler melodi~ for these
attract

a bigger group outside ofthe tariqa and perhaps are less controversial for being

less similar to the taqtuqa tradition. When they perform in their private maqarr~ they
tend to use the more difficult melodies which they have composed themselves.
Unless the Shaykh requests a specific qasida, selection of poetry lies with the
ra"is al-munshidin, and depends on the hal al-hodra (state ofthe hadra), as well as the
munasaba (occasion). Ifsomeone has just given a speech about faith (iman), a qasida on

the importance of faith might be used. During the season ofthe Prophet's Birthday
(Mawlid al-Nabi), the group will tend to sing madih (praise ofthe Prophet), while during
Ramadan they may sing about the Qur' an, or supplication.

Although group insbad is almost entirely based on the qasiclas of Sidi Jabir, bits
ofother texts may be mixed in as a refrain, and these are often designed to create interest
and emotion by referring to or incorporating popular secular musical culture. Since they
are added to Sidi Jabir's own text, they may refer back to him, a loving response from
the devoted group to their Shaykh. Thus in the group inshad "~Va Jamaluh'" ("Oh his
beauty"'; transenbed in the Appendix) the line "yajamaluh yajamaluh" ("'oh his beauty,
oh his beauty"}-together with its melody-was taken from a traditional Upper Egyptian
folk song, a wedding song in praise ofthe groom; here it is reconditioned and used to
praise the Shaykh. Similarly the words and text ofa Nubian folk song, "al-' Ali 'Ali
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Yaban , adapted as a popular song by the famous Nubian singer Muhammad Munir, is
woven together with a qasida ofSidi Jabir, and used to praise him (also transcribed in the
Appendix). Several Umm Kulthum song texts are used in a similar fashion.

The basic Jazuliyya qasida can thus be augmented with outside material even
non-Sufi, as long as it makes Sufi sense in context. As one munshid said, the Sufi savors
any word which he can interpret according to his own meaning. He takes a love song,
and reinterprets it according to his own love [for the Shaykh, AhI al-Bayt, Prophet, and
God]; the original intention ofthe song isn"t important. In such songs the object oflove
remains ambiguous, and thus susceptible to reinterpretation. It should be added that
such ambiguity is also characteristic ofmuch Sufi poetry (including that of Sidi Jaba)
because it enables a deeper and hence more powerful emotional experience. The Sufi
tariqa is a path., a series of maqamal (spiritual stages) and-despite their evident social
unity-group members are strewn along that path, each at a different level. Ambiguity in
poetry allows each participant to derive from the poem the meaning best-suited to his
own level; the group can thus be unified by the performative act despite differences in
spiritual experience. On the other band ambiguity is also dangerous precisely because it
is uncontrolled, open to heterodox interPretations which may be criticized, or run
counter to the tariqa's agenda, and perhaps for this reason more conservative turuq such
as the Ja"fariyya nearly always specify the object oftave and praise overtly, as we shall

see.
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Rarely an entire popular song can be adopted for use in the tariqa, words and
melody undergoing only minor changes, provided that it admits ofa religious
interPretation. In this way Umm Kulthum's patriotic song, "Va hubbina a1-kabir" was
adopted for use in the tariqa, with only a few minor textual changes so as to change love
ofcountry to love ofshaykh.
Not all qasidas in the diwan are suitable for group insbad. Since these songs are
used to create a state of unified spiritual wakefulness (sahwa), and because they are

frequently sung in public contexts outside the hadra (in the mosque badras, or in public
processions), poetry employing metaphors ofintoxication, eros, and esoteric symbolism
tend not to be employed. Such themes are better suited for solo insbad, especially during
the hadrat a1-inshad which is the one segment ofbadra devoted to creating intensive
states ofindividual mystical experience.
Thus, following the "spiritual journey" of dhikr in the badra shar'iyya, the first
episode ofgroup inshad serves to reestablish unity and alertness among the group,
preparing for the mudbakara which will follow. This function is even more necessary
following the badrat al-inshad (described below), for the badra shar'iyya is a relatively
sober exercise by comparison, but it too can create a degree ofabsence (ghiyab) when
an individual immerses himself completely in dhikr. Group inshad is strong and social; it
brings the group back together, creating wakefulness (sahwa) and alertness (yaqaza),
because it is a temporally fixed structure (unlike the meandering improvisations of solo
inshad), focussed on sober poetry, in which all participate actively, together.
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Group inshad also serves the broader function ofconnecting Sufism and popular
secular culture,. in order to provide a bridge for those immersed in the latter to cross to
the former. This strategy is peculiar to the Jazuliyya. Most turuq are too unthinkingly
rooted in tradition (the Bayyumiyya) or concerned about religious propriety (the
Ja'fariyya) to attempt such a project. But Sidi Jabir was concerned to create a tariqa
appealing to the youth ofthe modem age,. no doubt realizing that he lived in a critical
historical moment,. during which Sufism could either be made relevant to the larger
society, or lost to the past. He cared for religious principles, and was passionate about
calling people to God, but saw no need to preserving outward aspects ofthe Sufi
historical tradition for their own sake.
Thus he wrote his own poems with intertextuallinks to contemporary songs (as
indicated earlier), and encouraged his musically talented disciples to use these as the
basis for songs which would appeal to the youth. He gave them wide lattitude in
composing and arranging, feeling that the more his inshad resembled popular music of
the secular realm, the more he would be able to draw young people into Sufism. By
using similar melodies, but with religious texts, he could also replace the hannfuI effects
of morally lax lyrics with spiritually uplifting effects ofhis own poetry. Sidi Jabir did not
view melody or timbre as intrinsically good or bad. If attractive melodies and
instruments could draw people away from vulgar popular culture, and toward uplifting
Sufi culture, they must be used. In this matter, Shaykh Salim has continued the same
policy as his father, and the role ofgroup insbad has continued to blossom.
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Much ofthe discourse ofgroup members attests to the spiritual function ofgroup
inshad. Members hold that the words ofgroup inshad create positive effects because
they fall within the frame oflove for God, His Prophet, and the Ahl al-Bayt. The
meanings of inshad are beautiful. This love and beauty raises the heart above worldly
concerns. The Qur' an calls for blessings upon the Prophet, and blessing the Prophet
brings blessings from God. So praise ofthe Prophet, which is equivalent to blessing him,

causes positive effects as well. One sings inshad to the Prophet so that God will be
pleased with me.
But a social function is explicit as well. Members say that group inshad binds the
muridin together, as well as instilling the words oftheir shaykh and dispelling
distractions. Their inshad is strong, said one member, creating group enthusiasm, and
eliminating worldly concerns. Melody is important to wake people up, generate spirit,
and to gather them all together. Insbad serves as a means ofdiffusing, learning,
internalizing the words ofthe shaykh. Such inshad also serves to advertise the tariqa to
others, and to assert their unique identity,. because it is distinctive.
d.

Mudhakara

Following inshad there is usually more mudhakara, often a speech from the hadra
leader. Frequently the words ofthe qasida which have just been sung are discussed
using the standard mudhakara format (the benefits ofdiscussing the qasa'id are
mentioned in the First Letter of Rasa tIl (see Appendix). The mudhakara leader begins
by discussing several ofthe lines. Then different members stand to take the microphone
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in sequence; each one begins by restating those lines, followed by his interpretations of

the poetic text. This inshad mudha.kara, which is not employed by either Bayyumiyya or
Ja'fariyy~ offers a particular strategic function. Jazuli insbad is more difficult than that of
the Ja'fariyya.. who pride themselves on crystal-clear, exoteric inshad, which they say is
ideally suited to the modem age, in which symbolic forms are 6k:ely to be misunderstood.
But the JazuIiyya take a different approach to modernity, emphasizing the esoteric
(hatini) as a means ofattracting members and meeting their spiritual needs. Sidi Jabir's

qasidas frequently (though certainly not always) contain obscure references or
symbolism, and such inshad is more likely to be confusing to participants. Through
mudhakar~

interpretations are shared, and confusions dispelled; this process also

facilitates a form of mutual agreement which produces group unity.
e.

Hadrat al-Inshad (inshad fardi)

Hadrat al-inshad (literally, "the hadra of inshad'j focusses upon the performance
ofa solo munshid (inshodlardi) together with instnunental accompaniment, and
occasional choral backup. During this performance, the muridin listen to words and
music with intensive engagement. Unlike hadra shar'~ there are no prescnDed words
or actions imposed on the muridin; rather, each responds spontaneously and
idiosyncratically according to his or her hal (spiritual state). Therefore, there is often
little unity in these responses. One murid may sit quietly; another may chant dhikr,
turning his head from side to side; a third stands and sways back and forth like the
darwishes ofthe public mawlids.
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Rather than simple madih or ibtihalat't poetry tends toward more daring themes of
love't intoxicatio~ and union; the munshid tends to repeat irregu1arly't and jump from one
poem to another~ thereby breaking the linear cognitive tlow't and emphasizing the
affective moods ofindividual lines and words. The performance is musically elaborate~
employing devices common in older Arabic music,. such as modulatio~ evocative qajlas
(cadences),. expressive singing,. and improvisation to create laTah (musical emotion).
The munshid also receives feedback from the muridin, and thus a feedback cycle is
created which intensifies the emotional level,. just as in the traditional secular tarab style
(see Racy 1991). These characteristics't combined with behavioral and vocal freedom

permitted each muri~ can lead him to a distinctive hal, in which he is absent (ghayih)
from the social group, or sokran (here, spiritually intoxicated), due to the intensity of his
remembrance of Goc:l His Prophet, and the Shaykh. "The melody serves to make me
live in the hal ofthe shaykh'\ said one member, "even when I don't understand the

meaning". Especially when the qasida is difficult to understand cognitively (due to the
text, or the disjoint manner of its performance), it is music and affective understanding

which come to the fore. For this reaso~ badrat al-inshad is also called dhikr al-hana
(dhikr of the tavern) or hadrat a/-Haq;qa (badra of the Divine Reality).
As one munshid explained it, hadrat al..inshad presents a structural contrast with

hadrat al-dhikr. Both contain inshad and dhikr. But in the former dhikr is primary,
active, unified, and shar'i (conformable to Sbari'a), consisting of dhikr a/-/isan focussed

on the Names of God; inshad is secondary, following the hal of dhikr performance. In
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the latter., inshad is primary., causing an emotional-spiritual reaction in eacb 6stener which
may incite him or her to perform dhikr, though everyone responds in his or her own way.
Here, dhikr is inward, often silent. This is dhikr al-Haqiqa.. remembrance of God

Himself: without the intervention oflanguage. Sidi Jabir used to say that the Shari(;a is
like a tree, and the Haqiqa is its fruit. After dhikr ai-Shari' a focusses the mind on God,
dhikr al-Haqiqa is that fiuit: one is absent from the QS11Ia (Names) and enters the
t

presence ofthe dhat (Essence).
This segment ofthe hadra comes closer to the definition ofclassical sarna'
(spiritual listening, as descnbed by the Sufi authors., e.g. al-Hujwiri 19I 1:392ff(Nelson

1985:32ffpresents an excellent summary) than any other portion ofthe liturgy., perhaps
more than any other performance within any Egyptian tariqa. It is quite similar,
however, to the performances ofprofessional munshidin in the mawlids.
While hadrat aI-inshad may be spiritually fulfilling for participants., it is not
socially constructive., at least not directly. Due to its prescribed movements and chants.,
restrained poetry., and absence of music, the hadra shar'iyya encourages sobriety and
intellectual presence~ it is essentially a social ritual. The dhikr al-hana encourages
intoxication, emotionality., intellectual absence, and individualism. Yet the presence of
hadrat al-inshad is certainly appealing to many muridin who are seeking precisely this
sort ofexperience out of Sufism, something which goes far beyond ordinary religion.
Furthermore, the individualism ofhadrat aI-insbad is temporally bounded; only one or
two sessions ofabout 20 minutes each are included in an evening, and therefore it does
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not seriously threaten the form ofthe group. Such a ritual would be criticized by many
conservative Muslims~ and couId be difficult to control at the periphery ofthe group~
perhaps for this reason it is not performed except at the main central hadra.
I will now continue with a more detailed. description ofthe hadrat al-inshad. It is
an interactive process by which the munshid attempts to generate strong emotion in his
listeners.
Hadrat al-insbad begins with an instrumental solo. The tariqa's leading 'ud
player says that he often stans with a metric melody from the introduction to an Umm
Kulthum song, accompanied by percussion, in order to draw people's attention. He
follows this with an cud taqstm (non-metric improvisation), which establishes the
opening maqam (melodic mode). Iftbe munsbid sees that the qu/uh (hearts) are sleepy,
or if he senses that concentration is weak, he may begin with a briefsegment of metric
group inshad. He selects a qasida with a simple melody, which he sings while the group
responds with a refrain. This dialog between munsbid and group restores alertness and
concentration, dispels worldly concerns, and gathers the group together. Then the
munshid can begin singing his solo, assured that his audience is present. Before he can
intoxicate them with inshad, he must ensure that they are awake and with him. "You

can't become drunk if you are asleep," affirmed one senior munshid.
The munshid starts with solo improvised non-metric inshad, supported. by 'ud
accompaniment. When he requires a break, or needs musical direction, he may pause
after completing a cadence (qaf/a), allowing the '00 to playa short solo, or suggest new
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tonal directions. During this period the muridin Jist~ sway., perhaps shouting their
approval at cadences. After several minutes the percussion section enters, and inshad
becomes metric. Once the percussion have entered, they do not stop until the end ofthe
section. Rather, there is a steady "buildup" in the hadrat aI-inshad, lasting up to halfan
hour., during which the music increases in tempo, meter., tonality, tuning, and volume.
The munshid continues performing an improvisational melody consisting mainly
ofrepetitive metric fragments. Occasionally he may employ a non-metric style over the
metric texture., or introduce longer repeating melodic structures, which can be taken up
by the chorus ofmunshidin who support him. This style tends to occur especially during
madad sections., when the munshid repeats the word umadad" CC'help''') followed by the
names ofsaints from whom help is sought. While not everything is improvised at the
level of note sequences, the performance does not consist of"songs" because no fixed
melody-text units are employed~ rather, there are reusable melodic elements which are
spontaneously attached to textual units. (Such a style is similar to the musical means by
which a mutrib presented a qasida in older Arabic music.) During the metric section the
munshid may take a break by performing a qafla, handing the musical foreground to the
'ud player., or signal to the other munshidin that they should enter, repeating his last
melodic fine.
The recognition and explicit control of this aspect of inshad is indicated by
detailed instructions in the book Rosa til, such as the following point from the Laws of
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the munshidin, which serve to indicate that tariqa leadership thinks about inshad in
strategic terms:
6) That the solo munshid control the vocal register which he chooses:t
when he wants the brethren to respond behind him to one ofthe lines.
(al-lazuli 1993a:128)
As in other forms ofJazuliyya inshad, vocal melody is ascnoed a central role.
MOOdin say that they obtain tarab (musical emotion) and nashwa (spiritual intoxication)
by listening to the munsbid. This feeling enables them to understand the meanings ofthe

words sung, which are ofcentral importance because they come from Sidi Jabir. In this
waY:t melody is responsible for spiritual education. A good voice can convey the feeling
ofthe shaykh's words; the melody is like a plate which serves the words in such a way as
to draw the listener's attention, says one munshid.
As in the hadra shar~iyya, the munshid is free to flit from one poetic fragment to
another (~'like a butterfly moving from flower to flower":t said one mood), searching for
poetry suitable to express his own hal (spiritual state), and the hal ofthe hadra as a
whole, bringing in the meanings which can help the hadra to move forward. But here the
poetic range is wider. In keeping with the general atmosphere of the "'hana" (tavern), he
can also bring in more ecstatic texts than he would in the hadra shar'iyya, poetry which
expresses and induces the higher mystical states:t employing the metaphors of khamra
(wine), sub- (intoxication):t /cas (winecup), and so forth. As Usua4 Sidi Jabir's diwan is
central, especially the more ecstatic, intoxicat~ or esoteric poems. In addition, the
munshid may sing other Sufi poetry, from such masters as ~Umar ibn al-Farid, Imam
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Shafi'i, or Sidi Ahmad al-Rifa'i (to whom many poems are attributed)" provided that
such poetry does not conflict with the tariqa's principles by incorporating the notion of
hulu1 (incarnation) or other notions rejected by the Sufi turuq.

Ind~ moving

outside

Sidi Jabir"s output is essential, and required by one ofthe Laws ofthe munshidin, which
states:
2) That he memorize by heart all the poetry and words ofthe Shaykh,
and have gathered also some ofthe poetry ofthe Sufis.
(al-Jazuli 1993a: 128)
The essential thing is that munshid should use poetry whose meanings express the

spiritual state (hal) ofthe badra (discussed further below), and those of its participants.
The hadra's state reflects the attributes ofGod, ranging from Jamal (Beauty) to JaIa1
(Majesty); the former dominates in the badrat al-insbad (while in the hadrat al-dhikr, the
latter dominates). In order to do so, the munshid must have a large repertoire; the diwan
of Sidi JabiI' may not suffice. Ifhe is unable to express himself: Sidi Jabir recommended
that the munshid merely sing "ahn , at once the most meaningless and meaningful of
words.
But the more difticuh the words he selects, the more important his melody for the
listeners. If they cannot understand his words, they will listen to the melody and obtain

spiritual emotion from it. Poets such as 'Umar ibn al-Farid are extremely difficult, said
one munshid, employing metaphors which are not comprehensible to the average
listener. If the munshid sings such poetry, listeners may simply focus on the melody.

This is one reason for the importance ofmusic in this section ofthe hadra.
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The munsbid may also use poetry taken from popular music, providing that the
words can be suitably reinterpreted in the hadra context; most ofthese treat the subject
oflove and longing. (An example can be found in the transcription ofthe JazuJiyya
badra presented in the Appenc:lix, which contains the poetry from an 'Abd al-Wahhab
mawwal.) As in group insbad, the use ofsuch poetry is productive ofemotion, and also

serves to bridge the gap between religion and popular culture, making the tariqa at once

more accesSIble and more attractive.
Besides poetry, the munsbid sings madad. As in the case offawatih, relatively
few saints are named, typically the Prophet, the AhI al-Bayt, Abu ai-Hasan a1-SbadhjJj,

Sidi Jabir, and Sidi Salim; this appears to be a strategy by which attention is focussed on
the group rather than dissipated among the full constellation of saints; the Jazuliyya do
not deny the inherent legitimacy ofother saints, but only the spiritual usefulness of
invoking them all indiscriminately, as is common in the traditional turuq. As usual, we
see that the differences between turuq are practical and ritual more than doctriDal.
Dhikr-as both chant and movement-is also performed in this section, but in a
idiosyncratic way, each participant according to his or her state (hal). Such dhikr is
inarticulate (dhikr aJ-sadr)., or not pronounced at all. The wineman (khammar) is
present, and so dhikr is intoxicated, the dhakkira is absent from the social space around

him. Such dhikr is also dhikr al-Haqiqa, a level ofintensity beyond the quiet dhikr (dhikr
al-qalb) ofthe hadrat al-dhikr. Unlike the latter, it is not controlled by the naqib al-

hadra, but rather is an involuntary reaction, weDing up from an inner hal, as a response to
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listening to inshad and the general hal ofthe hadra. Note that women also participate,
swaying and chanting. However they are more demure than the men; they do not stand,
and remain veiled at all times.
Superficially, the solo munshid controls the badrat aI-inshad. But at a deeper
level the munshid is enmeshed in feedback loops which tend to distn'bute control, even if
he remains its primary locus. Thus the munshid is said to express his haI, or the hal of
the badra, so as to raise its spiritual level. Indeed, this is required in the Laws ofthe
Munshidin:
3) That he be skillful and intelligent in selecting, during his inshad, the
words or poems which suit the hal (condition) ofthe hadra, and the hal of
those performing dhikr. (ai-lazuli 1993a: 128)

The hal aI-badra exists in a dialectical relation with the emotions felt and
expressed by individual participants in dhikr. They feel according to the hal aI-hadra, and
the hal aI-badra emerges as a macro-property ofeveryone's individual feeling. The
munshid's own hal, which guides him in his qasida-selection, reflects this process. This
dialectic is in turn related to a second one, between hal and choice of qasida. The
munshid chooses his words depending on his hal, and his perception ofthe hal aI-hadra,
and the result ofhis insbad is to influence that hal. In this way he is able to bring an
appropriate message to the badra, as well as unify it. In order to do this he must not only
possess a good voice and the ability to improvise. He must also live deeply in the hal of
the badra himself
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Despite the munshid's practical contro~ the shaykh always maintains final
control, which he can exercise whenever he wishes. Therefore the munshid must face
the shaykh., in order to receive the latter's signals. That this fact is mentioned in the
Laws ofthe munshidin is perhaps most interesting for indicating the level of strategic
planning:
9) That the gaze ofthe solo munshid should be on the shaykh ofthe
hadra, in order that he be able to receive signals from the shaykh with
ease and facility.
(al-JazuIi 1993b: 129)

The munsbid's selection oftexts in particular is also linked to the preceding
tmldhakara, especially words delivered by the sbaykh, as well as to the contextual

occasion. Thus if the shaykh bas just spoken about sinning, the munshid may sing a

tawassul (asking for forgiveness), producing grief in the hadra. If the shaykh has just
spoken about love ofthe Prophet, the munshid may sing madih or ghazal, leading to

shawq (longing). Or during the mawlid of Sidi Jabir, words may recall the blessings of
the shaykh for his ahbab, and people feel joy.
Thus with the musical buildup goes an emotional one: the development of wajd

(ecstasy). Participants are free to respond to this wajd as they wish, sitting or standing,

still or moving, silent or uttering. All such behavior is considered to result spontaneously
from the wajd of listening, rather than to be a voluntary cause, as in the hadra shar'iyya.
While inshad is initially central, participants may also transcend the listening experience.

As wajd increases, one reaches higher non-sensory spiritual states, and may then cease to
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listen. During such dhikr, one may attain miraculous visions ofthe Ka'ba ("cube"
toward which all Muslims tum in prayer), prophets, or angels,. depending on one's state.
It is the freedom granted to both the solo munshid and other participants in

hadrat al-inshad (and to a lesser extent in the hadra shar'iyya) which enables such a high
level ofemotion to be generated in hadra, because feedback and flexIbility enable inshad
to adapt to circumstances, and maximize impact. This emotion is spiritually attractive.
It also bas a social function, in that it binds the group together, producing an experience
which is memorable and distinctive. In the more constrained inshad ofthe Ja'fariyya, we
will therefore note a much lower emotional level, related to a lower level of social
cohesion and in-group definition.
It is interesting to note that the musical, poetic, and pragmatic processes of
hadrat al-inshad display remarkably close correspondence with the old pre-WWI wasla
(suite), which usually consisted ofa du/ab (metric instrumental prelude), taqsim (nonmetric instrumental improvisation), muwashshah (strophic song, sung by chorus); and
finally a qasida or dawr (quasi-improvisational solo performance ofa qasida or dawr

poem, with choral accompaniment). These sections were accompanied by a small
chamber group (takht), and tended to display modal unity. In both cases, texts tend
toward love, and singers employ a highly expressive voice which creates a moment of
maximal emotional intensity at the qaf/a (cadence), to which listeners are likely to

respond with ecstatic cries (on the wasla and its aesthetics, see Racy 1983:398). The
parallelism with the hadrat al-inshad is nearly complete; the interactions between solo
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and chorus in badrat al-inshad even resemble the hank episodes the dawr (in which the
lead singer would improvise in alternation with a cyclic choral melody).
These similarities may stem from historical connections (the mutnb ofthe was1a
was often a Sufi munshid as well), but it seems more useful to view them functionally,
for both the wasta and the hadrat al-inshad seek to create tarab. But while tatah is an

means ofmusical entertainment in the wasla, it serves as a means ofspiritual
intensification in the hadra., especially in conjunction with mystical texts. Another useful
perspective is to Dote that the application ofemotional techniques of secular music
within the badra is entirely consistent with Sidi Jabir's general strategy ofcreating a

rapprochement between Sufism and the larger secular culture, and can be classed with
related phenomenon, such as his adoption ofpopular song styles and melodies from the
mid 20th century in group inshad. The Ja'fari by contrast use traditional musical
resources ofgroup religious madih, which preclude tarab, but focus attention on the text.
According to participants, the solo munshid's goal is spiritual, but by means ofa
social function: he must employ inshad in order to gather the spirits ofthe muridin
(arwah aI-muridin), and bring them together with the spirit ofthe shaykh. He does so by

selecting qasidas to match the hal ofthe hadra, and by singing them in such a way as to
make everyone live in their meanings. Once they have arrived in the presence ofthe
shaykh, all can "ascendu together. He should also attempt to gather together the
mudhakara which preceded his performance, reinforcing the meanings presented through

his insbad, and unify the spiritual states ofparticipants on this meaning. But whereas
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social unity in the hadra shar'iyya is manifest in behavior, here social unity is ofa more
metaphysical kind. The munshid is considered the cupbearer, serving the intoxicating
drink (meaning ofthe poetry) via inshad, and thereby increasing the spiritual power of

the hadra., as well as the spiritual unity ofits participants. These spiritual roles
necessitate spiritual purity, not merely musical talent or a beautiful voice (which is all
that a mutnb requires). The Laws ofthe munshidin state this:
1) That as the munshid is the saqi aJ-dhakirin (cupbearer for those who
perform dhikr) in the hadra, he must preserve his purity, and avoid
vexation as much as poSSIble. (aI-lazuli 1993a: 128)

The following table summarizes the oppositional balance between the hadra
shar'iyya and the hadrat aI-hana:
Hadnt aI-dhikr thadn. .......ina)
manifest unity in movement and LP
control by nsqib al-hadra
iDshad follows dhikr
hadra created bv dhikr
creates and manifests sobriety
dhila Shari'a
manifest dhikr
wiIlfi:d dhikr
no musical iJJstnunents

texts .
UYs;;I

sobriety
of minds <hudur)

tty social

grow enthusiasm

preparatory concentration

Badrat a.l-iubad (laadrat al-Haaiaa)
manifest indivi~".J' in movement and LP
control by munshid
dhikr follows iDshad
hadra created by iDshad.
creates and manifests intoxication
dhikr
intemal dhikr
invo:.....""" y db.iIa
u

musical iDsUumeDts
texts incni1'P. intoxication

absence of minds ( •.

.

overtly individual

individual enthusiasm
essential mystical experience

Following the hadrat aI-inshad the Jazu!iyya hadra continues with an alternation
ofmudhakara and inshad, either group or solo; the precise sequence varies from one
hadra to another.
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f

Local chapter inshad

A special fonn ofgroup inshad is that which is presented by the local chapter
representing a particular district (mannqa). Members ofthe district have selected and
rehearsed a qasida from the diwan which they wish to sing in hadra; sometimes it is a
new melody oftheir devising. They stand and gather near the main door, then sing while
facing the shaykh. While this practice emphasizes to some extent their independent
existence as a chapter, the rest ofthe congregation joins in as well and the boundaries
are quickly erased. Thus, as always, it is the communal, horizontal social bonds which
are emphasized through LP.. rather than structural divisions and hierarchies.
g.

Arrival ofthe Shaykh

Sidi Salim al-lazuli generally arrives around the middle ofthe hadra, no earlier
than one hour after its start. He enters the performance space during mudhakara, after
the badra shar'iyya and first segment ofgroup inshad have been performed, dressed in
western garb (shirt or sweater and slacks). As soon as he enters, the speaker stops. All
stand so as to form parallel lines. By this time, the energy level is high, the group is
enthusiastic and unifi~ and most members have arrived, making the sudden interruption
all the more dramatic. He strides down the center ofthe aisle, takes his place in the
stuffed green chair, and motions for the hadra to continue. Then all sit and whoever was

speaking continues where he left off But the row ofmen seated on the ground parallel
to the shaykh's chair, who formerly bad their backs to the wall, and who would
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otherwise be sitting with their backs to the shaykh, now tum 90 degrees so as to face the
shaykh directly. Everyone thus faces the sbaykb, as if oriented by a magnet.
Sidi Salim mostly sits and observes the ~ only occasionally intervening to
make a comment in mudhakara Toward the end ofthe hadra he delivers a ten minute
discourse on some topic ofbis choosing, and mentions upcoming events. His words
constantly demand interaction from listeners, binding the group into a unified whole;
when he says "kadhalika ya ahbab?" ("is it not so, friends?") all immediately cry out

"kadhalika ya sidi" ("it is so~ sirt'''). The list ofevents during the coming week is always

a full schedule, especially during the season when most ofCairo's mawlids take place.
Besides the regular hadras, he may announce group visits to the outlying districts,
participation in mawlabs (processions)~ or other religious festivals in which the group

will take part.
During inshad he may become more proactive, sometimes introducing a munshid,
selecting a qasida, or making critiques, even ofthe percussionists (once critiquing the
tambourine player, saying that he should play the shakashil Gingles) with three fingers
rather than five, because the sound was too loud). His interest in directing these
activities indicates the importance ofinshad. At the same time, his mostly low-key role
and modest denial ofovert control emphasizes the communal and egalitarian nature of
the group.
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h.

Nafba

At various points during the speeches the naqibs distnbute some sort offood and

drink. Nafba may consist ofmerely a sweet or piece of fruit,. or it may be a hearty meat
sandwich. Then tiny cups of sweet tea are served. Naqibs may also come around with

spray or roll-on bottles of perfiune, applying a spray or dab to everyone's hands. The
distnbutions of nafba do not occur during inshad or dhikr.
Although not considered nafha, this may be the most appropriate moment to
mention that the tariqa is unusual in allowing smoteing during the hadra. After the hadra
sbar'iyy~

ashtrays are distributed, and members who wish to do so may smoke. It

seems that at one time Sidi Jabir tried to ban smoking, but later they reinstated the
practice. The explanation given parallels one ofthe justifications of musical performance

in hadra., and indeed represents a main strategic principle ofthe group. The oafs (lower

self) bas sensual cravings, which the Sufi must strive to control in order to make spiritual
progress. Some Sufi groups teach a harsher form of asceticism: that one must
completely deny the oafs its cravings. But Sidi Jabir took a different approach. He felt
that the oafs is best controlled by satiating its desires but in a spiritually positive form,
through content or context. In this way,. the group can attract more muridin without
their suffering any ill effect. Later the oafs can be weaned from its dependencies. Thus
music is provided, but with spiritual content; cigarettes are smoked, but while listening
to spiritually beneficial mudhakara. This strategy allows the tariqa to expand and retain
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members; it is a strategy for calling people to religion, as wen as benefiting the group
itself

i.

Initiation Cahd)

This corporate ritual performed if and only if there are persons present who wish
to join the group as new members. If such persons are present~ the ritual takes place at
the end ofthe evening. Those wishing to become new members move to the area in front
ofthe shaykh. Each man (both muridin and novitiates) places his right hand on the right
shoulder ofthe person to his right~ so that all the male muridin are interconnected. Then
the entire group recites the 'ahd text as set forth in their manual Rasa "iI, led by one of
the senior members. Most ofthe text is divided into short phrases which are recited
aloud by the leader~ and repeated by the entire group; several passages are recited by the
leader only. This text includes the fonowing main components:

I) lstiglifar and tawha (petition for forgiveness and repentance)
2) Shahada (Renunciation of all religions other than Islam; testimony of faith in

Islam)
3) Assertion ofdevotion to the Jazu1iyya and its shaykhs Sidi Jabir, Sidi Salim.,
and Sidi Abu aI-Hasan al-Sbadhili.
4) Recitation of tawhid as means ofjoining the hearts

5) Qur'anic aya (48: 10), which states that those who swear allegiance to

Muhammad swear allegiance to God.
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6) Pledge to God and His Prophet to perform what is required, and leave what
is forbidden.
7) Giving permission to recite the JazuIiyya wird, and statement ofthat wird:

istighfar, salawat, and tahlil, along with a concluding du'a' (recited by the leader)
8) Leader asks whether all have accepted this; they respond in the affirmative;
he replies that all who accePt have now become members ofthe group, and calls for the
Fatiha to be recited.
This short ritual (perhaps ten minutes in all) is remarkable for being so corporate,
so communal. Other than their spatial positions there is no distinction made between the
novitiates and existing members. Everyone joins in and recites the 'ahd together, so that
besides inducting new members it functions as a renewing ofvows for existing members.
It is a process of(re)socialization, in which all (re)declare their faith not only for the
tariqa but also for Islam itself Since the taking of 'ahd is a public and communal form of
LP, all members are well-aware ofwho has just joined the group. The new members are
welcomed with wannth and openness, as if they have been admitted to a new family.
The 'ahd is therefore an important aspect ofgroup socialization.
Rituals ofinduction represent the boundary between in-group and out-group. It
seems self-evident that the more such rituals are constrained, complex, or communal, the
more emphasis is placed on that boundary. From this point of view, the contrast
between the three groups is instructive. In the Bayyumiyya, the 'ahd does not occur
within hadra, but is a personal relation established between murid and shaykh. In the
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Ja'fariyya, the 'ahd is relatively informal, occurring just after hadra., when most muridin
have already left (see below). Only in the Jazu1iyya does the cahd occupy a central
position in the hadra ritual itself This would appear to be a strategy for emphasizing the
horizontal social relations which constitute the group. 14

j.

Close (khitam).

The hadra ends with the standard khitam (described earlier), together with
fawatih and ad'iyya. These are relatively short, resembling those which opened the
hadra, and the list ofsaints mentioned is restricted to the Prophet, Ahl al-Bayt., and silsila
ofthe tariqa.
k.

Greetings

At this point the formal mood restricting free speech and movement is broken.
Members rise, greet each other, and chat amiably. A special greeting is used between
members of most Sbadbili groups (musafaha)., consisting ofa handshake with the thumbs
interlink~

each person kisses the other's hand. Members also line up (men and women

separately) to greet the shaykh, who remains seated in his green chair. The head ofeach
line is positioned some two or three meters from the shaykh. Each person comes forward
in turn, bends down, and kisses the shaykh's hand. Some may also request a special
fatiba from him, or discuss personal problems; he is always patient and willing to do so.

These greetings thus illustrate the close horizontal relations among brethren, as well as
the close vertical relation to the shaykh.
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4.

General ethos

A distinctive feature ofthe lazuli throughout the main Thursday hadra (and to a
lesser extent in all thei.r badras) is their verve, emotional vitality, vibrancy, and love all
channeled into a corporate unity. This mood electrifies the badra from start to finish.
Sudden shouts, cries, or movements expressing hal-ecstatic response-are not
uncommon, especially when listening to solo insbad, but even during recitation of
Qur' an. There is no sense that such emotionalism constitutes a ritual violation. Rather it

is accepted as a natural response to the power ofreligious LP. Throughout th&group
appears emotionally rather than ritually unified; they may not move together with
military precision and there is considerable scope for individual expression, but what is

expressed is very much a group feeling. People react to each other's emotional states,
which are thereby shared. Another feature is sheer energy and force ofthis expressivity.,
which far exceeds that ofthe other turuq.
The hadra also exudes a tremendous sense ofwannth and love, as if they are one
collective family. It is intensified in hadra through shared feeling, texts from the shaykh
which stress love (in his poetry or letters), and the communal unrestrained style of
performance which also allows emotion to develop. IS This feeling as developed in hadra
appears to undergird, as well as reflect, the strong horizontal bonds which constitute the
group's collective organization and identity.
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6.

The lIUJin MOIIdtly IIUIIlrastz

The Jazuliyya are proud oftheir madrasa, as an innovation among the Sufi turoq.
As in the case ofthe Thursday ha~ the plan ofthe madrasa is presented in the tariqa's
handboo~ Rosa·i/ (a translation

ofthis plan is presented in the Appendix). Even more

than the Thursday hadra plan, the madrasa plan is presented in great detail. The very

existence ofsuch plan furnishes strong evidence for the strategic use ofthe madrasa as a
performative resource for the tariqa.
Overtly, the main purpose ofthe madrasa is religious instruction (ta"lim dini),
mostly in traditional subjects: Qur'anic recitation, tafsir (Qur'anic exegesis), hadith.,
sira, andjiqh. To these are added the Sufi topic of ac/Qh (ethics) and the specifically
lazuli teachings as contained in the volume oftheir founder's essays, Rosa 'il Stifiyya.

The madrasa serves to fulfill the educational goals ofthe tariqa, for religious knowledge
is a spiritual goal in itself: as wen as assisting one in becoming a better Muslim. For
potential critics or members, it also serves as a sign ofthe tariqa"s high organizational
level, and commitment to Islamic law.
The group and setting, social-eommunicative geometry are as for the Thursday
hadra, although attendance is usually slightly lower. As in the case ofthe Thursday

hadra, the emotional atmosphere ranges from serious-energetic, to jubilant-ecstatic; it is
never subdued., and at times there is even laughter and smiling. No one-not even the
shaykh-is ever harsh, critical, or disciplinarian. But the ecstatic level is somewhat lower
than in the Thursday ba~ since this session aims at communication.
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They begin by reciting the Fatiba., followed by their performative version ofthe
shahada ("Ia ilaha ilia Allah" three times, '~uhammad rasul Allah" once), and fa~
as for the Thursday hadra. Then the following sections occur (the order given is typical,
but slight variants may occur as well), an alternation ofmudhakara and inshad. Note that
there is usually a theme to the evening, often determined according to upcoming
religious holidays, and this theme suggestions textual selections. ThUS., during the season
ofthe hajj (the yearly pilgrimage which ends at the al-'id al-kabir, the "Greater
Bayram"), selections of Qur'~ Hadith, inshad, and other texts selectecL. recited and

discussed may pertain to the meaning and performance ofthe Hajj. Thus the evening's
events are bound together by a common thread.

Qur 'anie recitation. Qur'ans are distnouted to all members~ the leader (one of
the senior members) indicates the passage to be read., which usually consists oftwo
consecutive hizbs (a hizb being one-sixtieth ofthe Qur'an). Using the amplification
system., he recites one breath-phrase in the simple murattal style (see Nelson 1985:10Sft)

and all repeat after him. Then he moves to the next phrase. When the entire passage has
been completed in this fashion, alternating between leader and group, they return to the
beginning, and all recite the passage together. The recitation is performed at a high

volume and energy, in a strong and energetic style; all follow the same basic melorhythmic contours, though with slight variation reflecting differences in ability and
tendency toward individual feeling. The recitation may be followed by a few words from
the leader, on the value ofQur'anic recitation, and exhorting its practice.
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Hadith. The leader (not the shaykh, who takes a more subdued role and

delegates active directing to others) recites a hadith nabawi (Prophetic Tradition) over
the PA system. Then the microphone is passed to each ofa sequence ofvolunteers from
the muridin, in tum. Each person must stand, repeat the hadith, and present his
understanding of.it, based as much as possible on the teachings ofSidi Jabir. Sometimes
the leader gently corrects, explains, or guides the response. The more authoritative
speakers go last, but no one appears to be excluded from participating.
Group inshad (inshad jama 'i). The madrasa includes group inshad between

consecutive mudhakara sections ofthe ~ as a break from the solemnity oftextual
recitation and discussion. According to members, such insbad serves to lighten the
mood, providing some relaxation, communal feeling, and emotion; it makes the madrasa
more attractive and wards offthe risk of boredom which continuous mudhakara would
present. The text is a qasida from Sidi Jabir's diwan, and it is selected so as to fit with
the themes ofthe evening. All sing together, but the official munshidin take the
microphones and the lead, providing foud and percussion (tabla, duff: mazhar)
accompaniment. As in the Thursday evening hadra, melodies are often complex, with
modal shifts, starts and stops, and even non-metric sections. Therefore the level of unity
may be relatively low. But energy and enthusiasm is extremely high. Most members
have memorized the qasidas, while a few recite from their copies ofthe diwan.
Fiqh Ourisprudence). The tariqa JazuJiyya generally does not appeal to students

and professors ofthe conservative al-Azhar, nor are the group's strategies designed to
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attract such members. But at least one ofthe senior members is an Azhari scholar, and
he frequently leads this section, explaining a point or principle of fiq~ and expounding its
subtle implications, especially those which are important in everyday life and worship.
Members may also ask questions.

Grollp Inshad. As above.
Rasa til Sufiyya. One or more sections of Sidi Jabir's book is recited aloud by

one member using the PA system; this is fonowed by commentary on particular passages
by volunteers who stand, take the microphone, and speak. Again, the more authoritative
speakers, those who knew Sidi Jabir, or are considered to have deeper knowledge, go
last.

lnshad. Toward the end ofthe evening inshad may be solo rather than group,

accompanied by the dbikr al-hana. The format is as for the Thursday hadra, described
above.
Adab ( etiquette). A senior member raises a point oftariqa adab from the writings

ofSidi Jabir, which is then discussed using the standard mudhakara format.
Final wordsfrom the shaykh. As in the Thursday hadra, the shaykh may speak

briefly about tariqa values (such as love, sincerity, faith, and so on); he also mentions
tariqa activities for the coming week. The talk is punctuated by ritual exchanges
between shaykh and muridin; as in the main hadra he checks their attention with phrases
such as ukadhalika?" ("is it not so?") to which all the muridin shout Una~m ya sidi"
("yes, my master') in unison. The pragmatics ofsuch exchanges-actions ofresPOnse and
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mutual participation-which recur throughout the hadra in various ways., underscores and
reinforces the special organismic unity ofthis group: the horizontal bonds of
brotherhood among members., as common descendants oftheir spiritual father.
Fawatih. As usual.

Shahada. In the standard manner.

Greetings. At this point the formal mood restricting free speech and movement
is broken. Members rise., greet each other., and line up to greet the shaykh., exactly as in

the Thursday hadra.

Nafha and smoking ofcigarettes also take place during the madrasa, as in the
Thursday hadra.

The tariqa also conducts weekly hadras in several ofEgypf's major mosqueshrines., including those ofthe following saints:
Place
Cairo
Cairo
Cairo
Cairo
Alexandria
Qina (Upper Egypt)

It should be noted that many turuq use the older public mosque-shrines to hold
hadra, for several reasons. First, not all turuq have their own mosque or private zawiya

(the terms zawiya, maqarr, and saba are used more or less synonymously to refer to a
private meeting place which is not necessarily a mosque but usually which provides
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kitchen facilities and function rooms(s», and so use these public spaces instead. Second,
these mosques provide a means ofpublicizing the tariqa through its badra. Thirdly-and
most importantly with respect to local discourse-the mosque contains the shrine ofa
holy man or woman, a saint (waIi), who is honored and remembered through the hadr~
and whose presence may provide baraka. For the JazuIiyya., these salihin (virtuous ones)
are considered to provide the third major pillar ofthe tariqa, after the Qur' an and Sunna.
Governmental permission must be sought and granted before such a hadra can be
held. The most important ofthese mosque-shrines are quite fully booked, particularly at
the preferred times: after night prayer (especiaIly on Sunday, Thursday, and Friday
evenings), and after Friday noon Prayer, when the mosque ofSayyidna al-Husayn hosts
five or six hadras ofdifferent turuq. Among these, the lazuli hadra stands out for its
size, organization, and inshad.
1.

The group and setting

Many members ofthe tariqa, but usually those living in Greater Cairo, attend the

hadras held in the mosques of Sayyidna al-Husayn, Sayyida Zaynab, and Sayyida Nafisa.
These mosques are popular places to pray the Friday prayer, and are overflowing with
worshippers at that time. After prayer tariqa members gather for the hadra. Other
hadras, such as that held at the Sha'rani mosque (at Bab al-Shi'riyya) occur in the
evening, but still draw a geographically diverse group from Greater Cairo. However the
number ofattendees at these hadras is far less than the main hadra: perhaps SO or 60 at
Sayyidna al-Husa~ baIfthat number at Sba'rani.
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The shaykh al-sa:ijada normaHy does not attend, but there is a mas'uI responsible
for the ha~ as in the case of district hadras. This mas'ul controls the ha~
determining who will serve as must~ and who will perform inshad. Unlike the main
badra., inshad here is mostly choral, although solos may also be employed during the

quiet dhikr al-qalb sections. All tariqa members wear the shi'ar as a mark ofdistinction.
The hadra tends to draw a crowd ofon-lookers, and if they express interest they
will be invited to join in. The tariqa gains many new adherents in this way, unlike the

traditional turuq in which membership is largely passed through the family lines. Women
members do not participate, but may gather and watch from the women's section, if the
mosque has one.
2.

The social geometry

Unlike the dense geometry ofthe Thursday evening hadea, the mosque hadra is
performed in a traditional rectangular formation, with the shaykh al-hadra at one end.
The muridin begin seated, but rise to a standing position during the dhikr. Facing
inward, they link hands to create a strong wall. The mustaftih moves to the center ofthe

rectangle, whence he controls the dhikr with claps, chant, and movement.
There seem to be several t8ctors behind this more traditional arrangement. There
is more space and fewer muridin in the mosque hadra than in the main center.
Accordingly, it is more feasible to create an open rectangular formation. Standing also
does not create the disorder which it might in the narrow alley which is the scene of
Thursday night hadra. These are the practical reasons often given.
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However, it is also possible to view these differences as practical strategies for
utilizing the public mosque hadra as a means ofadvertising the group. Thus standing

and occupying a large area is more saIi~ and furthermore more traditional. The closed
rectangle of linked hands acts as a spatial fortification, temporarily enclosing, claimin&
and structuring a definite space. As with the tariqa itself: outsiders can be admitted to the
formation, but only with the permission oftwo muridin whose hands are linked; these in
turn will

not give such permission except to another member, or by permission from the

hadra leader. These procedures, which can be viewed as a form of ritual protection., are
unnecessary in the private space in Qayt Bay. When the tariqa performs a hadra in the
public mosque after prayer in this way, all dressed in their colored caps, they appear very
impressive and attract much attention from others, especially because they usually
contrast so strongly with other Sufi groups (Johansen Provides an evocative description;
Johansen 1996:82ff)
3.

The ritual process

The mosque hadra resembles the hadra shar'iyya ofthe Thursday hadra quite
closely, and includes the following components. Where various possibilities are
mentioned, it is the mas'ul who decides what to do, though the lead munshid may select
the qasida.
Fawatih. Fawatih are recited for the Prophet, Sidi Jabir, Sidi Salim, Sidi Abu'l·

Hasan, as well as the saint whose maqam is in the mosque. As usuaL there are no

fawatih for the vast majority of Sufi saints.
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lstigh/or. A briefprayer for God" s forgiveness is recited, as for daily wild.
Members say that this istighfar can be recited in any hadra, however it does not seem to
be common in the main badra. One might speculate that istighfar serves to make this
hadra more traditional; the hadra shar'iyya in the main Thursday hadra is perhaps
abbreviated since the main activities ofthe evening are mudbakara and hadrat aI-inshad.

Shohada. "La iIaha ilIa Allah" (3x)., "Muhammad rasul Allah" (once), recited in
the standard Jazuliyya fashion.

Hizh. When circumstances require brevity they may recite recited Surat Ikhlas
(7x)., Surat aI-FaIaq (once)., Surat aI-Nas (once). Alternatively, another hizb may be
recited, such as the "aI-Da'wa aI-RabbaniyyaU ., if there is time.

Dhikr., in the usual sequence ('lOla i1aha iDa Allah"., "Allah", "Hayy", "Qayyum",
"Allah"). The group begins seated, but all rise during recitation of,'Allah", and continue
thereafter from a standing position., hands linked. Each tabaqa (dhikr segment) is led by
a different naqib aI-hadra (mustaftih), who comes to the center ofthe rectangle to lead
via clapping.

lnshad. Dhikr on "Allah" and "Hayy" is accompanied by inshad., using qasidas
from the Sidi Jabir's diwan. But unlike the hadra shar'iyya at the maqarr, dhikr here is
accompanied by metric precomposed group inshad performed by a chorus ofthe
munshidin, who stand together on one side ofthe rectangle; texts are more conservative
(emphasizing madih), and there is little if any madad. The practical reason given for
some ofthese changes is that group inshad must replace solo inshad because there is no
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sound system available to amplify the latter, and under such conditions solo inshad
would be inaudible. Group inshad in turn necessitates the metric and precomPOsed
format, and less emphasis on madad singing, which is always solo. This strategy reveals
the value placed on textual clarity, both for members and (one assumes) for on-lookers,
since texts are taken from the diwan ofSidi Jabir. Since outsiders will presumably not
know these texts, and since they are so central to the tariqa, it is all the more important
to present them clearly.
But another factor appears to be the desire to make this hadra more disciplined
and more properly orthodox than the hadra shar'iyya, or hadras ofother turuq which
take place in the mosques. For these mosque hadras serve to construct the tariqa's
"public face", and are a major source ofnew members, as well as a means ofdeflecting
criticism. Rather than present their distinctive brand ofmodernist Sufism to the general
public, they opt to perfonn a more traditional hadra, which is all the more irreproachable
for its more perfectly ordered and disciplined fonn.
This discipline and order can be achieved in part by limiting the emotionalism
which results from the improvisation, expressivity, and madad of solo inshad; madad in
particular is often criticized by reformists as shirk (polytheism), and although such
charges can easily be rebutted, there is always some sensitivity in the issue ofmadad.
Group inshad used in the mosque is clearer, and melodies employed are simpler. Rather
than stir emotion among the dhak.kira, such insbad causes greater precision in their

performance. As one senior member said, c'Inshad in the mosque hadra consists only of
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some songs with the same rhythm as dhikr, in order to help those who make dhikr to be
in the same motion.'" More conservative poetry is also selected. The Laws ofthe
munshidin allude to the special importance ofselecting qasidas for mosque badra,
although rather unspecifically:
12) That group qasidas which are appropriate to badras ofthe mosques
be selected, and that they begin with a section appropriate to the mosque.
(aI-JazuIi 1993a:129)
Group inshad is more orderly and less ecstatic than solo inshad, but at the same
time more assertive ofgroup unity; such unity is even more important when the group
must assert its identity in a public location. The use ofa chorus also marks the tariqa off
from traditional groups, most ofwhich employ a nearly inaudible solo munshid.

Seated prayers. Following the dhikr, all are seated. Natba (usually a wrapped
sweet) is distnDuted by a naqib. Closing prayers are recited, including surat a1-Sharah,
and the end of surat aI-Baqanl, as in the hadra shar'iyya.

Group inshad. Optionally, a segment ofgroup inshad may be performed by all
participants

Shohoda, as above.
Procession and greeting. All rise and form lines, then walk: slowly to the maqam
ofthe saint buried within the casque's enclosure, while singing group inshad (some
form ofmadih). When they arrive, the front line places their hands upon the maqsura,

and everyone else places their bands upon the backs ofthose before them, so that all are
"connected" to the shrine. Such connections act like an electrical circuit, because baraka
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flows via touch. But this spiritual purpose conceals the social effect., which is to create a
more tightly unified group.
Close. Then they recite ad'iyya and fawatih (as above)., followed by the standard

Sufi khitam., as presented earlier.
Greetings. The formal ritual having ended., all greet each other in the usual

manner., and then depart.
The mosque baetra., being in public., is somewhat more serious and less
individualistic than in the main hadra., though the overall level ofexpressive energy is still
quite high. It is effectively an extended badra shar'iyya., serving strategically to create
orthodox visibility for the tariqa in a public setting, as a means of drawing in new
members., and reassuring others ofthe group's propriety. For this reason., LP employed
emphasizes group unity., order, and conformity to Sbari'a. The group appears as
compatible with traditional Sufism., but improved: neater, brighter, sharper., more
disciplined., more educated. Aspects ofthe main hadra which might contradict this
impression (such as use ofinstruments.. ecstatic movements, ecstatic texts) are not
performed here. Group inshad is preferred for its clarity, audibility., and power; use of
precomposed melodies makes for a forceful,. but less emotional, mood. Melodies should
be simple., according to the muridin, and texts focus upon conservative madih.
The contrast between the Sufi zahir (exotericism) and batin (esotericism) is amply
evident in the contrast between the mosque hac:lra, and the Thursday central hadra. This
principle ofcontrast runs all through Sufism, even the Bayyumiyya; and indeed one
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observes the same contrast in the ThW'sday evening hadra, between the hadra shar'iyya
and the hadrat al-inshad. But even when these contrasts are ofstrategic desi~ they do
not always bave the same significance. Thus the contrasts between local and central
Bayyumiyya badras are a consequence ofcontrasts in context, but there is absolutely no
evidence that they result from any central strategy; quite the contrary. The contrast
between badra shar'iyya and hadrat al-inshad in the Jazuliyya central hadra has its own
meaning, which has been explicated earlier.
In the public setting ofthe mosque badra., the contrast with the central Thursday
hadra serves a different social strategy ofcreating an outward image: maintaining
reputation, and gaining new adherents. Such group-level strategic differentiation
between private and public badra does not appear to be practiced by traditional turuq.
What makes the Jazuliyya distinctive is that these differences are systematically and
centrally controlled as a matter oftariqa policy. 16 Indeed, it appears as a logical principal
that whenever the peripheral hadra (as in the mosque hadra., or local hadra., below) is
more constrained than the central hadra, then a group-level strategy must be at work,
since the natural tendency (i.e. in the absence ofsuch a strategy) is for the peripheral
hadra to be less constrained. A totally different strategy is suggested by the Ja'fariyya.,
which stresses its entirely orthodox character by performing all hadras in exactly the
same way.
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1.

The group and setting

For the purposes ofJazuliyya tariqa organization, Egypt is divided into districts.,
and the tariqa is thereby divided into subgroups resident in each district. Each such
group., constituting a local chapter, is led by a mas'ul (responsible one), who acts as a
kind oflocal sha~ although unlike the traditional turuq he does not administer the
oath ('ahd) in his own name. Those districts located within the Greater Cairo area hold

hadra once a week, in addition to the two badras at the main tariqa center in Qayt Bay.
Those further away hold two meetings per week.
One such local chapter, consisting oftariqa members from Shubra in the north of
Greater Cairo, meets in a different member's home every Sunday after maghrib (sunset)
prayer. This situation is typical, although some groups may have official and permanent
meeting places. Meeting in the home provides an intimate and more flexible setting,
unlike the Jac;fari who always meet in a public mosque, albeit one under their control.
The mas'ul ofthis district, representing Zawiya ai-Hamra', is a senior member of
the tariqa, having learned directly from Sidi Jabir for many years, in his late 50s. He
often takes a central role at the main hadras on Thursday and Monday evenings. The
mas'ul is unequivocally the leader at this local level. Unlike the main hadra, in which
leadership is assumed by a number of elder members, together with the sbaykh (who
tends to assume a low-key role) and the lead mUDSbidin, here control is firmly grasped by
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one man, who sets the program and leads the discussions. But his allegiance to the
tariqa is absolute, and he fonows the rules governing hadra (as set forth in Rasa til) to the
letter; therefore control over the peripheral group lies effectively with the central
leadership, just the opposite ofthe Bayyumiyya situation.
The tariqa is strategically structured to inhibit the natural tendency of local
groups toward breaking away, by controlling the local leader, through careful selection.
meetings ofthe mas'uls, a uniform wird (not determined by the mas'ul), and disallowing
ecstatic practices in the local meeting. These steps help ensure that loyalty is to the
tariqa. At the same time, the loca11eader must be strong, otherwise the group could

begin to disintegrate at its periphery. These strategies work; the local meeting is at least

as disciplined as the central one, despite the small number of participants and informal
surroundings.
Most ofthe participants are men under fifty, and many are youths. All wear their
colored caps (shi'ars). Two or three are munshidin (green caps), these bring percussion
instruments (the 'ud is not used). Those in blue caps serve refreshments, exactly as at
the main hadra Women do not meet together with the men.
While the mosque hadra is roughly equivalent to the hadra shar'iyya, the local

hadra is roughly equivalent to the Monday evening madrasa. No dhikr (in the narrow

sense of chanting the Names of God) is performed; rather the hadra consists of prayer,
mudhakara (mostly), and inshad.
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2.

The ritual process

Here I descn'be a particular instance ofthe local Jazuliyya hadra.
The group met on the roof ofthe host's house (on hot summer nights, roofs are
most pleasant)" which was covered over with plastic mats and furnished with cushions
for the backs ofthe older members.
Members gradually arrived after magbnb (sunset) prayer" each wearing his sm'ar.
They seated themselves in a regular rectangular formation., with the mas'ul in the center

ofone side. Munshidin and musicians sat opposite him (as in the central hadra)" holding
among them two large duffs and a riqq (all percussion instruments). For about half an
hour informality prevailed, as they waited for more muridin to arrive; meanwhile
members chatted with each other amiably. When a suitable number had gathered, the
mas'uI indicated that the hadra would begin. He removed from his pocket a neatly
written program, on which was neatly written a list ofeight items:
I) Istighfar
2) Surat Yasin
3) Hizb al-Fath
4) Inshad "Nahnu 'Thad Allah" p. 257

5) Rasa'i!: ''Hubb wa Iman''', p. 80
6) Inshad "~Va rasul Allah Ghawthan..." p. ISO
1) Hikma

8) Inshad ''Rabb al-Rida..."
(Inshad items listed are the names ofqasidas of Sidi Iabir, appearing in his

Qasa tid wa Anashid.)
Although the-,f did not follow his program precisely due to lack oftime" the mere
existence ofsuch a list indicates the level ofcentral control in the local hadra. Certainly
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elements ofthe main hadra may also be planned in advance, but not in such detail, all in
the hands ofa single person. In the main hadra, control is more distnouted; the
munshidin, in particular, have some choice as to which qasida they are to perform.
Thus the local hadra appears to be more highly controlled than the main hadra.
Again, this tine level ofcontrol appears as a deliberate strategy, designed to ensure that

at the "leaf' level ofthe tariqa tree, order does not break down. At the same time the
mas'ul is chosen for his loyalty; as one member said, he should not be the type ofperson
who might leave the group, or-especially-who might try to take his muridin with him if
he did.
As the mas'ul varied this program, the following sequence aetual1y ensued:

1) Istighfar, performed in a call and response format between leader and group,
which seemed designed for memorization.
2) Surat Yasin (36: 1-83). Qur'ans were distributed, as most have not
memorized this relatively long sura. Then they recited ensemble, pausing in the middle
to listen to the adhan (call to prayer) for the c;isha' prayer as broadcast from a nearby
mosque 1', then completed it.
3) 'Isba' prayer. The group prayed together.
4) Hizb al-Fath, ofSidi Jabir. Small booklets, containing the JaZllli ahzab and
awrad, were distnbuted prior to group recitation.
S) Discussion ofpassage from Rasa til of Sidi Jabir: "Hubb wa Iman" ("Love

and Faith''). One man stood and read it through. Then each ofa series of participants
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stood in turn to repeat the opening of this passage., fonowed by his own interpretation,
using rather formal language. At the end., the mas'u1 provided a long discourse on it.
This format of mudhakara is identical to that employed in the main badra.
6) Group inshad: uYa Rayhin al_Madman (CCOh travelers to Madina"). from the
diwan of Sidi Jabir. This qasida was performed by an present, and led by the munshidin.,

several ofwhom performed percussion instruments as accompaniment.
7) Further mudbakara, including questions and answers.

Thus the Jazuli local hadra, like the Monday madrasa, is carefully controned and
ordered., focusing on teaching and discussion., and leavened with group inshad which
adds spirit and more of Sidi Jabir's words and presence. But the local hadra is even
more focussed on group study and prayer., since there was only one qasida performed
and no musical instruments were used.
Overall, the level ofcontrol and planning is extremely high., distinguishing this
local hadra completely from that ofthe Bayyumiyya, which is improvisational., focussed
on dbikr and ecstatic inshad., and displaying intensive emotionality. The JazuJiyya main
hadra can be ecstatic too, but always their emotionality is a free play within definite ritual

boundaries. Furthermore, those boundaries are always much smaller than the total
boundaries ofthe ~ so that one never feels that the ritual as a whole is
improvisational or unplanned; there are simply episodes ofchaos within a highly ordered
whole.
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In the Jazuliyya local hadra, those episodes are ever more firmly limited. Ecstatic

practices, including dhikr, music and evocative texts, can be controlled in the private
context ofthe main hadra, under the supervision oftariqa leaders. If such practices were
to be allowed in the local hadra, they would be much less susceptible to control. If they
were not performed discreetly, or if the local leader allowed too much ecstatic behavior,
local hadras could attract criticism from reformist-minded neighbors, and the group"s
reputation would then decline. Furthermore, ecstasy at the local level might tend to have
the effect ofestablishing the local shaykh as a more forceful charismatic presence, since
he would be the one who could direct that emotional energy and might choose to do so
in such a way as to fonn his own local group loyalties. In this case, the entire group

would become decentralized, as has occurred in most ofthe traditional turuq. For all
these reasons, strategy dictates that it is best to keep control ofecstatic practices in the
central hadra, and have the local hadra focus upon recitation ofless emotionally charged
prayers and mudhakara.

c.

Ja'fadyya

1.

Overview

The Ja~fariyya logic of ritual practice is not stated quite so explicitly as in the
Laws and discourses ofthe JazuIiyya's Rasa'i/' This fact is perhaps to be expected in a
tariqa which ostensibly cleaves to tradition, for traditional Sufism does not state

explicitly that which is known by every Sufi; to publish a set ofrules might appear crass
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to such a sensibility. But the modem period which bas demanded a new level of
explicitness.. and despite its traditional pretensions., the Ja'fariyya is a modernist group.,
being conscious ofthe need to affirm its positions as a means of self-control. While they
may not wish to appear so modernist as the Jazuliyya., their attitudes can often be
observed just below the surface in anieles published in their yearly magazine., aJ-Tariqa.
Thus an article in the tariqa"s magazine al-Tariqa (Khalil 1995) lists the "five
pillars"" oftnJe Sufism, whieh are exemplified in the Ja'fariyya tariqa. The intertextual
meaning of "five pillars" is immediate., as is the intent behind the usage. The '1ive pillars
of Islam" (shahada., prayer., fasting., almsgiving., and pilgrimage), based in Ha.dith, are
understood by all Muslims to represent a concise summary ofthe basic Islamic ritual
requirements., about which there is virtually no disagreement. The use ofthe same
phrase here serves indirectly to legitimize the ritual requirements ofthe tariqa., as if to say
that the Sufi perfonns these, just as the ordinary Muslim performs those. Although the
article does not say so directly, several ofthese "pillars~J'I support the main Ja'fariyya
ritual practices: recitations ofindividual wird., and ofhizb and inshad in the badra. At
the same time, the requirements are explained to be incumbent upon all Muslims; thus
the tariqa and its rituals are shown to be central to Islamic life. They counter the popular
images of Sufism prevalent among reformists, by stressing that which can be supported
through Qur'an and Sunna, as well as that which bas a social utility. [The following

summary of the article is interrupted by critical comments in square brackets.]
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The basic religious requirement for every person is to know God and worship
Him, for the Qur'an states: "We created finn and ins in order to worship''', The Sufi

aims to actualize his faith in sincere worship for God. True Sufism therefore requires the

following pillars:
(1) Following the Prophet~ loving him and the AhI al-Bayt and the Sal/hin
("virtuous ones"', including the saints). God said "say: if you love AJI~ follow me., and
God will love you"'. The Prophet also said: "No one has faith until I am dearer to him

than himself.'" The worshipper loves the Prophet out ofhis love for God., and loves the

Ahl al-Bayt out of his love for the Prophet, and loves the SaJihin out oflove for the Ahl
al-Bayt, as the Prophet said: "Love God for He nourished you with His blessings, and
love me for the sake ofyour love for God., and love my Ahl al-Bayt for the sake ofyour
love for me. n These elevated forms oClove must replace love ofthe world and its
temptations~

in this there is great good for individual and society.

[This requirement, rooted in Hadith., motivates the Ja'fariyya emphasis on
performing madih during the badra. Performance of madih is not only an expression of
love and devotion for the Prophet, but is also held to cause it. While all turuq include
madih., the Ja'fariyya are centered on it to a much greater degree. The JazuIiyya adopt a
more ecstatic mystical attitude in which the distance between selfand God may diminish,
but the Ja'fariyya always view the Prophet as the mystical goal. This goal no doubt
stems from the Idrisi tradition.,. but also the focus on the Prophet as a mediating term is
more widely acceptable to Muslims, since God's transcendence is thus not jeopardized;
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doctrines ofmystical union are excluded. Another point is the claim that this pillar will
lead to social good, which is reminiscent of the claims of Sufi reformers.]
(2) Devotion to dbikr ofGo~ unvoiced and voiced. For God sai~ "Oh you who
believe' Remember God oftenr" Dbikr protects man from evil, according to Hadith; as
long as dhikr is in the heart, the Devil cannot enter, and man can only do good. For this
reason, the daily wird and regular hadra are both critical, and Shaykh Salih urged to
both, having said in a qasida:
Oh you whose heart needs to be cured perform dhikr,. for in dbikr your
are saved from error
In the dbikr session is all good; God is in it, with the angels and prophets
Take pleasure in dhikr of God,. both silent and aloud, to live contentedly
in life and in the grave
[The requirement of dhikr, rooted in Qur' an, underlies performance ofindividual
wird, and the hizb in hadra. It also underlies performance of insha~ which is considered
by the Ja'fariyya to constitute a fonn of dhikr, due to its text. Note that the definition of
dhikr here makes no mention ofthe stereotypical Sufi style of chanting, movement, and
singing in an ecstatic session, which is not practiced in the Ja"fariyya. The form of dhikr
required here cannot easily be disputed by reformists.]
(3) Pursuit ofreligious knowledge ('iIm), which is a duty for every Muslim. Only
with religious knowledge can one worship God with insight. The Prophet said: "When
God wants good for someone, He teaches him religion, and inspires in him the true

path," while Shaykh Salih says: "The acquisition ofknowledge in religion consists in
one's learning the duties which God has required to be performed,. and knowing the
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things which God bas forbidden, in order to avoid them.... n. The sincere Sufi therefore

strives toward knowledge of God, the Prophet, Qur'an, Sunna, and fiqh. This
knowledge also helps him. to enlighten society.
[Since one ofthe primary features ofShaykh SaIih's poetry is its 'ibn, the
performance ofinshad in hadra is also a means offidfiJJiog this "pillar", which is rooted
in Hadith. But 'iIm also has a social utility, therefore inshad., hadra., and the tariqa itself

are socially useful.]
(4) Striving ofthe selfto rid itselffrom blameworthy qualities, and to adorn itself

with praiseworthy traits. (Elsewhere in the article, it is made clear that wird and hadra

assist in such purification.]
This article thus supports a hadra which encourages love for the Prophet,

remembrance of God., and teaching ofreligious knowledge, as a means offulfilling one's
religious duties as a Muslim, and contributing to society.
Another article, by the preacher and imam ofthe tariqa's central mosque., Dr.
..Atiya Mustafa Husayn, enumerates six pillars which are particularly applicable to ritual
performance (Husayn 1996):
1) Sticking to Qur' an and Sunna in both zahir (externals) and batin (internals)
2) Restoring the tasawwuf [Sufism] ofthe pious forefathers (salaf}, and conservatism in
asceticism and piety.
3) Focus on sessions of'ilm and dhikr.
4) To be far from praise and extravagance in everything.
5) Spreading the spirit ofbrotherhood [among all Muslims], and melting ofdiiferences.
6) Fighting against the bida'.
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Note the emphasis on Qur' ~ SllI1D8, Islamic tradition, conservatism, and the
avoidance ofanything which could draw criticism. The reformist's concept of"salaf't (as

in the Sala:fiyya movement) is explicitly co-opted, under the assumption that the "pious
forefathers" ofearly Islam really were Sufis; it is their Sufism which must be restored.
Bid'a is denied. At the same time, the importance ofliJm and dhikr as ritual practices is
upheld. FmalIy, there is the importance of brotherhood, not defined in the traditional
Sufi manner as brotherhood among tariqa members, but rather brotherhood among
Muslims in general.
These attitudes constitute the group-strategic logic for the Jalfariyya ritual forms.
Such rituals are to be as close as possible to conservative Is~ avoiding emotionalism
entirely, centering the tariqa as an Islamic institution fostering broad Islamic ideals of
brotherhood and ethics in service ofthe wider society (like groups such as the Muslim
brothers), and disarming Sufism's reformist detractors by appeal to an exemplary Sufism
of the early Islamic community, the same community to which the reformers constantly
appeal in rejecting Sufism.

***
As in the case of the JazuIiyya, group ritual is central among members ofthe
Ja'fariyya. Hadra is performed twice a week: a central hadra at the tariqa's main
mosque in Darrasa on Thursday evenings, and a local hadra which takes place in every

saba (local meeting place) on Sunday evenings. The saba is an important mosque in the
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community where it is located; thus hadra is always performed in a central and public
location.
As in other turuq7 the hadra is critical. But the importance of a main central

hadra which all members are expected to attend is typical ofthe modernist groups in
particuIar7 which seek to use this ritual, with all the powers ofthe LP they cont~ as a
means ofensuring the continued solidarity and centralization ofthe group. As in the
case ofthe JazuIiyy~ attendance is an important issue7and absences are carefully noted.

In answering one of my questions7 Dr. c Atiya Mustafa Husayn (preacher and imam ofthe
7
tariqa s central mosque) wrote: ''Every murid in the tariqa attends ha~ as wen as the
muhibb. For the hadra is equivalent to the hamzat aI-wasl between the Shaykh and the
7
murid. ' In Arabic grammar, the hamzat aI-wasl (conjunctive haron) is a letter which
disappears in order to join the two letters on either side of it.

This quotation is also telling for what it reveals about who attends. For the
JazuIiyy~ the

hadra is a ritual which serves in part to distinguish the in-group from the

out-group; boundaries are sharp. Only rarely do non-members

atten~

and they have no

special seating area. Performance ofthe hadra thus provides a massive show ofgroup
communal solidarity, the horizontal relations ofthe group7s personal social structure.
But in the Ja'fariyy~ the role ofthe muhibb (devotee who has not joined the group) is
more central. They frequently attend the ha~ and are provided with a special place to
sit. Such a practice supports the group's claim to social centrality, and promotion of
universal Islamic brotherhood. Here the Jazuliyya attitude is the traditional one (albeit
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more precisely executed in practice), while the apparently traditional-minded Ja'fariyya
are really quite revolutionary in proposing such a role for a Sufi tariqa.
Like the Jazuliyya, but unlike the Bayyumiyya and other traditional turuq, the
Ja'fariyya tend to be exclusive, not in rejecting visitors" but in maintaining member
loyalty. Members do not attend other hadras, attend mawlids individually, or open an
independent khidma at the mawlid. The entire group may attend a mawlid upon
invitation. but when they do so they perform their own liturgy in a mosque, and then
leave. These affirmations ofindependence serve to reinforce identities ofthe newer
turuq, which otherwise risk being swallowed up by their less organized but more
widespread antecedents. More importantly, exclusivity guards the tariqa against
incrimination by association with the oft-criticized practices ofother groups, and affords
a higher measure of self-control.
Unlike the Jazuliyya, muridin perform a more traditional, lengthy daily wirel,
tailored to his spiritual station, including the following parts, prepared by Shaykh Salih:
I) One section from al-Salawat al-Ja 1ariyyafi al-Salah 'ala Khayr al-Bariya, which is
divided into seven sections, one for each day ofthe week.
2) "aI-Husun aI-Qur'aniyya", from the booklet Husun al-Awrod al-Ja 1ariyya
3) "aI-Husun aI-Ja'fariyya", from the booklet Husun al-Awradal-Ja1ariyJla
4) Recitation of tahlil, the number ofrepetitions being assigned by the shaykh
5) Recitation of istighjar, the number ofrepetitions being assigned by the shaykh
6) Recitation of salawat
The variable portions ofthe wild are assigned by the shaykh aI-sajjada (presently
Shaykh 'Abd ai-Ghani) to each mood individually. Thus, not everyone is reciting the
same wird (like the Bayyumiyya, but unlike the Iazuliyya). Using his basira (insight), the
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shaykh is able to see inside his muri~ know what is in their hearts. He can therefore
gauge the wird according to one's spiritual progress, in order to help one to evolve to
progressively higher spiritual levels. Besides this wird, the murid is required to recite a
portion ofthe Qur' an every day.
The wird is held to be an important aspect of ritual practice, because it contains

dhikr., salawat, and other ritually effective forms ofLP. In additio~ the length oftime
required to recite it serves to displace other, baser, activities. Thus one reads in the
tariqa's magazine: "The Shaykb also prepared awrad [wirds] to take up their free time,
so that they would be occupied with Qur'an and dhikr and worship., with no free time
which could be filled with evil pastimes." (al-Husayni 1991:33) This attitude is precisely
the opposite ofthe JazuIiyya, who wish to minimize the wird-time so as to avoid
criticism that the Sufi spends too much time in private devotions, at the expense ofa
productive social existence. The Ja'fariyya would no doubt be sympathetic to this view,
but they are rooted in an older tradition oftraditional wird-recitation.
Thus there are several important contrasts between Jazuliyya and Ja'fariyya in
their strategic use of ritual:
First, while the wird bas been standardized and abbreviated by the JazuIiyya, as a
means ofunifying the group, avoiding a strong dyadic relation between local shaykh and

mood, and reducing the amount oftime which members spend "ascetically" in private
devotions, in favor of productive work or group hadras., the Ja'fariyya wild is far more
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traditional. In part, this is a consequence oftheir decision to maintain strong ties to the
Sufi past., albeit to the reformist Sufism of Sidi Ahmad ibn Idris.
Second., in both turuq wird-use exerts a centralizing effect., but reinforcing the
principal aspect ofpersonal social structure in each case., creating horizontal structure in
the Jazuliyya, and vertical structure in the Ja'fariyya. Earlier I mentioned that the use of
a uniform wird in the Jazuliyya encourages group unity. The different wird practice in
the Ja'fariyya evidently does not produce the same effect. At the same time., the
determination ofwird is centralized. Thus while the practice ofwird recitation may not
unify the group as completely as in the Jazu)iyya, the assignment ofwird does connect

every member to his shaykh, more so than in the JazuIiyya where the wird represents no
particular relationship. This difference is precisely the difference between the
horizontally unified Jazuliyya, and the vertically unified Ja'fariyya. In the former, ritual
action constitutes a horizontal connection to other members ofthe group: everybody
does the same thing. In the latter, ritual action represents a vertical connection to the
shayk:h, through whom everyone is indirectly linked. But note that the Ja'fariyya avoid
the pitfalls ofloca1 wird-assignment in the Bayyumiyya, which tends to reinforce the
independence ofthe local shaykh. In the Ja'fariyya, the wird is assigned by the central
shaykh, and thus tends to maintain group centralization.
Third., the Ja'fariyya hadra is public., in support afthe tariqa's desire to establish

itselfas a mainstream Islamic institution, a Sufi society in the center ofpublic life which
offers religious and non-religious services both to muridin and others within the Islamic
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community. Given this go~ the role ofthe batin (esoteric) must be sharply restricted.
Certainly rituals cannot be performed which would conflict with mainstream Islamic
sensibilities in any way" because there is no private setting in which to perfonn them.
Indeed even if private rituals could be shielded from public view" their very existence
would run counter to the tariqa's aim of universal Islamic brotherhood.
Fo~

and as another consequence ofthis aim,. the rate ofgroup activity is less

than that of the Jazuliyya. This rate" along with the level of devotion to the group, is still
very bi~ certainly much higher than most ofthe traditional groups. But in order to
become a mainstream institution, the Ja'fariyya cannot be too demanding of members'
time. Therefore there is only one central hadra per week,. together with one local hadra.
Fifth, and as yet another consequence, there are no real differences between the
different hadras. The central hadra is a public event, and is supposed to be orthodox.
Therefore there is neither possibility nor reason to introduce any heterodox practices
into it. I argued earlier that the modernist group must seek to restrict its local hadra ifit
expects to bang together and avoid censure" but when the central hadra is itself
conservative, there are few ifany differences between the two. Because the tariqa is an
institution in itself: with its own mosques, and a wide public "cross section", members do
not perform regular weekly mosque hadras as many other tunlq do, either out of need
for performance space" or in order to attract new members.
Sixth, it is a matter ofpride among the Ja'fariyya, as a testimonial to their
orthodoxy, that they only perform hadra in mosques. In this way, the badra comes
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closest to orthodox Islamic practi~ as a form ofnawafi1 prayer. But the mosque setting
is also restrictive; having made the strategic decision to situate themselves in the mosque,
they cannot then engage in performances which cannot take place in a mosque (thus even
the Jazuliyya would not perform music inside a mosque, and their mosque hadras are
likewise more conservative).
1.

Thebadra

Having considered several general aspects ofJa'fariyya ritual, I now tum to the
hadra in particular.

&

The mlli" nllrsday htulra

Similar to the Jazuliyya in their Rosa'i/the Ja'fariyya provide some hadra
guidelines in an article published in their yearly magazine (al-Muhami 1994). These
guidelines are an enumeration ofessential points of adab (here, proper behavior,
protocol, and intention). Although the form ofhadra is not presented explicitly, it
appears implicitly in the course ofdiscussion of these points. As in other turuq, it is not
generally considered necessary to state what has become habit for alI participants, and
even the Jazuliyya do not do so precisely. However the existence ofany explicit hadra
instructions beyond the mere texts employed can be regarded as indicating the existence
ofgroup-level strategies. In this case, part ofthe strategy is to link the performance of
badra to Islamic tradition, rooted in Qur'an and Sunna, while guarding it from aspects

which might be criticized or used to marginalize the tariqa within the Islamic field. The
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text is also a general assertion ofthe hadra's imponance within the tariqa itself: and thus
represents a means ofencouraging members to attend, which ought to help maintain the
group's centralization and solidarity.
The author explains that "hadra" refers to the presence of God, the angels, spirits
ofthe prophets, pious ones (saIihin), and Ahl al-Bayt, basing the possibility of such
"presence" on Qur' an and HaditlL The hadra also attracts a large number of muridin and
muhibbin (non-member devotees; thus one observes an explicit sanction for the public
nature ofJa'fariyya hadras). The hadra is a meeting ofpure hearts, and allows love and
brotherhood to spread among them. The collective aspect ofhadra is important because
it gathers people for collective dbikr, in which people encourage and energize one

another.
He says that the hadra is the first pillar and spinal column ofthe tariqa, since the
shaykh said [in a poem]: "my tariq is Qur'an, 'ibn, piety, and madh for the Prophet, the
eraser oferror", and all ofthese things are present in the hadra Ja'fariyya. The way of
the tariqa is through perseverance in hadra. If one takes the ahd (oath) he must be
C

present at hadra. It is not enough to perform the wird, which some see as a substitute for
the hadra. For he who is not present, it is as ifhis electric supply bas been cut oft:
[This is an important statement. I have noted before that the traditional turuq

tend to focus on local hadras and individual wild, both bonds between the murid and
local shaykh, leading to the decline ofthe tariqa's center as an active strategizing power.
Attendance at the central hadra is critical to prevent this from happening.]
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The author goes on to enumerate the rules of adab (behavior) in the hadra; I
present these in the Appendix, and discuss only a few main points here:
•

The order ofthe hadra must be respected. (rules 3,,4,,5,,6) Muridin must sit still, not
get up without a good reason, and comply with whatever is happening,. without
interference or meddling. [W*rthout this condition, the group could be threatened;
only in this passive" malleable condition can the murid be effectively ''worked up" by
the LP in hadra. J

•

The murid must listen to and heed what is said in hadra (rules 7,8). [This condition
is necessary if speech LP is to be effective.]

•

All the brethren must be regarded as equal, except the Shaykh, who is the teacher.
No mood should be exalted or regarded as khalifa by virtue ofhis speech or madih or
seniority. (rule 11) [Thus the essential vertical social relation,. by which the Shaykh is
definitively placed above all others., is enforced.]

•

The mood must try to get from the hadra a strong charge offaith (shahna imaniyya)"

in order to live in its joy and blessing until the next hadra. This "charge" is what
strengthens him in religion,. and causes devotion to the hadra. (rule 15) [Thus the
ultimate purpose ofthe hadra is to improve faith.]

1.

The group and setting

The Thursday evening hadra is the principal central tariqa hadra, taking place in
the group's central mosque in Darrasa. All members in the Greater Cairo area are
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expected to attend, and those who are not ill generally do so. In addition, there are
always a large number ofmembers visiting from out oftown, as well as visitors from
outside the tariqa. The total number of participants generally falls in the range 200-300.
Several special roles are marked. The shaykh aI-sajjada, Shaykh 'Abd al-Ghani,
is always present, and serves as an extremely active hadra leader, setting the general
program., and overseeing its various aspects. Sometimes he even requests particular
qasidas to be performed. Unlike Sidi Salim ofthe Jazu1iyya., Shaykh 'Abel aI-Ghani is
always moving about during hadra, checking on things and people, ensuring that the

ritual is progressing smoothly. At any moment he may seize the microphone to give an
impromptu speech. His prominence and activity establishes himself as the central figure,
thus reinforcing the underlYing vertical relations which define the group.
Senior members, sitting among the muridin at the end closest to Shaykh 'Abd aIGhani lead recitations in the first part ofthe hadra; one ofthem usually serves as
mustaftih. Particular muridin, especially members of Shaykh SaIih's family, serve in
special roles: setting up the room, distributing or collecting prayer books, greeting and
seating visitors. Others prepare and serve food in the eating rooms, distribute nafha to
the seated congregation (including sweets, tea, cold drinks, perfume, and incense), and
clean up. Those performing special roles usually wear a name-tag, which also states
their positions.
There are many munshidin, although these are not formally distinguished but
rather consist ofthose members who know how to perform the madih as soloists. One
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man is known as the nnmazzim a1-madih (organizer ofmadih). He arranges the
munshidin, determining performance order, and carefully recording who performs which
qasidas. Under ordinary conditions, no one is allowed to perform more than once, and
no qasida should be performed more than once, in a single hadra. Those muridin who
are Azhari scholars, as well as the occasional outside guest, may deliver religious
speeches during the hadra, from the tectum at the front ofthe room.
In general the tariqa draws on a wide array ofpeople: poor and rich, educated

and simple. Although there is a certain geographical bias (toward those of Upper
Egyptian descent) the social range is greater than that ofthe Jazuliyya, who tend toward
middle-upper class professionals and businessmen.
There is no dress code particular to the tariqa (nor any special handshake), a
feature which renders the line between members and non-members invisible in most
situations, thus at once reducing in-group solidarity, and increasing the viability ofthe
tariqa as an open and publicly acceptable entity. However, the traditionaljallabiyya is far
more prevalent than among the JazuJiyya, one sign out ofmany pointing to their more
traditional orientation. Whereas the leading members ofthe Jazuliyya (including the
shaykh) generally wear western-style dress (pants and slacks, or suits), the prominent
members ofthe Ja'fariyya nearly alI wear the jalIabiyya; the shaykh always does so.
Women are entirely excluded from visible presence in the hadra. We have seen
that the Jazuliyya make it a point ofmodernity to include them, though they are confined
to an inner and less visible space and take a largely passive role; the Bayyumiyya include
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women in the performance space not as a matter ofpolicy, but because there is no
strategy to exclude them. Only in the Ja~fariyya, however, is the strictest form Islamic
law laid down (Sbaylch Salih even recommended that members should never greet a
strange women, i.e. one who is not within the required degrees of relation). Women can
participate in the hadra by sitting in a room underneath the main mosque, where the
sounds ofthe hadra are piped in via an amplification system; however judging by the
numbers exiting, relatively few do so.
2.

The social geometry

A rectangular area, approximately half ofthe mosque's interior, is used for the
hadra. In preparation, large green bann~ upon which are written the tariqa's name,

shaykh, and mottos, are erected parallel to the qibla wall l8 at the fore and aft ofthis area.
On the side closest to the qibia wall is a row ofseats parallel to it. Each seat consists of

a cushion placed directly on the mosque's carpet, with another cushion at right angles
forming a back. These seats are blue except for the central one, which is green. The
shaykh aI-sajjada (Shaykh ~ Abd ai-Ghani) sits on the central green cushion, while the
others are reserved for special guests and leaders oflocal tariqa centers (sahas). In this
way the various ranks, far more invisible in the Jazuliyya hadra, are clearly marked of[

In front ofthese cushions are six carpet strips, three on either side ofan open
central area, running the length ofthe hadra space from one banner to the other. Here sit
the muridin, facing inwards toward the open area. During the second part ofthe hadra,
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the munshidin sit at the end nearest to the shaykh, on both sides. There are also cushions
arrayed along the wall closest to the mosque's entryway. Guests who are not tariqa
members, the so-called muIn"bbin,. are invited to sit here in order to observe the hadra In
the back ofthe mosque are two rooms in which a simple meal ofmeat and/atta (hot
broth poured over crumbled bread) is served during the badra for all participants
(members or not).
A large wooden box., specially designed with twelve compartments to hold the
twelve volumes afthe founder's diw~ sits at this end as w~ providing the munshidin
with easy access to the poems they will perform during the hadra. Slightly to one side,
and facing the carpet strips, is a lectum, at which invited preachers stand to make their
speeches. There is also a PA system consisting ofspeakers mounted on the mosque's
pillars around the hadra space, and at least five microphones: two mounted in a stand
and used for the munshidin (who ordinarily perform in pairs), a third for the respondent
munshid (described below), a fourth on the Iectum, and a fifth for the shaykh.

3.

The ritual process

The badra divides naturally into two parts: between sunset (salat al-maghrib) and
night (salat al-'isba') prayers, and following night prayers. The first part, consisting

primarily of hizb recitation, is less wen-attended, because many members are unable to
come to the mosque so early, due to work: schedules (it should be noted that most hadras
take place after 'isba' prayer only, thus the Ja'fariyya hadra is exceptionally long).
(Some members label only the second part (consisting ofinsbad and speech) as hadra,
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considering the first part to be awrad, since it consists primarily ofthe hizb which Sidi
Ahmad ibn Idris recommended should be recited daily between maghn"b and 'isba

Y

~

however the whole ritual is also called hadra.)
Muridin begin arriving at the mosque shortly before sunset (maghrib) prayers.
The Ia'fari mosque is located in a densely populated area and is a large and public
mosque at which prayer is regularly held five times daily; thus the prayer preceding
hadra., like any other, is attended by a large number ofMuslims many ofwhom are not
connected to the tariqa itself Immediately fonowing the prayer, the mosque is set up for

hadra (as descnDed above), and after greeting Shaykh 'Abel al-Gbani (with a kiss on the
right hand) members take their places, while non-members who wish to observe are
invited to relax on cushions next to the wall. Nearly everyone is seated and physical

movement is limited to a gentle and individual swaying; only those with official tariqa
roles (such as greeting visitors) stand and move about. A prayer book, Kanz a/-Najahat,
is distributed to all muridin. Although many may have memorized the text, the presence

of prayer books ensures an even performance, unlike the more variable Bayyumiyya hizb.
The first part ofthe hadra consists ofgroup recitations, led by the Shaykh or
senior members ofthe tariqa. AIl recitations are performed in a low, calm, relatively
unaccented voice, highly blended and unified. Volume increases gradually, as the mood

warms and more members arrive, but energy is always highly controlled, restrained.
Recitations are performed in near-perfect tonal unison, but employ a narrow range,
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consisting usually ofa primary recitation tone., plus an upper and lower neighbor; the
latter serves as a finalis.
They begin by reciting the Fatiha all together (not fawatih., as in many groups).

This is followed by the "Iftitabiyya al-Hadra al-Ja'fariyya" (from Kan: al-Sa-ada)., by
Sbaykh Salih., which consists primarily ofblessings for the Prophet and other religious
figures., and a du'a'. When this short text is complete., the prayer books are collected
again, and the mustaftib calls a short sequence offawatih in a quiet voice., including the

Prophet and founder among the names mentioned. 19 Meanwhile., another prayer book,
Kanz al-Sa fada, is distnbuted to the group. The mustaftih and other senior members

then lead a recitation ofthe main him, "Kanz al-Sa'ada", by Sidi Ahmad ibn Idris, which
lasts nearly an hour. This hizb is long and comp1eJ4 containing many sections which are
repeated variable numbers oftimes., including Qur' anic verses, salawat, istighfar, ad'iyya,
and adhkar; there are also sections of dhikr: repeated chanting ofparticular Names of
God.

Each section of hizb is normatively repeated a fixed number oftimes., and these
counts are strictly followed in practice. The number ofrepeats assumes three basic
forms: the standard value ofthree (confirmed by numerous hadith); the standard value of
one hundred., which may also be connected to various hadith, or merely taken as a round.,
large number providing an opportunity for concentration; and more specific unusual
values derived from film al-huruf as discussed earlier. (The latter two of these forms are
applied to dhikr sections only; see below.) Such attention to the ritual power ofLP in its
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purely syntactic aspect is absent in the more emotion-intellect oriented JazuJiyya; among
the Bayyumiyya the bizb is likewise endowed with particular powers as well as 'ilm alhuruf repetitions!t but these repeat counts are not fonowed in practice (~ indicating
the degeneration of earlier ritual strategies).
Like other ponions ofthe bizb!t dhikr sections are performed in quiet, solemn
tones!t in unison, with great control and very little accent or sharp emotional expressivity.

Muridin remain seated., and there is no coordinated movement during dhikr. Like other
sections ofthe ha~ dhikr is governed by repeat counts which are followed strictly.

Often there is a whole step rise in the fundamental recitation tone after precisely 34
repetitions ofthe dhikr formula; this pitch rise is then maintained through the non-dhikr
sections ofhizb which fonow, until it becomes raised yet again in a subsequent dhikr
section. There is also a slight, almost imperceptible, tempo increase during dhikr
sections. Such precision suggests strategy.
The ordering of sections is evidently significant. Like most hizbs, it begins with
the Fatiha and istigbfar, but the patterning goes deeper. In this bizb, dhikr is followed by
ad'iyya or salawat making use afthe Name just mentioned. The sura "Ikhlasn (112)
thrice repeated alternates with other sections throughout most ofthe hizb. No doubt
there are other less obvious patterns as well. It suffices to emphasize the len~
centrality, and complexity of bizb performance in the Ja'fiuiyya, as compared to the more
compact and marginal hizb performance ofthe Jazuliyya. In addition, the performance of

this hizb constitutes a clear assertion ofspiritual connection to the shaykh's shaykh, Sidi
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Ahmad ibn Idris, and thus ofthe connection between the tariqa and the Idrisi tradition as

a whole. This rooting in a specific historical tradition is absent in the JazuIiyya, as has
been noted, a break from the past which allows them to tum more totally to the future.

Yet the Ja~fariyya tum to the future as wel1, but using the strength ofthe past as a means
of support. The two strategies are equally effective, yet different.
The following are the thirty primary sections ofuKanz al-Sa ~ada"'" fonowed by

repeat counts in parentheses and a briefdescription. Except for the first, each section is
introduced with a standard phrase addressed to God, approximately UI present the
following to You:'" (the names employed are merely descriptive" and do not appear in the
Hizb):
I) Salawat for the Prophet and AhI aI-Bayt, and statement ofintention (once)

2) aI-Fatiha (once)

3) Istighfar I (3x). Short prayer requesting forgiveness from God, by Sidi

Ahmad ibn Idris.
4) Istighfar II (3x). Standard istighfar wird formula.

5) Shahada (lOx). Extended standard testimony offaith, in a form typical ofthe

Idrisiyya.
6) Salawat for Prophet (3x). Extended standard blessing formula., in a form
typical ofthe Idrisiyya.

7) Surat aI-Ikhlas (3x). This key sura (number 112) is repeated thrice after most

sections ofthe him. Its three-fold recitation is sanctioned by hadith, and represents a full
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recitation ofthe Qur' an (since the Prophet asserted that this sura is a third ofthe
Qur'an).
8) Dhikr al-tahlil: c;'la ilaha ilia Allah" ("There is no deity but God") (1OOX)
9) Surat al-Ikhlas (3x)
lO)Dbikr ism al-Ialala: "AIlahu (IOOx)

11)SaIawat for the Prophet, Ahl al-Bayt, other prophets, the angels, saints,
virtuous ones., and faithful worshippers, ofSidi Ahmad ibn Idris (3x)
12)Surat al-Ikhlas (3x)
13)Dhikr: uHu" (10Ox)

14)Salawat for the Prophet, as the essence ofbeing (dhat aJ-kunh), and the Ahl
aI-Dayt, and a request for a Prophetic vision; an unusually esoteric prayer of Sidi Ahmad
ibn Idris (3x)
IS)Surat al..lkhlas (3x)
16)Dhikr:

"~Va

'Azim" (IOOx)

17)Salawat for Prophet and Ahl aI-Bayt, focussing on attnbute 'u Azim",
followed by a supplication to God for union with the Prophet's spirit (''unite me with the
Prophet, as the oafs and rub are united, make the Prophet my rub in this world, before
the next"), from Sidi Ahmad ibn Idris (3x)
18)Surat al-IkhIas (3x)
19)Dhikr: uYa Hayy ya Qayyum" (174x). The number ofrepetitions is the sum

ofthe values ofthe letters in the formula, derived via 'ilm al-huruf:
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20)Istighatha: du'a' to

~

focussing on attnbutes "Hayy''' and 'CiQayyum",

from Sidi Ahmad ibn Idris (once).
21 )Praise for the Prophet,. and salawat, from Sidi Ahmad ibn Idris (3x)
22)Surat aI-Ikhlas (3x)

23)Dhikr: "'Ya Latif' (129x)
24)Supplication and praise of God, focussing on attribute '''Latif'~ from Sidi
Ahmad ibn Idris (3x)
25) Salawat and praise ofthe Proph~ followed by request for forgiveness; from
Sidi Ahmad ibn Idris (3x)

26) Surat aI-Ikhlas (3x)
27)Short salawat for the Prophet and the Ahl al-Bayt (3x)
28)Praise for God using standard Prophetic adhkar (once)
29)Salawat for the Prophet and the Ahl aI-Bayt (3x), using fonnula similar to
section #1.
30) Series ofProphetic adhkar: praise of God (tasbih), assertion ofunity
(tawhid), and request for forgiveness (istighfar, tawba) (3x)
The "Kanz ai-Sa'ada" occupies a central role" because it is an important hizb

within the Idrisi tradition, which was recommended by Shaykh Salih himself to be recited
at all meetings ofthe brethren. Like other bizbs, it is considered to have a purificatory
influence on the heart and spirit ofone who recites it, as well as strengthening one's

faith. Less ov~ but nevertheless evident from the way members speak about it, is the
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sense that its benefits stem in part from the baraka ofSidi Ahmad ibn Idris bimsel( which
in turn comes from the Prophet and from God.

The first part ofthe hadra concludes with a supplicatory prayer (UDu'a' wa
raja"') composed by Shaykh Abd ai-Ghani, which combines a call and response format
C

(in which the leader recites the prayer while the congregation responds UAmin" after

each line) with a concluding group recitation. Finally, the leader calls for more fawatih,
mentioning Sidi Ahmad ibn Idris, Shaykh SaIih, and Shaykh 'Abd al-Ghani. Thus ends
the first section ofthe hadra.
An important feature ofthe Ja'fariyya hadra is that dhikr and inshad are kept

entirely separate. To mix them together is thought to create confusion. More precisely,
members say, one cannot concentrate on both at once. The value ofinsbad is in
understanding the words and receiving their meanin& not in merely receiving an
emotional feeling. Therefore it is impossible to use insbad as a background for dhikr.
Furthermore, inshad itselfcontains dhikr. This separation ofdhikr and inshad is certainly
more acceptable to the orthodoxy as well.
Participants now arise and greet each other. For about ten minutes the mood is
informal. Then comes the call to prayer (adhan) for salat al-'isha' (night prayer),
including a lengthy extension ofsalawat for the Prophet. Individuals pray
supererogatory prayers, and then sit to listen to a solo Qur' anic recitation, following
which comes the second call (iqamat ai-salah), obligatory group prayer, and concluding
supererogatory prayers performed individually.
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Shortly after the end ofthe night prayer, the muridin regroup, assuming their
former positions, and the second section ofthe hadra begins. This section consists
primarily of inshad, what group members typically call madih (praise), even though the
themes used do not always involve praise. No musical instruments, or even handclaps,
are used as an accompaniment. While the use of such instruments is never outright
condemn~ members

say that this is not their way as established by Shaykh Salih, and

furthermore that the use ofinstruments is not sanctioned by the Sunna ofthe Prophet.
Inshad's central importance in the hadra, and indeed in the tariqa as a whole, can
be attributed to the fact that it is based almost completely on the voluminous poetic
output ofthe founder, and is supposed by members to represent a textual transcription of

that founder's vast store of knowledge (cUm), teachings, devotions, and spiritual
experiences. Since the founder is no longer with them, his poetry serves in his stead.
Performed as inshad in hadra, these poems are a pedagogical tool, simplifying learning,
and preserving the founder's tradition. 20 Finally, they are in themselves a form of
worship. One senior member expressed the situation as follows:
My opinion is that inshad is the basis for the tariqa Ja'fariyya. Why?
Because mawlana Shaykh Salih al-Ja"fari put his 'ilm into his qasidas, in
order to be easy on he who listens... in order that the cilm be memorized.
... So inshad renews the 'ilm ofsbaykh Salih aI-Jacfari. Inshad is also
dhikr, and salawat on the Prophet... We find then that the 'iIm, dhikr, and
salawat on the Prophet ofshaykh SaIih aI-Jacfarj is all to be found in his
qasidas...This is the benefit of inshad for Sbaykh Salih al-Ja'fari, and as I
told you, inshad in the tariqa Jacfariyya is the basis ofthe tariqa
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This 'ilm is furthermore not merely "data" about religio~ but rather is saturated
with the high spiritual state (hal) ofthe shaykh who composed such poetry out ofa flood
ofDivine inspiration. Indeed, poetry is the literary form par excellence for capturing

spiritual states. When such poetry is performed, the spiritually attuned listener senses the

hal out ofwhich it emerged at the moment ofcomposition. In an article in the tariqa s
t

magazine,. Mahmud 'Abd ai-Rahim Farraj, a professor at aI-Azhar and member ofthe
tariqa, descn'bes poetry as the expression of an emotional experience in an inspired form;
the truer and deeper the feeling, the more powerfW the expression. Such expressions
then draw listeners in; they are moved by the true and beautiful feeling carried by its
words. Shaykh SaIih' s poetry is a case in point. He who contemplates or listens to the
poetry ofthe Imam. aI-Ja'fari feels its true and sincere Islamic feelin& and is deeply
moved by it; ifhe cannot restrain himself: his feeling will be displayed by the flowing of
tears (Farraj 1994). Note that while feeling is high, external manifestation ofthat feeling
only takes place among those who cannot control themselves; the emphasis on seIfcontrol of emotion in hadra is one ofthe hallmarks ofthe Ja'fariyya which renders their

hadra more widely acceptable, though no less powerful for its restraint (Farraj 1994:26).
Another passage from the tariqa's yearly magazine is useful in explaining the
importance of madih in hadra performance:
The people oftrue love, our Sufi masters, understood the creation of
atmospheres which arouse love in the hearts, renew friendship, and cure
the selves [nufus] ofnegligence when they followed the saying ofthe
Prophet: 'CUlve God for what He grants of His blessings, and love me for
the sake oflove ofGod, and love the people of my house for the sake of
my love".
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And so the characteristics oftheir praise for Mustafa, his family and
companio~ make a garden whose fra8rance is sweet. By its breezes the
selves awaken from their slumber. Those who listen to it listen with the
ears ofthe heart, and the sentiments ofthe selves, and they pray with the
delicate meanings toward the soft breezes of truth. Then their souls
shake with tarab from those meanings.
Our Shaykh travelled the path ofthe virtuous forefathers [salaf] in
training his [spiritual] sons to love the Prophet and his family, and passion
for his fragrant way... In this way the tariqa Jacfariyya adopted madh as a
program for [spiritual] upbringing and manners, and supply ofthe murid
with what he requires ofthe sciences ofSbarica and Haqiqa.

In the Sufi doctrine, madih is the mirror which reflects the true form for
Muhammadan Love. For this reason, its meanings, indieatio~ and
influences appear on the muridin and mubibbin when they hear madh of
the Prophet of God, for it sends secrets ofpassion to their nufus [selves]
and qulub [hearts], and they savor their hearing of it, and their nufus
obtain tarab from it, and their bodies quiver; their arwah feel longing, and
their eyes cry.
Madih in the tariqa Ja'fariyya is an essential material in Sufi upbringing
[tarbiyya]. Through it, the pillars of Sharl'a and Haqiqa are strengthened.
If our Shaykh made "iJm the basis for his tariqa, then he made from Sufi
poetry a way leading to it. "ilm is an essential component for the Sufi
way, since the Sharica is built upon it. And madib is also an essential
component in it, for it strengthens the pillars ofthe Shari"a, and connects
to the meanings ofthe Haqiqa. Our Sbaykh made ofhis diwan a school
ofknowledge [matUQSQ 'ilmiyya] extended from the Qur'an and S~
and the doctrines ofthe virtuous foref8.thers, besides what it contains of
the secrets ofthe Haqiqa and its meanings.
For each poem in this diwan there is a state [hal] which it calls, and a
station [maqam] to which it is a witness, and a taste and lights and
secrets. No one understands this, except those who are masters of proper
belief: and nufus which are consenting, and arwah [spirits] which are
pure.
This diwan is none other than a garden of song, its flowers splendid, its
fruits ripe, with varied doors, purposes, and meanings.
(al-Jacfari 1996:28-9)
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This discussion emphasizes the importance ofmadih as a means oforienting

oneself emotionally toward the Prophet, while providing 'ilm and prayer. Ja'fari madih
is a form of spiritual training which while rooted in Shari'a also points toward Haqiqa.

However, the performative aspects of madih, particularly melody, are not mentioned at
all. The emotional effect oftarab mentioned here has no relation to musical tarab, being

contained entirely in the text itself
A more immediate tactor leading to the central role of madih today is that inshad
was a distinctive feature of Shaykh Salih's spiritual method. While he was alive, Shaykh
Salih used to perform his own insbad during his weekly sermo~ or in hadra. His shaykh,
Sidi Ahmad ibn Idris, did not write or perform insbad. Therefore the method ofinshad
appears as something distinctively and specially Ja'fariyya to his muridin; while such
poetry is widely acceptable in mainstream Islam, it is also-in its particulars of text and
performance style-a defining characteristic ofthe group.
The centrality ofmadih-praise ofthe Prophet-is evident in the fact that members
ordinarily call their inshad madih or madh, while the munshid is ordinarily called a
maddah (praise singer). A large number ofShaykh Salih's qasidas, though by no means
all, do indeed focus on madib, but the entire repertoire tends to be referred to as madih in

a non-specific sense. Sbaykh Salih believed that praising the Prophet in madih was the
quickest means ofspiritual success, for madih strengthens the bond oflove between
Muslim and Prophet, and the Prophet is the only means by which one may come close to
God. Furthermore, recitation ofmadib is spiritually beneficial, carrying the same
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performative efficacy as salawat. While admitting the similarity of the two terms,
members stress that madih is not ghina (singing), because the latter term is connected
t

with secular musical practices and contexts (many ofwhich are sinful), whereas the
former is purely spiritual devotion.
Indeed, the practice of singing is condemned by Shaykh Salih altogether, albeit
indirectly. In the booklet aJ-Fatawi wa al-Ajwiha (Ja'fari n.d.: 102) Shaykh Salih is
asked for the Islamic opinion about listening to song. He said that when Imam ibn
HanbaI's son asked his father this question, his father replied that song causes hypocrisy
to grow in the heart, while Imam Malik said that sinners perform it. Sbaykh Sharqawi
(former rector ofal-Azhar) said that singing is permissible ifit is free oftemptation and
sinfulness, but otherwise it is haram (forbidden). Sbaykh Salih then adds that this is the

case for songs ofthe present age. While his stance is somewhat ambiguous on the
legality of singing in all historical periods, he is undoubtedly very negative compared to
attitudes which prevail among the JazuIiyya.

This opinion shows that madih, a prime basis ofthe hadra, must be considered
quite different from ghina' (singing) in the Ja'fariyya tariqa. But the distinction between

madib and ghina' is not merely a matter oflocal concepts and categorizations, for the
tariqa has striven to make the distinction evident in the physical reality of sonic style. The
Ja'fariyya madih (inshad), containing only simple and repetitive melodic content, and
performed without instrumental accompaniment or regular rhythms, genuinely bears no
resemblance to any aspect ofArabic music today.
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Munshidin sit at the ends ofthe lines ofmuridin nearest the shaykh, performing
usually in duos (rarely trios~ or solo). Those actually performing sit in the front row~

with the microphones placed before them. Performance alternates from one side ofthe
central space to the other, so that while one group is performing a

qasi~

those on the

other side can be readying themselves for the next. When they have completed their
performance, the munshidin move back so that others can take a tum. The man in charge
ofinshad (nnmazrim al-madih) can set the order of performance within limits~ but in fact
the order is fix~ at least at first., by seniority. Thus the first munshid to perfo~ called
the "sbaykh al-maddahin"~ is always the same person.
Each group of soloists typically comes from a single saba (local tariqa center) and
thus the performance serves to emphasize the social structure ofthe tariqa. Munshidin
say they prefer not to have soloists., because in a group the burden of singing is shared
and thus the sound is stronger. Another reason is to enable more munshidin to perform

in an evening. Yet a fourth reason, stated by one ofthe senior tariqa officials, is to
cultivate modesty. Thus members are not permitted to become too proud oftheir
insba~ which might lead to

a presumed proximity to the shaykh; the vertical distance

between shaykh and group must be upheld, and it is upheld in part through performance.

Nearly all inshad is based on poetry from the 12 volume diwan of Shaykh Salih;
occasionally poems by Shaykh '" Abd al-Ghani may be used as well. Nonnally the

munshidin performing are free to select any qasida from the diwan, although they will try
to match themes to the season (thus insbad will focus on madih during the Mawlid al-
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Nabi), and usually they have rehearsed what they will perform in the hadra ofthe local
group. Sometimes Shaykh 'Abd al-Gbani may request particular qasidas, and ifhe or
anyone else bas just finished delivering a religious speech (khutba or dars, discussed
below) the fonowing munshidin are expected to select a qasida compatible with the
themes ofthat speech. Thus the munshidin must be sharp, and know the entire diwan
wen enough to locate its qasidas rapidly.
Each qasida is associated with what they call a radd (refrain; more commonly
known in Arabic as madhhab): either the first line is used, or a special refrain line is
added. The munshidin perform this refrain, and the congregation then repeats it, led by a
special respondent munshid, who has his own microphone for this purpose. Usually the

munshidin repeat the refrain again., and again the congregation rePeats after them. Then
they begin singing the qasida itself: After they complete each line, or pair oflines, the
congregation responds with the refrain. They need not perform every line ofthe qasida,
indeed this is impossible for the longer ones, but do perform at least the beginning and
end, usually by prior agreement. They may not jump from one qasida to another,
however. AlI muridin perform either as munshidin, or as part ofthe response chorus.
The performance ofa qasida usually lasts between ten and twenty minutes.
The system ofsoloists and responding chorus is carefully designed. Because
qasidas are numerous and complex, it is impractical to have everyone perform together.
More abstractly, one may discern in the soloists' recitation ofShaykh Salih's qasidas a
pragmatic resemblance to Shaykh Salih him.sel( addressing his study group during the
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Friday lesson.

Practically~

to have only one soloist could present problems for the group

ifhe makes a mistake. More abstraet1ylO members assert that having multiple soloists
serves to avoid reputation..seeking and emphasizes that all group members are equal
before (and below) the shaykh. It is also important that the congregation sing the
responseslO for two reasons: doing so keeps them engaged with the qasida and its
message (for the qasida is the message from their teacher, Shaykh Salih), and prevents
them from drifting into an individual experience (as may happen in the JazuHyya hadrat
a1-inshad)., and because the responses usually contain a statement oftawhid or saIawat.,
and therefore are in themselves a beneficial form ofprayer. This system is stated in the
tariqalOs hadra rules (see full list of rules in Appendix):
9) The murid must listen to the madih in the hadra, in order that he not be

deprived ofunderstanding and blessing.
10) He must also respond after the maddahin. It does not behoove him to

exceed the limit [on soloists] and perform with the maddahin in their
inshad,. and so the way ofthe Shaykh is to have two or three maddahin,
while the rest ofthe individuals in the hadra respond.
II) The brethren must not look to any oftheir number as ifhe is the
or the next in line after the shaykh in order. It is not seemly for
them to be dazzled by one ofthe brethren or guests., whether for his
knowledge or the melody ofbis madih~ or the length orhis association.
Rather, all the brethren are equal. The Shaykh alone is responsible for
education, and deserving ofone's appreciation and attention and self..
abnegation... [i.e. the vertical distance must be preserved between muridin
and shaykh]
shay~

(aI-MlIhami 1994:37-8)

While performing, soloist munshidin ordinarily read from the diwan itself:
Although Shaykh "Abd a1-Ghani encourages memorizatio~ most munshidin consider
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their role as communicator ofSbaykh Salih's heritage to be primary, and therefore rely
upon the written word in order to avoid any mistakes in performance.
Melodies serve as simple and unobtrusive carriers ofthe words, which are always
the salient feature ofJa c;fariyya madih. Because there is a fixed melody for the refrain,
and another fixed melody for each qasida line, or pair oflines, the melodic form is
strophic. Melodies tend to be narrow in ambitus. They are slow and rather stately, do
not modulate, contain no improvisation or elaborate qaflas (cadences), and are generally
not prone to producing the tarab characteristic ofthe Jazuliyya and Bayyumiyya hadras.
Some ofthe senior munshidin compose new melodies, but the majority are drawn from a
tradition ofresponsorial Islamic singing which is not be particular to this tariqa; many are
stylistically similar to melodies of Sufi groups in Sudan, Yemen, and the gulf countries.
Such melodies have little in common with secular urban Arabic music.
One senior munshid said that the particular melody used is not important; all that
matters is that it be compatible with the wam (meter) ofthe poetry. Others agree,
saying that the important thing is the words and their meaning, not the melody. Any
melody, new or old, can be used as long as it goes with the qasida. Melodies are
important as a means ofattracting attention, facilitating concentration, in order that the
words ofthe qasida be memo~ and the meanings be imbibed. But the melody should
also be simple, to ensure that the words are absolutely clear, for the congregation must

understand every line. Simple repetitive melodies also help the congregation to
participate as a responding chorus.
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[parenthetically, one may note also that because the Jazuliyya sing ensemble,
everyone experiences the text whether or not the resulting sound is clear. But the
Ja'fariyya are interested in coonnunieating the text from munshid to listener, and this can

only occur through the sound itself This contrast entails different pragmatic
performative emphases. The reasons for the contrast are both indexical and constitutive
ofthe fundamental contrast between the two groups' personal social structures: the
lazuliyya, closely bound into a communal unity ofhorizontal relations, performs group
inshad together; the Ja'fariyya., defined principally by allegiance to the public and
towering figure of Shaykh Salih (and his kha 1ffit, Shaykh (;Abd al-Ghani), performs in a
call-response format in which the soloists represent Shaykh Salih by presenting his

poetry.
The connection between munshid and Sbaykh Salih is not explicitly stated by
members. But they do emphasize the importance of spiritual qualities for the munshid in
particular-piety, virtue, purity, lnlmility, love ofGod and His Prophet, and love for the
Shaykb-without which he cannot function effectively in this role. Indeed such qualities
are mentioned at least as often as more pedestrian technical ones, such as having a
beautiful voice or the ability to memorize poetry.

In light ofthis idea, it is especially significant that soloists perform in small
groups oftwo or three, since a solo munshid might be identified with Shaykh Salih to an

unacceptable degree. I will return to this point later 00.]
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At the same time, another munshid affirm~ it is rare for anyone to introduce

melodies in a novel style; new melodies tend to imitate the old ones, which come from
the Sufi tradition and more specifically from the style ofinsbad which Sbaykh Salih
employed himself At least one composer is inspired in his melodies by Qur' anic
recitations, thus legitimizing his new melodies by appeal to a traditional source. Unlike
Sidi Jabir, Sbaykh Salih did not encourage new directions in melodic composition.
Furthermore, unlike the JazuJiyya the composer ofa Jacfariyya melody is generally not
known; after composing a melody, it is added to the traditional repertoire and used
without thought ofwho originated it. Thus the weight oftradition is not changed by
composition, since innovation and the concept ofauthorship are not introduced.
Besides clarifying text and avoiding excessive emotional buildups, the strategy of
using simple traditional melodies has a social function. Unlike the Jazuliyya, who strive
to create sonic connections to the secular musical tradition as a means for new members
to cross over from decadent secular culture to the tariqa, and as a means of retaining
members (especially youth), the Jacfariyya strive to create a distinctive sonic world,
insulated from the decadent outer world by referencing only other religious contexts.
There are no connections between the shape ofJacfariyya melodies and secular melodies,
but this too is a strategy. Tradition-minded Muslims prefer that the world ofworship be

specially marked offfrom ordinary life, and the sounds of inshad are one means ofdoing
this. In entering the Jacfariyya hadra, one immediately feels that one bas made a

transition to a sacred space marked by its distinctive patterns ofbehavior, sounds, sights,
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and fragrances. Such a space is appealing to many conservative Muslims, especially
because the world ofthe Ja'fariyya hadra is itselfconservative. It serves to attract a
certain kind ofMuslim (though not those who are attracted to the JazuIiyya), and also to
construct and strengthen the group's identity.
Insbad set to melodic improvisation is rare in the Ja'fariyya. Members stress that
inshad jama'i (group inshad) is preferred, because it is important for the group to
respond with the refrain (radd), so that the entire congregation will '!Olive together in the
meanings. The radd brings everyone in together", as one munshid explained. Freely
improvised melodies would make the introduction ofa radd difficult or impossible, and
thus fixed,

precompo~

metric melodies are preferred.

The restrained musicality ofthe Ja'fariyya is a strategic tool. Ideologically, it is a
means of signalling their conformity to orthodox Islam, which largely rejects musicality
in religion. In the past, the mujawwad style of Que' anic recitation, containing inventive
melodic improvisation, was widely accepted. But today, with the growing influence of
Islamic reformers, excessively melodic styles of Qur' anic recitation are regularly
criticized as "singing". While tonal recitation as such is not rejected, elaborate melody
is. The Ja'fariyya do not ban singing, but rather constrain it. Significantly, they don't

even criticize it in other turuq, a sign that perhaps the limits they place on vocal
performance represent more a strategic adaptation than a deep-seated conviction.
Thus one high-ranking tariqa official said that some turuq allow use ofthe duff
(tambourine without jingles) and while they do not criticize this practice, neither do they
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follow it. They feel that music is not justified in the Sunna, and furthermore that it pulls
the listener away from the words.. which are the central message ofinshad. For Shaykh
Salih put his entire system of religious knowledge and education into his poems; one
should listen to the texts, and not be distracted by music. Furthermore, they must be
careful of appearances for appearance's sake; as one senior member said: UQur shaykh
was an 'alim of aI-Azhar.. in Shari'a and Haqiqa. And he feared for his aboa', feared that
anyone would protest against them. So he held tightly to Sbari'a as well as Haqiqa."
One munshid explained that the purpose ofmelody is not to create ecstatic
emotion, but rather to prevent boredom and assure unity in recitation ofthe poems.
Melody makes the words more palatable to the oafs (lower self), so that the hearts may
benefit from them. It is the understanding ofthe words which is absolutely necessary;
without this understanding, madih conveys no benefit at aU. Another said that words and
meaning are basic; melody merely serves to attract one to the words.. but in order for the
words to remain primary, the melody ought to be simple. The musical concept oftarab
(musical emotion) is central to the musical-spiritual thought ofthe Jazuliyya, for it can

even substitute for strict understanding of poetry as a means ofcreating spiritual emotion
(wajd), and toward this end musical devices (instruments, improvisation.. expressive
singing) are cultivated. But among the Ja'fari.yya, this notion of tarab is not acceptable
as a description ofinshad's ideal role, and indeed the musical devices employed

(constrained strophic melodies) are not sufficient to produce tarab for the typical
Egyptian listener.
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Whether performing or listening, muridin remain seated and calm. They do not
perform dhikr, or move their bodies in any regular fashion. Only a gentle swaying
motion may be detected, similar to the movements of Qur' an reciters" as the muridin say.
Nor may they emit any ecstatic exclamations during inshad performance. Such restraint
is another factor restricting the development of musical tarab" which requires listener

response and interaction with performers.
But restraint is also a strategy which aims at fostering a religious conservatism.
Foremost" it is a practice imitative of Shaykh Salih himself: who is said to have followed
Hadith which described the Prophet and his Companions as having performed dhikr

without excessive movements. As one munshid explained, Shaykh Salih was an 'alim
(scholar}, not a darwish, and believed that the shaykh must be sah; (awake)" not sakran
(intoxicated). In hadra he may be deeply affected inside" but he does not allow the effect
to appear, for the ecstatic expression ofinner hal signifies weakness. The muridin follow
their shaykh. The conception ofa connection to the movements of Qur' an reciters
reinforces the idea that nothing in this tariqa contradicts the Islamic mainstream. These
comments show how behavior in hadra is connected to deeper attitudes. To move
ecstatically or reach a state of sukr (intoxication) is to deny the path of c;iJm,. which is the

firm basis upon which Shaykh Salih founded the tariqa,. through his qasidas. It should be
added that this firm basis is not only sanctioned religiously, but also socially. By siding
with the 'ulama' in this way, Shaykh Salih was able to build a secure organization which
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avoided the pitfalls ofthe traditional turuq, many ofwhich were discredited in the
modern Period.
When the munshidin have completed the qasida, they stop and allow
congregation to sing a final refrain. Then they call for the fiI.tiba for Shaykh SaIih, and
cede their positions to other munshidin. No one sings twice, for there are always plenty
of munshidin eager to have a tum.
Between qasidas, Shaykh 'Abd a1-Ghani, tariqa members, or special guests, may
make speeches, called dars (lesson) or khutba (sermon). Usually these are rather formal
and prepared, although Shaykh 'Abel al-Gbani himself speaks off-the-cuff. Many
speakers speak on mainstream Islamic topics, resembling the words ofthe Friday Ichatih
(preacher). Others speak about Sidi Ahmad ibn Idris, Sbaykh S~ or the tariqa
generally. There never seems to be any esoteric Sufi content to these speeches; they are
always firmly orthodox.
Speeches are not an essential ingredient, as in the JazuIiyya hadra, and are
dispensed with if there is no one to present them. Several tariqa members confirmed this
fact., saying that it is the madih ofSbaykh Salih which is important, not the khutba.

While Shaykh Salih was alive, his Friday lessons were at the center ofhis tariqa. After
his death, it was impossible for anyone to take up this role, not only because ofhis great
talents, but because the tariqa had literally been defined as knowledge received from his
charismatic personaJ.=ty. His qasidas are considered to represent this charisma., and so
their performance continues to unify the group after his physical departure. Therefore
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the transition from khutba-centric (in the days of Shaykh SaIih) to madih-centric (after
his death) represents the continuity ofShaykh Salih as the charismatic center ofthe
tariqa.
There is here an important strategic contrast with the Jazu1iyya. In the latter
group" the muridin keep the founder's memory alive by actively reconstructing his
knowledge in their own words, during mudhakara. In doing so they are bound closely to
Sidi Jabir" and to each other. However in the Ja'fariyya, Shaykh Salih's knowledge is
more distant, presented through a fixed collection offormal poems. These poems are
deeply meaningful to participants, but they tend to place Shaykh Salih at a distance" and
their mode of performance prevents them from serving to establish a close relation with
the founder, since most ofthe congregation merely listens., and even those who perfonn
are unable to change a single word ofthe original, or even to deviate expressively
through melodic excursions. This contrast is related to the characteristic horizontal
personal social struet:ure ofthe JazuIiyya, and the characteristic vertical struet:ure ofthe
Ja'fariyya.
Qasidas (and speeches) are performed for approximately two hours. During this
time, nafahat are distributed., in several forms. Fragrant incense is burned in a large
censer placed in the center ofthe hadra area. Sweets and cold drinks are distributed,
often by young boys, who may also apply perfumes to the hands or faces ofparticipants.
At a certain point, dinner is served; groups ofmuridin are escorted to the back rooms to
partake ofa meal consisting of/atta (dry bread with broth), meat, and sometimes salad.
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Since not everyone arises at once, the badra continues without interruption; it is
characteristic ofthe Ja'fariyya hadra to allow no cracks in the ritual seriousness
throughout the hadra; members are not enabled to socialize informally, but must maintain
formal relations to the shaykh at all times. After the dinner, small cups oftea are
distn'buted. As always, nafha carries the baraka ofthe shaykh, and it is important to
partake at least ofthe meal, regardless ofwhether one is aetually hungry. One senior
member also noted that serving food and tea forces muridin to be social, so that no one
can claim to be wholly absorbed in religious devotions, for claims ofthis sort are
inevitably a form ofhypocrisy.
Muridin may arrive late. Those arriving in the middle ofthe hadra will attempt to
greet Shaykh 'Abd al-Ghani before sitting, if possible, with a kiss on his right hand.
They may also leave early, but only with permission from the shaykh, whom they must
bid good-bye as they greeted him upon arrival.
The hadra ends by about midnight. Shortly before this, the last qasida is
performed. The concluding section ofthe hadra is usually led by Shaykh 'Abd al-Ghani
himself as mustaftih. Ensemble, they recite some supplicatory prayers for forgiveness
and salvation, mostly drawn from the Qur' an. These are fonowed by another recitation
ofthe "Oo'a' wa raja'" ofShaykh 'Abd al-Ghani, and more fawatih, for the Prophet and
Shaykh Salih, as wen as various tariqa members who require assistance in illness or other
problems. Finally the khitam. is recited (as defined earlier), led by one ofthe senior

members. Shaykh'Abd a1-Gbani now sits in a chair at the front ofthe room, and all the
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muridin arise-except the munshidin-forming a line in front ofbim. Standing, the
munshidin perfonn a final qasi~ as each murid advances in tum to kiss the shaykh ~ s
hand. Once he has done so, he exits the mosque. Members are not encouraged to hang
about speaking, but rather should leave immediately. For the tariqa rules state (see
Appendix for full list):
13) The muridin must depart the dhikr promptly after the session ends~
and after greeting the shaykh and brethren. Tarrying is not proper. One
must not linger in the mosque after the hadra except in case ofurgent
necessity (a1-Muhami 1994:38).
There are several possible explanations for this rule. Sufi group, like all other
groups, are likely to attract government suspicion if they mill about without any
particular ritual underway; at least, this was the case until relatively recently. More
simply, they may want to close the mosque since the hadra generally runs past midnight.
But a deeper reason may be that the tariqa aims to provide a specific ritual function,
within which all social activity should occur. To allow informal socialization to occur

outside that frame would allow relationships to form outside the tariqa"s formal control.
This in turn might lead to formation ofa web ofunequal in-group relations, whereas the
tariqa's strategy is to remain open and public, and to treat all members identically.
Whatever the correct explanation may be, the upshot is to make the development of
independent friendships among members more difficult, so that a communal solidarity
tends not to form, as in the Jazuliyya; rather,. members are linked together by their
common allegiance to the shaykh.
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The munshidin continue performing until all have greeted the sbaykh and
departed, then they greet the sbaykh themselves and depart.
There is then a brief informal period when tariqa members may speak: with the
sbaykh. This is the moment when the 'ahd may be taken by those desiring it. Those
taking'ahd extend their right hands. The shaykh places his hand over theirs, and recites
a few brief prayers, which they repeat after him. There is no spectacle, no complexity,
and no involvement with the brethren at large, who will not know who has been inducted
on any particular hadra night. There is thus no possibility of systematic social bonding

with new members, unlike the IazuIiyya where such bonding occurs immediately. The
taking of'ahd thus contrasts with both the Bayyumiyya (where it is a private affair
between local shaykh and mood, conducted outside ofhadra) and the Iazuliyya (where it
figures centrally in the hadra, empowered by a massive display of solidarity). The
Ja'fariyya 'ahd, combined with the presence oflarge numbers ofvisitors in the ha~ the
public location ofthe mosque, the centrality oftheir institutional services, and the public
availability oftheir publications all serve to reinforce the low boundary between members
and non-members in this tariqa, which aims for a central position in Islamic society.
Whereas the JazuIiyya is truly a brotherhood (and sisterhood), the Ia'fariyya follows the
paradigm ofan open madrasa, an Islamic school. Both are legitimate and successful
strategies for handling the special problems presented by modernity.
The hadra is now over; those responsible put away the cushions, rugs, and books,
and the mosque is closed for the night.
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b.

The 10CtIlSlIlIdily hlldnt

Sunday evening each local chapter (saba) gathers to perform its own local hadra.
Those who live near the main center in Darrasa may attend at the main mosque, but the
number of participants is much less than on Thursdays; in the local centers there may be
twenty or even less. The haetra is nearly identical in form, except that the forty salawat
contained in Shaykh SaIih's work Kanz al-Nafahat may be recited in the first part,
instead ofthe bizb of Sidi Ahmad ibn Idris. In the second p~ inshad is performed
exactly as on Thursday. The atmosphere is slightly more relaxed in the local centers, and
because they are fewer in number, munshidin may be able to perform several times in an

evening, providing them with an opportunity to practice qasidas which they will later
perform in the main Thursday hadra.

Jabal aI-Asfar, a small agricultural town to the north ofCairo, is populated by
many immigrants from Aswan, many ofwbom are members ofthe Jacfariyya. Their saba
(descnDed earlier) contains a large mosque and function room, on the main road, and
clearly serves the community as a main public mosque. On Sunday evenings, roughly
twenty members ofthe tariqa gather after the sunset prayer to perform the hadra. Their
leader is a gentle, older man who joined the tariqa in the early 1960s, and knew Shaykh
Salih well. They form two facing lines on one edge ofthe mosque, with the leader in the
center ofone line. Before him is a large wooden box with twelve compartments
containing the complete diwan of Shaykh SaIih, identical to that used in the main
mosque. After fawatih, they recite him from maghn'b to 'isba' prayer, following which
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all pray together~ along with many others who have come into the mosque specifically to
pray, and appear not to be tariqa members.
After the prayer,. these latter leave again, and the hadra group reassembles to
perform inshad. Munshidin perform in pairs or trios as in the main mosque., although
there is no need for them to assume special positions for performing, since the space is

small,. and no microphones are used. There is plenty oftime for all the munshidin to sing
once or twice; while one group is performing, another will be looking through the diwan
to find the qasida they wish to perform next. The leader determines the performative
order. After less than an hour,. the leader signals that they will end. The conclusion is
nearly identical to that used in the main Thursday hadra. Members greet each other, but
there is no special veneration paid to the leader as there would be to Shaykh 'Abd aIGhani. Then they adjourn to the function room below, where a meal oflentil fatta (thick
lentil soup poured over dry crumbled bread) is served, followed by tea.

Notes Cor Chapter 6
1

So~e of the other founders of traditional tu1'UCJ. are credited with poems (whether they truly wrote or

not). although these do not form complete hymnals for liturgy, but rather are sampled and mixed with
other poetIy. In the modernist tariqa. by contrast,. the sbaykh prepares and publishes a diwall, which
becomes a liturgical source equal to the ahzab and awrad. The Bayyumiyya may tend to diminish the
importance of inshad. in hadra because they cannot control it
2

Indeed the Bayyumi)-ya do not use these instruments. but they do employ the "asaya (metal cane)

which is not considered by them to be an instrument
3

This comment is a response to a common criticism of Sufism: that Sufis request madad. from other

than God.
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One Bayyumiyya sbaykh said that the Prophet himself indie:ated the existence of 37 "'ayat tabaliI". ayas
contaiDing tahIil (assertion or God.·s unity), saying that he who recites them will be protected from the
4

Fire.
S The

sharh is a term apparently used. only by munshidin: it refers to a colloquial poetic form similar to a

mawwal but containing a single encl-rhyme. like a qasida.
6

CarefUl obsen"ation can reveal the amount. Ilowever. Most donations appear to range from 10 to SO

piasters ($0.03 - $.17 in 1998 doUars)~ the total amount per munshid per hadra probably does not exceed
$1.00.
~ The word "mn"Wa1" bas at least two meanings. In Arabic li~ the lDa\\W is a colloquial poetic

genre. featuring particular rhyme 5C~ meters. styles of worcl-pIay. and themes. In Arabic music.
the mawwal refers also to a performance style.. in which a singer declaims a text in a non-metric style.
improvising the melody with the system of melodic modes (maqamat); in this usage. the text need not be
a mawwal in the literary sense. The munsbidin prefer not to use the word "mawwal". probably because
it is primarily a DOIl-religiOUS genre. Instead. they use the word "sharh" (especially when there is a
mono-rhyme) or "madih".

When asked why the Fatiha is preceded by salawat. participants said that this is best for "'13 ilaha ilia
Allah" is followed by "Mubammad rasuI Allah"'. Another reason might be that the faliha is treated as a
du'a', and the effectiveness of du'a' is iDcreased by saIawat (SchimmeI198S:93).
8

Members say that Shaykh •Abel aI-Fattah .. ~ the famous Bayyumiyya sbaykb in zawiya aIHamra. employed his own diwan. Unfortunately I did not verify this fact. But I have witnessed other
nuuq (such as the Burhamiyya) in which the local sbaykh composes poetry to be used in "his" badra
Such localtzation does not happen in the UDiform liturgies of the modern groups.
9

In Islam. performance of nawafil (supererogatory prayers) often follow the obligatory ones. One
might speculate that the hadra shar·iyya is here regarded as the Sufi's basic religious obligation (though
supererogatory for the ordinary Muslim); having performed it. the group then moves on to a second
level of supererogatory devotion.. a kind or oawafiI al-nawafil. consisting of ecstatic insbad and
mudhakara.
10

11

This use of inshad to 8CCOmpaD.}' the central tabaqas only is typical of several turuq. especially the

Hamidiyya Sbac:Ibiliyya whose hadra is very similar to the JazuIiyya·s hadra shar'iyya (see Gilsenan

1973:15611).
The etymology is not linguistic:a1.ly correa. '"'MunshicF derives from the Arabic root n-sh-d. while
~munsbadcr derives from the root sb-d-d; the two are not related. But mncmoni.cally and pedagogically
the suggested relationship is brilliaDt.
12
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13

The analogy between things spiritual and things social may be remjnisomt ofDurkheim. who was

iDcIined to see God and religion as projec:tions ofthe social group. But I by no meaus wish to explain
away the spiritual or argue that the social is what is reaIly real On the contrary. the spiritual is just as
real Rather I wish to suggest that ritual performance.. LP in parlicular. admits ofboth spiritual and
social levels of intetPletatiO~and iDdeed may be Stiategic on both levels. The difference is that while
spiritual strategies are often articulatecl in discourse.. social strategies may not be. Furthermore. while
an Sufi groups maintain spiritual aims. it is primarily the modemist groups act to effect social aims.
14

For a more deIaiIed description of this "abd performance. see Waugh 1989: 160-163 (note the

typographical error ""'GhazouIi" instead of WoJazuIi'j.
IS

At least once the sbaykh gave a directive toward the end of the badra designed to make this feeling

explicit: he said that everyone must tum to his or her neighbor. and tell them. 141 love you". Although

some members felt basb.tb.l. they did as they were told

JobaDsen (1996: 82-88) makes nearly the same poiDt in comparing a mawlid performance in the
mosque of aI-Husayn with a private hadra ofthe IamIiyya. But in considering the hadra shar"iyya as a
special occasion. he misses its strategic importaDce as a regular feature of tariqa pradice. He
furthermore errs slightly in supposing that the badra shar"iyya is not also performed in private.
16

Each adban is everywhere audible in Egypt, siDce each mosque has a mu' adbdbju (c:alIer to prayer).
and the adban itself is broadcast by a PA system.
17

18

The qibIa wall is the wall of a

mosque toward which Muslims pray in order to face Mecca. It is

indicated by a niche (the mihrab) as weU as by the preacher's pulpit (minbar), and is perpendicular to an
imaginary line drawn between the mosque and Mecca.
19 This

section is extremely difficult to hear. however it seems reasonable to assume that the same names

are mentioned as in the concluding fawatih at the end of the section. The fawatih are certainly shott;
less than five names are mentioned in aD.
20

JazuIiyya group iDsbad is not devoid of pedagogical functi~ although the mood is less suitable for

pedagogy than the Ja·fariyya. On pedagogical songs in general., see Waugh 1989:147ff. 167-168.
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7. The Theory and Method of Analysis
A.

Comparative analysis of the

1.

foUT Sufi hadras

Review of the thesis

This dissertation began with a question: how have modernist turuq succeeded in
meeting the challenges presented by modernity? I suggested that an important part of
the answer lies in the ability ofthese turuq to strategically manipulate the performative
resources ofLP to their advantage., especially in the context of group ritual (hadra).
Such group-level strategies exist at varying degrees ofexplicitness: they may be
something like "laws'" or "codes" ofthe tariqa existing in fixed oral or even print form.,
or they may be unarticulated conventions which are nevertheless formulated and
sustained with deliberateness. I argue that adaptation to circumstances (such as the
difficult environment posed for Sufism by the late 20th century) does not happen by
accident or by ''natural selection'" alone (as in evolutionary theory and speciation) but
rather depends inherently on human faculties which allow them to think., predict.,
evaluate, and organize. The ability ofa group to formulate strategies thus depends on
the extent to which it is positioned to enable such thinking to take place on the group
level and then to be actually disseminated throughout the organization.
Summing up the previous chapters, one finds two necessary conditions:
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1) The ability to formulate effective strategy depends on the existence ofa
sufficiently unified and centralized social strueture~ in which positional and personal
structures reinforce rather than oppose each other. The tariqa forms a cohesive
solidarity, richly connected by a set ofstrong personal relationships, and reinforced by an
effective positional organization,. such that it can act as a unit. It must furthermore have
a dominant center of power which is charismatically charged, to which all its parts are
firmly and loyally connected, and which therefore has the potential to direct and
coordinate group-level strategic policy and action.
2) Development ofstrategy also depends on a sufficiently developed level of
group-awareness among individuals, especially at the power center. This means that
individual members (leaders in particular) should feel a strong and exclusive
identification with the group, to the point that the group becomes their primary source of
self-identity. J In this way they will naturally submit their ordinary individual self-interests
to those ofthe group. Having made this identification, members will be motivated to
think as the group, and thus/or the group. The group becomes aware ofitseJt: as it
were, comprehends its own contours and position in the social space (at least at the
center ofpower), understands the problems and challenges it faces, and is poised to act
in a coordinated fashion. Only under such conditions will effective group-level strategies

be formulated, which can be disseminated and enforced by virtue ofcentralization and
cohesion.
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Group solidarity and consciousness may be supported by Sufi values (such as
loyalty and disinterested love).. although these values may just as easily favor the
decentralization and fragmentation ofthe tariqa into subgroups. Sufi doctrines do not
explicitly stress loyalty to the tariqa as a social group~ but rather to the sbaykh as an
individual. For this reason a tariqa may easily fragment without any ofthe ethical codes
(adab) associated with Sufism being broken.
I suggested that given these two conditions it should be possible for a tariqa to
develop and apply general strategies for effectively adapting to the modem world, and
that these general strategies would be represented by practical performative strategies
which could be applied in the hadra as LP. This is the case for the two modernist
examples the Ja'fariyy~ and the Jazuliyya. The traditional turuq, such as the
1t

Bayyumiyy~ are

typically unable to do so.

Such strategies are in no way uniquely determined by the field ofIslam., or the
social space as a whole. Rather the development ofstrategies resembles the process of
finding the solution to a problem with more variables than equations: the set of
possibilities is infinite in number, but not unbounded. Similarly the space of possible
strategies for Sufi orders is in general infinite. However each tariqa presents certain
social and doctrinal features, to some extent the result ofhistorical accident (most
importantly, the founder's personality and biography, and the nature ofthe early
community for which he formed the nucleus), which serve to set an initiaI position and
subsequent trajectory for the group within Islam and Egyptian society at large. Strategic
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limitations result from that initial position and trajectory, as well as by the structure and
historical flows ofthe society within which the tariqa must exist. But despite these
constrains (which never firm, but only determining easier and harder courses) there are
always many ways to go, and thus many choices which can be made. The directions
selected by the lazuli and Ja'fari are examples of diametrically opposed strategies (albeit
determined to some extent by the possibilities available)., both highly successful.
On the other hand a group such as the Bayyumiyya, lacking (for reasons ofboth

external history and internal development) both a centralized and cohesive social
structure (especially due to the absence ofa strong charismatic center)., and a sufficient
level of self-consciousness (due to a relatively relaxed sense ofgroup loyalty) is unable
to fonnulate such strategies today. What group level patterns exist appear to be
primarily an inheritance from the past.. an age when careful fonnulation of strategies was
perhaps less necessary. These patterns were eroded and "gapped" due to 19th-century
repressions.. together with the gradual loss ofcentral controL group cohesion, and strong
identification. Patterns which remained were not necessarily suitable for maintaining the
group, and the gaps in such patterns (especially at the group's periphery) were filled by
individual strategies which aimed toward richness of immediately mystical experience.
Such experience might be considered as a form of"symbolic capital" in Bourdieu"s
sense., for it may be usefully exchanged: for success and fame by the munshid., and for
social status and prestige for the host of a successful performance (particularly when
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public). Others simply savor the experience in itself: The point is that such experience in
itself provides no social benefit for the group as a whole.
There are thus two goals for the analysis. First, I wish to show that the
modernist groups do employ strategies to control performance; I want to descnbe what
these strategies are., and how they work to support more general strategies which enable
the group to maintain a viable position within the social space. Second., I wish to show
that such strategies are lacking-by and large-in the traditional groups.

In the preceding two chapters., I have provided detailed portraits ofthree Sufi
orders in their social and ritual dimensions. I have descnbed the various genres ofLP
used within each., and outlined their role in the performance ofthe hadra., supplementing
verbal description with notations and analysis. Throughout this description I have
striven at every opportunity to point to contrasts between the different cases, and
suggested reasons for these differences in passing.

In this section., I wish to carry out the task of comparison and interpretation of
LP among these three orders in a more systematic fashion. The goal here is two-fold.
First I will attempt to point out how patterns in or attnbutes ofLP may (or may not)

represent performative group-level strategies. I want to understand how such patterns
serve to realize group-level strategies., i.e. how they are efficacious in helping the group
to flourish. Second., I will argue that certain attributes of LP can be used to infer the
existence ofgroup-level performative strategies.
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Analysis ofLP itselfis necessary to achieve these aims, because even at the
group leveL practical strategies are not necessarily articulated within the discursive
realm. but rather often fall within the c'universe ofthe undiscussedn (Bourdieu
1977: 168). Even when they are articulated in books or speech, such articulations may

not correspond to reality, and so can only be used as clues. The real evidence lies in LP
itself
How can LP provide evidence for the existence ofgroup-level strategies? I offer
the following working criteria, which though perhaps not sufficient conditions in
themselves, tend to indicate the existence ofgroup level performative strategies
underlying LP, often by suggesting the existence ofeffective central control:
Unity. Unity (in any aspect ofLP, but especially sonic and pragmatic) cannot

easily be explained as the sum ofindividual strategies, because individuals are different
and thus likely to act ditferendy. Therefore, the greater the level of unity, the more likely
there is to be an underlying group strategy in control. However such strategies may have
been formulated in (and inherited from) the past, rather than having been developed as an
active response to modem conditions, and so need not indicate adaptation. It may also
happen that unity is created spontaneously as a result ofthe dynamics of performance,
but in that case the unity will not be a consistent feature ofperformance (see below,
consistency).
Restraint (narrow dynamic range). This criterion often goes together with unity,

although the two criteria are in principle independent. The individual acting freely,
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unchecked by group level strategies, will usually display a relatively wide dynamic range
ofbehaviors in badra. Conversely, when a wide dynamic range is absent., one infers the
existence ofgroup level strategies to which the individual willingly submits. Extreme
slowness or softness tend to indicate group strategy.

Consistency amongperjormmlces. It is possible for particular features (such as
unity) to develop spontaneously in a particular perfonnance. However features which
are consistent from one performance to another are more likely to have been determined
at the group level. In many traditional orders such features may be primarily fonnal and
textual, when one considers all the group"s hadras as a set (e.g. each bayt ofthe Rna'i

has its own hadra plan), even ifindividual bayts may display more consistency. But in
the modernist orders, there is a high level ofconsistency across all performances.

Uniqueness (particularization). LP features which are shared with many other
groups may not represent strategy so much as a non-conscious adoption of available
patterns ofLP from the general tradition. There is a broad repertoire ofavailable LP
resources upon which any tariqa can draw without making any performative decisions.
The extent to which LP deviates from the standard models can be interpreted as a
measure ofself-determining control exerted by the group itself: These are signs that the
tariqa has appropriated and reshaped traditional resources so as to create a unique ritual.

Formal elaborateness. The more elaborated and articulated hadea form, the
more likely it is to be the result ofgroup-level strategy. Elaborate form is not
synonymous with order and predictability, for form may contain disorder. A sufficient
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(though perhaps not necessary) condition lies in the temporal boundaries ofthe disorder.
Are those boundaries coterminous with the boundaries ofthe performance itsel£ or is the
disorder embedded within an otherwise well-articulated, formal plan? Thus a tariqa
whose hadra evinces ecstatic abandon throughout (e.g. the local Bayyumiyya hadra
considered earlier) would seem to lack group strategy., but a tariqa which provides

fifteen minutes ofecstatic abandon within a rigid program which includes other highly
ordered activities as well (e.g.., in the Jazuliyya hadra) demonstrates a clear strategy.

When free sections are sharply delimited in this way, strategy is indicated, because such a
situation cannot arise without definite self-consciousness and articulation ofthe notion of
freedom in performance. Note that control need not imply unity, nor restraint, since

unity and disunity., freedom and constraint, can all fit within the overall plan.

Participatory complexity. Complexity in itself is not a sufficient condition; a
professional munshid may perform complex LP in a totally unstructured setting. But if

all participants participate in complex LP behaviors" group-level strategy is indicated.

Consistency with discOtlTse. When one finds LP which matches the preferences
ofgeneral strategies articulated in discourse, then one may surmise that they result from
it.

Adaptation. The above features provide indications that strategizing may have
taken place. But such strategies may have been formulated in the past., then handed
down to the present (hysteresis). If in addition they produce effects particularly

beneficial for the group in the modem age (i.e. vis a vis the particular problems faced in
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modernity, discussed earlier), one may take this as a sign ofactive strategizing in the
present.

1.

Complexity of LP and problems of analysis

The foregoing descriptions ofhadra performance underscore the fact-known of
course to ethnomusicologists and others who consider human behavior-that LP in
general is an extremely complex phenomena when considered in its totality. One way to
handle this complexity would be to reduce it to its textual aspect (as a literary specialist
might do), or to its behavioral aspect (as a sociologist might do). My aversion to any
such reduction to only one ofits aspects stems not from a romantic desire to paint a full
portrait ofthe culture (since that is impossible) but rather from my beliefthat it is
necessary to consider as many dimensions ofLP as possible when searching for the
means by which it serves as a means ofsocial action.
The systematic comparison ofa set ofcomplex multidimensional objects such as
hadra performances, even if they are numerically few, requires the deployment of a
diverse set ofdescriptive analytical categories, what I term metrics or variables,
consistently across the different cases. WIthout these, any effort at comparing is doomed
to miss important angles, or to treat different cases inconsistently.
This scheme descnoed below may remind some of Cantometrics (Lomax 1976).
However my limited scoPe enables me to avoid some ofthe pitfalls ofthat study. The
metrics employed here have been specifically selected for their relevance and utility to
the LP genres under consideration,. and not for world-wide application. The goal is to
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design analytic "grid" especially for comparing Sufi hadras. Given this restricted aim,
variables can be tailored to the limited scope ofthe data at band. There should therefore
be fewer aspects ofLP lying outside the bounds ofthe measuring framework. The
problem of sampling (undoubtedly Cantometrics' most fatal 8aw) is greatly reduced,
because whereas Lomax sought to represent an entire culture area with only a handful of
songs, my examples need only represent a single Sufi order. Finally, the present effort
will present far fewer methodological difficulties in interpretation. There are only four

cases, and these share a common cultural and historical background. Thus there will be
no recourse to statistical correlations as a means of suggesting relationships, and no need
to introduce wild speculations ungrounded in history and ethnography to explain them.

B.

Variable analysis method

1.

Why variables?

The practice ofLP within hadra which is the focus of this study is an extremely
complex multidimensional phenomenon. Proper understanding requires a consideration
ofits many dimensions, what are here grouped in "aspects": syntactic, semantic, sonic,
and pragmatic. By formulating variables along different dimensions within these aspects,
one is forced to consider these aspectual dimensions systematically; one creates a single
grid through which to view the different performances consistently; and one organizes
the results ofanalysis within a coherent framework.
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The virtue ofvariables is the systematic description they facilitate. Wrthout them,
intuitive impressions are likely to remain incomplete., arbitrary., or biased-and thus
misleadin& like the proverbial blind men descnoing an elephant after grasping one of its
parts-leg, tail, or ear C''the elephant is like the trunk ofa tree...", "the elephant is like a
rope...", ..'the elephant is like a piece ofleather...'''). Of course limitations nevertheless
persist: only a limited number ofvariables can be considered, the variable definitions
themselves can be biased., it may not be posSJole to operationalize a variable, or there
may be error in its measurement. But even if the application ofvariables only affords an
opportunity to gape at the object under scrutiny-the performance of hadra-from several
contrasting angles, one will thereby be in a better position to formulate general
conclusions about what it is and how it works.

2.

Wbat is a variable?

A variable is a tool for measuring or descnoing an object, a metric. For every
object (or at least for objects of suitable type) the variable assumes a value. Each
variable can be considered to define a dimension, just as "length" and ''time'' define
dimensions in space and time. The more dimensions which are measured, the more an
object is known (e.g. to "length" and 'lime" one could add: I;'color", "temperature",
l;\Veight", etc.). Since LP performance in hadra is complex:, a great number ofvariable
values are required in order to begin to anive at a complete picture.
Sometimes one needs a value to represent the variable on a class of objects, when
the variable is defined on each object in the class. There are several ways to proceed.
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One may attempt to measure the variable for every instance (element) ofthe clasSy and
then combine these values in some way (by taking an average, for instance). But for
large or infinite classes this is impoSSIble, and so one must make do with a set ofsample
instances, or even a single instanceywhich represent the class well enough to be useful,
given the purposes in mind. For present purposes, one may make do with a semirigorous heuristic: an instance will represent a class for a particular variable when the
value ofthat variable for the instance is qualitatively close to its value on other observed
members ofthe class, when compared to other classes evaluated.
Some variables are descriptive or "open" variables. A descriptive variable's
values are determined "on the fly", and are completely unlimited. One defines a variable
such as "emotional state of the gathering", and then evaluates it on a case by case basis.
Such a variable may be easier to evaluate, as it is less prone to distort the object it
measures. Howeveryfor present purposes it is not ideal, because it does not allow for
systematic comparisons.
Other variables are fixed-range, assuming values from within a definite set. Such
a set may be a continuum (as distance in meters), an ordered set (such as {low, medium,
high}), or an unordered set (such as (black, green, red}). In general descriptive

variables can be reduced to fixed-range ones. But sometimes it is not obvious how this
should be done. In such cases it is helpful first to evaluate the open variable in order to
survey the range ofpossible values, before selecting a definite set which should be used

across all the cases. This was the procedure followed in defining the variables used here.
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The objects evaluated by the variables defined in this chapter are sets ofLPSs in
a hadra. Among the possibilities:
1) All LP in the hadra
2) All LP in the hadra ofa particular genre (e.g.: hizbl> dbikrl> inshad)
3) All LP in the hadra ofa particular type, where a type is a subcategory of a genre
(e.g.: solo insha~ dbikr with insha~ group inshad)
4) All LP which falls into some other defined category in the hadra (e.g. inshad based
on poetry by a particular author)
5) Particular LPSs

3.

Independent VI. dependent variables

In designing Cantometrics, Lomax aimed to construct a set ofvariables which
would describe singing style as completely as possible, in the hopes ofdiscovering
correlations between those variables and other variables defined on the cultures from
which his musical examples were drawn.

In the present study, the point ofdefining variables is not to discover
correlations, but rather to provide evidence for the existence ofgroup strategiesl> and to
indicate how both group and individual strategies are represented in LP.
Therefore I will consider only potentially independent variables: those variables
whose values can be determined in performance (at least in principle) by participants.
Some variables' values can be determined by individual participants (particularly
soloists), while others can be controlled by those who determine group-level strategies,
to the extent that they are able to enforce them. Nearly every aspect ofLP sound and
text (syntactic, semantic, sonic aspects), and many pragmatic aspects as well, are
potentially independent variables. Not all potentially independent variables are actively
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determined at all historical moments. Most ofthe time, a variable!ts value results from
imitation of a past strategic decision (hysteresis). Such variables may still be considered
to be strategic even if those strategies are no longer effective or wen-adapted. But
y

sometimes a potentially independent variable's value cannot be traced to any group-level
strategy (even in the past), due to absence of strategy and central control, possibly
combined with the loss oftradition (which erases hysteresis). The value of such a
variable then arises as the sum ofmany individual variables.
The level of disunity in performance fOT instance, might be thought a dependent
y

variable, resulting from the sum ofindividual decisions about conformity. However I
consider it as independent at the group level, since the authorities responsible for the
hadra could choose to enforce unity if they so chose and if the social structure ofthe
group allowed. If they do no~ or cannot, unity will result from the sum ofindividual
decisions, but I regard it nevertheless as an independent variable in principle, whose
value however has not been determined, and is thus left to be determined at the
individual level.
However certain attributes ofperformance, such as the number of people
attending or the emotional level produced cannot be regarded as resulting from
y

performative decisions at all. Rather such variables are determined as a result of such
decisions, and thus are considered dependent variables.
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4.

Establisbing variables - dermitioDS

The variables have been defined in as objective a fashion as possible~ or feasible.
Objectivity here simply means that more than one analyst applying the same variables to
the same material ought to obtain roughly the same results. The ultimate form of
objectivity in this sense would be a machine into which one drops the material; such a
machine would always work the same way. But there are several problems here.

Ftrst~

one cannot '''process~~ reality directly~ and so the hypothetical machine must always work
upon (material) representations., such as cassette recordings, each ofwhich represents a
particular viewpoint. It is practically impossible to standardize such views. 2 Second is
the difficulty ofcreating such machines~ at least ones which would give interesting
results.

In fact it was not possible to automate variable evaluation., and in several cases
the definitions may seem suspiciously subjective. For this reason I have focussed on rank
orderings rather than absolute values in discussions ofvariable values. For while variable
values may indeed be relative~ the rank orderings ofthose values are much less so. Thus
an objection may rightly be raised against a variable which rates loudness of hizb on the
scale ''hi~ medium, low". But such scales can only be objectively relied upon as a
means of ordering the cases under consideration., not to provide an absolute measure of
loudness. By using such a scale, rather than giving the rank order directly (e.g. loudest
hizb, second loudest him, third loudest bizb, etc.), other variables of similar types (e.g.
loudness of dhikr, loudness ofinshad) are automatically drawn into the ranking as well.
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It is also important to note that "objectivity" scarcely guarantees any measure of
usefulness. For a variable to be useful in any comparative study, it must be well-defined
on the underlying classes from which cases are samplecL yet it should also vary from one
class to another. Thus I tried to emphasize variables which vary from one hadra class
(whether Ja'fariyya, lazuliyy~ or Bayyumiyya) to another!t but not between instances of
a single class. These statements may require a briefexplanation:
Thus a lazuli hadra is an instance ofthe general class of past and possible Jazuli

hadras. A finite amount oftime precludes examination ofthe entire class, even were this
possible. If a variable would vary a great deal across the class, such that its values
significantly overlap with its values on another class, then it is not useful as a way to
represent either class as a whole. (Thus the classes {men} and {women} cannot be
represented by the variable "hair color". ) Of course any real variables may vary from
case to case; the important thing is that they vary mostly within a range with minimal
overlap with characteristic ranges ofother classes.
A useful variable should also be significant. Significance means that the
variable's values have significant consequences, or serve to indicate significant features.
The mere fact that a variable usefully distinguishes classes of hadras is noteworthy, but

still awaits interpretation. Such an interpretation is likely to depend on some theory,
which explains variable differences. These theories are particularly important when
considering LP as a strategic tool for the turuq. Thus, to take an example: suppose LP

in one tariqa is on average faster than in another; the significance of such a fact would be
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assured by a (hypothetical) theory which stated that faster LP is (on average) more
emotionally potent, especially if it could be shown why such potency was desirable in
that particular case.
But since one cannot predict what the outcome ofa variable-based analysis may
be without trying it, it was also important to be general in coverage. This principle was
especially applied in the musical domain; since this thesis is intended as a work in
ethnomusicology, some ofthe subtler aspects of poetry or communicative behavior
could be omitted, but not major segments ofsonic performance itself Therefore the set
ofsonic variables is fairly complete in spanning the musical field, even when some of
these variables may not be highly significant in and ofthemselves. In other aspects, such
as "'semanticn (the aspect oflanguage meaning), I was much more selective in limiting
the number ofvariables to a chosen few which seemed likely (based on informal
impressions drawn from performances, interviews, and so forth) to yield interesting
results, or to which a high degree ofsignificance (according to some theory) could a
priori be assigned.
To a musicologist some ofthese variables will seem unduly vague or abstract.
To an anthropologist, or cultural area specialist, there will be variables which will appear
overly concerned with musical technicalities. I have tried to provide a balance. The
scope ofLP intentionally includes a much broader swath ofphenomena than the concept
ofmusic can reasonably cover, even in its widest avant-garde definition. The
fundamental differences between cases often hinge on rather abstract contrasts, rather
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than detailed "note level" differences. Both factors have militated for general and
abstract variables., which can be applied across a wide spectrum ofLP types., and which
highlight their essential contrasts. On the other hand., I felt it important to maintain a
strong musicological bias in a work of ethnomusicology., rather than focus on details of

textual meaning., philological significance., or behavior and social action, and therefore
there is a certain emphasis on the sonic aspect ofLP.
Generally, the formulation and application ofthese variables to the hadras under
consideration involved a perpetual struggle between defining quantities complex enough
to be useful, and defining quantities that would be-to some limited extent at leastrigorously defined. The idea was to apply the methodological apparatus ofvariable
analysis, without being constrained to work with quantitative or strictly objective
quantities (on the grounds that such a procedure-whatever its methodological
weaknesses-could only be an improvement upon the more intuitive and ad hoc sorts of
analyses which are usually performed in an ethnography), by providing a consistent and
systematic gridwork through which to evaluate the ethnographic data. The present
method's attempt (or failure) at rigor may expose some ofthe 10gica1limitations of
ethnographic analysis, while its systematic character may illuminate patterns and
relationships which would not otherwise have come to light.
Each variable is defined, followed by a listing ofthe possible values it may
assume. For descriptive variables, the definition only is given.
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5.

Aspects of LP

For the sake of variable classification. the four aspects ofLP were considered:
syntactic, semantic, sonic, and pragmatic. These names are drawn from semiotic and
linguistic theory, but they are used in a special sense here. Each aspect is associated with
a multitude ofpossible variables, ofwhich relatively few were selected for use in this
study. The aspects were introduced earlier, but it may be helpful to review them in terms
ofthe variables which I will shortly introduce:

Syntactic. The syntactic aspect ofLP is defined to comprise all that depends only
on the text as a '1>lack box'" outside any particular performance context, a sequence of
signifiers without considering the particular meanings they encode. (However, meaning
in a general sense is relevant to the syntactic aspect because it serves to define different
syntactic segments, just as the semantic notion ofnoun or verb is relevant to the syntax
ofa sentence). Thus syntactic variables include the following: the syntax ofLP genres,
the relative prominence ofcategories ofLP, textual rate, and language level.

Semantic. The semantic aspect ofLP is defined to comprise the meanings ofthe
texts which underlie LP, without regard for the particular signifiers used to generate that
meaning, or the specific performance context in which they occur. Under this heading I
place variables which analyze themes, metaphors, and symbols. I also examine how texts
reference spiritual and human entities, how texts are related to other texts

(intertextuality), and the authority which empowers the text.
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Sonic. The sonic aspect ofLP is defined to comprise LP as a total acoustic
phenomeno~

without regard for either signifiers" or signifieds, or for the particular social

processes which serve to generate that phenomenon. The sonic aspect ofLP is the
ncarrier", not itselflanguage, but without which verbal language cannot exist. Under the
heading ofthis aspect are placed all those variables which examine the carrier itsel(
rather than the verbal signs carried. In linguistics the sonic aspect might be termed
phonology or phonetics, but musical variables go far beyond the interests of most
linguists. Yet not all sonic features should be considered music, which implies a certain
aesthetic attitude, especially in a culture which severely restricts the meaning ofits
cognate word (musiqa) so as to scarcely apply it to any sound produced within any
Islamic context. Therefore the word sonic-neutral and broad-is applied.

Pragmatic. The pragmatic aspect ofLP is here defined to comprise the social
and contextual aspects of LP. Here" several ofthe concepts and metaphors of
sociolinguistics (see Hymes 1974)" including communities and networks ofsenders and
receivers, communicative contexts and channels, feedback,. and control can be applied, as
well as concepts such as proxemics (HaIl 1974)" kinesics (Birdwhistell 1972), and
behavior generally. Under the pragmatic heading I place variables which examine who is
engaged in LP and how, where they are spatially, and how they interact, without regard
for form (syntax), textual meaning (semantics)" or sonic substrate ofthe LP produced.
Such variables will all be descriptive.
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Having briefly introduced these aspects, the variables to be considered under the
rubric ofeach can now be defined more carefully .

6.

Canonical form and word counting

A briefnote of explanation is required for the sake ofinterpreting transcriptions

and translations ofhadra texts, most ofwhich are inshad texts (presented in the
Appendix), especially because these transcriptions form the basis for several ofthe
variables defined below.
Transcriptions and translations ofthe hadras are not complete maps ofevery
word uttered during performance. Rather., they are presented in a reduced canonical
form, in which adjacent repeats (of individual words, phrases, lines, sections) are
collapsed together (presented only once). The canonical form is intended to conform
more closely to the hypothetical sequence ofgenerative texts which the performer brings
to the hadra (although I do not go so far as to claim a cognitive reality for the canonical
form), and to facilitate reading the transcription. The determination of canonical form
encounters problems when repetitions are not exact, mostly in solo inshad. Iftwo
adjacent variants are very close, they may be collapsed together anyway, and a special
non-linear notation inserted to indicate possible variations.
This form has been adopted for several reasons. A literal transcription would be
exceedingly lon~ and difficult to read. More importantly, it would obscure the form of
the underlying text as heard by listeners, especially when there is a clear poetic structure
(rhyming lines in a consistent meter). When I asked literate listeners to transcnbe inshad
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from tape, they created written texts resembling the canonical form as presented here.
No one thought to transcribe every word a munshid uttered. Egyptians hear every word"
ofcourse., but they map these back to a reduced text which,. they presume., is the text the
munshid is aetua11y intending to communicate in his performance. It is this reduced text
which provides the impetus for canonical form. I do not mean to imply that the
repetitions characteristic ofthe performed text are unimportant, but only that the listener
can distinguish between the two levels ofgenerative text., and performed text. In a more
complete transcription both the underlying generative text., and its performed
manifestation,. could both be represented., but this did not seem necessary here in light of
the analysis to be performed.
Transcriptions attempt to indicate poetic structure, whenever it exists, by
breaking lines at end-rhymes, and separating shatras (hemistiches) when the poetic meter
suggests that these exist. Where poetic considerations are insufficient to determine line
breaks, lines each contain a single "assertion". In the case of madad, each line usually
focusses on one epithet. Transcriptions are divided (by comments enclosed in square
brackets) into segments., each ofwhich is drawn from a particular source text (the
preceding comments indicate the source., if known). When the source text is known.,
then iftbe munsbid inserts a few words or a short phrase (such as an interjection) in the
middle of a line from the source text, that insert is enclosed in parentheses.
The problem is that repetitions are not always exact. When they are almost
exact, differences can be ignored. When they differ only in single words or phrases,
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these can be collapsed into a non-linear representation within the canonical form. When
they differ more substantially, then they may be treated as distinct segments in the
canonical form. Thus, the attempt to provide a "canonical fonn" for texts does not work
so weD for a purely improvised text, in which there is little poetic structure to serve as a
guide. In such cases the tendency has been to transcribe more literally.
As a more precise explanation ofthe way canonical form encodes the actual

performed text, one could list the procedures used to collapse performed texts to
canonical texts, or one could invert these, and list the set of procedures which may be
applied to "expand" the canonical text in performance. I provide the latter, since it is
these which the reader may bear in mind when examining the transcriptions ofthe
Appendix. For him, fawatih, ad'iyya, and speech (which by and large have not been
transcribed) the canonical form is very close to the performed text (there are few if any
repeats). For dhikr, the performed text repeats the given phrase over and over. Group
inshad employs a regular repeat structure; usually a refrain alternates with verses which
consist ofa line or two, whose halves (hemistiches) are repeated in some regular way_
Solo inshad, whose repeat structure is more complex., can be generated from the
canonical text by applying the following procedures. Obviously these procedures are not
sufficiently precise to enable any reader to generate a realistic performance text. Nor is
it claimed that they are the actual cognitive schemes used by the performer, although it
seems apparent that whatever mental operations he employs in performance must at least
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resemble them. However, they will serve to suggest the kinds of reductions and
abbreviations which have been encoded in the canonical form text faT solo inshad:

Baclcwards jump. One may jump backvvards within the text, as long as one
remains within the same segment. This may occur within a line, or to a previous line.
The distance ofthe jump is usually limited to within a dozen lines, but there is variability.

In solo inshad, jumps are irregular'1 being improvisatory.3 In group insha~ repetitions
depend on the strophic structure ofthe song. Such jumps follow regular patterns., and
occur only on line and hemistich boundaries.

Interjections. Common interjections may be inserted at any pause, especially ''ya
habibi", "ah", "Allahn , etc. (Sometimes these are transcribed and enclosed in
parentheses; see below.)

Substitutions. When a sequence of text items enclosed within square brackets
and separated by dashes is encounter~ select one. (Thus, for example., the line "He
[ran - walked] home and then [ate dinner - sleptJ" could be read in four ways: "He ran
home and then ate dinner", ''He ran home and then slept"., '1{e walked home and then
ate dinner", ''He walked home and then slept".) When the source text is available (e.g. a
printed diwan), the word(s) which correspond to the source text are underlined; others
are generally synonyms. They are presented in the order of appearance on the tape. (In
an effort to make the English version easier to read, only the most common option has
been translated in the English version.)
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Improvisational inserts. Anything enclosed in parentheses is optional. These

inserts are usually interjections (see above).
The foregoing discussion bas concerned only the concept oftext as an abstract
sequence ofwords. The canonical form is a representation oftext only; it does not
indicate the placement of those words in time: how rapidly text is presented, or where
there are pauses or melismas. However, an usually long pause within a line may be
marked with an ellipsis.
When word counts are given, they are derived from this basic canonical fo~

from which repeated lines have been completely eliminated. The canonical form may still
include repeats when separated by another text (since non-adjacent repeats are not
collapsed). Thus if text A is followed by B, and then by A again (ABA), the canonical
form consists of A (without repeats), B (without repeats), and then A again (without
repeats). But whenever a variable calls for a word count, it will be based on a special
canonical fo~ from which such non-adjacent repeats have been eliminated (i.e. AB
only).
However the definition of'~ord" used in counting is typographic, rather than
grammatical. All word counts are performed by the computer, which treats any
sequence ofletters bounded by spaces or punctuation to be a word. The computer
algorithm is thus unable to count separately words which are typographically attached.
In Arabic, several short prepositions and conjunctions (Ii, bi, ja, wa, etc.) attach to the

following word, while object pronouns (ya, ni, na, lea, lei, /cum, etc.) attach to the
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previous word. The compound words which result from such connections are counted as
one word only by the computer, since knowing when to treat an initial ''bi'' as a
preposition, and when to treat it as an initial segment of a larger word, would require
that the computer understand a great deal of Arabic! The problem could have been easily
averted by preparing a special version of the text in which all words are separated by
spaces or other punctuation. However.. this is a labor not worth its trouble. The error is
applied consistently to all word counts, and the distnbution ofattached words should be
more or less constant across turuq and munshidin. Therefore, counting compound
words should produce statistics which are useful for comparative purposes.
7.

Timing

Many ofthe variables falling under the sonic and syntactic headings depend
timing information for sonic events: computing the rate ofa particular event (such as a
beat), or the time between two events (the length ofan LP section). Timing
measurements were made from cassette recordings ofhadras in two ways. The first is
useful when one desires to make many rapid successive measurements over a relatively

short period, while the second is preferable when one desires to make just a few
measurements over a relatively long period.
I) Computer software was devised allowing different real-time events to be
registered by striking correspondingly different computer keys. Using such software, it
was possible to record time-stamps for particular sonic events (beats, pitches) in a hadra

by listening to the recording while nmning the software and striking the appropriate
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keys. Additional software was devised in order to process these time-stamps., in order to
compute rates or other statistics. This technique was particularly useful for measuring
tempi.
2) In additio~ a fairly simple technique was devised for laying a time-code track
on an ordinary stereo cassette tape (45 minutes per side)., provided that only side A is
used for the signal; side B is then used for the time-code track. This is accomplished as
follows. First, a time-code tape is produced., consisting ofverbal statements oftime
(from 0 to 45 minutes) spaced in 10 second intervals (... "one minute ten secondsn ...
"one minute twenty seconds" ... etc.) for 4S minutes (one side ofone tape), using a stopwatch. Each 90 minute tape to be measured requires two blank 90 minute tapes: side A
ofthe original tape is copied onto side A ofthe first blank tape, and side B ofthe
original tape is copied onto side A ofthe second blank: tape (thus producing twice as

many tape copies as originals). Finally, the time code tape is transferred onto the B side
ofeach tape copy. For tape copies prepared in this way, one can find the time code
corresponding to any event on side A by flipping the tape, pressing ''play'' and starting a
stop-watch simultaneously, then listening until the next recorded time code on side B,
and stopping the stop-watch. The time code heard may be in error up to 10 seconds (the
interval between time codes) as a representation ofthe given event, but the correct time
code value can be easily derived by subtracting the stop-watch value from this time code.
One then computes the time-interval between any two events on the tape by subtracting
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their time codes. This technique was used for measuring the boundaries and temporal
durations of sections.

c.

Variables

1.

Sonic variables

The sonic variables applied in this study comprise the largest class. They have
therefore been divided into subcategories corresponding to the primary domains of
sound: temporality, tonality, melody,. texture, timbre, and energy.
Despite the appearance ofprecision in some ofthe definitions., all ofthese
variables are qualitative, approximate., and somewhat subjective. To make them more
quantitative., precise, or objective would necessitate a level ofmathematical rigor and
computational effort inappropriate for the requirements ofthe present thesis. Sometimes
I allude to statistical notions in order to provide a motivating heuristic for qualitative
definitions, but statistical rigor is not applied in practice, nor is it the real basis for most
of the definitions. Real precision and objectivity is neither possible (given the
psychological basis ofmany sonic quantities,. and the difficulty ofabsolute measurement
even ofphysical sonic quantities), or necessary in view ofthe present goal: to provide a
framework for systematic comparison which is superior to the unsystematic and informal
descriptions which limit the value ofso many ethnographic descriptions.
Many variables assume values along a general and qualitative scale consisting of
three degrees: 4'IOw", ''medium'', ''high''. Sometimes "none" (or "zero''') will be added
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as well. In practice I may augment such values with "very low""., ''low/medium''.,
"mediumlhigh"., ''very high'J't. Such values present very little absolute meaning~ rather.,
they should be interpreted as having primarily relative value in comparing different
examples.
Most of these variables are defined to analyze specific LPSs within the hadra (a
hizb perfonnance., say), but they are also applied more generally to a set ofLPSs falling
within the same genre or type (e.g. all group inshad, speech, solo inshad accompanying
dhikr).

tL

Temporality

1.

Rhythmic type

a.

Definition and explanation

Rhythm is defined here as the surface temporal aspect ofthe LP sound sip,
determined mainly by the onset points ofsyllables. I assume that there are four main
factors shaping LP rhythm: the speech rhythm ofits underlying language., the implied
pulse (if present)., the implied musical meter (if present), or melodic considerations. This
variable indicates the dominant factor among these possibilities.
1) Speech rhythm is the rhythm which is-roughly and relatively-determined by
the phonemic sequence and syllable pattern as produced in ordinary speech. In LP the
contrasts between long and short syllables may be heightened and fixed for emphasis,
clarity., or to ensure group unity., especially during recitation ofsacred texts.
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2) Pulse rhythm is the surface manifestation ofthe underlying periodic pulse.
When dominant, the natural durations ofspoken speech are adjusted and aligned so as to
suggest the underlying pulse.
3) Metric rhythm is the surface manifestation ofthe underlying periodic accent

sequence, or meter. When dominant, the natural durations of spoken speech are
adjusted and aligned so as to suggest the underlying meter.
4) Melodic rhyttun is that which is suggested by melodic trajectories. When

dominant, the natural durations of spoken speech give way to exigencies of melody. It is
most evident in free, unmeasured singing.
b.

Values:

Each value indicates the dominant or most prevalent rhythmic type in the LPS(s)
being evaluated:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Speech rhythm

Heightened speech
Melodic rhythm
Pulse rhythm
Metric rhythm
2.

Pulse definition

a.

Definition and explanation

The pulse is the primary periodic accent which underlies some LP. Although
pulse is essentially a psychological construct which guides or responds to LP, this
variable attempts to measure its manifestation in the sound signal itself Such a pulse
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may be strongly present, or it may be weak or interrupted. This variable is intended to
indicate how well-defined the pulse is in a particular LPS, or set of LPSs.
Values

b.
I) High

2) Medium
3) Low
4) None
3.

Speed

a.

Definition and explanation

Speed, or tempo, is the pulse rate measured in beats per second. Such a variable
is much trickier to measure than might be supposed, because the pulse (like the meter) is
really a psychological construct not physically present in the sound signal-and hence is
not objectively measurable from a tape-and further because there may be more than one
pulse. Even ifit is assumed that each listener will maintain one primary pulse at any
moment, the definition is cloudy because this pulse may change from one moment to the
next, and because different listeners may maintain different pulses. These pulses are
normally integral multiples (or subdivisions) ofone another. Most LP contains more
than one contender for pulse.
These problems are not totally insurmountable, however. Clapping and body
movements are clues suggesting the primary and dominant pulse within the perfonning
group. While it may be impossible to state with assurity the pulse for a particular strip of
LP, it may be possible to compare difFerent performances by matching similar sonic
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features (such as clapping),. and it is possible to examine change in a continuous pulse
(see acceleratio~ below).

For non-pulsed recitation (speech rhythm) a different measurement scheme
entirely may be employed. Here, the average syllable rate (where Arabic syllables" are of
three types: CV,. cve,. CVV) may be computed and taken as a measure of speed.
Although this is a somewhat different concept,. it yields a useful variable.
Although speed can be measured at an instant, a more useful value is the average
over an LPS; occasionally it may be useful to examine the minimum or maximum values

as well.
b.

Values

I) None
2) Low
J) Medium
4) High

4.

Acceleration

a.

Definition and explanation

Acceleration is the rate of change of speed. It may be measured instantaneously,
but here I will be concerned with the average acceleration over an LP strip as a
percentage change. In theory acceleration can be negative (deceleration),. however in
practice one finds that LP nearly always accelerates and so it is unnecessary to provide
values for deceleration.
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b.

Values

1) None
2) Low

3) Medium
4) High

S.

Meter

a.

Definition and explanation

Meter can be conceived as the superposition of a set of Periodic (regularly
recurring) accents, whose periods are all integral subdivisions of one largest perceptible
period. Likewise, there is a shortest percepnble period, a fine pulse, ofwhich alI periods
are integral multiples. Often the entire set can be suitably represented using the
following notation: a(b(c(...

») where a,b,c... are integers.

This notation can be read as

follows: "a groups ofb groups of cu." Thus for instance "common time" or 4/4 meter
in western music would be 2(2(2» (two groups oftwo groups oftwo eighth-notes,
assuming an eighth-note fine pulse); 6/8 would normally be 2(3); 3/4 would be 3(2); 12/8
(common in West Africa) would normally be 2(2(3», but could also be interpreted as
2(3(2» or 3(2(2» (note that the product ofthe integers is always fixed). Using this
scheme, a simple undifferentiated pulse would be notated as (1). It is also possible to
notate "'additive" meters in the same way, as e.g. (2(3) + 3(2».
Clearly these definitions suffer from the problems inherent in the notion of pulse:
the accent structure is a psychological construct. Therefore variables should not attempt
to "'measure" meter too carefully. However., several broad distinctions can be drawn.
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First, there are situations in which there is clearly no meter. Second the number oflevels
in the metric structure serves to distinguish simple meter and macrometer.
One normally assumes that meter is defined only within the short segments
known as measures in western music. In fact., similar segments can be found in many
non-western musics., especially when ostinato percussion patterns are present. The
measure may be defined generally as the longest periodic accent pattern which is feh to
repeat independent oftonal considerations. But meter may extend beyond such
measures due to periodic phrase structures. Thus a melody in 4/4 time might consist of a
two bar antecedent phrase., followed by a two bar consequent phrase; this entire unit
might then be repeated a second time with a different ending, forming a macrorhythm
constructed out ofmeasures., ofthe form 2(2(2». Ifsuch a structure were periodicrepeated indefinitely (because it comprised the structure of the strophe in a strophic
song, say)- then one could assert the existence ofa macrometer and label it as 2(2(2»
using the measure as a unit (or as 2(2(2(2(2(2»») returning to the fine pulse as a unit).
Additive structures are also possible at the macrometric level.
Macrometer is here defined to be periodic temporal structure ofmusic above the
level ofthe measure., as determined by phrase structures. A simple macrometer may
contain only one or two parenthetic levels. Thus a four-bar phrase repeating over and
over (4)., or an antecedent-consequent phrase pair, each consisting oftwo bars (2(2» are
instances of simple macrometer. But more complex macrometers are possible too., and
often exhibited in strophic songs e.g. 2(2(3(2)+2» + 3(2) + 3(2) + 2 + 3(2) (a
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macrometer which occurs in one ofthe Ja"fariyya qasidas). Like meter., these
macrometers are structures which are assumed to repeat many times., enough to establish
themselves as patterns of psychological weight. A complex macrorhythm. which does
not repeat is not considered macrometer.
The variable attempts to distinguish these four possibilities by indicating the
highest level ofmetric complexity in an LPS.
b.

Values:

1) Non-metric
2) Pulse only
3) Metric only
4) Simple macrometer
5) Complex macrometer

6.

Metric modulation

a.

Definition and explanation

Meter (or macrometer) may change within an LPS. The change may be from
metric to non-metric., or the reverse~ or to emphasize a different pulse level. In the latter

case., metric modulation may be critical in effecting a sense of buildup.
b.

Values

1) None
2) Low
3) Medium
4) High
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7.

Temporal unity

a.

Definition and explanation

Temporal unity is the degree to which all lines participating in the LP strip
display identical rhythms. When LP texture (treated below) consists ofa single line,.
temporal unity is infinitely high by definition. Unity is a concept with manifestations in
various domains; several variables attempt to measure it from different sonic angles.
Temporal

unity~ together with tonal

unity (defined below)~ can be considered a measure

of heterophony.

b.

Values

1) Low

2) Medium
3) High

b.

Tonality

1.

Pitch definition

a.

Definition and explanation

Pitch definition in the tonal domain corresponds to pulse definition in the
temporal domain. Pitch is a psychological response to

soun~ roughly

corresponding to

the existence ofa fundamental frequency. It occurs when a sound signal is periodic over
a suitably long time interv~ and within the range ofacoustic perception (approximately
20 - 20~OOO Hz). For the purpose ofthis variable~ pitch is considered well-defined when
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all pitches are drawn from a finite discrete pitch set (the gamut, defined so as to discount
pitch drift (see below) by ignoring changes in tuning); the smaller this set, the higher the
level of pitch definitionS (thus ''mistakes'~ will automatically decrease the level of pitch
definition by increasing the size ofthis set). The less pitches are drawn from such a set
(due to presence of pitch continua), or the more the sound signal is non-periodic (e.g.
when it contains noise), the less well-defined I consider pitch to be.

b.

Values

1) Low
2) Medium
3) High

2.

Intonation

a.

Definition and explanation

Intonation is a measure of pitch accuracy. This concept presupposes the
existence ofa prescriptive pitch set, and measures the deviation of pitch practice from
such a set. It may be objected that since the prescriptive set cannot be known, it is
impossible to distinguish pitch deviations. However the existence ofa nonnative set may
be ascertained in two ways: (1) the closeness ofa pitch set to a culturally normative
pitch set as described in music theory (in Arabic music, the maqams: melodic modes);
(2) the existence ofa statistically dominant pitch set, with respect to which all other
pitches may be considered deviations. Thus when only one or two individuals out of

fifty seem to account for the four or five pitches which lie outside ofa culturally
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normative pitch set, such as maqam fast.,. I consider these 4"outliers'" deviations, and
attnoute them to low intonation.
It should be noted that these variables are not independent. ThuS., intonation is
related to tonal unity, since low intonation tends to imply low tonal unity., unless the
performance is solo.

b.

Values

1) Low
2) Medium
3) High

3.

PS range

8.

Definition and explanation

The pitch set (PS) of an LP strip is the set of all pitches used, discounting pitch
updrift (see below). The PS range is defined as the difference between the maximum and

minimum elements ofthe PS, after first excluding "outlier" pitches whose usage is
statistically negligible. 6 In traditional music theory this value might be tenned the
ambitus.

b.

Values

A musical interval, such as: PI, m2, M2, m3, M3, P4, etc. (unison, minor 2nd,
major 2nd, minor 3rd, major 3rd, perfect 4th, etc.)
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4.

PS cardinality

a.

Definition and explanation

Pitch set cardinality is a measure ofthe number of pitches ~ independent of
the range. If every pitch were counted once~ the evaluation ofPS cardinality would be
straightforward. However some pitches in the pitch set may be used only rarely. In
effect one wants to count a pitch in proportion to its rate ofoccurrence. To solve this

counting problem properly would require unnecessary mathematical complexity (see
Appendix, Theory ofCounting Weighted Sets). The simple solution is to count every
pitch once~ after discounting rarely used pitches in the pitch set~ as in the calculation of
PS range.
b.
A positive integer:

Values

{1~2~3~ ... }

5.

Modulation

a.

Definition and explanation

Sometimes contrasting pitch sets become well-established during different
stretches ofthe LP strip. In this case we say that modulation has taken place. A
modulation may take place gradually, but the pitch sets contrast discretely; drift (see
below) is not considered a form ofcontinuous modulation
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b.

Values

1) Present
2) None
6.

Updrift

a.

Definition and explanation

In vocal performance it is common for the frequencies of an entire pitch set to
drift continuously upwards (or more rarely downwards). Such updrift is considered here
to represent a retuning ofthe pitch set, and not a change in the pitch set itself The
identity of a particular pitch set element as it drifts up or down in frequency can be
recognized by its stable melodic function. Such drift is often unintentio~ always
continuous, and therefore not considered as either modulation or as increasing the size of
the pitch set.

b.

Values

1) None
2) Low
3) Medium
4) High

1.

Tonal unity

a.

Definition and explanation

Tonal unity in the tonal domain corresponds to temporal unity in the temporal
domain. It is a measure ofthe degree to which all lines participating in the LP strip
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produce identical pitches. When LP texture (treated below) consists ofa single line,
unity is infinitely high by definition.

b.

Values

1) Low
2) Medium
3) High
Co

Melody

The melodic domain results from sonic action within the twin domains of
temporality and tonality. Certain variables cannot be considered entirely under one or
the other ofthese two domains, and so are taken up here.
1.

Form

a.

Definition and explanation

Melodic form is a complicated topic. However for present purposes it will admit
ofa straightforward definition. At the lowest level musical form consists of a sequence
ofmusical phrases. These phrases are grouped by repetition or melodic connections
(such as antecedent/consequent pairs) into phrase groups. Phrase groups themselves are
grouped into sections, and so forth, thus forming a hierarchy. Since such groupings may
not reach the level of a "universal'" grouping (a single hierarchical which subsumes the
entire LPS), the grouping operation leads in general to a linear sequence of hierarchical
structures.
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When the entire LPS is not covered by a single such hierarchyy and when form is
limited to the phrase level (phrases and possibly phrase groups)y then we will say that the
LP strip is (melodically) unformed. (Note that no value judgements are intended here or
elsewhere.) When the LP strip takes the periodic form AAA. .. where A is a single
phrase., I will label this a litany (following Alan Lomax). If this A section contains
structure only at the phrase leveL I will label the LP strip a simple form. If the A section
contains several layers of strueture I label it a medium form. Finally" consider the case
ll

when the entire LP strip manifests several layers of structure and is non-periodic. If
there is a repeating refrain, it is a rondo fonn; otherwise, it is a complex fonn.

b.

Values

1) Unformed: non-periodic, no hierarchy other than phrase and phrase group levels
2) Litany: periodic (AM.. ..)., where each A is one phrase
3) Simple: Periodic (AM.. ..), where each A is a phrase group
4) Medium: periodic (AAA ..) where each A displays layers of structure
5) Rondo: non-periodic with recurring section (AXBXCX... )
6) Complex: more elaborate forms" with multiple sections
2.

Phrase temporal aspects

a.

Definition and explanation

Melodic phrases are defined by temporal-melodic unity. They are grouped in a
hierarchy" which merges with form at the higher levels. Eight phrase types can be
distinguished by examining their temporal characteristics. The LP strip is categorized by
this variable according to the most prevalent type ofmelodic phrase within it.
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This variable overlaps somewhat with rhythmic type (above). However whereas
in considering rhythmic type I was examining the forces shaping the syllabic attack
points~ here

I am concerned with the overall temporal shape ofthe melodic phrase (its

start po~ articulations~ end point) and to what extent it supports the ongoing pulse and
meter.

b.

Values

1) Unpulsed melodic: the temporal shape ofthe phrase is determined primarily by
melodic considerations
2) Unpulsed speech: the temporal shape ofthe phrase is determined primarily by the
text
3) Pulsed: the phrase supports the pulse~ without regard for the metric structure
4) Metric: the phrase strongly supports the meter
5) Multimetric: each phrase is congruent with meter, and groups of phrases are
punctuated by a final qatla (cadence). However, each phrase contains a sequence of
measures of irregular length;. thus these phrases do not strongly support the meter,
nor do they develop a macrometer.
6) Regular phrases or phrase groups: phrases join in simple groups (often merely
repeat~ or in antecedent/consequent pairs), thus creating ephemeral macromete!;
however such patterns do not continue.
7) Simple macrometric: Phrases or phrase groups repeat regularly, establishing a simple
macrometer.
8) Complex macrometric: Phrases are arranged in a regular hierarchy which defines a
multilevel macrometer.
3.

Phrase tonal aspects

a.

Definition and explanation

Just as phrases may aggregate temporally (as discussed above), so they may
aggregate tonally, concluding with release at a qatla or tonal cadence. This variable
considers the overall length of such tonal aggregates. In some of the melodic LP under
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consideratio~

each phrase is melodically independent; there is little or no sense of

forward tonal movement. In other cases, phrases come in pairs,. the second completing
the first (antecedent/consequent) and providing a sense oftonal rest. Phrases may also
come in longer developmental sequences which reveal the pitch set gradually, providing
a sense oftonal movement which is not resolved until a final cadence. The variable
measures the temporal range during which there is a sense ofmelodic forward
momentum.
b.

Values

1) None (static)
2) Low (short range)
3) Med Oonger range)
4) High (long range climax)
4.

Complexity

a.

Definition and explanation

This variable provides a general measure ofmelodic complexity, as defined by the
ability ofa listener who has heard some portion ofit to predict the rest. As the level of
repetition increases, complexity decreases. Improvised melody (considered below) tends
to imply greater complexity, although the converse does not hold. This admittedly vague
definition is nevertheless quite useful; recall that these values will only be used to make
general categorical distinctions (which are made in any case by the ethnographer) more
explicit; they are not true objective measures.
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b.

Values

1) Low
2) Medium
3) High

5.

Melodic freedom (improvisation)

a.

Definition and explanation

This variable is a general measure ofsonic freedom in performing a text,
including both the temporal and tonal dimensions. As freedom increases, complexity will
tend to increase. However complexity may be high while freedom is low (as in western
symphonic music, for instance).
This variable concerns individual control over LP and as such should properly be
considered under the pragmatic aspect. However the difference between improvised and
precomposed melodies is ordinarily so manifest in the sound produced that the
distinction can be considered under the sonic heading.

b.

Values

1) Low
2) Medium
3) High

d.

Texture

Texture is here defined to comprise two levels: individual lines, and groups of
lines. The texture of an LP strip consists of its constituent lines and line groups, and the
relations among them.
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For the purposes ofthe following variables, I will posit some definitions and
assumptions relevant to the case ofhadra. I assume that each LPS consists of a set of
superimposed lines" each line produced by a single voice (LP lines). Other lines are
generated from non-vocal sound sources (non-LP lines). Lines are organized into
heterophonic groups, each of which contains a set of lines which are more or less the
same. These groups display a range in heterophonic degree, from monophony to
increasing degrees ofheterophony. (Such definitions are usefi:I4 because in fact all hadra
LP consists of such monophonic or heterophonic groups.) More complex textures
result from the superposition ofgroups, such as the combination of a soloist (a '(,groupn
of one) with a choral response.
The full texture of performance at any point in time is defined as the sum ofthe
textures of all simultaneous LP strips.

1.

LP groups

This descriptive variable lists the different groups ofLP lines which occur
concurrently in the LPS being analyzed. Those which occur in a different but
simultaneous LP strip are listed in parentheses.

2.

Non-LP groups

This descriptive variable lists the different groups of non-LP lines which occur
concurrently with the LPS being analyzed.
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3.

Intra-group unity

a.

Definition and explanation

This variable measures the degree to which each group merges sonically into a
single line. It is the inverse ofthe degree to which individual lines are distinguishable
(heterophony). Such unity is clearly related to tonal and temporal unity~ but also takes
account of such factors as unity in timbre and energy.

b.

Values

1) Low

2) Medium
3) High

4.

Group differentiation

a.

Definition and explanation

This variable examines the relation among different line groups in the LPS: the
degree to which the different groups are audibly separable.

b.

Values

1) Low
2) Medium
3) High
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5.

Inter-group coordination

a..

Definition and explanation

This variable also examines the relation among different groups in the LPS. Here
this relation is examined in terms ofcoordination: the level ofcoincidence of temporaltonal events between groups. (Note that the coordination among lines within a group
has already been considered under the heading ofintra-group unity.) Groups may be
uncoordinated, alternating, meshed (fitting together more tightly), or unison. These
possibilities are not exhaustive, but are sufficient for the cases encountered.
b.
1)
2)
3)
4)

Values

Uncoordinated
Alternating
Meshed
Unison

e.

Timbre
1.

Vocal smoothness

a.

Definition and explanation

Smoothness oftimbre, indicated by absence ofnoise or harshness in the voice.
b.

Values:

I) Low
2)Med
3) High
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2.

Accent

a.

Definition and explanation

Accent is timbral and dynamic stress placed upon particular syllables. This
variable measures the dynamic differential between emphasized and unemphasized
syllables.

b.

Values

1) Low
2) Moo
3) High
3.

Articulation

a.

Definition and explanation

This variable provides a measure of clarity of pronunciation.

b.

Values

I) Low
2) Moo
3) High
4.

Expressivity

a.

Definition and explanation

In speech, humans connnunicate emotion in part via modulation of timbre over
time (considered in a broad sense to include tonal and rhythmic factors); the same
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procedures serve to communicate emotion in LP generally, whether the performative
mode is speaking, singing, or chanting. This variable measures the level ofemotion
encoded in LP via modulation of timbre, as well as pitch and rhythm This definition

may appear vague. However, quantities such as "expressivity" are likely to be used
informally in any case when describing performance. By providing a erode definition and
systematizing values one can at least strive to make such judgements SYStematic, explicit,
and comparative.
b.

Values:

1) Low
2) Med
3) High

S.

Timbral unity

a.

Definition and explanation

This variable measures the degree oftimbral blend among lines, providing a
measure of timbral heterophony. The quantity ''unity'' has appeared under a number of
different sonic domain headings. (Texture: Intra-group unity combines all these notions
ofbeterophony, whether temporal, timbral, or tonal.)
b.

Values

1) Low
2) Medium
3) High
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f.

Energy
1.

Average dynamic level

a.

Definition and explanation

This variable measures average total sound energy produced, per unit time. This

quantity will depend on the number of performers, the style ofperformance, and whether
electrical amplification systems are used.

b.

Values:

1) Low
2)Med
3) High

2.

Average individual output

a.

Definition and explanation

This variable examines the average dynamic output ofeach participant. When
the number of participants is very large, or electrical amplification is used, this value may
be low despite a high dynamic level. Conversely, a high output may result in a relatively
low dynamic value.

b.

Values

I) Low
2)Med
3) High
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3.

Crescendo

a.

Definition and explanation

This variable indicates the degree to which the total dynamic level increases over
time. Note that this variable, together with acceleration, metric modulation (in the
temporal domain), and pitch drift and modulation (in the tonal domain), are all
components ofthe total sonic buildup characteristic of many dbikrs.

b.

Values

1) Low

2)Med
3) High
4.

Unity

a.

Definition and explanation

This variable measures the variation in energy output over all participants. It
represents one factor in the overall group unity (examined above in its temporal, tonal,
melodic, timbral aspects) measured in the texture domain.

b.

Values:

1) Low

2)Med
3) High
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g.

ReltztiOll to text

1.

Melisma

a.

Definition and explanation

Melisma occurs when one syUable is set to more than one pitch. Due to the
importance of text~ this style rarely occurs. Only two values are provided: ''yes''
indicates that this style is conspicuously present.

b.

Values

I) No
2) Yes
2.

Formal support

a.

Definition and explanation

This variable examines the extent to which the sonic aspect ofLP supports the
text's regular formal structure, if there is one. Typical poetic forms are multiline
strophic (a strophe consisting ofmultiple lines, often with different meters or rhyme
schemes), monorhyme monometer (single line strophes in a consistent meter, as in the
qasida)~ free

rhyme (as in the mawwal: freer metrical structure with recurring rhyme).

Repetitive texts (such as the dbikr litany) can also be considered as having a regular
form. When the formal structure ofthe sonic aspect matches the formal structure ofthe
text, then there is formal support.
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b.

Values:

1) No
2) Yes

3.

Clarity

a.

Definition and explanation

This variable is intended to measure the degree to which the sonic aspect of LP
(the "carrier''') transmits the text (the "message") so that it can be understood by the
listener.

b.

Values:

1) Low
2) Med
3) High

11.

Other variables

I.

Interality

a.

Definition and explanation

The word ''interality'' is a derived from "intertex:tuality" .. a concept important in
poststrueturalliterary theory to denote the interconnection ofIiterary texts through
shared linguistic resources, whether phonemic, lexical, syntactic, or semantic. Each text
is viewed as the product ofother texts, through the systematic transformation of their
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literary resources into a new context (Riffaterre 1979). Oftbis project Geoffiey
Hartman writes:

Each text is shown to imbed other texts by a most cunning
assimilation....Everything we thought ofas spiri.t, or meaning separable
from the letter ofthe text, remains within an ''intertextua1 sphere"...
(quoted in Leitch 1983: 117)
These interconnections point to the (somewhat shadowy) existence of more
abstract intertexts broadly related to society and history. Such a perspective tends to
erase the boundaries between texts, emphasizing the continuity ofthe textual "space'" on
which they depend, de-emphasizing the text as an autonomous wor~ and deemphasizing the author as creator., since nothing is ever entirely new.
Many attempts have been made to apply literary theory to music, most suffering
from the inappropriateness ofthe textual metaphor for musical studies, or for
performance studies more generally. "Text" becomes a catechresis when applied to
include performance. It is fine casually to call music (or other performance) a text, so
long as one is not deceived by one"s own metaphor. But such deceptions are
unfortunately all too easy to fall into. Thus no sooner does a textualist scholar call
performance a text than he or she starts to attribute to it text's attributes: permanence.,
composition out ofa string of discrete signifiers, reference, abstract existence. Yet
music is ephemeral., continuous, and not dependent on referential meaning to produce an

effect . Music doesn't exist as an abstract object, but only as a performative act in time
(notation, along with recordings, musicians, instruments, and audio systems being tools
for musical production, rather than loci ofthe music itself). Musical performance is thus
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essentially anti-textual.

'~usic

is a text'" is not a useful statement for scholarly purposes;

indeed it is misleading.
What about LP? When a text is performed, it loses its textual attnoutes to the
extent that the significance ofperformance is qua performance (as an act, in all its sonic

and temporal richness)., rather than as a means ofcommunicating the text as an abstract
string ofdiscrete signifiers. I have already argued that the significance ofLP in hadra
depends on all ofits aspects (soniC., semantic.. syntactic, pragmatic), indeed depends
heavily on its ontological status as a performative act (the ritual mode), and so cannot be
reduced to its underlying textual content. Therefore., despite being based on text, LP
itselfis closer to music than to literature. As with music, applying the concept oftext to
LP tends to conceal and distort its significance.
However the idea of intertextuality-suitably modified-is useful, because it is a
theoretical notion which does not depend on properties ofdiscreteness or permanence.
Indeed, the presence of intertextuality appears even more applicable to perfonnance than
to text. Even more than texts, musical performance is always drawn from some larger
space of possibilities (the ''pieceu , the "song") ofwhich a particular performance is never
more than a partial representation. Performances are interconnected along many
dimensions ofthe sonic aspect: temporal., tonal, melodic, formal, and timbral; there can
furthermore be social or behavioral connections (to be considered under the pragmatic
aspect), not to mention the possibilities ofliteral intertex:tuality between the texts

underlying LP themselves (considered under the syntactic and semantic aspects; I have
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already presented an instance ofthis phenomenon, when discussing poetry ofthe
JazuIiyya and Ja'fariyya).
In order to escape the hegemony ofthe text metaphor, which is of relatively

minor importance when considering the full range of interrelations among performances,
I coin the word "interality',7 to refer to ''intertextuaIity minus text", as a broader concept
applicable to the non-discrete, ephemeral world ofperformance, its rootlessness and
empty center a means of emphasizing the limitations ofthe textual metaphor. It is also
important to note that which textual theorists may be concerned with only in passing,
due to their focus on textual structure and meaning: that for the perceiver (hearer,
reader, viewer) interality serves to establish an emotional and semantic connection with
something else upon which it draws, and is thus critical in considering listener response.
Here I define interality as a descriptive variable, and use it to indicate those other
performative genres (whether LP or not) whose styles or specific materials are
incorporated in the LPS being evaluated. Sometimes interal connections will consist of
literal quotations from musical material; other times the connection will be more subtle:
the use ofa fo~ a texture, a timbre, a melodic style. Such connections have
psychological consequences for the apperceiver, because even a briefinvocation of
another genre (through literal quotation, paraphrase, or stylistic influence) may constitute
a sufficient opening through which another world ofmeanings and associations may
flood into performative experience. An c;'interal" connection to another LP source can
draw upon that source's meanings;, as defined by context ofuse, andlor textual meaning.
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Therefore analysis ofinterality is critical to an understanding ofthe effects ofLP.
Because interality is powerfuI t its use is likely to be governed by deh1lerate strategies (at
the individual or group level) which intend to produce particular consequences and
employ interality as a tool to do so. Analysis of interality is consequently central for an
understanding of LP strategy. The variable is descriptive.
2.

Total freedom

a.

Definition and explanation

This variable represents the general level offreedom and improvisation in LP
across the various domains considered individually above. Earlier I considered
improvisation within the melodic domain; but freedom as defined here includes all sonic
domains considered together.
Values

b.

1) Low
2) Medium
3) High

2.

Syntactic variables

&

Fomud syntax

1.

LP hadra genres

This descriptive variable consists ofa list ofthe LP genres employed in hadra.
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2.

LP badra grammar

This descriptive variable consists ofa formula generating the primary sequencing
possibilities for LP genres in badra.

b.

Aggregate du.rtItion of LP Clltegories

Whereas formal syntactic variables have merely evaluated the presence or
absence ofa particular type ofLP, the fonowing variables examine durations ofLP
types. The assumption is that the duration ofa type is a good measure ofits emphasis,

as wen as its intended and actual importance in the badra. To compute the "aggregate
duration" ofa type ofLP in a ~ one first locates all segments occurring in the hadra
ofthat type, and then sums their durations. Such segments may be contiguous or
discontiguous; the present set ofvariables makes no distinctions between the two.

1.

Total performance time

a

Definition and explanation

This variable equals the total length ofthe hadra performance. Subsequent
variables will often be presented as a percentage of this total value.

b.

Values

Positive number, in units of seconds.
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2.

Absolute aggregate durations ofdisjoint LP
categories

a.

Definition and explanation

Eight mutua1Iy exclusive LP categories are defined, each consisting of one or
more related LP types, together covering the entire hadra performance. These
categories are defined with respect to text:uaL semantic, and performative features ofLP,
however because they are abstract categories without specific semantic content they are
considered under the syntactic heading (much as concepts "noun", ''verb", and
"adjective" are used for syntactic analysis, though they have general semantic content).
For each hadra, the total performance time (in seconds) falling within each
category is tallied. The eight categories are as follows (note that these definitions are not
ethnographic; they are provisional generalizations for the sake of analysis):
I) Hizb: Group LP based upon any invariable, extended text having special

ritual significance for the tariqa (this significance is what precludes variation), and
containing limited tonal-rhYdunic material, so that the textual aspect predominates. The

ritual mode is usually dominant. Such texts may carry a variety of ernie labels, such as
"bizb",. "awrad", ''wazifa",. "salawat"; rarely they may be poetic (i.e. contain rhyme and

meter).
2) Dhikr (alone): Group LP based upon a very short invariable text repeated
many times, with no accompaniment. In several orders (the Bayyumiyya and Ia'fariyya
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among them) such texts form an integral part ofthe hizb, but here they are counted

.

separately. Here the ritual mode is usually dominant., but due to the importance of
repetition which is designed to create a state ofintensive concentration, I label this mode
mantric-ritual.
3) Dhikr and inshad (together): Dhikr accompanied by inshad performance.,
where inshad is solo or group LP based primarily on a variable poetic text containing
significant tonal-rhythmic material. Solo inshad is based on a flexible text., and tends
toward the affective mode.
4) Inshad (solo): Solo inshad without dhikr. Usually such inshad is non-metric

and largely improvised.
5) Inshad (group): Group inshad without dbikr, in either unison-heterophonic

or leader/group alternation formats. Usually such inshad is metric, precomposed, and

based on a fixed text; it tends toward the affective mode., but may also function in the
communicative or ritual modes.

6) Speech: LP based on a flexible prose text usually composed (spontaneously
or not) by the speaker himself with the intention of communicating a meaning, and
delivered primarily without tonal or rhythmic definition., including the religious genres
variously known as khutba (sermon), hikma (wisdom), muhadara (lecture), dars (lesson),
mudhakara (study), wa'z (sermon). The communicative function dominates the ritual or
affective.
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7) FlO (FatihalDu'a'): Two related calVresponse prayer forms, often combined.

The leader ask for the fatiha (opening sura ofthe Qur'an) to be recited for some named
person(s); then the group recites the Fatiha sotto voce. Or the leader delivers a prayer of
request (du'a') to God, and the group responds "Amin" (Amen) in a loud voice. Textual
units are often recombined in an improvisational style. Ritual function dominates over
affective or communicative.
8) Other: This category is a catch-all for every time interval during the hadra

which does not fall into one ofthe above categories, mostly: short opening and closing
formulas, informal time (talking, greeting, sitting quietly) which occurs between LPSs.,
and special events not considered part ofthe hadra per se (the Ja'fariyya include night
prayer (salat al-'isba') in the middle of their hadra), or performed only on occasion (such

as the Jazuliyya initiation).
b.

Values

The absolute aggregate duration for each category is a positive number, in units
of seconds. These values are presented as a bar graph. The sum of these values tallies
to the total performance time.
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3.

Relative aggregate durations ofdisjoint LP
categories
a.

Definition and explanation

The preceding variable provides absolute times for each category, but such data
does not clearly indicate the relative weights placed on each genre, since some hadras are
longer than others in an absolute sense. Therefore absolute durations ofLP genre
categories are normalized to percentage (relative) durations, by dividing each value by
the total performance time.
b.

Values

The relative aggregate duration for each category is a percentage value, ranging
from 0 to 100, representing the fraction oftotal performance time spent in that category.
These values are presented as a bar graph. The sum ofthese values tallies to 100%.
4.

Relative aggregate durations ofoverlapping LP
categories (modalities)

a.

Definition and explanation

In order to examine LP modalities, the categories are reduced to only four, each

corresponding to a dominant language mode. The fraction ofeach hadra in which a
particular mode ofLP is active is computed. Note that the extensions ofthese categories
may overlap when inshad accompanies dhikr, and so values may not tally to lOOOIG:
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1) Hizb: as above. Ritual mode dominates.
2) Dhikr: all dhikr, whether accompanied by inshad or not. Ritual-mantric mode
dominate.
3) Inshad: all insha~ whether solo, or group; accompanying dhikr or not. A.ffective
mode dominates.
4) Speech: as above. Communicative mode dominates.
b.

Values

The relative aggregate duration for each category is a percentage value., ranging
from 0 to 100, representing the fraction oftotal performance time spent in that category.
These values are presented as a bar graph. The sum ofthese values will be greater than
or equal to 100010.

5.

Relative aggregate durations of inshad categories

a.

Definition and explanation

Three mutually exclusive inshad categories are defined, and relative durations of
each as a percentage oftotal inshad time (not total performance time), are computed.
These categories are as follows:
I) Group inshad, without dhikr.
2) Solo inshad, without dbikr.
3) Solo insha~ with dhikr.
Note that in principle group inshad may also accompany dbikr. However this
case is eliminated from consideration because it does not occur among the examples
considered in this study.
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b.

Values

The relative aggregate duration for each category is a percentage value, ranging
from 0 to 100, representing the fraction oftotal inshad time spent in that category.

These values are presented as a bar graph. The sum ofthese values will be 1000/0.
6.

Relative aggregate lengths of inshad text types

a.

Definition and explanation

Inshad texts are divided into three types:
1) Poetry attributed to the sbaykh
2) Poetry attributed to others
3) Non-poetry segments (madad., etc.)
These types indicate the relative role ofpoetry in inshad, and the relative role of
the shaykh in providing authority to poetic inshad. Note that what bestows authority
upon a poem in performance is its attribution to the sbaykh among participants; whether
or not the shaykh actually wrote the poem is oflittle consequence.
The number ofwords of each type appearing in the text transcription in canonical
l

form is counted; these values are then divided by the total number ofinshad words to
obtain relative (normalized) values.
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b.

Values

The relative aggregate length for each type is a percentage value, ranging from 0
to 100, representing the fraction oftotal inshad words which are ofthat type. These
values are presented as a bar graph. The sum ofthese values will be lOOOAJ.

7.

Relative aggregate durations ofentropy levels

a

Definition and explanation

Entropy is a measure offreedom of choice and possibility in performance.
Objectively entropy is difficult (or impossible) to measure, and no attempt has been made
to analyze hadra performances for entropy in any quantitative way here.

Instead, I simply observe that the different LP genres are approximately
characterized by different levels ofentropy; on this basis one may categorize each
segment of hadra into three entropy-level classes as fonows:
1) Low: all fixed text prayers (hizb, pure dhikr, obligatory prayer, fixed

fawatihlad'iyya sequences, initiation). Such LP admits ofvery little individual variation,
since performance patterns are extremely restrictive.
2) Med: inshad with dhikrll free fawatib/ad'iyya sequences, group inshad. Such
LP either admits ofa medium level offreedom,. or is a mixture of levels (such as fixed
dhikr together with free solo inshad).
3) High: solo inshad without fixed dhikr, speech, informal time. Here there are
relatively few restrictions on LP.
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Such an analysis ofentropy is evidently quite crude. Furthermore, boundary time
(before the formal hadra starts, and after it finishes), which is informal and hence highentropy, is not wen-represented in the analysis, leading to an underestimation ofentropy
when ritual is considered in the broadest sense to include these informal segments.
Therefore this analysis must be qualified as extremely rough. It is nevertheless
suggestive ofinteresting patterns.
b.

Values

The aggregate duration ofeach entropy level is a percentage value, ranging from

oto 100, representing the fraction oftotal performance time spent at that level.

These

values are presented as a bar graph. The sum ofthese values tallies to 10001'0.
c.

Avertlge dIIl'tltioII ofLPSa

Whereas the previous set ofvariables was concerned to measure the total
duration ofa category (or the total length ofa category in words), regardless of how
many segments (LPSs) were added to reach that total, here one is interested in the
average length ofa segment.
1.

Average LPS duration
a.

Definition and explanation

This variable provides a measure ofthe average length ofan LPS in seconds.
Boundaries between consecutive LPSs are determined by disjunctures in perfonnative
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aspects, sonic and pragmatic. When there is sonic and pragmatic continuity, no LPS
boundaries are noted even when the text or textual meaning is changing. The LPSs
counted are non-overlapping.
The variable is computed by dividing the duration ofthe hadra in seconds by the
number ofLPSs counted.
b.

Values

The average LPS duration is a positive value, in units of seconds. This value is
presented as part of a bar graph.
2.

Average inshad LPS duration

a.

Definition and explanation

This variable provides a measure ofthe average length of an inshad LPS in
seconds. Boundaries are noted as above. Thus the transition from one munshid to
another (pragmatic disjuncture), or from non-metric to metric inshad (sonic disjuncture),
is considered a transition from one LPS into another.
The variable is computed by averaging the durations of all inshad LPSs.
b.

Values

The average inshad LPS duration is a positive value, in units of seconds. This
value is presented as part of a bar graph.
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3.

Average inshad text segment duration

a.

Definition and explanation

This variable is a measure ofthe average text segment duration, where a text
segment is defined as a sequence ofpoetic lines which is sung by the munshid(s) without
interruption, or a non-poetic text (such as madad) which intervenes between two such
poetic text segments.
The solo munshid is often free to jump from one text to another (including
poetry, madad, or other texts). Such jumps may make poetry difficult to understand,

because they interrupt textual continuity, but they enable the munshid to adapt his text
dynamically to both his own inner feeling, and the conditions and needs ofthe hadra and
its participants, as he perceives them. In group inshad usually there are no such jumps
(except for repetition ofthe refrain, which is not counted here).
These jumps define poetic text segments, each ofwhich is drawn from one poem.
A poetic segment is bounded by the point at which the munshid jumps into the text (or
starts his singing, if this is his first text), and the point at which the munshid jumps out
ofthe text (or completes his singing, if this is his last text). The continuity ofa particular
poem is determined by rhyme, meter, and thematic material. (Occasionally a munshid
may cleverly join two different poems sharing these three attnbutes; in such cases if the

analyst is fooled into thinking that the poem is one, so, probably, is the listener.) Poetic
text segments are interspersed with non-poetic text segments, usually madad.
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This variable measures the average length (in seconds) of all inshad text segments

occurring during the badra ., by dividing the total time during which inshad is performed
by the number oftextual segments.
b.

Values

Positive number, in units of seconds. This value is presented as part ofa bar
graph.
4.

Average poetic inshad text segment length

a.

Definition and explanation

This variable is similar to the previous one. But here., instead of measuring the
average duration of all textual segments which occur during inshad LP., this variable
measures the average length ofpoetic segments only, in lines (rather than seconds~ the
concept ofline is meaningless for non-poetic material such as madad and so these are not
measured). This can easily be done by consulting the transcription in canonical form
(textual transitions are indicated on the transcriptions provided in the Appendix).
b.

Values

Positive number, in units oflines. This value is presented as part ofa bar graph.
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d.

GeneralfomuJl vtD'iability of hadra: openness

1.

Definition and explanation

This variable is a descriptive evaluation ofthe general formal variability ofthe
hadra. Three factors are considered: the ordering ofLP genres in hadra, the lengths of
LP genres, and the content ofLP genres. The more the variability in these dimensions,
the more we will say that the form is "open"~ conversely a rigid fonn is termed 'Cclosed".

The ordering ofLP genres. Some hadras consists ofa fixed sequence ofLP
genres (hizb, inshad, dhikr, etc.), a ritual specification which cannot be altered. Other
hadras allow flexibility in sequencing; decisions about the hadra sequence to be
performed may be made in advance by hadra leaders, or during performance time by
participants (hadra leaders, munshidin, others). To what extent is there variability ofthis
kind?

The lengths ofLP genres. In some hadras the occurrence ofeach genre in the
sequence occupies a fairly constant duration. In others, it is variable, its length
determined by the exigencies of performance. To what extent is there variability of this
kind?

The content ofLP sections. When a particular LP genre is performed at a
particular location in the sequence, what is the range oftexts from which the performed
text may be selected? Such selections may be made in advance, or in performance time.
Sometimes the range is very narrow (e.g. the him is often restricted to one text only)~ in
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others cases the range may be much 'Wider (e.g. inshad may be restricted to a particular
diwan, or the entire repertoire of madih and Sufi poetry).

e.

Text me ill ;"slallll LPSs

I.

Definition and explanation

This variable measures the average number ofwords performed per unit time by
the munshid during inshad LPSs (including both poetry and other material)!t such that
each line ofpoetry is counted only once within the canonical form. Repetitions of any

kind are not counted since the idea here is to measure the amount of new text presented
during insbad, rather than the ways in which text is repeated. This value can be
computed by counting words in the transcription in canonical form, and dividing by the
total time during which inshad is performed.
2.

Values

Positive number, in units ofwords per second. This value is presented as part of
a bar graph.

1.

Definition and explanation

According to local theory (uemicaI1y''), Arabic discourse is characterized by
diglossia, divided into two main language levels: fusha (classical Arabic) and 'ammiyya
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(coUoquial Arabic), each ofwhich displays a different distnbution offeatures at the
phonological, morphologicaL lexical,. and syntactic levels. Fusha is supposed to be one
language, nearly unchanging, the language of high literature~ formal speech, and religion;
the Qur'an is its highest exemplar. c;Ammiyya varies from region to regio~ and changes
rapidly over time. Fusha is written and oral, whereas cammiyya is primarily oral.

In practice ("eticaUy'') the two levels are connected by a continuum, and the
position a given language specimen occupies along that continuum depends on whether
one chooses to evaluate according to pronunciation (phonology, morphology),
vocabulary (morphology, lexicon), or grammar (syntax). The supposed diglossia thus is
revealed upon closer inspection to be a five-level glossia (Badawi 1986:vili-xii), or a
complex heteroglossia (Abdel-Malek 1995:123-129).

In Badawi's scheme, fusha reveals two distinctive levels. First, there is fusha a/-

turath ("traditional Arabic"), a language grounded in Qur'anic Arabic and classical
literature, used today primarily for formal Islamic discourse in the media (religious
programs), in mosques (sermons), and for scholarship and instruction in religious schools
and universities (the kuttab (traditional Islamic schools) and the al-Azhar system, which
includes both universities and schools throughout the country). Fusha also continues to

be employed as a literary language by those within the religious sphere, including Islamic
and Sufi poets. Second, there is fusha al- -asr (c"modern Arabic"; in English this level is
most often called Modem Standard Arabic (MSA», used in contemporary business,
joumalis~ politics, law, literature, technology, and scholarship and teaching in the
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secular schools and universities. In this level most inflections (the so-ca1Ied i'rab) are
dropped, and there are also differences in sentence structure and vocabulary.
According to Badawi 'ammiyya reveals three levels: 'ammiyat al-muthaqqajin
(the somewhat pretentious intellectuals' conoquial) which is a spoken equivalent offusha

a1-'asr; 'ammiyat al-mutanawwirin (colloquial ofthe educated people generally); and
'ammiyat aJ-ummiyyin (colloquial ofthe illiterate).

Sufi poetry displays elements offusha a1-turath, fusba al-'asr, 'ammiyat almutanawwirin, and 'ammiyat al-~ using Badawi's terms. But when analyzing
poetry one must add to phonology, morphology, and syntax an additional dimension of

level evaluation: poetics. Classical Arabic poetry (from pre-Islamic times) was
composed within a system ofsixteen meters (buhur, each meter admits a fixed number of
variants). Each poem is governed by a single meter, which determines the metric
patterns ofevery line (bayt). Lines are divided into two halves (shatras), and every line
terminates in a fixed rhyme pattern (qafrya). A poem meeting these criteria could be
properly labelled a qasida. But even in the classical period, there were poets who wrote
"qasidas" employing more than one bahr and qafiya in a single poem (though not without
ensuing controversy; Abu Nuwas was one). Later forms, such as muwashshah. zajal"
and mawwaJ (dating to the 8th century), introduce new metric and rhyme schemes, and
were therefore treated (at least initially) as sub-classical genres. While the muwashshah
primarily employs fush&, zajal and mawwal are entirely colloquial genres (Kamil

1979:33-35).
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Classical Sufi qasidas can be further divided into the high Arabic ofSufi poets
such as Ibn aI-Farid, aI-HaIlaj, Ibn 'Arabi., and aI-Busiri; and the somewhat simpler

poems attnouted (for evidence oftrue authorship is scant) to Sufi saints and shaykhs,
such as Ahmad al-Badawi, Ibrahim aI-Dasuqi., Ahmad al-Rifa'i., and Abu ai-Hasan alShadhili. The latter might break the meter, or vary the rhyme (in addition to displaying
phonological, morphological, lexical, and syntactic features inconsistent with high
literary Arabic). Some Sufi shaykhs also compose colloquial poetry, in the forms
mawwal or zajal (the great Andalusian poet aI-Shushtari wrote many ofthese; see alShushtari 1960, and KamiI 1979:24).
Further complex:ifying this picture is the filet that in the present analysis one must
distinguish between the poem as written and the poem as Performed. Fusha may be
pronounced using 'ammiyya phonology (changing letter-sounds, omitting inflections, and
shortening or dropping vowels), or incorrectly (easy to do, since diacritical marks
indicating short vowels, gemination, and inflections are generally not written in Arabic).
Thus many munshidin perform the difficult poetry ofIbn al-Farid, but very few
pronounce it correctly. In this way the language level is generally lowered in
performance.
Thus the picture is considerably more complex than the oft-mentioned Arabic
diglossia would lead one to suppose. Nevertheless, in this rough analysis, I attempt to
classify every poetic line as primarily fusha, or primarily 'ammiyya, as a simplified
representation ofthe multiple continuous dimensions which would have to be employed
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•
to generate a more accurate portrait. This simplification is perhaps somewhat justified
by the fact that language users in fact employ this binary classification. The intention is
to indicate the intertex:tual relations between insbad texts and the various Arabic
language traditions., each ofwhich carries the semantic associations ofits contexts of

Every poetic line in the canonical-form transcription is evaluated for its features
(phonological., morphological., lexical., syntactic., poetic)., and on this basis is classified as
either fusha or 'ammiyya. The total counts for each class are divided by the total number
of poetic lines to provide percentages., which are more useful in making comparisons
between hadras.

2.

Values

Two positive numbers., representing percentage ofpoetic lines which are
'ammiyya., and percentage of poetic lines which are fusba. These values are presented in

a bar graph.
3.

Semantic variables

Semantic variables are used to descdbe meaning in badra as a feature ofits texts.
Semantic analysis is limited to inshad texts. Other texts forming the basis of hadra LP
(hizb., fawatih., ad'iyya, dhikr) display a much narrower semantic range across turuq,

being rooted to a greater degree in Sufi and Islamic traditions generally. Nearly every
bizb, for instance, is a collage consisting ofexcerpts from Qur'an together with
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traditional adhkar, ad'iyya and salawat. Dhikr is limited. to a small number offonnulas
used by all the turuq.
Insbad, on the other hand, admits of great semantic flextbility, which may be

exploited by each tariqa (or individual munshid) in designing LP to suit its own ends.
Further, inshad's poetry admits ofa greater range ofinterpretation than other material,
particularly when the latter is drawn from the Qur'an. Thus the 11th-century al-Ghazali
(foreshadowing the post-structuralist attitude):

cr.•••

it is not incumbent on the hearer that

he should consider what the poet intended in his words. For every saying has different
aspects, and every man ofunderstanding has his own fortune." (al-Gbazali 1901-2:707)
Further., inshad is emotionally more potent than invariable texts, especially insofar
as the latter draw on the Qur'an, if one follows al-Ghazali who wrote: ''Then know that
singing is more powerful than Qur'an in arousing to ecstasy for seven reasons... n which
may be summarized as follows:
1) Because the Qur'an must be understood as God intended and cannot be interpreted
by the listener to suit his own state, as in the case ofpoetry.
2) Because the Qur'an is fixed and well-known. That which is new makes a greater
impression. [and according to this logic any fixed hizb text will also have a lesser
power.]
3) Because poetic meters create an impression on the soul; the Qur'an lacks meter.
4) Because poetry is sung with variable melodies, whose application depends on being
able to shorten and lengthen words, which is forbidden for the Qur' an.
5) Because sung poetry may be accompanied with beaten drums.
6) Because poetry can be tailored by the singer to the audience, and its meaning can be
interpreted. according to the listener's whim; these things are disallowed for Qur'an.
7) Because poetry being created can be understood by the created, whereas the Qur'an
is uncreated.
(al-Gbazali 1901-2:738-745)
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Several ofaI-GhazaIi's arguments (reasons 2,3, part of6) would evidently apply
to any invariable ritual text., such as a hizb, even if no Qur'amc language were included in
it, simply by virtue of its fixity, inflexibility, and familiarity. The greater variability and
interpretability ofinshad, and hence its greater emotional power, indicate that it may be
expected to serve to a greater degree as a strategic tool, and thus is more useful for the

analytical goals of this study.

II.

AssertionaJ thellU!S ofinshad

1.

Overview

Sufi poetry, like most traditional poetry, consists ofa sequence ofsentences,
usually one per poetic line, which may be classified into thematic categories. There are

many ways ofperforming such a classification. One may sort by local cognitive
categories (ernic classification), or by application oflogical analytical distinctions (etic
classification), or aim for a combination ofthe two.
While reviewing inshad dini as a genre ofLP, I mentioned some ofthe prominent
emic categories used for inshad in Egypt. These overlapping categories include:
1) tawhid, qasida qudsiyYa, qasida ilahiyya (about God or Divine Reality (Haqiqa»
2) tasbih, takbir, tamjid, tahmid (praise of God)
3) al-hubb al-ilahi (expression oflove for God)
4) munajah C'intimate conversations" with God, usually a kind ofsupplieation)
5) ibtihalat, du'a', tawassul, istighatha (supplications to God)
6) manZilma (praise and supplication to God using His 99 Names)
7) madih, madh (praise for the Prophet, Abl al-Bayt. saints, shaykhs)
8) gbazal (expression of mystical love in erotic terms, usually for the Prophet)
9) kbamriyya, takhmir (use ofmetaphors ofwine and intoxication)
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IO)tawassul, istigbatba, madad (suppHcation or request for intercession, to Prophet, Ah1
aI-Bayt, saints)
11 )qissa diniyya (religious story about the Prophet Mllbammad, previous prophetslt Ahl
al-Bayt, saints)
12)sir, mawlid (religious story concerning the biography ofthe Prophet Muhammad)
13)bikm~ wa'"z (exhortation)
14)'iIm (knowledge)
15)ma'rifa (gnosis)
Emie genre categories are useful clues to what is important to users of insha~
and thus serves to guide the analytical frame. However they are confusing as we~
because they indiscriminately mix several dimensions ofdistinction: intention (such as
praise, request, expression offeefing,

communicatio~

advice)lt the object ofthe poem

(God, Prophet, Ahl aI-Bayt, saint, shaykh...)lt the metaphors employed (love in the

ghaza' lt wine in the khamriyya). In the present analysis I attempt to treat these
dimensions separately. The object ofthe poem is treated under the heading ''references'',
and metaphors are treated-in part-under the heading ''heterodox symbolsu

•

The notion

of assertional themes is used to cover aspects ofthe linguistic intention and topic in the
broadest sense.
The classification is developed by first separating the two basic "illoeutionary
forces" (Austin 1975: 150ft) ofthe poetic sentences themselves (already largely separated
in the ernie genre scheme): the assertion (which may represent Austinlts '''verdictive'' and
"expositive" types)lt and the request (representing Austinlts "'exercitiven type, whether
pleading or advisory). This typology is refined by considering what these sentences are

about or to whom they are directed Assertions are about mystical experiencelt spiritual
entitieslt or religious/mystical knowledge. Requests may be directed to metaphysical
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spiritual entities (supplication) or to human beings (exhortation). 10 (Recall that Jakobson

made precisely this distinction when discussing poetry emphasizing the conative function
(Jakobson 1987:70». This typology seems to capture the main ways poetry is aetual1y
used by shaykhs in performance~ and therefore, it is hoped, may be revealing of strategy
when used as a framework for analyzing the badra. On this basis are distinguished the
following:
Assertions (classed in five categories)
MystiCtll experience. Expression ofsubjective mystical states (hal. wajd,

/cosh/.

jadhb. tajalliyat. fana·. inihad, wahda) which transcend ordinary consciousness, or

longing for such states. Sometimes the poet merely descnbes his state ofinner
illumination (kashf); other times an indeterminate ";othef" appears (tajal1iyat), which may
be ambiguously described in esoteric terms. The mystical state (bal) transcends and
overwhelms the intellect, and signs of Divine madness (jadhb) may appear upon him, as
emotion reaches the level ofecstasy (wajd). Selfand other become so close that their
boundaries dissolve (ittihad, wahda); as the selfexpands to fill the entire frame ofthe
poem, the duality of selfand other may no longer appear. Or the heat ofexperience
causes annihilation (fana') ofthe sel£ If the poet is denied the desired mystical contact,
he becomes disconsolate~ his body withers (suqm). Others cannot understand his
madness, and so poet must cope also with reprovers and critics (Cawadbil, luwwam) who
chastise him for his heterodox, asocial, or aberrant behavior.
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In trying to express states of such an ineffable character, the poet resorts to
esoteric" illogi~ or paradoxical encodings" as well as sensual metaphors which would
normally have no place in religious contexts: intoxication, ecstasy, erotic love" the
beloved as a woman. Such metaphors and codes may also be used to hide mystical
meanings from novices or outsiders. Mystical poetry culminates in shath: enigmatic
ecstatic expressions ofa spiritual state., which in their highest form contravene Shari'a
through assertion of inner divinity (see Ernst 1985:48). This language evokes a relation
to spirituality which rejects the clear distinctions between levels of man, shaykh, Prophet,

God, by bringing God close to man, man close to God, revealing God as diffuse and ineverything. Such is the poetry ofthe mystics Ibn a1-Farid, Ibn 'Arabi., and especially a1HaIlaj. It is frequently condemned by the religious orthodoxy.

Love tIIId devotion. Expression ofdeep and abiding love and devotion for God.,
the Prophet., Ah1 aI-Bayt, and saints. Such love neither expresses nor desires true
mystical unity; despite the powerful feelings between them, the boundaries between 'T'
and ''Thou" are respected. This love is more like ordinary platonic love" and is expressed

in religiously more acceptable terms; the poetry is not based on a mysticism ofunion, but
rather one oflove, asceticism, prayer, and intercession. Poetry is addressed to God, but
also to the special class of people (the prophets and saints), filling that abyss separating
humanity from the Infinite, who can help their followers in this world and the next. The
poet does not long for self-annihilation, but rather for presence, acceptance, grace, and
love. Yet the 'T' - "Thou" relation is close, and much less hierarchically differentiated
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than in praise poetry (considered next). The poet's identity is firmly represented, giving
such poetry a personal touch. Reason is mixed with emotion, but remains lucid. The
example par excellence ofthe loving-devoted poet is Perhaps the mystic Rabi'a al'Adawiyya (see Smith 1928).
Praise. Praise poetry elevates its object by voicing its positive qualities: power,

knowledge, beauty, mercy. Most frequently the object of praise is the Prophet
Muhammad, as well as the AhI aI-Bayt, the Sahaba (Muhammad's companions), the
saints, and other religious figures. God Himself is less often praised than supplicated
through praise (e.g. "Oh Merciful One, have mercy on us...), since praise elevates its
object on the assumption that the object's true station is both expressible and in need of
expression, assumptions which are not warranted for the Creator. Positive qualities
include heroic deeds (manaq;b), miracles (mu ]izat for the prophets, karamat for others),
noble character traits (shama'i/), or physical beauty. Praise poetry does not exhibit the
subjective voice so strongly as devotional love poetry, but rather glorifies the object
objectively, as a matter offact. The poet himself disappears., his own subjectivity
effaced, not as in the mystical unity ofselfand other, but in order to further exalt the
object ofms praise as a stable fact ofthe universe., independent of his particular point of
view. Rather than expressing a close bond between selfand other, such poetry reinforces
their essential inequality, within the larger spiritual hierarchy. This poetry is therefore
closer to an orthodox sensibility in which mysticism and emotion is not allowed to
destabilize the status quo, although certain kinds (e.g. recounting miracles based on
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weak badith) and objects (e.g. saints and shaykhs) of praise may be rejected by
fundamentalist or reformist orthodoxy. The original model for Islamic praise poetry, and
a constantly invoked certification orits validity" is the work ofthe Prophet's own
panegyrist, Hassan ibn Thabit.

Objective lISSeI1ions. Declaration of Sufi or Islamic knowledge; exposition and
elucidation ofdoctrines or beliefs (cosmological, ethical,. spiritual, metaphysical)~ rebuttal
ofcritics. This category covers assertions which make assertions about the Islamic or
Sufi world-view, not as a matter of expressing feeliJt& or praising any spiritual figures,
or exhorting the listener toward any particular course of action, but simply as fact. This
category is included for formal compIeteness~ although it is not used in the analysis.

NtD7'tItives. This category is used to cover assertions arranged in a continuous
story-line, as in the qisas a/-anbiya • (stories ofthe prophets)" sira nabawiyya (Prophet's
biography), or qisas a/-aw/iya' (stories ofthe saints). These are common in some forms
of professional inshad, as well as in the Mawlid al-Nabi (the Prophet's birthday, and the
biographical literature performed on this occasion), however they do not occur in the
examples considered here.

Requests, on the other band, come in two varieties:

Exhortation. Exhortations are command-requests: warnings, appeals, and
advice from a teacher addressed to his students or followers. They may take a strong
imperative form

(~c;do x..."),

or merely advise (CCone should..."), or suggest norms by

.example ('lhe good Muslim does x...") or conditional structure ("if one does x,. then will
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be rewarded in heaven... j. Exhortation is the poetic equivalent of wa'z or /chutha

(sermon), and emphasizes a hierarchical relationship between subject and object in which
the former is superior to the latter (the listener) (just as the preacher stands above his
congregatio~

on the minbar (pulpit».

Supplication. Supplications are entreaty-requests from Muslim to saint"

Prophet" or God, asking for a favor to be granted. In the orthodox world-view,
supplication should only be made to God. Sufis commonly make requests to God for the
sake of one invoked who is close to Him (the conservative interpretation), or to a
prophet or saint as a mediator or intercessor with God (standard Sufi interpretation), or
to a saint as a quasi-independent source offavors (but this is considered shirk
("association" with God, polytheism) by more conservative Muslims). Supplication is
the poetic equivalent ofdu'a', and emphasizes a hierarchical relationship between subject
and object in which the former is inferior to the latter.
2.

Variable definition

Each poetic line within inshad segments of every badra is classified as belonging
to one or more offive categories: mystical experience, love, praise" supplication, and
exhortation. The total number oflines falling into each category can then be computed.
A line might be classified as falling under more than one category if it contains
more than one sentence, or if one sentence contains more than one theme (love and
praise is a common combination; or the themes may be nested one inside ofanother, as
in an exhortation to praise). A single line classified into n different categories counts as
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one nth (lin) toward each (for instance, a line classified as falling into the two categories
''love'' and "praise" counts as a half-line in the love category, and a half-line in the praise
category).
From such a classification is computed the percentage ofpoetic lines in which
each theme occurs, for each hadra. These values are presented in a bar graph.

b.

Heterodax symlJols fDld IIIeIllphors

1.

Overview

Sufi poetry commonly employs symbols and metaphors in order to express or
communicate the mystic's experience. Lacking a language adequate for ineffable
mystical states, and seeking linguistic power, the poet may resort to codes of enigma and
antinomianism, ambiguous symbols drawing on the power ofmystery and the forbidden.
While some symbols form a kind of Sufi code, allowing adepts to avoid censure
from religious conservatives, others deliberately violate the letter ofIslamic law so as to
point to that which lies beyond it (Haqiqa) while provoking the listener emotionally (in
this practice ofusing the forbidden to express an exalted spiritual condition one may
detect a faint echo ofthe old tradition ofthe Malamatis ("blamewonhy ones"), which

aimed for inner spirituality combined with words and actions counter to Islamic norms in
order to avoid the hypocrisy ofsanctimony. 11 Frequently these symbols are drawn from
domains of sensual experience which are themselves highly potent and emotional (all the
more so for being heterodox), especially eros (love and desire), and intoxication.
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Sometimes secular love and wine poetry from the classical tradition of ghazal and

khamriyya (e.g. Abu Nuwas) is actually taken over into the Sufi domain., with a
consequent reinterpretation of meaning (at least for Sufis).
Boldly moving outside the domain of strict Islamic practice and law is also a
covert statement ofcreed so important to Sufis: that while fonowing the Shari'a is the
essential basis of Islam., the Haqiqa is the essence of IsI~ and realizing this essence is
the goal ofparticipation in the Sufi tariqa. To speak ofthat which is forbidden by
Shari'~ whether

alcohol, or erotic love, can be taken as a metaphor-in the most general

sense-of stepping outside the limited bounds ofthe Shari'a itself: and thus an assenion
of Sufi identity as counterpoised to literalist Islam.
For this reason the Sufi orders use these symbols with a great deal ofcaution.
Even conservative turuq may not reject them entirely, but their use may be limited,
restricted to private occasions, or to inner circles ofthe spiritually advanced. The literal
interpretation ofsuch sensual symbols suggests violation of Islamic laws about physical
existence; the metaphorical interpretation suggests violation of Islamic laws about

spiritual existence, by emphasizing the ability (or desire) ofman to become spirituaJIy
intimate with God before death, while de-emphasizing the performance ofexoteric
religious duties. Furthermore, the joining of signifier and signified in a single symbol, by
blurring the boundary between the sacred and the profane (whose opposition is so often
the fundamental stnletural unity ofcosmology, according to the work ofEliade (1957»,
threatens the orthodox order which is founded-in part-on a clear separation ofthese
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categories. This is the reason why those with a vested interest in the status quo
(including the religious establishment) regard such symbols and metaphors as bid'a
(heresy), a 'iJollution" (to use the terminology of Mary Douglas who evolved this theory
(Douglas 1966» to be avoided at all costs. 12
Therefore the use ofheterodox symbol and metaphors is restricted within many
Sufi orders, which tend as a rule to emphasize spiritual development within a graded and
organized framework, rather than mystical ecstasy for its own sake. This emphasis
occurs for three reasons: the desire to produce lasting spiritual results, the need to
control emotion and mystical inspiration so as not to subvert the tariqa hierarchy as a
social order, and the need to protect the tariqa from critics who are always ready to

make the accusation of bid 'a (heresy).
On the other band, in Sufi ritual which takes place outside ofthe orders, in the
hadras often performed during mawlids and for social occasions, the free use ofsuch
symbols is the norm. When control imposed. by the tariqa for the sake ofits spiritual and
social agenda is removed, very little restraint remains. While some ofthese symbols and
metaphors are anathema to conservative Muslims, they are powerful representation of
mystical experience, and for this reason can unleash tremendous emotional power when

combined with dhikr. Their ambiguous quality allows such symbols to be interpreted by
each listener according to his level, and this flexibility maximizes their power for the
group as a whole. Even when the assertions in which such symbols are embedded are
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not understood rationally~ the symbols themselves act upon the dhakkira like small
explosions, all the more powerful for remaining a bit mysterious.
The power ofheterodox symbols, together with the evident sensitivity which
surrounds their choice and use~ makes them an important tool for characterizing and
discriminating between different groups. For this reason they have been selected as an
important target for semantic analysis.
The following are the salient classes ofheterodox symbols and metaphors which
were uncovered through close readings ofhadra texts, and which are analyzed in this
study; no claim is made for either their exhaustiveness or mutual exclusiveness:

1) Metaphors ofmusic,

dance~

and attendant ecstasy or other emotions. Since

much poetry was written to be performed in dhikr or sama', it was natural to include
representations ofsuch rituals in the poetry itself; the self-referentiality which occurs
when such metaphors are performed during a ritual they descn'be is capable of
tremendous intensification oflisteners' states, regardless ofwhether they understand the
poem in which such symbols are set, or not. Symbols such as instruments (especially the
dujf(frame drum), the nay (reed flute», their sounds, the ecstasy oflistening (wajd,
tarah), dancing (raqs) may have esoteric interpretations, besides representing the

mystical experience in general
Although music and dance are not explicitly prohibited by the Sbari'~ they
are controversial, particularly when they encroach on the religious sphere. Among
Islamic legal scholars (fuqaha '), as well as Sufi writers, the status ofmusic (more
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specifically,. samaC) in Sufism bas been the subject of polemical debate (for discussion of
this controversy with respect to music see Nelson 1985:32-51). Under restricted
conditions,. music was accepted by some theorists,. such as the great medieval theologianSufi Abu Hamid al-Ghazali (al-GhazaIi 1901-2), but generally rejected by the
traditionists (Ibn Abi al-Dunya 1938). Dance was more roundly condemned even by Sufi
theorists such as al-Hujwiri who admitted music conditionally (al-Hujwiri 1911:402,

416).
2) Metaphors of intoxication. The mystic's state is often described as a fonn of

nashwa or sukr (intoxication) outwardly similar to that ofthe drunkard; even though no
two states could be more different in their inward dimensions,. both entail a detachment
ofthe self from ordinary intersubjective reality. The power of this metaphoric class to
assert, express, convey, or (perhaps) evoke such states is so frequent in Sufi poetry as to

be considered a genre in itself(the khamriyya, or takhmir); one of Ibn al-Farid's most
famous poems is of this type (the "Mimiyya", ode rhyming in the letter'1nim'1. Even
conservative modernist orders, such as the Hamidiyya ShadhiJiyya (see Gilsenan 1973)
and the 1a'fariyya ( discussed here), whose appeal is based in part on close conformity to
Shari'a, include them at least occasionally. Individual symbols employed within the
general metaphoric system ofalcohol include: the tavern (al-han or ai-halla, which may
represent the anchorite's cell, or hadra itself), wine (khamr, mudam, rab, shurh,
representing the transformative effect ofDivine Presence (aJ-hadra a/-ilahiyya», the
cupbearer (aJ-saqi, often identified with the Prophet, or with the munshid), the cup (al-
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kas), the drinking companion (a/-nadim, companion on the mystical path), passing the

cup (idarat aJ-kas), giving to drink (saqi), the vine (a/-lrann, metaphor ofthe body), the
wineman or winemerchant (lchammar, identified with the mystic who is close to God),
the state ofintoxication itself (SUM, nashwa). The heterodox status of all such
metaphors is clear-cut, for alcohol is forbidden by Islamic law (see Qur'an 2:219, 5:9091)
3) Metaphors oferos: erotic love and longing. Love for God, the Prophet, or
the AhI al-Bayt is a common theme in Sufi poetry, but such love when stated literally
does not fall into this class. Eros as defined here includes love metaphors which are too
strong, too scandalous., to be taken as literal representations of religious feeling. Rather,
these expressions oferotic love serve as a metaphor for mystical experience: longing for
reunion with the One, or the state of reunion itself(and the consequent extinguishing of
the individual ego, named fana' by the Sufis). Performed, they assert the existence of
such an experience, express it, communicate, and sometimes, perhaps, evoke it.
Eros is a broad metaphoric class, including representation ofthe Divine in
female form (often via the feminine name ''Layla'', whose mystical interpretations as an
acronym for "la iIaha ilIa Allah", or homophonic with'1ayla" (night), the time of lovers'
meetings, are wen-known), or referring to the Divine using feminine pronouns (which
are legitimized as referencing such grammatically feminine phrases as "al-Jalala" (the
Majesty, meaning God) or "al-haylala" (the formula ''1a iIaha ilIa Allah", which is likewise
treated as feminine). Other symbols include: unveiling ofthe beloved, detailed
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descriptions ofthe lover's beauty, expressions ofdesire., the lover's night-caIL the bride,
the wedding night ofconsummation. Spiritual love and longing is described using strong
erotic terms, such as 'ishq (ardor), shawq (yearning, desire), and wa/a' (passion). Other
metaphors within the class oferos are painful or negative: the reprover (Ia'im or 'adhil,
a character taken from secular love poetry), weeping, sleeplessness, physical agony of
longing), withering ofthe body (suqm), madness., and finally death (as descnDed in
episodes related by aI-Hujwiri 1911:410).13
The power oferos in Sufi poetry, making it unpalatable to the orthodoxy, has
been remarked upon by Annemarie Schimmel: 'CU>ve poems, interpreted in a mystical
sense, inspired [poets] to ecstasy and more than once caused the death ofa lover., be he
Sufi or layman. Muslim orthodoxy instinctively recognized...the danger ofbreaking out
ofthe well-ordered world ofthe nomos, the Divinely inspired law, into the vast fields of
eros in aU its shades; hence the Muslim orthodoxy"s fierce reactions to the introduction
ofmusic in Sufi circles." (Schimmel 1982:24). While love is certainly not forbidden by
orthodox religion (indeed, Islam is more open-minded than most faiths on this point),
illicit love is, and moreover conventional religious propriety demands that the details of

one's love-life be kept private. The explicit mixing of sacred and profane (as when the
Divine Essence is represented in an alluring female form) is particularly outrageous to
the orthodoxy.
4) Metaphors ofChristian symbolism. Although it is today well-accepted (in
contrast to what early orientaJists claimed) that Sufism developed organically and
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essentially from early Is~ neither was it was entirely immune to outside influences..
including Christian monasticism (for a balanced view.. see Rahman 1979: 131). Perhaps
these early contacts contnbuted to the development of Christian symbolism in the Sufi

literature.
Such symbols, from a monotheistic tradition outside the sphere ofIslam, are

used to indicate mystical practices and conditions which are likewise outside the strict
confines ofthe orthodox, while pointing to the ultimate unity ofreligions on the higher
plane ofmystical love, as Ibn (,Arabi wrote:
My heart has become a capable ofevery form:
it is a pasture for gazeUes and a convent for Christian monks
And a temple for idols and the pilgrim's Ka'ba
and the tables ofthe Tora and the book ofthe Qur'an
I follow the religion oflove : whatever way Love's camels take, that is
my religion and my filith
(Ibn aI-"Arabi 1911: 19,67)
The monk: in his monastery (aJ-rahib ft dayrihi) symbolizes complete ascetic
devotion. Other symbols include the Gospels (injil), church beDs (naqus), priest (qissis),
and deacon (shammas). These symbols may symbolize specific mystical states or
stations for the mystic-poets who used them, although their precise meanings are not
understood by most Sufis today. For the latter, such symbols serve generally to invoke
the mysteries ofHaqiqa, projected into the earthly realm in so many forms, and to
indicate that an religious traditions point to the One God. Ibn "Arabi frequently used.
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such symbols in his poetry, but it is in the Sufi poet al-Shushtari (a1-Shushtari 1960) that
one finds them most fully developed.
Whatever their origin or ultimate significance, such symbols are regarded by
conservative Muslims today as heterodo~ since they appear to privilege Christianity.,
attnbuting to its religious manifestations an deeper esoteric significance, and to dimjnish
the significance ofthe differences between true religion (Islam) and error. Avoidance of
Christian symbols was a strategy for differentiating the Islamic Community from early
on; thus the Prophet rejected the Christian bells in favor ofthe human voice as a call to
prayer (Ibn Hisham n.d.: 1:271-2)., and the use ofthe sibha (rosary) is still criticized by
some conservatives as having been borrowed from the Christians. Only extreme
fundamentalists today consider Christians to be unbelievers (kaftrun), but virtually all
Muslims regard the Bible as a humanly corrupted (munharifJ version of God's Word,
and the Qur' an clearly states that religion with God is Islam (3: 19). Furthermore, the
tradition ofmonasticism is criticized in the Qur'an (57:27), and hence banned as an
Islamic institution.
S) Symbols of strong emotion. Besides eros and intoxication, other emotion

symbols may be used to express unusual spiritual states in which intellective processes
cease normal operation, due to the inner emotional flood which results from contact with
Haqiqa. These feelings are more extra-ordinary than the range expressed by the more
naturalistic metaphors oflove and intoxication, and therefore are denoted by symbols
drawn from the technical Sufi lexicon. These include: hal (mystical state, generally),
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wajd and tawajud (ecstasy)~ nashwa (frenzy), torab (elation, often musical),jadhb
(sacred madness), ghiyab (absence). Such states are unacceptable to the orthodoxy who
abide by Sbari'a and do not view ecstatic emotion as properly belonging within the
sphere ofreligion.
6) Metaphors ofthe journey. The mystic quest is expressed in the form of a

path to be followed

OT journey tak:~

often on ships across seas, or an ascent to heaven

(borrowing the archetypal heavenly journey ofMuhammad, the mi 7Q)). This is an old
theme in Sufi poetry~ Farid ud-Din 'Attar's masterpiece '~teq at-Tail" ("Conference
ofthe Birds"), is wholly based on i~ and indeed the very word for Sufi order (tariqa) is a
reference to such a "path". The idea of a mystical path is distinctive to Sufism, since in
the orthodox conception the only proper spiritual path is the Shari'a (significantly
carrying the meaning also of"broad path"; see Schimmel 1992:62), requiring the proper
performance ofobligatory religious rituals, and scrupulous observance of Sunna.
7) Symbols ofinsight. In these metaphors the mystic attains a glimpse of

Haqiqa, using the eye ofthe heart ('ayn aI-qalb, or basira), since ordinary sight (basar)
is useless for this purpose. Symbols focusing on light and vision include many technical

terms oftheoretical Sufism: basira (spiritual vision), kas-Jif(unveiling),firasa
(discernment), shafafiyya (clairvoyance), ishraq (spiritual radiance), mtlshahada

(witnessing), mtr (Divine Lights), taja/liyat (manifestations), lama'at (flashes). While
these metaphors are not heterodox as concepts in and ofthemselves, their implication
that the mystic may use his spiritual vision to "see" the invisible world ( 'a/am aI-ghayh)
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or Divine Reality (Haqiqa) is anathema to the orthodoxy, for whom no such thing is
possible in this life. 14
Even the Prophet Moses was unable to attain such a sight, for when he
requested it God told him "You will not see Me, but gaze upon the mountain!",
whereupon He revealed Hiinself to the mount~ then the mountain crumbled to ruins as
Moses looked on (Qur'an 7: 143). In one ofhis poems.. Ibn al-Farid alludes to this verse,
saying "And if I ask to see You truly, do allow me; don't answer "You will not seel""
(Ibn al-Farid 1990: 128). Shaykh Salih aI-Jacfari, eager to defend Ibn al-Farid against
charges of heresy, wove a tashtir around this poem in which he explained that Ibn aIFarid had meant to say "...ifI ask to see You in the Hereafter...''', thus removing the
source of heterodoxy.
8) Metaphors of union. Metaphors ofunion express the Sufi"s ultimate mystical

condition, in which all veils are Iift~ all separation between lover and Beloved is
removed, and individual existence is efFaced. Such a situation is expressed in poetry by
shathiyat (ecstatic utterances), in which cT' and the Divine "You" are identified, by

intimation, or by outright assertion (as in al.Hallaj's famous di~ "ana al-Haqq", C1
am the Truth [Godr'). In Sufi technical terms., this state is descn'bed as/ana'
(annihilation), wahda. ittihod (union or unity), or even hulul (incarnation). For denying
God's transcendence, and leading Muslims astray, alI such concepts are vigorously
opposed by the orthodoxy.
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9) Arcana: Other recondite~ esoteric, or obscure metaphors and symbols. Such
a metaphor can be classed as enigmatic more than heterodox. It may be ambiguous (and
hence open to heterodox interpretations),. or may suggest paradox,. or simply be
meaningless. IS Its inexplicability and strangeness generally indicate a realm ofreligious
mysteries beyond the familiar realm ofthe orthodoxy~ promising meaning rich and deep,
and its ambiguity enables each listener to derive from it a personalized interpretatio~
conforming to and intensifYing his inner state. For the orthodoxy, such language is at
best useless,. at worst heretical in its implications.
Examples of all metaphoric classes can be found in the hadra transcriptions,
where they are underlined, and followed by the name ofthe class (see Appendix).
2.

Derived variables

Several variables can be derived from the foregoing classification of heterodox
metaphors in inshad texts. The prominence ofa particular symbol or metaphor could be
measured in various ways, each carrying particular advantages and disadvantages: some
are theoretically useful but hard to measure~ others present the reverse situation. Thus
one can easily count the number ofpoetic lines containing a metaphor, but this procedure
would not differentiate between a metaphor which appears in one word only, and a
metaphor which underlies the entire line. At the opposite extreme, one could measure
the aggregate performance duration during which the munshid sings a particular
metaphor, a quantity which might be presumed to be more closely related to the
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psychological impact ofthe metaphor, and hence to sttategy. But such measurements
are difficult to carry out in practice.
Taking the practically convenient theoretical view (adopted earlier) that the
impact ofa word oftext is primary at its first occurrence, variables are based on the
canonical representation ofthe sung text, and measure the total number ofwords
devoted to each metaphoric class. This process provides the raw data on which the
following analyses are based, and is presented in the Appendix.
It should be noted at the outset that the coding ofthese symbols and metaphors is
far from being an exact science; it may be difficult to determine which metaphors fall into
the classes, and if so which one flf more than one is suggested). Sometimes, when a line
seemed to include several inextricably intertwined metaphors the total number ofwords
was simply divided among them. Furthermore there is ambiguity regarding where
precisely any particular appearance ofa metaphor should be considered to begin and end.
As in all the quantitative measures applied, these MetriCS were evaluated on one

performance only, and so are not necessarily statistically sound as a representation of
tariqa practice. Despite aU of this imprecision, the following analytical techniques yield a
useful profile to confirm or disconfirm intuitive impressions. They force one to look
carefully and neutrally at a set oftexts, and help avoid the drawing ofoff-handed
impressionistic conclusions.
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a.

Total absolute density

For each hadra, the total number of words ofthe canonic poetic inshad text

16

which fall within the contours ofany ofthe metaphoric/symbolic classes mentioned
above~ are

counted., and divided by the total number ofwords in the canonic poetic

inshad text. This value provides a "density" which can be compared across hadras of
different lengths. Thus a density of200A, indicates that one-fifth of all inshad poetry
words in the given hadra performance are devoted to heterodox symbols and metaphors.
Not all Sufi poetry employs heterodox metaphoric material to the same extent; this
variable provides a measure ofthe total usage.
b.

Absolute density by symbol

For each hadra., and for each symbolic or metaphoric class above, the number of
words ofthe canonical poetic inshad text which fall within the contours ofthe
metaphoric class are count~ and divided by the total number ofwords in the canonical
poetic inshad text. This too provides a '~density" which can be compared across hadras
of different lengths. Thus a density of 5% in the ''intoxication'' class~ for instance, means
that in the given hadra performance S% of all inshad poetry words are devoted to
metaphors of intoxication., ofone sort or another.

c.

Relative density by symbol

For each hadra., and for each symbolic or metaphoric class above~ the number of
words ofthe canonical poetic inshad text which fall within the contours of the
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metaphoric class are counted, and divided by the total number ofwords devoted to all
heterodox symbols. This procedure provides a percentage of heterodox symbols
devoted to each class~ such that the Pefcentages add to 1()()OlD for each hadra. The values
thus provide a glimpse ofthe importance ofeach metaphoric class relative to the total
use ofheterodox symbolism. These are useful because even when the total use is
relatively low one may be interested to know the relative emphases on each symbolic
class.
c.

References

1.

Overview

8.

Background

It is a main hypothesis ofthis thesis that LP in hadra offers a model for social-

spiritual relations in the tariq~ what I have termed ''personal social structure". Such
relations, as we have ~ are, together with particular ritual forms, a primary identity
attnbute differentiating each tariqa from other Sufi groups, since doctrinal aspects are to
a great extent shared between groups. Social relations are also critical in maintaining the
stability ofa tariqa, especially during the initial phases of development, when (as we have

seen) there is a tendency toward decentralization and loss of social cohesion. Therefore,
ifthis hypothesis is correct, LP is can playa critical role in reinforcing a tariqa's identity,
and strengthening the social foundations ofthe group. It follows that turuq which are
sociaIIy constituted so as to be able to formulate and disseminate group-level strategies
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may employ this power ofLP as a strategic device toward ensuring the continuity of
identity, as well as the social cohesion and centralization which enables such strategizing
to take place. It remains to see how social models can be embedded within LP in theory,
and then to use analysis to determine what sort ofmodels are in fact present in the
representative hadras analyzed here.
LP can to some extent shape a tariqa through its sonic and syntactic aspects., but
it is in the semantic aspects that it exerts its effect most directly. And although themes

and symbols provide the raw materials for creating moods and orientations in the
performance of ritual, it is in referencing social entities-including the living members
participating in badra, and spiritual-metaphysical beings-that it actually projects a map of
social relations in performance. These references are most flexible and powerful in

insbad, which is therefore the only component ofLP which will be analyzed.

Referencing (or reference) is a fundamental capability oflanguage: the ability of
a particular textual expression (the reference) to point to an object (the referent). The full
theory of reference, whether elaborated by philosophy, linguistics, or computation
theory, is a complex matter far beyond the needs ofthe present study. All that is
required is a few pragmatic definitions suitable for a discussion ofreference in LP.
Names are the basic "handles" by which LP references objects (including
entities), and thereby makes assertions about them. Names may not always be
unambiguous, and objects may have more than one name. A reference may consist ofa
name, or more complex expressions, including descriptions and pronouns. References
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too can be ambiguous, and any object may be the referent of many possible references.
The efficacy of referencing in performance is never completely independent ofcontextual
factors since even the simplest name-reference depends on listeners' knowledge ofwhat
it means; often a reference is shaped or determined by linguistic or performative context.
Objects include things, places, spiritual beings, concepts, people, etc.; it matters not for
the present purposes whether the object exists in the subjective or objective domain, or
whether there is agreement on its reality.
Wanting to understand how LP models social relations, I am concerned with
objects which are social entities: objects imbued with consciousness., at least for
performance participants, and with whom some sort ofsocial relationship is therefore
possible. In the analysis these social entities (henceforth simply entities., for short)
include those spiritual entities which Islamic cosmology and Sufism provide, namely:
God, the maJa'ika (angels; beings oflight),jinn (beings offire), persons living or

deceased (mostly the Prophet, AhI al-Bart, saints, and shaykhs), and any groups or
combinations ofthese.
The consequences of LP for social relations in the tariqa depend heavily on the
reference expressions it contains, the linguistic sentences in which they are embedded,
and how such sentences are performed. I will posit some naive but plausible
assumptions about referencing to guide the analysis. I assume that referencing an entity
automatically tends to establish and reinforce its entity-ness in the minds oflisteners
(which is really nothing but a kind offaith17)" and to invoke its presence at the moment
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ofreferencing, at least psychologically. Since only a limited number ofentities can be
referenced in performance,. those which are named are marked as special (although that
specialness carnes a negative or positive valence depending on context; the Devil (alShaytan) is referenced prior to every Qur'anic recitatio~ for instance). The more often
the entity is referenced, the stronger its entity-status,. the more it is reinforced and
invoked in the minds oflisteners~ and thus the more present it becomes in hadra.
Referencing an entity also tends to establish a personal relation between listeners and the

named entity; the quality ofthat relation will depend on many other factors, including the
linguistic context, performance cont~ and ideological associations ofthe entity (some
of these will be considered in the fonowing section).
Every personal relationship is characterized by one or more emotional
characteristics; it is these emotional aspects which make the relation personal, rather than
positional. It follows that emotion must be an important factor in creating or reinforcing
personal relationships. In hadra, emotion is injected into the relation suggested by a
reference in at least three ways: by the referent itself: by the language and linguistic
context ofreference, and by sonic and pragmatic aspects of performance. The referent
may already have strong emotional associations which are recalled or relived, and hence
recharged, upon invocation. If invocation takes place within a poem, the poetic context
ofreference will also serve to generate or condition emotion associated with the entity.
This linguistically evoked emotion is augmented by the 'Cfree emotion" generated by the
sounds and movements of performance, and by the presence ofother participants,. which
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is continually channelled into the network ofentities which have recently been invok~
and which are therefore actively present in minds ofparticipants.
The relationship is also characterized by a quality or attitude. One"s attitude
toward God might be supplicatory" or longing. The shaykh's attitude toward his muridin

might be intimate, or didactic. The attitudinal character ofa relationship is shaped
primarily by the textual context ofreferencing.

Lest this model ofinvocation and relationship-creation during hadra be dismissed
as an analytical fancy., it should be recalled that the Arabic word '1ladra" literally means
"presence"" and participants confirm that the ritual is indeed concerned with presence:
presence ofthe sbaykh and brethren., together with presence ofangels., saints., AhI alBayt, prophets, and God. It should also be recalled that at the center ofhadra is a
special and most potent form of referencing: dhikr. Dhikr is the remembrance (dhikr) of
God., through the mention (dhikr) ofGod. The repeated mentioning of God through the
rhYlbmic recitation ofHis Names serves., Sufis say., to create a concentrated awareness of

Him. It is not the number of repetitions, but rather reaching this state ofawareness
which is important. One usuaIly recites many times only because concentration is
difficult; the world tends to distract one from God. Ifeach mention ofthe Name is
unlikely to be accompanied by full concentration., then one must compensate for one's
deficiencies by mentioning that Name many times, hoping to recite it even once with full
awareness of its meaning. For the more mystica1ly inclined Sufis, the precise

pronunciation ofthe Name with the tongue is not so important as its inner meaning in the
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heart; they have therefore distinguished dhilcr al-lisan (outward dbikr) from dhikr a/qalh (inward dhikr); in the latter the referent itselfis present. Through repeated

mentioning (referencing) one remembers God, to the point that He becomes present in
one's heart; an emotional relation to Him is established. In light ofthis well-established
local theory, it does not seem farfetched to claim that LP has the power to create
presence and construct relationships with other entities as well.
When referencing occurs without strongly invoking the referent, LP may fail to
create such relationships. Certainly some religious LP may be purely mechanical and
perfunctory, but this is usually a limitation ofthe performer, and not the intended attitude
for performance. But it must be admitted that in certain situations, it is precisely
mechanical performance which is called for. In this case referencing may occur within
LP without any relational social consequences at all. Precise specification ofrepeat
counts (whether in obligatory prayer, Sufi devotions, or magic) frequently accompanies
beliefin the efficacy ofLP as signifier alone (the "ritual mode"). In this case, it may be
the precise performance ofLP which is important in producing an objective effect, which
does not depend on any subjective feeling, or personal relation. Presence (in the case of
conjuring a jinn, say) is a sttictly causal consequence ofLP itself One might not even
understand the words one utters.
But in general, Sufis are always exhorted to concentrate on the meaning of
language, even when a purely performative effect (due to the mere fact ofhaving recited
a particular text) is also held to exist. Indeed, every Muslim is supposed to perform
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ritual acts such as prayer with proper inward intention; without the preliminary niyya

(intention), no ritual act is valid. But in Sufism ~"eciaIly, inward meaning and intention
are always stressed as more important than outWard behavior; for this reason Sufis
generally deem dhikr al-qalb to be higher than dhikr al-Iisan. Even the execution of
precise repeat counts do not preclude the importance ofsimultaneously concentrating on
meaning (and as we have noted, such repeat counts are not always followed precisely in
practice). Thus while there is no guarantee that in reciting a name a referent will be
reinforced and invoked, and a relation will constructed between reciter and name, the
norms of Sufism tend toward this eventuality. IS
The esoteric-Sufi-meaning ofLP is strongly subjective, emotional, and personal.
For the Sufi., spiritual entities are unbound, present everywhere at once. When
participants use LP to bring an entity into the hadra, they are not creating an objective
presence, but rather causing themselves to be aware ofits existence. By invoking the
Names ofGod in dhikr, for instance, one does not summon God to one's presence-such
a concept is absurd in Islam since God is omnipresent. Rather, through concentration on
God mediated by His Name, one awakens to the fact that God is present already; one
opens one's heart to God. Saints too are present everywhere, although their presence is
more concentrated in the vicinity oftheir maqam. 19 Whereas the magical form of
invocation is concerned with producing an objective external spiritual effect through LP
as signifiers-the performance of text alone-the Sufi form ofinvocation is also concerned
with producing a subjective internal spiritual effect through LP as signifieds-the
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performance ofmeaning, Such a mode of performance inevitably entails construction of
social relationships.
If referencing creates psychological presence and establishes relationships~ and if

those relationships are critical to the identity and stability ofthe tariqa, then one may
expect this aspect ofLP to be actively manipulated by turuq which are able to deploy

strategies. Conversely, one may be able to read those strategies through a close analysis
ofthe patterns in a tariqa's hadra references. These patterns are What I now set out to
investigate.

b.

Method

Analysis is based upon the counting ofreferences to conscious entities. I do not
include the naming ofthings or places, Reference expressions typically include names~
epithets, titles~

descriptions~

and pronouns. Thus the Prophet is named by a multitude of

n
a..uA, uYasm'n , (,'Tuhami ,
expresSl·ons, such as (,'Muhammad" , "Ahmad" ''Mustafa'', ''T-L._''
~

'i:he kohl-eyed one", "ibn Kama", '''Abu aI-Qasim", and so forth (see Schimmel
1985: 105-122 for a discussion ofthe Prophet's names, which are particularly numerous)
. References which are vague are indicated as referring to the ''vague'' or "ambiguous"
entity. But I equate two or more "vague" references only when warranted by the text.
For each hadea, the analysis is applied to inshad texts only, including poetry,
madad, and other texts. This limitation is in part a matter of convenience~ since inshad
texts were fully transcn~ and are comparatively shorter than hizb texts. It may also
receive the theoretical justification that insbad references occur in a stronger affective
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context which is more likely to promote relationships, and thus deserve special attention.

Inshad is also more flexible, and therefore its use ofreferencing is more likely to reflect
the group's strategy, when there is one. References in bizb, by contrast., are generally
restricted to God and His Prophet.
2.

Simple reference variables

a.
FOT each hadra,

Reference densities

the total number ofreferences to any entity are counted. These

counts are not very useful in themselves., since one would expect them to grow linearly
with the length ofthe hadra, and hadras are unequal in length. Therefore each reference

count is divided by the total number ofwords used in the inshad text (in canonical foIlll,
as always). This ratio yields the number ofreferences per word, a number between zero
and one. Thus scaled, such values are comparable from one had.ra to another. Reference
densities are presented as a bar graph for comparison across cases.

b.

Referent counts

For each hadra, the total number ofreferents is tallied. Unlike the reference
count, the referent count is somewhat useful in itse~ as long as the badra is not
extremely short, since the total number ofreferents is generally limited; certainly one
would not expect it to grow linearly with hadra length (as is the case with reference
counts). Referent counts are presented as a bar graph, for comparison across cases.
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c.

Referent densities

For each hadra, the total number ofreferents is divided by the total number of
words used in the inshad text, yielding the average number ofreferents per word oftext.
These values are presented as a bar grap~ for comparison across cases.
Weighted referent counts and weighted

d.

referent densities
There is a problem with simply counting the number ofreferents, in that every
referent is counted once, regardless ofthe number ofreferences which refer to it. For
instance, one might collect the following statistics from two hadras:
referent

badra 1 reference eOllDtS

a

1
1
2000
2000

b

c
d

badra 2 reference eOlUlts
0
0
2000
2000

From this data one would conclude that hadra 1 has four referents, and badra 2
has only two. The difference between the two cases is statistically negligible., and yet if

one naively counts referents the second case appears to contain SOOA. fewer referents.
One solution is to use a mathematically consistent system ofcounting a set which
allows each element ofa set to be weighted, such that elements with greater weights are
counted "moren. (Thus in the above example referents a and b would count much less
than c and d in hadra 1, and the two cases would thus appear roughly equivalent.) This

procedure is too technical to describe here; the interested reader can refer to the
Appendix where it is presented in detail.
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Applying this procedure, one can consider each referent to be weighted by the
number oftimes it is referenced; the set of all referents is then a weighted set to be
counted, and the mathematical theory can be applied. Dividing these values by the total
word count produces weighted densities. Both weighted referent counts and weighted
referent densities are displayed in bar chart form.
3.

Contextual reference variables

a.

The text as a paradigm for social-spiritual
relationships

Earlier I mentioned that the relationships modelled by LP depend not only on
who is referenced, but also on the context ofthe reference, because that context would
tend to shape the relation between listener and referent. In the preceding variables, all
references referring to the same referent were treated as equivalent. In the following
analysis I define variables which attempt to discriminate among references according to

their semantic contexts in the performed text. Such a refinement will help in
differentiating the sorts of social relationships which are generated, maintained, or
conditioned by the performance ofa text. I begin with more definitions.
At the center ofthe text is the speaking ego (conventionally attributed to the
author, although its identity may only be determined in performance~ and then by each
listener individually), whose character and salience depends on the manner and extent of
its textual representation. This textual ego references other entities~ directly or
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indirectly, and thus constructs or reinforces social-spiritual relationships between itself
and those entities. Sometimes the ego is hardly mentioned-perhaps never mentioned-at
all, but it is always at least implicitly Present~ because if the poem is a string of assertions

and requests (as I noted earlier) then there must be an asserter, and there must be a
requester, even in the most impersonal praise poetry.
Each reference has a semantic conte~ which can be divided into two parts:
attitude, and deictic mode. The former characterizes the kind ofrelation between
speaker and referent, and the latter specifies the manner (first Person, second person,
third person; singular, plural) in which the reference is made. Attitudes and deictic modes
can be genera11y characterized as conditioning the vertical and horizontal aspects ofa
relationships. By "vertical" I mean the degree ofhierarchical distance~ by ''horizontal'' I
mean the degree ofdirectness or immediacy (as in face-to-face relationships). These
quantities are somewhat independent: there are close relations with superiors, and
distant relations with equals.
For the sake ofconvenience, I will reuse the list ofthemes (described earlier) for
attitudes. Thus I consider the following possible attitudes: praise, love, mystical
closeness, supplication, and exhortation (the last typically reserved for addressing the
listener). These attitudes are determined in the first place by the textual context ofthe
reference (though they may be modified according to context ofperformance). For
example, a reference to the Prophet within a context ofpraise ("oh beautiful kohl-eyed
one") means that the referential attitude is praise. Referential attitudes are complex, and
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certainly I do not mean to suggest that they can be reduced to a simple list; the list is
merely a means ofperforming a rough variable analysis.
Attitude is closely connected to the vertical aspects of relations. Thus
supplication, and to a lesser extent praise., by which the ego humbles himselfbefore the
referent., imply a greater hierarchical distance (ego below., referent above). In love the
relation is closer to equality, while in mystical closeness the very distinction between ego
and referent starts to dissolve. In exhortation., on the other hand., the ego establishes
itself as wiser and hence in a superior position with respect to the referent.
The term "deictic mode'" is taken here to mean the pronomial form ofreference.
There are three cases to consider. When the referent is a spiritual entity (God., the
Prophet, the Ah1 aI-Bayt and saints), reference may occur via second person pronouns
(direct address) or third person pronouns and names (indirect., oblique address). The

former tends to establish relationships ofgreater directness, hence greater intimacy.
(There is a world ofdifference between supplicating ''Db, my Lord., help us..."., and
'~y

11
'.)

the Lord help 05

Likewise., when the referent is the textual listener, reference

may occur via second or third person; again the former creates greater intimacy (as well
as a stronger effect., and a predisposition for the listener to adopt the role oftextual

listener; see below). When the referent is the textual ego (self-reference)., reference may

occur via first person singular, first person plural., or third person. The first ofthese ('T')
represents the ego strongly as a an active personality in the text; the second ("we") tends
to include the listener, and thus bind him together with the ego within the total network
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ofreferences. The third (''he") represents the ego more weakly, as only present in the
poem from a point outside himself
In terms of this theoretical apparatus, bow does LP construct or reinforce socialspiritual personal relations? In the case ofsimple reference? discussed earlier, I noted
that a reference tends to reinforce the entity-ness ofan entity, to invoke its presence, and
to establish a relation with it, to the extent that it is clearly denoted. The nature ofthat
relation was left vague. Here I consider the entire process in more detail.
The text can be interpreted as a paradigm for relationships, consisting of a
network ofreferents, each ofwhich defines a distinct (but not necessarily "nambiguous)
"role". Textually spea.kin& each reference to an entity other than the ego indicates a
relation between the (explicit or implicit) ego (who is,prtmafacie, the text's putative
author) and the reference's referent, a relation whose character is suggested by the
attitudinal and deietic context ofthe reference. Thus the fundamental topology ofthe
network is a central hub (the ego) from which radiate links, spoke-like, which connect
the ego to various named referents. Each link is defined by its two end-points, in
addition to its attitude and deictic mode. It is this network of referents, I suggest, which
enables the text to offer a model for social-spiritual relations.
Two other factors also must be considered before I can attempt to extract such a
paradigm from a text.

Fir~

each reference carries a particular level ofspecificity (or,

conversely, amhiguity). The most specific references employ language which clearly
identifies the referent; these are the "constants» ofthe paradigm. Vaguer references
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employ language which must be interpreted by the listener in perfonnance; these are the
''variables'' ofthe paradigm. The distinction between "constant'" and ''variable'' is not
absolute, but rather is connected in a continuum. Thus a reference may refer
unambiguously to the Prophet as '''Muhammad'' or "habib Allah"; or it may refer with
slightly more ambiguity as 't:.hadi al-rakb"" ("camel-leader} or "al-Saqi", metaphoric
names which traditionally refer to the Prophet., but might also refer to a spiritual leader.

On the other hand, a reference such as "al-habib" (the Beloved) is completely
ambiguous, unless the referent is specified by context. However in the analysis
performed in this thesis, I will mainly differentiate between references which are
specified., and those which are ambiguous.
Second, each referent has a particular level ofpresence, explicit representation, in
the text. Presence is a concept which applies to all referents, but is particularly important
to consider with resPeCt to the ego and the listener, since these two referents are always

at least implicitly present. All assertions and requests which are not quotations are
attributed to the ego in any case, but the level ofexplicit ego-presence in the text is
variable. To what extent is the ego represented in the text by references? The listener,
too, has a particular level ofpresence in the text. As is the case ofthe central ego, the
listener may not be explicitly mentioned in the poem, but there is always at least an
implicit listener-role to whom the poem. is directed; this role is developed further as a
consequence ofthe pragmatic aspect ofLP: the poem's·perfonnance in a social context,
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for and to a social group. Note that presence is an attribute ofthe referent (not ofthe
reference), depending on the total effect of all references, considered together.

b.

The paradigm performed

So much for the abstract text. The question is: what happens when such a text is
performed, and what sorts of social relationships does its paradigm for relationships-its
network ofreferents-suggest in performance?
Relationships are established or reinforced in the minds oflisteners, first of all,
between the central ego and the referents, according to attitude, deictic mode, and

specificity ofthe reference. ThUS., the interpreted identity ofthe poetic ego is the most
important factor shaping the construction or reinforcing of social-spiritual relations.
When poetry is attnbuted to the shaykh (and it is primarily this case which I will
consider), then the central ego is naturally associated with him.
But the performance will not create relationships for the listener unless he himself
takes up a textual role within the paradigm of social relationships suggested by the text,
by assuming a position within its network ofreferents. Selecting a textual role for

himself is one ofthe listener's interpretive activities. The other is to till in the 'variables"
ofthe paradigm whose precise identity in the text may be ambiguous, especially for those

with a higher level ofpresence.
I suggest that there are two main possibilities by which the listener implicates

himselfwithin the performed poem:
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(1) The performance listener adopts the textual listener-role, the addressee for
the text's assertions, whether this referent is explicit or not. This is the '1iteral'" role for
the listener to adopt~ however I argue that this is more likely to occur when that role is
frequently referenced-highly present in the text-{i.e. when there is explicit reference to
the listener) especially when the attitude is exhortative and deictic mode is 2nd person.

In this case, the ego-role is usually attributed to the shaykh, especially if he is the
attn'buted author., but often even when he isn't.
(2) The performance listener adopts the textual ego-role. Literally., this role is
taken up by the shaykh (ifhe is the attnbuted author), or by the munshid (who, as
performer, temporarily assumes identity ofthe lOT'). Therefore, this is a "metaphorical"
role for the listener to adopt., representing his degree ofidentification with shaykh, or
munsbid. This case is more likely to occur when the ego-role is explicitly referencedhighly present in the text-and develoPed in such a way as to facilitate the listener's
identification with it. Deietica1ly, the use ofthe plural first person ("we") helps to
facilitate such identification, whereas use oftbird person (''he'', or a proper name) tends
to inhibit it. Absence ofthe exhortative attitude or strong presence ofthe listener role
(i.e. frequency ofexplicit 2nd person references) also increases the likelihood ofthis
case. (performatively-sonically and pragmatically-it may also occur when the munshid
projects expressive emotion which causes listeners to empathize with him; however this
factor cannot be considered with the analytical tools available.)
These two modes can be elaborated as fonows:
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1) The ego-role ofthe poetic text is interpreted as the voice ofits (attnbuted)

author, the shaykh. The text establishes (in the minds oflisteners) relationships between
that author and spiritual referents? according to prevailing contextual attitudes? and the
level of presence ofeach referent. Thus if the author is continually supplicating God, a
relation of subordination between author and God is established. If the author is
continually expressing mystical love for ~ a relation ofcloseness is established. Such
relationships to some extent serve as prototypes for the mOOd's own relationship to his
shay~

since the shaykh's relation to., say., the Prophet is bound to condition the way the

mood thinks about his shaykh. Furthermore, when the listeners insert themselves into the
poetic text, in the role oftextual listener., the performed text becomes a message from
shaykh to murid; the mood thus establishes a relation with the shaykh and-through himto the shaykh's own web ofrelationships to spiritual entities.
The context of reference-attitudinal, deictic-to the textual listener is critical in
conditioning this relationship between murid and shaykh. Are they addressed directly in
the second person (greater familiarity) or merely referred to in the third, perhaps only
hinted at? Are they perhaps addressed, together with the shay~ in the second person
plural (a usage which tends to reinforce their brotherly status together with the shay~
as a unified and quasi-egalitarian group)1 Are they addressed with an attitude of
shaykhly love and compassion, or does the language employed inspire a sense ofawe and
fear? The language used conditions or establishes relationships for listeners to each
other" to the shaykh, and to the entire spiritual cosmos by dint oftheir implication in the
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referential web ofthe poetry, combined with their a priori social relation to the sbaykh at
its center.
The listener is most likely to adopt the textual listener-role when that role is
explicit-highly present-in the poetry, and when the listener-role is addressed directly
(deietically, ''you''') through exhortation. While the textual listener-role always (at least
implicitly) must exist, these conditions tend to force the listener into adopting it, because
there is no one else to do so.
2) The ego-role ofthe poetic text is interpreted as the voice ofthe munshid, and,
through empathy and internal identification with his sonic voice, as the inner voice of
every murid. 20 Because listeners are followers and spiritual sons (abna ') ofthe shay~

having taken from him the oath ( 'ahd), and because the shaykh is their most immediate
exemplar (qudwa), a more-or-Iess distant reflection ofthe Prophet's own supreme
perfection, they must at all times attempt to emulate the shaykh. Part ofthis task of
emulation is to try to establish the shaykh's spiritual relationships for themselves. That
the shaykh's spiritual relationships are a model for those ofms disciples is merely one
consequence ofthe fact that the shaykh is a model for them in general. By establishing
such relationships" the murid comes closer to identifying with the shaykh; indeed his
stated goal is often to annihilate his selfcompletely in the shaykh (jana '.fi aJ-shaykh). 21
Thus it is not at aU presumptuous for the murid to adopt the textual position of
poetic ego; on the contrary ifhis shaykh is the author, he is practically required to
consider this position. In this case relationships are established for listeners to each other,
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and to the entire spiritual cosmos by their common act ofidentification with the textual
ego-role ofthe poetry. As a consequence of this process ofidentification with the egorole, the listener's link to his shaykh is evidently strengthened as welL since the text is
attnouted to shaykh as author. Note that the munshid himself is most likely to make the
identification since the words emanate from him physically, and may have even been
chosen by him (albeit from a fixed repertoire)~ indeed, a professional munshid may speak
ofattempting to connect to the author ofpoetry he sings, even when that author is not
his shaykh at all (on the connections between munshidin and poet-saints, see Frishkopf
1996).

Frequent self-reference in the text renders such an identification easier, by
creating a stronger ego-presence, with which a listener may more easily identify. Use of
pronouns (rather than proper names) make the ego less specific, hence more open to
adoption. If the sbaykh uses a plural first-Person pronoun, the murid's substitution for
his shaykh's ego in the poetry becomes even more natural, because such a usage
effectively sanctions such a substitution, by grouping the shaykh-ego and murid-ego in
the scope ofa single pronoun.
On the other hand, if the shaykh does not strongly represent himself in his own

poetic text, there will be no "placeholder" with which the listener can identify. If the
shaykh mentions himselfby name rather by pronouns (CT' or c\ve"), he will also reduce
the possibility ofidentification (by clearly specifying the referent as himself). Another
factor discouraging listeners' identification with the poetic ego is the explicit and
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exhortative mention ofthe muridin in the text, instructing them on how to think or
behave~ such didacticism tends to

force the listener into the textual listener-role.

c.

The pragmatics of paradigm performance:
Solo inshad, group inshad, and responsorial
singing

Thus far I have not explicitly distinguished between group and solo inshad. At
least as a performative act (if not inwardly), the munshid explicitly adopts the role of

poetic ego, since his voice and the poet's selfbecome identified in the act of singing.
But this performative identification is likely to result in an inner identification as wen. It
is the more passive listener (passive, at least, with respect to the poetry being
performed), I have argued, whose choice oftextual role is less certain; while that choice
may be conditioned by attributes of specificity, deietus,. attitude and other attributes of
the text per se, it may also depend on individual volition.
For solo inshad, there are two main cases to consider: ~ when the group is
concentratedly listening to the inshad (and is therefore ''passive''); second, when the solo
inshad accompanies group dhikr. In the first case inshad is experientially foregrounded.
Meanings are clearly projected by the munshid to the group. The analysis above
suggests that the way in which a listener positions himself within the performed text
depends mainly upon the text itself the ways in which references are made (especially
attitude and deietus) and the presence and specificity ofreferents. However, dhalddra
(muridin performing dbikr in the hadra) tend to foreground dhikr, and "background"
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insbad. When accompanying dhikr, inshad serves a supplemental role, boosting the
general level ofemotional energy. Muridin descnbe it as encouraging the dhikr..
preventing fatigue. If someone's concentration strays from the spiritual doma.in,. insbad
will help to put him back on track. On the other hand, a murid deeply engrossed in dhikr

may not listen to the insbad at all. Thus in practice the social paradigm embedded in the
text performed as an accompaniment to dhikr cannot be regarded as having the same
impact as that which forms the intensive object oflistening.
Group insbad, in which everyone participates as a munsbid, tends to increase the
general level ofidentification with the poetic ego., since all are enabled., in this textural
mode, to particiPate in acting out the ego-role.
Responsorial singing, in which the leader sings verses, while the group responds
with a madhhab or refrain, is more ambiguous in its effects. Often the madhbab is taken

from the qasida itself(usually the first line)., and in this case the madhhab may clearly
express the voice ofthe textual ego. In this case, upon singing it the group will tend to
identify with that textual ego, as embedded in the refrain, just as the solo munshid does.
But equally commonly the refrain is a standard religious formula (usua1ly tawhid
or salawat., such as eela iIaba ilIa Allah, Muhammad rasul Allah"', or 'CSalla Allah 'ala
Muhammad, saIla Allah Alayhi wa sallam") in which the textual ego is only weakly
4>

present. Furthermore., such lines often are not taken from the poem at all, but rather are
added specifically for the sake ofcreating a refrain; the same refrain-lines being re-used
for all qasidas sharing the same poetic meter. 22 Such lines contain no clear ego identity.,
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and singing them does not necessarily create any particular identification with the textual
ego; this case is common for inshad ofthe Ja'fariyya.
Occasionally the refrain clearly contains a textual ego distinct from that present in
the body ofthe qasida. This situation is most apparent when the refrain selVes to praise
the poet (usually the shaykh) who wrote the qasida. Since no poet would praise himself:
such lines indicate a contrasting textual ego-role, representing the viewpoint ofthe
muridin. The act of responding then constitutes a kind ofdialog between the main
qasida ego-role (whether exhorting the muri~ supplicating Go~ or praising the
Prophet) and the refrain ego-role (praising, supplicating, or expressing love for the
shaykh). If the main qasida ego-role is associated with the shay~ the act of
performance then neatly expresses and reinforces the relation between muridin and
shay~ both

semantically, and sonically-pragmatically, the dialog between solo munshid

and group chorus constituting a performative metaphor for the relation between shaykh
and his disciples. In this case the responding chorus will naturally enough adopt the
refrain ego-role, which is distinct from the main qasida ego-role and represents their
position as muridin. Such dialogs between shaykh's voice and muridin's voice are very
effective in expressing two points ofview in one LPS. We will see an example ofthis
phenomena later on.

d.

Emotion and relationships

Above I have argued that the performance of text is capable ofcreating,
reinforcing, or maintaining relationships ofthe '1'ersonal" variety (as opposed to the
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positional relations characteristic ofadministrative structures). Such relationships were
said to be latent in the text through references, in a deictic and attitudinal context, and to
be realized by the performance ofthe text in a social context in which listeners can adopt

a position within it. Thus characterized, a relationship might appear as dryly abstract as

a mathematical vector.
But a critical component ofthe personal relationship (as opposed to the
positional) is its emotional depth. Personal relations are bound up with emotion, though
under ordinary circumstances that emotion is not experienced, but rather is stored in a
latent or potential fonn. When the entity with which one has such a relationship is
invoked, that emotion may be released into consciousness. Likewise, the text's ability to
create relationships depends upon the tact that performance (through LP in its multiple
aspects) creates emotion which courses through the logical channels ofthe network of

referents embedded in the t~ making them felt, and hence socially real" at least during
performance. Whatever potential relationships may be logically entailed by the murid's
taking up a position within the text (whether at the ego-center, or listener-periphery),
these are developed into real personal relationships only over time, and by emotional
investment.
There seems to be a complex dialectic between emotion and social relation here.
A relationship between a listener and a particular entity is bound up with emotion. When
that entity is invoked as a referent in performance, the relationship itself is invoked.
Invoking the relationship in performance causes the release of its latent store ofemotion
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into subjective consciousness" in a ''free'" form which overflows the bounds ofthe
original relation in which it was stored,. affecting everything present in consciousness at
that moment. Through the individual's expressive words and behaviors.. that emotion is
released into the public social space ofthe badra. The act ofrealizing such emotion... then
experiencing it in a collective and visceral form, intensities it, and strengthens the relation
into which it is nonnally bound. (For instance" the Sufi's great love for the Prophet is
expressed, realized,. and strengthened, by mentioning the Prophet in performance.) At
the same time, free emotion generated during performance from any source-from the
invocation ofa relationship (as descnDed above), affective content of poetry (especially
its potent symbols), the sonic substrate ofmelody and vocal expressivity, bodily
movements, group interactions--is channelled into the logical network ofreferents
suggested by the text. Then the relationships suggested by that network are imbued with
felt substance, invested with an affective substrate, and become socially real.
The precise process by which relations invoked in performance release emotion,
or by which emotion is bound into named relations during performance, is too subtle to
be understood completely through any discursive analysis, and can only be descnbed

qualitatively in its broad contours. To review the main points:
1) The text contains an abstract network of referents, constituting a paradigm
for relationships.
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2) In performance~the listener adopts a position within the performed text, thus
implicating himself within that netwo~ and tills in (for himself) the variable roles. A set
oflogical relationships are thereby defined.
3) In performance, LP's referencing ofentities with which the listener has a

prior personal relation serves to invoke that relation. thereby releasing the latent emotion
with which it is bound up into the listener's consciousness, and (through the listener's
expressive behavior) into the public social space ofthe hadra., in a

~1ree"

form unbound

to any particular relationship.
4) Free emotion also derives from performance itsel( especially the sonic,

expressive, kinesthetic, social aspects of perfonnance: pitch, maqam, melody; vocal
expressivity; rhythm., meter, macrometer; physical movement; and interaction with other
participants.
5) Free emotion is invested into relationships suggested by the text's network of
referents and the position ofthe listener within that network, thus making them socially
real.
6) Free emotion is reinvested into prior relationships invoked by textual
references, making them stronger.

e.

Definition ofvariables

Having completed this lengthy but important theoretical discourse, I return to the
problem of defining variables which are useful for the purpose ofanalyzing references in
context.
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Since I would like to show how references in context are capable ofeffecting a
group-level strategy7 I will examine only poetry which is attnbuted to the shaykh of a
tariq~

i.e. poetry for which the textual ego-role can be assumed to represent the shaykh

himself Such poetry should manifest strategic patterns ofreference (if any exist) more

clearly than poetry which is only selected (not composed) by tariqa leaders7 or which is
selected by the munshid acting individually. Therefore I will restrict application ofthese
variables to the poetry composed by Shaykh Salih and Sidi jabiI'. Both tariqa founders
were concerned to write poetry and use it in their ~ and so here one may expect
some patterns to emerge. In the B a ~ sung poetry is not composed by the
shay~ nor does

any tariqa-wide canon exist; rather poetic decisions are made by the

munshidin. While these might reflect individual-level strategies., they are unlikely to be
as interesting or rich as poetry composed by the sha~ in which the leader ofthe tariqa

has taken control of performed language. Since the present analysis is also rather
complex, I have economized by imposing this limitation.
The systematic analysis ofreference in context requires that one count
occurrences of several combinations ofvariables. To simplify matters, I divide entities
into four types: (1)

Go~ (2)

the Proph~ AhI aI-Bayt, and saints (that iS7the shaykh 7s

spiritual ancestors), (3) ambiguous spiritual entities7 (4) the muridin. These are
combined with two possible deietic modes (second person, third person), and five
possible attitudes (love, praise, supplication, mystical relation, and exhortation,
henceforth abbreviated: L, P7 5, M, E, respectively). Finally I count references to ego in
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three variables: first person singular references C'T}" first person plural references
(Uwe"')" and third person references ("he)" resulting in a total of43 (=4*2*5 + 3)

distinct variables. These counts are divided by the total number ofwords in the inshad
portion of the hadra text in canonical form which were composed by the shaykh
(discounting., as usual., any repeated lines in the canonical text)" to obtain densities
(references per word of text).
But rather than actually graph so many variables" I present only the totals for
each theme" and the totals for each deictic mode" for references to God, the Prophet!Ahl
al-Bayt/saints" ambiguous entities, and muridin., in addition to the (redundant) grand total
for each ofthese four categories" plus the three variables for references to the textual
ego. These variables correspond to the positions marked 'v' in the following tables.
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References to God:
L

P

S

M

E

Total

2~

v

3rd
Total

v

v

v

v

v
v

v

References to the Prophet. AhI al-Bayt, saints:
L
n

2nd
3rd
Total

P

S

M

E

Total

v
v
vvvvvv

References to ambiguous spiritual entities:
L

P

S

M

E

Total

n

2~

v

3rd
Total

v

v

v

v

v

v
v

L

P

S

M

E

Total

v

v
v
v

References to the listener:
2nd person

3rdperson
v

Total

v

v

v

References to the ego:

s: 1st

v

P: 1st
3:3rd
Total

v

v
v

To these I add (redundantly) the totals for all spiritual entities, combined:

References to aD spiritual entities
L

P

S

M

E

2M
3rd
Total

Total
v
v

v

v

v
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v

v

v

d.

Illtertex:tlltllity tIIId tnlt1Iority

The foUowing variables are all descriptive.

1.

Sources and intertextuality

Earlier~ I considered the concept of intertextuality~ refonnulating it as "'interality"
so as to be applicable to sonic perfonnance, for which the metaphor of,'text" is

unsuitable. Here I apply the original concept of intertextuality itself From what source
or sources are performed texts drawn? How are they generated or influenced by those
sources? More abstractly, what are the larger intertexts to which the performed texts are
related, and how are they related? What are the semantic associations ofthose
intertexts, and how does the performed text's linkage to those larger texts infonn its
meaning and effectiveness in performance?

2.

Authorship,Authority,Authorization

Intertextuality is a phenomenon oftextual interconnections and sources. Here I
examine the relation oftexts performed in hadra to their creative sources, as understood
by listeners in performance. Such analysis is important since it is frequently these authors
and authorities, and the authorization they confer upon texts~ which supplies the most
potent textual meanings, rather than the specific meanings ofindividual assertions within
the text. Such a situation is typical of ritual language.
Who wrote (or is presumed to have written) the texts, and what is the authority
ofthe author? What is the authority ofthe t~ and on what does it depend? By what
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authorization is it performed? The answers to these questiODS are important if one is to
understand the efficacy ofthe text in performance.

4.

Pragmatic variables

Pragmatics is that branch of the science of signs which treats the use of signs by

human beings in social situatiODS. Variables falling under the pragmatic aspect therefore
includes all dimensions which are not present in the sound signal alone, namely the
social, behavioral, proxemic, kinesic, and contextual aspects of performance. All
pragmatic variables treated here are descriptive.
Many possible variables could be defined, but not all ofthese are possible
strategic variables. Thus one could define, for instance, a variable which measures the
number of people in attendance, or their average level of education, but these are not
''independent'' variables and hence are incapable ofbeing determined by participants.
Since I am interested in examining how various aspects of performance are used by
modernist groups to promote their aims, I will limit variables examined to the
''independent'' variety: those which can be set by tariqa authorities, given a suitable level
ofawareness.

a.

Context: Loclltion, time, occasion

Where is the hadra held? Is it held in a mosque, zawiya, outside? Why? What
are the affective or semantic associations of place; is there a significant shrine nearby?
Does it belong to the tariqa, or is it borrowed for the performance?
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When is the hadra held? How long does it last? Is it a regularly recurring
(periodic) ritual, or held irregularly as a response to some external conditions? What are
those conditions?
Does the hadra mark any other occasion? If so~ what is the significance ofthat
occasion?

b.

Openness

How public is the hadra? How visible or audible? Is the location public or
private? Whom does the location enable to see or hear the performance? Can outsiders
view or hear it?

c.

pemretlbility ofptll1iciptlJory boIuJdIlries

To what extent can one participate in hadra, without being a member? Is it
possible to enter the performance space~ or even to take up a role? Or is it impossible
for non-members to participate?

d.

Roles ad stlltllses

What are the roles in LP? How homogeneous is the group?
Who leads? Who follows? Who performs LP,. and who listens? Who does what,
and for whom? What is the structure ofthe performing group?
To what extent are performative roles distributed among participants?
How does the allocation ofroles define subgroups~ and relations among them?
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How do the roles ofperformance index or reinforce statuses and positions?

e.

COIItroIlDld COIIIIIUIIIiclItioII

Who controls LP in hadra? What are the channels of communication and
feedback which constitute the control system?
To what extent is the control system hierarchical? To what extent is control
centraIized?

f.

Geometry

What is the human geometry ofLP in hadra? Where are participants during
performance" in relation to each other" and in relation to the Performance space? In
which directions do they face? What are their postures (standing, sitting,. etc.)? Is the
geometry fixed,. or variable" over the course of the performance? What is the relation of
geometry to LP? Does the group cluster into subgroups? If so" what is their
interrelation? What is the significance ofthe subgroups? How do position,. direction,.
posture" and clustering relate to the social structure ofthe tariqa as a whole? How do
they index and reinforce statuses" positions" and relations among individuals?
g.

Physiclll movement

What movements accompany LP?
What is the range ofmovement?
To what extent are these movements coordinated,. unified?
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h.

Beluwioml energy

To what extent are participants active or passive? Here~ activity means
generating energy in performance, through significant physical or verbal behavior. More
specifical1y~ LP
Natura1ly~

is considered to be active, while listening is considered to be passive.

the level ofactivity will vary with the LPS and individual participant.

Therefore I consider roughly the proportion of performance time spent active (in group
or solo/group call-response formats) and passive (listening) for the ordmary participant.
What is the total energy output in performance, in behavioral and verbal energy?
Naturally this quantity varies with the individual and LPS. Here I consider it as averaged
across the performance. Which performances produce more (or less) energy per unit
time, on average?

i

Freedom

To what extent are participants given freedom in performance? Clearly the
degree offreedom may vary with the LPS; here I consider freedom in a general way
across performance. At one extreme, all speech and action is precisely determined either
by ritual fo~ or by authoritative control. At the other extreme, every participant is
individually free, within wide limits, to behave as he likes. One should also consider who
has this freedom., if freedom is not granted equally to all participants.
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j.

U"ity

To what extent is the group behaviorally cohesive during performance? Unity
tends to imply less freedo~ but sometimes individuals may sacrifice their freedom for
the sake ofgroup solidarity.

Notes for Cbapter 7
1 The

notion of self losing its identity in that of the group is a social parallel to the Sufi spiritual cona:pt

of fana' (annjhilation of the ego). in which the individual selfceases to exist.
Thus a hypothetical standard for sound recording would be to record a track. for every participant by
means of a microphone mounted a certain number of centimeters from his or her mouth.

2

It may be interesting to note that the irregular backwards jump is not characteristic of iDshad oDly. but
rather applies to nearly all forms of i:mprovised solo vocal teXtual performance in Egypt.. including
Qur'anic recitation (in the mujawwad style). the religious genre of ibtihalat. the fIUlWWal. and
performance of qasidas (whether religious or not) in the old urban Arabic music tradition.
1

4

The concept of syllable is not recognized in traditional Arabic poetics. However vowels and

consonants are distinguished. and in the traditional meters (buhur) the units are effectively equivalent to
these three kinds of syUable.
5

Measuring the size of a pilCh set is not as ttiviaI as it may seem; see PS below.

A more precise definition is not possible without introducing mathematical complexity. Suffice it to
say that this variable attempts to measure the range of pitches which comprise the core pilCh set.
6

7

One could choose another word entirely. but the idea of a word formed only ofprefixes and suffixes

(by ejecting the central ~") is appealing: "~denoting a relation between expI'eSSive systemS,
"interal'tt descnbing the idea ofsuch a relation. aDd "interaJity" denoting the abstract concept.
8

It would perhaps be better to compute the aggregate dulation of each type. But since the mlln sbid may

frequently switch from one ~ to another. such a computation would be difficult. I base measurements
instead upon the canonical form. since I have presented a theoretical justification for its significance.
9

Waugh (1989: 126-130) has performed a similar biliary classification in his aualysis.
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10

This briefaUusion to Austin"s work hardly doesjustice to the potential his theory orillocutiODalY

force (and its subsequent development by Searle) might contribute to a theory of the influence of LP in
ritual. Note however that the concept of the "'illocution'" (an act performed in 5a}iDg something) which
he made famous is far less important than the "'perIocution" (an act performed b.v saying something) in
considering the e1fecIs ofLP in badra; while he focusses on the former, I focus on the latter (while
extending "saying'" to "language performance" in its four aspects).
11

See SchimmeI197S:86ft also Trimingham 1971:264tI who argues that the term QaJandari is more

apptoptiate for this tendency.

I: The bipolar combination of the spiritual and the sensual in Sufi metaphors is reminiscent of the
bipolar symbols exc3''8ted by Vietor Turner during his fieldwork: among the Ndembu in Africa.
According to Turner. the power of such a symbol derives from its polarization of meaning. in which
ideological signific:ata at one end are consolidated with physiological signi:ficata at the other. Ideology
thus becomes strengthened through saturation with visceral physiological emotion (as mediated by the
symbol). while the physiological is eunobIed by contact with higher social \1I1ues (Turner 1967). At
least the first half of this process" mlltalis mutandis. would appear to be applicable as an expIaDation of
the emotional power and utility of Sufi metaphors bridging the realms of the spiritual and the sensual.
the main ditTerenc::e being that in the Sufi case the energization of the symbol is at the cost of a
(dehberate) violation of religious propriety.
13

In his fine introduction to a traDslation of Ibn al-Farid's poetry. Arbeny (1956: 13-16) provides a

detailed analysis of love imagery encountered in that poet's diwan.
14

Shaykh Yasin aI-Tuhami. premier Sufi mUDSbid in Egypt. was said to have been sternly criticized in a

sermon delivered by the famous fimdamcmtalist preacher ~ Abd ai-Hamid Kishk. for singing a line or aIHallaj (al-HaDaj 1955:46): "'Ra"ytu rabbi bi 'aym qalbf"(I saw my Lord with the eye of my heart).
IS

Occasionally a munshid will break forth into Suriyaniyya,. language of angels and jinn (see Waugh

1989:50). This phenomenon, sometimes called /iSQ1l a/-ha/ (tongue ofbal) is equivalent to the "speaking
in tongues'" of some churches in the U.S
16

I note again that when counting words. lines which repeat within the canonic text are counted once

only.

When asked. how one could stren&then one"s religious faith. the Prophet is said to have replied: "'Say
~la ilaha ilia Allah ~ ("there is no deity bot God") often....

1'7

18

In this vein it is interesting to compare mainsueam Sufi dbikr with a more magic:al conc::epIion of

dhikr. Thus one Sufi shaykh explained (and others have coufirmed) that if one were to repeat the Name
"ya I..atif" a ceItain Dumber of times, the servant of the Name (some say angeL others say jinn) would
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descend.. materializing in stages: first his bottom haIf~ then his top halt: and finally his head.. which
woukl be exuemely wide.. and would bellow fearfully: 04Wbat do you want?!' f". If you answered that
you were ~. worshipping, he would leave you:. otherwise you could make a request. but you would
ha\-e to be extremely strong to bear this experience. This sort of invocation is similar to the magical
usage of the jinn so common in Arabic folktales. and has nothing to do with remembering God. A neat
semiotic intelpaetation is suggested. The servant of the Name is the Name itseJ( as a signifier. When
04
the servant of the Name asks whether you are worshipping God or nol he is really asking: 00 you
intend the reference. or the referent~ If the latter. then he disappears. and allows you to contemplate
God (the signified: true meaning of the Name) thus completing the signification process; if the former.
then God is not intended. and the servant (who is nothing other than the signifier itself) remains.
19 One

highly educated Sufi com.pared the omnipresence ofa saint to the wave nature of mauer as

defined in qnanhllD mechanics. The latter states that every particle is spread. over the entire universe.
but with a probability density which accounts for its being found. \lith greater Ijkelihood in a partic:ular
range of spatial positions. Similarly the saint is everywhere at once. but more present at the maqam..
20

The mlmsbid is not intrinsically an elevated spiritual position in itseH: The ordinary monshid is thus a

kind of step-down traDsformer. deJnonstratin& tbrough the practice of his performance. the possibility of
adopting the shaykh-voice as one"s own. On the other hand, it: as sometimes occurs. the sbaykh-author
himself is the munshid. then the listener'ts identification with the poet"s voice is difficult. since in this
case performance serves to empbasize the poetic ego as the shayIth'tS own.
21

The concept offana~ Ii a1-shaykh in Egyptian Sufism is discussed in Hoflinan 1995:140-1.2034.

22 Thus in Shadbili hymnals containing qasidas for inshad performance one frequently fiDds all the
madhhabs (refrains) presented together at the end. These refrains are divided into gJOUpS~ based on
poetic meter. For each group, there are instructions indicating which qasidas can be accompanied by a
qasida of that group. the unstated. principle being compatibility of bahr (poetic meter). When
performing from such a hymDal the lead munshid will select a qasida. as well as one refrain from among
the group of refrains with which it is compatible. The loose relation between refrains and qasidas. in
addition to the fact that such refrains are generally composed of staDdard religious formulas. indicates
that the refrain does Dot carry the same ego as the qasida itself.
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8. The Application and Interpretation of Analysis (I)
The following two chapters will describe the practical implementation ofsome of
the variables descnDed in the previous chapter? present analytical results, and interpret
them in terms ofthe existence and operation of strategies at the individual or group
levels. This analysis is used in at least three ways. Sometimes I will use variable values
as evidence ofgroup-level strategies (or the absence thereot). Other times I will
interpret variable values as representing such strategies through LP, and will want to

suggest how such values may be useful in realizing these strategic goals. Finally, I may
interpret some variable values as a more passive expression ofthe group and its
condition, resulting from the combined effects of individual strategies (summed across
the group) and hysteresis (the inertia ofthe past, which causes it to continue into the
future). The underlying assumption is that nothing in hadra performance is entirely
devoid ofstrategy, considered broadly as a practical response for maximizing some
interests given particular conditions. But not aU strategies are formulated at the group
level or within recent times, and therefore not all strategies will contn'bute to the success
ofthe Sufi tariqa in the modern period.
Each individual bas interests (spiritual experience, status, material satisfaction,
and so forth) and naturally will adjust his behaviors to maximize these quantities,
according to his position within the surrounding social space. The higher an individual's
levels ofawareness ofms own position within that social space, the more elaborate and
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effective that response can be toward promoting individual interests. If the level of
awareness is low., the individual may merely respond reflexively to his situation. When
the level of awareness is high, the individual may be able to respond with a more
elaborate and considered strategy.
When an individual strongly identifies with a group., he will naturally adjust his
behaviors toward what he perceives as the interests ofthe group as a whole: the general
survival ofthe group according to the principles ofits founder.. maintenance of central
control, and expansion. The more the individual identifies with the group., and the higher
the individual's levels ofawareness ofthe group"s position within the surrounding social
space., the more elaborate and effective his response can be toward promoting these
group interests. When a sufficiently large fraction ofthe group., including at least the
group"s central authority, identifjr themselves strongly with the group, and share a set of
common goalS., then one can speak of a group response toward those group interests.
When the level of awareness is lower, such a response is merely reflexive; when the level
ofawareness is high., group-level strategic responses may be formulated to structure the
group effectively.
Formulation ofgroup-level strategies depends on several conditions. It requires
an awareness ofthe group"s position within the surrounding social space, at least at the
center; this condition in tum entails group cohesion and centralization, without which the
group cannot be conscious of itseIt: even at its center. Such cohesion and centralization
is also necessary if strategies thus formuIated are to be distributed and enacted at the
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group's periphery. Therefore decentralized or loosely structured groups generally will
not be able to develop effective strategic responses to their social positions~ or even to
be aware ofwhat those social positions are.
Even with an infinite capacity for self-awareness, the freedom available for
strategic decision-making is always limited by the social space., considered to consist of a
set offields, especially the field ofIslam in modem Egypt. These limitations are logically

prior, imposed upon the individ~ and consequently constrain the group as a whole.

Thus the possibilities are never unbounded:. even if they are infinite.

But when self-awareness (by individual or group) is limited:. then some ofthe
potential freedom for strategic decision-making may go unused. How then can one
maintain that, in effect, everything is strategic? The neglect of strategic possibilities at
any moment in time, due to lower levels of self-awareness, results in what I term a
"strategic vacuum": an area ofgroup or individual behavior which could be actively
determined:. but is not. What fills such vacuums? A strategic vacuum at the group level
is filled by individual strategizing, or hysteresis. A strategic vacuum at the individual
level is filled by hysteresis.
Let us consider this issue in more detail with respect to the hadra. When
contemporary group strategy neglects to determine a component of performance as a
response to current group conditions within the social space, that component may be
blindly copied from the past without change, or with some degree of erosion (by which is
meant an unintended decrease in the perfection ofits execution). At some point in the
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past the component was determined as a result ofactive strategy (individual or group),
but no such strategy is active in the present. This unquestioning, uncritical reception is
called hysteresis: the tendency ofthe past to continue forward into the future due to
reproduction at the level ofthe habitus, to return to Bourdieu's term. The strategic
vacuum is filled from the past. Such hysteresis may not be a good adaptation to the
present, and it represents a deficiency in the level of strategy. The other possibility is
that the vacuum is not filled from the past., and hence results in individual freedom. In
this case, individual-level strategy will fill the vacuum.

When a tariqa is strongly centralized and cohesive, vacuums will tend to be
fewer. The central authority will be able to formulate effective strategies, and distribute
and enact them throughout the tariqa. Independent variables ofhadra LP performance,

in particular, ought to reflect and represent those strategies, which among other things
will generally serve to guarantee the continued social-spiritual centralization and
cohesion ofthe group.

On the other band, a tariqa which is decentralized and loosely structured will
evince more strategic vacuums, since such a tariqa lacks the conditions necessary to
formulate an effective strategy at its center. Nor is it able to disseminate and implement
such strategies throughout the tariqa. Therefore one will find that the independent
variables ofLP performance during hadra, in particular, will tend to represent either
unquestioning replication ofthe past (hysteresis), or individual level strategies, both of
which serve to fill the vacuums left by the absence ofgroup strategization.
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By analyzing four hadras I attempt to demonstrate this hypothesis. I have
indicated that the Ja'fariyya and the Jazuliyya are both highly successful turuq when
contrasted with the Bayyumiyya. I suggested that the reason for this success is their
ability to fonnulate, disseminate., and enact effective group-level strategies, an ability
which relies on at least two factors: (1) greater centralized control and cohesion, and
strong individual identification with the group~ resulting in part from their still-early
phase ofdevelopment, and (2) formation during the modem period and consequent
sensitivity to the modern social space during the critical initial phases during which a

tariqa is defined.
In this chapter I want to show exactly how these strategies are represented in LP.

To do this, I will apply the variables developed in the preceding theoretical chapter to the
LPSs offour particular hadras. These variables are all ''independent variables'" which
can (in principle) be "set" by the tariqa which is able to fonnulate group-level strategy.
From this analysis I will attempt to demonstrate the existence ofgroup-level strategies in
the two newer turuq, or to show how such strategies are effectively represented in
performance. For the Bayyumiyya, I will attempt to use the results ofanalysis to indicate
their lack ofgroup-level strategy, showing that most parameters ofBayyumiyya LP in
hadra can be attributed to hysteresis, or to individual level strategy.

The analysis which follows is based upon instances ofthe hadras presented in the
foregoing ethnography in Chapter 6. Although these are to be considered "typical"
hadras for their respective turuq, no statistical rigor can be made from eJWDining a single
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case, and certain features may appear which do not appear in other Iaylas., or vice versa.
Special caution should be applied to numerical values, which should be interpreted as
merely representative values, not fixed (or even average) values. However anomalies
and features particularly susceptible to variation will be indicated wherever poSSIble.
The following abbreviations for the hadras analyzed will henceforth be used:
•

•
•

•

Dm = Bayyumiyya mosque: central tariqa hadra (recorded after saIat al-jum'a
(Friday communal prayer) at the mosque of Sidi 'Ali al-Bayyumi~al-Husayni~
Cairo on Friday., April 24., 1998)
Dh = Bayyumiyya house: local chapter hadra (recorded after saIat al- 'isba' (night
prayer) in Madinat al-Nur, Zawiya al-Hamra\ Cairo on Monday, June 16., 1997)
J(= Ja'fariyya: central tariqa hadra (recorded after saIat al-maghnb (sunset prayer)
at the mosque ofShaykh SaIih al-la'fari, Darrasa., Cairo on Thursday., February 19,
1998)
Jz = JazuIiyya: central tariqa hadra (recorded after salat al-'isba' (night prayer) in
Qayt Bay., Cairo on Thursday., December 12, 1996)

Partial transcriptions ofthe syntactic and semantic aspects of these hadras can be
located in the Appendix.

A.

Sonic analysis

In this section I review, compare, and interpret sonic analysis for five LP types:

hizb, dhikr, solo inshad., solo inshad with dhikr, and group inshad. Analyses are based on
focused and comparative Iistenin& together with transcriptions and measurements.
Timing and tempo analysis was faciIitated by specially designed software in order to
record and process real-time events. Not all variables are evaluated for every type ofLP,
but only those which suggest an interpretable contrast between performances. When a
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particular variable is unsuitable for a particular hadra, I indicate the value 'NA' ('not
applicable')
Not all LP types are analyzed for every hadra, since not all exist. In the following
table, the LP types which exist in each hadra are marked with an 'x' and are analyzed
11

below.

Bm
Bb
Jf

Jz

IIizb

Dhikr

Insbad u dhikr orelade

Iasllad with dIaikr

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x

x

x

1.

GrouD insbad

x
x

Bizb

Note that Jz contained two bizbs on this occasion (as it often does): the Qur'anic
sura "Ya Sin", and the poem ofSidi Jabir, "al-Da'wa al-Rabbaniyya"; when this resulted

in two variable values they are presented separated by a comma (respectively for ''Ya
Sinn and "al-Da'wa al-Rabbaniyya").

II.

Bb

B.
Jz
Jf

Temporality

Rh .• • type
heightened speech
heightened speech
heightened
speech, metric

Pulse def'mitiOD
none
none
none,hiqh

heightened speech

none

1.

Meter
none
none
none,
simple
macro
none

TemPOnl oity
low
low/med
med/hiqh,high
high

Rhythmic type, pulse definition, meter

Hizb is text-centered ritual language, whose spiritual efficacy depends upon its
correct performance. Rhythmic type is therefore generally heightened speech, so as to
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remain as close as possible to the contours ofthe t~ while providing definite rhythms
which serve to synchronize the group and thus maintain some textual clarity. Pulse and
meter are avoid~ as a means of respecting the natural contours ofthe text, and
maintaining a close relation to Qur'anic recitation.. which is never pulsed (the hizb
generally contains Qur'an, and is recited in the same style even when it does not). This
style ofperformance is sanctioned by tradition, and while it does serve to affirm
connections to the larger Sufi world, it indicates hysteresis rather than active strategy.
The noteworthy exception is the second JazuJiyya hizb., c;'al-Da'wa alRabbaniyya". While members ofthe group consider this poem to be a form ofhizb (and
it is listed with the other hizbs in their diwan), they perform it as simple group inshad
with metric rhythms., regular pulse, and meter. The uniqueness ofperforming a hizb as
inshad suggests the existence ofa group-level strategy. Psychologica11y., metric rhythms
serve to unify the group and focus emotional energy to a much higher pitch than would
be possible in traditional hizb performance styles. This non-traditional style of hizb

performance is also a means ofsignifying the tariqa's break with tradition.. an affirmation
ofthis tariqa's distinctive modernity. Yet this innovation is coupled with another one:
the bizb is a poem., and does not contain Que'an. To recite a hizb containing Qur'an in
inshad style would be too sharp a break with tradition; when the group recites a him
which does contain Qur'an (as in their first hizb recited here, the Qur'anic sura 'C:Va Sin")
they perform in the traditional manner.
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2.

Temporal unity

The greater temporal disunity among the Bayyumiyya hadras indicates the
absence ofa group-level strategy, the consequence of a decentralized tariqa with low
cohesion and relatively diffuse social boundaries. The supposition that such disunity
could be a deliberate group-level strategy can be swiftly eliminated. First, it is difficult to
see what practical advantages could accrue to such a strategy. More importantly, the
social data suggest that disunity is a product of weak: central control, resulting in a
strategic vacuum concerning hizb performance. This vacuum is filled by individual
strategy, by which each participant attempts to tailor his performance to his own .

particular preferred style ofexpression rather than attempting to conform with the
others.
In the local Bayyumiyya hadra (Dh) the group is so open as to include members

ofa diverse group ofturuq which changes every week, and not all ofwhom know the
hizb well; there is no clear leader" and therefore unity is low. In the Bayyumi mosque

hadra, the shaykh al-sajjada is the nominal leader, but he rarely attends, leaving the
central prayer rug empty (itselfa fine index: ofthe lack of centralized control in the
group). The general low level ofcorporate unity in this group, combined with the
absence ofa strong leader results in a rather disunified performance.
The much higher temporal unity among the two modem groups indicates group
strategy, since such levels of unity cannot be achieved through the mere superposition of
individual behavior. (Another factor which also indicates the presence ofstrategy is the
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distribution ofprayer books containing the bizb among the Ja'fariyya and Jazuliyya; the
Bayyumiyya mainly recite from memory and so the overall precision ofthe recitation is
left somewhat to chance.) The highest temporal unity is found among the Ja'fariyya,
whose hadra is completely disciplined and controlled; precise declamation ofthe hizb
serves to reinforce tariqa values such as maintaining an orthodox appearance, and
respecting the social hierarchy. Such strong unity is emotionally limiting, but is also
entirely compatible with the tariqa's emphasis on propriety and ordered relationships.

Slightly less strictly unified is the first JazuIiyya him, testimony to this tariqa's
greater acceptance of individual difference resulting from emotional engagement. In
order to create a strong social unity, rather than a mere performative unity, the Jazuliyya
encourage small timing differences enabling individual expression, which in tum fosters a
higher emotional level. For the Jazuliyya, the spirit ofbrotherhood is more important
than sheer mechanical precision. Unity is judged higher in the second hizb due to the

presence ofmusical meter; however here too one can observe slight variations among
performers.
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b.

TOIIalily
IotODaUOD

Updrift

ToaaIUDitY

Jz

Pitch defiDitiOD
low/med
med
high, high

low
low/med
med,med/high

hi.gh
hi.gh
low,m.ed

very low
low
high,med

Jr

high

high

low

high

Bit
8m

All grOupS employ tonal recitation for hizb performance. The lower pitch
definition and intonation for Dh and Bm can not result from group strategy~ since there is
neither obvious advantage to such a

soun~

nor any center which could be pinpointed as

the source of such a strategy. Ind~ the levels ofthese two variables vary considerably
from central to peripheral hadra (Bm to Bh), a further indication that they result from DO
group-wide sttategy. Rather, these values appear to result from the superposition of
individual freedom, a strategic vacuum which allows each individual to express himself
tonally at a comfortable pitch range, and to express a very high level ofemotionality,
leading to shouting or imprecise intonations.
The Jal>fariyya and Jazuliyya, by contrast~ employ well-defined pitch sets
performed accurately and in uniso~ as a means of promoting group unity, as well as to
display their firm organization and discipline to outsiders. In the Ja'fariyya case, pitch is
so well-defined as to preclude any individuality; the group chants as one. As in the case
oftemporal unity, such strict tonal control tends to reduce the generation of emotio~
but this is a practical step in maintaining the sober discipline which characterizes the

tariqa.
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Tonal updrift is a natural choral phenomenon resulting from lack of control, and
increasing energy ofexpression. In Jz and Jf updrift is more restricted, a sign ofgreater

central control, and a means of displaying that control, since unrestricted updrift
inevitably leads to low tonal unity and low pitch definition. In the case ofJz updrift is
simply limited, in practice by the presence of a strong leader and PA system, which tends
to keep everyone together. The case ofthe Jfis interesting. There is updrift, but all
pitch-rise occurs at discrete moments, after precisely 33 repetitions ofparticular dhikr
formulas which are interspersed within the hizb. These pitch rises ofexactly a whole

step, cued by the dhikr leaders, demonstrate a level ofdeliberate control over tonality not
present in any ofthe other groups.

c.

Melody

Bb
Bm
Jz

Form
unformed
unformed
unformed, simple

Jf

complex

1.

Phrase temporal
unpulsed speech
unpulsed speech
unpulsed speech,
simple macrometer
unpulsed speech

Freedom
med/hi

med
low, low
very low

Form

The traditional hizb is unformed. Although the melodic range is limited, the hizb
is a lengthy text which is essentially "through composed"; though particular phrases may
be repeated several times using the same melodic setting, the majority are not.
The striking exception among these examples is in Jr. I claim that this hizb is
strategically valuable in maintaining social cohesion and hierarchy. The structure ofthe
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1a'fariyya hizb supports a complex performance order, consisting of a series ofsections
each ofwhich repeats a fixed number oftimes, separated by a fixed refrain. Within the
bizb are embedded dbikr segments, and these too are defined by definite repeat counts.
Since textual repeats recur with the same melody, the result is a highly complex melodic
form (although melodically simple). This format has the effect of ensuring a high degree
of order in a long hizb performance (as long as an hour), which in tum reflects and
conditions the underlying social cohesion ofthe group. The repetitions within the bizb
serve to inculcate both text and melody, while the short refrain provides a familiar point
ofreturn; if anyone has become lost, he will be able to rejoin the group at these points.
Furthermore, the performance leaders exercise fonnal control. They count the repetitions
ofeach section, and keep track ofwhen it is time to make the transition from one section
to the next. Therefore these points oftransition serve as an affirmation oftheir special
status and leadership role. In this way the Jfbizb also asserts the characteristic
hierarchical (vertical) structure ofthe group more than the hizbs of other groups which
contain fewer points oftransition ofthis type.
As for Jz, the first hizb is traditional, and indeed most of their hizbs are ofthe

traditional type, indicating passive reception from the past (hysteresis). However this
'''strategic vacuum" is relatively small, since hizb occupies a relatively minor role in their

hadra (in comparison to the Jfbizb which occupies the entire period from sunset to night
prayer; see transcription in Appendix). The second bizb exhibits a simple melodic form

in its strophic repetitive structure. This repetitive melody serves to unifY the group while
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building emotion; it also marks the group as distinctly non-traditional. While it fails to
maintain the solemnity and strict hierarchy characteristic ofJt: such qualities are not
desirable in the more egalitarian Jazuliyya group., whose cohesion depends on strong
personal bonds among group members (horizontal relations) which are reinforced
through shared visceral experiences such as hizb performance provides.
2.

Phrase temporal aspects

Phrases in bizb recitation traditionally follow the "natural" contours ofthe
spoken text (just as in the case ofrhythmic type) as a means ofimposing as little
extraneous sonic shape as possible on the text itself Only the second Jazuliyya bizb is
the exception., resulting from its strophic form., which appears to be strategic for the
reasons discussed above.
3.

Melodic freedom

Overall., freedom in perfonnance is inversely related to central control and group
solidarity. Restraint ofindividual freedom is a sign ofgroup-level strategy, although the
converse is not necessarily tnle since freedom can also be effective in achieving grouplevel aims. The least freedom occurs in the two modernist groups., signalling the
existence ofsuch strategies. However the JazuIiyya Pet'Dlit a slightly greater measure of
freedom than the Ja'fariyya. Generally, individual freedom., empowering the individ~
undermines relations ofhierarchy which depend on control. However such freedom also
enables individual expression and thus creates a higher level ofemotionality, which in
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turn supports group solidarity based on horizontal relations on which this tariqa is based.
In the Ja4fariyya, whose social structure is based more on vertical relations~ it is

important to restrict freedom more completely so as to avoid emotional expression
which might subvert the hierarchy ofcontrol.
d.

Bh
8m
Jz
Jf

LP
one
one
one
one

Textlfre

group
group
group, one qroup
group

1.

No....LP
none
none
none, clappi.ng
none

Y ......

-_..- uaity

low
1 owl med
med/hi.gh, med
high

LP groups, non-LP groups

Hizb is traditionally recited in one LP group, thus serving to emphasize the
solidarity and equality ofthe group. This is the format to which all four cases adhere.
There is never any accompanying non-LP part, except the bandclap in the second
Jazuliyya hizb which serves to maintain a constant meter. However it is interesting to
note that during performance ofthe Jazuliyya bizb, the microphone was being tested.
Even if this is not such a consistent feature of performance as to be included as part of
the texture, the aleatoric effect ofthe superposition of hizb and microphone tester,
together with the relatively short length oftbe hizb itseIt: serves as an indicator ofthe
lesser emphasis placed on this segment ofperformance, as compared to the other groups.
One feature common to many modernist groups is a move away from purely ritual
language (ofwhich hizb and dhikr are the prime examples) designed primarily for its
spiritual effects, toward more communicative or affective language, which is more able
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to effect social control. This phenomenon is most marked in Jz, where the formal ritual
segments ofhadra playa relatively minor role.
2.

Intra-group unity

Textural unity is a means ofdemonstrating and reinforcing an underlying social
solidarity. At the same time~ the existence of such solidarity., together with centralized
control, are the structural conditions which enable a group to enforce a performative
unity. Therefore unity in hizb performance tends to be higher in the modernist groups~

which fuJfill these conditions. The traditional groups Bm and Bh are by contrast unable
to do

so~

and the consequent lack of unity in the texture (along tonal, rhythmic~ and

other lines) is not group-level

strategic~

but merely results from the sum ofindividually

motivated behaviors.
The lesser unity in Jz can be attn'buted to a dehDerate group-level strategy of
allowing limited individual emotional expressio~ as a means ofsupporting affective
cohesion ofthe group: the collective or horizomal solidarity on which this group is
based. Unity during the second bizb ("al-Da'wa al-Rabbaniyya'j is less due to usage of
microphone, which serves to raise the total energy level. By contrast the greater unity in
Jfcan be attributed to a group-level strategy of ensuring strict hierarchical control,
supporting this group's defining characteristic: hierarchical or vertical solidarity. (See
discussion of previous variables-temporal unity, tonal unity, melodic freedom-all of
which involve the same points.)
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e.
Vocal IIDOOtIuaess
Bb
BID

Jz
Jf

low
low/med
med,med
high

T""bre
Artie:uIatiGD
low
med
high, high
hi.gh

Accent
hi.
med/hi
med,med
low/med

ExpreuivitY

Uaity

high
high
med,hi.gh
low

low
low/med
med,med
high

These timbral variables all indicate similar patterns. Greater smoothness, lower
accent, and higher unity all serve as sonic demonstrations and fortifications of group

discipline and cohesiveness, marking solidarity for members and outsiders alike. When
combined with high articulation the text is also rendered clear, and thus its meaning is
activated for participants. If presents the extreme case, while in Jz slightly lower levels
ofvocal smoothness and unity, and higher levels ofaccent, enable greater timbral
expressivity which is yet another example ofthis group's tendency to favor a looser but
emotional unity over the more precise performative unity ofIf The relative lack of
central control in the Bayyumiyya is manifested in lower smoothness, articulation, and
unity; and higher accent and expressivity.

f.
Aw"

Bh
BID

Jz
Jf

Energy
• level

med/high
med/high
low/med,hiqh
low/med

AV2 individual tmtnnf
hi.gh
med
low,med
low

Unity

med
low
high, low
high

Restriction of individual energy output tends to be a sign ofgroup-level strategy,
since individuals in hadra otherwise tend to express themselves forcefully. This fact
becomes clear upon observation ofpublic hadras, outside the control of the turuq.
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Similarly, unity in dynamic level is a sign ofsuch strategies, since individuals
uncontrolled will tend to display a variety of dynamic levels. As we have seen previously
in the case ofother variables, restriction and unity serve both to display and reinforce the
solidarity and discipline ofthe group. On the other hand, the average dynamic level
depends on the number of persons present, and requires further interpretation in each

case.
Both total dynamic level and individual output tend to be higher among the
Bayyumiyya, since in these hadras relatively high individual freedom, and individual
expectation of developing a strong emotional state, leads to a forceful recitation; in the
mosque performance is somewhat more restrained at the individualleve~ but
compensated by the greater number of participants present. At the same time, there is
relatively little unity in energy output.. especially in the mosque; while some participants
are shouting with maximum force, others are relatively quiet.
The modernist orders are far more restrained, and unity is much higher,
representing their use ofthese sonic parameters as a means ofexpressing and generating
group solidarity and discipline. As before, the second Iazuliyya hizb is exceptional:
because only a small number ofparticipants are amplified, the dynamic level is much
higber, and unity is much lower. However this situation does not reflect any lack of
unity at the level ofindividual output, as is the case in the Bayyumiyya hadras. Although

use ofamplification contributes to a less coherent auditory presentation, it also produces
a more ecstatic ethos, which supports the group's underlying emotional unity.
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g.

Bb
Bm

Jz
Jf

ReiatiOll to text

Melilma

FormallUPPOrt

none
none
none, none
none

NA
NA
NA, yes
NA

CIaritv
low
med
med/hiqh,med
high

Priority ofthe text over musical considerations precludes use of melisma in hizb
performance. Since there is no regular textual fonn, the concept offormal support does
not apply, strictly speaking. However, one may observe that the sonic substrate
primarily supports the irregular textual rhythm formed by the surface ofthe phonemic
sequence, as well as sentence structure, since the finalis will usually fall at the end of a
sentence. This is the traditional strategy, one inherited from long usage in the p~ for
clarifying the text, and for avoiding the association ofa sacred text with singing.
An evidently newer strategy for the performance ofhizb occurs in the case of the

second Jazuliyya hizb, whose shatras (hemistiches) are matched by a recurring strophic
melody, the sonic substrate clearly supporting the textual form. By this device the group
is unified more tightly than is possible in traditional forms of recitation, and the cyclic
metric melody creates a high level of emotion (which serves the general Jazuliyya
strategy ofemploying ecstasy in hadra for individual as well as social goals); however the
natural rhythm oftext is no longer supported, reducing clarity and reducing the pure
text-centeredness ofthe recitation. Singing the hizb in this way is non-traditional;
however the future-looking Jazuliyya group actively seeks means of making a decisive
break: from the past, and this is one means ofdoing so.
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Textual clarity is a sign ofgroup-level strategy. Clarity may be relatively
unimportant to individual motivations, since the individual understands what he is
recitin& even when the aggregate sound is unclear. But at the level ofthe group clarity
serves to signify central control, propriety, discipline, and respect for the text and its
message. At the same time, clarity cannot be produced without a group-level strategy
for doing so, since individuals left to their own devices will not be unified enough to
produce a clear recitation, even if all have correctly memorized the same text. Although
patterns of clear recitation can be inherited from the past, such hysteresis does not
obviate the need for the contemporary central authority to work continuously so as to
guard against the natural disintegration of clarity which will tend to occur as new
members join, and old members die or leave.
Data on clarity support the notion that modernist groups actively control LP
through strategy. While the second Jz hizb is somewhat less clear, this is due to its
performance in a radically different style, which is itselfa dehoerate move toward
emotionality, and not due to individual variation within a "strategic vacuum". However,
in Bm mediocre clarity results from weak central control, while in Bh low clarity results
from the near absence ofcontrol.

A possible explanation for the generally lower level of clarity in Jz when
compared to Jf across all genres ofLP is the following. I mentioned that precise
enunciation serves as an expression offormal veneration for the text, which is thereby
put on a pedestal, as it were. Thus Qur'anic recitation is highly regulated by a complex
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system ofrules, called tajwid. One might argue that in general extremely high regard for
precise enunciation ofa text indicates an attitude ofdetached reverence toward it. The
precision ofJa 'fariyya recitations-in hizb as well as in inshad-indieate such an attitude.
Because these texts were composed by their shaykbs (the hizb by Sidi Ahmad ibn Idris~
inshad by Shaykh SaIih), this attitude reflects and reinforces a corresponding attitude to
the texts" composers. LP thus expresses and constructs a social relation to the shaykh,
and that relation is hierarchical and unequal, in conformity with what I have indicated as
the central social principle ofthe tariqa. In the JazuIiyya one finds the reverse; texts
composed by Sidi Jabir, especially inshad, need not be recited so precisely, indicating the
greater familiarity ofthese texts. It is not that members do not respect the text., but
rather that they value it as a familiar intimate, with whom a relation offormal and
restrained reverence is insufficient. Rather, they desire a close and emotional
relationship, reflecting and reinforcing their relationship to the text's author, Sidi Jabir.
In both cases., textual clarity can be seen as an index and supporter ofthe principle

relation between muridin and shaykh: vertical-distant in the Ia'fariyya, horizontal-close
in the JazuIiyya.
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h.

Other varillbles

8m
Jz

lateralitY
group tajwid
qroup tajwid
group tajwid,inshad

Jf

group tajwid

Bb

1.

Total freedom
med/high
med
low/med,
low/med
low

Interality

Traditionally, hizb performance demonstrates interality with group Qur'an tartH
(the melodically restrained fonn of recitation), with its focus on text and use ofa narrow
melodic compass. This is traditional, and natural since much of hizb text is drawn from
the Qur' an, yet the same style is applied to other hizb texts as well, containing for
instance du~a', salawat, or rnadih. Interality is a device by which these associations of
power, sacredness, and awe which accompany Que'anic recitation can be invoked in the
presence ofother texts.
The second Jazuliyya bizb deviates from this stylistic model, adopting the model
of inshad instead. I have already argued that this deviation indicates an active strategy,
and that it serves to generate a more ecstatic emotional response, while marking a
symbolic break with tradition.
2.

Total freedom

In bizb there is a generally higher value placed on correct performance than in
other genres ofLP. Therefore, freedom in bizb performance is low relative to other
forms ofLP. I have already considered melodic freedom; here I consider all aspects of
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freedom (including timbre, texture, and so on). The centrally controlled modernist
groups (Jz and Jf) restrict freedom as a means ofensuring that the text be both respected
and heard. The traditional groups (Dh and Bm) are unable to do so~ and therefore
freedom is higher.

i.

S,,1tIIIUU'Y tlIId intD'J11't!ltltion. ofhidJ tllltlipis

Modernist groups tend to control hizb performance more sharply, leading to
higher group unity, as well as a higher degree of propriety and solemnity~ considered
more suitable for these texts, particularly when Qur'an is included in them. The
exception is the second Jazuliyya him., which is a poem by the shaykh; performed as
insbad at a higher emotional leveL it does not contain the same degree ofsolemnity.
However, here too there is a high degree ofgroup unity in all sonic aspects; indeed in
some respects (e.g. rhythmic) use ofmeter and strophic melody enables a higher level of
unity, and corporate emotion resulting from group singing also serves to unify the group.
Through such controL here termed group-level performance strategy~ these
groups not only express a higher level ofgroup solidarity and centralization, but also
reinforce them. A more hierarchical and sober performance style in If serves to reinforce
that group ~s vertical basis for social solidarity, while a more collective and emotional
performance style in Iz serves to reinforce that group~s horizontal basis. Particular
practices can also serve to assert a connection to tradition (It) or a break from that
tradition (Jz). They also serve to formulate the group's public image, as a welldisciplined group projecting a particular ethos: emotionally charged (Jz) or solemn (It).
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This public image is important both for attracting members, and for reassuring potential
critics who might berate a jumbled and incoherent performance.
By contrast, the Bayyumiyya group exhibits Httle unity or control in him
performance, particularly when performed at the local level, far from any central control.
Participants exhibit widely varying degrees of participation., of knowledge ofthe hizb
itself: The performance is stronger, but less tonally, rhythmically, or timbrally unified.
These factors indicate a relative absence ofcontrol, a lack of actively applied group-level
performative strategy, at least in comparison to the modernist orders. The necessity of
reciting the hizb is (or was) clearly a group-level strategy. But the performative means
for doing so is left relatively open, and is therefore filled by strategies of self-expression,
which vary according to idiosyncrasies and abilities ofparticipants, resulting in a highly
heterogeneous performance. Performance thus reflects the diversity ofthe group, rather

than being instrumental in constructing its unity.
We will observe similar phenomena in the other types ofLP considered below.
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2.

Dbikr

II.

RhytluDic
Type

Pulse

Temporality

metri.c
metric

low/med
med

metric

yes

medl

quasi.irreg
metri.c

none

high
hi.qh

ation

Bia
Bm

metri.c
metric

Jz

metric

hi.gh

high

Jf

speechl
metric

med

med

med/hiqh

hi

low/med

medl

high
v.
hiqh
low

Temponl

Metric
Modu-IadoD
none
none

Meter

Speed

DetinitiOD
hi.qh
hi.qh

Unity

Average speed and acceleration was compared for the LPS defined by one dhikr
formula shared by all groups: 4'AlIah". Note that the Jazuliyya actually perform two
kinds of dhikr: dbikr in the hadra shar'iyya (the ''legal'' ha~ conforming to Islamic
norms ofpropriety), and the dbikr aI-hana (the 44intoxicated" dbikr which results from
listening to solo inshad with musical accompaniment). Because there is little consistency

in the latter, and because it is not considered by them to be dbikr, properly speaking, I
analyze the former only in this section.
Sufi dhikr is traditionally performed metrically with a high level of pulse

definition, and substantial acceleration, together with regular physical movements. Such
a technique provides a high level ofemotional energy in a form which guarantees a
measure ofgroup unity. However, the Ja4fariyYa adopt a completely different strategy
consistent with their more orthodox leanings. Performing the dhikr within the context of
the bizb, they focus on the text itselfrather than the rhythmic ostinato it produces. No
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physical movements are employed. Dhikr al-qaIb (the breathy style of dhikr in which
precise articulation is sacrificed for expressivity and deeper feeling) is never used. Dhikr
is soft., relatively slow., highly unified., employing rhythms which, following the contours
ofthe text., are irregular and not quite metric. The recitation of'1a ilaha iDa Allah'" for
instance appears in a five beat pattern (with space for inhalation at *) which matches the
text but is not suitable for concerted rhythmic movement characteristic ofmost dhikr
because it lacks a binary structure: 1

x .. xx.x. x.x . x ...
la

ilaha ilial laah *

This style of dhikr performance emphasizes the text without generating much
metrical feeling" thus refraining from producing ecstasy which might disrupt the smooth
operation ofthe ritual, strain the lines ofcontrol representing the tariqa's social hierarchy
in baetra, clash with the tariqa"s conservative values, or appear unrefined to outside
observers. Even when dhikr is 10Dg., the Ja'fariyya maintain a dignified tempo with very
little acceleration., a technique which serves to maintain focus on text and reduce ecstatic
reaction which would conflict with their general strategy ofalignment with orthodox
conceptions of Sufi performance. It must be recalled that ecstatic dhikr with wide
movements and loud sounds is precisely what is criticized by orthodox and reformist
Islam as "raqs" (dance) and "haysa" (commotion). The Jafifariyya dhikr is irreproachable
due to its conformity to Shari'a, and this conformity is a message which defines the
group's distinctive identity as a type oforthodox Sufism, both for itselfand for others.
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The other dbikrs are traditional to a great extent,. but there are some important
differences between Jz and the Bayyumiyya worthy ofnotice. The Jz dhikr is more
energetic, and yet both more highly organized and more unified than Bh and Bm. Jz
accelerates to become much faster than the others, mostly at a point ofmetric
modulation from a two-beat dhikr aI-lisan pattern ('''Alla - ha") to a one beat dhikr aIqaIb pattern ("Ah'') in cut time. The sharp transition, signalled by the mustaftih when he

feels the dhikr is sufficiently developed to move to this more intensive style, is indicative
oftheir higher level of firm control; dhikr is completely unified throughout, and is

performed exactly the same way in every hadra. These attributes indicate the presence of
an active strategy, designed to control dhikr so as to unify the group, generate emotion,
but still maintain a certain amount ofdecorum.
The Bayyumiyya dhikrs lack a fixed form. consistent from one performance to the
next; rather Bayyumiyya dhikr is shaped by whoever happens to lead as m.ustaftih, as
well as by the general interaction of participants, with little display of rigorous discipline.
This results in an inconsistent, and relatively disunified dhikr. The high acceleration of
dhikr in Bh is a gradual buildup resulting from the interaction of all participantsmunshid, mustaftih, and dhakkira-no single person maintains firm control. Dhikr in Bm
is somewhat slower here, but is much faster in other recordings. Both dhikrs display
great Iattitude in individual variation, unlike either Jz or]f. Again, the lack ofeither
consistency or unity suggests strategic vacuums at the group level, resulting from the
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group's decentralization and lack ofsolidarity, which are filled in at performance time by
individual motivations and abilities.
b.

Bb
B.
Jz
Jf

TOIIality

Pitch defiaitioa
l.ow
med/hi
med
high

IDtoDatioo
1. ow

low/med
med
high

Modalatioa
none
none
none
low

ToaallUlitv
low
med
med
high

Tonal levels relate strongly to the dhikr formula and style. Dbikr may be tonally
constrained, tonally free, or lacking in tonal content. Thus dhikr al-qalb consists only of
vowels., semivowels, aspirated consonants, and sometimes glottal stops~ it is a reduction
ofthe dhikr formula to pure breath and usually is performed without tonal content.
Performance ofthe dbikr formula 'Cfiayy" with a shout is common to many Sufi orders in
Egypt; this too lacks tonal content. Such techniques serve to elevate the emotional level,
in part by freeing the dhakkira from strict adherence to any particular tonal scheme.
As usual, the Ja'fariyya exhibit the highest degree of order, with the highest levels

of pitch definition, intonation, and tonal unity. A further degree of planning is evident in
controlled modulations: after exactly 33 repetitions of th~ dhikr formula, the leaders
raise the pitch level by one whole tone. This tonal control and restraint, completely
consistent from one performance to the next, represents group-level strategies. Such
strategies act to ensure that the group remains unified and hierarchically disciplined,
compliant with orthodox conceptions of dhikr performance, and serve also to identify the
group to both insiders and outsiders as an orthodox group.
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Approximately half ofthe Jz dhikr is performed as unpitched dhikr al-qalb~
causing the average pitch definition and intonation to be less than the Bayyumiyya
mosque hadra, however during pitched segments Jz intonation is higher than Bm. As we
have seen before, the Jazuliyya sacrifice strict unity in order to produce a higher group
emotional level, but this is a controlled emotionality, which is consistent from one
performance to the next. Even their dhiler al-qalb is a highly defined formula ("'ah" or

"ha'J, always performed in exactly the same way. The powerful emotion which results
serves to unite the group as a collectivity.
8m presents approximately the same level oftonal unity as Jz; intonation is less
precise, while pitch definition is higher on average (since Jz more often employ the
unpitched dhikr styles). But while the lack of strict conformity, and the individual tonal
variations which result, allow a greater level ofemotional expression than in Jt: this
emotion does not contribute to a sense ofgroup solidarity, but rather remains
individualized, and thus does not appear to be strategic. In Bh tonality is even less
controlled: dhikr is almost always performed unpitched in the dhikr al-qalb style, which

begins as a fairly uniform deconsonantalized phrase ("ab", 'cgy", "ha'J, but ends as an
ecstatic polyphonic exercise in voiced breathing which can scarcely be descnDed. Here,
the smaI1 group and extreme flexibility ofthe dhikr enables powerful group emotion to
develop, but this emotion does not create a sense ofsocial solidarity in the tariqa as a
whole, but only in the ephemeral performance group. The tonality of dhikr patterns
develops during performance as a consequence offeedback loops and the individual
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desire for spiritual ecstasy, rather than from fixed rules developed as strategies by a
central authority~ this is clear due to the great variation from one performance to the

next.

c..
LPgroups

Bb
Bm
.Jz

Jf

dhakkira
(munshid)
dhakkira
(munshid)
leaders,
dhakkira
(munshid)
dhakkira

TextIlre

Noo-LP groups

IUIity (dhikr)

Iotra-group

Group differeDtiatioD

IDter-group coord
(dbikr, iDsbad)

clapping,
stick
clapping

low

(dbikr. iDsbacD
med

high

low/med

low

med

clapping

med

hi.gh

med

none

high

NA

NA

Dhikr is conventionally performed in unison by a group ofdhakkira under
direction ofa mustaftih (leader), who starts and stops the dbikr, and (in part) sets pacing

with his stronger intonation. However it is only among the Jazuliyya that dbikr leaders
are sonically distinguished from the main texture as an independent group, occasionally
shouting out phrases ofencouragement in order to goad the others to a higher level of
energy. Alongside the dbikr group is the munshid, together with percussion (clapping,
or instruments). Inshad (usually madib) is a widely accepted accompaniment to dhikr,
designed to raise the emotional-spiritual level and prevent participants' thoughts from
wandering outside the religious sphere. Only the Ja'fariyya entirely reject insbad in this
context, as distracting from the Names ofGod. Their uniqueness among most Sufi
groups in performing dbikr without inshad indicates that this policy is a deh"berate
strategy. One can cite at least three reasons for such a strategy: (I) to ensure that d.hikr
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achieve its maximal spiritual effectiveness; (2) to ensure that emotion generated through
insbad neither disrupts the ritual nor upsets the social order; (3) to define a unique group
identity~ which

is markedly orthodox when compared to other Sufi orders~ and therefore

can attract a certain target group~ without attracting blame from reformists.
Citing their compliance with Shari'a (an issue even for the relatively free mystics
ofBh)~

all ofthese groups refuse to include conventional instruments with the standard

dhikr (although the Jazuliyya use instruments in other segments oftheir badra). Dhikr

may nevertheless be coordinated by the metal cane ('asaya), or by bandclaps. The metal
cane, beaten with a striker, is a traditional instrument supposedly derived from older
shaykbs who beat their walking canes with a sibha (rosary) in order to keep time in the
dhikr; its users do not consider it to be a musical instrument at all. Bh employs the metal
cane, while Bm and Jz employ handclapping. The more conservative Jf reject even the
bandclap~ and

perform dhikr vocally only. These limitations on the use of instrumental

accompaniment do not represent particular group strategies, so much as the prevailing
attitudes ofEgyptian Sufism
Intra-group unity within the dhikr group exhtbits the usual pattern: Jf is highest,
followed in order by J~ Bm, and Bh. For Jfnear-perfect unity ensures maintenance of
vertical social order and control, limiting individual emotional variation, besides
generating a more orthodox face. The lower level of unity in Jz enables the development
ofindividual emotion, which contnbutes toward unifying the group horizontally. In the
Bayyumiyya badras the level of unity is still less. Here, however, there is no evidence to
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suggest that the lack ofunity is deliberate~ rather it appears to result from the lack ofany
control apparatus to guarantee it. and the lack ofany strong central authority to demand
it.

Inshad among the Jz is completely differentiated from the dhikr by use ofan
amplification system, which foregrounds the inshad and prevents it from blending with
the chanting voices. The blend is higher in Bb and highest in Bm, where the munshid is
completely drowned out by the much larger number ofdhakkira. Clapping (and stickplaYing) naturally forms a clearly contrasting group in all cases wbere it occurs. If inshad
is to be used effectively, one would expect it to be clearly audible above the dhikr. This
is the case in Jz. The fact that the inshad blends into the dbikr in Bm cannot be a
deh'berate policy, since it limits inshad's effectiveness~ rather it results from neglect of
this aspect of badra performance.

The highest level ofcoordination between inshad and dbakkira occurs in Bh,
which often features an intimate but spontaneous interlocking relation between the two~
this interlock seems to be facilitated by the intimate performance context, but also is

consistent with individual efforts by dbakkira and munshid to maximize the ecstatic state
in this freer badra, without regard for the integrity ofthe tariqa. Interlock ofinshad and
dhikr is not planned by the tariqa's center, but rather represents the spontaneous

outcome oflocal practice. In Bm and Jz the inshad moves with the dbikr, but without
this level ofinterlock. The lack oftight interlock is a strategy applied by the munshid,
enabling him to present insbad more coherently. However it is only in Jz that this
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individual strategy is supported by resources (PA system), allocated by the group., which
enable the munshid to be heard. Such resources represent a group-level strategy.

tl.
Vocal SJDOOtImess
Db

l.ow

Bm

med
med
high

Jz
Jf

Timbre
Accmt
high
mea
high

low

Artiadatioa

low
med
med
high

hiqh
med
high

low

..

UDitY
med
med
med/hiqh
high

Voca1 smoothness, articulation, and unity in dhikr follow the usual pattern.,
increasing in constraint from Bb, to Bm, to Jz, to Jf. In light of background information
on the Ja'fariyya and Jazuliyya groups presented earlier., the higher level of constraint in
Jf and Jz can be interpreted as indicating the presence ofgroup performative strategy. Jf
is most highly constrained., a means ofensuring the stability ofthe group's vertical
structure. Jz allows more freedom and expressivity in vocal timbre; articulation is high
during dhikr al-Iisan, but low during dhikr al-qalb. The latter is a strategy enabling
deeper participation in dhikr., as a means to support group unity through a shared
emotional experience. Bm displays timbrallevels similar to J2o, but without emotional
unity; as there is no corollary evidence for any kind of strategizing in this group, I

interpret these levels as merely the result ofindividual motivations., constrained by
traditions ofhadra performance. Bh evinces the least constraint, since there is no fixed
ritual leader; performance is rather a kind ofgroup improvisation, which may

spontaneously create a measure of unplanned unity.
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Expression follows approximately the reverse course, since it depends to a large
degree on freedom within a wide timbral range; similarly accent tends to be inversely
related to unity. Lower values for these two variables in Jf supports that group

7

S vertical

structure and sober identity. Higher values in Bm and Bh indicate absence ofgroup-level
strategy. Iz features high accent and expression, together with a relatively high measure
ofunity; such a combination suggests that this exuberant dhikr is a result ofgroup
performative strategy) Dot individual freedom.

e.

Bh
BID

Jz
Jf

Awd
med
med
high
med

Energy

• level

Aft iDdhidual CMItDut
high
med
high
low

Craceado
high
med
none
low

UnitY
low/med
med
high
high

The average dynamic level is surprisingly consistent despite the fact that group
size decreases from Jfto Jz to 8m to Bb. The higher dynamic level among the Jazu1iyya,
generated by a high individual output in bad.ra, is consistent with their general strategy of
using emotional feeling and display to attract members and provide a more powerful

spiritual experience~ as well as to reinforce the horizontal bonds ofthe tariqa as a
collectivity. The lower dynamic level ofIt: resulting from a restrained individual outp~
is geared toward expressing the more sober identity ofthat group, and in maintaining the
careful decorum which supports the tariqa's vertical social structure. Bm evinces a
medium level of output~ muted in comparison with Bh due to the latter's more private
location.
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It may be useful to state a general principle wbich is also applicable to other
genres ofLP. In a centralized tariqa governed by group-level strategies (such as the
Jazuliyya and Ia'fariyya), energy is greater at the center, whereas in a decentralized
group (such as the Bayyumiyya), energy is greater at the periphery. This distribution of
energy is a reflection and reinforcement ofthe distribution of social control. Traditional
turuq may respond to modern reformist pressures, but only at the center, due to their
limited control ofthe periphery. While central leaders may come under intense pressure
from modernists, their response may be merely reflexive, since the social machinery to
formulate and apply a general strategy does not exist. (I have cited 19th-eentury sources
indicating that the Bayyumiyya hadra was formerly elaborate and raucous; somehow it
changed dramatically since then.) But performance at the periphery depends on the
preferences ofthe local shaykh, who is little affected either by reform pressures, or by
the central sbaykh aI-sajjada.
One ofthe traditional dimensions ofbuildup in dhikr is crescendo. The Ifmakes
a significant break from tradition in performing dhikr with very little crescendo; the lack
of sonic buildup suggests strong central control ofparticipants, indexing the critical
vertical relationships ofthe social structure. This dhikr also helps to define the tariqa's
unique and orthodox identity. Similarly, the Iz break with tradition in employing a
distinctive pattern (at least in dhikr of"Allah"), in which dhikr starts off loudly using the
dhikr al-lisan technique, then switches to the softer (but spiritually more powerful) dhikr
al-qalb. Thus there is aetual1y a dynamic reduction, testimony to the group's strong
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collective unity. The Bayyumiyya groups perform dhikr in its traditional form., and thus
this component of performance does not suggest any particular strategic move.
Dynamic unity is predictably high among the groups which are centralized and
controned~

thus expressing and fostering a sense ofcorporate unity and order among

members, and creating an image ofdiscipline in the eyes ofothers. Relative disunity
among the Bayyumiyya appears to be the result ofunconstrained individual behavior;
certainly there is no evidence leading one to suppose that such disunity is beneficial for

the group't or results from central planning.

t

Relation to text
MeIdma

FonulRDoort
yes
yes
yes
yes

Bm

no/NA
no

.Jz

no/NA

.Jf

no

Bb

ClarificatiOD
low
med
med/low

hiqh

While there are turuq (such as the celebrated Laythi~ recorded in the 1932
Arabic Music Conference held in Cairo) which employ elaborate melismatic patterns in
dhikr, this is not the case for any ofthe examples presented here. (For the dhikr al-qalb

style, employed in Bh and Jz., the concept ofmelisma is not applicable.) The sonic aspect
ofperformance generaUy supports the dhikr formula in all cases, although this is even
more true in Jt: where the dhikr formula is not pressed into a conventional metrical form,
but is allowed to take its "natural" temporal shape, as determined by the lengths ofits
constituent phonemes. This feature would appear to be a means ofensuring claa-ity,
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while minimizing emotion and projecting an aura ofreligious propriety, as I have
mentioned.
The clearest presentation ofthe dbikr text is in Jf, where., as we have seen over
and over., a premium is placed on calm and clear textual delivery, at the expense of
emotional energy or individualism: a means of reinforcing this tariqa's more sober
values and maintaining its hierarchical social structure. Use ofthe less clear-and less
orthodox-dbikr al-qalb generates emotion. This practice is sanctioned by tariqa
authorities in the case of Jz., and thus appears as a strategy contnbuting to the group's
horizontal cohesion. On the other band., in Bh the absence ofany such authorities
suggests that dhikr al-qalb appears as a result ofthe absence of external control, and the
individual's desire for a deeper level ofspiritual experience.

g.

Other vtlrilllJles

BII
8m

Jz
Jf

Total individual fnedom
med/hi.qh
low/med
low/med
low

Total freedom is less for dhikr than for other categories (e.g. inshad); the ranking
here is a rough guide. The similar level offreedom in Jz and Bm suggest very different
interpretations. In the JazuIiyya, a tariqa exercising effective central control., the
existence offreedom must be a deliberate decision. As usual., I interpret this freedom as
representing an opportunity for the generation ofemotion which serves to define and
bind the tariqa together. In Bm, where there is essentially no central control, the same
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level offreedom appears as merely the result of individual motivations, roughly
constrained by the context (a public mosque). In Bh the contextual constraint is absent,
and so freedom is much higher.

It: by contrast, is distinguished by a high level of

controL, whic~ as I have suggested many tim~ serves to define this group's more
conservative identity as wen as to support the vertical social relations which define its

social structure. The higher freedom at the periphery ofthe Bayyumiyya is a feature of
decentralized turuq; neither the Ia'fariyya nor the Iazuliyya are more free at the
periphery than they are at the center, reflecting the centrifugal force ofthe center which
keeps outlying districts in check.

3.

Iosbad as prelude to dhikr

Solo inshad without dhikr is used by many turuq as a prelude to the dhikr which
follows. Through a combination of text and melody, such inshad may serve to put
participants in the proper emotional frame ofmind for dhikr. In Bm and Bh such
preludes precede all dhikr, while in Jz inshad preludes precede only the dhikr a1-hana
which foUows the more conservative hadra sbar'iyya.
Only the It: who maintain dhikr and inshad as entirely separate LP strips, perform
no inshad ofthis type; rather, dhikr is wholly encapsulated within him material. In
addition, solo inshad is unacceptable to them, because (they say) it focusses too much
attention on the individual, fueling his ego, and leading him to conceit and hypocrisy (in

social terms, it subverts the social hierarchy).
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PaIse definition
non/low
none
none

Rh
Bh me~ody,
BIll me~odic
Jz melodic

Meter
none
none
none

Inshad as dhikr prelude is almost always performed non-metrically, although
occasionally pulsed sections may be encountered. In Bh., pulsed sections seem to occur
when the munshid wants to emphasize a text by aligning its syllables with a pulsed
framework. Such a practice is not indicated as a special group performance strategy,
since it does not occur consistently in all performances, nor is it characteristic of
Bayyumiyya performance in general. Rather it seems to occur according to the

munshid's whim, because in the local hadra he has the freedom and time to do as he
pleases, and he seeks to maximize his emotional impact on participants. For him.,
maximizing emotion in performance is an individual strategy.

b.

TOIIaiity

Pitcb ddiDitioa IDtoaatioa
med/high
med/hiqh
med/high

Bia high
Bm high
Jz high

PSraaae
varies with perfor.mer CPS-pa)
med «P5)
pe or more

Modalatioa
low
none
low/med

Inshad is typically well-defined in pitch, and so no significant differences are to be
expected in the categories of pitch definition or intonation. What is clear (and this will

become more apparent with the variables below) is that the Jz prelude Performances
(preceding their "dbikr al...hana" section) tend to be tonally richer (as wen as longer) and
serve to develop a larger range (often the entire maqam), including intermediate qaflas
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(cadences) and modulations, accompanied by the ~d. This is a consistent pattern from
one performance to the next. Although the content ofsuch solo performances depends
on the munshid's own creativity, the existence of such solos is sanctioned by group

strategy, as articulated in their discourses about the role of inshad. Such discourse
suggests that these solos are designed generate mystical feeling among the listeners, a
feeling identified as wajd (mystical ecstasy) or tarab (musical emotion). As in secular
music., the elaborate presentation ofthe maqam is critical to generating musical emotion.
While explicit discourse deems emotion in ritual to be primarily of spiritual value, it is
clear that such emotion serves to unify the tariqa through the strong horizontal bonds it
engenders among group members. These highly musical performances also express the
group's identity as more mystically inclined, and serve to attract new members to the
group. The Jz performance strategy, shrugging offorthodox critique., is to use music to
generate a powerful response, but only in private contexts.
By contrast, the solos in Bm are more limited, not due to ideological limits
imposed by the group (since none are formally articulated) but rather due to restrictions
on time, and the munshids' ability. These munshidin attend in part in order to receive

small nuqut (tips), and the paltry sums involved ensure that the best munshidin will not
attend. Since inshad is not a central part ofthe liturgy, each is given only a couple of
minutes in which to sing his solo, and there is no musical accompaniment. Thus LP is
detennined as a result of individual strategy.
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In Bb., despite a greater level of musical freedom, melody is clearly subordinate to

text during pre-dhikr solos. These solos are limited by the absence of musical
accompaniment, and by the limited abilities ofthe munshidin, who receive only small
monetary compensation (as in Bm). While the absence of instrumental music represents
a traditional Islamic aversion. it cannot be said to be a strategy ofthe Bayyumiyya in
particular.

c.

Melody

Phrase telllDOni
ComDlaitv
Fol'lll
Bb unfoJ:med pulsed, unpulsed melodic med
low/med
Bm unfoJ:med unpulsed melodic
unformed
unpulsed
melodic
high
Jz

FreedoID in oerfOI"llWlCe
hiqh
med
hiqh

The vocal solos are melodically similar excePt in the domains of complexity and
freedom. These values are consistent with what we have seen before: in Bb higher
values seem to result from a lack ofcontrol and increase in time allotted, wbile in Iz they
are part of a more deliberate group policy promoting musical emotion in the hadra.
d.
LPgroups

TexIIlre

NOD-LP groups JDtra..puup

Bb solo, response NA
Bm solo, response NA
Jz solo, response 'ud

Group

uaitY

difl'ereDtiatioa

NA
NA

NA
NA
NA

NA

IDter-group coord
med
NA

med

As the inshad currently under consideration is solo, the texture is essentially one

vocal line. However in all three cases the dhakkira may produce vocal exclamations
expressing their approval or state, especially following a qafla (melodic cadence); such
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behavior is reminiscent of secular tarab music practice in older live Arabic music. In Bm
such reactions are less, probably because ofthe inhibitions ofthe public mosque context
and lesser emotional power ofthe solos themselves~ by the same logic, they are more
prominent in Bh, where the situation is less formal and more private, and singing is more
complex and free. However in Jz., where such responses are also prominent, the situation
is neither unstructured nor informal. In light ofthe strong central control in this tariqa,
such responses must be regarded as a dehoerate strategy designed to allow participants
to reach a higher spiritual-emotional state through individual expression.
Among all the cases considered, only the Jz includes a melodic musical
instrument (the cud, or fretless lute) which is used to accompany the vocal line exactly as

in secular urban Arabic music (or in the freer musical inshad ofthe mawalid): preparing
the maqam (melodic mode) with an initial long taqsim improvisation, then following the
voice in a loose heterophony, and filling the space after each qatla with a short taqsim.
Use ofthe cud does not result from absence of control (as is the case in the use of
musical instruments in the public mawlid celebrations). Rather, Sidi Jabir deliberately
decided to adopt it, in the late 19705, drawing on performances by talented musicians in
the group as a means ofmaking the hadra more emotionally powerful Despite tradition
Islamic criticism ofinstnnnents, Sidi Jabir did not regard the 'ud as haram (forbidden),
so long as it was used to accompany proper religious songs, and so long as it was not
used within the conservative hadra shar'iyya, which was maintained as a model of
traditional conservative dhikr. The shaykh must have been aware that the use of
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instruments would draw the censure of orthodox and reformist Islam, and so did not
employ it when performing in public places. These distinctions between rules applying to

dhikr types and settings are further testimony to the strategic role ofmusic in the
Jazuliyya. Sidi Jabir appears to have viewed use ofinstruments as a means of heightening
group spirit, as well as a sign ofthe tariqa's modernist identity, and a means of attracting
and retaining members through a high musical and emotional level.

e.

Timbre

Vocal smootImess
Bh med
BID. med
Jz high

Accent
med
med
low/med

ArticaIatioa
med
med
med/high

E
high
hi.gh
high

..

UDitv
NA
NA
NA

While expressivity is uniformly high in this solo inshad, the Jz performance is
more restrained in its use ofaccent, and evinces a higher vocal quality~ at least by the
standards of Arabic music. These features cause JazuIiyya inshad to resemble the singing
ofrespected popular singers. The Jazuliyya place a premium on high-quality musical
performance, and only very few oftheir best munshidin are permitted to perform these
solos. It is perhaps significant that at least one ofthese munshidin actually is a
professional secular singer, and several others in the past have been as well. By contrast,
among the Bayyumiyya there is less concern with vocal quality as judged by conventional
Arabic vocal aesthetics; while the munshid is interested in declaiming a text and
expressing emotion, the means by which he does so is relatively unconstrained by norms
of secular music performance.
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f.
- - CresceDdo U •
low
low
high

Bh med
BIll low
Jz high

NA
NA
NA

The sound level in the Jz case is much higher due to their use ofan amplification
system, which boosts the level ofinshad far above that ofthe group, even when the
group is large. The use of an amplification syst~ which is sanctioned by the central
group authorities., indexes the importance ofinshad. In Bm., by contrast, inshad is often

difficult to hear. There is also in the Jz a tendency to make the vocal solo into a single
arcing buildup, corresponding to tonal development ofthe maqam, whereas the Bm and
Bh performances rely on much shorter gestures or maintain a relatively fixed dynamic

level. These factors indicate the importance ofinshad preludes in Jz as a means of
systematically building emotion, in order to produce the emotionally powerful spiritual
experiences which are the haJJmark of this group, and-concurrently-to create horizontal
solidarity among members. By contrast the shorter inshad preludes in Bm and Bb,
evincing little buildup, appear to represent more limited goals ofthe munsbid and

mustaftib: the former wants a warm-up, while the latter seeks to provide respite for the
dhakkira. Neither goal can be traced to any central policy of the tariqa, but rather are
traditional and practical strategies ofthe individuals involved, which are common in
many traditional settings.
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g.

ReitItio" to text
Melisma Formal

Clarification

SlIDDOrt

Bh low
Bm low
Jz med

med/hiqh
med/hiqh
med

low
low
low

The more musical characteristic ofthe Iz performance is also revealed in a
moderate amount ofmelisma, something which practically never occurs in other Sufi
inshad considered here. For this reason and other musical factors (such as higher
complexity, lower syllabic accent, and use ofan often distortion-ridden PA system), the
Jz texts themselves, though certainly loud, are not always crystal-elear. Relative to the
other groups, music is more highly valued. However, since texts are largely drawn from
a familiar repertoire (mostly from the diwan ofSidi Iabir), participants can easily
understand them.

h.

Other vtlritlbles

Total freedom
Bb high
Bm med/high
Jz high

mawwal
mawwal
tarab singing

The higher level oftotal freedom in Bh and Jz is related to the larger span oftime
available to performance in these two cases. In the latter case, this freedom is a
calculated digression from the tight structure ofthe hadra, serving to generate emotion
as a means ofcreating a communal group unity, and fostering individual spiritual
experience, both key properties ofthis group. The strategic nature ofsuch freedom is
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indicated by its very lack in most other performance segments. But for Bh freedom is
merely a natural consequence ofthe general lack ofcentralized control or formal
orgBDization.
Bh and Bm solo dbikr prelude inshad segments often resemble the colloquial
mawwal (consisting of a few brief phrases followed by a qatla). The use ofthese and
other styles depends on what the munshid knows, since neither musical style nor text is
determined by the tariqa itself; many munshidin in the Bayyumiyya are unlettered and
have imbibed primarily a oral and rural repertoire. But in Jz the mawwal style is not
employed; melodic gestures are longer, and reminiscent ofthe more urban tarab style of
presenting a qasida non-metrically, a style which was commonplace until the 1930s
among religious and secular singers ofArabic music, and which continues to function as
a norm (though rarely heard) for the Arabic vocal music tradition. The Jazuliyya use of
this inshad style as a prelude to dbikr represents the tariqa's strategy ofbreaking with the
past by including material which is more musically rich.. and reaching out to educated
secular society for members; the use offolk mawwals is perhaps regarded as at once too
traditional, and too unsophisticated.. for this purpose. At the same time the use ofthe
tarab style, general1y regarded as the most atfectively potent style of Arabic music, and
evoking that potency both directly and through interal reference to the music which
produces it, would seem to be a dehberate attempt to generate emotion among
participants, for the reasons outlined earlier.
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4.

Inshad with dbikr

Inshad accompanies dbikr in all performances except in the more austere Jf, who
make a clear separation between inshad and dbikr so that attention will not be divided

between them. This policy is also a means ofavoiding censure, for while dbikr is
traditionally accompanied by inshad even in mainstream Sufi orders, such practice is
unacceptable to many religious conservatives. In Jz there are two different forms of such
inshad: that which accompanies the hadra sbar'iyya (or badrat aI-dhikr) which opens the
hadra, and that which accompanies the dbikr al-hana (hadrat aI-inshad). The latter is not
considered by the Jazuliyya to be dhikr,. strictly speaking, since the Names are not recited
aloud according to any fixed paradigm, even if many participants do chant them
individually as a response to Iistening. 2 However they consider inshad of the dhikr al-

hana to be similar to inshad performed for the public dhikr in mawalid, and so I will
consider it with the dhikr examples here. The two lz LPSs are distinguished as "Jzs"
(inshad accompanying dhikr in the hadra shar'iyya) and "Jzh" (inshad accompanying
dhikr in the dhikr aI-bana).
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a.

Bh
8m
JZ8

Jzh

Temporality

RhytIuD

PaIse

!mtes
metric
metric
metric
metric

defiDition

hiqh
hiqh
hiqh
hiqh

Speed

Acc:elentiOD

Meter

med/high
low/med
high
high

high
med/hiqh
med
low

metric
metric
metric
metric

Metric
moduIati_
none
none
none
none

UDity
NA
NA
NA
NA

The surface rhythms of this inshad are uniformly metric~ and pulse definition is
high, so as to support the dhikr. Speed and acceleration merely support the dhikr, which

bas already been anal~ 3 except for Jm. Such support is traditional, and not
noteworthy as indicative of strategy. However strategy is indicated in the case of Jm.
One notes a relatively low acceleration for Jzh, with a high average speed, forming an
extended buildup. The highly musical qualities of this inshad (discussed below) and
evocative poetry, combined with the sense of slow but inexorable buildup enables many
ofthe participants to reach an intensive mystical state (hal). When considered in the
context ofthe ordered and carefully thought-out Jazuliyya hadra, and especially in light
ofits daringly secular musical aspect, this plan cannot be viewed as other than strategic.
Its go~ aflinned by participants, is to present a powerful emotional experience of wajd,
as well as to offer an attractive experience of spirituality. Socially, it defines the tariqa's
identity in these terms, and provides emotional experience which binds the group
together with the shaykh. As one participant noted, the goal ofinshad is to gather the
group together, raising all to the level ofthe shaykh, so that all can ascend together.
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b.

Tonlllity

Pitch defiDitioD latonation PS I'8IIB
med/high varies with perfor.mer (FS-1?8)
med/high FS

Bb high
Bm high
Jzs high
1m high

med/hi.gh F8
med/high F8 or more

ModaIatioD
low
none
low
med/high

As in the case ofinsbad as a prelude to dbikr, Jz insbad accompanying dhikr

displays, on average, a mucb wider tonal range than in the Bayyumiyya badras,
particularly in Jzb where insbad performance exploits the full resources ofthe maqam
system (including modulation) to affect listeners more deeply (it is for this reason in part
that they term this performance the "'badrat al-bana''', for the bana is the place of sukr,
intoxication). This is a deh'berate and consistent strategy authorized by the sbaykb, as I
have noted.
In Bm inshad occupies a marginal place, socially (as we shall see under

pragmatics) and sonically. Besides being barely audible when the dhikr is underway, such
inshad does not always draw the most skilled munshidin, nor are those who do come
given much time to present their material. Sucb marginality cannot be viewed as
strategic; rather it results from the fact that iDsbad is neglected in hadra, representing a
strategic "'vacuum" which is filled according to chance and context rather than according
to plan. Under such conditions, the munshid is not encouraged to expend any great effort

in tonal development. In Bh the munshid is central, but the range oftonality is variable,
depending on who comes to perform. Here, inshad is central, but there are no particular
tonal expectations; the munsbid is merely expected to present moving texts and follow
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the mustaftih. Insbad style also depends on the performative dynamics among dhakkira,
mustaftih, and munshid (and player ofthe metal stick, if there is one); inshad is not
determined by any central authority. In Jm, by contrast, the munshid perfonns~ with
musical accompaniment~ in a fixed style which is relatively unaffected by what listeners
are doing; it is incumbent upon him to generate a high ecstatic pitc~ and he does so by
following a consistent plan in every performance.

c.
Form

Melody

Pbrase temporal aspects PhraIe toaal aspects COIIlPIeDty FreedoID ia
oerformaace

Bh unformed metric,
multimetric,
phrase qroups,
quasi-macrometer
unformed
multimetric,
Bm
simple macrometer
Ja unformed multimetric,
phrase qroups
Jm unformed multimetric,
phrase qroups,
simple macrometer

med/high

med

high

low

low

low

med

low/med

med/high

high

high

high

Solo inshad is nearly always unformed; occasional regularity in structure is
ephemeral.
While following the meter, melodic phrases tend to be improvised and hence
rather haphazard in length; only occasionally does a regular phrase structure suggesting
macrometer occur. Thus the most common pattern in all cases is multimetric: phrases
which are melodically independ~ each lasting an integral number ofmeasures.
Sometimes phrases join in groups (the simplest pattern being an antecedent/consequent
pairing); if equal length phrases or groups repeat, they will combine to form a simple
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macrometer. Another style is metric phrases which interlock with the dhikr~ and hence
interact with the dhakkira. But the munshid will only use these if he can be heard.
In Bh the munshid is central., not due to Bayyumiyya strategy (since there is none~
especially for inshad)~ but due to circumstances of context. More than the other cases,

the Bh munshid tends to interlock with the dhikr, employing metric phrases which
strongly emphasize the meter. Such interlocking is facilitated by his centrality in an
intimate setting. The munshid seeks to produce a powerful dhikr experience for
participants using any means possible, because on the one hand he is unconstrained by
tariqa policy, and on the other he is an outsider who can only validate his presence (and
the nuqut (tips) he receives) through the emotion he produces in performance.
Interlocking in this way is one means of emotionally intensifYing the dhikr. This personal
strategy leads to a less intelligible text, as weD as a less pure dhikr, to be sure; however
this situation is not problematic., since there is no poetry with authoritative status in the
tariqa. He has more sonic freedo~ and evinces more complexity and tonal progression,
than Bm or Jzs.
The munsbid in Bm would no doubt Jike to generate emotional energy in the
same way. But his marginal and acoustically weak position in the hadra precludes such
interlocking, and indeed discourages any real effort., since his singing is virtually
inaudible and thus has little or no effect. Such a situation is not in any way strategic
(either for individual or group), but rather reflects the fact that inshad has been officially
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neglected in the badra liturgy. This neglect allows additional freedom in Bh where the
munshid is central, whereas in Bm he is unable to make much ofa contribution at all.
In Jzs too inshad is somewhat marginaL though less so than in Bm; here

marginality is a dehDerate strategy. Participants say that insbad here is secondary to
dhikr but important in order to help the dhakkira to concentrate, provide emotional
lt

suppo~

and link dbakkira to the sbaykh by reciting his words. Insbad is not central here

lt

however, compared to dhikr" which in any case has its own momentum and is not
dependent on insbad. Thus one finds that the munshid here uses simpler melodies" and
does not try to interact directly with the dhikr pattern. He hovers by using multimeter
phrases and simple phrase groups,. with only a moderate sense of tonal progression, and
does not interrupt the flow of dhikr with more complex macrometer. In this segment,
text is more important than melody.
This situation is reversed in Jzh, where inshad is central (both words and
melody), providing the stimulus for dhikr movement,. exclamations, and a variety of
lt

ecstatic states. Phrases are still relatively simple in construction,. mostly multimetric,
with some phrase groups and an occasional (simple) macrometric pattern, which may be
spontaneously taken up by a responding chorus. Insbad does not interlock with dhikr,
because dhikr is not audible~ dhikr is rather an inner response to inshad. Insbad does not
conform to dhikr, but rather dhikr to insbad. But bere there is an extended sense of
melodic progression,. in which phrases combine over long periods oftime toward a
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climactic cadence (qaj/a); melodic lines display a much higher level ofcomplexity and
improvisational freedom.

tL
LPgroups

Texture
Other puIIPS

I'atra-p-oap G"*p
differeatiatioD
hiqh
NA

!1IJIity
solo munshid,
occ response,
(dhakkiraJ
solo
munshid,
Bm
(dhakkira)
Jzs solo munshid
(dhakkira)
JzIa solo munshid,
chorus,
(dhakkira)
Bia

stick,
clappinq

lDter-group
coordiDatioD
med/hiqh

clappinq

NA

low

med

clappinq

NA

hiqh

med

hiqh

low

percussion, low
~ud

Texture reflects the degree to which inshad is used as a resource, and attitudes
toward use of non-vocal sound sources. In Bm inshad is nearly inaudible above the
dhikr, reflecting inshad's neglect in the Bayyumiyya liturgy. In Bh insbad emerges

clearly, and is coordinated, to a greater degree, with the dhikr; sometimes a second
munshid serves as a responding chorus (bitana). But inshad's centrality in this texture is
not a consequence ofofficial Bayyumiyya policy, but rather results from what the
context allows and demands, as has been discussed earlier. The Bayyumiyya do appear
to oppose use ofinstruments, although such a stance is traditional and does not represent
a particular strategy geared to the group.
The Jazuliyya take an opposite strategy in Jm, which includes 'ud and
percussion; the goal here is to generate wajd (ecstasy) and the model is that ofthe Sufi
hana (tavern). Although such behavior draws the censure of religious conservatives and
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refonners, the Jazuliyya feel that this technique is not blameworthy9 but rather is
effective in creating spiritual emotion. Besides musical instruments, other munshidin
enter on cue to fonn a responding chorus. In Jzs inshad is less important, but still clearly
audible above the dhikr by virtue ofthe PA system. In the context ofhadra shar'iyya,
musical instruments are forbidden. In both Jzs and Jm, inshad is clearly differentiated
from the surrounding texture. This enables inshad to play an important role, namely to
produce a higher emotional state, enabling individuals to reach higher spiritual levels., and
enabling the group to coalesce emotionally.

e.

TUllbre

VoeaIlIIIOOtIUIeIS
Bh med
Bm med
Jzs high
Jzh high

ArticulatioD
med
high
med
med
low/med high
low/med med/high
Accea.t

-

..

high
high
med/high
high

Overall, Jz features a higher degree ofvocal smoothness, and higher articulation,
no doubt due to the greater attention they pay to inshad generally, the importance of
delivering texts clearly (particularly those written by the shaykh), and the care with
which they choose munshidin. For similar reasons, perhaps, accent is lower; inshad need
not be so forceful since a PA system is used, and vocal subtleties are appreciated. In all
cases, however, expressivity is high, the function ofinsbad being essentially to raise the
emotional level.
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f.

Energy

Avgdyaamic
level
Bb med
Bm low
Jzs high
Jzb high

Avg iadividual

Crescendo

high
high
med/high
high

no
no
no
high

Iz is louder in part due to use ofa PA system, a strategic group decision,
indicated by the group effort and expense entailed for the purchase and maintenance ofa
sound system. I have already emphasized the importance of inshad for the Jazuliyya., for
its ability to unify the group emotionally, and provide more powerful spiritual

experiences. The high dynamic level facilitated by the PA system enables a solo munshid
to sing and be heard by everyone. Solo singing is considered more emotionally moving
in Arabic culture than group singing, since the solo voice is the source oftarab.

Amplification enables the soloist to be heard even over a large group ofdhakkira.
While the effort output by each munsbid appears to be roughly equal, such effort
results from group strategy (the importance ofinshad) in the Jazuliyya, whereas it is
merely the desire ofthe munshid to assert himself in the Bayyumiyya. It is only in 1zh
that a long-range energy buildup is found; this is a dehDerate attempt to create an ecstatic
climax, which is sanctioned by the tariqa authorities.
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g.

Reltltion. to text
MeIisDIa FGrmaI
suPPOrt

Bh J.ow
Bm J.ow

med
low
med
med

low
low
low
low

Jzs J.ow
Jzb low

Clarification

Little information is revealed by these variables; text is presented irregularly so
that performance generally does not outline its fonnal strueture~ although qatla-s may
emphasize the ends ofphrases. Clarity is lower in Bm due to inaudibility ofthe inshad;
in other situations inshad is audible~ though text is not sharply defined. In the case of the
J~

where inshad performance is a carefully considered component of

performance~there

is evidently no need to ensure higher fidelity because most texts are

known by participants. In the Bayyumiyya texts may not be known, but no one among
tariqa authorities is concerned whether they are understood or not. The munshid would
no doubt like to be understood, but it is more important for him to create a strong
emotional effect; he does so in Bb and is unable to do so in 8m.

1L
Entropy

Other vtllitlbles
laterality

!(freedolD)

Bh high
Bm med
Jzs med
Jzb high

oJ.der mawlid inshad

---

--contemporary mawlid inshad, tarab

The overall level offreedom is highest in Bh and Jzh, both ofwhich stylistically
are strongly reminiscent ofprofessional dhikr inshad as it occurs in the mawlids (saint
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festivals). Bh is closer to the older style ofmawlid inshad, without instruments; it is full

ofstops and starts, allowing the munshid to rest. Such a style is not determined by the
tariqa itseJ:( but rather results from the absence of musical instruments (a traditional bias)
together with the attendance ofmunshidin who sing in this way.
The Jzh style is closer to the modern style ofmawlid inshad, as performed by
Shaykh Yasin al-Tuhami and other famous munshidin, who use instruments to provide a
long arcing buildup without a break (here, for more than IS minutes). Unlike the

Bayyumiyya case, this style of inshad is a deh"berate group policy designed to provide a
heightened spiritual experience, draw a larger membership, and signify the tariqa's

modem attitudes. Although use of instruments can be criticized by conservatives, the
Jazuliyya minimize problems which may result by holding the hadra in private, and by

emphasizing more orthodox attitudes in other segments ofthe ha.dra, such as the hadra
sbar'iyya., and mudbakara: group study oftraditional religious subjects, such as hadith,

Qur'an, and fiqh.

5.

Group insbad

Group inshad is the form ofLP requiring the highest level of central planning,
preparation, and control. It entails a fixed and known poetic repertoire, and a
corresponding set of simple precomposed strophic melodies, in order that all may
participate. Typically a diwan is published, and thus literacy may be a requirement. In
tunlq which employ group

inshad there may also be a special subclass of munshidin,

members who meet together periodically to rehearse inshad. Thus it is not surprising that
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traditional orders which exert a relatively low level ofcontrol over LP in hadra, and
which make relatively few demands on members" prerequisite knowledge., usually omit
group inshad. (Indeed most ofthe turuq do not include group inshad~ the SbadbiIiyya, a
collection oforders known for being relatively well-educated and hence perhaps better
situated to learn from printed hymnals. being the main exception.)
Group inshad is frequently exploited by the modernist orders., because it is the
form ofLP which presents the greatest potential for social structuring. Group inshad is
flexible and fully participatory., combining texts on a variety ofthemes with the affective
power of melody. Depending on the pragmatics ofits performanee-especially who
performs, and who listens-inshad can emphasize unity" highlight subgroups., or establish
differential hierarchical relations.
Both the modernist turuq, the lazuliyya and the la'fariyya, use group inshad
strategically toward group ends, but quite differently., as we shall see. The BayyumiYi8,
unsurprisingly., use none.

The variable values in this section were derived from the analysis oftwo
exemplary qasidas: one from If(Qasida #3), and the other from Jz ("Qamar").
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Rltytbm types Pulse defiDition Speed Accel-

Metric

Meter

eration
Jz metric,
melodic
Jf metric,
speech

hiqh, none

hiqh med

med

low

low

Unity

modulation
med
yes

metric,
macrometric
macrometric

no

hiqh

The Jazuliyya sing group insbad primarily in strict meter, with clearly defined
pulse emphasized by percussion instruments. But sections of many qasidas are sung,
astonishingly enough, in a non-metric heterophonic melodic-rhythm style (reminiscent of
the non-metric interludes in Umm Kulthum songs, called istirsal). These melodies are
composed. One ofthe principal composers for the group says that he includes such
segments in order to highlight particular lines ofthe text. This device also serves to
break the monotonous continuity of a long strophic song; Sieli Jabir disparaged such
songs ''train-like'', feeling that inshad should maintain the listeners interest. T emporal1y,
'I

Jazuliyya inshad is often full of interesting changes in rhythmic type, pulse, and meter. It
is faster than Jacofariyya inshad, using temporal elements to build musical-emotional
energy. Jazuliyya group insbad is generally sung by all members together, and because
these songs are complex, unity is often low, making words less comprehensible.
However it is in the production more than the hearing ofthe sound that the experience of
textual meaning takes place.
By contrast, Ja'fariyya inshad is purely strophic, consisting precisely ofthose
''train-like'' melodies disliked by Sidi Jabir. Most songs are metric; a few are based on a
more speech-like rhythm. But all remain close to the tmrt; melodic considerations are
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never given priority over textual ones. Pulse is less strictly defined than in JazuJiyya
group inshad~ in part because there is no percussion sectio~ Ja'fariyya inshad tends to
"breath" in a flexible rather than rigid pulse. Beats are added or subtracted when
convenient, the metrical rhythm being partially overcome by the rhythm ofthe text itself
Tempos are generally slower, more stately, less exuberant. The songs are always
macrometric, sometimes involving intricate patterns ofrepeating sections which feature
alternation and interlocking between soloists and chorus. Soloists sing most ofthe song,
while the congregation responds with the madbbab only. Since soloists are trained in
inshad, while the refrain is simple, unity is high. But most participants listen more than

they sing. The temporal structure of such songs is a vehicle, designed for the express
purpose ofcommunicating a text from munshid to listener.
Inshad ofthe Jazuliyya conveys a text through participation in singing it, and this
participation is an act ofconsiderable musical complexity, and one which references the
principal vehicle ofmodem popular music, the taqtuqa (light strophic song). By
contrast, inshad of the Ja'fariyya conveys a text to most participants through listening
more than singing, in an act which is musically simpler, never straying far from the text
itself We will see these characteristics emerge further throughout application ofthe
variables.
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b.
Pitdl
def"JDitioD
Jz high
Jr high

Tontdity
lDtoutioa PS range

ModaIatioD Uaity

med
low/med J?5 to J?8+
mostly J?4-M6 no
high

low
high

Due to the higher musical demands ofJz insha~ presented to the entire
congregation rather than to a select group oftrained munshidin only, intonation and
unity in Iz is considerably lower than If Some oftheir songs are tonally comple"-t
employing a wide tonal range, and sometimes even modulation. The relatively low
values of intonation and unity are not in themselves strategic, for the Iazuliyya do strive
to present their songs clearly and correctly. Rather, these values represent the
consequence oftheir ambitious program ofmusical composition and group inshad., which
is itselfan important part oftheir performative strategy: to create a musically rich hadra,
capable ofunifying the group through the shared emotions of participatory song.
Iacfariyya songs are tonally simpler. Usually the ambitus falls within a major 6th,
and sometimes is even narrower; within such narrow ranges only a fraction ofthe maqam
is actually utilized. There is never any modulation. This simple melody is mostly sung by
two soloists., while the congregation responds with an even simpler melody on a fixed

text (the madhhab). Although tariqa members do assert that the melody is important,
they also admit that it serves chiefly as the vehicle for the text.
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c.
Form
Jz medium,
rondo,
complex
Jf medium

Melody

Phrase temporal

Phrase toaat aspects

med
complex
macrometric,
phrase qroups
low
complex
macrometric

med/hiqh

Freedom iD
luerformaace
med

low

low

Comple:lity

Every qasida performed in Ifis set using a single musical section which repeats
for each poetic line, or for each pair of lines, plus refrain. This section usually comprises
from two to five melodic phrases (each covering a full or half a poetic line), forming
patterns such as [ab]abab, [aab]ccde, [aa]bbccb, [aab]aaccd (where the portion sung with
the refrain is enclosed in square brackets). This is what I have defined as a medium
fonn: AAA... The phrases thus arranged define a complex macrometer. The sequence
ofphrases within the repeating A section demonstrate very limited tonal development,
and since the entire performance consists ofthis one section repeated over and over,
there is no larger scale tonal or temporal development over the course ofthe
performance ofanyone qasida. The large amount of repetition, and hence predictability,
implies that overall complexity is low. Occasionally melodic variations may be
introduced by soloists, but freedom for the responding congregation (which constitutes
the bulk ofthe group) is negligible.
The use of an orderly and static form creates a sense oforder and stasis in the If
hadra itself There is no musical development over each qasida's performance; almost
everything is predictable. Ambitus is narrow (as is dynamic range, as we shall see
below), and performative freedom is limited. Therefore the emotional range is limited
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too; attention is focussed on the content ofthe poetry-a message from shaykh to
muridin-rather than on building emotional power through music. The group is unified,
but as students ofa single teacher, not through their performative bonds with each
other. Time is neatly divided in a hierarchical fashion by the macrometer defined by the
qasida's melodic phrase groups. Though the claim may perhaps be too speculative for
some, one may find in this hierarchy a representation ofthe hierarchical structure ofthe
tariqa itself: a set ofpredictable, regularized ways of relating to other tariqa members,
not as a communal group, but in a hierarchy based on vertical relationships ofinequality,
in which seniority, religious knowledge, and proximity to the shaykh all playa role.

Jz sometimes employ such simple strophic structures as well, but more often their
forms are melodically more complex, employing new melodic material for every phrase
pair (kublay), together with a regularly or irregularly recurring refr~ thus forming a
taqtuqa. Whereas Jf phrases provide only a slight degree oftension and release in their
tonal aggregation within the repeating section, the performance ofJz qasidas often offers
a long line oftonal development throughout the entire song. Rather than the static,
controned style characteristic ofJt: one finds in Jz a more dynamic, expressive,
emotional approach. Besides changes in tempo and metricity (discussed earlier) there
are frequent shifts in tonality.
In the collective vocal and emotional exercise ofgroup inshad, one finds both an

expression and a reinforcement ofthe group's tightly collective and communal version of
solidarity. Unlike the Jacfariyya, whose personal spiritual-social bonds are characterized
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by hierarchy, the Jazuliyya exemplifies communality, familial closeness surrounding the
shaykh as metaphoric father. While there is no overt call for improvisation in
performance, there is a de facto tolerance for mistakes ofall sorts. While the Ja'fariyya
tend toward perfectionism in their shorter, simpler songs, mainly restricted to the ranks
of qualified munshidin, the Jazuliyya are more open and tolerant in performance. As
long as participants sing with spirit and energy, a few wrong notes are not considered to
be a problem. A higher tolerance for mistakes is a necessary consequence ofother
strategies, which dictate that full participatory group insbad is import~ and that insbad
should be complex. Perfectionism is not the goal; emotional power and unit-i is.
In addition, tolerance for mistakes in performing a text implies a close relation to

the text, and its author. While Sidi Jabir's texts are held to be important expressions of
his mystical insights, mistakes in performance ofthose texts are tolerated. This tolerance
evokes Sidi Jabir's personality, especially his own tolerance., and his warm emotional
relationship to his muridin. His style was to see through ritual fonn to ritual meaning;
thus singing his texts with good spirit and mistakes was not problematic. While his
poems are venerated by members, they also regard them as intimate rather than distant,
just as the shaykh was intimate. Therefore performing his texts in this way-with
mistakes-tends to assert an intimate relationship to Sidi Jabir. When a text is venerated
at a distance, then perfect execution is often the sine qua non ofperformance; intolerance
for mistakes reflects a more distant, vertical relationship to the text's author, and
performance affirms such a relationship. Such is the case in Ja'fariyya inshad.
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What is important is that the performance ofgroup inshad is an occasion for the
group to solidify as one bodY9 through a kind ofwide-awake9 sober emotionality (which
contrasts with the more intoxicated version as experienced in the dbikr aI-bana). The
more demanding songs can not be sung perfectly by all members, but their complexity
contn"butes to the development ofemotion, which in tum helps to ensure a high degree
ofgroup spirit. This style of song, in its resemblance to the popular taqtuqa, also
identifies the group as distinctively modem, setting it offfrom most other Sufi groups,
and making it especially attractive to certain kinds ofreligious seekers who are not
satisfied with either traditional orthodox religion, or with Sufism as inherited from the
past.

tl.
LPgruaps

TextIIre

Other poops

IDtra-group
UJIity

Jz lead munshid,
munshidin,
others
Jf soloists,
chorus
leader,
chorus

percussion, med
'ud, claps
none

high

Group
differeatiatioD
low

IDter-groap coord

high

high

low/med

T ex:tural variables provide another key measure of ditTerence between the two
stylistic strategies. Each If song consists ofan alternation between one to three soloists
(usual two) who sing the main text (using microphones), and the chorus (the

congregation), led by the chorus leader, who respond with the refrain (the madhhab

,l

often the first line ofthe poem). There is no instrumental accompaniment or clapping of
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any kind. Unity is strong; soloists and chorus are clearly differentiated, and weDcoordinated. The chorus leader employs a microphone; the remainder ofthe chorus do
not.
The soloists are drawn from a restricted class ofmunsbidin. While they have not
completed any formal training, nor do they have any particular religious qualifications,
they are considered to have superior skill in inshad. They sit at the front ofthe room,
and take turns leading the performance, using microphones as a sonic index oftheir
assumed power. Their lines are clearly differentiated from those ofthe chorus. The two
groups-soloists and chorus-alternate in a coordinated fashion. The group is unified
through its articulation into these two components.
Metaphorically the soloists represent Shaykh Sa.lih, founder ofthe tariqa, and
author ofnearly all poetry used for inshad, for the poetry they sing is written as an
expression of Shaykh SaIih's voice. While they sing, everyone else must be silent; it is
only when they pause that the chorus (consisting ofthe entire congregation) can join in,
and then only with the refrain. This alternation too symbolically affirms the exalted status
of Shaykh Salih, his status as far above the group. In this way., even after the passing of
Shaykh Salih., his inshad continues to assert a particular model ofthe relationship
between shaykh and muridin, in which the latter are relatively passive and subservient to
the former., who towers far above them.
But the chorus does respond when called; the alternating relation between
munshidin soloists and muridin chorus is a performative representation ofthe relationship
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between Shaykh SaJih and members ofthe tariqa. They are locked together, but
unequally (the munshidin maintain control), and at a distance (they do not perform
together). The metaphor lO'munsbid : chorus : : Shaykh SaJih: mood" is not farfetched,
for wbile he lived Shaylch Salih sang his own qasidas in a manner similar to their
performance today by munsbidin, according to several muridin who knew him
personally. Even when it is their tum to sing, the chorus does not perform without an
authoritative guide to lead them: the chorus leader. Thus the bulk ofthe congregation is
singing either in response to, or under the control ot: some superior power. This is
precisely their metaphorical relationship to the shaykh, and serves to reinforce the key
vertical relation ofpersonal social structure which underlies the tariqa.
At the same time, the restrained and austere singing style generates little
participatory emotion which could serve to create a strong communal solidarity. Thus
the horizontal aspect ofthe personal social structure is de-emphasized. The restrained
singing style, and lack of any instrumental texture (even clapping), is actually significant
in several respects. First, it is an affirmation ofthe group's commitment to orthodox

norms, at least in their overt behavior. It is a means ofasserting their particular identity
as conservative Sufis, for themselves and for others; the latter may thereby be attracted
to join their ranks, or to praise rather than criticize. Finally, it ensures that expression in
performance remains emotionally low-key. Certainly there is emotion-there must be
emotion in Sufism-but ideally that emotion is internalized without external signs ofits
existence; this is precisely the model of Sufi exPerience upheld by Shaykh Salih himself
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This principle not only affirms distinctive values ofthe group, but also protects the
group's social relations, which are primarily vertical, from being dissolved by an excess
offeeling which would tend to mek the group into a single homogeneous mass.
By contrast, in Iz group inshad, everyone usually sings together. Here too there
exists a special class of m1lOshidin, but they act more as song leaders than as soloists in
group inshad performance. Any systematic differentiation between munshidin and others
is weakly defined, weakly coordinated. Performance is unified in spirit, not in sonic
detail. The texture ofperformance, combining munshidin and congregation, thus forms a
musical expression ofthe relationship between Sidi Iabir and the muridin; in both cases
the former leads the latter, but as a center and point offocus within the group, rather
than exalted above the group as in the case ofIf. Indeed performance in lz tends to

erase distinctions of status and seniority, and to construct an idealized communal group,
even if this state is not always sustained outside performance. This style stresses unity,
collapsing the social divisions which invariably separate members outside of
performance. At the same time, the instrumental textural layers are present ('ud,
percussion, clapping) to raise the emotional level and help maintain pitch through
complicated tonal shifts.
The intensive emotional expression, supported by the use ofinstruments, is an
outward expression of inward feeling, and such expression was never criticized by Sidi
Jabir. To be sure, he balanced expression ofemotion in badra with other segments
(study ofQur'an, fiqh, and so forth), but emotion in hadra is an expression ofthe
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group's values, as well as a statement oftheir identity, and a means of affirming their
collective solidarity.

e.

Timbre

Voeal smoodmess
Jz low/med
high
JI high
low

med
high

The more spirited vocal aesthetic ofIz, together with broader participation
among the entire group (rather than a pair ofmunshidin) leads to lower vocal
smoothness, articulation, and unity, higher accent and expressivity. Emotion and
participation is key; vocal perfection is not. The Ifrestrict participation by selecting
soloists only from among the best singers, leading to a higher degree oftimbral
refinement and restraint. This timbre is useful for presenting texts clearly; texts must be
communicated clearly, as they are considered equivalent to teachings ofShaykh Salih.
The timbre is also useful in establishing the group's reserved and low-key identity, and in
avoiding the generation of extraneous emotion which might serve to upset the careful
articulation of social hierarchies which defines the group.

t

Energy

AvgdyDamic

Al'g individual

Jz

high
med
Jf

Crac:eDdo Unity

~

level

high

med

med

low

high
high

Iz generate a much higher total energy level than If. Not only is individual effort
output higher, but Jz also employs amplification and musical instruments to boost the
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level further. Women contribute withzaghntta (vocal trilling). In additio~ their songs
are characterized by a significant energy buildup (crescendo). These attributes foster an
atmosphere ofecstasy, jubilance, and

exultatio~ which

may at times actually obscure the

text. In Jfby contrast the atmosphere is subdued, dignified, and serious. Emotional
energy is produced at a much softer level. Rather than the larah (joyous, wedding)
atmosphere ofIz., there is solemnity in the air.
The JazuIiyya employ group inshad as a means ofgathering the group together,
gaining its attentio~ producing a kind of communal exuberance. Text is important, but

it is feeling which predominates. This feeling serves to unify the group through
horizontal bonds, as well as establish a particular identity for the group as a whole. For
this reason it is important that inshad be a highly energetic affair. For the Ja'fariyya, by
contrast, inshad performance projects the restrained, formal, and serious mood of
obligatory prayer. Such a mood creates hushed feelings of awe and reverence for
Shaykh Salih, just as prayer creates the same for God the Transcendent; both tend to
establish vertical relationships. Inshad for the Ja'&.riyya is also a means of imbibing the
shaykh's wisdom-not his mystical feeling (which he kept hidden inside him) but rather
his outward religiosity. Therefore inshad is calm, sedate, a means oftransmitting its
inner meanings, and avoiding the stirring offeeling which could jeopardize the group
structure.
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g.

Reltllion to text
Melisma FOnDai

ClarificatiOD

SUDDOrt

Jz no
Jf no

med
high

med
high

If melodic structure always follows the structure oftextual lines precisely,. so that

the text itselfis completely clear., for the prime function ofinshad in Jfis to clarify the
text, as a communication from shaykh to muridin, or as a prayer. Emotion is secondary.,

and in larger quantities undesirable. By contrast., the Iz sacrifice formal precision and
clarity for a higher level of emotion., produced through group performance, use of
instruments., and a more complex melodic structure. These two attitudes reflect and
support the very different identities., values., and social structures ofthe two groups., as
has been noted earlier.

II.
Total
freedom
Jz med
Jf low

Other variables

use of popular song for.ms, melodies
traditional Sufi group inshad, with some
influence from Qur'anic recitation; mood of
obligatory prayer

Freedom in group inshad is always limited by the fact that the group must stay
together. However within these limits Jz is relatively freer than Jf. Muridin who are not
munshidin are generally permitted to sing throughout., whereas in Iftheir participation is
strictly confined to the resPOnsorial refrains. In addition., Iz is much more tolerant of
individual variations and errors along all sonic dimensions: tonal, temporal., textural., and
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so on. While these deviations are not explicitly encouraged,. they are not forbidden
either, and serve to bind the entire group into a single organic whole through the high
level ofemotional expression and involvement they promote; [ earlier discussed the role
ofmistakes in expressing a particular relationship to the shaykh, as well.
Jf performance is much more restricted. Participation is limited, and execution of
inshad aims for perfectionism. Such behavior supports the communicative and ritual..
rather than the emotional, function of inshad. The attitude ofrespectful awe toward
inshad performance as a formal ritual act, promotes an attitude ofsubservience toward
7

the shay~ and generally supports the hierarchical social structure ofthe grOUP7 besides
projecting an image of severe orthodox reserve to all observers.
Interality in group inshad is a fascinating topic, which unfortunately cannot be
excavated completely in this brief treatment. The style-form, melody, and
instrumentation-ofgroup inshad in the Jazuliyya tariqa is close to a form of light popular
Arabic music of the mid 20th century, the strophic song form called taqtuq~ a kind of
rondo in which the text is divided into a sequence of kub/ays (couplets, verses), each of
which may receive a different melodic treatment, and even a different melodic mode,
alternating with a fixed-melody refrain. The group non-metric sections sometimes
included in Jazuliyya songs are reminiscent ofthe non-metric istirsa/ sections typical of

Umm Kulthum and other tarah singers.
The resemblance goes deeper than mere stylistic features. One tariqa composer
says that he often begins with a melody taken from a popular song, but then varies it so
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as to disguise its origin. Other tariqa composers take over the melodies ofpopular songs
verbatim, using them to set the Shaykh's poetry. Sometimes the original words can even
be employed. Thus for instance in lz one finds use of a 1994 Muhammad Munir popular
song, "Ya baba" (both text and melody) in group inshad.
There are several group-strategic benefits to using this secular material in inshad.
Use ofthese songs confers upon the Jazuliyya a unique sonic identity. Such material also
signals their commitment to develop a truly modern Sufi order, appealing to the modern

educated urban classes; indeed~ use of such material tends to attract these constituents of
their target group. Sidi Jabir was especially concerned to draw the youth to his tariqa,
viewing the ability of Sufism to attract YOUDg people as the best way ofensuring their
dedication to I~ as well as a means ofensuring the continued existence ofthe tariqa
itself
Transforming popular songs to a religious context also sends a message: that
one need not sacrifice everything enjoyable to become religious; religion includes joy and
laughter, too. Using such a repertoire, they are able to attract a broad range ofPeOple to
the tariqa, for whom inshad appears to be a substitute for their former irreligious ways, a
means ofweaning themselves from dependency on secular forms of entertainment which
can lead to depravity.
In addition songs which draw on the sonic power ofthe secular repertoire are
capable ofgenerating great emotional power: first because secular music fully exploits
musical resources, and second because ofthe ecstatic-joyful associations secular music
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implies: the wedding ({arah)., the party (haj/a). All these associations can be drawn into
the hadra emotionally., but stripped oftheir secular and spiritually harmful elements
(textual references to sensual pleasures., or association with contexts in which such

pleasures take place) by being placed into a salutary Islamic context (the hadra)., with
suitable modifications in textual content. As I have mentioned earlier., use ofpotent
emotional material appears as a strategy for this tariq~ as a means ofreinforcing the
inherently communal., horizontal bonds which largely define the group.

This use ofnon-religious material is not without limits. Composers only adopt
songs (melodies, lyrics., or both) whose original meanings and contexts of use are
"respectable"'. This category includes the older mainstream urban repertoire-the tarab
tradition of Arabic music-treating love in a lofty or noble manner. The poetry ofthese
secular love songs can be easily reinterpreted as songs of Sufi love., while the musical

style is designed to reproduce the strong emotions oflove and longing which are suitable
to the Sufi context. The songs and song styles ofthe great Egyptian singer., Umm

Kulthum., are preferred by the Jazuliyya, and by many other munshidin in Egypt. Songs
containing wlgar or cheap lyrics., and the new shabahi (youth) music which blends
western styles is not used as a source. The lyrics of such songs are not appropriate,
while the music-even when applied to new words-tends to evoke the original words for
listeners, and fails to produce the powerful feelings oftarab which are consistent with the
Sufi ecstasy, wajd.
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Interally, the inshad ofIf contrasts sharply with Jz. If melodies are simple, stark,
and restrained,. short, uncomplicated,. narrow in compass; unlike any popular music one
might hear on the radio or on television. They do not draw on the flexibility of Arabic
music to develop tarab through exploration ofthe maqam system; they contain no
modulation and often do not reveal more than a single tetrachord of a single maqam.

They are not lacking in emotion, but the emotion they project is severe, and disconnected
from secular contexts. The Ja'fariyya reject the idea ofusing popular melodies in their

hadra, because they do not want to bring elements ofthe secular world into the hadra as
a means ofcreating an identity or drawing in members. Rather, they adopt the opposite
strategy, using sound to create a distinctly religious ethos, a sonic identity which is as
unlike the secular world as possible. Solemn and otherworldly, this sonic identity attracts
precisely because it appears, to some at least., as the religious life as contrasted with the
ordinary world.
Indeed this is a general property ofall Ia'fariyya LP. The Jfhadra is not
celebratory or ecstatic; rather, it is serious and sober., similar in mood to the obligatory
prayer rite. By constructing a distinctive ritual environment, the Ia'fariyya-like the
Iazuliyya-attraet and retain members. But while Jazuliyya inshad is distinctive in
functioning as a bridge between secular and sacred,. Ia'fariyya insbad is distinctive in
denying the existence ofany such connection. The austere world ofIa'fariyya inshad
appears-at least, to some-as purely sacred. To enter the hadra is to leave the ordinary
behind. While the lazuliyya attempt to attract members by a performative experience
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which is, in some ways at least, similar to what is desired in the ordinary world, the
Jacfariyya attract members by providing a performative experience which is completely
different from ordinary life, and thus felt (by some) to be closer to the spiritual ideal.
Obviously the two modes create different constituencies; the Ja'fariyya mode appeals to
the orthodox, while the Jazuliyya mode appeals to those predisposed to Sufi ecstatics.
The melodies used for Jacfariyya inshad are similar to traditional Islamic inshad~
strophic melodies used in the traditional Sufi orders (especially the Shadbiliyya), and the
c'Mawlid al-Nabi" (Prophet's birthday performance) or 'cal_Burda" ofal-Busiri,
performed in Upper Egypt, and in other traditional areas. The melodies used for these
texts are not associated with anything other than Islam. Some ofthe foremost Ja'fariyya
munshidin compose new melodies as well, but their inspirations are quite different from
those ofthe Jazuliyya. Thus one composer-munsbid in the Jacfariyya said that he
frequently based bis strophic melodies on melodic phrases from the great Qur'an reciters,
such as C Abd al-Basit CAbd al-Samad. According to my notion of interality, use of such
sources should evoke the context and text ofthe original genre; in all cases these are
religious. Thus, unlike the Jazuli", whose inshad points to meanings outside the
Islamic sphere, the Ja'fariyya inshad (interal1y) is self:.referring, pointing only within the
Islamic sphere. In this way, both groups establish their identities, and build their

constituencies.
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B. Syntactic analysis
Much of the timing information on which the fonowing analysis is based may be
viewed graphically in the temporal transcriptions ofeach hadra, presented in the

Appendix. Most ofthe following analytical variables are presented in graphical fonn.

These graphs, here referenced by number and title.. are also located in the Appendix.
1.

Ambiguity in ritual form and def'mitioD: limitations of the
analysis

The variables which fonow depend on being able to uniquely identify the various
LPSs which comprise the hadra performance, as wen as their precise starting and ending
times. The assumption that such a procedure is possible may be subjected to a certain
amount ofuseful criticism. In particular, although the variables which follow are based
on careful measurements ofhadra performance as recorded on tape, certain caveats must
be mentioned due to the presence ofambiguous boundaries which cannot always be
accounted for in the analysis.
First, it is difficult to properly account for time at the beginning and end ofthe
performance, because it is not always easy to determine precisely when the performance
begins and ends. Rituals are surrounded by periods of informality, during which nonritual shades into ritual (as when participants begin gathering, greeting, talking, perhaps

holding informal discussions), or ritual into non-ritual (as at the end ofmost hadras,
when there is a period ofgreeting the shaykh, greeting one another, and general milling
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about). These periods seem to be in some sense part ofthe ritual performance.. and yet it
is difficult to state when they begin and end with theoretical conviction. A more
practical problem results from the fact that since their importance for the analysis had not
yet been established, these transitional periods of hadras were not always recorded.
(Hindsight is always more perspicacious than foresight.) Besides, ritual participants
often have their own notions of ritual boundaries (which mayor may not be useful to the
analyst), and frequently insist that the tape recorder or video camera be turned off until
they feel the ritual is truly underway. For these reasons, boundary segments are not
always adequately represented in the analysis.
Secondly, there are sometimes periods within the main body of ritual whose
status as LP is difficult to determine. How should a briefbreak after an inshad
Performance be counted? In general very brief segments (less than 30 seconds) were
simply appended to the preceding section; longer segments were treated as autonomous
and classified separately. There is also the problem ofhow to handle non-textual ritual
elements: behavioral "strips" not attached to any particular LPS. Taking the position
that LP is the principal effective agent ofhadra, I do not analyze formal behaviors in
ritual unless these are accompanied by LP. Behaviors not analyzed here include:
distnbution of nafba (tea and other drinks, fo~ sweets, perfume, incense) during hadra,
eating and drinking these, and protocols ofarriving and leaving. Certainly a more
complete ritual analysis should include these; however the analysis remains focussed on
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LP under the theoretical assumption that LP is more important, and given the practical
problems ofmeasuring that which cannot be heard.
It is Perhaps best to explain these caveats more concretely with respect to the
turuq at hand.

In the case ofBit, participants begin gathering early in the evening after maghrib
prayer, but the first group ritual act appears to be night ( 'isba ') prayer. Following this
prayer, there is a briefperiod ofinformality, during which participants take their seats in
the small room. and more participants may arrive at this time. Finally booklets
containing the hizb are distributed and the hadra proper begins withfawatih. It is at this
point that the present analysis commences. During the hadra there may be brief
segments ofinformality when one munsbid takes over for another. Some participants
arrive late, greet, and join in. But it is toward the end when things get more confusing;
the ritual appears to be over after the inshad and dhikr and closing prayers; there is
informal chatting. Suddenly someone remembers to complete the hizb, and they are
chanting again. These anomalous sections ofinformality are treated as free segments.
After the final ritual close there is informality; participants greet and a light supper is
served; although an integral part ofthe larger ritual, this segment was not taped or
analyzed in what follows. Indeed it would be difficulty to define its precise ending point,

for it merely fades out as individuals get up and leave.
In Bm, the formal start ofthe hadra is shortly after Friday noon (jumca) prayer,

when the analysis commences, although members may have gathered informally from
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mid-morning. Many members also join the hadra late, and the ranks slowly swell during
recitation ofthe bizb. After dhikr nafahat (rolls, small sandwiches; singular: nafba) are
distnbuted, but this activity is not analyzed. as a syntactic segment ofLP. After the final

ritual close greetings are performed., and many ofthe members sit to take tea together;

this period is not analyzed either.

Jz builds up gradually. Members begin to arrive after night ("isba') prayer.
Some set up chairs and the PA system in the performance space; others read, pray, or
practice inshad informally. After a time, a small group may sit and begin mudbakara
(study) or recite Qur'an together. More arrive. At a certain point the leaders decide to
start the hadra formally with performance ofthe hadra shar'iyya. It is at this point that

the present analysis begins, resulting in perhaps a serious underestimation ofthe role of
the "speech" mode (dars, mudhakara, khutba) in the hadra. However even given this
shortcoming, the dominance ofthis mode in this tariqa over the others will be apparent.
Nafahat are distributed during the speeches and are not separately noted. At the end of
the hadra there is a long period ofgreeting the shaykh and informal talk which fildes off
as members depart; this too remains unanalyzed.
Ifbegins immediately after the sunset (maghrib) prayer. Although the prayer
itselfmight be analyzed as part ofthe hadra (since it is mainly the members who
participate), it was not included so that Ifwould be defined consistently with Bh and
Bm, which also begin immediately after prayer. However night prayer is contained
within It; although it could have been regarded as an interim break (as it might be
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descnDed by participants), this prayer is here analyzed as a section of the hadra itsel(
being continuous in time and personnel with what precedes and foDows. Since the
prayer segment was not taped, its duration was estimated from previous experiences in
the hadra. Nafabat occur simultaneous with inshad performance, and are not separately
analyzed here. Greeting ofthe shaykh takes place simultaneous with performance of the
final inshad qasida (#15)~ here this segment has been counted as group inshad, which is a

slight error since most ofthe group is lined up to greet the shaykh and only the
munsbidin are performing inshad. But greeting the shaykh has not been analyzed in the
syntax of any ofthe hadras, although it appears in an except Bh. After the greeting is

complete, the munsbidin immediately stop singing and the mosque is locked for the
night; the hadra ending is not ambiguous.

2.

Formal syntu:

To start, one should identify the basic LP genres used in each hadra, and how
they are combined. The following codes are used as a shorthand for the genres:
H =
D =

Hizb (fixed extended text having special ritual significance)
Dbikr alone (short text repeated many times)

r
Dhikr accompanied by inshad
r S = inshad (solo)
r G = inshad (group)
s = speech (dars,muhadara, khutba.,mudhakara)
F = fawatih and ad'iyya
P = obligatory prayer (salah)
Q = Qur'anic recitation
N = nafahat (sing.: nafha) (food, drink, perfume, incense, money)
Z = ziyara (visit to maqam)
D =
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x

concluding prayer, consisting primarily ofthe khitam, introduced earlier.
G = salam - modes ofgreeting (shaykh, other members)
NF= non-formal section, in which individuals are free to talk and sit as they please
=

In the following table,

hadra performance;

lOX'

H
D

I

IO

XX'

indicates that an LP genre always plays a major role in

indicates necessity; while '0' indicates poSSIbility.
Bb

BDl

Jz

Jf

xx

xx
xx

x
x
xx

x

x
xx

0

x

0

xx

D

xx

xx

x
xx
xx
x

Q

0

0

0

0

N

x

x

I"
I ...
S

F
p

Z

x

x

x

0

x
x
x

X
G

x

x

NF

0

x
x

0

xx

x
x
x

x
x

This synoptic table demonstrates clearly that hizb (H), dhikr (0), fawatihlad'iyya
(F), and the kbitam (X) are the essential LP elements of hadra in general. (Nafba also
universally occurs, although not classified as LP. t Some sort ofdhikr, usually containing
attn'butes unique to the tariqa or hadra, is nearly always performed, and dhikr is often
accompanied by solo insbad. Group inshad and speech are restricted to the modernist
groups; these are the genres which are generally more effective in producing social (as
opposed to purely spiritual) effects: group inshad because it combines social unity, the
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affective power of singing, and the communicative/affective power of poetry~ speech
because it is communicatively flexible. Due to their greater requirements for
organization, these genres require particular social resources-centralization, and
cohesion-in order to be put into effect across the tariqa., and often depend on literacy as
wen. Therefore" one should Dot be surprised to note their absence in the traditional
turuq.

The generic LP content ofhadra as discussed above is here presented as a series
ofgrammatical formulas which summarize possible hadra sequences performed in each
group. Time sequence is represented as typographical order" reading left to right. An
attempt was made to align similar sections in the different badras" so as to better contrast
them, therefore whitespace (horizontal gaps) should be ignored. Segments in parentheses

can be repeated. Bracketed material is included within scope ofpreceding unit. These
formulas indicate the main segments oflanguage performance only, omitting Donlanguage activities.
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BII
H[D]

I
(D)

EX

H[D]

I
(D)

EX

Bm

Jz
Jf

3.

I
DH (IS) EX
H
HFH [D] F (IS)
EX

Aggregate duntioDS ofLP categories

The fonowing variables each measure the total amount ofbadra time (or
percentage oftotal time) during which particular categories and types ofLP are being
performed, summed across the entire performance. These values are assumed to
represent the emphasis placed upon the particular category or type in the badra.
II.

Totfll perfomumce time

(See Graph I; all graphs are located at the end ofthe Appendix ("Analytical

graphs").)
This graph provides a useful reference, since many ofthe following variables are
defined as percentages oftotal performance time. It is also important to note how much
longer the modernist hadra is than the traditional hadra. Here the comparison is not quite
fair, since the JazuJiyya also perform a much shorter mosque hadra, but on the other
hand the Bayyumiyya Friday hadra (DOl, under consideration here) is the equivalent ofJz
in the sense ofbeing the central hadra afthe order. Bh is longer, but still not nearly as
long as Jz or Jf. (Ifinformal time were included, the length ofBh would increase, but so
would the length ofJz.) In addition, the informal mudbakara (speech) with which the Jz
hadra begins can last nearly an hour, and has not been included here.
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The modernist turuq provide group ritual activities which are longer (and more
frequent)~ than those ofthe traditional orders; these groups ensure attendance through

peer pressure and sometimes sanctions. S This relatively high ritual density (by which I

mean the number ofritual hours per unit oftime) enables LP to produce a deeper effect
on participants. The greater time spent in hadra also means that participation in the tariqa
tends to dominate members" free time outside ofwork and basic family duties.
Participation in the tariqa constitutes members' principal social activity. It is not merely

that members are not permitted to join other social groups; rather, there is not enough
time to do so. Thus exclusivity is enforced through sanctions, as wen as through ritual
practice itseli For the murid belonging to such a tariqa, membership becomes the most
important voluntary source ofidentity. It is such individuals, identifying strongly with
the group, whose individual desires and motivations become aligned with the interests of
the group~ whose allegiance and dedication is firmly directed toward the tariqa's
authorities. Such a high level ofgroup identification supports the existence ofgrouplevel strategies, as I have mentioned before.
By contrast, traditional orders demand a relatively low level of active
commitment from members. Although a tariqa such as the Rifa'iyya is extremely
widespread, most ofits members do not meet regularly, being members in name only~
and many have taken the cahd (oath) from other turuq as weD. Such turuq lack
cohesion, and are not wen-positioned to prosper in the modem era, although individual
chapters may do so.

8S8

(See Graph 2.)
This graph shows absolute durations and so is difficult to use for the purpose of

making comparisons ofemphasis. However it is interesting to note that the hizb for Bit.,
Bm, and Jz is approximately the same length~ the same applies for dhikr (alone) and
inshad with dhikr for Bh and Jz. The former fact results from the rough equality ofhizb
text length, but for the Jz this will be a much smaller fraction ofthe total hadra time.

The latter indicates a similarity between Bb and Jz in the domain ofinshad and dhikr:
both emphasize the same sort ofecstatic inshad which builds up to an emotional climax
over a relatively lengthy time period. But whereas in the Bh there is no sense in which
such an emphasis represents strategic policy for the group (indeed the group does not
exist in a permanent organizational sense, consisting merely in whatever Sufis from
whichever turuq happen to attend on any given Monday evening), in the latter it appears
designed to create group unity at the level ofthe tariqa as a whole, by generating a
shared intensive state ofwajd (mystical ecstasy). The Ja'fariyya badra is longer, but this
fact alone cannot explain the tremendous emphasis on group inshad; this fact will be

clearer from the next graph.

c.

Reltltive Ilggrttgtlle dIIlYItioIIs ofdisjoint LP categories

(See Graphs 3,4.)
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Two graphs present the information: the first in an ordinary bar graph, and the
second by dividing fixed-length bars into segments whose area is proportional to the
prominence ofthe indicated LP category.
Many trends are indicated by this graph, but the following facts should be
especially noted. The him is much more dominant in the Bayyumiyya hadras than in the
modernist turuq. This is especially noticeable in Bm, where the hizb occupies nearly
4()OA ofthe total performance time; when combined with pure dhikr (without inshad) as
another type ofprimarily ritual LP, the total comes to nearly 6Q01O. Such ritual language
is less able to unify and form the group than the emotional and communicative modes
which predominate in inshad and speech.
In Bh the hizb is also prominent, but far less so than the dominating dbikrfmshad
combination. Here, in private, far from the critical eye oftariqa authorities, individuals
feel free to indulge in the mystical impulse, and the badra provides the scene within
which individual mystical states (hal, wajd) can develop. This immediate spiritual
gratification may not accord with the emphasis on restrained spiritual progression
promulgated by the orders, but rather serves to fulfill individual spiritual desires. By
contrast, the modernist turuq attempt to regulate this individual inclination toward
ecstasy, so as to provide a more lasting form ofspiritual growth (via a succession of
maqamat) through hadra participation, beyond mere emotional experience. Jz does offer
an ecstatic experien~ but only within a highly sttuetured ritual which focusses on more
conservative approaches as well, whereas for Bh generation ofecstasy is the primary
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substance ofbadra. Dhikr and insbad together is rejected entirely and in principle in the
more conservative If
Solo inshad, usually serving as a prelude to dhikrfmshad is also notably absent in
If While the Ia'fariyya do occasionally allow solo inshad in the style ofibtihalat (not as

a prelude to dhikr), this style is rarely performed because ofits inability to involve the
group as a whole. Iffocusses instead on group inshad as an effective strategy which
accomplishes a large number oftasks at once. The pragmatic aspect ofgroup inshad
(discussed in detail later) reinforces the hierarchical social order ofthe tariqa in several
ways: by presenting soloists in order ofseniority, through perfonnative alternation
between solo and group, and by highlighting soloists from each saba (local chapter) in
tum. The sonic aspect (discussed earlier) teaches submission to authority, by requiring

all to perform in strict unity. Finally, its texts are drawn almost exclusively from the
repertoire of Shaykh Salih (the only exceptions are a few qasidas by Shaykh 'Abd al-

Ghani.. son ofthe founder and current shaylch), and thus serve to communicate his
religious vision.
More than the other hadras, Iz presents a balance, with substantial percentages of
the total hadra time devoted to (in descending order) speech, inshad/dhikr group inshad,
lO

bizb, and solo inshad. Thus while Iz may be striking among modernist orders for
including music and ecstatic inshadldhikr, such "intoxicated" behavior is balanced by
more sober elements such as recitation ofprayers (hizb) and discussions about the
principles ofreligion (speech). Speech is a major element in Iz, representing this group's
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innovative "madrasa", a kind ofschool for the teaching ofIslamic law (fiqh), traditions
(hadith), Qur'&Dic recitation.. and Sufism. These teaching sessions serve to educate

members,. bringing their cognitive understanding ofreligion into line with their desire to
experience it emotionally. They also serve to integrate the group

socially~ since each

person may have a chance to stand and present his understanding ofa particular point.
The Ia'fariyya badra may also feature speech, depending on who is in attendance. But

for them speech is not a means ofcreating horizontal bonds ofsolidarity,. but rather of
venical bon~ by means ofdisseminating religious knowledge from experts,. who
metaphorically take over the role ofShaykh SaJih. If there is no one qualified present,.
speech is omitted and hadra tilled mainly with inshad (as was the case in It). Therefore
the role ofspeech in If is far less than in Iz.
Note that fawatih and ad'iyya are relatively prominent in the traditional hadra of
the Bayyumiyya,. far more than in the modernist hadras; modernist groups tend to restrict
naming to shaykhs connected with the group so as to maintain focus on themselves,. a

means ofgenerating solidarity and protecting exclusivity.
Finally, the percentage oftime devoted to other forms ofLP ("other) is
relatively constant, except for If. LP filed under this category includes unstructured
time, short prayer formulas outside the hizb, opening and concluding sequences,. and
other special occurrences. For Iz this category includes an initiation (consisting ofa
fixed-text group recitation), a not-uncommon occurrence. For Jfthis category covers
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the entire night ('isba') prayer (including adhan, Qur'anic recitation, obligatory prayer,
and individual prayer) within the context of the badra.
tL

Relative tlggregflle .rations ofover/tipping LP
categories (lII6t/QIities)

(See Graph S.)
The picture is presented more starkly in this graph ofLP, in which categories
have been reduced to four principal ones, relating to the four main LP modalities: ritual
(bizb), mantric (dhikr, with or without inshad), affective (insbad (with or without dhikr»,

and speech. (These categories overlap, and so the percentages no longer tally to 1000.4.)
The patterns indicated earlier now become clearer: bizb is most salient in Bm, dhikr and
inshad (combined) in Bb, and speech in Jz. WIthin Bb, inshad, then dhikr, then bizb
dominate; in Bm the pattern is the reverse. For Jz inshad dominates followed by speech
and dhikr, and lastly hizb. For Jfinshad is dominant, followed by hizb, then dhikr and
speech.
One may interpret this data as follows: 8m focusses on ritual language, with
some (nearly inaudible) inshad included to accompany dhikr. This situation is not
strategic, but rather arises out ofhysteresis: the inheritance ofa ritual form which
specifies hizb and dhikr only. But here the strategic vacuum is filled with little inshad,
due to the public context, lack oftime, and perhaps dissatisfaction with the munshidin'.
Bh concentrates on dbikr and jnsbad in order to create powerful individual emotion
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states (~ wajd) which are not, however~ in any way channeled toward group ends; the
hizb is relegated to secondary status. This situation, too, is not strategic, but rather

arises due to the filling ofa strategic vacuum with individual desire for mystical rapture.,
together with a private and informal context which allows this to occur. Jz focusses on
inshad to raise group feeling and provide a measure ofecstatic experience, but here
ecstasy

is tempered with speech: communicative language which binds and educates the

group" grounding it firmly in Sunna as a basis. For If group inshad dominates, followed
by hizb. The former serves to structure the tariqa socially and imbue members with the

teachings of Shaykh Salih, while the hizb (composed by the shaykh's shay~ Sidi Ahmad
ibn Idris) anchors the tariqa to the past.

e.

Relative flggregtlte durtltions of inshtul ciltegories

(See Graph 6.)
This graph clarifies the distribution ofthree categories of inshad-group~solo, and
dhikr-accompanying-across the four badras. Patterns are thereby starkly revealed.
Inshad with dhikr dominates in Bh, illustrating the centrality of this combination so
potent for generating ecstatic individual experience. Bm exhibits a near-equal balance
between inshad with dhikr and solo insbad (within a hadra which actually emphasizes

hizb, as we have seen). Neither Bh nor Bm contain any group inshad. In Jz group
inshad is present to a large degree; members describe it as a means ofcreating group
unity through participation and exuberant but sober (sahi) emotionalism. Such inshad is
balanced with solo inshad (usually accompanying dhikr) providing feeling ofthe sukr
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(intoxication) type, which is also descnDed as creating unity7 but in a more spiritual
dimension. In If all inshad is group inshad, alternating leader and group, and employing
highly orthodox texts of Shaykh S~ in such a manner as to reinforce the essential
vertical and orthodox aspects ofthe tariqa's identity.

fi

ReiIItive aggregtlte Imgths ofills"tUl text types

(See Graph !-)
All domains ofmodernist group hadras tend to be strategically controlled. The
contrast with traditional groups is especially evident in the domain ofinshad. Only one

poem (a manznma) is attn"buted to Sidi 'Ali a1-Bayyumiyya, but as far as I observed it is
not used by the munshidin in hadra. Therefore

an inshad texts in Bh and Bm are either

non-poetic (mostly madad), or else taken from the "public domain" ofinshad sung by all
munshidin, but not specifica11y related to the tariqa Bayyumiyya The more freewheeling Bh is only about 6()O/O poetic, while most ofthe remainder ofthe text consists
of invocations of saints (madad). In the central hadra (Bm) inshad time is more limited,
and so the munshidin focus on poetry, mostly standard madih. In neither case is there
any strategy for inshad content ofhadra set by the central tariqa authorities.

In the modernist groups this "strategic vacuum" in the domain ofinshad is largely
eliminated. Poetry is the principal expressive form by which shaykbs assert their spiritual
wisdom and experience. Use of such poetry in the hadra fills insbad with the wisdom,
experience, and presence ofthe tariqa's founder. By singing it, munsbidin declare their
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allegiance to the shay~ promulgate his Sufi views., and invoke his presence; the group
is unified around this repertoire. Naturally, such texts are heavily emphasized in hadra
Approximately the same percentage of inshad text is poetic in Bm and Iz, but
with an important difference: in the latter, most poetry is attributed to the shaykh, Sidi

Jabir. A significant fraction ofthe hadra also employs poetry by other authors, during
solo inshad segments. I argue that this leniency is also strategic: by allowing the
munshid to sing more freely from his own repertoire., he is better able to express himsel(
and suit the state ofthe badra, than ifhe were limited to the shaykh's diwan only. By
providing flexIbility enabling such expression, the tariqa &cilitates the development ofa
higher level ofemotional energy in these solo inshad segments. This ecstatic emotion, in
turn, is critical in attracting members, and promoting the strong communal solidarity of

horizontal relationships which characterizes the group.
In Ifthe hegemony ofthe founder's poetic repertoire is virtually total. The small

fraction ofpoetry performed which does not come from the diwan of Shaykh Salih alIa~fari was composed by his son, present shaykh ofthe order, as a praise ofms father.
Thus the presence ofthe founder dominates inshad completely. The possibility of

employing other poetic texts which could undercut the total authority of ShayIm Salih is
thereby eliminated. The continual invocation of Shaykh Salih through performance of
his poetry serves as a constant invocation ofms presence, and elevation ofms status
within the hadra. The essential tariqa identity is Shaykh SaIih; the essential social
relationship is a hierarchical one, which is metaphorically represented by the relation of
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every mood to the founding sbay~ towering over all even after his physical passing
away. Although such severe restriction ofpoetic repertoire restricts the emotional range
ofthe badra (particuIarly because much of Shaykh Salih's poetry is rather dry),
emotional restriction is exactly what tariqa authorities desire. By dampening emotion,
hierarchical relationships are not threatened; the calm decorum ofthe badra is preserved.
Inshad delivers its sober messages, thereby drawing the group together around the
founder. Repetition ofSbaykh Salih's poetry serves to promote his religious vision,
which is based on the strict internalization ofreligious feeling, and presentation of a
solidly orthodox exterior. The conservative reputation ofthe tariqa is safeguarded, and
serves to attract conservative Muslims to the group.

g.

Relative aggregate dllratiOllS ofentropy levels

(See Graph 8.)
All LPSs ofeach hadra have been classified into one ofthree entropy level
categories, according to qualitative and subjective estimations of entropy level or
freedom. To review, these are:
1) Low: all fixed text prayers (hizb, pure dhikr, obligatory prayer, fixed fawatihladciyya
sequences, initiation). Such LP admits ofvery little individual variation, since
performance patterns are extremely restrictive.
2) Med: inshad with dhikr, free fawatihlad'iyya sequences" group inshad. Such LP
either admits ofa medium level offreedom, or is a mixture oflevels (such as fixed
dhikr together with free solo inshad).
3) High: solo inshad without fixed dhikr, speech, informal time. Here there are
relatively few restrictions on LP.
Such an analysis may be crude, but is nevertheless suggestive ofgeneral Patterns.
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The graphs indicate the relative constraint ofBm (due to relative prominence
there ofinflexible ritual language such as him, fawatih, and other types), and the relative
freedom ofIz (due to prominence of speech, as well as solo inshad). Ifanows for little
free LP (mostly speech; occasionally there is a solo inshad segment in Ia'fariyya badra,
although none were performed in If). The fact that ritual boundaries (freer, more
disordered periods during which entropy is naturally higher) are not wen-rePresented in
the analysis leads to general underestimation ofentropy. Correcting this error would
tend to increase the "high" entropy value for Bh., since such a large fraction ofthe
evening in this hadra is spent in conversation, eating, and other informal activities.
Lacking strong active charismatic center, the restrictiveness ofmost LP in Bm
results from the fact that the tariqa has inherited no more than a single ritual form (the
him), while lacking any strong charismatic center who might use it creatively to express

or form a distinctive Bayyumiyya character. In its formative period, the hadra
incorporated more varied activities (we know that Sidi 'Ali al-Bayyumiyya lectured on
hadith, for instance), but with passage oftime (and the concurrent decline ofthe

sbaykh's charisma) all that was preserved was the outward ritual form ofthe bizb. The
tariqa maintains a measure ofcommunal existence by means ofthis restrictive bizb-based
badra, linking them to their founder. However, it is oflittle value in ensuring the overall

social cohesion and continued existence ofthe group.
In It: the restricted ritual performance ofhizb provides the strategic value of
linking participants to their shaykh's shaykh (Sidi Ahmad bin Idris), thus maintaining
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connection to the past. But loyalty to Shaykh Salih and his distinctive values~ and the
particular social structure ofthe group are reinforced through participation in group

inshad, whose greater freedom in melodic and expressive domains enables the
development of some smaII measure ofcorporate feeling.

In the Bh the hizb serves as a mere marker ofthe Bayyumiyya identity~ and is
sidelined as quickly as posSIble in mvor ofhigher-entropy activities: dhikr and insba~
both ofwhic~ through freer involvement ofthe individ~ are capable ofmuch greater
emotional stimulation. Much time is also spent here in free and relaxed socialization

(talking, eating, smoking). However these activities are the result of individual
motivations-to experience spiritual ecstasy, to enjoy the social occasion-but do not
serve the existential needs ofthe tariqa as a corporate unit. In particuIar~ emotion
generated in the peripheral group cannot serve to bind the tariqa as a whole; rather~ it
may have the opposite effect ofcreating divisions. Furthermore, behavior in Bh would
be roundly criticized by religious conservatives, and most probably by central authorities
of Sufi orders as well, for being an excess of sensual emotio~ and for being a purely
emotional exercise, lacking any cognitive structure which could instill Islamic values.
In Jz the use ofhizb is relatively marginal, and high entropy material (solo inshad
and speech) dominates. But here freedom is applied-as inshad-in the central hadra to
generate communal emotional states which help to unify the group. Music and solo

inshad also serve to attract members by providing a rich spiritual experience (not only
gratifying spiritual needs~ but also inspiring members with feeling for the shaykh, and for
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each other). Freedom is applied-in thefonn of speech-as a means ofsharing and
distnDuting information or questions. Group study (mudhakara) serves to bind
participants through social interaction, and with a sense of shared knowledge and
identity, while grounding them in the Shari'a. In either case, freedom serves to bind the
group together, both emotionally and cognitively, and to strengthen the tariqa. Thus high
entropy is strategically useful.

4.

Average durations of LPSs

The preceding variables considered the total duration ofvarious categories ofLP
as considered across the entire performance. In this section I examine the rate ofLPSs
as the performance progresses, Le. the durations ofindividual LPSs.

a.

Average LPS .ration, lIVertlge inshttd LPS .,ation

(See Graph 9.)
Three variables are summarized in one graph (labelled "Average LPS durations"):
1) Average LPS duration
2) Average inshad LPS duration
3) Average inshad text duration
I consider the first two here; the third is taken up in the section which follows.
The first two variables indicate a common pattern. The modernist groups not
only feature much longer hadras, they also feature much longer LPSs, on average.
Considering all LPSs, the average duration for lz and Jf exceeds that ofBh by factors of
1.8 and 1.6 (respectively), and exceeds that ofBm by factors of2.6 and 2.4
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(respectively). Considering insbad LPSs only, Iz and Ifare longer than Bh by factors of
1.6 and 1.7 (respectively), and longer than 8m by factors of 4.0 and 4.3 (respectively).1

The shorter the length ofLP segments, the higher their rate ofpresentation in
hadra. It seems axiomatic that the higher this presentation rate, the higher the rate of
cognitive shifting by participants, and the lower their level ofconcentration. As the
length ofan LPS increases-at least to a point-participants are better able to engage its

various aspects: syntactic, semantic, sonic, and pragmatic. Where might the peak of
such a '''concentration curve" lie, beyond which concentration would be expected to
decrease again, due to boredom or sheer exhaustion? This is not an easy question to
answer a priori, but fieldwork suggests an answer. Whereas time constraints and the
need to include varied material may limit the length ofLPSs among the Sufi turuq,
virtually no limits are imposed in the public hadra performances by professional

munshidin. A famous professional munshid such as Shaykh Yasin al-Tuhami controls his
performance completely. In order to maximize his power in performance, one might
expect that he would set the length ofLP segments near its uoptimal" value, i.e. neither

too short (preventing concentration) nor too long (risking boredom or exhaustion). But
his LPSs, most ofwhich consist ofa "buildup" from slow to fiLst, are generally at least
15 minutes long, i.e. 900 seconds. On the other hand, the average LPS durations for the

turuq under consideration do not exceed 600 seconds (10 minutes). WIthin this range, I
therefore assume that the longer the segment, the higher the level ofconcentration of
participants.
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The greater length ofLPSs in the modernist orders is partly explained by their
longer total performance time. One might argue that a short hadra which contains the
same number ofLPSs, as it might for purely formal reasons, will necessarily contain
shorter segments. Although this is true, one retort would be that a longer performance
time itself suggests a greater concern to present participants with a completely
enveloping (and hence formative) experience; conversely short performance suggests a
neglect of this potential. But ifLPSs were merely dependent on badra length, one would
not expect average LPS length for 1fto be considerably less that of1z., since the 1fbadra

is much longer. Further, ifone discounts group iDsbad in Jz., then average inshad LPS
duration goes up (542 sec) to 1.62 times the Bh value (335 sec), despite the fact that the
two badras contain nearly equal amounts oftime in solo and solo/dhikr inshad (3016 sec
for Bh, 3253 sec for 1z).
A better explanation is the supposition that in 1fand 1z longer LPSs result from
performative strategies designed to ensure that a sufficient level ofconcentration will
develop in the individual. This concentration, in tum, means that these LPSs are useful
tools for working upon the individual, and molding him socially to the group. In Bm the
only long LPS is the him; inshad and dbikr are short bursts ofenergy within which there
is no opportunity for participants to develop concentration, and their effectiveness is
therefore limited. This situation appears to arise due to a kind of ritual neglect;
potentially, an extended and intensified dbikr and iosbad could serve to develop a deeper
level ofemotion, thereby binding the group around its leader, and increasing solidarity.
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But no one in the tariqa,. at least no one with power to act,. seems to be motivated to
renew the tariqa~s central ritual in this way. Perhaps this neglect is due to weakness of
the tariqa~s central authority, or indifference ofits hereditary leaders toward the state of
the group,. or their perception ofthe relative unimportance (in such a decentralized
tariqa) ofthe central ritual. 8 What is certain is that dhikr and inshad are not spelled out
in any ritual prescription,. and therefore must be reenergized by every generation of
members. If the impetus to do so among tariqa leaders is lacking, these segments of

hadra will tend to diminish in length (and importance)~ as is the case here. The bizb,
being a written and fixed text, remains unchanged, while dhikr and inshad will wither to
negligible roles.

Consequent1y~ the

average length ofan LPS, including both him and

dhikrfmshad,. diminishes sharply.

In B~ at the periphery ofthe tariqa, one finds the opposite situation. Here
dhikrfmshad segments are emphasized above the hizb. Participants are eager for an
ecstatic experience, and dhikrfmshad segments are therefore much longer than in 8m.
However,. due to absence of firm leadership in this group, a kind ofanarchy prevai1s. The
group attending this hadra is open, and draws a mixture of participants from several
turuq, several ofwhom rank as shaykhs in their own groups. Each such participant
wants to take his tum as mustaftih, leader ofthe dhikr. In addition,. several munshidin
may attend,. each wanting a tum to sing. As a result ofthese competing interests, and
the lack ofa strong leader who could reconcile them, the dhikr is constantly starting and
stopping as a means ofaccommodating everyone who wants to participate as a leader or
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munshid. Although the dhikrrmsbad combination is intensive and ecstatic, the
development ofgroup solidarity is limited by these constant transitions from one inshad
LPS to another, and the disorder they entail.
Thus both formal rigidity lacking creative energy (in Bm) and creative energy
lacking controlling leadership (in Bh) can lead to inefficient utilization ofperformative
resources toward building the group. In both cases the problem lies in the fact that the
central tariqa authority is weak., or non-existent. The central ritual (Bm) has become
overly formal and rigid, being determined by forces ofhysteresis, in which the rather
perfunctory performance ofhizb constitutes the principal ritual act. The peripheral ritual
(Bh) has become unregulated, and is divided among the competing interests oftoo many
individuals seeking to exercise their presumed authority. In the more carefully and
centrally controlled modernist groups, LPSs tend to be longer, a considered strategy of
tariqa authorities as a means ofensuring the efficacy ofhadra, and hence the long-term
success ofthe group.
b.

Average ;"s1lad text segment dIIrtlliOll, tWertlge poetic
mslad text segnrent lengt/l

(See Graphs 9,10.)

The first ofthese two variables appears on the graph labelled "Average LPS
durations"; the second on "Average poetic inshad text segment length".
These variables provide a finer-grain analysis by examining the rate of textswitching. A segment ofLPS in which there is only one text (poetic text, madad, or
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other) is continuous not only in its sonic and pragmatic aspects~ but in its textual and
presumably (unless the text itself is full ofdisparate juxtapositions) semantic aspects as
well. The longer the text duratio~ the greater the possibility that its meaning will
emerge, and be fully communicated to the listener. The munshid who stitches together
many short snippets ofdifferent texts in his inshad performance may be effective in
generating a strong emotional impact, but in this case it will be more difficult for listeners
to make cognitive sense ofwhat they are hearing.
The values ofaverage insbad text duration are striking: Jftexts are more than
five times as long, on average~ as Jz and Bh, and more than nine times as long as Bm.
This fact illustrates an important difference between Jfand Jz. Both use relatively longer
inshad LPSs, however within these LPSs (specifically, in solo inshad) the Jz singer may
employ many textual shifts for emotional effect. Jfcontains group insbad onlY:r in which
each inshad LPS contains a single text. The same pattern is illustrated by the data for
average poetic inshad text length. Here the average number oflines is computed.
Again, Jftexts are far longer.
This difference indicates an important contrast in strategy. It would not be
correct to conclude~ for instance, that the Jazu1iyya munshi~ or any other munshi~ is
not interested in presenting texts which can be understood. It is important to remember
that all munshidin depend heavily on communicating text in order to produce an effect on
the listener. However there are different goals here.
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For the Ifthe poetic text is a transcription oftheir founder's knowledge and
experience, and its performance in hadra is regarded as an opportunity for all to benefit
from this. These poems are viewed as pedagogical tools more than expressions of
intensive feeling. Generation ofemotion in the Ja'fariyya hadra is generally restrained,
for reasons which have been discussed earlier. Therefore communication ofa text's
assertional content is at a pr~ not emotional arousal. This communicative priority
necessitates many perfonnative features, including textual continuity.9
Among the Iazuliyya too, poetry is taken mainly from the output ofthe tariqa
founder, Sidi Iabir, and is regarded as imbued with his insights. But here, unlike the
Ja'fariyya, poetry is used principally to generate emotion, not for pedagogical purposes.
Group inshad serves to awaken and unify the group through an exuberance of "sobriety"
("sahwa''), while solo inshad serves to create a feeling ofintoxicated ecstasy (sukr) in the

individual. Pedagogy is supplied by speech, in the madrasa segments ofperformance,
not in insbad. The perceived value of Sidi Jabir's poetry lies in its expression offeeling,
much more than pedagogy; in performance such poetry is used to generate emotion more
than to communicate. Many ofthe poems are wen-known., and with a briefquotation

the munsbid may invoke a qasida's emotional connotations. In attempting to build
emotion in the hadra, the solo munshid prefers not to stick to a single text, for this would
overly restrict the generation ofemotion. He can only maximize emotional power via a
dynamic process by which he adjusts his performance according to feedback from the
state ofthe hadra (as he observes it from the dbakkira), and from his own inner state.
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Using states ofemotional excitement in himself and others as a guide~ he selects texts
which can simultaneously express his own inner feeling and push the overall state ofthe
hadra forward. Both states may fluctuate rapidly~ and as he follows them he moves from
one text to another. Inshad in Iz is not so central as in If for representing the founder
within hadra., since mudhakara (speech) includes segments dedicated to the shaykh's
writings. Furthermore, inshad repertoire is not strictly limited to qasidas ofthe shaykh
during solo inshad; for qasidas from other sources~ textual continuity is less critical since
the words ofSidi Jabir are not involved. In group inshad poetry is limited to the output
of Sidi Jabir~ and the entire poem is usually sung. However, poems of Sidi Iabir are
generally much shorter than those of Sbaykh SaIih. All these factors lead to shorter
inshad text segments, which are entirely consistent with an overall strategy supporting

the group through inshad performance.
Like the Iz the Bayyumiyya display relatively low values for inshad text duration
and length. But this outward similarity conceals a basic difference: among the
Bayyumiyya this situation arises as a result ofthe lack of any group-determined strategy
controlling inshad performance. Here poetry is completely at the discretion ofthe
munshid. The texts employed are not drawn from any particular cano~ since no
authoritative diwan exists (in particu1ar~ Sidi 'Ali al-Bayyumiyya neither wrote nor
authorized one). Most munshidin come from outside the tariqa, hoping for nuqut (tips)~
and so the munshid's status is tenuous. The munshid hopes to strengthen his positio~
increasing his nuqut and status, by being emotionally effective. His selection oftexts is
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governed by this principle., not by loyalty to the group, or the principles ofits identity. In
theory, it would be possible for the tariqa authorities to control inshad performance in
such a way as to render it more useful for the group, but they are not positioned to do
so. The resulting "strategic vacuum" is filled by the individual munsbid to suit his own
ends. Therefore., the Bayyumiyya munshid, like the solo Jazuliyya munshid, moves from
one text to another, adjusting to performance conditions in order to boost the emotional
level. But these texts have no particular association with the group, and therefore their
performance does not serve to increase group solidarity.

5.

General formal variability in hadra: openness

For present purposes, form consists ofthe LPS genre sequence, LPS genre
durations, and the specific LP genre instances selected. The greater the formal variability,
the greater the variation among instances (performances) of a particular hadra (by which
I mean the ritual itself: rather than any given performance of it), in sequence, durations,
and content. The precise values ofthese quantities depends on hadra participants
(particularly leaders), and decisions are often made during the performance itself
Openness, the variability ofform, allows the performance to respond to the exigencies of
the moment. A closed form is rigid and cannot so respond.
Bm offers the least variability, consisting always ofthe same genre sequence,
approximately the same lengths, and with nearly the same content. Only inshad texts
(undetermined by any canon), fawatih, and ad'iyya can vary in theory, although in

practice even those are often repeated from one week to the next. Dh presents a strong
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contrast, in that the dominant central dhikr section is open: it consists ofa virtuaIIy
unbounded sequence of dhikr tabaqas (segments), each accompanied by inshad, and each
varying widely in length and content.
In Iz the initial segment ofhadra (the hadra shar'iyya) is closed, but is followed

by an open section in which solo inshad, group inshad, and mudhakara are mixed in a
sequence, varying in length and content,. which changes from week to week. Inshad and
mudhakara are selected out ofa large set ofpossibilities, the former including but not
limited to Sidi Iabir's diwan. However there does at least exist a core inshad repertoire

which consistently biases performance, without strictly limiting it.
In Iftoo the initial segment ofbadra (the hizb, "1<anz al-Nafahat'J is fixed, but

the portion ofhadra after salat al-'isha' is more open. Although the repertoire from
which inshad is drawn is very large (Shaykh Salih wrote twelve volumes of poetry), it is
definitively limited to the poems ofShaykh SaI.ih, plus a handful of poems by Shaykh
'Abd aI-Ghani. Speeches are generally limited to conservative religious themes, and take
place less frequently than the mudhakara ofthe Iz.
The more a hadra is closed, the more it is rigid, operating in the ritual mode
which depends on the performative act ofLP to achieve an effect. Since such a hadra is
exactly the same in every performance, there can be no communication, and affect is

limited by inflexibility. Open forms use formal tlexJ.DiIity to increase communication,
affect, or both, by dynamically adjusting to suit the context, and the participants.
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The rigidity ofDm means that it is less able to create affect or communicate
information. Such rigidity seems to result not from any definite plan but rather from
"ritual neglect" by which a ritual is reduced to its most basic and simple form due to the
absence ofany person(s) willing or able to take creative control. This rigidity stands in
seemingly sharp contrast to the high creative openness ofBb, which also results from a
kind ofneglect, here allowing great freedom for participants. These two extremes are in
fact different manifestations ofthe same condition, which is a lack ofthe two factors
necessary for a tariqa to adapt its rituals strategically: a sufficient level ofgroup
identification from which a "group consciousness" can emerge, and a strong, centrally
controlled, and cohesive social structure. Lacking strategy, the ritual falls into a state of
neglect: either it is frozen into an inflexible structure within which participants are
straitjacketed and unable to assert their will or it melts into a completely liquid form,
within which participants' will is the determining factor. In neither case does the ritual
serve the long-term needs ofthe group.
The difference between the two cases typifies the difference between center and
periphery in the traditional, widely dispersed tariqa. Lacking charismatic authority, the
ritual center (Bm) is dominated by conservatism: not religious conservatism, but rather
an avoidance of change. Here, the sbaykh al-saijada or his deputy controls ritual; lacking
independent charisma, he rests his titular authority on his commitment to that which has
been received from the past. This conservatism is further emphasized by the public
context, and performance at the tariqa's center (in the shadow ofSidi (,Ali's maqam).
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While inshad is free~ it is given only a very small role. The same filctors at the rituaI
periphery (Bh) produce the opposite effect: here the lack ofstrong rituaI authority,
combined with the private context,. and diverse group, leads to a weak sense of rituaI
form, in which everyone feels able to make a small creative contribution to perfonnance.
The modernist groups are different. Here one finds a balance between formal
rigidity and individual flexibility. Flexible aspects ofperformance are mostly determined
by tariqa leaders, but some individual input is allowed as weD, so that the hadra remains
fresh and responsive to its members, becoming neither ossified (like Bm), nor
degenerating into the disorder ofindividual whim (like Bh).
Thus the Jazuliyya hadra program is flexIble, but is largely determined by group
leaders in advance. Before attending local chapter meetings, the local leader (mas'ul)
prepares a list ofthe hadra segments to be Performed. Enough freedom is provided in
certain hadra segments (especially to the solo munshid) to allow emotion to build, but
individual freedom is strictly limited. Group inshad is selected in advance by the
munshidin in coordination with the hadra leaders' choice oftopics for mudhakara, so that
the entire hadra works toward a thematic unity, which is often affected by the season
(thus at the time ofthe hajj (pilgrimage) inshad and mudhakara are concerned with issues
concerning the pilgrimage rituaI). The choice ofinshad, and to some extent mudhakara,
is influenced (ifnot entirely determined) by the diwan and writings ofSidi Jabir. In this
way the presence ofthe founder is constantly reemphasized in inshad.
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Mudhakara is tlexible~ ranging through a wide spectrum ofthemes in fiqb, badith,
and tafsir that are not directly connected to the output of Sidi Jabir,. but which serve to
ground the tariqa in Shari'a. But when mudhakara treats specifically Sufi themes,. it
remains close to the shaykh"s writings,. and the introduction ofwritings from other Sufi
shaykhs or books is prohibited. This policy for mudhakara provides tlexIbiIity~ while
ensuring that the discussions do not stray from the principles on which the group is
b~

so that all can gather together upon the words of Sidi Jabir. During mudbakara,.

anyone may stand and speak, so long as he attempts to deliver an interpretation ofthe
issue being discussed which is conformable to those principles. This formal flexI'bility
enables feelings ofegalitarianism and horizontal solidarity on which the identity ofthe
group depends, without jeopardizing unity.
In Jfone observes fewer possibilities for ritual tlexI'biIity, and they are more

firmly controlled by leaders. In this tariqa the emphasis is less on developing emotion in
hadra, and more on ritual and teachin& within a hierarchical framework. The first part
ofhadra is ordinarily dominated by the hizb~ although other options (e.g. Qur'anic
recitation) are occasionally introduced. In the second part, groups ofmunshidin (usually
duets) perfOI1ll, in an order selected by a tariqa official devoted to this task. Usually the
munshidin are free to select any qasida from the diwan of Shaykh SaIih, but they are not
permitted to switch from one qasida to another during performance. However the
extremely large number ofqasidas in the ~ covering a wide variety ofthemes (albeit
mostly conservative topics) suitable for any occasion, provides plenty ofpossibilities
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from which the munshidin can select material. Whatever their choice,. their performance
will reinforce the presence and teachings ofthe founding shaykh. Sometimes,. the tariqa
authorities (usually Shaykh (;Abd aI-Ghani) will request that a particular qasida be
performed. This arrangement provides some freedom for individual expression, while
always remaining within limits which ensure that performance will tend to solidify the
group,. imbuing it with the teachings,. spirit, and memory ofits exalted founder,. Shaykh
Salih al-Ja'fari.
Sermons which are interpolated between inshad segments provide another source
offlexibility in the hadra form. But while content ofsuch sermons is determined by the
individual speakers,. these are not open opportunities for group participation, but rather
are restricted to religious scholars with proper credentials. Speakers are selected in
advance,. and often are distinguished visitors from outside the tariqa. Their sermons tend
to be religiously conservative,. in keeping with the famous Friday lessons of Shaykh Salih
at al-Azhar. They are optional, and omitted if no qualified speakers are present. Overall
Jfform is less flexible than the Jz and more controlled.
As a rule,. one observes that in the newer turuq,. proximity to the charismatic

founder enables greater flexibility in hadra. When the founding sbaykh is actively leading
a hadra,. the ritual form can be changed at any time. WIth the founder's khaIifa in charge,.
the ritual becomes somewhat more firmly established. But it is at the periphery ofthe
modernist group (the local hadra),. furthest from the tariqa's center, that one finds the
highest level offormal rigidity,. since here avoidance of ritual deviation is a means of
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asserting allegiance to the center. With the passing ofthe founder and his kha1ifa., rigid

preservation of ritual form becomes to a certain extent a means ofasserting allegiance to
the founder's vision.
But gradually" over time" the pattern becomes reversed: proximity to the
charismatic founder (now present in spiritual form only)" which is equivalent to proximity
to the organizational center (since the tariqa leader assumes custodianship ofthe
founder's mantle)" corresponds to greater ossification ofritual forms (as in 8m)" while at
the group's periphery (where authority ofthe tariqa leader is weak) the local shaykh
takes control ofthe ritual, shaping it to his needs; ifthat local shaykh is weak, then the

ritual may become relatively free and determined by individual impulses (as in Bb).
6.

Text rate in iDsbad LPSs

(See Graph 1I.)
I count the number ofwords sung within all inshad LPSs, minus repetitions

(whether regular or not; thus refrains are counted once only). The word count is divided
by the total amount ofinshad LPS time (including solo inshad, inshad with dhikr, and
group inshad). This ratio provides a measure ofthe amount ofnew text presented per

unit time.
The results indicate that Bh and Bm are nearly identical; they are considerably
higher than Jf(by 34%) and Jz (by 72%). One might interpret these statistics with the
hyPOthesis that when the munshid is free (as in the unregulated Bayyumiyya hadra) he
naturally tends to sing more text. This is not universally true, and there are munshidin
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(such as Shaykh Yasin al-Tuhami) who are well-known for singing a relatively small
number oflines ofpoetry over an entire evening's performance, in an effort to
communicate the poetic text in such a way that the audience can digest it more
completely. However most munshidin, unregulated by higher authorities, will tend to
sing many words; listeners may not be able to learn or even understand everything which
is performed, but by singing much text, the munshid is able to show offhis repertoire as
well as influence his listeners emotionally through a bombardment of Sufi ideas and
images. Lack ofinstrumental accompaniment in these hadras also forces the munshid to
be more active, since he cannot take a break while the dhikr is in progress.
In Ifgroup inshad performance is designed to cover a large corpus of material in

every hadra. Liberal use ofrepetition in these strophic songs-and more generally the
goal ofcommunication, "always paramount-slows the rate as compared to the solo, free
Bayyumiyya munshid. But as the text is central and there is no tarrying in musical
interludes or vocal pauses, the text rate is higher than Jz. JazuIiyya insbad focusses more
on the sonic (musical) and expressive dimensions ofperformance; solo munshidin are
authorized to repeat extensively, delay (often allowing musical interludes to fill in), and

insert expressive devices (such as sighs and melismas). I have already noted that the
Ia'fariyya are more text-eommunication centered, while the JazuIiyya are more emotionexpression centered, and the text rate is another example of this contrast between the
two group's strategies.
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7.

Laoguage level in insbad

(See Graph 12.)
Poetic lines only were classified into two language levels, colloquial ('ammiyya)
and classical (fusha), based on a rapid evaluation offactors along phonological,
morphological,

lexi~

and syntactic dimensions (including diction, grammar, meter,

rhyme, and pronunciation). Besides the fact that not all lines are of equal length, the
evaluative methodology is admittedly rough (because in fact Arabic does not fall neatly
into two distinct levels, although that is the popular, and to some extent the scholarly,
concept) as well as subjective, but errors and uncertainties tend to apply equally to all
cases, so that the results, while certainly not absolute, illustrate general patterns which I
believe to be correct.
First it is important to recall a few basic facts. The classical Arabic (of which
classical Arabic poetry is a subset) is the language of high Islamic and Arabic civilization.

It is a literate tradition associated with the Qur' an, the religious sciences generally,
instruction at al-Azhar and other universities, elite culture, the intelligentsia, the news
and opinion media, pan-Islamism, pan-Arab~ and governmental bureaucracy.
Colloquial Arabic is an almost entirely oral tradition associated with ordinary
conversation among family, friends, and colleagues; popular expressive culture (films and
songs are usually in colloquial); rural expressive culture, and Egyptian localism. Since
colloquial Arabic varies by region, emphasis on the value ofthe colloquial is often

criticized as anti-Arab. The Azhar-educated and elite religious community also tends to
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reject colloquial Arabic as a corruption ofpure Arabic., the language ofDivine
Revelation in the Qur'an.
Given this situation, one might expect inshad to consist ofclassical Arabic only,
but in fact colloquial Arabic is common for several reasons:
1) Classical Arabic is more difficult to understand for many Egyptians, because
it is relatively unfamiliar. Poetry written in classical Arabic is especially difficult., not

only because ofthe language leveL. but also because ofthe tradition ofelevated poetry
upon which classical Arabic poetry draws. Many Egyptians who have received only a
rudimentary education cannot easily understand classical Arabic poetry, thus
encouraging the munshid to sing in colloquial in order to reach them. 10 Such munsbidin
are particularly numerous in the villages.
2) Classical poetry is usually learned from books, and is more difficult to
pronounce correctly. Many munshidin, particularly in the villages., are illiterate, or
poorly educated at best. Such munshidin sing colloquial Arabic. They may also sing
colloquial even when educated if they learned inshad from munshidin singing colloquial.
3) Colloquial Arabic., being the language ofordinary daily speech., provides a
level of intimacy absent in classical Arabic. This sense ofintimacy is sometimes desirable
in expressing the emotional feeling ofmysticism.

4) There is a natural tendency for any cultural form to draw on others for
material; this is part ofthe phenomenon I have identified as interality. The folklore
tradition (a/-turath al-sha 'bl) provides for religious inshad a natural source of
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instruments~ melodies~

and poetic forms. The singer of popular folk music may find

employment as a munshid merely by changing a few words within the tradition he
already performs. Thus the religious genres easily draw upon the non-religious~
especially when far from the official centers ofreligious culture.
The level of Arabic used in inshad is thus rich in implications. Some professional
munshidin (such as Shaykh Yasin al-Tuhami) make an effort to sing entirely in classical
Arabic; by using the language ofbigh Islamic civilization, they bestow upon themselves

an aura ofhigh religious legitimacy, thereby distancing themselves from folklore. Other
munshidin, less educated or aware oftheir audience's limitations~ sing only colloquial
poetry. Still others prefer to mix the two levels together; when the munshid singing a

difficult classical poem feels that he is not reaching his audience, he may switch to a
more immediately understandable verse in colloquial. Thus language level in inshad is an
important variable with meanings resonating through many domains ofculture.

Once again the two Bayyumiyya cases are very close: around 5()o.fct ofpoetic
lines are colloquial. The Bayyumiyya tariqa does not regulate insbad at all and so there
are no restrictions on language level, either explicit or implicit. Because the munshid is
unregulated by tariqa authorities, what he sings in hadra merely reflects what he knows,
and what he wants others to hear in a particular situation. Thus language level is
determined by the munshid in context, not by the tariqa. Inshad language level is
particularly variable in these performances since munshidin generally come from outside
the tariqa, and on different occasions different munshidin may attend.
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In the case ofthe Jazuliyya and the Ia'fariyya, manipulation oflanguage level is
an important tariqa-Ievel performance strategy. The Jazuliyya use both levels,. while
leaning toward classical Arabic (300,4 coUoquial). Colloquial poetry from outside the
shaykh's diwan may be used in solo inshad (note in the Jz transcription a mawwa/
originally sung by Muhammad 'Abd al-Wahhab),. but the shaykh too wrote in colloquial.
Since the shaykh's diwan defines tariqa norms for inshad,. one can consider his decision
to write colloquial poetry to constitute a strategy for his tariqa. One may interpret this
situation as follows: While a certain amount ofclassical Arabic,. redolent ofhigh culture
and especially high religious culture,. is necessary to ensure respectability, the ecstatic
leanings ofthis tariqa also demand a more accessible and immediately affective language.
The shaykh sought to forge intimate connections to his muridin; he did not establish
himselfas a lofty preacher,. but rather as an close father-figure. Colloquial poetry thus
served his purposes as a means ofmaking inshad more intimate, more immediately
understandable" a vehicle by which the sbaykh (through the munshid"s voice) could draw
near his disciples. Through being closely and intimately bound to their shaykh, group
members also draw near to each other. The use ofa certain amount ofcoUoquial poetry
sets the tone for strong horizontal relationships among tariqa members, and thereby
supports the communal solidarity which characterizes the group. At the same time, use
ofthe more familiar language as a literary vehicle established the tariqa"s distance from
more traditional religious institutions such as al-Azhar,. for whom classical Arabic is the
sine qua non for religious legitimacy. Sidi Jabir aimed to create a different sort oftariqa,.
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one which would appeal to the modem Egyptian with a secular education; the use of a
stilted. high Arabic redolent ofpreachers and 'uIama' from the faded Islamic past carries
far less romantic sentiment for such people. Indeed the tariqa has been very successful in

developing in this direction.
Jfby contrast focuses almost entirely (930/0) on classical Arabic. Even more than

in the case ofthe Jazuliyya (where munsbidin can draw on various sources besides the
sbaykh's diwan) this preference is determined by the founder ofthe tariq~ because all
insbad (other than a handful several qasidas written by his son) is taken from the diwan
of Shaykh Salih, and nearly all of this repertoire is composed in high Arabic (conforming
perfectly to the classical system ofmeters, rhymes, and inflections) in an elevated style. 11
Most ofSbaykh SaIih's poetry is formal and orthodox madih (devotional poems
for the Prophet and Ahl aI-Bayt) and ibtihaJat (supplications to God), neither concerned
with the ecstatic approach to God, nor with creating a relation of intimacy with the
listener. Rather, his poems reaffirm distance and hierarchy: God and Prophet far above
him, and listener far below him. Unity, or even closeness, is not a possibility here. In

expressing the unimaginable distance between himself and God, and his loving respect
for the Prophet and Ahl al-Bayt, a stiffand formal language is suitable as a means of
conveying humility, and respectfW. subservience. In expressing an attitude ofauthority
and didacticism toward his disciples, high Arabic is suitable as the classical medium of
religious pedagogy and sermonizing. His fi.cility with such language is a touchstone of
his greatness as an 'aIim. (religious scholar), representing his high achievements in
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religious scholarship, and his firm grounding in Islamic principles Oaw., hadith, tajsir).
His language evokes the al-Azhar professor7 the mosque preacher., the high literary
Islamic tradition. Such poetry is not a Personal expression; in cleaving to time-honored
elevated formulas ofreligiosity, praise., and exhonation, the author invokes the
conservative high Islamic tradition to speak on his behal( rather than reveal a more
personal piety. Use ofhigh Arabic also affirms the orthodox conformity and subdued
emotional tone of the tariqa and serves as a paradigm for hierarchical relationships within

it. Formality in language implies respectful distance., a vertical relation which stands at
the core of1a'fariyya social values.
Today, this POetry performed as inshad forms the basis for the badra, and thus for
the tariqa. In the hadra, Shaykh Salih is represented by the performance ofms Diwan.
Inshad thus takes the place of his famous Friday lessons, which cannot (for want ofa
similarly talented PerSOn in the tariqa) be replicated. Unlike a sermon., inshad can be
repeated over and over again, thereby maintaining the active presence of Shaykh Salib,
some twenty years after his physical departure, as the unequivocal focal point holding the
tariqa together. The relationships, attitudes, and allegiances expressed in Shaykh SaIih"s
poetry thus continue to set the tone for the tariqa today. Language level ofinshad in
hadra expresses the vertical relationships ofresPeCtful distance characteristic ofthe
social-spiritual aspects ofthe tariqa.. and upholds the tariqa's reputation as a bastion of
conservative Sunni Islam, well-connected to the venerable institution ofal-Azhar, and
nearly beyond reproach on matters ofreligion.
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Notes for Chapter 8
1 This

notation should be read from left to right each X or • receiving one beat

Thus one senior member said that whereas in the hadra shar"tyya insbad follows dbikr. in the dhikr at..
bana.. dbikr arises as an expressive reaction to iDshad.

2

] It sbould be noted in Jzs that when dhikr (on'"AIIah'" and "'Hayy") switches from common to cut time
(and is thus considered to have accelerated by a factor of two), iDshad remains in the same meter.
Therefore. inshad acceleration is much less than that of the dhikr it accompanies.
4

It is often only the hizb which is trul3" distinctive to a tariqa's badra. although the table does not show

this.
S

Thus the Jazuliyya punish une.~absences. See translation of their Laws. in the Appendi.~

6

At least one member remarked that the munshidin had formerly been gooc:l but these are not

., For the purposes of calculating these \'8riables. the "isba' prayer and informal period preceding it have
been eliminated from Jf. since it is difficult to determine how to divide the prayer rite into LPSs. and it
is not clear that it should be counted as part of the hadra at all.
8

It is significant that the shaykh aI-sajjada. leader of the tariqa. rarely attends this central badra. Tariqa

members say that he is busy traVelling around the countr)-side'} visiting local chapIers. If this is so. it is
a strong indication of the critic:al problems posed to the leader of such a far-flung organization.
9

The lead mUDShidin may skip lines of a ~ but only because otherwise the performance would be

too long and not enough munshidin would have the chance to lead. Thus even communicative priority
of text (which., taken by itsel(. would require that the entire text be teeited intact) must be balanced with
other pragmatic requirements. Insbad performance being a marker of status and tariqa structure. it is
important that certain high-status individuals, and as many of the saha-s as possible. have a tum at
inshad. This in turn places a limit on the length of any one inshad LPS.
10 Other

munshidin,. such as Shaykh Yasia, sing in cJassical Arabic anyway. 1mderstanding the power of

mystifying poetry to raise their reputations through incomprehension.
11

The only poem within Jf employing a more colloquial style (Qasida #7) is also exceptioDal for being

an ecstatic poem,. using the metaphor of intoxication to express a mystical state. While such themes are
rarely expressed by Shaykh SaIih. it is noteworthy that he employed the lighter and more intimate
colloquial to express such feelings.
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9. The Application and Interpretation of Analysis (II)
A.

Semantic analysis

1.

Scope

Semantic analysis is a vast domain, and so I have been extremely selective in
focussing only on four types: thematic analysis, heterodox symbol analysis, simple
reference analysis, and contextual reference analysis. These analytical techniques were
thoroughly described in the previous chapter. One ofthe themes of this dissertation is
that inshad (operating primarily in the affective mode) is more expressive oftariqa
individuality than more ritual-mode genres ofLP such as hizb, which are less flexible and
more bound by convention. Therefore, in order to simplify the analysis somewhat, I
have chosen to apply semantic analysis to inshad only. Thematic analysis is applied to
poetic inshad texts; heterodox symbol and metaphor analysis is applied to poetic inshad
texts; simple reference analysis is applied to all inshad texts (whether poetry or not);

contextual reference analysis is only applied to poetic inshad texts written by the shaykh.
Heterodox symbol/metaphor analysis, thematic analysis, and simple reference
analysis were thus performed in all four cases. Contextual reference analysis was applied
only to lz and It: since Sidi 'Ali al-Bayyumiyya did not write poetry sung by the group. I
have also modified the poetic corpus of Jz and If slightly for the purposes ofsemantic
analysis. The poetry performed in Jz has been augmented with additional qasidas
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selected quasi-randomly from the diwan of Sidi Jabir~ in order to better represent the
shaykh's output (these poems included in the Appendix., in translation). On the other
hand~ only a

subset ofthe vast poetic performance ofJfwas considered for some

variables, so as to make the analysis more tractable. In this way, too, I have established
rough parity between the subsets ofthe JazuIiyya and Jacfariyya poetic corpora selected
for analysis.
The analytical basis for each badra and each variable can be summarized using the
following notation as a shorthand:

•
•
•
•
•

inCh) = all texts (poetic or not) performed as inshad in badra h (in canonical form)
P(h) = all poetic texts performed in badra h
ps(h) = all poetic texts performed in hadra h and attnbuted to the tariqa shaykhfounder
Jza = supplemental qasidas representative ofthe diwan of Sidi Jabir ai-lazuli, but not
performed in lz
lfs = subset ofqasidas performed in If(numbers 1,2,3,4~6,12t13 in transcription)
Then the following table summarizes the textual basis for each type ofanalysis

and each hadra:

Ria

Bm
Jz
Jf

Heterodox
mnbols
pCBh)
p(Bm)
p(Jz)+Jza
p (Jf)

Themes

Simple refereaees

ConteDuaI referaees

pCBh)
p(Bm}
p(Jz)+Jza
P (Jf)

i.n(Bh)
i.n(Bm)
i.n(Jz)+Jza
Jfs

(none)
(none)
ps(Jz)+Jza
Jfs

Most ofthe analytical variables connected with these four types ofanalysis are
presented in graphical form. These graphs~ here referenced by number and title, may be
located in the ApPendix.
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2.

Semantic codiDg method

Coding provides the raw data for semantic analysis variables. In this section I
descn1>e the practical codes and coding methods which were applied to inshad texts.
Coding is an etic aetivity~ and it is not always possible to determine a single authoritative
code. Therefore in some instances more than one code is assigned. In this case, counts
are divided evenly among the codes. For instance~ if a line is coded with three themes,
each will receive a third ofan instance for that line. If a text segment of eight words is
coded for two symbolic metaphor classes, this means that each class will receive a count
offour words for that segment. The coded texts can be found in the translations,
presented in the Appendix.

fL

Heterodox symbols ad metaphors

Text which employs heterodox symbols and metaphors is underlined in the
transiatioDS. Immediately fonowing the underlined segment, the total number ofwords is
given, as wen as the symbolic class(es) deemed most suitable for classifying the

underlined segment.
Restating the relevant section ofthe preceding theoretical chapter, these classes
are as follows:
1) Music and dance.
2) Intoxication.
3) Eros

4) Christian symbolism.
5) Strong emotional states.
6) The journey.
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7) Insight.
8) Union.
9) Arcana.
b..

AssertiOlltlltltenres

Every poetic line is associated with one or more theme codes., and these are
recorded in the right-band column ofthe translated text (the presence of such a code also
implies that the line is considered to be poetic). If several themes apply, and one seems
dominant., that one is recorded. If several contend equaIly'l they are all recorded (but in
counting n themes attnbuted to one line will each contribute lIn toward their respective
categories).
Code

TbeDae

1

love. devotion

p

mUse

5

e

x

.. .on

exhortation
Indicates that the IiDe is repeated in the transeriptio~ and has been
previously coded. Such liDes are discounted.

c.

References

References are coded in the translated text itseJ( using one of a set ofspecial
symbols to denote entities, poSSIbly followed by a numeral to denote deictic mode.
References are counted according to the occurrence ofthe following:

•
•
•

name (e.g. '~", '''rahat,)
pronoun with clear referent (e.g. "he" in "Muhammad is the Prophet, be is OUT
guide'')
the subject ofan adjective or descriptive phrase lacking explicit subject if it can be
inferred (e.g. there are three references to Mllhammad in "Muhammad is the Prophet,
beautifiJl of form, lofty ofpurpose")
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•
•
•
•
•

imperative (whether a demand, or a request) ifimplied C>'you" can be inferred (C>'give
us a loole' stands for ''would you give us a look?")
missing subject in conjoined sentences (C>'rd live with one and leave the other..."
stands for "I"d live with one and r d leave the other...n)
anywhere a pronoun bas been deleted or elided, but is implied
possessive pronoun/possessed object (''his eyes")
vocative (C>'oh Zaynab'j
For contextual reference analysis, the occurrence ofa referent is marked in-text;

the referent and deictic mode are coded using symbols in the following two tables. Note
that entities are coded in classes; specific references can be inferred by name and context
(e.g. '#' may refer to Muhammad, Husayn, Zaynab, etc.). Reference attitude is taken to
be the dominant theme(s) for the line in which the reference occurs, as listed in the righthand column ofthe transcription. For every reference, the specification of these three
attn'butes (referent, deietic mode, attitude) constitutes a complete coding.
SJDlbol

*

RefereDt or refereaee dass
The saints in the broadest sense of the term ""waIi".. denoting those who are
near to God. This class includes: the Prophet Mllhammad other prophets.
the Ah1 a1-Bayt. the Sahaba (companions of the Prophet). founders of major
Sufi lines (aqtab), saint-poets'O and all who are generally considered awliya·.
To be classified as ""'II" the reference must be directed. to a definite
individual in this class (e.g. "Sayyid al-Badawi'").. or to a definite subset of
this class (e.g. "the four aqtab"), even when definiteness is only clear from
the context.
The shaykh of the tariqa in whose hadra the lefercnc:e appears. If the
sbavkh is the author.. then this is a self-reference.
listener (muridin). A reference to the textua11istener.

God.
%

Ambi2UOUS

"

Other.

..

reference.

An ambiguous spiritual reference does not mean that the class is unknown, but

that the specific reference is unknown. Thus a reference to '~e saints", or ''the Ahl alBayt" is labelled #, because the reference is clearly to an entire set which rans within the
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class. On the other band, an ambiguous reference is intended to refer to a specific
individual or set, and yet remains unknown within some larger known class. Such a
reference is ambiguous; lacking a definite referent, it must be interpreted by the listener
(though some referents may be more likely than others). Note that only ambiguous
references to spiritual entities are counted (those who could be saints-whether living or
not),. but not to ordinary Muslims or others.
Symbols indicating reference class are followed by a symbol indicating deietic

mode, for references occurring within poetry for which the shaykh is the attributed
author. Note carefully that the meaning ofthe numeral ''2'' depends on whether the
reference is to the sbaykh (*) or not. In the former case, "2" indicates plural first-person
''wen; in the second case it indicates second-person ")rou".
The symbols used to denote deietic modes are given in the following table:
S
2
3

*1

*2
*3

bot

Deietie mode

When following #.@,./\o/o,&: second person reference (usually with ')ou"). Note
that the
noun need not be used if the context
second
n. .
When following #~@../\o/o,&: Third person reference
"she". "it". "they~••
cname .
First
sin
references to sbavkh
First
n ural references to
• the
• "'We" .
Third person references to shaykh (typi<:ally~ "he". or when author inserts own
name in poem).

r-he".

Thus for instance #3 indicates a third-person reference to the Prophet, Ahl aIBayt, or saints; *2 indicates a reference to the shaykh using 'wen; %2 indicates a
second-person reference to an ambiguous spiritual entity, etc.
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3.

Heterodox symbols

All poetry performed during B~ B~ and Jfwas analyzed for occurrences of
heterodox symbol and metaphor classes. For Jz the poetry of performance was
augmented by an additional set of qasidas taken from the diwan ofthe founder, material
which may also be sung in badra. For the data on which the following analyses are
based, refer to the transcriptions in the Appendix, where occurrences ofheterodox
symbol usage are indicated.

II.

Tottll tl1Jsol"te deIIsity

(See Graph 13; all graphs are located at the end ofthe Appendix (uAnalytica1
graphs").)
I consider first total absolute densities, combining all heterodox symbol classes
into a single measure, as a rough indicator ofheterodox symbol usage. The graph
(''Heterodox symbols: Total absolute density") indicates three tiers: the highest density
occurs in Bb, followed by Jz, with much lower values in Bm and Jf. Why is Bb so much
more heterodox than B~ even though both are Bayyumiyya?l
I have indicated many times that the Bayyumiyya as a group make no strategic

effort to regulate insbad texts, thus leaving inshad performance virtually open at the
group level as a "strategic vacuum", but this is not the same as saying that there are no
strategies at work at all. Rather, the munshidin are self-regulating. In the mosque hadra,
they tend toward conservative madih rather than what they term tawhid (poetry centered
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on God, often using heterodox metaphors),. for several reasons. For instance, one
munshid said that he sings more ecstatic texts as a dhik:r heats up; in the mosque the

dhik:r is too restrained to reach this ecstatic level. 2 Another factor no doubt is the
general pressure toward conservatism in a public mosque context. Most groups perform
their hadras more conservatively (no instruments., less music and ecstasy) in a mosque,
and this contextual effect is stronger when the mosque is located in an exposed public
place. Bm is held in the Bayyumiyya mosque,. located in al-Husayniyya,. one ofthe most
densely populated districts ofeairo; it takes place just after Friday prayer, during which
the mosque is packed with perhaps 400 people. Furthermore, in Bm the munshid not
only performs in the mosque,. he also performs in front ofthe tariqa leaders.
These tendencies toward conservatism in such a context are amplified by the
munshid's marginal social status in this tariqa. He typically is not a member ofthe group
itseIt: but comes in part to collect small nuqut (tips) which contribute to his livelihood.
He does not enjoy any secure position within the group, nor is there any official
repertoire which he can use with confidence. Given these conditions, he may naturally
incline to the conservative side in his thematic selections. Yet another factor is the fact

that during dhik:r the munshidin are practically inaudible-another result oftheir
marginality within the hadra's design. Knowing that his effect on the dhakkira is marginal
too, the munsbid may not bother to bring out the most potent elements ofhis repertoire.
Given such marginalization, as well as the limited financial benefits provided, it must also
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be said that this hadra as a rule does not attract the best munshidin; some ofthem display
rather limited repertoires.
All these factors are reversed in Bh. Herel> at the structural periphery ofthe
tariqa, in a private house., and in a hoyt (local chapter) whose official leader is young and
inexperienced, and hence cannot exert strong central control, there is much freedom for
dhik:r performance to become ecstatic. Here there are no sanctions from religious

authorities,. no traditional restrictions ofthe mosque,. no fear ofexposure in public
spaces. The munshid is easily audible in this intimate setting, and takes a central role in
the hadra. He is free to choose his own poetry,. and time is expansive. In this context,
participants evaluate the dhik:r according to the ecstasy (wajd) it produces. In order to
succeed-and to reap all the possible advantages ofsuccess., material or immaterial-the
munshid must help to create this emotional power in the dhik:r by moving people with his
inshad. Emotion is his currency, his usymbolic capital" in Bourdieu's terms.
Furthermore, because the setting itselfis more conducive to inshad., and provides the
munsbid with a more central role, this hadra attracts more talented munshidin than Bm.
The conditions therefore are all in place for him to use the most powerful poetry

in his arsenal, poetry containing a high density ofheterodox metaphor and SYmbolism,
for these symbols are most suitable for expressing, and evoking, the ecstatic mystical
state. Though the reductionism ofthis graph cannot show it (the ones following will do
slightly better), Bh's poetry is far more extreme in its metaphoric range and depth than

lz. The mixing ofdifferent turuq in this context renders Bh reminiscent ofthe public
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mawlid hadra (though on a smaller scale) and symbolic usage is likewise here similar to
public performances ofprofessional munshidin, such as Shaykh Yasin al-Tubami.
In both Bh and Bm., the level ofheterodoxy in performed poetry is a
manifestation not ofthe tariqa itsel( but rather ofthe local contextual dynamic in which
the munshid is enmeshed. As an individual, the munshid does his best to adapt to the
situation in which he finds bitnsel( in an attempt to maximize his own interests. But
these interests may have nothing to do with group interests, especially because he is
frequently not a member ofthe group at all. However, there is no tariqa-wide strategy in
force.

Ind~

the extreme contrast in this tariqa between the central mosque hadra and

the peripheral house hadra is a sign ofthe dependence ofhadra style on proximity to the

sources ofauthority, rather than on authority itself a further proof: that is., of the
absence ofany group-level strategic planning ofLP in badra. The sensitivity ofthe
munshid's performance to hadra context in the Bayyumiyya hadra results from the
existence ofgroup-level strategic vacuums, judiciously filled by the munshid in order to

maximize his own personal goals.
It is significant to note tbat one ofthe munshidin who regularly performs in the
Bayyumiyya mosque hadra-including Bm-also performed in Bb, but in a far more
heterodox style. (He is the second to perform in the Bm, and the first to perform in Bb;
see Appendix.) This overlap ofpersonnel provides strong evidence for the influence of
context over tariqa in detennining insbad in the Bayyumiyya.
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In the modernist Jazuliyya and Ja'~ local badras merely mirror some
portion (or all) ofthe central badras (and for this reason have not been considered

separately in this analysis); both central and local hadra are coordinated in a single
strategic plan.
But between Jz and Jflies a different sort ofcontrast. For here the differences in
performance result from group-level strategies, which as I have argued are dedicated
toward ensuring spiritual development ofmembers, but also toward social goals:
ensuring the prosperity ofthe tariqa in the modern period. In this, both turuq are quite
successful, but they have taken different routes. Most ofthe Jazuliyya membership do
not come from a conservative religious background; rather they have been drawn back to
religion by the spiritual power of Sidi Jabir, or by his memory as preserved in books and
by those who knew him, or by tariqa ritual. Ecstatic spirituality is an important factor
appealing to this demographic targ~ and provides what members feel to be an important
part (though certainly not the only part) of spiritual training. Though solo munshidin
may draw on any poetry so long as it does not contradict the doctrinal limits ofthe
tariqa, most ofthe heterodox symbols employed in performance are drawn from the
founder's diwan. Thus, the use ofheterodox and ecstatic symbols is not untrammelled,
but rather is shaped by the particular charisma of Sidi Jabir, whose memory they serve to

re-enIiven.
Although use of such symbols (together with their other heterodox performance
practices, such as use ofinstruments) can and does draw the ire ofcritics, potential
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problems for the tariqa are ameliorated by strategies including: performing the main
hadra (ofwhich Iz is an example) in a quasi-private setting far from the public eye;

performing more conservative badras in the public mosques~ and balancing ecstatic
performances with segments of mudhakara (group study) concentrating on traditional
religious topics such as fiqh and badith. Furthermore, there are limits; heterodox
metaphors implying union or incarnation, as well as the more extreme metaphors oferos,
are rejected completely.
There is also balance in performance: not all LP is equally heterodox. Thus the
hadra shar'iyya (the tariqa's concession to a more regulated, orthodox conception of
dhikr) employs a less ecstatic variety of inshad (although the differences have not been

systematically analyzed here), and most group inshad is also rather conservative
(focussing on madih). It is mainly within the well-bounded context ofdhikr al-hana
(dhikr ofthe tavern) that the most ecstatic poetry is deployed. Such powerful group

emotional experiences also contnoute toward the social basis of this tariqa, which despite
a highly articulated positional social structure is at root based on a strongly egalitarian,
communal form of horizontal in-group solidarity. The performance ofecstasy, by
softening the boundaries between individuals and catching everyone up in a shared
powerful experience, tends to reinforce these horizontal bonds ofgroup belonging. I
noted this phenomenon previously when discussing the sonic aspect; the same notion
extends to performance ofecstatic symbols.
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Ifis founded on a very different principle. The main demographic basis for the
tariqa is conservative religious fiunilies (most coming originally from Upper Egypt), and
graduates ofthe al-Azbar system of schools and universities. The tariqa is distinguished
for its religious propriety, its viability as a model of Sufism in conformity (outwardly at
least) with strict Sunni Islam. Tbis attitude provides a natural broad base ofsupport, and
silences potential critics. Socially the group is based upon strong vertical relationships of
solidarity, modelled on the teacher-student relation between Sbaykh Salih and his early
disciples, which is manifested today in the emphasis placed on respect for hierarchy, and
the importance ofIslamic pedagogy, not ecstatic experience, as the main function of
Sufism. Shaykh Salih believed that the Sufi should always appear firm and sober, never
ecstatic; regardless ofwhat he may feel inside, his exterior should conform to orthodox
religion. He should never be prone to expressing inner states through wild ecstatic
outbursts, either in poetry or in performance. To do so is a sign ofweakness, and would
furthermore invite the condemnation ofcritics.
The inshad composed by Sbaykh Salih naturally supports and encourages these
values and attitudes, and therefore it was rare for him to employ heterodox symbols.
Symbolism which points to truly heterodox meanings (such as union) upsets the order
and claimed legitimacy of any tariqa by undercutting the claim-universal among Sufi
orders in Egypt-to be based in Sbarica Such symbols are generally proscnDed even
from a more open-minded tariqa such as the JazuIiyya, whose badra is designed so as to
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allow a healthy measure ofecstatic release and experience. In the Ja'fariyya, they are all
the more closely circumscribed.
For Shaykh Salih qasidas were a pedagogical vehicle by which he could
transcribe and disseminate his religious knowledge and experience; today his poems are
repeated in badra as a means for all to benefit from his legacy. In the Ja'fariyya hadra,

inshad is not used to goad participants toward spiritual illumination or emotio~ but
rather as an opportunity for sober ret1ection and teaching: poetry is communicative
more than evocative~ and even when expressive these poems nearly always conform to
orthodox Islam. Participants praise Shayth SaIih's inshad for being semantically clear,
unencumbered with obscure symbols ofdoubtful orthodoxy. Heterodox symbols are not
a tool ofassertional communication, but rather serve to transmit spiritual emotion from
author (and munshid) to listener, to move the participant in the moment. Whether or not

meanings violate norms ofconservative religion, it is this tendency to evoke emotion,
and break the assertional flow ofinformation in performance, which renders them
inappropriate for a tariqa so focussed on spiritual-religious education (tarbiyya), as is the
Ja'fariyya.
By limiting the expression and production ofecstatic emotion in inshad, Shaykh
Salih not only helped to establish the tariqa's reputation for firm orthodoxy and

reinforced the pedagogical, communicative function ofhis hadra; he also supported the
establishment and maintenance ofthe hierarchical relations from teacher to student which
forms the group's social basis. For obscure and emotional symbolism is subversive of
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hierarchical order, levelling difference in the unity ofmystic desire and communion. By
intensifying the ecstasy ofthe moment, and legitimizing its meaning as a touchstone for
spiritual status, such symbolism tends to upset the vertical spiritual-social ordering ofa
tariqa The legitimization ofecstatic emotion as a measure ofreligious achievement, by
privileging the capricious occurrence ofhal and religious inspiration as poetry or by
means of poetry, threatens the stability ofa vertical social order based on stable

superiorfmferior relationships grounded in differential knowledge, lineage, and
experience. Symbolization ofspiritual ecstasy authorizes individuals to claim a high
spiritual station, without any objective basis for doing so, and thereby undermines the
ordered system ofascn"bed and achieved statuses which is fundamental in the Ja'fariyya.
Further, by arousing the dbakkira, such symbolism upsets the performance ofsocial
hierarchy, which depends upon restrained decorum. The sober inshad ofthe Ja'fariyya
therefore tends to support the social structure as well.
b.

Absolute density by symbol

(See Graphs 14,15.)

The preceding discussion can be elaborated slightly through additional analysis,
via the breakdown ofheterodox symbol usage into nine classes, as indicated on the two
graphs 'Heterodox symbols: absolute density by symbol" and "Heterodox symbols:
absolute density by symbol (normalized by category)" (whose format facilitates
comparison ofvalues in each category). Given the relatively small sample size, minor
contrasts in the data from different badras should not be given too much significance.
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Here I will point only to salient features which have been confirmed by additional
informal observations ofthese hadras as performed on other occasions.
Bm tends not to employ heterodox symbols; here most oftbe poetry employed is
traditional madih. Heterodox symbols include only two lines of a famous Sbadhili qasida
referring to mystical vision and enigmatic reference to "spiritual flying" which is hardly
the stuff ofcontroversy; being statistically limited besides, these occurrences should not
be given much weight.

The more controversial heterodox categories (music/dance, intoxication, eros,
union) are represented primarily in Bh. 3 Intoxication is also quite prominent in Jz, and
even makes a briefappearance in Jf (but here only in one highly anomalous qasida). The

prominence ofjourney metaphor in Jz is sensibly explained as a representation ofthe
tariqa itself in its inshad, something which the Bayywniyya cannot do since they do not
provide their own inshad at all. Occasional expressions ofvarious "altered states",
general expressions ofmystical insight, and arcana-all standard Sufi fare-seems to be a
relatively consistent feature ofall the groups. It is difficult to suggest an interpretation
governing the use of Christian symbolism which here occurs almost entirely in Bb, but
only in one qasida; this category also receives a light allusion in Jf

c.

ReltItiYe density by symbol

(See Graphs 16,17.)
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The final two graphs for this section ("Heterodox symbols: relative density by
symbol", and ''Heterodox symbols: relative density by symbol (normalized by
category)") indicate the densities ofeach symbolic class relative to the total absolute
density of all heterodox symbols. In these graphs the absolute densities (measuring
words faIling within each symbolic class as a fraction of total words used) have been
transformed into relative densities (measuring words falling within each symbolic class as
a fraction ofthe total in all such classes), and thus indicate which symbolic modes are
"preferred" in each tariqa when heterodox symbols are employed (subject to the usual
caveats about insufficiency ofthe data, particularly for Bm). The important points which
may be gleaned from these graphs are the preference in Bh for the contentious symbols
oferos, in Iz for the slightly less unacceptable symbols ofintoxication and the spiritual
journey, and in If for the more sober symbols of insight, as well as (in one unusual poem
only) intoxication. The data for Bm are too limited to support much generalization, but
informal observation ofother badras in the same context indicate a preference here for
the "safer" heterodox symbols, such as insight and arcana.
4.

Assertional themes of insbad

(See Graphs 18,19.)
In the previous section I examined usage ofa special class ofsymbols and

metaphors, considered to be the specific literary tropes by which inshad works its most
powerful effects upon the listener. Here I tum to examine the assertional themes of
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insbad more generally, including the themes in which heterodox symbols are embedded,

as a means of profiling the total semantic content ofeach hadra's inshad.
The two graphs labelled '''Usage ofassertional themes" (I and

mindicate that

over half ofIflines carry the assertional value ofsome sort of praise (madihl mostly for
t

the Prophet, and sometimes for the Ah1 al-Bayt. Indeed, the Ia'fariyya usually refer to
their inshad simply as ,cmadih" and to their munshid as a '1naddab" (one who praises).
Praise also dominates in Bm. In the Iz, however, the dominant theme is love. While
praise is certainly not absent, most poetry expresses the possibility and longing for a
close relationship to God and His Prophet, as well as to the Ahl al-Bayt, saints, and even
the sbaykh himself Finally, in Bh expressions of mystical experience predominate,
mingled with love and praise.
The Ia'fariyya stress the importance ofmadih both as /a 'lim (instruction), and as
a form of prayer in itself Madih is ta'lim because it teaches the listener about the life
(sira), sayings (hadith), and miracles (muJizat) ofthe Prophet. But praising the

Prophet is also considered to be equivalent to sa/awat (ritual formulas supplicating God
to bestow blessings on the Prophet), and hence to perform madih is to perform a prayer
bringing spiritual reward. That madib is beneficial in both the communicative and ritual
modes is widely accepted among the Sufi-oriented Muslim population ofEgypt, and
hence use ofmadih is uncontroversial. Such poetry is not a personal expression of
Shaykh Salih's mystical or religious devotio~ nor a statement ofesoteric theosophy;
rather it is a statement oftraditionally accepted objective truths about the religious
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world. Wrthin limits, madih is acceptable even to the most conservative Muslims, since
the Prophet during his own lifetime allowed himself to be praised in poetry by Hassan ibn
Tbabit.

Even when Sbaykh Salih expresses other themes, such as supplicating God,
exhorting his fonowers, or expressing love, he does so in a distinctly orthodox and
traditional manner. His followers frequently emphasize that all ofbis poetry, wbether
praising God, the Propbet7 the Qur'~ or exhorting the murid to walk the straight pa~
is firmly based in the Qur'an and Sunna. Much ofhis diwan does not evoke specifically

Sufi themes., and would probably be accepted as a legitimate basis for Islamic LP by a
majority ofMlls1jrns.
His poetry tends to remain sober, and maintain sharp boundaries between entities.

References to spiritual entities or listeners are clear. True mystical expression., ecstatic
and ambiguous language which confuses or erases the boundaries between selfand
other, is rare. He does not confuse the listener with strange pronouncements; rather
everything is simple, clear, and acceptable. Although Shaykh SaIih admired the diwan of
the great Sufi poet 'Umar ibn al-Farid, he believed that mystical poetry ofthis kind is not
suitable for the present age. This attitude is starkly evident in his tashtir ofone ofIbn alFarid's poems, in which he uses the latter's daring ode ''Zidni bifart ai-boob... n C'increase
in me a superfluity oflove...", commonly sung by the munshidin in Egypt) as a
framework. Between the lines ofthis poem, which requests that God grant the poet a
vision ofHimseIt: Shaykh SaJih weaves his own poetry, which constitutes an exegesis of
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Ibn al-Farid in orthodox terms. The theme ofconservative religious exhortation is also
prominent in his poetry. This didactic aspect also affirms the continued presence of
Shaykh Salih in the group, and the primacy ofthe hierarchical teacher/student
relationship within the tariqa. By restricting the poetry performed in hadra to the diwan
of Shaykh S~ whose thematic content largely conforms to orthodox and traditional
Islamic norms, the group is able to defend itselfbefore even the most staunch critics, and
to open its doors to the public without any fear ofpersecution.
The centrality ofmore personal expressions oftove in the Jazuliyya conforms
with a very different strategic orientation. For the Jazuliyya, the shaykh was not a
distant and towering figure, but rather close, fatherly. He taught that love is the essence
ofreligion, and that such love includes the desire for a truly mystical experience. His
poetry frequently evokes that experience for his followers. In it, the Beloved is not

always specified precisely; is it God, the Prophet, one's shaykh? The focus is on love

itself: as a form ofseIf-expansion, a means ofmerging selfand other. The strong themes
ofambiguous love are interpreted cti1ferently by each mood, and the resulting feelings
tend to bind the tariqa together in a dense web ofrelationships. Although Sidi Jabir is
central in that web, he does not tower over the muridin like Shaykh Salih. Rather, in his
expressions ofmystical love and closeness he teaches a form ofcommunal solidarity.
The themes contained in such poetry are sometimes obscure, for their intent is less to
teach than to affect.
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The prominence ofmore overtly mystical themes in Bh has nothing to do with
any mystical orientation ofthe Bayyumiyya tariqa as a whole. The munshidin singing

these themes choose their own poetry,. and usually are not even members ofthe group.
Such Performance is not strategic,. but rather results from context,. in a manner similar to
their use ofheterodox symbols as discussed earlier. The contrasting content ofBm is
further proofofthe absence of any strategic order to selection of inshad themes. Here,.
the munshidin sing primarily traditional madih due to various aspects of performance
context, which have been discussed earlier. The participation of one ofthese munshidin
in both contexts,. singing mystical themes in Bh and conservative themes in Bm, provides

further support for this point.

5.

References

In the theoretical chapter,. I argued that references in LP mark important points

and establish relationships within the spiritual constellation oflisteners, forming a model
for social-spiritual relationships in the tariqa. In the corporate ritual ofhadra,. LP
efficiently influences large numbers of muridin all at once,. in the context ofan
emotionally charged ritual. Therefore,. strategic use ofreferences in hadra appears as
one ofthe most important means ofcontrolling the ritual's effect on participants.
However the types ofreferencing strategies employed may vary greatly from one tariqa
to another.
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Simple re.fert!llces

(See Graphs 20,21.)

Examining the graph labelled ''Reference and referent densities'~, one is struck by
the low variation in reference density (i.e. the average number ofreferences per word of
inshad; here the value is presented at one-tenth true value so as to fit on the same scale
with referent densities) across the four hadras. But the difference between the hadras
emerges more clearly when one considers the referent density: the total number of
different entities referenced, divided by the number ofwords of inshad. 4
In the modernist groups, the Ja'fariyya and the Jazuliyya, relatively few entities
are named. These turuq attempt to maintain strong central control through ritual
performance, and one way in which they do so is to restrict the model ofsocial-spiritual
relationships as presented in inshad. Specifically, such a tariqa tends to restrict spiritual
references to the following entities: God, the Prophet Muhammad, the Ahl al-Bayt, the
founder ofthe tariqa line (qutb) ofwhich the given tariqa is a branch, the founder ofthe
tariqa, and subsequent tariqa leaders. In addition exhortative inshad may refer to the
muridin. References to God, the Prophet, and the Ahl al-Bayt are universal, and do not
in any way compromise the tariqa's integrity. However, modernist groups in general

seek to limit invocation ofother "competing" saints, focussing instead on their own
spiritual lineages.
Such a limitation is not intended in any way as a disparagement ofother saints.
Here~

exclusivity is not necessarily an assertion ofvalue, but rather a practical means of
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fostering spiritual progress" by promoting one's shaykb, and his particular spiritual
constenation. While modernist groups acknowledge that other great saints exist outside
the tariqa, and may even honor them at mawlids, spiritual Progress in the hadra depends
on fonowing one shaykh's spiritual way. (You can't follow more than one shaykb, they
explain. Can a man have more than one father?)

At the same time, restrictions in referencing help to maintain the modernist group
socially, by reinforcing the centrality ofthose saints mentioned within the Personal social

structure ofthe order. An attitude ofexclusivity helps to maintain the group's identity
and to shield it from undue contact with other groups whose spiritual reputation cannot
be controlled. Being new, and lacking deep roots-bistoricalIy or socially-in Egyptian

society, modernist groups can ill-afford to risk blurring their identity with others; strict
boundaries must be maintained in the realm ofperformance. While the Ah1 aI-Bayt are
the common legacy of all orders (not being affiliated with particular turuq), a saint is
more partisan (having founded an order, or representing one eponymously), even when
his or her spiritual reputation is beyond reproach. The modernist groups thus avoid

invoking saints from other turuq in all genres ofLP, especially madad, qasidas, ad'iyya,
and fawatih; instead they focus on their own. 5
It would seem also to be the case (though this point would require further
investigation) that the modernist groups attract a more socially elite membership (more
educat~

more wealthy, with higher positions) who are not so predisposed to

untrammelled saint-veneration in Sufism. The legitimate position ofthe Ahl aI-Bayt is
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widely reco~ and the founder ofthe order must take a central role. However,.
mention ofother saints during the hadra could only serve to draw criticism from inside or
outside,. and to lessen the centralization and cohesiveness ofthe tariqa,. which is
completely focussed on the charismatic founder.
Organizationally, traditional groups such as the Bayyumiyya might also stand to
benefit from greater linguistic focus upon their founders and central shaykbs. However
these groups are too decentra6zed and loosely structured for strict control ofreferencing
to be enforced throughout the tariqa. Indeed, as I have argued,. this decentralization
effectively prevents the central leadership from even formulating effective strategies,.
much less disseminating and enforcing them throughout the far-flung organization. In
addition,. among the Bayyumiyya the Prevalence ofmultiple tariqa membership, or at
least spiritual connections to multiple saints, implies that participants perhaps do have
more than one spiritual father, and these affiliations are unsurprisingly expressed in
hadra. The munshidin especially, even ifthey are Bayyumiyya, are very likely to have
taken the Sufi 'ahd (oath) in more than one tariqa. The professional or semi-professional

munshid (and most of the Bayyumiyya munshidin-as wen as the munshidin ofother
traditional turuq-are ofthis type) tend to affiliate to multiple turuq partly as a result of
his experiences with many different turuq, and partly as a means ofincreasing his
knowledge oftariqa traditions, and social connections to tariqa shayk:hs; in this way his
professional career can grow. In practice,. there is very little control over inshad in
traditional turuq, and so munshidin perform freely, invoking saints as they please.
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Mentioning saints from outside the group is thus not a result ofgroup policy so much as
the absence ofone. Popular piety reveres all ofthese saints, and when munshidin are
given freedom in performance, they naturally reca11 them.
At the same time, such invocation is not perceived as a threat to the traditional

tariqa's identity, and so the munshid's invocation ofa variety ofsaints draws no critical
response from members. "Know your uncle [your shaykh], but love all [the saints]" (i'raf
'ammak, hubb aI-kuIl) is the motto frequently cited by participants in such groups.

These traditional turuq are well-established by time. They were also formulated in an era
when Sufism was the n011ll, and so exclusivity was less critical to survival, especiaDy in
the case ofturuq such as the Bayyumiyya, who were known for being more heterodox,
since a newer more heterodox tariqa could hardly lessen its reputation by mentioning
saints from older, more conservative, groups.
At the periphery ofthe tariqa, group meetings may attract crowds representing a

diversity ofturuq. Thus although Bh is nominaIIy Bayyumiyya, the mustaftih is Rifa'i,

and he naturalIy enough tends to emphasize his own shaykh when reciting the fawatih
(see transcription). Similar considerations apply to the insbad analyzed here. As the
traditional groups become more far-flun& as non-excIusivity through multiple
memberships increases, the conections ofsaints beloved to each participant expand and
run together, merging with (and to a large extent constituting) the world ofinformal
Sufism discussed earlier. Members ofeach tariqa stiIl place their own shaykhs in a
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special position, but non-exclusivity is both reflected in and reinforced by the

performance ofhadra.
It is not clear, however, that the concept ofdensity is the best way to think about
referents. While one might expect the number ofreferents to increase slightly in a longer
hadra., the upper bound is clearly limited. Perhaps by dividing by the total number of

words one overly diminishes values for the longer hadras (Jz and Jf)., and artificially
boosts the value for Bm. For this reason, I also consider the raw values., the total
number of entities referenced in the hadra., in the graph labened ''Referent counts"

(Graph 21). Here the three badras Bm, Jz, and Jt: appear relatively equal, while Bh is
higher by a factor ofnearly five.
I suggest that while neither Bh nor Bm exhibit any strategy governing
referencing, they are differently affected by context. Referencing in Bm is somewhat
limited by the context ofthe mosque, the presence oftariqa officials., and by the
munshid's marginal role. Bb, taking place far from the tariqa center, in a private
location, under the nominal control ofa shaykh who does not assert his authority, allows
the munshid nearly complete freedom to generate an emotional response in listeners, and
he does so in part by mentioning names ofsaints who inspire him, or to which he thinks
his audience, who represent a wide variety ofturuq, will respond. But in both Bh and
Bm there is a profusion of referents to saints outside the tariqa, whereas this situation
does not occur in Jz and Jf.
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There are also important diff'erences between the referents ofJz and Jf These
facts become clearer when one considers exactly who is being referenced and how

frequently, information presented in the fonowing four graphs: 'CSh reference
frequencies", "Bm reference frequencies", "Jz reference frequencies", "Ifreference
frequenciest'l. These graphs (22-25) present the relative frequency ofoccurrence for
every referen~ listed in descending order from left to right.

1z and Jfmay refer to approximately the same total number ofreferents, but the
contrasts in those referents is illustrative oftheir very different strategies for making
Sufism work in the modern age. Consistent with his emphasis on madih, Shaykh SaIih,

mentions the Prophet Muhammad more than any other entity by a large margin. Next in
order offrequency ofoccurrence: himself; the muridin generally, God, and the AhI alBayt as a group, aU in roughly equal numbers. These five referents together account for
over 9()O/O of aU references. The remaining ten percent are mainly devoted to religious
figures venerated by most Muslims (members ofthe AhI aI-Bayt, Companions, and the
angel Jibril). References to vague spiritual entities are relatively rare, and there are no
mentions ofother Sufi saints among the poetic lines anaIyzed. 6 Together with the
additional fact that references to spiritual entities are made in a conventional way,
respectfu.l ofdistance between selfand other, the overall picture is extremely orthodox
and conservative, readily acceptable to aU Sufis as wen as a broad spectrum ofthe
general Muslim population. The model for social-spiritual relations contained in inshad
clearly sets forth the conventional constellation of spiritual entities, setting them clearly
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above Sbaykh SaIih, who in tum is placed above the muridin to whom he addresses his
exhortations. Thus the hierarchical world-view-the vertical social relation-is reinforced.
In inshad of Jz, by contrast., the greatest emphasis is placed upon the vague

spiritual entity, who may be interPreted differently by each listener. Thus in a line such
as the following (see Jz translation in Appendix):
21

My state % is expansive, and joy is
between my % hands

As long as I % remain between your
% hands, good health is my % help

the referent Ii)rou" could be God, the Prophet Muhammad, the prophets, the Ah1 al-Bayt,
the saints, Sidi Jabir, or Sidi Salim. Such ambiguity is not acceptable to the Jfin part
because ambiguous references imply ambiguous statements, which could suggest
heterodox interpretations (the apotheosis ofthe shaykh, for instance). More importantly
perhaps, by allowing each listener to make his own interpretation, ambiguity threatens
the strict vertical social structure characteristic ofthis group, for which a definite
hierarchy ofspiritual referents serves as a model for relations within the social group
itself Although the hierarchy of spiritual referents exists within the Jazuliyya as wea in
the more horizontal fonn ofcommunal solidarity typical ofthe Jz it is closeness rather
than hierarchy which is key. When love draws everyone together, hierarchies are

unimportant. This form of personal social structure requires only a generalized sense of
love extending from each member to every other, and beyond the group to the shaykhs,
the saints, the Ahl al-Bayt and Prophet, and God, so that all are bound together in a
universal web oflove.
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For the Jazuliyya the ambiguous referent is also a useful device for encoding
mystical sentiment so as to be appropriate to individuals at a variety of mystical ranks. It
is commonly understood in Sufi groups that each seeker has his lev~ and the meaning
one mood requires,. or finds,. is unlike that ofanother. But the Ja'fariyya,. in an effort to
appear orthodox,. have rejected this notio~ at least superficially. Standard orthodox
Islam views all Muslims as relatively equal, all equally susceptible to the provisions of
Islamic law. To make distinctions opens the door to antinomian currents,. by which
individuals claim to be above the law, and such currents could destroy a tariqa whose

source oflegitimacy is its strong connection to orthodox religious institutions.
In Jz too one finds a strong emphasis on the ego (over 25% if"we" and 'T" are

combined). Together with the emphasis on the ambiguous referent, these two emphases
suggest the strength ofthe mystical relation between the selfand the other, whose
intimacy increases through spiritual training (including the badra itself) until lOT' and

'}rou" become one. These ideas are too heterodox for the la'fariyya, at least in their
public aspect.
Another noteworthy point is that poetry written by Sidi Jabir, and performed in
the hadea, mentions his son, the current shaykh ofthe tariqa, both by name (Sidi Salim)
and as "son". Such references help to legitimize Sidi Salim as his father's spiritual heir,
and class Sidi Salim within the special domain of spiritual entities which also includes the
Prophet, and the AhI al-Bayt. His appearance in inshad provides him with the patina of
charisma, which assists him in leading the group after his father's death, and has no
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doubt helped to create a strong group identity. As important as Sidi Jabir may be in the
tariqa's identity, the transition from Sidi Jabir to Sidi Salim demonstrated that the tariqa
also exists as a reified entity independent of any shaykh. The fact that Sidi Salim is

regarded as lesser than his tather, and takes a low-profile role in the hadra, only helps to
promote such an identity, since the tariqa is thereby rendered more homogeneous and
horizontally structured than before. The way is thereby paved for a series of shaykhleaders to take over in the future, nuclei of a continuous group bound together by strong
horizontal personal bonds ofcommunal solidarity.
By comparison, the Ja'fariyya are almost totally centered on their founder,
Shaykh SaIih, as on-going teacher and source ofinspiration. Any shaykh is unique, but
Shaykh Salih's charismatic talents formed the very basis for the tariqa, resulting in his
irreplaceability. Shaykh Salih is socially, ifnot spiritually, more central in the Ja'fariyya
than Sidi Jabir is in the JazuIiyya. The role ofShaykh .. Abd ai-Ghani, present shaykh of

the Ja'fiuiyya, seems principally to be that of custodian ofms father's tradition. He has
not attempted to take over his father's status, but rather to help tariqa members benefit
from his father's legacy. The focus on Shaykh Salih as a public figure has also led to a
more public position for the Ja'fariyya, whose influence radiates into the community, and

a correspondingly less-reified sense ofcorporate group. Because the group is perpetually
rooted in a founder-figure, who is constantly receding into the past and becoming
idealized into a saint, a very different social structure is created, one in which vertical
relationships connecting group members to Shaykh Salih are more important than
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horizontal ones connecting them to each other. The Ja'fariyya is preeminently the school
of Shaykh SaIih, whose towering status forms a paradigm for venical relations in the
tariqa generally. Shaykh Abd al-Ghani is less spiritually exalted by members ofthe
C

Ja'fariyya than Sidi Salim is in the JazuIiyya. Although the fanner apPearS far more

central and active as a spiritual leader, and occupies a more vertically distant social
position, he is not venerated to the same degree as the latter.
The difference is expressed and reinforced in performance, such as the way
muridin interact with the two shaykhs (all stand, for instance, when Sidi Salim enters).
Here, I would like to caD attention to the role ofinshad. In It: all insbad centers on
Shaykh Salih (as poetic ego, and sometimes as object ofpraise or supplication7) and his
relationships to both muridin and spiritual entities, and never on Sbaykh 'Abd al-Ghani.
By contrast, consider the following lines from Jz:
I

2

Oh his &3 beauty, oh his &3 beauty
Oh hadi %2 ofthe lovers. %3 (oh his
&3 beauty) sinS %2 and make %2 US
*2 sinS

Sidi Salim, &3 oh his &3 beauty
sing %2 to the one *3 who yeams. (oh
his &3 beautY) sing %2 our *2 song
(9, music)

P
Is

Here the members ofthe group have inserted Sidi Salim's name into a traditional
wedding song praising the groom; this song is then combined with a qasida of Sidi Iabir
which makes a request to the ambiguous spiritual entity (here referred to as the "hadi",
or caravan leader). Taken in isolation, one might guess that the intended referent is the
Prophet, but juxtaposed with the line in praise ofSidi Salim, the performance seems to
be invoking the current shaykh himself It is impossible to specifY precisely what is being
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expressed here., because ambiguity is in its nature., but the numerous possibilities certainly
include praise and supplication ofthe active shaykh.
Although the Jazuliyya are strongly centered by the legacy of Sidi Jabir, one
senses that in the future this tariqa may continue to feature an active shaykh who is
praised and endowed with miraculous qualities., whereas the Ja'fariyya is more likely to
become a kind ofIslamic school focussed on the legacy of Shaykh Salih, and led by a

faithful conservator ofhis tradition.
Turning now to Bm., the contrast with the two modernist groups is immediate.
The principal referents are the Prophet Muhammad., the muridin, and God; this much is

simiIar to Jz and If. But following these comes a string ofreferences to other saints.,
including the four "aqtab", founders ofthe primary Sufi lines in Egypt: Sidi Ahmad alBadawi (founder ofthe Ahmadiyya)., Sidi Ibrahim al-Dasuqi (founder ofthe
Burhamiyya), Sidi Ahmad al-Rifa'i (founder ofthe Rifa'iyya), Sidi 'Abd ai-Qadir al-Tdani
(founder ofthe Qadiriyya). Sidi 'Ali al-Bayyumiyya is also mentioned., though without
the prominence which one might expect, given that the hadra itselfis performed as a
Bayyumiyya ritual, next to the shrine ofthe founder.
This phenomenon is even more marked in Bb, where the munsbidin are more

central, and have much more freedom and time to perform. This hadra is also attended
by a mixture ofmembers from various turuq, a result ofthe relatively weak control
exerted by the central Bayyumiyya authorities on their outlying bayts, and the lower level
of active participation in the traditional groups generally (hardly anyone would attend if
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the hadra were restricted to Bayyumiyya only). Another filctor which has been
mentioned is the filet that the munshidin themselves are not necessarily affiliated with the
Bayyumiyya. The munshid seeks to perform in such a way as to bring spiritual
satisfaction to his constituents, and this context provides the freedom for him to do so in
two ways: first by mentioning saints who may be significant for his audience (as a means
ofincreasing their spiritual energy), and secondly by mentioning saints who are
important to him (as a means ofincreasing his own emotion in performance).

Thus one finds nearly 50 different entities mentioned in the course ofBb, most ()f
them only once or twice. A careful analysis is profitable. Most frequently mentioned is
the ego, although here it cannot be attributed to any particular poet (semantically it
represents the archetypal mystic; performatively it represents the munshid). The salience
ofthe ego here is a natural consequent ofthe prevalence of mystical poetry, which tends
to refer to the self in its spiritual journey and relation to the Divine. References to the
Prophet come next, representing the large body ofconventional madih which is
presented even in the most ecstatic mystical contexts (such madih tends to be used
particularly at the beginning and end ofa badra). There are several kinds of"vaguen
spiritual references, which if added together would tally to over 20010 ofthe total; these
too stem from the prevalence ofmystical love poetry. God, the muridin, and the Ahl alBayt (collectively and individually) are also mentioned. But thus tar the picture is not so
different from Jz.
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What strikingly differentiates this hadra from lz is the long list ofsaints outside
the Ah1 al-Bayt, including some relatively obscure local saints, most ofwhom are
mentioned by the first munshid either in his long madad introduction or the conclusion of
his segment. While modernist turuq tend to sharply restrict the number ofsaints
mention~

traditional turuq mention mainly the most famous ones, such as the oqtob,

founders ofthe tariqa lines. In more public contexts (at a mawlid, say), when the
munshid is singing to a diverse crowd representing different turuq, mentioning ofsaints
is more extensive and freer. In this last case, the munshid may mention a particular saint

for any ofthe following reasons:
1) Fame. The saint belongs to the Ah1 al..Bayt, or is the founder ofone ofthe main

tariqa lines. These can always be mentioned.
2) Temporal Proximity. The munshid is performing on or near the mawlid for the saint.
3) Spatial proximity. The munshid is performing in the vicinity (rihab, or saha) ofthe
saint, i.e. in the district ofthe saint's shrine.
4) Connections via the audience. Persons (and especially important persons) in
attendance are connected with the saint (being members ofhis tariqa, or living in his
vicinity).
5) Personal connections. The saint is well-known or beloved to the munshid himself
The saints mentioned thus draws on informal Sufism, being shaped by occasion,
location, audience, and Personal preference and biography.
Bb, being the hadra ofa traditional tariqa (the Bayyumiyya) perfonned at the
periphery ofthat tariqa's control (in the local bayt), and including participants
representing a variety ofdifferent turuq, strongly resembles the "public context" case,
and thus saint referencing here includes examples of all five types, particularly #5;
indeed, taken together the majority represent a kind oftopography ofthe munshid's
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personal relationship to saints of Alexan~ where this particular munsbid lived for
many years.

The saint references in Bh can be divided into the following four categories:
1) Ahl al-Bayt: The Prophet Muhammad, Sayyida Zaynab" Sayyidna aI-Husayn,

Sittina 'A'~ Sidi (; Ali Zayn al-' Abidin, Sittina Fatima Nabawiyya,. Sayyida Nafisa,.
Sayyidna al-Hasan, Sittina (; Atika, Sayyida Ruqayya, Sayyida Sakina. These saints and
others from the family ofthe Prophet are part ofthe common currency of informal
Egyptian Sufism, and might be mentioned by any tariqa without endangering its social-

spiritual boundaries. However" lest the hadra be perceived as unduly concerned with
saint veneration, the modernist tariqa usually mentions only the most prominent of these:
mostly the Prophet" :Hasan and Husayn, Sayyida Zaynab, and sometimes'Ali Zayn aI"Abidin.

2) Saints who founded the major tariqa lines in Egypt: Sidi' Ali al-Bayyumiyya,

Sidi Ahmad aI-Badawi, Sidi Ibrahim al-Dasuqi, Sidi Ahmad al-Rifa'i, Sidi Dandarawi,
c;~e four

aqtab", Abu al-Hasan al-Shadhili. The munshid may mention these in as a

courtesy to members ofthese turuq in attendance, or simply to obtain madad from the
saints. Sidi 'Ali al-Bayyumi"s role is greater than the others, since it is officially his tariqa
which is sponsoring the hadra. The saints are typical1y mentioned by professional
munshidin singing at mawlids, or other public contexts. While the cu1turaI milieu and
traditions oftraditional turuq encourages the cross-listing ofsaints from other lines, this
practice is frowned upon in the modernist groups, for the reasons given above. Inshad of
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a modem Shadbili group (such as the IazuIiyya, or the Hamidiyya Shadhiliyya) rarely
mentions even the Shadhili saints other than Sidi Abu ai-Hasan aI-Shadhili himself
Shaykh Salih did compose qasidas for some ofthe most famous saints (such as Sidi
Ahmad aI-Badawi), but these tend to be sung only on the occasion ofthe mawlid.
3) Great saints closely associated with places: ' Abd ai-Rahim aI-Qinawi (Qina,
Upper Egypt), Sultan al-Fargbal (Abu Tij, near A.ssiut, Upper Egypt), Abu aI-'Ala
(Bulaq" Cairo). Only minor turuq exist in the names ofthese saints, but the saints

themselves are very famous and celebrated with large mawlids. Thus they are more
closely associated with the tradition of saint veneration than with Sufism as a whole.
These saints too would typically be recalled by a professional munshid singing in a public
context in order to obtain madad, particularly ifoccasion or place suggested this.
Modernist groups are unlikely to mention them in badra.
4) Slightly lesser known saints drawn from the munshid's personal experience,
forming a kind of map ofbis inner spiritual topography. While still considered great
saints, these are considerably less famous except in the neighborhood oftheir shrines;
they would not ordinarily be mentioned in a tariqa badra., or even in a public hadra,
unless it took place in their vicinity. Most ofthese saints are buried in Alexandria and
Cairo, the two places where the munsbid (originally from Aswan) has lived for many
years. Thus, taking the Egyptian provinces and cities from north to south, one has:
i)

Alexandria: Sidi aI-Busiri (famous as author ofthe madih "aI-

Burda"), Sidi Makan ai-Din, Sidi Iabir al-Ausari, Sidi Mitwa1Ii, Sidi 'Abd aI-
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R.8zzacb Sidi ai-Dardar, Sidi Yaqut aI-'Arsh. These saints are famous in the
Shadbiliyya tradition.
ii)

Tanta, Gbarbiyya: Sidi 'Abd aI-' AI (first disciple (khaIifa) ofSidi

Ahmad aI-Badawi, founder ofthe Ahmadiyya)
iii)

Cairo: Sidi cAli Mawafi, Sidi Abu aI-'Abbas aI-Dandarawi

(founder of the Dandarawiyy~which is an Idrisiyya branch, like the Ja'fariyya)
iv)

Assiut: Sidi Jalal ai-Din. The hadra Bh took place during his

mawlid, and so he is recalled as elisahib al-farah" (master ofthe party). But the
fact that the munshid recalls him is nevertheless an expression ofms personal
knowledge, since this mawlid is not so large as to be an Egypt-wide occasion.
v)

Aswan: Jabanat Aswan (a reference to all the saints of the

famous cemetery in ~ many ofwhom are represented by cenotaphs rather
than true tombs). The jabana as a whole is not ordinarily mentioned by even

professional munshidin, but this munshid may recall it due to his origins in
Aswan.

The resemblance ofreferencing in Bh to what happens in public badras, as well as
the great contrast between Bh and Bm in this regard, are indicators that referencing in
the Bayyumiyya results from the improvisational dynamics ofplace, time, and personnel.
Besides mentioning the Prophet, the AhI a1-Bayt, and Sidi CAli aI-Bayyumiyya himsel(
there is nothing incumbent upon the munshid, but almost any reference is possible. In
selecting which entities he will reference, as in his selection ofpoetry, the munshid
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attempts to maximize his spiritual-emotional impact, which constitutes a kind of
currency, a "symbolic capital", to be exchanged for nuqut (tips), status, and general
popularity. His freedom to do so, at least within wide limits, results from the fact that
the tariqa as a social group has relinquished control ofbis performative resources. He

fills the resulting strategic vacuum himself: in order to meet his own needs.

In Jz and Jt: on the other hand, much less is left to the munshid's discretion.
References tend to be used to reinforce the tariqa's connection to God, the Prophet

(with references to the Prophet and Ah1 al-Bayt)., and to the shaykh. Rarely there is
mention ofthe qutb-founder ofthe tariqa line (Sidi Abu al-Hasan al-Shadhili and Sidi

Ahmad bin Idris, respectively). References to other saints, which might weaken the
sanctity ofthe tariqa's boundaries and firm centeredness on its own shaykh, tend to be
avoided.

b.

Contextual referellces

I tum finally to the complex-but most interesting-issue ofcontextual references.
Earlier I argued that personal social-spiritual structure is the most characteristic feature
of a tariqa, since the doctrinal dimension is largely shared, at least at the level of practical
belief Furthermore it is the maintenance of some form of centralized and cohesive social
structure which enables the group to function as a unit. Therefore the formation and
maintenance ofa centralized network of personal social-spiritual relations is of utmost
importance if the tariqa is to succeed in maintaining its identity. Foremost in this
network is the founding sbaykh-the charismatic center-as well as a whole hierarchy of
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relations radiating from that center: below him is the siIsi1a adminating in the active
shaykh, and the muridin; above him is the host ofspiritual entities, from saints to Ahl alBayt to Prophet, and finally to God.
I believe that the network ofreferences, including their deictic and attitudinal

contexts, manifested in LP serves as an active paradigm for this network ofsocial..

spiritual relationships so basic to the tariqa. During performance the listener internalizes
this network, and situates himself within it by adopting a role. Furthermore, I believe
that since inshad is the most flexIble and affective aspect of LP in hadra, this network can
be most clearly articulated and practically effective in inshad.

Therefore, when a Sufi shaykh prepares a diwan to be used in his tariqa's hadra,
he is afforded an opportunity to control this network, and thus to shape and maintain the
social structure ofms tariqa. If my theory is correct, the structure ofsuch networks and

the means by which they are deployed in hadra performance should be closely related to
underlying social structures defining the groups, which in turn is influenced by the
strategic position ofthe tariqa in its suuggle for successful existence in the modem
period.
Since the arguments about inshad as a model for social relations are contingent

upon the shaykh as attributed author, analysis is limited to subsets ofthe diwans of Sidi
Jabir and Sbaykh Salih. At any rate, it is only in these two cases that one expects to find
a strategy at work. The network ofreferences in Bm and Bb may also influence the
listeners' social relations to some extent (even if the effect is changed, and weaker, since
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participants know that the text does not represent the voice of Sidi Ali a1-Bayyumiyya),
4:

but such insbad is determined by the munsbid and context, and thus cannot represent any
centrally planned tariqa strategy.
The underlying data here consist oftriplets: referent, attitude, and deictic mode.

Each of these may assume a range ofvariables, resulting in a large number of
combinatioDS. The presentation of data will therefore be selective, while highlighting its
major contours.
I begin by considering references to spiritual entities.
God. The graph titled "References to God (densities)" (Graph 26) presents the

total number of references to God ofeach type, divided by the total number of words,
for each hadra (Jz, Jf). The left segment ofthe graph divides all references to God into
the five attitudinal themes: L (love), P (praise), S (supplication), M (mystical
experience), E (exhortation, Le. to muridin about God). Each value represents the sum
ofthe given theme combining the two deietic modes 2 (second person reference) and 3
(third person reference). The right segment ofthe graph divides aU references to God
into the two deietic modes, 2 and 3; here an themes are combined together. At the far
right, the total number ofreferences is plotted. Thus, for each tariqa the sums ofall
rows and columns oftbe full variable table are plotted.:
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The data indicate that Iz greatly exceeds Ifin mentioning God in an attitude of
love, while the reverse is the case for supplication. The rate ofpraise is somewhat higher
in If The mystical attitude occurs only in Jz, and rates for exhortation are roughly equal.
Turning to the right segment ofthe graph, one notes that direct reference (2nd person) is
much higher in It: while indirect reference (3rd person) is much higher in Iz. The total
reference rate is somewhat higher in If The graph ''References to God (%)" (Graph 27)
provides much the same picture (Here values have all been normalized with respect to
the total reference rate for each tariqa, so that values for the attitudes (L'p,S,M,E) add
to lOOOA., and values for the modes (2,3) also add to IOOOA.. This normalization is useful
when comparing two cases whose total reference rates are very different.)
The Prophet and AbI al-Bayt. The graph titled ''References to Prophet and Ahl
al-Bayt (densities)" (Graph 28) presents the total number ofreferences to the Prophet or
members ofthe Ahl al-Bayt ofeach type, divided by the total number ofwords, for each
hadra. Iz references to this group ofentities is dominated by love and praise, while Ifis
dominated by praise, with rates in the supplication and love categories nearly equalling
those ofIz in love and praise. Both turuq favor 3rd person over 2nd, though Jfby a
greater margin, and the total reference rate is much higher-almost double-for If For
this reason it is useful to glance at the normaliZ«! rates, "References to Prophet and Ahl

al...Bayt (%)" (Graph 29). This data shows that relative to the total reference rate for
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each case~ Iz greatly exceeds If in the attitude oflove" while Ifexceeds Jz slightly in
praise; Jfgreatly exceeds Jz in supplication.

Ambiguous spiritual entity. The graph titled "References to ambiguous entity
(densities)''' (Graph 30) presents information about the ambiguous spiritual entity in the
same format. Here a significant contrast emerges. While Iz refers to this entity

frequently" Jfvirtually never does. Indeed the total Iz rate is much higher than that for
either God or Prophet!Ahl al-Bayt. This entity is addressed most often with the attitude
oflove, but also the mystical or supplicatory mode may be used, and it is addressed more
often in the 2nd person than in the 3rd. These facts signify a key difference between the
two turuq. Whereas virtually all the references in If poetry are clear cut" Jz is more likely
to address an ambiguous spiritual entity (which could be interpreted as God, the Prophet,
a saint, or the shaykh) than any other. It is a variable teI1l1,. which allows the poetry to be
flexibly interpreted depending on the listener's level and context.
Totals for spiritual entities. In "Total references to all spiritual entities"
(Graphs 31,32)" which combines God,. Prophet!AhI al-Bayt, and ambiguous spiritual
entities" one can clearly see that Iz favors love and praise" whereas Iffavors praise and
supplication. Both favor 3rd over 2nd person, but more so in Jf

Listenen. Next I examine the ways in which the authors address their listeners
in the text. ''References to listeners (densities)" and ''References to listeners (%)"
(Graphs 33,34) break down such references in the same ways we have seen earlier. In
the It: the dominant attitude is exhortative, fonowed by praise; whereas in Jz it is love,
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followed by exhortation. In both cases direct (2nd person) references are preferred, but
by a slightly greater margin in Jz.
Ego. It is important to consider as well how the shaykh represents himself in the
text. In "References to listeners and ego (densities)" (Graph 35) it becomes clear that in
absolute terms Sidi JabiI' is far more "present" in his poetry than Shaykh Salih is in his more than twice as much so.

'~eferences to

listeners and ego (%y' (Graph 36) shows

the same data in a normalized form. We see that in both badras most ofthe references
are in the singular first person. In the remainder, Sidi Jabir favors the second person,
while Sbaykh Salih favors the third.

This data on referencing is summarized in the final two graphs, "Total references
to all entities (densities)" (Graph 37) and "Total references to all entities (%)" (Graph
38). Here we see again that while the poetry ofShaykh SaIih is overwhelmingly focusses
on the Prophet and Ahl al-Bayt, Sidi Jabir divides his references more evenly, mostly
referring to the "ambiguous" mystical entity, secondarily to himself and the Prophet!Ahl

aI-Bayt.

In the theoretical section, I argued that the network ofreferences in insbad texts
provides a model for the social-spiritual relations in the tariqa, which more than any
other factor constitutes the core ofits identity, as well as representing an important
aspect ofthe tariqa's strategy for adaptation to modern conditions ofexistence.

The

foregoing analysis ofreferencing in these texts enables a tentative sketch ofthe topology
ofthese networks. We then see that there is indeed a homology between the network of
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references in the text, the actual (and normative) social-spiritual structure ofthe group,

and the doctrinal values embodied in them. I will now compare Jfand Jz.
The textual model in Ifis primarily orthodox and hierarchical. God tends to be
referenced directly (2nd more than 3rd person), but is distant (supplication/praise) and
invoked infrequently (density 0.047). The Prophet and the AhI al-Bayt are referenced
less directly, are only slightly less distant (praise dominates), and are invoked far more
frequently (density 0.172). The listener tends to be addressed directly, using a distancing
attitude ofexhortation, but is less present (density 0.048). The ego is also less present
(density 0.054), and tends to be referenced impersonally using 3rd person, as well as
singular 1st person; much rarer is plural 1st person. Nearly all referents are clearly
identified; there is no ambiguity in their boundaries; the ambiguous entity is negligible.
The textual model presented in Jz presents a very different appearance.
Compared to It: God is referenced much less directly and slightly less frequently (density
0.038), but is much closer than in Jt: references occurring primarily in the contexts of
love and praise. The Prophet and Ahl al-Bayt follow this pattern as well, being
referenced with a lower density (0.09), less directness, but greater closeness (love and
praise). But what is especially significant here is the fact that both God and the
Prophet!AhI al-Bayt are here approximately equidistant from the ego. Instead ofGod
being a remote figure referenced through supplication, and the Ah1 al-Bayt-somewhat
closer-referenced via praise (as in If), here one finds both God and the AhI aI-Bayt being
referenced through approximately the same attitudes, focussing on love. But their lower
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density~

as well as their greater tendency to be referenced via the 3rd person mode?

reduces their prominence in the spiritual sphere as compared to Jf Much more
prominent is the highly present li'ambiguous" entity (density 0.128), which is practically
non-existent in Jf But here patterns ofreferencing suggest it to be the dominant
spiritual force: closer than God or the Ahl al-Bayt, and addressed more directly. The ego

is far more present (density 0.116) than in Jt: and is invoked almost three times as often
using the plural first person mode. Fmally, the listener entity exhibits a presence (density
.043) slightly less than that in Jt: but rather than continually being exhorted the
referential attitude is also frequently in the context ofthemes oftove and mysticism.
Therefore the textual listener entity draws closer to the ego.
These reference networks are modulated by the pragmatics oftheir performance

in hadra, which I consider briefly here (pragmatics is taken up more generally in the
following section). The JazuIiyya perform mostly group insbad and solo inshad;
occasionally there is responsorial iDshad as wen. The Ja'fariyya perform only
responsorial inshad. Jazuliyya group inshad promotes listener identification with the
textual ego, due to the filet that usually everyone perfonns together; in Jazuliyya solo
inshad, listener interpretation varies depending on the network of references provided by
the text, and the listener himself However, the pragmatics ofJalifariyya responsorial
inshad clearly biases listener identification toward the textual listener role, since the bulk
ofthe congregation is required to sing a response part (madbbab), which usually contains
very little textual ego (often consisting merely ofa standard religious formula, such as
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the tah/il)., while listening to solo munshidin performing Sbaykh Salih's text. Since these
munshidin-sitting at the front ofthe group-metaphorically occupy the teacher-role of
Shaykh Salih himself: it is natural for the remainder ofthe congregation to adopt the
textual listener role.
There is an additional complexity in responsorial insbad when the refrain and
main poem are two different texts. This occurs in both Ifand Jz. There is then the

possibility of two distinct textual ego roles. In Jftwo qasidas are performed with refrains
requesting madad from Shaykh SaIih: see #78, and # 15 (both ofwhich supplicate Shaykh
Salih as mediator to the Prophet). For instance, in the latter the following lines occur

(see Appendix):
m

Madad, oh Jaco~ madad

1

Oh great of stature, oh you whose
ability
I came asking my God for a glance

2

from the Prophet ofGod give us
help
is high above all ranks:

p

ofbeauty from you, oh best Prophet

ps

s

While the madbbab (labeUed COm') addresses Sbaykh Salih, the poem itself
addresses the Prophet in the voice of Shaykh Salih. Thus there are two distinctive ego
roles. The refrain contains a distinctive ego role representing the murid, not the shaykh.
Since the chorus will naturally adopt the textual ego role ofthe response, they will also
adopt the textual listener role ofthe main poem, for the latter's ego role is Sbaykh S~
and the chorus cannot assume two different egos.

In Jz, the song which begins "Oh his beauty" ("Ya Iamaluh") consists ofone of
Sidi Jabir's qasidas, to which bas been added a refrain (madbbab) expressing love for the
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shaykh. The following son& beginning ~'The high is always high, oh father" ("81- ~ Ali ~ Ali
Yaba'') achieves the same effect by intertwining praise ofthe shaykh with another of Sidi
Jabir's qasidas. Note that in both cases the interpolated material comes from popular
songs: in the first case a traditional Sa~idi wedding song in the second a popular
Muhammad Munir song. But despite the contrast (in both style and attn'bution) between
sacred material written by the shaykh and a popular sonI, the two textual egos flow
together, due to the presence ofan ambiguous ~~other" in the main poem, which may be
associated with Sidi Jabir himself: Thus consider the lines from Jz:
I
2

Oh his &3 beauty, ob his &3 beauty
Oh hadi9 %2 of the lovers, %3 (ob
his &3 beauty) sins %2 and make
%2 us *2 sing

Sidi S~ &3 oh his &3 beauty
sina %2 to the one *3 who yearns..
(ob his &3 beauty) sma %2 our *2
songs (9, music)

P
Is

The first is a refrain line (borrowed from an Upper Egyptian wedding song),
while the second is a line from Sidi Jabir (except for the inserted "ob his beauty''). But
bere the referent "badi ofthe lovers", being ambiguous, could easily be interpreted as
referring to Sidi Salim himself Thus the listener may identify with the main poem's
textual ego even when there is a responsori81 refrain taken from a different text entirely.
Furthermore, even when added refrains would tend to cause the listener to
identifY with the listener role, there is a clear contrast between the two turuq in that
whereas the added lazuli refrain expresses love for the sbay~ the added la'fari refrain
expresses an attitude of suppHcation, praise, and respect. Thus performance supports
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the underlying personal social structure ofthe tariq~ which is typified by horizontal
bonds in the former case, vertical bonds in the latter.
How can one interpret these findings?
The Jfmodel wen-represents the standard "Sunnin or orthodox scheme for Sufi
spiritual-social relations. God is petitioned directly, but He is distant compared to the
intercessors (the Prophet and Ahl aI-Bayt), who occupy the chasm. lying between the ego
and God in the hierarchy. However these tend to be praised indirectly more than
petitioned directly, since the latter attitude is regarded as heretical by the orthodoxy.
Praise (like blessings, salawat) implies petition, but without stating this fact overtly. This
poetry is didactic; accordingly, the listener is invoked in order to exhort him, and thus
the listener is placed in a clearly inferior position with respect to the ego. The listener is
further distanced from the ego by the fact that the ego rarely refers to himselfusing the
deictic mode offirst person plural.
In performance, the listener is far more likely to adopt the '1i!eral" listener role
rather than the "metaphoric" ego role, for several reasons: (1) the ego-role is only
weakly present in the text, (2) the ego-role is often explicitly connected to Shaykh Salih
by name, particularly at the end ofeach poem, (3) the ego-role is rarely referenced using
an inclusive "we" which would encourage listener identification, (4) the listener-role is
usually explicitly present as the recipient ofexhortation, (S) pragmatically the munshid
soloists adopt the ego role, but the bulk ofthe congregation is discouraged from doing
so by being required to sing the refrain, which ordinarily does not feature Shaykh Salih's
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ego role. If the refrain is in fact a distinct text supplicating or praising Sbaykh S~ the
congregation is certain to adopt the listener role. This choice is also reinforced by their
pragmatic status as listeners passively responding to the munshid soloists, whose
metaphorical position is parallel to that of Sbaykh Salih while he was alive.
Because all referents are unambiguous and hierarchical, the text tends to
reinforce the same hierarchical, vertical set ofsocial-spiritual relations for every listener.
This social world-view can be summarized as follows: the listener (adopting the role of

textual listener) is clearly subservient to the shaykh, who in tum is clearly subservient to
the Ahl al-Bayt and the Prophet. These in tum are subservient to God. Although one
may petition God directly, the path of greatest efficacy (and this is echoed in Sbaykh
Salih's writings, as we have seen) is via intermediaries: the shaykh, and the AhI al-Bayt.
This is the vertical social-spiritual hierarchy which is enacted in hadra.
Therefore, if one can accept the hypothesis that communal performance ofthe
textual paradigm for social-spiritual relations tends to reinforce such relations for
participants, Performance ofsuch texts appear as a strategy which does several important
things:
•

Evokes Shaykh Salih himself: not only by presenting his ideas assertionally, but also
evoking him through the set ofspiritual-social relations which defined him: as
preacher to his followers, as servant of God and follower ofthe Prophet. His
particular charisma is thereby reinforced. Such an evocation is important since
Shaykh Salih is most important to tariqa identity.
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•

Asserts and affirms the orthodox character ofJa'fariyya Sufism as manifested in its
spiritual-social relations, which are hierarchical and unambiguous; there is no blurring
ofboundaries between the human and the metaphysical realms, and spiritual entities
too are clearly delimited. Working together with the tariqa's close association with
al-Azhar, and the public nature ofits hadras, this feature is important to reaffirms the
group"s identity, as well as attracting members who share this world-view, guarding
against reproachful Sufi. critics.

•

Experientially binds the mood into those hierarchical social-spiritual relations which
constitute the group- Specifically, the text places him in a clearly subordinate role

with regard to the shaykh, through whom he establishes relations with the spiritual
universe modelled on those ofthe shaykh. The shaykh is established as the critical
intermediary, the linchpin binding the tariqa together.
•

By a metaphorical extension from the spiritual to the social, LP establishes the
general centrality ofdistant vertical relationships in the tariqa. These relationships
are presented in the texts as a vertical ascending hierarchy of murid, Shaykh Salih,
Abl aI-Bayt, Proph~ God. These relationships can be applied and replicated
metaphorically to reinforce the vertical relationships ofstatus inequality throughout
the tariqa. Thus the vertical relationship between Shaykh Salih and a murid
established by LP is replicated as a relation between Shaykh 'Abd al-Gbani and the
murid, or between any preacher and the mood.
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•

Thus reinforces the core personal social structure ofthe group-in which the vertical
relation is primary-and so reinforces the group's essential basis for existence. Not
only is the identity ofthe group, as expressed in its social structure, emphasized in
performance; it is also put into practice.

•

Maintains a public aspect whose iDfluence can radiate influence beyond the strict

bounds of membership. The filet that listeners take the listener role., distant from
Shaykh S~ means that the performance does not bind members into a closely knit
solidarity. The group is not highly reified.. or differentiated from the out-group.
Anyone Muslim from outside the tariqa admiring Shaykh Salih might just as wen
identify with the listener role, and thus be incorporated in the network of
relationships, because adopting that role does not imply belonging to the social
solidarity., but merely accepting a relation ofrespect toward Shaykh Salih. This
property helps the tariqa to maintain its position as a central social institution, rather
than a closed fraternity.
•

But performance does create group centralization and solidarity, based on the
principle ofhierarchy and vertical relations centered on a shaykh, which is necessary
not only for its identity, but also in order to continue to control itselfstrategically.
On the other band, the Iz model represents a far more heterodox scheme for Sufi

spiritual-social relations. Spiritual entities are not arrayed hierarchically, but rather are
clustered together, nearer the ego, bound by the attitudinal theme oflove. Both the
Prophet!Ahl aI-Bayt and God are approximately equidistant from the ego along the
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attitudinal hierarchy. But God and the Prophet!Ab1 al-Bayt are overshadowed by the
strong presence ofan "ambiguous entity", lacking specificity. It is the relation between
the strongly present ego and this 4;'ambiguous" entity which is frequently foregrounded in
the text. The poetry is not didactic so much as expressive~ the textual listener is far less
frequently invoked for the sake ofexhortation than to catch him up in this expressive
feeling, and the ego frequently employs the deictic mode offirst person plural to do so.
Therefore the textual listener draws near to the ego, which appears as rePresenting the
group, rather than towering over it. AIl these aspects oftextual referencing tend to
reduce distances between entities, negating the notion ofhierarchy.
What happens to this model when performed in hadra? If the listener adopts the

textual listener role, he will generally be positioned near the ego, due to their close
relation in the model. But the listener may also identify with the ego role (representing
Sidi Jabir) more frequently than in Jt: for several reasons: (1) the listener role is less
distanced from the ego by the theme ofexhortation and didacticism; (2) the ego is highly
present, yet seems to represent "'every Sufi", since Sidi Jabir tends not to name himself;
(3) the ego is frequently referenced in the first person pltll1lL thus naturally tending to
include the listener in its scope; (4) the presence ofa strong ambiguous entity which may
represent Sidi Jabir (this point is explained below)~ (5) generally listeners either sing the
entire text (and hence have the opportuDity to make a pragmatic identification with the
ego role), or listen; it is less common for listeners to participate by performing a refrain
which separates them from the textual ego, as is the case in Jt; (6) texts written by Sidi
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Iabir may be intertwined with others which address ~ so as to explicitly shift the
ambiguous entity to Sidi Iabir bimseIf (as in the above example~ 'COh his beauty").
Unlike If, the Iz textual model includes a dominant ('ambiguous" entity oflow
specificity~ which

must be interpreted by real listeners in performance. This entity is

most likely to be interpreted by listeners as representing one or more of God, the
Proph~

the Ah1 al-Bayt, Sidi Jabir~ or Sidi Salim. The ambiguous entity exists in a

spiritually close relation to the ego. Therefore~ whatever entity it is interpreted to be will

also be regarded as close to the ego~ close to a ''horizontal'' relation. If it is interpreted

to represent God, the Proph~ or the Ahl al-Bayt, then those entities draw closer than
they would otherwise be. If it is interpreted as Sidi Iabir, then the role ofego cannot be

occupied by him as wea and the listener will step in to fill this role~ identifying with the
cT' ofthe text to address Sidi Iabir. In this case, a close bond is suggested between the
listener and Sidi Jabir.
While the clear-cut textual model ofIfappears to allow almost no divergence in
interpretation, the Iz model may be interpreted differently by different listeners. Not all
listeners will adopt the same role (i.e. some may adopt the ego role, while others may
adopt the listener role), and not all listeners will interpret the ambiguous entity in the
same way. In performance, then, the Iz textual paradigm suggests a set ofcriss-erossing,
tangled relationships, as different participants establish different relationships with
different entities. Rather than the neatly ordered hierarchy in If with its commonly
agreed-upon vertical relationships which define the group, here we have a confusion of
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horizontal relationships. One listener may identify with the ego role" and assign the
ambiguous entity to Sidi Jabir. Another may assign it to the Ahl al-Bayt, or to God. All
ofthese entities may be addressed in the same way, at the same level of distance from the
ego. Some listeners may assume the listener role. Indeed the same listener may make
multiple assignments during the hadra, suggesting a kind ofequivalence ofterms at
some deeper level. Divisions between these terms are blurred, or become unimportant.
This listener-dependence means that it is imposSIble to state a single specific
spiritual-social order suggested by the textual model. But in general one may summarize

this situation as cohesive and non-hierarchical. Adopting the ego role suggests a close
relation with Sidi Jabir (as the nominal possessor ofthis role), but adopting the listener
role also places one close to him,. by virtue ofthe close relation between ego and listener

in the text. When the listener places himself in the ego role, there is a sense of extreme
closeness with the ambiguous entity which may even lead to a sense ofthe boundaries
dissolving between them. The spiritual entities-God,. Prophet, Ahl aI-Bayt-are all
relatively close to the ego, and may also substitute for the ambiguous entity, which is
even closer, and by means ofwhich they draw near each other. The closeness of alI
listeners to Sidi Jabir in performance means that they also draw near to each other,
forming communal bonds ofsolidarity. In the most esoteric interpretation, the humanspiritual entities (the Ahl al-Bayt, Sidi Jabir) are actually substitutable for each other,
since all reflect the light ofthe Prophet, which comes from God; all are from one
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essential substance and-tinally-that even the listener himself may dissolve his
individuality in the ocean oftheir being. to
To summarize, if communal performance ofthe textual paradigm for socialspiritual relations reinforces such relations for participants, then the performance of such
texts is strategic in the following ways:
•

Evokes Sidi Jabir, presenting him not only via the assenion of his ideas, but as he
defined himself as a nexus within a set ofspiritual-social relations. These relatioDS to

some extent comprise the unique qualities of his charisma, and in stating th~ his
charismatic qualities are reinforced. The affirmation of sbaykh and his charisma is
critical to maintenance oftariqa identity.
•

Affirms group identity, as represented in its core spiritual-social relations.. which are

horizontal and often ambiguous. Such relations suggest a mystical attitude: that the
strict hierarchy indicated by Shari'a can be suffused with love which brings
everything close, even to the point ofa mystical unity at the level ofbaqiqa, at which
all boundaries begin to fade. Underneath the separateness of God, the Prophet, the
Ahl aI-Bayt, the saints is a higher unity, an esoteric truth. This is an important feature
ofperformance which draws members who are predisposed to such a world-view.
While this world-view may also draw criticism ofthe orthodoxy, the tariqa's niche
lies far from the conservative parts ofthe Islamic field; it does not aim to attract
scholars of al-Azhar and other more traditional Muslims. Presentation ofsuch a
"heterodox" social structure is balanced by the tariqa's emphasis on Shari'a in its
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mudbakara sessions. The fact that performance takes place in a relatively private
setting also protects the group from outside criticism.
•

Experientially binds the murid into the social-spiritual relations which constitute the
group, allowing him to construct his own personal relationships within the web of
social relations suggested by the text. Through performance oftexts, the individual
murid is molded into the group's cohesive non-hierarchical solidarity. The listeners
are brought close to the shaykh (whether they adopt the textual ego role, or textual
listener role), and therefore close to each other. Outsiders cannot simply enter into
these relationships, since they involve an intimate relation with the shaykh. A strong
in-group solidarity is therefore created, and the group is reified as a social unit.

•

Gives listeners the possibility ofa more immediate mystical relation to spiritual
entities. Here there is a contrast with the Ja"fariyya, in which everyone is forced into
the same vertically organiz,ed roles as a means ofasserting the orthodox view. The
Jazuliyya approach encourages exercise ofindividual spiritual capacities, each

according to his ability; not everyone is on the same level. The relationships
presented by Sidi Jabir's texts are interpretable and flexible, according to the spiritual
level ofthe murid. Yet, however listeners choose to interpret, the group is
reinforced, since relationships between all entities are close.
•

By a metaphorical extension from the spiritual to the social, LP establishes the

general centrality ofintimate horizontal social relationships within the tariqa.
Horizontal relations ofLP can be applied metaphorically to social relations in the
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tariqa. Thus if the mood is close to the sbaykh in LP., he will feel close to his fenow
muridin in the tariqa.

•

Thus performance establishes a centralized and cohesive social structure, based on
essentially horizontal relationships, which provides the possibility ofthe group's
strategic control of itself Whereas in Jfa distance between listeners and shaykh is
maintained, serving metaphorically to create a hierarchical social structure, here the

group is tightly bound through primarily horizontal relationships into a communal
solidarity with sharp boundaries.
6.

Sources: intertextuality and authority

I argued earlier that intertextual connections are an important source ofpower in

LP., because such connections evoke another text or set oftexts., with its own range of
associated meanings (including those derived from its contexts ofperformance or
presentation), any ofwhich may come to bear in performance. In the section on sonic
variables I discussed the related phenomenon of interality, the connections between
performative styles., such that a performance may create meaning by invoking the stYles
(and their associated meanings) to which it is connected. Here I examine the texts
themselves, their sources and intertextual relations, and the consequences ofsuch
relations on the effects and efficacy ofLP in badra. Such connections may serve to
generate meaning in performance which is not apparently contained in the assertions
which comprise it.
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A related topic is the authority ofa text, by which I mean the creative forces
which are perceived to lie behind the text itselt: and the sense of power they confer on
textual performance. By the term "authority'1t I include the attributed author ofthe text1t
the author's perceived authority, the consequent authority perceived to be inherent in the

text itself: and the sense of its authorization in performance. Like intertextual relations,
connections to creative forces and the significance they bestow upon texts serves to
generate meaning in performance which cannot necessarily be predicted from a detailed
consideration ofwhat the text actually says.

II.

Ban"miyy.

The principal texts in Bayyumiyya hadra LP are fawatih, ad'iyya, hizb, dhilcr1t and
inshad. Texts used in fawatih and ad'iyya are standard, tailored slightly to the
Bayyumiyya hadra in their mention ofBayyumiyya saints. But there is no particular
source or authorization other than the standard Islamic and Sufi tradition. The dhilcr
formulas used were explicitly authorized by Sidi 'Ali al-Bayyumiyya, and thus their
performance carries the weight ofthe tariqa founder. However such formulas are not
particular to Sidi 'Ali, and can be found in many other turuq as well. More interesting is
an analysis of intertextuality and authority with respect to hizb and inshad.
The Bayyumiyya bizb used in hadra (aJ-hizb aJ-saghir, the small bizb) is one of
two bizbs (the other is aJ-hizb al./rQbir, the large hizb) composed by Sidi 'Ali aIBayyumiyy~

and preserved in liturgical booklets. These hizbs are authorized by Sidi 'Ali

(at least, according to tradition and popular understanding) for use in personal and
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corporate worship. The him carries with it the authority ofSidi 'Ali, and thus serves to
reinforce the founder's presence in the hadra and to unequivocally identifY the hadra as
Bayyumiyya Indeed, performance of this him is often the only truly distinctive feature
in a Bayyumiyya hadra, distinguishing it from any ofthe other traditional turuq. On the

other hand, the bizb does not carry the personal voice ofthe founder; Sidi "Ali is really
the compiler and authorizer more than the writer ofthis text, which consists almost
entirely ofQur'anic passages. It is said that he composed the him by gathering together
all Qur'anic verses mentioning the concept of tawhid (the unity ofGod); only the

ordering and selection ofthese verses is the work of Sidi 'Ali. Thus performance ofbizb

carries the weight ofthe Qur'an and the most central concept of Islam within it. From
this perspective, the hizb could be said to be carrying the authority of God Himself:
The existence and use ofa distinctive him, composed by the tariqa founder, but
ultimately sanctioned by the Qur'an, is a common strategy in nearly all Sufi orders. By
reciting such a hizb in badra, participants are reaffirming their commitment to a particular
Sufi tradition, and indirectly their commitment to each other as well, as bound by a
common affiliation. This was apparently a decision by Sidi cAli himself: according to
present-day members who say that the original badra followed the same format. Striking
is the omission ofhizbs from the Ahmadi tradition from which Sidi cAli came; in
composing his own hizb he reveals his intent to establish an independent tariqa (though
he acknowledged his own predecessors, and they appear in his official biographies
today). However this strategy dates from the time ofthe founder, over two hundred
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years ago, and does not represent a particular adaptation to the modern period.
Furthermore~

the bizb is unquestioningly inherited from the past more easily than any

other aspect of performance, because it is recorded in pra~er books as weD as performed
in hadra. Therefore it seems reasonable to assume that the use ofbizb in the Bayyumiyya

badra, whatever function it may provide for asserting group identity, emphasizing Sidi
'Ali as center, and maintaining cohesiveness, does not represent an active group-level

strategy, but rather hysteresis.
The absence of strategy is much more manifest, ofcourse, in iDsbad. Inshad
performed during hadra depends almost entirely upon the munshidin-their repertoire,
and their particular inspiration in performanee-together with whatever contextual effects
place and participants exert upon them, since there is no official tariqa repertoire at all.
These munshidin are frequently not Bayyumiyya members, and since there is in any case
no requirement for them to be so, the insbad they perform is further de-authorized as
coming from outside the tariqa. This lack ofauthority by no means implies that inshad is
less effective, only that it does not cany the particular stamp ofthe Bayyumiyya tariqa.

By the same token, ofcourse, the freedom and lack ofauthorization ofiDsbad performed
in hadra means that it does not carry out any group-level tariqa strategy.
Where do the inshad texts come from? Whether they are Bayyumiyya or not,

munshidin are frequently semi-professional, performing inshad at popular religious or
social occasions such as mawlids and weddings. Therefore insbad texts used in the tariqa
are drawn from the common stock ofinsbad performed at such occasions, which tends
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toward folk poetry forms (especiaJly the mawwal) as well as Sufi poetry in the common
domain ofinformal Sufism. These poems tend to be well-known., and are not associated

with any particular tariqa, though they may carry regional or class distinctions. Use of
these forms gives the Bayyumiyya hadra an open feeling; it shares so much with the
badras performed by other groups or in public occasions that nearly anyone with Sufi
experience would find it fiuniliar, and thus participation can easily become ecumenical (as
we observed in Bh). But the lack oftextual authority which enables such openness is
most definitively not strategic; on the contrary, by not supporting the tariqa's
boundaries, it indirectly tends to decrease the tariqa's distinctive identity.

6.

JllDIliyytl

The central Jazuliyya hadra, ofwhich Jz is an example, contains him, solo inshad,
group inshad, speeches, dhikr, ad'iyya, and fawatih. As in the case ofthe Bayyumiyya,
there is nothing particularly distinctive about the latter three types. Dbikr texts, adapted
from the Qur'amc, Throne Verse (Ayat al-Kursi), are taken from the standard Shadhili
tradition. Their use thus affirms the tariqa's basis in the Qur'an, as wen as its connection
to the ShadhiUyya generally. However these dhikr formulae are also used in many other
turuq. While Sidi Jabir may have selected them. in order to assert his ShadhjJj identity,
their use may also reflect an unchallenged inheritance from the past (hysteresis). Ad'iyya
and fawatih, which in any case have a relatively low profile in the hadra as a whole,
resemble the standard Sufi tradition, and there are no particular intertextual or authorial
associations which lend them. special significance in hadra.
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Several hizbs are authorized by prayer books and employed in hadra, including
four composed by Sidi Iabir (aJ-Da 'wa aJ-RabbaniyJ!d 1, Hizb aI-Nt", Hizb al-Mu'min,

Hizb al-Fath)., and one by Sidi Abu ai-Hasan al-Shadhili (Hizb al-Nasr) (a chapter from
the Qur'an,. '''Va Sinn, may also be used). The authority ofthe tariqa founder is present

in all ofthese, since it was he who authorized their use in the tariqa. More important is
the fact that he composed four ofthem. These indicate a deliberate attempt, as in the
case ofSidi 'Ali al-Bayyumiyya and many other tariqa founders, to create a new tariqa

via a ritual break from the past. What is distinctively modem is Sidi Jabir's development
of a new style ofhizb.
While Hizb al-Nur, Hizb al-Mu'min, and Hizh al-Fath are compositions of Sidi
Jabir., they are also traditional, in the sense that they employ mostly conventional
formulations of saJawat (requests for God to bless the Prophet), adhlcar (conventional
religious formulas sanctioned by hadith), lasabih (glorifications ofGod), ad'iyya
(supplications)., and excerpts from the Qur'an. Only the ordering ofthese traditional
elements can be attributed to Sidi Jabir. Through such intertextuallinks, these texts thus
find an authorization beyond him, in the Islamic tradition as a whole., and in the
Revelation of God. This is a conventional strategy employed by nearly all Sufi shaykhs

in their hizbs and other prayers, as a means ofresolving the conflict between the new
(required to establish identity) and the old (required for legitimization).
More unique is his poem, aI-Da 'wa al-Rabbaniyya, which is probably recited by
the tariqa more often than any other hizb. Other tuIuq founders have written similar
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poems, but usually do not employ them as bizb in the hadra. I have already called
attention to the fact that the poetic form ofthis bizb enables a much higher level of
emotion to develop through sonic performance resembling insbad. But the resemblance
to insbad-and contrast with traditional hizb material-is semantic as well. Like the hizbs,
the poem is generally directed to God, filled with supplications (atJ'iyya) and
glorifications. But rather than the standard requests for blessings on the Prophet,
forgiveness, success, and guidance, this hizb resonates with the mystical Sufi poetic
tradition, including the fonowing supplications (not consecutive):
•
•

•

I begin with the Name of God, I appeal to my Lord to reveal the hidden secrets of
the high places
By Your Name, the Mer~ the Compassionate, the King, unite the hearts ofthe
worlds with my heart.
Immerse me in the sea of the [Divine] Attnbutes, with grace, so that I may regard, in
the light ofyour light, my light
(aI-Jazuli 1993b: 10-13)
Such overtly mystical themes in a poetic form contrast completely with the

traditional hizb materials. This him is not authorized by use of Qur'anic or other
traditional language, but rather expresses the voice of Sidi Jabir in poetic form,
resonating intertextually with other lines ofhis mystical poetry, and with mystical poetry

in general. Its use may be regarded as an innovative strategy serving to center the tariqa
on Sidi Jabir. Breaking Sufi traditions so as to cut links to the past, this hizb also helps to
create a new Sufism for the modem period, with strong appeal to the more mystically
inclined. The flexibility of poetry, freed from traditional language employed by most
bizbs, enables a greater degree offlexibility in fonning the group through performance.
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It is only one instance ofmore general patterns in this tariqa, to displace traditional ritual
language with more potent communicative and affective forms.
Intertextual relations and authority in hadra speech is more overtly strategic.
Speech in the hadra focusses on a number oftraditional topics, including Qur'an. Hadith.,
and fiqh (Islamic law). The texts recited or discussed in connection with such topics
suggest intertexual relations with the Islamic pedagogical tradition as a whole. The
centrality ofthis tradition is evidently strategic at the group level, for both social and

spiritual goals. It serves to ground the tariqa firmly in the fundamentals of Shari'a, thus
providing a balance to the group's more mystical and emotional practices, such as the
use ofmusic and ecstasy. In this way, the tariqa reinforces its claims to be combine
Shari'a and Haqiqa. It thus defends itselfagainst critics, both outside the group, and
(potentially) inside12, as well as helping to draw in new members.
Sufism is also included in mudhakara, but all overtly Sufi topics evoke Sidi Jabir
through intertextuality. Sometimes someone in the group may recite one of Sidi Jabir's
essays from the bookRosa'i/ Sufiyya (Sufi treatises), followed by commentaries,
questions, and discussions concerning the passage recited. Or one of Sidi Jabir's poems
(often that which has just been sung as inshad) may be discussed. In any Sufi discussion
members are likely to invoke the writings of Sidi Jabir. The result of such practices is to
invoke Sidi Jabir's presence in the badra, and thus to authorize the proceedings with the
stamp ofhis personality, whether or not the content ofms poems and essays is complete
original to him.
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But it is in insbad that the founder's authority and literary voice is most
prominent. Most insbad performed in badra-nearly all group insbad-is taken from Sidi
Jabir's diW8J1, although the solo munshid may also draw on other material as he sees fit.
Use ofthese poems is authorized by the founder., and thus carries a special weight in
performance., unlike the Bayyumiyya for whom all inshad is taken from a wide-open
general repertoire. Stylistically such inshad resembles the light but ecstatic poetry of a
Sufi poet such as al-Shushtari. While not all poems contain overtly mystical elements
(many poems develop themes ofconventional Islamic madih), the poetry of Sidi Jabir

steers clear ofthe lofty and conservative madih odes characteristic of mainstream Islamic
insbad (as in the Ja'fariyya). Using a lighter style, Sidi Jabir is better able to
communicate to a generation who received their education in secular schools and
universities, rather than through the traditional Islamic system ofal-Azhar. He thereby

sacrifices the authority provided by the traditional high Arabic language preferred by
Islam, but this separation also frees him from the constraints which such an authority

would impose, as well as enabling him to make his tariqa appeal to a broader range of
people.
While the themes expressed in Sidi Jabir's essays and poems may not be unique,
his textual voice is unique, and well-known to the muridin. By repeating these texts, the
founder's unique charisma is kept alive, and that charisma helps to reaffirm the
centralization and cohesion ofthe group. While more conservative Sufi forces may
criticize some ofthe themes employed, this separation also bas its advantages, because it
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supports members' conceptions oftheir tariqa as something unique, stemming from the
genius of Sidi Jabir himself:
c.

JaY'tuiyya

The pattern ofintertex:tuality and authority in Ja'fariyya hadra texts represents a
very different strategy from that ofthe Jazuliyya.
The initial bizb recitation in the Thmsday evening hadra (ofwhich If is an
example) comprises two different texts. The first is the initial segment ofa work of
Shaykh Salih al-la'fari., Kanz a/-Nafahat, comprising mainly saJawat. This Kanz. which
is recited in its entirety during the smaller Sunday evening ha~ is a traditional Sufi
devotion, composed primarily of sa/awat for the Prophet, and ad'iyya to God. Nearly
all ofits contents conforms to mainstream orthodox Islamic tradition, if not to the more

radical fundamentalism ofmodem Islamic reformers. The name itselfappears as an
intertextua1 reference to the primary source ofhizb on Thursday evenings, the Kanz a/Sa 'ada of Sidi Ahmad bin Idris, Shaykh SaIih's spiritual source. This him is an elaborate

composition combining Qur'an, ad'iyya, dhikr (using altogether six different formulas),
and salawat. Mostly it employs traditional Sufi formulas, and on the whole is highly
orthodox as well; the two hizbs share a common language.
As in most other twuq (such as the Jazuliyya and Bayyumiyya), Shaykh Salih

wrote a hizb which is used in ha.dra, and which serves in part to reaffirm the tariqa's
identity as grounded in his personality and teachings. What is more unusual is his
inclusion ofbis shaykh's Konz a/-sa 'ada, as well as the resemblance between the names
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and textual styles ofthe two hizbs. I noted earlier that even in the traditional
Bayyumiyya tariqa.. the founder did not insert the Ahmadiyya bizb in his hadra, even
though his own silsila derives from the Ahmadi line. Rather Sidi (, Ali al-Bayyumiyya
devised a new hizb of his o~ as a distinctive emblem ofhis tariqa. This indeed is the
general pattern, for the performance ofa hizb is often the only aspect ofa hadra in which
the tariqa's distinctive identity is displayed. The lazuliyya include one bizb of Sidi Abu
al-Hasan al-Shadbjlj, but it is rarely recited. The Kanz aJ-Sa -ada, by contrast, occupies
an essential and prominent location in the central Thursday night badra.
This conservative strategy of Shaykh SaJib-retention ofhis sbaykh's hizb in a

new tariqa-is thus by no means a traditional one. By using his master's hizb (and in
other ways as well, such as publishing many of Sidi Ahmad ibn Idris's written works),
Sbaykh SaJih affirms the importance ofSidi Ahmad ibn Idris for the Ja'fariyya.. and the
absence ofany sharp break: between the two groups. The Ja'fariyya badra is thus
authorized in part through the presence ofthe Idrisi him, as the Ja'fariyya tariqa is
legitimized by its connection to the Idrisiyya tradition generally. By using the Idrisi hizb,
Sbaykh SaJih emphasized the tariqa's connection to the past, and-in particular-to a
highly influential reformist shaykh whose derivative orders are today widespread over
much ofthe Islamic world. In doing so, he anchored his tariqa in a forward-looking
tradition which could not be easily dismissed, while at the same time allowing the group
to assume a new identity under his name, and hence ultimately under his control.
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This tactic for assuring the legitimacy ofa new tariqa without sacrificing

flexibility is consistent with a more general tariqa strategy oflegitimization through
assertion ofconnections to the past, including publicizing Shaykh Salih's si/sila (spiritual
pedigree)., his sharif nisah (lineal connection to the Prophet)., and his association with the
thousand-year-old Islamic university,. al-Azhar, first as student., and later as professor and
preacher. Such an attitude contrasts with the strategy oftbe Jazuliyya., which seeks
rather to make a break from the past in order to appeal to a new kind ofpotential
member., a modern Egyptian who is either uninterested in, or actively suspicious ot:
legitimization from the past. The Ja4:fariyya benefit from a more traditional appeal., one
which plays better to individuals from traditional families, with traditional religious
educations., or from more conservative parts ofEgypt (especially Upper Egypt).
Yet such traditionalism is also modernism, for it represents a deliberate strategy
for attaining and maintaining a niche in the modern field ofIslam in Egypt, in which
space for Sufi orders is limited. The measured cultivation ofconnections to the past is
not an accident ofhistory, but rather a dehberate policy, evident in nearly every aspect of
this order. It seems clear that the founder and his khalifa must have had several choices
when they founded the order. Rather than create a new tariqa linked to Sidi Ahmad ibn
IOOs, Shaykh Salih could have created a local chapter within the Idrisiyya order. Or he
could have created a completely independent tariqa, filling the hadra entirely with texts
ofhis own devising, more along the lines ofthe Jazuliyya. The fact that present and past
are so wen balanced is especially indicative ofa strategy. An additional factor supporting
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this interpretation is the presence ofa closing du'a written by Shaykh 'Abd aI~
ll

son of Shaykh Salih and current shaykh ofthe tariqa Thus the authorities of all three
shaykhs-but no others-are represented in badra.
The rest ofthe hadra is mainly inshad., and here too authority and intertextuality
play an important role in constructing a meaning which is consistent with tariqa strategy.
The Jazuliyya and several other turuq, particularly modern ones (such as the 'Azmiyya
and the Burhaniyya), publish their own diwans of poetry for use in insbad., but as far as I
know it is only the Ja'fariyya whose inshad is so completely limited to the diwan ofthe
founder. The J~ as we have not~ may employ qasidas from outside the diwan
during solo inshad segments., and even include some popular song lyrics during group
inshad. The Ja'fariyya, by contrast., treat the diwan of the founder as an exclusive canon
oftremendous didactic value. Only rarely a qasida is selected from the few composed by
Shaykh 'Abd ai-Ghani; thus even in this case, inshad is always authorized by the sbaykh.
But the vast corpus ofpoetry by Shaykb Salih, imposing in its physical aspect within
hadra-a large wooden box containing the twelve volumes in twelve separate
companments-represents the shaykh bimselfbecause it is considered an encapsulation of
his knowledge. The high profile of Shaykh Salih's authoritatively didactic inshad in
badra is not merely an affirmation ofbis continued importance and presence in the tariqa;

it is literally a means ofrecreating his voice. Many ofbis followers consider his inshad to
be a representation ofbis teachings, and hence the basis ofthe tariqa; through its
performance his authority and presence lives on in badra.
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Performance ofinshad not only evokes Shaykh SaIih; it also establishes a finn
connection with Islamic tradition. While his language is not difficult to understand., yet it
presents the listener with a formal and elevated style~ perfect in its use of poetics and

grammar., which draws upon the language ofhigh Islamic culture., and thus evokes that
tradition. In both themes and language style., Ja'fariyya inshad is closely related to the
orthodox tradition ofconservative madill and other religious poetry in high classical
Arabic~

reminiscent ofthe early examples in this genre by Hassan ibn Tbabit., Ka'b ibn

Zuhayr., and later al-Busiri, and others (furthermore such connections are explicitly

affirmed in articles published in the tariqa's yearly magazine,. and in the introductions to
the Diwan, as was mentioned in the tariqa ethnography).
A close stylistic and thematic relation to this earlier material occasionally
becomes even more explicit., as in Shaykh SaIih's '13urdat aI-Hasaniyya al-Husayniyyan
whose title and rhyme scheme (the letter mim) recalls the famous "Burda" ofaI-Busiri.
Praise ofthe Ahl al-Bayt is also a standard theme, as is supplication to God,. extolling
virtues ofthe Qur'an, the Pilgrimage (al-hajj), the Fast in Ramadan (a/-sawm). Very
little ofhis poetry references the overtly mystical poetic tradition,. and there is almost
nothing which would not be acceptable to the vast maJority ofMuslims in Egypt. His
tashtir ("splitting", a procedure by which a poet alternates his own lines with those ofan

original poem) of'Umar ibn aI-Farid's famous mystical ode "Zidni bifart al-bubb..."
establishes a relation with the master ofArabic Sufi poetry, while ''rescuing'' him from
his critics by suggesting an orthodox interpretation in the interpolated lines; it is the
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exception which proves the rule. The conservative themes ofthis poetry, relying
primarily on Hadith and Sira (Prophetic biography), together with its intertextual
connections to the high Arabic ofthe Islamic learned tradition and the culture ofalAzhar, all serve to strengthen the conservative reputation ofthe group, and affirm its
rootedness in Shaykh Salih and a loog, continuous Islamic legacy, even though the tariqa
itselfis quite new, and its spiritual qutb, Sidi Ahmad ibn Idris, was bimselfa refonner.

B.

Pl'IIgmatJc analysis

In this section I will take up some ofthe descriptive pragmatic variables

descnDed in the previous chapter. These will be addressed in four groups.
1.

Context: Location, time, occasion. OpeDOesS. BOUDdaries.

a..

JlI4Illiyytl

The Jazuliyya hold hadra in several different locations; each exhibits
characteristic features serving a particular strategic purpose. Weekly public mosque
hadras (held in the mosques of Sayyidna al-Husayn, Sayyida Zaynab, Shaykh al-Sha'r~
and elsewhere) are more conservative and relatively short, consisting mainly oftheir
trademark "hadra shar'iyya" (orthodox badra) with group inshad. These public spaces do
not belong to the tariqa, and are generally associated with a major public saint, an object
ofveneration among a majority ofthe Sufi-oriented Muslim public, who is the object ofa
ziyara at the end ofthe hadra. Here there is Httle ecstasy, and no music. Because the
hadra follows a public prayer (usually night eisba') prayer or Friday communal prayer),
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it is often observed by a large and curious group ofnon-members., who have just finished

their own prayers but delay leaving the mosque in order to watch. Afterwards some
may ask about what they have seen; those who display sincere interest will be invited to
attend the tariqa's main meeting on Thursdays. Hadra in these public locations is thus a
good means ofattracting new members; many ofthe current members joined in precisely
this way. However due to the badra' s public location in a mosque., the tariqa needs to
maintain a more conservative image., and thus use ofinstruments and ecstasy is forbidden
here.
Weekly local hadras in each district take place in members' homes; these are
devoted mainly to mudhalcara (study session) together with some group inshad. Here
there is no particular sanctity attached to the space., and the meeting place is completely
private. The goal is to provide a more relaxed and intimate setting than either the main
hadra, or the public mosque hadra, can provide. Since only approximately 10-20

individuals attend., there is a greater opportunity for each member to participate in
various roles., including speaking, asking questions., or performing inshad. Members
thereby learn the meaning of membership, through controlled practice under the
experienced guidance ofthe leader. This setting also provides a chance for members to
develop a more personal sense ofloyalty to the group, and friendships with other
members living in the vicinity.
The two weekly hadras in the main center and mosque are open to the entire
tariqa. These are held next to the shrine of Sidi Jabir bimsel( and are thus sanctified by
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his presence. This shrine is located in the quiet, dark cemetery district ofQayt Bay, just
outside a major Cairo ring road (Salah Salim), which separates this low population area
from the dense and bustling neighborhoods ofDarrasa and JamaIiyya on the other side.
The location is not hard to reach (particularly for those with automobiles), but few
outsiders would be likely to stumble upon it accidentally, even though most ofthe men
can only be accommodated in the small space by sitting in the adjoining alley (which is
spread with carpeting for this purpose) and no effort is made to conceal the hadra.
Although the center contains a mosque, regular prayers are not conducted here't and it is
not ajami- (i.e. a location for group Friday prayers). All things consider~ outsiders
would be unlikely to find or use this site.
Here the entire group is invited to gather (though in practice it is only members
living in Greater Cairo who are able to attend regularly) twice weekly, on Mondays for
mudbakara and insha~ and on Thursdays for mudbakara,. insha~ and dhikr. In this
private setting, next to the founder's shrine, and with a much larger group (including the
shaykh) present, it is possible indulge in more emotional and musical practices, under
central control. The private location helps avoid problems ofoutsider criticism.
Spiritually, such emotion is held to be spiritually beneficial; socially, it serves to both
retain and attract members. In addition, group emotion serves to unify the performing
group, creating a strong sense ofcorporate identity. Because ofthe presence ofa large
number ofmembers at these hadras, including the centraI leadership, this solidarity is
effective in forming a centra1ly controlled horizontal and communal solidarity, which is
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central to the identity and effective functioning ofthis tariqa., as has been discussed
earlier. High emotion is not permitted in the local hadra; outside the control of central
leadership and the full presence ofthe main group~ strong emotionalism might lead to
local charismatic leaders and local cohesive subgroups, resulting in tensions with the
center~

or even schism and fission. Lacking the sure control provided by the center,

ecstasy at the periphery might also exceed proper limits, leading to a breakdown ofritual
order, or criticism of the tariqa as a whole. For these reasons, perhaps, the local hadra is
limited to mud.hakara; music and ecstasy is only permitted at the central hadra.
Like many other Shadhiliyya orders, the Jazuliyya are particularly sensitive to
charges that the ritual demands of Sufism render it incompatible with modern life, and
attempt to design tariqa rituals so as to fit around the needs ofthe working family
oriented individual. Mosque badras are held immediately after 'isba' or Friday noon
prayer, so that members can pray together and then perform the badra without delay; the

hadra lasts only an hour, and then all disperse. These badras are optional and mainly
attended by those living nearby, or who are especially motivated. The longer, and
mandatory, local hadras often begin earlier, just after sunset (maghrib) prayer, so that the
hadra does not continue too late. Hadras in the central meeting place are held
approximately one hour after the night ('isba') prayer, in order to provide time to arrive
to what is for many a rather distant location. This hadra may continue beyond midnight
only on Thursdays, since Friday is a holiday for most Egyptians.
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These strategies for making the badra more amenable to the modem lifestyle are
to some extent universal among all the turuq. Whereas many ofthe turuq used to hold a
ratih (short hadra consisting ofbizb and dhikr) every evening, such a schedule is

impossible today. However, whereas in the traditional groups such as Bayyumiyya
attendance has dwindled and badras have become shorter as a reflexive response to
modem life, the Jazuliyya have made active and strategic decisions about when and
where hadra should be held. In this way, they have kept attendance and enthusiasm high.
While mosque badras and local hadras may be held on various days, the central
hadra celebrates the two special days ofthe week preferred by the Prophet Muhammad:

Monday (his birthday), and Friday (the day ofcongregational prayer, which is celebrated
from Thursday evening); both days are considered spiritual auspicious by all Sufi turuq.
b.

Jtz1tuiyytz

The Ja'fariyya have a slightly different scheme. The group performs its main
Thursday badra in the Ja'fariyya mosque in Darrasa. Darrasa is one ofCairo's highestdensity neighborhoods, and it adjoins other similarly crowded popular districts, such as
al-Jamaliyya, al-HusaYDiyya, al-Ghuriyya, and al-Batiniyya. The Ja'fariyya mosque is
located across the street from the Darrasa bus terminus, next to the high-speed roadway,
Salah Salim. From here it is only a short walk to al-Azhar (with which the Ja'fariyya
maintain such important religious and social connections), and the mosque of al-Husayn:
the spiritual center ofIslamic Cairo, and an important social center as well. Unlike the
Jazuliyya mosque, the Ja'fariyya mosque is a regular, functioning mosque, serving the
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wider Islamic community whether or not they are members ofthe tariqa Regular
prayers are conducted in the Ja'fariyya mosque five times daily, and for Friday
communal prayer the mosque is full. Most ofthose who come to pray at the Ja'fariyya
mosque know of Shaykh Salih and respect ~ however the vast majority are not
members of the tariqa. Through its public mosque, as well as the attached hospital, the
tariqa provides high-profile religious and social services to the public. The tariqa is thus
formulated on an institutional basis, radiating influence throughout the community from
its spiritual heart., the life and works of Shaykh Salih. By co~ the Jazuliyya is a
tightly knit brotherh~ open to new members, but not seeking a high public profile.

Hadras held in the Ja'fariyya mosque are public., and publicness provides

publicity. With a public mosque as a base., the Ja'fariyya have no need to conduct hadras

in public mosques for recruitment., as the JazuIiyya do. At the same time, there can be no
such thing as a private 1a'fariyya hadra in the central mosque. The mosque is open
during hadra, which extends from sunset prayer until midnight on Thursdays, and the
public cannot be prevented from entering; on the contrary, visitors are encouraged to
enter and observe, being seated on special green cushions arrayed at the perimeter ofthe
capacious interior. Large numbers of people, both members and guests, attend the hadra,
and so the sense ofthe Ja'fariyya community extends beyond the formal membership (as
represented by those seated in the center ofthe performance space) to the community at
large (as represented by those seated on the green cushions along the perimeter).
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Rituals here are always public't and so they must be broadly acceptable. Although
members ofthe group always assert that Shaykh Salih was a master in both exoteric and
esoteric Sufism (zahir and hatin, or Shari -a and Haqiqa), it is only the exoteric which is
visible in hadra. This is a necessity because ofthe openness ofthe hadra and the need to
preserve appearances. But it is also a virtue, because such conservatism attracts a
certain type of member, and preserves the tariqa's close ties to al-Azhar and acceptability
to conservative Islamic groups. The central badra is further sanctified by the presence of
the tariqa leaders, and the shrine of Shaykh Salih himself Unlike the Jazuliyya the
emotional level is kept wefi-damped, and sober. Another sign of orthodoxy is the lack of
official attention given to Shaykh Salih's shrine, and the filet that there is no internal
passage between shrine and mosque.
Local badras are less conspicuous mainly because they occur in outlying districts

ofCairo and beyond, but they are by no means private. Unlike the JazuIiyya, each local
group constructs its own saba, consisting ofa mosque plus filcilitates for preparing and
serving food. This mosque is a functioning coman_oily mosque, open to all members of
the public. Except for its size, it therefore serves as a community institution exactly like
the central mosque. Regular daily prayers, and Friday communal prayers, are conducted

in it. As in the central mosque, hadra conducted here cannot be private. The local
mosque provides points ofcommunity focus, enmeshing itself in the life ofthe district in
which it is located. The tariqa is supported by this base social base extending beyond its
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official membership, but for the same reason does not form a tightly bonded
brotherhood.
Like the Jazuliyya, hadras are conducted at the traditional times: Thursday
evening (central hadra) and Sunday evening (local hadra). What is perhaps significant
when compared to the lazuliyya is a lower level ofcorporate activity. The active
Jazu1iyya member may attend four or more group activities per week, whereas the
Ja'fariyya attends only two. For the Ja'fariyya, especially those living near the local
saba, participation in the tariqa is socially and ritually a continuous extension to being a

Muslim. While it no doubt possesses many independent attn'butes, the Ja'fariyya
generally appears as a religious organization which blends seamlessly with the
surrounding Islamic community. Joining the group is not supposed to constitute such an
extreme transformation of social identity, as it does for the Jazuliyya, and the rate of
corporate rituals (which serve to construct that identity) is correspondingly less, while
required individual supererogatory prayer (which has less ofa social function) is much
more. The lazuliyya, by contrast, appears as a distinctive and highly coherent religious
subgroup within that community. The Ja'fariyya attitude is of course far more
acceptable to the religious orthodoxy.

Co

BayylUlliyytl

The central Bayyumiyya hadras take place in the Bayyumiyya mosque (Friday
and Wednesday), and at the mosque of Sayyidna al-Husayn (Sunday). The former is the

spiritual center ofthe tariqa, housing the shrines ofthe founder as well as those of
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several disciples. As in the case ofother turuq, performing hadra in this location tends to
emphasize the identity ofthe group. The Bayyumiyya mosque serves the densely
populated district of aI-Husa~in which it is located, as a full-function mosque
offering all daily prayers, and the mosque is packed for Friday noon prayer. However
despite the filet that the main weekly hadra (e.g. Bm) takes place immediately following
this prayer, the opportunity to induct members into the group is not actively exploited.
On-lookers are not given a special area in which to sit (as in the Ialifariyya), or invited to
participate (as in the IazuliyYa), and the shaykh al-sajjada is usually absent. This central
location does not appear to serve any particular strategic interests ofthe group, other
than its proximity to the founder's shrine, and availability for use.
Although the mosque was built for Sidi "Ali al-Bayyumiyya, it does not belong to
the tariqa but is rather falls under the jurisdiction ofthe governmental Ministry of
Religious Foundations ~tzarat a1-Awqaf), who appoint preachers and other mosque
officials. The actual headquarters ofthe tariqa is a slightly dilapidated old house about a
mile away, which contains administrative offices" but is the site of no rituals. Therefore
the Bayyumiyya do not control their own mosque, the way the Jalifariyya and Iazuliyya
do, and their position within it is considerably less central.
The Sunday evening hadra performed at the shrine of Sayyidna al-Husa~ a
short distance away, parallels the public badras performed by the Iazuliyya in this
mosque and elsewhere. But this hadra here draws few participants; members say that it
is performed as a recollection ofthe weekly hadra Sidi Ali al-Bayyumiyya himself used
Ii
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to perform here, but there is no explicit acknowledgement ofthe use ofa public location
to attract members.
Local badras are performed in homes, or local mosques. As in the case of all the
turuq, these are located so as to be accessible to tariqa members in the local community.

Unlike the Ja'fariyya and Jazuliyy~ there is no particular uniformity oflocation or
openness. The local Bayyumiyya hadra in Madinat aI-Nur is held in a private home, but is
more or less open to all Sufis from any order who care to join in. However this policy is
determined by the family sponsoring the badra., and not by the central tariqa authorities.
The Bayyumiyya are far more likely than the Ja'fariyya or Jazuliyya to attend
mawlids, establishing khidmas and performing hadras in them. Such hadras are public
and open. They are not controlled or sponsored by the central tariqa authority, but
rather by the local Bayyumiyya shaykh, who must provide food and location, and they
are attended principally by his local group. Hadra in the suwan (tent) ofsuch a group
may well go on all night, and draw many visitors from other turuq. This behavior leads
to considerable mixing ofthe Bayyumiyya and other traditional groups who follow
similar decentralized policies. The Ja'fariyya and Jazuliyya limit their participation in
these mawlids so as to maintain central control and group cohesion, and avoid the
tendency toward decentralization and non-exclusive boundaries endemic among the
traditional groups. They can thereby also safeguard their reputations from the oftcriticized aspects ofthe mawlids, such as secular entertainments, smoking, mixed-gender
socializing, ecstatic or musical dbikr, and neglecting work: and family.
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2.

Ro~

status. CODtro) ad cODllOanicatioD

In the modernist groups, articulation and performance ofroles in hadra reflects

and supports the personal social structure which defines the group. In the traditional
groups, one finds evidence of this having been the case in the past, but the system of
performative roles has declined and is no longer able to exert an effect.

a.

JllZJ6liyytl

The relative homogeneity ofroles in hadra tends to support the horizoJtta.4
communal bonds which characterize the group. The central Jazuliyya hadra is
distinguished by a relatively low level ofhierarchy in performative roles, and a
consequently higher homogeneity than the Ja~fariyya. The most visible differentiation of
roles is by the color ofeach member's shi'ar (a kind ofcap). Those with blue caps
perform khidma (service), cooking and serving food, seating latecomers, taking care of
members' shoes. Those with green caps serve as munsbidin and musicians. Everyone
else wears a white cap. Despite this conspicuous division oflabor, the tariqa is highly
egalitarian. The color coded caps do not mark status or rank, but rather merely serve as

a convenience for the smooth functioning ofthe hadra.
Although his spiritual presence is central, the sbaykh does not take an
authoritarian role in hadra performance, and indeed his active role is quite limited,
consisting mostly ofa simple and low-key speech presented toward the end. Thus
although he is considered to be the living source ofspiritual power in the group, he does
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not dominate the performance" and in his gentle" understated way sets the tone for the
tariqa's more egalitarian social relations. In filet there are leadership roles" but these
form a kind ofcontinuous gradient, sloping gently toward the position ofthe shaykh.,
rather than a sharply stepped hierarchy with clear status distinctions. More importantly,
none of these roles can exceed the shaykh in authority, and yet the shayth himself
chooses to assume a low profile" so that there is very little room for status differentiation
in performance. A group oftariqa elders leads most activities, such as Que' anic

recitation., him" dhikr, mudhakara, and dhikr. But there is no single dominant figure
among this group.
The munshid occupies a special performative role" but this role has no bearing on
his overall status within the tariqa. Leaders ofthe munshidin are those with the most
skill and experience, not status or seniority; indeed, the best vocal soloists tend to be
young. During group inshad. the official munshidin serve as leaders, but this position
confers limited distinction, since everyone sings together, whether munshid or not. In
solo inshad, the munshid is more prominent, but then listeners are busied with dhikr.
The munshid, in short, is never the star focus ofattention, is usually yOUD& and is rarely
a tariqa elder. Thus inshad does not serve pragmatically to differentiate statuses in the
group. Precisely the opposite occurs, since the emotion generated in inshad tends to
create a sense ofcorporate unity. Occasionally a local chapter performs a qasida they
have prepared for the shaykh. In this case performance may temporarily have the effect
ofemphasizing a subgroup, but usually everyone else joins in soon enough.
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Speech segments (mudbakara) are led by the e1ders~ some ofwhom may be able
to increase or solidify their status through eloquent speeches.

However~

others may also

seize the opportunity to make impressive speeches~ for participation in mudhakara is

completely open. Everyone (even young boys) is encouraged to speak, for clear public
speaking is considered an important skill, both for one's own spiritual development, and
for further disseminating the tariqa Speaking on a topic is a means oftesting one's own
understanding of it, as much as a means ofconveying that understanding to others.
Unlike the Ja'fariyya, speech for the JazuIiyya is not primarily communicative and
didactic~

it is rather a means of unity through social participation and reinforcement of

Sidi Jabir's words. Therefore, the speaker is not required to be one ofelevated rank or
superior qualification; indeed there is no such thing as rank. 13 Those with more
experience or knowledge usually speak I~ and for longer periods of time, but the
pattern ofspeaking does not serve as a clear index of status.

b.

Jtl1fl1iyytl

The Ja'fariyya exlubit many ofthe same formal roles as the Jazuliyya: khidma,
munshid, elder, speaker, shayklL But in this badra the performance ofthese roles

exlubits and reinforces a more hierarchical personal social structure, which constantly
exlubits relations ofinequality.
The shaykh takes a far more prominent role in badra than in the Iazuliyya, which
practically elevates him above the other group members. While the latter sit in badra, he
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is always active, pacing up and down, scmtinizing them; he frequently and unexpectedly
takes the microphone to make programmatic changes, or to deliver his thoughts to the
group, thereby asserting his power and influence. Others in his family also take
prominent roles in haclra.. corresponding to their high ranks within the tariqa
bureaucracy.
Status is indicated most directly by who takes the microphone, and the kind of
message which is delivered into it. Of these, the most direct expressions ofPersonal
status occur in the speeches which often interpose between insbad segments. These
contrast sharply with the performance style ofthe Jazuliyya. While in the Jazuliyya
public speaking is a communal activity, Ja'fariyya speakers are generally restricted to
those with credentials: usual1y professors at religious universities, or experienced
preachers. Not just anyone takes the microphone. These speeches are consequently
eloquent, florid, and rhetorically accomplished, serving to reinforce the status ofthe
speaker (personally) and the office ofthe speaker (positionally). To speak is acquire
status and power, symbolized by the amplification system, for not everyone can gain
access to it. Conversely, to be spoken to is to assume a subservient position. The
speaker speaks, and the rest listen silently, in contrast to the IazuIiyya pattern, in which
speaking is a communal activity, and verbal interaction between speaker and spoken to is
common. The Ia 'fiuiyya style not only establishes a vertical hierarchical relation
between the particular people speaking or listening; it also reinforces the abstract
importance ofvertical hierarchy in the tariqa.
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The 1a'fariyya model, in which sharp contrast is drawn between those with
religious knowledge and others who seek to benefit from it-between teacher and
student-seems to reflect and reinforce the patterns established by Sbaykh Salih himseIt:
who achieved renown for the brilliant oratory ofms religious lessons on Friday
afternoons at the al-Azhar mosque. The tone of these speeches is didactic, pedagogic,
and sermonic; words from on hi8ht 14 very unlike those of Sidi 1abir, which featured a
more intimate, gentle style, bringing people close. The Ja'fariyya style creates distance.
It does not create communal bonds among members, but rather reinforces a hierarchical
model in which relationships are characterized by inequality, between the teacher and the
student.
The creation of status differentials through speech does more than serve to
differentiate particular tariqa members by status and power. Viewed metaphorically, the
distinction between "speaker" and "spoken to", a distinction which was sharpest when
Shaykh Salih occupied the role of,'speaker" and which others aspire to, and which
(interaIly) evokes similar contrasts in the Azhar (between professor and student) or in the

mosque (between preacher and listener), serves to legitimate the very notion ofvertical
status differentials in the tariqa. We will now see how inshad performance does the

same.
As in the JazuIiyya, the position ofmunshid is open to anyone possessing the

requisite vocal, musical, and literary abilities, and being a munshid in itselfdoes not index
any particular social-spiritual status within the group. However, unlike the JazuIiyya, the
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pragmatics ofinshad performance here serves to index status differentials and social
structure in the tariqa. This happens in several ways.
F~

the order in which munsbidin perform is an index ofseniority in the tariq,

more specifically of(perceived) spiritual proximity to Sbaykh Salih. For the first few
qasidas at l~ it is well-known to an tariqa members who will perform inshad, because
there is a clear-cut traditional status order. If for some reason these high-status
munshidin are absent, then the right to perform will pass to the foDowing munshidin in
order. Performance ofinshad is thus an index and reinforcement of status.
Secon~

each saba (local chapter) must be represented at least once in the

munshidin line-up. Each saba practices inshad in their local Sunday badra, and then
selects its finest munshidin to perform at the central hadra on Thursdays. Performance of
their munshidin in the central badra indexes their identity:t especially when one ofthe
tariqa officials announces on the PA system that the munsbidin from such-and-such a
district will now perform. This is the saba's chance to proudly assert its status as an
aetive:t prosperous:t hard-workin& pious chapter; an ofthese values can be projected
through inshad performance. Thus these performances serve as an aural representation
oftariqa social structure, reinforcing its division into subchapters. I noted earlier that the
lazu1iyya also occasionally feature performances by chapters, but that these usually
devolve into group insbad in which all participate. In the Ja'fariyya, however,
distinctions are carefWIy preserved.
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Thus the arrangement of IDUDshidin appears as an important means by which

inshad achieves its effects in badra Indeed, it is important enough that there is a tariqa
official fully devoted to the task. He sits at the front ofthe lines ofrmmsbidin.jotting
down the names ofeach group of performers,. and the qasidas they sang. This
information is usefullater~ he says, in case someone complains about not having bad a
tum. The fact that such complaints may occur at all is testimony to the indexical power

ofinshad to assert and reaffirm status claims.
Third, it should be recalled that Ja'fariyya inshad is nearly always ofthe call and

response type. The lead munshidin (usually a duo) perform a qasida from Shaykh SaIih's
diwan, while the congregation responds with the madhhah or refrain. The contrast

between lead munshidin and congregation is another instance ofthe contrast between
leader and group we have already noted in speeches~ which is more generally the
distinction between the holder of spiritual power and knowledge, and those who wish to
receive it. As was mentioned earJier~ this contrast was most salient in the relation
between Shaykh Salih and his fonowers, and in a sense all tariqa activities reflect this
archetypal model ofvertical relations. Inshad is a perfect example, since the munshidin
are singing poetry by Shaykh S~ and thus during the performance-in a dramaturgical
sense, at least-assume his identity.

Moreover~

this practice resonates with the Shaykh

Salih archetype in a pragmatic "interal" sense~ since Shaykb Salih himseIt: while alive,.
used to perform his own qasidas as inshad for his followers. Now that he has passed
away, this role has fallen to his disciples who imitate his former practice, and thus evoke
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him. The close relation between munshid and Shaykh Salih accounts both for the

sensitive manner in which performance is adjucated among districts and seniority., and for
the power ofinshad in performance. This situation is quite different from the more
egalitarian Jazu1iyya, where the munshid is either joined by the group, or is
backgrounded by dhikr performance. In the Ja'fariyya hadra, however, the lead
munshidin are unequivocally the Performative leaders and center ofattention for a group
of"passiven listeners.
In taking on the role oflead munshid, a murid does not, ofcourse, actually

assume the spiritual power of Shaykh SaIiJL Nor does performance ofinshad
significantly index one's spiritual or social status at all. I have already noted that being a
munshid necessitates only vocal, musical, and literary talents, and it is only those who
perform at the beginning ofthe hadra whose status is asserted through performance.
Rather, in the constant contrast between the munshid, empowered to lead the group
through a qasid&, and the group's predictable, repetitive responses, one finds a
metaphorical model for the vertical relations in the tariqa: there are leaders who have
something to say, and followers who do their best to learn from it but say nothing new
themselves. We have observed above this same principle ofcontrast between "speaker"
and 't:spoken to"; the contrast between Usinger" and usung-to" does much the same thing,
except without significantly reflecting or affecting the status ofthe performer (since he is
merely the vehicle, not the author, ofthe performed text). Thus the caDlresponse style of
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inshad serves to reinforce the abstract notion ofbierarchy itselfas an operative principle
in the tariqa.

By co~ in their group inshad the Jazuliyya evince almost no group
differentiation; everyone sings the poem together in a single bloc~ except one or two
munsbidin who function as leaders by singing through the PA system. This style stresses
group unity and collectivity, collapsing social divisions.
The result ofthese hierarchical and didactic relationships established in the hadra,
whether in inshad or in speeches, is to activate interal connections to similar and
frequently occurring relationships in orthodox religious institutions-the teaching in alAzhar or the preacher in Friday prayer-in order to legitimize and empower the Ja'fariyya
tariqa by invoking in it the meanings oftraditional orthodox Islam. The limited
emotional response imposed on both inshad and speech serves to limit the degree of
horizontal communio~ and emphasizes instead vertical relationships ofinequality.
Comparing again the use and significance of roles in the performance of
Ja'fariyya and Jazuliyya insbad and speech, one finds that:
1) In Ja'fariyya, inshad and speech suggest interal relations both to the Friday
prayer khutba (sermon) and to the al-Azhar university lecture, and through these to
orthodox., mainstream religion, all ofwhich is invoked in the hadra.
2) In the Ja'fariyya inshad and speech establish a connection to the archetypes

established by Shaykh Salih bimseIfin inshad and speech, during bis lifetime. Therefore
Shaykh Salih is invoked in the hadra.
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3) In the Ja'fiuiyya, inshad performance indexes vertical relationships of
seniority, as well as the hierarchical division ofthe tariqa into sahas.
4) In the J8Z1.I1iyya, by contrast, speech is participatory and interactive; solo
insbad provides an emotional background to dhikr; group inshad is participatory.
Therefore the sharp distinction between active speaker and passive spoken-to, or
between active singer and passive sung-to is never clear-cut., and tends not to establish
internal divisions in the group. Thus horizontal relationships are reinforced.

C.

&qyllllliyytl

It is clear that roles in the central Bayyumiyya badra also at one time served to
actively promote the tariqa's structure and centralization; however such schemes have
fallen into disrepair. This pattern can be classed as a form of strategic decay through
hysteresis: strategic adaptation took place in the past and has been carried through into
the present., but in a reduced or decayed form which may no longer be effective., and
admit ofstrategic vacuums which are filled in haphazardly according to circumstances.
Specialized roles in hadra performance include the mustaftih (leader ofhizb and
dhikr), and the munshidin. The first properly belongs to the shaykh; however he rarely
attends the hadra. There is a head naqib (ra'is aI-nuqaba') who officially ought to lead;
however he apparently (at least, according to some) lacks substantive qualifications, and
therefore does not exercise any authority in the badra. There is no clear system for
delegating the responsibilities oCthe shaykh among the naqibs, and as a consequence the
hadra appears to have multiple leaders in different segments (hizb, dhikr, fawatih) or
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even in a single segment. Control ofthe mustaftih over the group is limited, and there is
little feedback or communication during performance. All this leads to a dishevelled
performance which serves to emphasize the tariqa's lack ofcohesion and centralization.
Munshidin are marginalized in the central hadra. The munshid's low profile
parallels a subordinate spatial position (discussed below), as wen as a frequently outsider
status. Many ofthe munshidin who attend are members ofother tunlq, and perform at
the Bayyumiyya hadra for enjoyment, baraka, and to collect the small tips (nuqut) which
may be received. Some members say that in the past there were excellent munshidin from
within the tariqa who produced powerful inshad performances and took an active role in
badra. However these have grown old or died; there is now no one of equal aptitude to

fill their positions,. and many ofthose who do come are not well-qualified to perform.

The role ofmunshid has thus fallen into decline, and in the central hadra it has become
relatively unimportant and easily dispensed-with. Inshad is almost impossible to hear
during dhikr, and no one notices when the munshid makes mistakes.
In the local Monday evening hadra (ofwhich Bh is an example) the main roles

are also that ofmustaftih and munsbid; sometimes a performer on the metal stick
('asaya) attends as well. Here the role ofmunshid is central,. and although the mustaftih
is his leader, they share power, leading to a degree oftension between the two ofthem
which can create energy,. or,. conversely, confusioD. They may actively critique or
encourage each other during the hadra. The level ofinteraction and feedback in this
hadra is extremely high among all participants,. unlike the more routine performance of
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the central ha~ leading to a much greater amplification ofemotional energy despite the
lower number ofparticipants. But the filling ofthese roles displays great variability~
leading to an anarchical group. In this particular case~ the nominal leader ofthe hadra
(shaykh ofthe bayt) takes a negligible role due to his youth. The position ofmustaftih
rotates among the senior participants in attendance~ each ofwhich wants to take his turn,
and is often a shaykh from another tariqa altogether. There is likewise no condition that
the munshid should be Bayyumiyya; usually he is not. The munshid has his own agenda
too~

since he collects DUqut and may be seeking to enhance his status. Thus the

allocation ofroles and control is unconnected to the central authorities or social interests
ofthe Bayyumiyya tariq~ but rather may be understood as the natural playing-out of
individual motivations in the local context due to an absence ofgroup strategies.
3.

Geometry

The geometry of performance is another pragmatic factor tending to shape the
effects ofLP in hadra. Each ofthe roles discussed earlier has its position and orientation
within the physical space where hadra is presented, and these positions and orientations

may serve to index and reinforce social relationships.

II.

JtlZMliyytl

The geometry ofJazuliyya performance in their central hadra (ofwhich Jz is an
example) serves to reinforce the strong corporate unity ofthe group, the shaykh as

spiritual center~ and the close ties between them. In the small space available-the front
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ofthe meeting haI1, and the aDey-over 1SO men may sit packed together.

l'

Though they

sit in orderly rows, it is a dense order, admitting ofno gaps between members, not even

for the elders. Only the shaykh himself occupies a larger personal space, but only
because he sits in a large chair; tariqa members sit at his sides, and at his feet. The

significance ofthe shaykh's presence is such that upon his arrival alI must immediately
stand; when they sit again (after he does) the rows ofmen on the floor sitting in front of
this chair immediately swivel ninety degrees in order to face him. Some lines are then
sitting side by side, while others are sitting one behind the other. This creates a highly

unusual pattern for any Sufi order, but it is consistent with the notion ofthe shaykh's
central force. Closely pressed together around their highly venerated and beloved

shaykh, the group moves and sings as one corporate body.
The shaykh in tum sits facing the shrine ofhis father, Sidi Jabir. Members speak

overtly ofmystical concepts ofillumination in the Jazuliyya. Sidi Salim receives spiritual
light from his filther and reradiates it to the group; his father's light reflects that ofthe
Prophet. In the hadra, this system ofreflections and reradiations, together with use of
musical sound and movement, combine to create an ecstatic mystical atmosphere, as
opposed to the more closed and conservative surf8.ce ofthe Ja'fariyya hadra. Such
ecstasy serves to draw and retain members (ofparticular spiritual dispositions) and give
them the spiritual nourishment they require.

Munsbidin take their places opposite the shaykh to f8cilitate communications;
their performance is critical to the generation offeeling in hadra, and he needs to be able
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to control them ifnecessary. While Shaykh Salih may also control the munshidin, Sidi
Salim does so with much more precision and detail. 16
There is a continuous gradient ofspirituality starting at the shaykh and quickly
diminishing in importance~ but no discrete hierarchy or statuses are indexed by seating
position. Thus the elder members, those who knew Sidi JabiI' and imbibed more of his
teachings, sit nearest the shaykh. But these positions are not qualitatively different from
any others, they are only nearer. Those who fill them too do not enjoy any specially
distinguished position by virtue ofbirth or rank. In the Iazuliyya only the shaykh
occupies a unique role as the spiritual center; everyone else clusters around him and is

treated relatively equally. The group evinces a strong communal solidarity, with the
shaykh as leader, and this social structure is reinforced by LP within a hadra geometry
which represents it spatially.
Those who can sit on the ground do so; chairs are provided for those for whom
this is physically difficult, whether young or old, novice or adept. None ofthe "elders"

receive special treatment, for instance, unlike the Ja'fariyya where leaders oflocal sahas
may sit upon the blue cushions. Only the shaykh occupies a qualitatively distinguished
position, sitting in a large stuffed green 17 upholstered chair.
Like other Sufi orders, the JazuIiyya are divided into local chapters. However

these chapters are unmarked by position or orientation during performance. No social
substructures are marked offby seating arrangement, except for the women who sit all
together inside the building. The overt inclusion ofwomen in badra is an extremely
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progressive aspect of this tariqa, and controversial among the Sufi orders. But the
JazuIiyya believe that women ought to be able to participate, aIbeit in a separate space.

Men should not gaze at them during the performance,. and they do not make much
sound. Still, this is another aspect ofperformance by which the Jazu1iyya assen their
modernity, and it is appealing to a segment ofthe population who are perhaps
disenchanted with the severe traditional Islamic arrangements. Including women also
allows hadra to be a family affair, thus lending it the support ofnuclear family structures,
which have become more important in modem Egypt.
The position ofthe microphones in hadra is another factor symbolizing structure.
The shaykh has his own private microphone, enabling him to address the group at any
time. The munshidin necessarily have theirs as well. But other microphones are
circulated around the group, depending on who wants to speak. As mentioned earlier,
anyone is encouraged to stand and give a shon speech during discussion sections. The
microphone and standing position indexes the temporary status of speaker, as well as
enabling others to see and hear. The right to do so beloDgs to the entire male group and
is not restricted to a special subgroup.
At the end ofthe hadra there is a relaxed and informal period, during which
members greet each other using the handshake (musafaha) particular to the Shadhili
turuq. There is also a line for those who wish to greet the shaykh, who sits in his green

chair; as each murid approaches he bends down to kiss the shaykh's hand. Thus both
horizontal and vertical aspects ofthe tariqa are represented at the close. While greeting
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the shaykh is important to establish the vertical relation, it is actually the informal
''horizontal'' greetings and conversations which dominate the hadra for the last halfhour.,
before people disperse by cars and public transport.
b.

Ja ;[lIriyya

The Ja'fariyya display a very different geometry during LP ofhadra., one
corresponding to their more hierarchical social order. Most ofthe congregation sits side
by side in six parallel lines., three lines facing the other three across a wide-open central
space. At one end., a little distance from the ends ofthe six lines., is a perpendicular row
ofthick blue cushions, and in the center a green cushion. This is the shaykh"s position.,
allowing him to survey and control the group., and allowing the group to see him.
However, while his position in the group is thus clearly marked offfrom that ofanyone
else., he is not the focus ofgroup energy., a fact signified by his sitting on the floor like
everyone else. Sidi Salim, by contrast, does constitute such a focus; speeches and inshad
are all performed facing him., and inshad occasionally even praises him directly.
Rather., the center and top ofthe Ja'fariyya hierarchy is Shaykh Salih., founder
and teacher par excellence. The current shaykh, 'Abd al-Ghani, is considered to be the
custodian ofhis father's heritage., the person., life., memory., and works ofShaykh Salih
al-Ja'fari, as wen as group leader., but the level ofveneration accorded him is different in
kind. Unlike Sidi Salim ofthe Jazuliyya., he does not represent the fixed spiritual center
within the tariqa., but rather serves as its prime source of organization and leadership. He
is at once more active than Sidi Salim., and less sanctified. This status is signified by his
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position and behavior in badra. He is not permanently seated in a throne-like chair, but
rather frequently arises from his place, constantly moving about in order to supervise
various aspects ofthe ha.dra, to ensure that everything is operating smoothly. Members
do not always stand when he approaches, unlike the JazuIiyya. The Jal:fariyya is
essentially not oriented toward Shaykh "Abd al-Gbani, but rather toward the invisible
leader., Sbaykh SaIih., made present in the hadra through the performance ofbis inshad.
Shaykh c. Abd ai-Ghani is the leader ofthis group orientation, but he does not take the
same position as spiritual intermediary as does Sidi Salim.
The centraIity and remoteness of Shaykh SaIih., who even in life was a towering
rather than intimate figure for his disciples, sets a paradigm for the dominance ofvertical
social relations in the tariqa which is manifest and reinforced in the geometry and
symbols ofperformance. While Shaykh "Abd al-Gbani may not enjoy the spiritual
centrality of Sidi Salim in the Jazuliyya., he is clearly marked offfrom everyone else by
his spatial position, and the distinctive green color ofhis cushioDS. His orientation is
different, displaced ninety degrees from the directiODS ofthe muridin, with his back to
the qibla wall~ the traditional orientation ofthe mosque khattb (Friday preacher). During
much ofthe hadra he moves about the room, rather than sitting amongst the group. The

muridin do not cluster around him as they do in the JazuIiyya, and a sizable gap divides
his seated position from the muridin extending in lines before him. Rarely does anyone
sit on the blue cushions next to him, so that he is ordinarily surrounded by empty space.
He is thereby separated from the group as a superior figure.
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The structural division ofthe tariqa into sahos (local chapters) is also spatially
evident in performance. While members of all the sahas mingle together in the main
lines of muridin, the leaders ofthese subgroups usually sit on the blue cushions which

flank the shaykh on either side, facing the rest ofthe group at right angles. The right to
sit on the blue cushions is extended to others as well, such as high-ranking tariqa
members (many from the family ofthe shaykh), and VIP guests, and likewise symbolizes
and reinforces their status. Thus a hierarchical system is evid~ and reemphasi.zed, in
performance.
The active munshidin represent the voice of Shaykh Salih in performance. For
this reason they occupy a position of great prominence. During the hadra, they sit at the
heads ofthe six lines of muridin. Those munshidin who are actively performing a qasida
sit at the heads of one ofthe two inner hadra lines, nearest the shaykh's green seat, and
visible to at least the opposite half ofthe congregation. The positions for the active
munshidin are marked with a special blue carpet strip. When the active munshidin
complete a qasid&, they call for the fatiha for Shaykh t; Abel al-Ghani, and then retreat,
allowing others to take their places. By contrast in the JazuIiyya the munshidin blend
with the group, most ofthem seated amidst the other members. They are disembodied

voices, heard but rarely seen, because their positions are designed to allow practical
communication with the shaykh, not visibility for the congregation. While the vertical
relationship ofthe Jat;fariyya member to Shaykh Salih is reinforced by the position of
munshidin (singing his poetry) in their badra, the more horizontal relationship of
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Jazuliyya members to Sidi Jabir is reinforced by the position ofmunshidin (singing his
poetry) in their hadra.

Microphones are placed at the front ofthe room. They are always available for
the shaykh to use., and for the munshidin., as in the case ofthe Jazuliyya. But unlike the
Jazuliyya, the role ofspeaker is limited to high status individuals. Those who do speak
publicly come to the front ofthe assembly, near the shaykh's positio~ to address the
group while standing at a Iectum, itselfsymbolic of elevated status. The vertical distance
between speaker and spoken-to is thereby reinforced, and more abstractly the vertical
relationship is reinforced as a general principle ofsocial organization.
The positions occupied by outsiders is also noteworthy. Unlike the centra1
Jazuliyya hadra, the Jacofariyya hadra occurs in a public mosque, and therefore is a public
event which draws many visitors. This publicness is part ofthe Jacofariyya strategy, and is
welcomed. Except for the most prestigious (who sit on blue cushions near the shaykh),
visitors are seated on green cushions (but markedly different from the shaykh's cushions)
which line the periphery ofone mosque wall. From here the visitors may observe the
hadra, but they are well-removed from the space which defines the tariqa proper. I have
stated that this tariqa avoids the insular solidarity ofthe J~ as a means of
establishing itself more broadly as an institution extending beyond the formal bounds of
the tariqa into Islamic community life. This principle is emphasized through hadra
performance, since visitors are encouraged and welcomed with a special seating area, yet
also distinguished from the formal membership who sit in the badra lines themselves.
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In this way the social hierarchy ofthe tariqa-Shaykh Salih, Sbaykh .: Abel al...Qbani
and his family, leaders ofthe sahas, ordinary muridin, and outsiders-is made evident,
indexed by seating position and color. As LP serves to generate affective responses,
these are channelled into the existing hierarchy as displayed in roles (discussed earlier)
and geometry. The social geometry ofLP serves to reinforce the distinctions it encodes,
thereby bolstering the group's identity, centralizatio~ and social cohesion.
The end ofthe hadra provides a strong contrast with the Iazuliyya There is no
opportunity for informal conversation among members. After the final prayers have been
performed, there is a last qasida performed by the munsbidin, during which all rise and
form a line in order to greet the sbaykh, who is seated on a chair. Each mood in tum
takes the shaykh's hand, and kisses it, then leaves the mosque and goes home. In these
greetings vertical relations are emphasized, and horizontal ones are not-unIik:e the

Jazuliyya.

C.

.&yyllllliyytl

The Bayyumiyya also use geometry to index their hierarchy in their central
mosque badra. The hadra formation consists ofa rectangle, open at one end. Sitting (for
hizb) or standing (for dbikr) in the long sides ofthat rectangle are the muridin and

khalifM. On the short side are the khaIifas khu1afa', as well as the na'ibs. These all filce
the inside ofthe rectangle. Cutting across the center ofthe rectangle, facing the short
side, is a line ofnaqibs. Facing them, in the center ofthe smaller rectangle thus rorm~
is the prayer rug upon which the shaykh al-sa,ijada sits or stands, when present. This
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prayer rug (saijada)., representing Sidi 'Ali al-Bayyumi's original prayer rug, is a
metonym for power in the tariqa (like the king's scepter). Behind the khaIifas khulafa'
and na'ibs., virtually outside the rectangle, are the munshidin.
When it was originally fonnulated this performance geometry may have been
effective in publicly recognizing the different statuses within the tariqa, and thus
bolstering social structure. But as in the case ofroles, the symbolic system has decayed
over time and is therefore no longer effective in supporting the group. This decay has
happened in two ways.
First, because the social hierarchy which is indexed is almost totally a positional
rather than a personal social structure, having little or no real spiritual significance for
participants. Many ofthe nominal leaders are not capable of personally inspiring
participants in performance., and the sbaykh, even when he does attend, actually does
very little. Members attain high positions through inheritance or seniority, not spiritual
merit. By contrast the modernist groups tend to reward merit: experience and education;
when they reward birth or seniority those so rewarded also carry spiritual weight due to
their past proximity to the founder. But the Bayyumiyya founder died generations ago,
and though present leaders may claim a hereditary link to him, or to early disciples, the

siIsiIa is tenuous as a touchstone of spiritual charisma. Thus it is not surprising that many
ofthe leaders appear to ordinary muridin as lacking in exemplary spiritual attributes.
The most spiritually charismatic members ofthe Bayyumiyya today may wen be those
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who are officially nearer the bottom ofthe positional hierarchy (the leaders ofthe local
chapters), due to the decentralization ofthe tariqa.
Second, because the system by which statuses are related to position cannot
always be applied because oflow attendance. This fact leads to even greater
decentralization ofthe group, particularly when it is the spiritually charismatic local
leaders who do not attend. In particular, the shaykh al-sajjada, leader ofthe group" is
absent more often than not" and his empty sajjada (prayer rug) in the center ofthe

performance area symbolizes the weak and empty central power ofthe tariqa.
The influence ofthe munshidin is greatly reduced due to their position. Not only
are they difficult to hear, particularly during dhikr, but by being forced to stand outside
the rectangle, their outsider status and marginal importance is emphasized. With this deemphasis" the status oftheir inshad is de-emphasized as wen. One might wish to regard
this situation as strategic; since insbad is chosen at the discretion ofthe munshid, rather
than being appropriate to the tariqa, its position is diminished by situating munshidin
outside the main group. However in this case the tariqa might have acted more
effectively by banning inshad altogether, or by selecting munshidin from within the
tariqa, or by compiling a hymnal to be employed. It therefore seems more likely that the
spatial position ofthe munshidin,. like the munshidin themselves and the inshad they
perform-all being "outside'" the tariqa-was never planned,. but resulted from the lack of
any group-level strategies regulating these features ofperformance.
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The geometry ofthe local hadra (of which Bh is an example) consists oflines of
~

with the mustaftih in the center, and the munshid at one end. However,

because roles are continually shifting (as mentioned earlier), these positions only serve to
index status temporarily. Still, one can observe that those with higher spiritual status
tend more often to lead as mustaf\ih, and thus to occupy a central position; and those
without such status will not. But the nominal shaykh and leader ofthe hadra is not
accorded any sort ofprivileged position, due to his youth and inexperience. Thus the
geometry does serve to reinforce statuses, albeit not as forcefully as in other groups. But
in doing so it is only serving as a natural expression and emphasis ofpreexisting statuses
as asserted by their bearers (many ofwhom are not even in the tariqa itself), and does
not represent a group strategy for reinforcing the statuses recognized within the tariqa
itself Nothing about the geometry, or roles, in this particular local Bayyumiyya hadra
could be judged as helping to maintain the tariqa In any case, the emotional intensity of
the badra combined with lack ofcontrol means that the geometry is usually blurred or
erased over the course ofa tabaqa.

4.

Physical movement, energy, freedom, unity

The patterns ofenergy (physical movement and expression) accompanying LP
provides another potential source ofpower and coded distinctions, which may be
strategically exploited by the tariqa.
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JtlZllliyytl

In the J~ strenuous movements accompany dhikr~ as in most turuq. These

are limited by the seated position ofthe muri~ but serve to generate a strong group
spirit nevertheless. Movements are coordinated and controlled in the hadra shar'iyya
(including turning right and left, bowing, and nodding), creating a sense of corporate
unity corresponding to the sonic unity of this segment, considered earlier.

In the more ecstatic dhikr al-ha.na, featuring solo inshad, individuals are free to

express themselves as they wis~ and the range ofbehaviors in these segments is
consequently very wide; unity is lower. Even here, it frequently happens that members
voluntarily and join together in movement, so that small clusters of similarly moving
groups appear. Free emotional expression in these LP segments is spiritually moving for
participants, as well as socially beneficial in drawing and retaining group members; tariqa
discourse expresses both attitudes. The potential for such individualistic ecstasy to cause
social disruption is limited by clearly demarcating these segments ofthe hadra, and by
performing them only in the group's central and semi-private meeting place. During
group insbad there is a moderate level offree individual movement, which helps to raise
the overall level ofemotional energy to a high pitch. In all these cases everyone
participates actively.
It is only during speech that behavior and energy is more constrained, since only
one person speaks at a time, while the remainder are largely silent. Even then, there is
often some room for group activity, since the congregation may respond with
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exclamations ofenthusiasm to the speaker's words, and many different speakers often
speak ~ a relatively short period. Almost all group activity, even much ofthe

individuality in the dhikr al-hana, contributes to a strong sense ofcommunal solidarity,
due to the great corporate vigor and exuberance with which everything is performed.
The high level ofgroup feeling is facilitated by allowing individuals a measure of
individual expressive freedom, particularly during dhikr and inshad.. which enables them
to give themselves over to the performance emotionally. All these factors mirror and
support a strategy which aims to reinforce the underlying social structure ofthe group-a
cohesive, horizontally bonded coUective-as well as to attract new members who desire
such a close corporate, and emotional, experience. As I have indicated in other sections,
the poSSlble risks incurred through such behaviors-such as drawing critics' ire-are
minimized by the relatively private location, the balancing force of mudhakara on topics
ofthe Shari'a, and the performance ofmore orthodox hadras in public places.
The local JazuIiyya hadra is similar to the central hadra, but more constrainec:l,
due to fewer members present, and the absence of dhikr or music in it. For the JazuIiyya
this contrast between center and periphery is indicative ofthe power ofthe central

authority, and also reveals a strategy. Ecstatic dhikr in the local groups appears to be
prohibited as a means ofavoiding the possibility that the local group may develop
excessive social cohesion, or charismatic leaders, independent ofthe central group, and
to avoid the possibility ofthe tariqa's reputation being tarnished by improper behavior at
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its margins. Thus local behavior includes only the more restrained behaviors of prayers~
speech, and group insha~ as discussed above for the central group.

b.

JIl'ftUiyyll

The Ja'fariyya by contrast are much more constrain~ formal, and sol~ as
one would expect ofa group which seeks to evoke a more orthodox image. Sbaykh
Salih said that the murid should be like a mountain,

immobiIe~

while mystical feelings are

commendable as an index: ofspiritual level and blessing, he must always present a firm
and solid exterior. Overt emotional expression is discouraged. Members say that during
recitation ofhizb (including its dhikr segments) or inshad the body should only sway
slightly and gently~ like the movement ofa Qur~an reciter. This "interality" with
orthodox religion (here, as embodied in the Qur'an reciter) is ofcourse consistent with
many other features ofJa'fariyya performanee-semantic and sonic-as we have seen.

Group members remain seat~ as in the Jazuliyya, but expend considerably less energy
in this "gentle swaying". There are no open segments-like the dhikr al-bana-in which

individual emotion can be expressed. Group unity is high, but it is a unity which
emphasizes restraint, as well as divisions in the group; such unity is not an effervescent
expression ofthe group as a tightly bonded team, but rather a confirmation ofconformity
to the spiritual protocols of Shaykh SaIih.
Those who express themselves with energy are limited to those who have sta~
whether temporary or permanent. Everyone else is relatively passive. Thus the shaykh,
and other senior members, actively walk about during hadra, while the ordinary muridin
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must remain seated, arising only to take a briefmeal. Insbad requires that most ofthe

group remain silent, singing fixed phrases at response points only~ while most energy is
expended by the JDlmshidin. The contrast between the active role ofthe munshidin, and
the passive role ofthe congregation., who must nevertheless respond on cue., serves to
stress the importance ofbierarchy and central control in the group. During speeches the
contrast between different status levels is maximal; those with status speak, while the
rest must listen silently. Overall there is little freedom in performance; even speeches
tend to be crafted in advance (unlike the JazuIiyya's spontaneity), and emotional
expressiveness is low throughout. These fiJ.ctors all serve to evoke the conservative
appearance required to maintain the tariqa~s close connection to Islamic tradition., to
appeal to its constituency., and to secure themselves within it in the face ofpotential
critics. As we have seen., patterns ofmovement also serve to reinforce divisions in the
social structure, and to create a climate recalling the attitude ofShaykh SaIih., in which
clear didactic comPrehension and communication take precedence over emotionalism.
As in the case ofthe JazuIiyya, the local Ja'fariyya badra is no more energetic or

unrestrained than the central hadra; it is nearly identi~ except for its smaller size.
Constraint at the periphery (which one might suppose at first glance to be less subject to
control) is testimony to the strong power ofthe center and overall group cohesion. It is
also strategic: a means of precluding deviation at the periphery., which could lead to
fission from within, or censure from without; and a means ofreinforcing a sense ofthe
tariqa's centralization and cohesion for all participants.
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c.

Bayyllmiyya

In the Bayyumiyya one is led to the opposite conclusion-the absence of

centralization and group cohesion-by the fact that the periphery exhtbits considerably
greater behavioral energy than the center. As we have seen in the foregoing examination
ofroles and geometry" the center appears as a decayed order; formerly perhaps it was
well-regulated,. but now the order is frayed. Ecstatic energy seems to fill in the gaps in
this frayed texture" rather than being an object ofcentral control. While the hadra is

somewhat energetic" the disunity ofits energy never suggests a coll1lt1UJ181. corporate
group" but rather a collection of individuals, each motivated toward expressing mystical
feeling; that energy is not actively harnessed toward social ends. The fitct that the hadra
is less energetic than the Jazuliyya is not due to an imposition by cemralleadership" so
much as a lack ofgroup enthusiasm.
Chanting ofthe him is accompanied by expressive gestures" some ofthem
conventionalized; thus recitation ofone supplication to God contained within the hizb,
l;'wa najina min al-hamm wa a/-ghamm wa a/-karh aJ.. . 'azim (Usave us from grief:
U

aftliction, and distress'')" is accompanied by extending both hands, palms face down, then
moving them up and down slightly (as if pushing the worries away). However, not an
members perform these movements, or they perform them with greatly differing levels of
vigor; perhaps not all know them. Again, such disunity could only have resulted from a
gradual ritual erosion, as younger members joined without being fully inculcated with the

traditions ofthe Bayyumiyya tariqa. Similarly dhikr employs conventional movements
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(mostly bowing forward and back), but participants vary greatly in their performance of
them. This lack ofunity is not (as in some parts ofthe Jazuliyya hadra) a means toward
greater individual expressiveness and hence greater group unity, but rather serves as an
indication ofthe disunified state ofthe group itself Individual freedom is not group

policy., but rather the lack ofone.
At the periphery (the local hadra, ofwhich Bh is an instance) one finds patterns

ofmovement and energy which strongly resemble the dhikr performed in the mawlids.,
and no doubt at the khidma ofthis particular bayt which participates in so many ofthem.
Movements are vigorous., nominally set by the mustaftih, but individualistic. Unity
occurs., ifit occurs at

aa through a spontaneous process offeedback and cybernetic

adaptation: the mustaftih may suggest a move and others may follow him., and soon the
entire room is moving together. Other times everyone moves more independently.
Group enthusiasm. is always high., but can be pumped higher by a good munshid and

mustaftih combination., who have almost unlimited freedom to try to achieve a highly
energetic state. This goal is not., needless to say, related to any tariqa-wide strategy, but
is merely the natural expression ofthe mystic impulse among like-minded individuals,
meeting in a private location.
Notes for Chapter 9
Values for the Bayyumiyya mosque badra are statistically weaker than the others. since insbad here is
relattve1y briet: and because the iDshad performed depends primarily on which lIlUllShidin show up for
badra. Despite these c:aveats,. it can be asserted. as a matter ofinformal ethnographic observation that
I
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usually the same munshidin do perform. aDd that they sing the same kinds of iDsbad. or even the very

same poems.
:: This is a general fact of dbikr inshad: CODSeIVative texIS generally appear at the beginning, as well as

at the ''elY end when the badra is winding down: the most heterodox texts are reserved for the central
segments.
3

Note that the Bh \-a.lue for ""eros" is 32.41. off the scale.

.. The contrast between the four cases is a bit less DWked using the plog(lip) method ofcounting (see
Appendix. -nteory of Counting Weighted Sets" for an explanation). This method tends to deemphasize referents which are named rarely. The great difference between referent density and
plog(llp) referent deDsity for the Bayyumiyya groups (especially Bh) indicates that many referents are
named only rarely; the total number may be high. but there is little focus on any one referent. However
the general pattern is the same.

Here I analyze the naming of saints in madad and iDsbad. I could also have profitably analyzed the
fawatihlad·iyya sequences which often open and. close the badra. In the If and Iz these are extremely
frugal. mentioning only the Prophet Ah1 al-Bayt, aDd. saints and shaykhs of the tariqa itself. In the
S

Bayyumiyya fawatih and ad·iyya tend to be relatively longer. and to bring in many cfiff'ereat names. A
qualitative sease ofthe contrast may be obtained by simply exanrining the transcriptions.
6

Shaykh SaIih did compose some poetry in honor of other Sufi saiD1s., including his own sha.ykh. Sidi

Ahmad bin Idris. and Sidi Ahmad al-Badawi. However such poems are exceptional within the diwan..
and poetty about shaykhs of other Sufi orders tend to be sung for their mawlids only. or perhaps upon
visiting the shrine.
1

Many cpsidas coDtain a madbhab (refrain) asking for madad (help) &om Sbaykh Salih. At least one

qasida by Shaykh •Abel al-Ghani praises his father; this is included in If.

In part. this cpsida praises Shaykh Sa!ih's own shaykb. Sidi Ahmad bin Idris (author of the hizb used
in the first pan ofthe badra); the text thus creates a juxtapositiOD ofthe two authors of the ~
allowing the chorus to participate as suppliamts to the former, and thereby enmesb themselves with the
latter as well.
8

9

The hadi led the camel caravan and sang to them. It is a commoD Sufi metaphor to c::onceive of the

spiritual leader as a badi for his fonowers, and the PropIJet bimself is often thus described as wen.
10 The

interpretive 1IID1tipIic:ity of the "'ambiguous" eDtity in perfol'lJl8llCe is but one manifestation of the

fact that interpretation is an impodant aspect oflisrening for much of the IazuIiyya iosllad. a point
reinforced by the fact that the group often pauses after performance of a qasida to discuss it. In the
Ia'fariyya, qasidas tend to be clear and straightforward; iDteIpretation is bard1y requiIecl divergent
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interpretations almost never exist,. and discussion of the qasidas is DOt amductecl because (as members
say) it simply isD't required.
II

In light of the forthcoming discussion,. some may objec:t that al-Da"wa al-R.abbaniy}ll isn't a bizb. but

rather a poem.. I classify it as a bizb because a senior member asserted it to be a him. Min the form of
inshacr, and because it is employed in the syntaCtic position of hizb during the hadra. Therefore. ewn
if it is not a hizb in itself. it becomes a hizb through its use.
12

It should be rec:aIIed that no taliqa bas an exclusive hold on members' religious lives. All Sufis are

bombarded with various forms of fimdmnentalist and reformist propaganda. as well as simple
consc:rva1ive Islam., which are so prevalent in the larger Islamic field. The tariqa must prepare them
with a way to justify their own Sufi participation when confronted with other IsIamic ideas (whether that
confrontation is an actual social meeting,. or an inner mmination); otherwise, some might lose their faith
in Sufism as a path.

13 The only exception is during teelulical disalssions offiqh. Then the leader of the discussion is
required to have studied Islamic law at al-Azhar.
14 Many

of his lessons have been published in collectiODS issued by the tariqa; cassette tapes are also

available.
IS

The inner pan of the meeting ball is reserved for the women.

Once in the middle of hadra he carefully instructed the player of the riqq (frame drum with jingles) to
play the jingles with fewer fingers, so as to produce a softer sound.
16

It should be recalled that green is the color associated with the Prophet's tribe. the Quraysh.. and
hence with IsJam as a whole. Several turuq distinguish the position of their shaykh with a green seat;
the ashraf(desc::endants of the Prophet) often wear a green taqiya (cap); a shaykh's maqam is often
covered with green cloth.
I'"
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10. Conclusions
A.

The genenJl argument

This dissertation began with a question: how to account for the success of new
Sufi orders in the 20th century, a period during which the long-established orders-which
had generally enjoyed a central social position under Mamluk: and Ottoman rule-sharply
declined? Why were the older orders unable to adapt to changes in the social space which
had once supported them: the rise of powerful Islamic and secularist discourses critical of
Sufi practices, together with widespread social transformations in politics,. economy,
education, and other areas? Conversely, how were the newer groups able to do so?
My hypothesis is that the new turuq have adapted to modern social conditions by
formulating, disseminating, and applying general group-level strategies, whose practical
realization occurs principally through LP in the group ritual called hadra. These strategies
help to ensure the continued viability ofthe tariqa, by maintaining identity and social
stnleture, protecting against criticism, and recruiting new members.
At the same time, there are particular social conditions-centralization, cohesion,
and strong group identification among members-which are both prerequisite to the
development ofsuch strategies, and one oftheir intended objectives. These conditions are
more likely to be fulfilled by a tariqa during the first two developmental phases, when the
founder or his khaJifil controls the group. Furthermore, strategies, and their ritual
realizations, are fonnulated in response to the current social space. Once established. the
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rituals corresponding to such strategies tend to persevere (regardless of their subsequent

suitability when that space has changed) due to the momentum oftradition (hysteresis}especially when group members perceive that they serve to constitute group identity-all
the while subject to erosion when they are not actively supported by the group's central
authority. Later,. new group-level strategies may be superimposed. But it is during the
earlier formative period that a Sufi order is relatively molten, being unencumbered by
tradition; at this time,. group-level strategies are more effective in shaping the group. So
strategies bear the marks ofthe historical period oftheir formulation; the group is most
strongly shaped by those strategies developed during the earliest period ofgroup
formation; and the practical realization ofstrategies (in ritual, or otherwise) tends to erode
over time, particularly when the group no longer meets the conditions for group-level
strategizing.
AU these factors favor the modernist groups, formed in response to the social
space of modem Egypt, and especially its Islamic field. These groups fall into one oftwo
categories. (1) Those which currently fulfill the social conditions prerequisite to grouplevel strategies. For turuq which fulfill these conditions, LP supports group-level
strategies designed to fulfill both spiritual and social purposes,. including the maintenance
ofthe conditions enabling such strategizing to take place. The effectiveness of such
strategies is enhanced ifthe tariqa is furthermore at or near the point offormation. This is
the case for the two modernist turuq discussed in this thesis. (2) Those which fulfilled such
conditions within the modem period,. especially at the period ofgroup formation. Such
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groups may not longer be actively strategizing, but the ritual representations ofstrategies

they formulated in the past continue in force (due to hysteresis), and furthermore continue
to provide adaptive value (due to similarities in the modem social space between the
moment offormulation and the present). This is the case for the Hamidiyya Sbadbiliyya
descn'bed by Gi1senan (1973), which was formed in response to modern conditions.
Although it is no longer able to strategize (having suffered a total schism over leadership
and divided into two parts, one fonowing the hereditary siIsiJa, and the other fonowing a
'1neritocratic" silsi1a), the order continues to thrive in part because its rituals are
fundamentally suitable to modem life. In both cases we observe that LP appears
"sttategic" in the sense ofbeing suitable to the present social climate.
However, for those turuq which were formed under very different historical
conditions, and which no longer maintain the social conditions necessary to formulate and
implement group-level strategies, ritual LP will tend not to support the tariqa's position in
the contemporary Islamic field, and may even serve to undermine it. While it may be

spiritually valuable for participants, the open and ecstatic badra we examined at the
periphery ofthe Bayyumiyya (Bh) does not in any way assist the social position ofthe
BayYUDJiyya tariqa as a whole.
The entire thesis bas been an elaboration of this argument, in which sociaI and
performative factors interact in a most complex fashion. I have tried to show more exactly
why certain groups (the modernist) are capable offormulating socially strategic LP, while
others (the traditional) are not. I have also attempted to show precisely how LP-in its
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syntaetic7 semantic" sonic7and pragmatic aspects-works for or against the tariqa's social
position in the modem period.

Througho~

I have argued that the primary goals of any

group-level strategy in defining and strengthening that social position must include four
principal ones: to defend against critics" attract and retain membership, uphold a
distinctive group identity7 and maintain social centralization and cohesion. But how can

LP in hadra contn'bute to these goals? In Chapters 2-4 I explored the social-historical
context of Sufism,. the orders themselves" and the nature of ritual performance in order to
emphasize the centrality ofLP in formulating a group's adaptive response to the structure
or transformation ofthe enclosing social space.
In Chapter 2, I sketched the rise and decline ofthe Sufi orders in Egypt.

Examining this history, and the polemics ofdefenders and critics ofSufism, I argued that
the principal effective critiques of Sufism were ritual critiques, i.e. critiques of Sufi
practice. Most ofthe critics were not opposed to Sufism in 1010 but only to particular
aspects which they found incompau'ble with orthodox religion; further, critiques of
doctrine could not be effective except as applied to the specific practices to which they
gave rise. Due to the general dominance of Sufism, this ritual critique had Httle practical
effect during Mamluk: and Ottoman periods, but later in the 19th CeDtUIy such critique

garnered much broader support. At the same time, Sufism was being brought under
central governmental control (under the office ofthe Sbaykh aI-Bakri), while the power of
individual shaykhs and orders was reduced, and boundaries between turuq were
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weakened. These trends., in conjunction with more general, sweeping social changes,
helped erase Sufism from the social map.
This argument suggested that all along Sufism could be defended-at least in partthrough ritual control., including ritual limits or other manipulations ofLP in hadra., in
order to avoid charges ofbid~a (heretical ~'innOVatiOD"), as weD as in order to support the
centralization and cohesion ofthe group. During the period of Sufism's ascendancy such a
line ofdefense was not absolutely required for survival (although it could be useful in
order for a tariqa to position itselfwithin the social space; in this way some ofthe ShadhiJj
and Khalwati groups recruited many elites, the latter particularly from al-Azhar), but in the
20th century ritual control became more urgent, though it could only be successful1y
applied by groups socially poised to do so.
During the first part ofthe 20th century., powerful social forces ofboth
secularization and political-Islamization drew membership away from the Sufi orders. But
since the late 19705 there has been a general renewal ofinterest in non-politicized Islamic
spirituality, providing a potential source ofnew members for the Sufi orders which can
appear attractive-initially via shaykhly charisma, but later mainly through ritual practicesto this segment ofthe population. Those turuq which nevertheless declined appear to be
those lacking the social conditions necessary to formulate group-level strategies for ritual
reform; these were the traditional groups.
In Chapter 3 (fonowing a general ethnography of Sufism in Egypt), I explored the

notion of tariqa identity., whose maintenance is critical ifthe tariqa is to be sustained as a
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distinctive unit of social organization, and whose uniqueness constitutes a means of
solidarity~ by which

individuals identify with the group and with each other. I argued that

the doctrinal aspects of Sufi orders are largely shared, and therefore cannot form the
primary basis for group identity or solidarity. This basis, I claimed, is rather provided by

social dimensions ofthe order, as weD as the ritual fonn itself(mainly, LP). Indeed, many
features which might be constmed as doctrinal cfifferences tum out, upon closer
inspection, to constitute social and ritual differences. Therefore, LP can maintain tariqa
identity by supporting social structure (the same social structure which enables-or
disables-group-Ievel strategies in the first place), or simply by presenting unique

performative features. I furthermore distinguished positional and personal social
structures, arguing that while the former is shared across orders (in part because it is
established by governmental regulations governing the turuq)~ it is the latter-broadly
construed, to include the founder's charismatic personality, and the entire web of personal
and positional social relations centered on the founder-which is central to the tariqa's
unique identity.
But the relation between LP and tariqa identity (as social structure) is two-way,
since LP can only be formulated strategicaDy when particular social conditions obtain.
Exploring the conditions for the presence or absence ofsuch conditions, I was led to trace
the endogenous development ofthe Sufi order as a charismatically based organization.
Initially centralized and cohesive under the leadership ofthe founder, and later his khalffiJ,
orders tend toward a developmental phase ("phase 3") in which decentralization and lack
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ofcohesion prevail; at this point the order is no longer able to formulate., disseminate, and
apply group-level strategies. This decentralization can also be understood as a progressive
tension between positional and personal structures, as effective charismatic power moves
from the center ofthe positional structure to its periphery. Once the tariqa has become
decentralized, the strategic value ofLP may decline., or even become negative. LP may
become formally fixed, or erode as a tariqa-wide practice (through ritual neglect, or
independent ritual control in each peripheral tariqa chapter); thereafter it will continue to
playa strategic role in supporting the group only due to the accidental confluence ofthe
historically determined social context with performative style. When that context changes,
LP may no longer be adapted to supporting the group.
I also briefly discussed the effects ofexogenous historical factors on the nascent
tariqa organization, arguing that in its formative stages, lacking the inertia ofa historical
tradition, the tariqa is more malleable, while later the social and ritual aspects oftariqa
identity become more rigid and resistant to change, even when motivated by group-level
strategies. But the formative period is also included within the initial phases oftariqa
development, during which it is best able to formulate group-level strategies. Therefore,
the tariqa will tend to bear the influence ofthe historical period in which it was formed,
and will tend to display its highest level ofadaptation to that period.
On the basis of all these considerations, I differentiated traditional and modernist

orders. The preceding factors help to explain why the traditional orders have been less
successful in contemporary Egypt: having reached the third developmental phase, they are
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decentralized and lacking in social cohesion. They are furthermore mired by the inertia of
traditions which may-on the whole-lack social utility~ and may even be socially harmful.
Lacking the requisite social conditio~ they are unable to control their LP in a strategic

manner.
In Chapter 4~ I presented a detailed ethnography ofthe ba.dra, and its LP
resources. I claimed that besides its overt spiritual role~ the hadra has social
consequences, and that its "active ingredients" consist primarily ofLP. This statement
constitutes the basis for my methodological decision to focus on LP as the key link
between practice and social structure. After reviewing some general features (tonality~
repetition, naming, and sources) shared by most or all LP~ I set forth the variety ofLP
genres in the context ofa general ethnography ofthe hadra itself: indicating the variable
parameters ofeach LP genre~ and the sensitivity ofthose parameters in determining both
ritual effects, and critical reaction.
The ethnography indicated that while hizb, fawatih, adl;iyya, and dhikr are primarily
based in traditional and inflexible Islamic material (especially Qur'an and adhkar), and
hence are less crucial for supporting group-level strategies or establishing group identity,
the LP genres of inshad and speech are much more important for these purposes, since
they can be tIexibly manipulated for social objectives~ as objects ofgroup-level sttategy.
Inshad and speech are ordinarily the only LP genres which can clearly carry the voice and
authority ofthe shaykh. Genres rigidly based in traditional material operate primarily in
the ritual mode., and are less well-suited to maDipulating participants subjectively, leading
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to a weak social effect. On the other band, inshad and speech operate primarily in the
affective and communicative modes't respectively't and thus are ideally suited to such
subjective manipulation. The wide range ofmelodic parameters characteristic ofinsbad
are criti~ in view ofthe polemics surrounding the use ofmusic (both melodic content,
and instrumentation), as wen as in determining the emotional power which music provides
in performance. Both inshad and speech carry the widest range ofaffective and

communicative textual meanings, ranging from passionate mystical love to distant
devotion; these meanings are significant both in view ofpolemics over Sufi ideas, as wen
as for the influence exerted by such texts in performance.
Several parameters ofLP are particularly sensitive in determining the response of
Sufi critics, as well as the impact ofLP on the group itself: These include the extent to
which texts are supported by the Islamic tradition, the use ofpoetic themes and symbols,
and putative performative efficacy in the ritual mode. In particular, repetition is a sensitive
aspect of ritual with regard to conservative critiques, particularly when repeat counts are

very large, or depend on the esoteric numerological system,

~ilm

al-huruf. Even more

important are performative aspects, such as the elaboration ofmelody, the presence of
musical instruments, emotional display, and other forms ofspectacle. Naming is a critical
aspect ofLP, due to its ability to construct relationships.
I then proceeded to take up three examples: two modernist, and one traditional.
The former maintain the social conditions prerequisite to formulation ofgroup-level
strategies for social aims, although leading to very different strategies. For as I claimed at
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the outset, the simultaneous strategjzing oftwo groups within the same field at the same
time in no way implies that they should arrive at the same strategy. On the contrary~ the
field comprises forces ofrepulsion as wen as attraction, and the former may effectively
prevent two social groups from coming too close together~ as each seeks to establish itself
in a particular bounded domain. Therefore it should not be surprising to find the
Ja'fariyya and Jazuliyya equally strategic, equally successfuL and yet nearly opposed in the
actual strategies they employ, strategies realized in part via LP in hadra. On the other
hand., the Bayyumiyya lack the social preconditions for group-level strategizing, and so

one finds that the nature ofLP in this case results from a combination ofhysteresis, and
the superposition ofindividual (not group-level) strategies., interests, and abilities within
the particular context in which performance takes place; the determining role ofindividual
interests and abilities in a context is particularly evident in the form of inshad performance.
What are these strategies, and what are their goals? Unlike most religious
organizations, Sufi orders are not defined by a system ofbelief: Rather, the identity ofa
Sufi order is preeminently social. It is ~ssible for any Sufi order in Egypt to define
itselfby means ofa unique creed or set oftenets, because all Sufi orders strongly depend
on Islam for authorization and basic religious content; any deviations from strict orthodox
Islam are shared across all the turoq and therefore do not provide a basis for individual
group identity. For this reason, group-level strategies must aim primarily at maintaining
the group's social position, ensuring the group's success by providing it with a secure
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"niche" in the Islamic tiel~ while maintaining inner social strength. To a great extent,
these strategies work through LP in hadra. Strategic goals include the fonowing:
To defend against critics. This goal has become much more crucial in the 20th

century than previously. But since Sufi critiques are effectively ritual critiques (as we have
seen), the most effective line ofdefense is through ritual control. which in turn implies

control ofLP. Such control-often requiring some measure ofconformity to orthodox
norms-may entail absolute ritual limits, or limits may be imposed depending on context;
thus private and public rituals may be difFerentiated. Since critics may be ofeither the
secular type (blaming Sufism for social ills) or religious type (blaming Sufism for
degrading the "true" Islam), LP ideally must be manipulated so as to counter both charges:
to prove the social utility as well as the religious conformity of Sufism through particular
practices (or the exclusion ofparticular practices). It is important to realize that critics
need not come from outside the group; group members themselves are willy-nilly exposed

to both reformist and secularist discourses (via media and informal communication)., and
therefore the tariqa must always take care to appear legitimate in eyes ofmembers, lest
dissent come from within the ranks. Therefore, secrecy alone is not a viable solution, at

least not if the tariqa hopes to expand.
To attract, recruit, and retain memhers. This goal, universa1ly important in any

religious organization (particularly one as weakly defined by beliefas a Sufi order), has
become even more critical with competition from other kinds of social organizations, both
religious and non-religious. The solution is the presentation ofan attractive and
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distinctive group identity, and the fiJlfiJJment of members~ individual spiritual and social
needs. The relevance ofLP to the former is discussed below; that the latter occurs
primarily via LP is evident due to the fact that ritual LP constitutes the main mode of
members' participation in the tariqa. Since it is imposSIble for the tariqa to appeal to the
entire Muslim population, whose religious values, preferences, and predispositions vary
widely, it is important for the group to target a particular audience to which it will appear
attractive. Evidently, each target audience may require different strategies. The tariqa can
establish itselfmore securely by attracting an aftluent, educated, and weU-connected
membership; such a priority both demands and facilitates more literate techniques ofLP,
including use of published manuals and books of poetry.
To maintain a distinctive group identity., one which also meets the constraints of

other goals (viz. be formulated so as both to attract and retain members, and defend
against critics). I have argued that difFerent Sufi orders contrast primarily in personal
social structure (including the founder's charisma), as well as in ritual forms themselves;
thus one finds unique ritual and social identity, but not unique doctrinal identity. As for
ritual identity., it is clear that LP is critical., because to a great extent LP is constitutive of
ritual; it is required only that ritual be unique-an arbitrary sign-in order to distinguish the
group from others. Thus one group exhibits a highly musical and emotional liturgy, while
another is sober and restrained. As for social identity~ I have argued (throughout Chapters
7-9) for the ability ofLP to support personal social structure and the charisma ofthe
founder. LP reinforces the founder's charisma when he is the author ofits textual basis,
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not only in the semantic content ofthe works performed (which may not always be
unique), but in their authorization by him (as testimony to his high spiritual level, and
mystical or religious inspiration). Thus a preference for (or even restriction to) the

founder's literary output is a universal sign ofstrategy, though traditional groups make
use ofsuch preferences and restrictions far less than modernist ones do. Authorship is
more effective in the communicative and affective domains ofspeech and inshad, because
these genres are more capable ofbearing an authorial stamp than the more ritual-oriented
genres compiled from traditional sources (thus the hizb is assembled-like a coDage-more
than it is written); ~ the traditional groups tend not to exploit the former genres

consistently. LP also reinforces the characteristic social relations ofthe tariqa, both
venical (whether distant, or immediatel, and horizontal (whether person-person, or
person-group), and helps define group boundaries (whether sharp or diffused), via the
syntactic, semantic, sonic, and pragmatic aspects ofperformance, particularly via
referencing (see Chapter 9).
To maintain centralization, cohesion. and group commitment. Regardless ofits

specific social identity, the group must maintain these general properties if it is to
persevere as a whole. At the same time, these are the particular conditions necessary for
group-level strategizing to take place. This is the level at which interaction between
performance and social structure appears most complex: LP supports aspects of social
structure, which are simultaneously the conditions for its own use as a tool ofgroup-level
strategies. Group commitment is supported by the quantity and attractiveness ofLP
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performed in individual and group rituals, the extent to which it binds members through
mutual participation and evokes the founder as a magnetic center ofbeliet: and the extent
to which rituals at the periphery (the local bayt) are firmly controlled so as to avoid the
formation oflocal centers ofcharisma and solidarity which would tend to fracture the
whole. The ability ofLP to generate emotion in ritual is critical here, for it is this emotion
which serves to reinforce the personal bonds among group members-both horizontally to
each other, and vertically to the shaykh and founder-which are suggested by textual
content. However such emotionalism must also be controlled, so as to avoid anti-social
frenzy or idiosyncratic behavior, to ensure that emotion contributes to the solidarity ofthe
group as a whole (rather than to a subgroup), to support group identity (so that a tariqa
whose reputation is based on orthodoxy must be more restrained), and to avoid criticism
from without (since emotional ritual has historically attracted the greatest criticism).
Group-level strategy supporting these social goals works through LP in ritual;
indeed this is necessarily the case, because such LP is the principal (often the only)
practical means ofparticipation in the Sufi group. Most explicit Sufi discourse prefers to
assign LP a purely spiritual value, because a social value would apparently conflict with
the ideal of purely spiritual goals. However, the social value ofLP can be revealed
through a more careful reading ofthis discourse (particularly among the modernist
groups), as well as through a close analysis ofthe ritual data. Such a reading was the goal
ofChapters 5-9.
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B. Three case studies: a 18view
Each ofthe two modernist groups considered displays a characteristic strategic
logic in coping with the problems Sufism faces in late 2Oth-century Egypt; to a great
extent LP can be understood as a realization ofthis logic in ritual practice. In the previous

chapters I have made myriad references to the unique logic ofeach tariqa's approach; in
the following summary I will only touch on some ofthe more salient points. The
Bayyumiyya, by contrast, lack the social conditions necessary for the development of

tariqa-wide group-level strategies, and therefore LP plays a limited (and sometimes
negative) role in supporting the group as a whole. In this case, I have tried to explain the
characteristics ofLP as a non-adaptive consequence ofsocial conditions.

1.

Jazuliyya

The JazuIiyya is a phase 2 (kbalim-controlled) tariqa formed in the modem peri~

in response to the modem social space and field ofIslam. It meets all the theoretical

social conditions required for formulating, disseminating, and applying group-level
strategies. One therefore finds a relatively high level ofcontrol over ritual performance,
and few strategic vacuums, although occasionally control is strategically relinquished in
order to allow for the development ofemotion. In brief: these strategies include the
following:
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II.

To defend against critics.

The JazuIiyya adopt several basic strategies for defending their form of Sufism
(which includes ecstatic and "intoxicated" elements) against poSSlble charges ofbid'a by
religious conservatives, Islamic reformists, and secularists. One strategy is by ritual
differentiation into private and public,. center and periphery. Three different kinds ofhaelra
are performed: private-periphery, private-center, and public-center. The public face ofthe
tariqa corresponds to the mosque hadra (public-center), which is relatively conservative.
The local badra (private-periphery) is also conservative. Ecstatic and musical dhikr is
permitted only under the control and authority ofthe center, in a relatively secluded

location. A second strategy is to ground all practices in Qur'an and SUlUl8, emphasizing
these especially in the mudhakara sessions. A third is to remain relatively independent of
other religious institutions and events, participating in mawlids only tangentially (thereby
avoiding their unseemly aspects), and maintaining social distance from al-Azbar, and
governmental religious organizations. Even when ecstatic, badras are never out of
control, and emotionalism is strictly limited within a fixed time interval.
1J.

To attract, recruit, and retain memben.

The primary target audience consists ofthose with no former experience in Sufism;
nearly all have been well-edueated (secondary school or college) in the secular school
system, working as professionals with a modern orientation. Over the last 25 years
especially, large numbers ofEgyptians in this category have felt the pull ofreligion as a
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means ofspiritual fidfiJJrnent, or source ofsocial identity. These are drawn to the tariqa
due to its modernity, especially as manifested in performance. The Jazuliyya implicitly
reject most ofthe Sufi tradition from the immediate past, associated among members of
the target audience with social and religious backwardness. Modernity is represented by
the highly organized and disciplined hadra format, the efficient and effective madrasa, and
the use ofinshad styles interally and intertextually related to modern culture (popular
~~.fu~d~in~~m~iritual~~~~matmded~an~st~~

participatory, somewhat individualistic emotional style, and a leaning toward Sufi gnosis
(macrifa, Haqiqa) which provides meanings which appear to transcend those of ordinary
exoteric religion, while remaining grounded within it, and anchored ~ explicit
performances of Sunna and Qur' an. Yet another strategy is the inclusion ofentire
families, and emphasis on children's participation.

c.

To maintain a distinctive group identity

The group's ritual identity comprises a modem, enthusiastic, unified, and
occasionally ecstatic performative style; it is automatically reinforced by performance of
such rituals. The group's social identity includes the following: the absence of a silsila
(lineage) which would connect the group to a definite historical past and a focus instead
on the founder and his son; a charismatic founder known for his esoteric knowled8e~ close
vertical relations (between shaykh or other spiritual entity, and muridin) verging on union;
strong horizontal bonds among members and between each member and the reified group
as a communality; and sharp group boundaries separating in-group from out-group.
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All ofthese are supported by LP in the badra, in its sonic, syntactic, semantic, and
pragmatic dimensions, as outlined in Chapters 8 and 9. The breaking ofthe siIsila to the
past is reinforced by refraining from the mention ofprior saints and shaykhs in
performance. Much ofthe LP in hadra serves as a means for the performance ofthe
founder's charisma., which is in tum a means ofreinforcing the social basis for the tariqa's
existence. This charisma is embedded and affirmed in the founder's texts, which (as
karamat) constitute the main empirical evidence for his charisma, and which also form the

basis for much hadra LP. Recitation and discussion ofSidi Jabir's RDsa 'il and poetry is an
important means ofreaffirming his charismatic status. The use ofcolloquial poetry serves
to create a mood of intimacy. Open and rough equality ofparticipation for group
members, and the tight social geometry ofperformance serve to create a sense ofclose
corporate unity. Thus ritual pragmatics helps to assure the corporate solidarity which is a
hallmark ofthe group's identity. Outsiders have no official place, and the badra is
relatively private (except for the mosque hadra), thus serving to reinforce the sharp group
boundaries.
Most critical is the semantic aspect of jnsbad: its authorization by the shaykh., use
ofesoteric themes and symbols, overt praise ofthe shaykh (both Sidi Salim and Sidi Jabir),
and the paradigm for social relations which it presents through referencing, serving to
draw the group tightly together around its shaykh. Social relations are reinforced by a
high level ofemotion in performance,. created by employing rich musical resources
(instrumentally, and stylistically), combined with textual flexibility (in solo insbad),
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vigorous and full participation (in group inshad), and tolerance of some individual
performative freedom (even when this leads to tonal-temporal imprecision). However,
this emotion is always controlled, restrained within definite bounds, and limited to the
central hadra, so that it cannot disturb group unity, or draw criticism.
d.

To maintain centralization.. cohesion, and group
commitment

LP also serves to maintain the social conditions ofits own possibility. The role of
LP in maintaining group cohesion and centralization follows in part from the role ofLP in

maintaining the tight vertical and horizontal bonds which define the group socially.
Besides the ubiquitous references to God, the Prophet, and the Ahl al-Bayt, referencing to
Sufi figures is limited to the founder and his so~ with an occasional mention of Sidi Abu

ai-Hasan a1-Sbadbili. By avoiding the mention ofa constellation ofother saints and qutbs,
group integrity is maintained; connections to the wider world ofinformal Sufism are
diminished.
Ecstasy in ritual is limited to central meetings; in this way it serves to reinforce the

shaykh's position and the cohesion ofthe group as a whole. Were such ecstasy Permitted
in the local chapter meetings, it would tend to emphasize the local leader's charismatic
status and integrity ofthe local group as an independent social entity, thus leading to

fissioning; this phenomenon is exactly what we observed in the case ofthe Bayyumiyya.
Thus, local chapter meetings are limited to more ritual and communicative forms ofLP:
mostly prayer and madrasa. Insbad plays a lesser role, and is restricted to sober group
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inshad employing percussion instruments only; ecstatic solo inshad and dhikr are forbidden

here.
Commitment results from the relatively high level of ritual participation required;
the hadra is long, and members are required to attend at least three events per week.
Ritual commitment creates group commitment and identification. The necessity of
members to travel to the main center (those in Greater Cairo do so semiweekly; those
further away at least for the Mawlid al-Nabi,. and the mawlid of Sidi Jabir) helps to
support centralization and commitment. At these mawlids, new inshad is distributed to the
entire tariqa, so that the group can remain ritually synchronized. In addition, the tariqa

maintains a rigorously organized schedule ofinter-group visiting so as to ensure that the
social relations produced in performance span the group, and do not serve to create
solidarity in any one subgroup at the expense ofrelations to other subgroups.

2.

Ja'fariyya

Like the JazuIiyya, the Ja'fiuiyya is a phase 2 tariqa, formed in the modern period
in response to modem conditions. It too presents the social conditions required for
formulating, disseminating, and applying group-level strategies; there is in a:ldition little
interest in generating overtly powerful emotional experience, as in the JazuJiyya. One
therefore finds here an extremely high level ofcontrol over ritual performance, with
practically no strategic vacuums.

IOS3

II.

To defend against critics.

The Jazu1iyya strategy depends in part on cormmmal brotherhood, isolation from
other religious groups, and ritual privacy. The Ja'fariyya have taken the opposite course.
Wrthin the field of Islam, they affirm in their rituals as well as in writings two kinds of
connections: to the Islamic institution ofal-Azbar, and to the Idrisiyya tradition of
reformed Sufism. In addition, the group maintains strong connections to official religion
ofthe Egyptian government and elsewhere (Sudan, Bahrain); such connections are
displayed through attendance and speech-making ofsuch religious officials at the hadra,
especially at major festival occasions such as the mawlid ofthe founder, or the Mawlid aINabi. These connections at once increase the visibility (and hence targetability) ofthe
group, and provide it with a more defensible position, legitimacy being assured by
connections to powerful or irreproachable Islamic institutions. Concomitantly, ofcourse,
the tariqa must espouse a more conservative version of Sufism, one which is acceptable to
official and Azhari Islam. That this strategy was in part a natural consequence of Sbaykh
SaIih's own biography should not detract from the fact that the group has actively
developed and expanded in this direction through the great efforts ofShaykh "Abd alGhani since the founder's passing.
The conservative Sufism practiced in the Jacfariyya, a main line ofdefense against
possible critics., constitutes another contrast with the JazuJiyya. Inshad and dhikr are kept
strictly separate. As we have seen, musical materials are extremely limited; there are no

instruments, inshad melodies are restricted and repetitive; interal references to popular
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songs are rejected. Texts are largely in classical Arabic (thus referencing the Azhari
tradition), and mention ofesoteric or ecstatic Sufi themes is rare; rather the focus is on
relatively uncontr'oversial madih and other mainstream religious themes. Performance is
required to be uniform; almost no individuality or emotionalism is tolerated; the primary
goals appear to be ritual and communicative. The mood ofperformance is serious,
hushed, stilL. and dignified, as opposed to the jubilant and even ecstatic Jazuliyya badra.
Performance is also more tightly controlled, since the munshidin must perform from the
diwan of Shaykh SaIih; most participants have no opportunity to sing as soloists, and the
role ofspeech is extremely limited (compared to the open JazuIiyya mudhakara). Women
are excluded from the hadra.
But though this form of Sufism may be labelled conservative,. it would be wrong to
consider the Iaf;fariyya as merely a traditional Sufi group. While the Iaf;fariyya appear
traditional,. it is in fact their reliance on a tradition ofreform (the Idrisiyya), and the active
expression of that tradition through centrally controUed ritual, which gives them such an
aura oflegitimacy in the current religious climate. They are modernist, in traditional guise.
b..

To attract, recruit, and retain memben.

The same strategies which serve to defend the group from its critics also can serve
to attract new members, because the open and social positioning ofthe tariqa as a
mainstream Islamic organization is designed to compete directly with reformist and other
Islamist groups for members. Their fonn ofconservative Sufism,. strongly rooted in Sunna
and Qur'an, contains almost nothing which could be criticized as bidf;a. Performance
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legitimates the group by appeal to traditional Islam. (especially in inshad).. and the Idrisiyya
tradition. But while the group is tied to the past, through assertions of silsiIa and
traditional modes ofIslamic performance~ it is also something new. Less blatantly than the
Iazu1iyya., the Ja'fariyya simultaneously defines itself as a modem form of Sufism, by
adopting a highly public profile and presenting itselfas a central Islamic institution.. in the
service ofIslamic society. The tariqa thereby draws in members who might not feel
comfortable in an esoteric, comnnmal Sufi tariqa led by a mystic lacking official religious
credentials. Because Sbaykh Salih had such credentials, the Ja'fariyya are able to portray
themselves as a mainstream. Islamic school (madrasa) or an Islamic social movement like
the Muslim Brothers. To follow Sbaykh Salih is like following any other Azhar professor,
a path entailing no posSIble deviation from mainstream religion because ofthe certainty
that al-Azhar itselfdefines the mainstream.

Ritual performance helps to define the tariqa as a central and public Islamic
institution.. possessing a social function transcending the service ofthe muridin themselves.
Such an attitude is revealed and reinforced in performance by the presence ofnon·
members, who may also participate in the ritual (although spatially separated from the
official membership). By adopting this position, in conjunction with a conservative form
ofSufi practice, the tariqa presents itselfas an attractive alternative to the more politicized
Islamic groups which have proliferated and expanded in the 20th century. This
institutional basis is reinforced by the place of performance~which is always a public
mosque belonging to the tariqa; the main center in Darrasa is a large public mosque, also
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connected to a bookshop7 a hlmuy,. and a hospital, all run by the tariqa Such an
arrangement is reminiscent oftraditional Sufi institutions (the kbanqah), but also competes

with the social-service role presented by many ofthe modem non-Sufi Islamic groups in
Egypt today. Those who participate in tariqa activities as non-members may eventually
take the 'ahd.
That performative features ofJa'fariyya and Jazuliyya contrast in so many ways
does not indicate the deficiency ofeither's hacIra; rather such contrasts reflect in part
different target audiences for recruitment. While the Jazuliyya tend to recruit members
with secular backgrounds who feel a pull toward a more spiritual life, the Ja'fariyya is
more appealing to those with conservative religious upbringing. Shaykh SaIih's status
(constantly reaffirmed in hadra performance, as well as in his books) as a great Azhari
scholar, as well as the performative emphasis on the written Islamic tradition, classical
Arabic, and scholarly learning, play an important role here. Many members attended
Azhari schools, or the Azhar university itself: where they studied traditional subjects such

as Arabic language and the foundations ofreligion (Usu/ ai-Din). The majority come
originally from the more religiously and socially conservative society ofthe Sa'id (Upper
Egypt), especially Qina and Aswan. These are accustomed to a central role for
conservative Islam in their lives; for them the tariqa is embraced as a mainstream religious
institution, not as an esoteric path. In this way the 1a'fariyya gathers support from a
strong conservative, educated group, who are also socially well-positioned so as to help
the tariqa to a strong position in the Islamic field.
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LP in ritual serves to mark offthe sacred as something totally different from
ordinary experience. Unlike the J~ performative references (interal, and
intertextual) remain entirely within the religious sphere. While the Jazuliyya strategy of

creating performative links to secular culture is attractive for some!t the Ja"fariyya attracts
a different membership for whom the presence ofthe sacred depends on the creation ofa
performative space which is wholly "'other".
A strong effort is made to recruit children ofmembers, in order to build a stronger
organization and ensure future support. Young people are given prominent roles in tariqa
rituals, and execute them proudly. This strategy is fonowed in the Jazuliyya as weD.

c.

To maintain a distinctive group identity.

As in the J~ the Ja"fariyya badra reinforces the group's unique ritual

identity, manifest especially in the sound, text, and behavior ofLP. The Ja"fariyya social
identity, contrasting with the Jazuliyya, is founded on Shaykh SaIih's distinctive charisma,
rooted in his broad learning in the religious sciences ('Um), inspiration as poet, and status
as a great Azbari scholar and preacher. The personal social structure features a strong

siIsiIa to Shaykh SaIih's own shaykbs, especially Sidi Ahmad ibn Idris; distant vertical
relations ofhierarchy (between shaykh or spiritual entity, and muridin); weaker horizontal
bonds among brethren; and diffuse group boundaries., by which the group extends its
influence outwards into the general Islamic comnnmity.

Hadra performance focuses almost entirely on the textual output of Shaykh Salih
a1-Jacfari, and Sidi Ahmad ibn Idris, with a small contribution from the current shaykh,
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'Abd al-Gbani, as weD. Thus the centrality ofthese figures is affirmed, and in particular
the tariqa's continuity with the Idrisiyya tradition is established. Besides these figures,
performance also reinforces the entire constellation ofspiritual entities upon which the
tariqa is based: God, and the Prophet and Ahl al-Bayt. As in the JazuIiyya., references to
other saints are limited. Such a strategy is particularly apt for the modernist groups; being
relatively new, they must take care to ensure their independent identity.
Sbaykh SaIih's charisma is performed primarily through inshad. For the outward
signs ofms charisma are contained in his great religious knowledge and insight ('ilm and

ma'rifil), and the inspirational 'llooding" (fayadan) by which he spoke or composed poetry
containing such knowledge and insight. Through recitation ofthis poetry in the hadra,
these karamat-the founder's knowledge, insight, and inspiration-are reinforced; speeches
and the pragmatic position ofthe munsbidin (spotlighted as soloists before the passive
group) further help to invoke him personally. Shaykh SaIih's unique spiritual personality
emerges clearly through insbad texts, as weD as the solemn and dignified style of
performance used to perform them. Additionally, authoritative invited speakers praise him
directly, evoke him pragmaticaDy (by occupying a similar communicative position vis-a.-vis

the group), and serve as a reminder ofhis greatness.
Modernist groups, as I have stated many times, tend toward full control of ritual
resources. But the Ja'fariyya take this position to an extreme, leaving almost nothing to
the discretion ofparticipants; even leaders make few ritual decisioDS. Munshidin are
entirely constrained to the diwan of Shaykh SaIib, and once a qasida is selected it must be
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completed without text-switching. These restrictions limit the emotional level which is
facilitated by ritual flexibiIity (by responding to the exigencies ofperformance conditions),
but at the same time serve to ensure that the hadra will focus primarily upon Shaykh SaIih;
the more subdued emotional level is also evocative ofthe founder's spiritual personality,
which was firmly grounded in the Islamic textual tradition,. and not prone to outward
mystical ecstasies.
The semantic content oftexts serves to reinforce vertical relations ofdistance and
hierarchy, via poetic themes, didactic tone, elevated language style, and especially in the
paradigm for social relations which as we have seen is embedded in inshad texts. The
shaykh is portrayed as a lofty figure (sometimes overtly, in the choral refrain ofa qasida),
towering above the muridin, while the spiritual entities addressed tower above him; this
arrangement is also more conformable to orthodoxy than the more mystically unified
scheme in the Jazuliyya. This verticality is further reinforced by the pragmatics of
performance: the sequence of soloists, alternation between soloists and group, and seating
arrangements. At the same time, the fact that the hadra is open to outsiders, together with
the emotional restraint imposed by tariqa decolUDl, reduces the level ofhorizontal bonding
which takes place. Emotion, as we have seen, tends toward a levelling ofhierarchical
distinctions (as in the Jazuliyya), and so the Ja'fariyya tend to avoid it, both to preserve
their more hierarchical and open-institutional identity, and to promote a conservative
appearance.
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d.

To maintain centralization. cohesion. and group
collllllitment.

The performative construction ofcentralization, cohesion, and group commitment
is partly assured by the reinforcement ofthe group's characteristic social identity, which
binds all muridin to Sbaykh Salih and thereby to each other. Diffuse group boundaries
might be expected to weaken overall cohesion, but this effect is compensated by the
central social and institutional position occupied by the tariqa's administration within the
field of Islam in Egypt. Although there is always a fiinge beyond the official membership,
who attend badras and other mosque-events without taking the "ahd, a strong and closed
communal form of solidarity as is found in the 1azuliyya is less necessary for the Ja"fariyya,

due to the firm social position occupied by the group'5 center.
As in the JazuJiyya, group commitment is assured through a heavy enforced

commitment to ritual performance, twice weekly. Although emotion in performance plays
a much smaller role than in the 1azu.1iyya, the membership which is attracted to a tariqa of
the 1a'fariyya type does not desire a powerful emotional experience, but rather expects a
more didactic ritual experience, akin to that ofthe dars which made Sbaykh Salih so
famous in the first place. The emotional feelings underlying social relations in this tariqa
are not overtly expressed in ritual, but they are nevertheless deeply felt as a response to
Sbaykh Sa!ih's charisma, which is evoked in performance. Furthermore this mode of
mystical experience, in which one's inner spiritual world is firmly controlled, was itselfthe
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model favored by Shaykh SaIih; its ritual performance therefore reaffirms every member's
commitment to the group he founded.
Local chapters are strongly connected to the main group by required attendance at

a weekly central hadra, in which each local chapter performs, and its subordinate relation
to the tariqa as a whole is thereby clarified. At the same time, the local hadra is restricted
to be an identical copy ofthe central hadra, thereby helping to avoid the possibility of
fission or schism. Like the Jazuliyya (and other modernist groups), the tariqa also

employs a rigorously organized schedule ofvisiting between central group and local
chapters, thus ensuring that bonds are forged between different subgroups, so that the
tariqa cannot fragment into separable subunits.
3.

Bayyumiyya

Unlike the modernist groups, but typical ofother traditional ones, the BayyumiyYa
lack the social conditions for actively formulating, disseminating, and applying group-level
strategies. Neither books, nor discourse» nor analysis ofLP suggests the active presence
of any such strategies. The absence ofactive strategies has produced strategic vacuums.
Some ofthese vacuums are filled by traditional ritual practices inherited from the past
(hysteresis), while the remainder are filled by individual strategies geared to individuaI-not
group-interests. For instance, the Bayyumiyya him continues to be performed, but not in
a manner (sonicaJly, or pragmatically) which would help to maintain group solidarity.
Inshad, in particular, is left entirely undetermined, at the margins ofthe central hadra, and
at the center of at least one local one (as in Bh).
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This situation bas arisen in part as a natural consequence ofthe traditional order's

relatively late phase ofdevelopment. The discord between a centralized positional
structure, headed by a hereditary shaykh whose charismatic stature is limited, and a
distnouted personal structure, in which charismatic loci have appeared at the local level,
precludes group-level strategizing, because positional relationships are not supported by
personal ones, and commitments exist to many different local shaykhs.
Historical factors also make group-level strategies problematic for traditional
groups like the Bayyumiyya. Even if it were more centralized and cohesive, the tariqa
would still be freighted with a heavy load oftradition, resulting from its advanced age,
spread over a large social base. Such tradition bas its own inertia, which can only be
changed in small increments, especially since the bulk ofthe membership are rural, steeped
in tradition; a comparatively large fraction are no doubt illiterate, making central control
even more difficult.
Low strategic control of ritual resources may also be a historical remnant ofthe
tariqa's social context during the period offounding, when Sufism enjoyed much greater
prominence and widespread acceptability in Egyptian society than it does today. During
this period, strategies may not have been required as a defensive mechanism, although they
might have been used for other purposes, such as to gather members or solidify the social
structure. Yet, with Sufism in a position ofdominance, even these functions would not
have been so necessary as today. Furthermore, whatever strategies existed at the outset,
over time they would have eroded, as the social conditions for their maintenance declined.
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At the same time~ they would have become less appropriate, due to the fact that the social

context-and especially the Islamic context-bas shifted dramatically throughout the 19th
and 20th centuries.

An important contextual change was the general attitude toward charisma as the
legitimizing basis for a tariqa I have argued that such charisma always forms the nucleus
for any new Sufi organization, around which forms the initial circle ofdisciples. This filet
bas not changed. What has changed is the forms ofcharisma which are widely acceptable,
and the forms ofcharisma which can be performed in badra. Sidi' Ali' s charismatic status

was based on miraculous deeds, incomprehensible to the modern world-view. For

generations after his passin& belief in the miraculous karamat by which he was defined
would have continued to draw in new members, because for hundreds ofyears such
stories have formed an integral part ofthe dominant religious reality; even intellectuals
such as Sha'rani devoted their full scholarly energies to recounting such karamat. But
today the fanciful karamat by which Sidi 'Ali continues to be remembered among his
followers are relegated to the realm ofmere folklore by most modernists, and it is the
latter~

whether Islamist or secularist, who are shaping Egyptian society today.

Furthermore, the miraculous karamat which support Sidi 'Ali's chariStll8, and other
founders oftraditional orders (including Sidi Ahmad al-Rifa'~ Sayyid al-Badawi, and Sidi
Ibrahim al-Dasuqi) cannot be supported by LP in the badra., because they do not exist in a
textual form compatible with ritual. Here we note a sharp contrast with the charisma of
modernist founders, which is very often based on "miracles" oftextual inspiration and

•
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production, such as writing poetry, or making speeches. The only ritua1Iy compatible texts
associated with Sidi (; Ali are his hizbs. But while the small bizb (al-bizb al-saghir) which is
Performed in badra does serve to invoke Sidi (,Ali for tariqa members'J> being based on
Qur'an and other traditional texts it does not constitute a personal expression ofhis
spiritual personality, nor can it provide a model for social relations.
In addition, the tariqa suffered the initial impact of social transformations,

challenges from reformists,. and governmental control of Sufism in the 19th century. The
experience ofthe 19th century seems likely to have reduced the cohesion of extant Sufi
groups, by drawing them all under the influence ofa central authority (the Shaykh aIBakri)'J> and reducing their individual identities due to pressures toward ritual conformity.
Thus Lane's accounts ofdistinctive Bayyumiyya hadras in the early 18oos, featuring

complex dance-like movements, do not correspond to the hadra which one finds among
the Bayyumiyya today, which is hardly differentiable from the hadra of any other
traditional Sufi order.
Either pressure from the Shaykh aI-Bakri for ritual reform or a reformist
atmosphere increasingly hostile to Sufi ritual displays must have convinced some highly
conspicuous (and hence accountable) Bayyumi shaykh aI-sajjada to eliminate the more
dance-like and ecstatic elements formerly employed in hadra, at least in the central hadra
which was most visible to outsiders, and which took place under his immediate
supervision. But this response evidently did not-or could not-oonstitute a group-level
strategy, since the local badra exlubits no such signs of ritual reform. Besides, such a
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response hardly constitutes a real strategy, since it was merely a reflexive reaction to
criticism, causing a retreat in the direction ofgreater Shari~a conformity. This reflex was

not accompanied by a more thorough-going attempt to guarantee the tariqa's survival in
the 20th century. Furthermore, the relatively low level ofperfonnative unity today
suggests that any ritual changes which were introduced no longer represent an active
strategy supported by tariqa leadership.
Due to increasing tensions between positional and personal social stJUetures, the
tariqa effectively divided into subgroups connected primarily by administrative positional
links, each relatively independent ofthe tariqa center in its activities. Each subgroup could

develop a quasi-independent ritual fonn, which might serve to express the independent
identity ofa local bayt (as controlled by a strong local shaykh), or might simply serve as an
outlet for the spiritual inclinations ofparticipants. Central tariqa rituals are poorly
attended (considering the great scope ofthe tariqa), for there are no sanctions applied to
enforce attendance; the shaykh aI-sajjada himself is only occasionally present. There is no
system. ofinter-group visiting, as is common in the modernist groups, and the only event
which attracts the entire tariqa is the mawlid ofSidi 'Ali. Being one ofthe major mawlids
ofCairo, replete with rides, amusements, food sellers, sightseers, and non-Bayyumiyya
visitors to the shrine and kbidmas, crowded and chaotic, lacking in any systematic ritual
plan, it is hardly the kind ofregulated occasion which could instill some centralized order
into the group. In this it contrasts completely with the more limited mawlids ofthe
modernist orders, which do serve this function.
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Thus I account for the features ofLP observed in the Bayyumiyya hadra as a

product and reflection ofthe group's social conditions and history, not as an adaptive
means by which the group actively attempts to control itself Indeed, most ofthe patterns
characteristic ofBayyumiyya LP likely have negative adaptive value for the group as a
whole. For instance, the extreme contrast between mosque and local hadra may be
understood as a consequence ofthe private context ofthe latter, and the disjunction
between positional authority and personal power. The modernist turuq conduct private
hadras which are near-eopies (or subrituals) ofthe central hadra. However, in the local
chapter of the traditional tariqa, relative independence from the center in conjunction with
weak: local control may lead to an ecstatic hadra, whose strong emotion serves the
individual interests ofparticipants (both munsbidin and dhakkira), although it is
detrimental to the social unity ofthe tariqa as a whole.
It may be useful to state this situation as a general principle which can be observed
in practice. In a centralized tarlqa governed primarily by group-level strategies (such as
the JazuIiyya and Ja'fiuiyya), ritual energy is greater at the center, whereas in a
decentralized group (such as the Bayyumiyya), ritual energy is greater at the periphery.
This distribution of ritual energy is a reflection and reinforcement ofthe distribution of
social control and charisma. Traditional turuq may respond to modem reformist pressures

to "dampen" ritual, but only at the center; due to the centers' limited control ofthe
periphery, the latter remains relatively free. At the same time, I have noted that charisma
tends to be relatively lacking at the center ofthe traditional groups; this &ctor also leads
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to a hadra of diminished energy there. But performance at the periphery depends on the
charisma and preferences ofthe local shaykh, who is little affected by the central shaykh
al-sajjada, and less affected by reformist pressures.

c.

Final remarks

Thus we see how LP is used to support group-level strategies among modernist

groups:t whose social structure fulfills the preconditions for developing such strategies.
Older orders" decentralized and lacking social cohesion after many generations of
successive leadership (which, as we have seen" tends toward such a state), are unable to
do so. Traditional orders, established in a period in which Sufism was dominant and
relatively unthreatened, were originally under less pressure to develop strategies of
regulation and control at the start" when they could have been implemented more easily.
Strategies ofLP could be more heterodox, and less complete. But whatever strategies
were developed would not necessarily have been appropriate in the contemporary period.
Subsequently these groups suffered historical shocks which probably caused irremediable
damage to their formerly centralized structures; strategies ofperformance which were
formerly active (such as those which provided identity) may have been eroded, leading to
strategic vacuums to be filled by hysteresis or individual interests. But in the modern
period, new Sufi orders, still malleable and unencumbered by history, tended to develop
strategies of full ritual control, in order to better contend with the dual threats of secular
and Islamist critiques.
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It is possible that as these new orders expand, and enter the third developmental
phase (following the kbaIifa) they too will begin to decentralize" as tensions develop
between the sbaykh a1-sajjada and the local leaders. However it is also likely that the
strong controls represented by performative strategies which have been developed as a
necessary response to the crisis of Sufism in the 20th century will delay" if not prevent, this
transformation. The Hamidiyya Shadbiliyya., despite receiving GiIsenan"s praise as an
exemplary modernist tariqa, suffered a total schism in the 1970s due to conflict over
succession. However" the difference between schism and fission should be carefully noted;
each remaining half ofthe Hamidiyya Shadhiliyya appears as centralized as ever.
Therefore it is possible that modernist groups may maintain centralization, despite rapid
growth.
We have observed that two different modernist groups operating within the same
Islamic field need not arrive at the same strategies. On the contrary" among modernist
groups" different strategies are possible and necessary. This situation is possible" because
the problem ofadaptation resembles that ofdetermining values for a set of variables more
numerous than the equations which constrain them. To put the matter simply: survival
may be difficult" but there is no one way to go about it. This situation is also necessary"
because different groups sharing the same field cannot all occupy the same strategic space.
Thus the Jacfariyya have occupied a particular strategic position (e.g. ritually conservative"

emphasizing close ties to Azbar" vertically orient~ institutional, etc.); another group will
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not succeed by competing for members on the same basis.. but rather on a different basis
(e.g. ecstatic" musical, communal, etc.).
Several other important points have emerged along the way. We have seen that
effective strategies center on ritual control more than doctrine. The adaptation and
survival ofthe modernist Sufi group in the 20th century bas not depended on dropping
Sufi doctrine" even for conservative groups. While extreme doctrines of Wahdat aJ-Wujud
(Unity ofBeing) and ittihad (union) are often publicly denounced (though not always in

private)" a single doctrinal system is largely shared among nearly all groups,. differing
mainly in emphases and in the degree to which its various aspects are made explicit. Thus
even the conservative Ja'fariyya cleave to notions such as the Mubammadan Light"
intercession, and Prophetic visions. It is rather in the domain of ritual that the groups
differentiate themselves" the modernist ones (who control their ritual more surely) in an
attempt to situate themselves in a secure niche within the modern Islamic field. Whereas

doctrine remains largely undisputed by shaykhs" LP in ritual is a crucial domain for
control: first, because criticism ofthe orders was always effectively ritual criticism;
second, because LP is a powerful tool for social purposes. The main difference between
traditional and modernist groups is simply that the former-lacking the requisite
consciousness and social structure-were unable to implement such reforms.
Although the social function ofLP is critical (especially for modernist groups)" it
tends to be discursively invisible" because admitting a social function for LP might
introduce an impure motive for ritual. Rather" when asked about the purpose ofLP"
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participants prefer to cite the spiritual advantages which accrue to such behavior.
However, in the modernist groups the social function attains some discursive presence as
welL due to the heightened imponance of such a function and more intensive reflection
about the group's social requirements generalIy.
I began with a theoretical review ofJakobson's language functions, followed by
my own classification of'communicative'lt 'affective lt , and 'ritual' language modes. It is

useful now to return to this typology in order to gain a deeper insight into the role ofLP

in hadra. Of all the genres ofLP, we have seen that inshad and speech are the most
flexible, and therefore the most potent as social tools. Hizb, fawatih, and ad'iyya rely
heavily on Qur'amc language, and are constrained by traditional ritual formulations.
Speech and inshad are generally free ofthese restrictions. Insbad is particularly powerful,
because it combines a musical and poetic language, the latter containing an arsenal of

themes, symbols, and references. Furthermore, inshad is pragmatically flexible, including
solo, group, and calI-and-response formats. I"shad operates most powerfully in the
affective mode (although it can also operate ritually and communicatively), while speech is
generally strongest in the comnnmieative mode (while operating also in the affective and
ritual ones).

It is therefore noteworthy that modernist groups control and exploit resources of
inshad and speech tar more than traditional groups. As I argued in Chapter 1, affective
and communicative language creates subjective effects, and therefore can be used in group
ritual to create social effects very directly. Ritual LP is used to create objective effects in
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a spiritual reality~ as certified by a system ofbelief. As we observed in the syntactic
analysis ofChapter 8, modernist groups strive to control affective and communicative
modes, while traditional groups control mainly the ritual modes., often leaving inshad
outside the realm ofcontrol, and dispensing with speech entirely. Strategies control
communicative language in order to address explicitly what was previously left in the
realm ofwhat Bourdieu calls "doxa''', that which "goes without saying"; control of
affective language allows the modernist group to control the hadra's emotional "charge".
These tasks are critical if Sufism is to be defended and supported in the modem period.
It appears that the social utility ofLP is only recognized at the level ofthe group,
under the same conditions required for group-level strategies to be formulated. When
individuals think: about ritual purpose they tend to conceive ofspiritual effects as the
lt

principal aim. Therefore, when the ability to strategize is lacking, LP tends toward the
ritual mode only; such is the case in the traditional orders. When the conditions for group-

level strategies arise, LP starts to adopt a more social function. which is realized in the
affective and communicative modes.
In the two modernist cases, we have witnessed the dominance ofeach. For these
as well as other modernist groups, badra is a means ofcontrolling meaning and affect,
which helps to fonn and maintain the social group. But each tariqa presents its unique
strategies for doing so, which are suited to the structure to be formed or maintained. The
lazuliyya focus on affect (especially in inshad), which forms horizontal bonds of
communality; the la'fariyya focus on communication (in inshad and speech), which serves
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to create vertical relations ofrespect and distance. The JaGfariyya also perform a
significant amount ofLP in the ritual mode (hizb, and a lengthy wird to be performed at
home~ both employing

'ilm al-huruffor the determination ofsome repeat counts); this

material (largely adopted from the traditions of Sidi Ahmad ibn Idris) serves socially as a

means of linking the group to its Idrisi:yya past. In the J~ on the other band. the
role of purely ritual-mode LP is relatively small.
In the traditional tuI'UcL we find a contrast between center and periphery. The

center is focussed on ritual language (as in Bm), because group-level strategies provide
nothing elsel' while the presence ofgroup leadership precludes a free indulgence in ecstatic
dhikr. At the periphery which is controlled by a strong leader, one may find affective and
communicative language which is strategically useful for the local group (though not for
the tariqa as a whole); here one discerns the nascent new order., about to break from its
parent. But ifthe periphery is weakly controlled,. then affective LP may emerge, providing
ecstatic experience which fulfi1ls no particular social role with respect to the local grOUpl'
but rather serves the individual interests ofpanicipants according to context; this is what
we observed in Dh.

..*

This dissertation has attempted to examine the role ofLP in strategically
supporting the social position ofparticular Sufi orders, as a means ofunderstanding why
particular orders have succeed in adapting to the social space oflate 2Oth-century Egypt.
I have concluded that while LP may support the order socially, it is the order's social
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structure which allows or precludes the development of strategies for control ofLP in
ritual. Therefore~ modernist orders are able to employ LP to support themselves~ while
traditional orders are unable to do so. Why, then, are the traditional orders still so much
more widespread?
Because ofhysteresis~ adaptation is not related to the total population of a Sufi
order, but rather to its rate ofgrowth (or perhaps rate ofchange in the rate of growth).
Unfortunately, precise statistics are not available for comparison. But it becomes evident
upon inspection of mawlids and mawkibs (using criteria such as dress~ as weD as banners
giving the name and city of each tariqa bayt participating) that the traditional orders
remain dominant throughout the Egyptian countryside, particularly in Upper Egypt~ and
among the less educated. Modernist orders such as the JazuIiyya and Ja 'fari.yya, on the
other han~ maintain their strongest presence in cities~ especially in Cairo, and their
membership is largely educated. Throughout the 20th century, Egypt bas become
increasingly urbanized and educated. These are signs which point to the potential
dominance ofthe modernist groups, which have adopted strategies for recruitment among
urban educated people.
The traditional turuCb formerly widespread throughout Egypt, have now declined
except in more traditional village areas. Having been unable to adapt themselves to
modern conditions, especially the double threat of secularists and Islamists, as well as the
drastic changes in lifestyle which have taken place in Egyptian cities, their numbers have
waned in urban areas, especially with the reduced influx: ofhereditary members. Due to
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their decentralized social stn1etures~ they cannot be mobilized or controlled from the
center~

even when the central leader sees the need to do so. Thus during the mawlid of

Sidi Ahmad al-Rifa'~ an important Rifa'i shaykh was forced to confess his lack ofcontrol
saying: "the chaos which you will observe outside the mosque is not the proper mawlidl

U
•

In recent years Rifa'iyya leaders have attempted to curtail ritual practices (such as use of

the dabbus~ a metal skewer used to pierce the body) considered bid'a by reformists and
backwards by secularists~ but they have not been successful in implementing such bans.
However traditional Sufi groups are so entrenched in the life of many Upper
Egyptian villages that while they may wane., they will not soon disappear. Hysteresis is a
most important factor in these ar~ which are less subject to the effects of social change
and Sufi criticism, phenomena which have tended to dominate in urban areas., and mainly
in northern Egypt. Membership in traditional Sufi orders, tremendously widespread in
rural Upper E~ is usually passed along family lines along with other social and

religious traditions; no urban-based political or social movements can wipe them out
quickly. On the contrary, rural traditionalism. has acquired symbolic value (both for rural
residents and the government) as a bulwark: against undesirable cultural aspects of
modernity, whether "islamic fundamentalism" or '<Western depravity"., and undoubtedly
such traditionalism has done much to dampen the revolutionary force of political Islam in
Egyp~

as compared with more explosive areas such as Algeria.
Furthermore, it is always poSSIble that new modernist movements may emerge out

ofthe peripheries ofolder established groups. The significant fact that Sufi orders are
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constituted socially and ritually, not doctrinally, leads to this conclusion. Neither the
Riraciyya nor the Bayyumiyya nor any other traditional order comprises particular "beliefsn

or "doctrines" which are inherently incompatible with modernity; rather all the Sufi orders
share-more or less-the same ideas. It is only the social structures and rituals which differ,
and which vary in their viability within modern urban life. When they are not viable, the
tariqa as a whole may decline, but not in all of its parts. If a charismatic local Bayyumiyya
or Riraciyya shaykh can seize full control ofbis local bay!, rework its rituals, and create a
new centralized, cohesive, and committed group centered on bimseJt: then he may be able
to found a new modernist tariqa.
While the decline ofthe traditional order as a unified whole-as long as the old
traditional society continues to erode-seems inevitable, this fact does not preclude the
possibility ofparticular subgroups becoming reenergized and strategically moving in new
directions. The decline ofthe whole does not preclude new dynamism emerging out ofthe
parts; indeed this bas already happened in the case ofthe Shadbiliyya and other "parent"
orders which have spawned modernist groups. But there is no reason to suppose that
Sufism-as a purely spiritual, doctrinal interpretation ofIslam-shouId decline during an era

in which the general interest in Islam as a metaphysical system is increasing much more
rapidly than interest in its specifically political or revolutionary applications.
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Appendix (I)
A.

Hadra event lists, time-lines, tnJnscdptions, and tnJns/ations

For each ofthe four hadras analyzed in detail (B~ B~ Jz., Jf), an event Ii~ timeline, Arabic transcription, and English translation, are provided below (that for Jf is
deferred to the second part ofthe Appendix).
Major hadra events (beginnings and endings of sections) are indicated as fine
vertical lines on each time-line plot~ the meaning ofeach line can be determined by
consulting the accompanying event list. In this list, the column labelled "seconds"
designates the absolute time at which each event occurs. When the event names an entire
section (e.g. "Fawatih''), the event is the start ofthe section. In addition, tempo
(computed over I5 second time windows, spaced every 5 seconds) is plotted for all metric
sections (dbikr and inshad1) .. using darker lines. Note that a certain amount of,"noise" in
the tempo plots inevitably results from both measurement error (since beat timings are
measured by ear) and quantization errors. 2
Transcribed (Arabic) and translated (English) texts are presented within the
context ofan outline which serves to indicate the overall sequence ofeach hadra, and
which can be correlated with the time-line via the event list. These are the texts on which
variables defined in Chapter 7 were evaluated in Chapters 8 and 9. All inshad has been

transcn"bed and translated in canonical form (see Chapter 7 for an explanation ofthis
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concept); thus contiguous repeats are not indicated. Variants tend to be given in the
Arabic transcription only, while the translation usually gives only the predominant variant
(which is underlined in the Arabic transcription). Other LPSs (tawatih, ad'iyya,. hizb, and
speech) are not always transen"bed, though they may be summarized in English. Each
translated segment is preceded by an annotation [in square brackets] which serves to
identify the textual source (whenever possible), descn"be its meaning and use in the badra.,
and provide additional commentary. Note that the right-band column ofinshad
translations, as weD as other symbols in-text, are codes used for semantic analysis (see
Chapter 9 for explanations ofthese codes). For each section, lines are numbered (on the
right for Arabic transcriptions; on the left for English translations) using consecutive
integers (i.e., 1,2,.3 ...); when it occurs, the letter 'm' denotes a recurring madhhab (reftain)
for group or call-response inshad. In the Arabic transcriPtions, no annotations are given.
However, transcribed and translated Jines are numbered consistently, allowing the reader
to correlate the original Arabic with its English translation and accompanying comments.
Supplemental qasidas from the diwan of Sidi labir ai-lazuli are provided following
the lazuli badra in English translation only; these were included in the analytical corpus for

certain categories of semantic analysis, as explained in Chapter 9 (where they were
denoted '1m').
Transcriptions ofhadra ;nshad are presented using Arabic letters only. No
transliterations are provided, since there does not appear to be much advantage to doing
so. In the past, accurate letter-substitutable transliterations served in place ofArabic
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script because ofthe difficulty in typesetting Arabic~ today it is relatively simple to include
the Arabic script itself Transliteration is helpful when readers unfamiliar with the original
language should nevertheless be able to pronounce it, and for the transcriptions this did
not seem necessary. Those who do know Arabic will find the original texts present, and
those who do not will turn to the translations., which are provided in full.

1.

Centnl Bayyumiyya badra: Bm

tI.

Bill event list IIIId tinre-line
Secoacls
0
70S

Eveat
. at~·
(fiIst Dart)
al-Hizb 81-Dhikr "Va ~ start
Dhikr ....Y a Latif" end
Dhikr "Va Allah'" without iDshad
Solo iDshad without dbikr
Dbikr ...Allah" with solo iDshad (1st
Solo i:ashad without dhikr
_L'

991

10S7
113S
1283
1470
1470
1470

-.-

2nd DlUDShid
Fawatih
Inshad
3rd JDlIDshid
Dhikr ~JiiIyy- with solo inshad (3rd mUDShidl
Dhikr Jmyy- ends
aI-Hizb aI-::"J '........: a1-8aabir C.emainder)
Conclusion
.onto
Dhikr "Va AUah without inshacl Fatiha., khi1am. saIawat
Fawatih
Ad6iyya (end with Fatiha)
Du"a'toGod
ft

Kbitam

Greetings
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1486

IS76
1682
1806
~

1827
1992
1992
2080
21S8
2282
2312
2332
23S4
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b.

8m htulrtl St!fIlellce ad"/Ills/ation

The following is a translation ofthe full transcription ofBm., on which variables
defined in Chapter 7 were evaluated in Chapters 8 and 9. Comments between text
segments are enclosed in square brackets. Note that the right-hand column ofinshad
transcriptions, as well as other symbols in-text, are codes used for analysis. Texts are
presented in canonical fo~ therefore contiguous repeats are not indicated. (Tum to the
Chapter 7 for an explanation of coding and canonical form.) Line numbers allow crossreferencing to the Arabic transcription.

1.

a1-Hizb a1-Bayyumi a1-Saghir (first part)

[The leader begins reciting the "small Bayyumi him"'. He begins to recite the Fa1iha (which begins the
Bayyumi hizb) aloud. and is quickly joined by the rest. Together they recite the hizb until the "'Ya Latif"
section. Source: the Bayyumi small him is contained in several widely available Bayyumiyya prayer
books. differences are minor; the official version is Mashyakha ·Umum al-8ada al-Bayyumiyya ad.: 16-

21.]

a.

Dbikr li~a Latif"

[This dhikr is embtAded within the hizb (pIececk:d and (allowed by bizb text). It is acmmpmied by
cIappiDg 4x per formula. Normatively it is repeated 129 times; on this oa:asion,. 108 repeats occurred; this
IllDIlber does not appear to be significant. This dhikr is followed by a continuation of the hizb until dhikr
"Ya Allah".]

OhKindOnel
b.

Dhikr '~a Allah" without inshad

[The formula is also included in the Him. It is repeated 4x non..metrically~ then continues metrically
together with cIappiDg twice per repetiti~ then IDOIe rapidly 4x per formula. NOJlDatil'ely it should be
repeated 66 times (66 being the numerical sum of its letters). On this occasion. it is repeated 37 times
only. All stIDd during this section, aDd begin to perform dbikr movements.]

ObGodOhGodOhGodOhGodOhGod
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2.

Solo insbad without dhikr (first munshid)

[Source: oral uadition. The first munsbid prefaces his dhikr performance with a non-metric segment in
the style of a mawwaI. J

1

2
3
4

e

The Controller says: awaken, oh Bayyumi, oh My servantf
Request My satisfaction, and I will provide for you from My hand
Get up, fast, pray, and always pray on time
He who sleeps in the forenoon has no fortune with me

e

e
e

[Another mawwaI.]

5

6
7
8
9
10
11

[The qutb - Sidi 'Ali al-Bayyumi] made a celebration and sent us an
invitation
He whom passion invites comes quickly
Ob Shaykb al- C Arab', care for a lover ofGod

If you are moved by longin& call out, saying 'coh [Rifa'i - Badawi - Dasuqi
- Tdani]f"
Then the sbaykb ofthe tariqa will come quickly

m

s

es

s

And if fire breaks out in the Ummtl, without cause6

p

The fire won't be extinguished unless the Prophet is watching

p

3.

Dbikr "Allah" with solo insbad (first munshid)

[Dbikr begins, accompanied by iDsbad and by clapping, two claps per repetition of the Name. This text is
performed simultaneously with the following insbad J

God God God God God...
(Inshad eaters~ performed by the same munsbid. He leaves gaps in the inshad so as to create sense of
dialog wi1h the dhikr. Source: oral tradition of invocation and madad

12

Oh Prophet ofGod, a glance and help

Oh Abu al_'Aynayn7, oh Abu alRabi'ayn', a glance and help

[Source: Sufi traditiOJL unknown authorship. Probably written.)

13

Rely on the Merciful in everything

No one failed who truly relied on

e

Him
14

Trust in God, and be satisfied with
His rule

and you'll receive that which you
hope for from Him with grace
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e

[Source: Sufi ttadition. found in many collections of Sufi inshact ~'D authorship. Only a fragment
is performed. due to lack oftime.)

IS

The hearts ofthe lovers have eyes

16

And they have winp which fly
without feathers (4, arcana)

which see that which the sighted do
not (9" insight)

m
m

[The dhikr ends.. and the IIlUDSbid interrupts his qasida to conclude with ubiquitous final petition used by
all munshidin as a conclusion.]

17

Oh Prophet of God, help9
4.

Solo inshad without dhikr

a.

Second munshid

i.

Fawatih

(The second munshid now takes his tum. The following prefatory sequence of fawatih is spoken.. before
he begins iDshad. Note tbat the munshid bas freedom to create his own performative space. Opening
with fawatib. is usua1ly the prerogative of the hadra leader. But this tariqa lacks strong central control.
and (ret1ecting this fact) the badra is not firmly controned either. The munshidin. who may come from
outside (this munshid belonp to the Dayfiyya order) are free to perform as they like.. within a wide
Jattitude. A mUDshid normally can use the ~ recited to seleaed persons present.. as means of
establishing his social position. and this is what the JIlUDshid now does. )

18

The Fatiha! May God cure the ill.

19

The Fatiha for my uncle lO, Sbaykh Muhammad ai-Bay

20

and my uncle Sbaykh Ibrahim.

21

and my uncle Sbaykh Ramzi, and our brethrenII

22

Help oh Sidi "Ali 12

ii.

Inshad

[The munshid sings solo non-melJ'ic inshad. without dhikr. It is a typical madih. praising the Prophet
objectively without involving the subject emotioually. The PJdic form is a mawwal (in six lines). although
the mnnsbid calls it simply "madih"" n:jeding the word "mawwal". apparently for its secular
connotations. He says he is illi~ and bas leamed such poems by listening to otheIs. Each poem
exists for him in a fluid state. exlnbitiDg slight di1faences with every perf~. The first line is merely
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introductory and expressive ofthe general madih mood. The melody is improvised in its details. but is
standard for the mawwa1 geme. starting low. and. moving higbel: fiDalIy. cadencing with a qafIa which
signals to all that he bas finished.]

23

My belov~ our master the Prophet

[The mawwal proper begins here. The rhyme scheme of the six IiDes is: aaabba]

p

24

The day the Prophet emigrat~ China and the Levant were joyful 13

25

They said: today's a holiday, worry and sorrow have disappeared
p
He walked upon thorns" our master the Prophet, and they became roses and p

26

flowers 14

27
28
29

My Lord gave him complete beauty and excellence
The Lord ofworshippers, who bas all beauty and excellence, selected him

p
p

The branch bowed to him IS, and he was a rose and flower

p

b.

Third munshid

(The third munshid now takes his tum. He starts with an improvisatioual madih in the form of a call to
the Prophet. similar to madad Such a sequence of vocative madih formulas is typical of the way many
professional mUDSbidin begin their perfol1"'8J1CeS. This segment is a non·metric solo; there is no dhiIa.)

30

Oh Imam ofthe messengers 16

31
32
33

Oh security for the frightened
Oh salvation ofthe spiritually lost
Oh leader ofthe free and courageousI?

34

Oh honorable ofboth lineages 18

35
36
37

Dh kohl-eolored of eyes
Dh red ofcheeks

38
39

Dh possessor ofa beauty mark, and a sign19
Dh grandfather of Sayyidna ai-Hasan, and our Lord Sayyidna aI-Husayn
Dh light of my eye

S.

Dhikr 4IO'Hayy" with solo inshad (third munshid)

[DhiIa; accompanied by iosh_ below.)

Living Living Living Living Living
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(The same (third) munsbid aa:ompmies the dhikr with the following jncbad sung metrically aud timed
so that the last word of each line C"I:Jayy) matches the dbikr. Source: Unknown. (Classical Arabic)}

40
41

42

It vanishes,. and its happiness
vanishes;
It vanishes,. and its happiness
vanishes;
In you is the origin

what remains is the Livina ODe20
• ~---o
nothing remains but the Living One

pe
pe

your beauty,. oh masters

[Next he turns to what is perhaps the most famous madill. SUDg for the Prophet by the inhabitaDIS of
MadiDa IIp)ft his entrance to the city after completing the Hijra (emigration)" in the year I AH. This
munshid always uses it to close the badra.)

43

coming from the paths to the

21

The full moon rose over us

p

farewell22
44

45

as long as people pray to God

Thanks are incumbent upon us
Oh you sent among us

you brought the order to be

p
p

obeyed23
46

You came and honored Madina

welcome oh best of missionaries

p

[The follO\\ing lines are to be found in many a traditional madill; it is hard to say what sou.tee might have
been used. (Light classical Arabic.)]

47

My beloved,. oh Muhammad

48

You are the sun, you are the moon25

Oh Imam ofboth Qiblas24
p

[Source: Unknown. The munshid sings these lines as the dhikr speeds up.)

49

By the parents I am merciful26

SO

By the white offiJ.ce

by the parents I am merciful

[The dhikr ends by signal of the hadra leaders; the munshid jumps to the standard close)

51

Oh Messenger of God,. helpt
6.

a1-Hizb al-Bayyumi al-Saghir (second part)

[The entire group DOW sits and together recites the remainder of the Hizb. Food is distributed.)
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?

7. Conclusion
a.

Dbikr uYa Allah" without inshad (procession
to maqam)

(All stand and process to the maqam of Sidi "AlL while chanting this phrase in a quasi-metric style. When
all have arrived the tempo quickens.]

OhGOdohGOdohGOdohGodohGOd
b.

Fatiha, Kbitam, salawat

[Recited loudly by the group. For text. see chapter discussing genres ofLP.]

c.

Fawatih

[Led by solo; all respond with the fatiha.. quietly)

d.

Ad'iyya

[Led by solo; all respond with ..Amin.... They end with the Fatiha]

e.

Khitam

f

Greetings

(Filial recitation of the khitam.1
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1.

2.

aI-Hizb aI-Bayyumi al-Saghir (first part)

a.

Dhikr "Ya Latif"

b.

Dhikr "Ya Allah" without inshad

Solo inshad without dhikr (first munshid)
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5

9
10
11

3.

Dbikr "Allah" with solo insbad (first munshid)
"

'\
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,
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Solo inshad without dhikr

a.

Second munshid

i.

Fawatih
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10
L;,
~.J

Inshad
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Dbikr "Hayy" with solo inshad (third munshid)
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6.

al-Hizb al-Bayyumi al-Saghir (second part)

7.

Conclusion

a.

47

51

Dbikr "Ya Allah" without inshad (procession
to maqam)
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b.

Fatiha, Khitam, SaIawat

c.

Fawatih

d.

Ad'iyya

e.

Kbitam

f.

Greetings
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2.

Locd Bayyumiyya badra: Bb

II.

Bh event list ad tUne-line

Eveat
Fawatih
al-Hizb a1
al--8agbir (first part)
Dhikr "'Ya Latif" start
Dhikr "Ya Latif'" end
Dbikr "'Ya Allah" without inshad
Dhikr "'Ya AIJah'" end
Dhikr"La iIaha ilia Allah" (non-metric)
Dhikr "'La iIaha iDa Allah" ends

=-J '-:.

rust munsbid

Non-metric iDshad
Dhikr "'AIlah" with inshad
Fawatih
Non-metric inshad
Dhikr ...Allah" with inshad
Dbikr'"Allah'" with inshad ends
Second JDUDSbid
Non-metric iDshad
Dhikr "'AIlah" with inshad
Dbikr ...Allah'" ends
Non-meuic iDshad
Dhikr'"Allah'" with inshad
Dhikr 14:::",. w.v. Haw" with inshad
Conclusion
CoDdusion ends;. informal conversation starts
Hizb conclusion
Informal conversation
Fawatih
Conclusion
Ends
J
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b.

The following is a translation ofthe full transcription ofB~ on which variables
defined in Chapter 7 were evaluated in Chapters 8 and 9. Comments between text

segments are enclosed in square brackets. Note that the right-hand column ofinshad
transcriptions, as well as other symbols in-text, are codes used for analysis. Texts are
presented in canonical form; therefore contiguous repeats are not indicated. (Turn to the
Chapter 7 for an explanation of coding and canonical form.) Line numbers allow crossreferencing to the Arabic transcription.
1.

al-Fawatih

[The hadra begins with calls for the Fatiha to be recited for many individuals. The badra leader
(mustaftih) recites each dedication solo in a rapid chant roughly centered on one main recitation pitch..
followed by group response (given below) aloucl and then silent recitation of the Fatiha by each
participant. The mustaftih may differ at each performance.. bat the sequeuce of fawatih is more or less
fixed for each one, depending on his habit. although small variations are often introduced. (The first call
for Fatiha of this badra was not recordecL however the missing material is filled in from another hadra of
the same type with the same mustaftih leading.)]
[The leader recites each of the following numbered phrases in tum. Each is followed by a group response
(in which everyone sings on a different pitch level; the result is therefore non-tonal) presented below. and
then a period of silence during which everyone recites the fatiba UDder his breath. Then the leader goes
on to the next phrase. On this occasion, the leader's eight phrases are given below. Note that he begins
with the Prophet and Abl aI-Bayt,. then various "foms", and then Sidi (, Ali al-BaJyumi and his foll<m'elS.
Next come the four qutbs, addressed individually. The reader will note the emphasis placed on Sidi
Abmad aI-Rifa~i in particular, because the reciter is bjmselfRifa~i.. not Bayyumi.]

1

The respected intercessor Musta.fa, may God bless him and give him peace, and the
noble people ofhis house, from East to West: our lord and master Hasan, our lord
and master Husa~ our lady Sayyida zaynab, the leader ofthe councils,rr my
master cAli Zayn al- Abidin, to them from all ofus the Fatihal
The four qutb-s, the four anjab, the four khalifa-s, the four rightly guided, the four
carriers ofthe Throne and Book, to them from all ofus the Fatiha!
The master ofthe hadra, my master 'Ali Nor ai-Din aI-Bayyumi, his kbaIifa-s,
C

2
3
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naqib-s, their disciples and students, those following their way, to them from all of

us the Fatiha!
4

5
6

7

8

My master, teacher, and exemplar, my master Ahmad al-Rifa'i,. his khalifa-s, naqibs, their disciples and students, those fonowing their way, to them from all ofus the
Fatiha!
My master ..Abd al-Qadir al-fdani, his kbalifa-s, naqib-s, their disciples and
students, those fonowing their way, to them from all ofus the Fatiha'
My master Ahmad al-Badawi,. his kbalifa-s, naqib-s, their disciples and students,
those fonowing their way... my master Ibrahim al-Dasuqi., his khalifa-s, naqib-s,
their disciples and students, those following their way...my master Sa·d ai-Din aIJibawi.. his khaJifa-s, naqib-s.. their disciples and students, those following their
way~ to them from all ofus the Fatihaf
The inhabitants ofMakka, the inhabitants ofJadda, people ofBadr, nomads and
town-dweUers, the prophets and virtuous men ofGod among them; Egypt and its
scholars, virtuous men of God; Jadda and its prophets and scholars and virtuous
men ofGod, to them from all ofus the Fatiha!
Every angel in heaven, every saint on earth, the inhabitants of this place, whether
angel, human, or j~ and those who preceded us in their faith, to them from all of
us the Fatiha!

(The group responds to each of the above with the following text recited aloud; it is followed in tum by a
silent recitation of the Fatiha:)

Oh God, bless our master Muhammad" may God bless him, his family, and
companions, and give them peace.

2.

al-Hizb al-Bayyumi aI-Sagbir (first part)

(The leader continues with the following inIroduction to the him:]

People ofgood tidings, warning...
[Then the leader begins reciting the "'small Bayyumi hizb". He begins to recite the Fatiha (which begins
the Bayyumi bizb) al~ and is quickly joined by the rest. Together they recite the hizb UDti1 the "Va
I..atif" section. The Bayyumi small bizb is contained in several widely available Bayyumiyya prayeT books.
differences are minor; the official version is Mashyakha 6Umum al-8ada al-Bayyumiyya ael.: 16-21. ]

a.

Dhikr "Va Latif"

[This dhikr is embedded within the him (preceded and followed by hizb text). It is accompllUed by
clapping 4x per formula. Normatively it is repeated 129 times; on this occasion.. 66 repeats OCQI1led (this

mrmber is also signifi~ being the 1UIIDer01ogical sum for "Va Allah]. This dhikr is followed by a
continuation of the bizb until dhikr "Va Allah
t9

•)
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OhKindOne!

b.

Dhikr 'CYa Allah"

(The formula is also included in the HJzb. It is repeated 3x non-metric:ally. then continues metrically
together with clapping twice per repetition,. then mcm:: rapidly 4x per formula. Normatively it should be
repeated 66 times (66 being the numerical sum of its letters). On this occasion. it is repeated 31 times
only.)

Ob God Oh God Oh God Ob God Oh God
3.

Dhikr 'cu, itaha iDa Allah" without insbad

{The group DOW leaves the bizb text; they will retmn to complete it at the end of the hadra. Dbikr is
plefaced by solo recitation of the first portion of a hadith ofthe Prophet. praising the meri1s of the tab/i!.
or formula of tawhi4 which is completed by the fiISt repetition of the dbikr formula which fonows.]

The best ofwbat I and the prophets before me said was:
[The dhikr fonows. Tbis is the sa:atement of tawhid (God·s uni1;y). the first part of the Islamic shohadtz
(confession of faith). The recitation of"1a iJaha ilia AUah" is the most common way to begin performing
dhikr among all the turuq; it is considered a most beneficial form of mental aDd. spiritual pIepuation.
Here it is repeated three times. non-metrically.)

There is no deity but Allah there is no deity but ADah there is no deity but Allah
4.

First munshid: Shaykh'Abd a1-Sattar

a.

Non-metric inshad with dbakkira responses

[First there is a brief (ancllargely academic) dispute of courtesy about who will sing first.. an important
sign of the badra' s improvisatioaal structu.Ie. Such an exchange would never happen in the more formal
hadras at this tariqa·s center, or in any modernist tariqa.. whether at the center or peripheJy. Although
Egyptian social D011DS favor the older mUDShid. Shaykh. ~ Abd al-Sattar. the badra is too informal and
variable from one week to the next for there to be any established order. One of the participants invites
•Abd. al-8attar to stan (spoken):]

I

Oh you wbo are28••• oh shaykh29

[i Abd. al-8attar with a few words resembling Sirlyaniyyr}O, as is his habit when startled. and then asks the

other to bless the Prophet, meaning in this aISe: listen to me.. feigning protest: J

2

Bless the Prophet!

[He quickly agrees to begin, and starts much as he would in the mosque hadra:]
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3

The Fatihaf May God cure the ill.

[followed by silent recitations of the fatiha by all present)
(Source: oral tradition iDshad.. This section sung non-metric. without contillUOUS dhikr. The sequence is
similar to what professional mwsbidin use in mawlid or private layla contexts; it is not poetry but
displays a rough rhyme sense. a kind of soja '. Every few lines the congregation chimes in with another
slow non...metric repetition of the dbikr "Ia ilaha ilia Allah""'. The following lines are all petitions to the
Prophet Mubammad. at the same time praising him with various titles:]

4
5
6

Help., oh beloved ofthe Lord ofthe
Worlds
Help, oh livelihood ofthe maddahin
Help., oh master ofthose who

Help., oh intercessor for the sinners

Help., oh master of the believers
Help., oh master ofthose who bow32

prostrate;31
7

Help., oh Ibn RamtlJ

oh you who are shaded by a cloud34

8
9

Treasure ofhe who hopes from you.,
Oh grandfather ofHasan and Husayn.,

oh Prophet, on Resurrection Day
3

heal for me my iIIness

'

(Here the munshid completes a qaj/a (melodic cadeDce) and pauses: the dbaklcira recite: "Ia iIaha illa
once non-metrically. Then the nnmshid continues in the same solo and non-metric style. The
following petitions are directed to the saints generally. ]
Allah"

10
1I
12

Oh you who save the iII,
help, oh saints ofGod
all ofyou., for people say about you that you save the ill

13

By the truth ofthe beautifuI Prophet's tomb36 I am ill; do treat me!

[The munsbid here completes another qafla; the dbalddra recite: "'Ia ilaha ilia Allah" as before. Then he
sings a colloquial text arranged. improvisatioaally out of traditional poetic fragments. J

14

Help, oh masters3?

release my bonds38

s

IS

I have no hands39

rve no power, and so call you

s

16

rm tied by oath to you,
from youth till old age
Forgive me, cure me, accept me.,
even if I may transgress
For every ~ for the Prophet's sake, forgive me

17
18

b.

s
s
s

Dhikr "Allah" with inshad

[Here the dbikr proper begins with ...Allah". The inshad text presented below is not poetIy~ but rather
consists of praises to God, followed by a series of invocations of and supplications to the Ahl a1-Bayt and
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saints. Such an introduction is quite standard in popular dbikr iDsbad of the mawlids. The initial praise
of God is designed to fit with the dbikr: the mUDShid asks a question.. and. allows the dbakkim to supply
the answer with dJeir dhikr recitation. The large range of names reflects a persoPa1 spiritual topJgraphy
of the DlDDSbid: he names those saints whom he knows; such individuality is possible because of the loose
struct1.Ue of the dhikr.. aDd it bdps in aDowiDg the mUDSbid to exptess himself and thus raise the

emotional level. It is also a kind. of net by which to catch his audience.. without knowing precisely whom
they may respond to~ this technique is necessary due to his loose coDDeCtion to the group (which is itself
only loosely bound): he is not Bayyumi bimsdf. and only attends as a quasi-outsider. Neither condition
obtains UDder the more controlled conditions in a modernist tariqa.. or even in the central badra of the
Bayyumiyya. Inshad is metric.. filling in the spaces in such a way as to boost the dbikr: note that this
technique is almost never applied in the modernist turaq.. wbele the dhikr maintains a more distanced
relation from the iDshad. In this way the munsbid is able to boost emoIioaal energy. He interlocks with
the dhakkira. repealing ....AllabaDa" after them as indicated in the right c:obmm.)

The 'Arsh is for whom?
The Kursi is for whom?
The Lawh is for whom?
The Heavens are for whom?
Help~ help
AI aI-Bayt
Sayyidna aI-Husayn
Oh Abu c Ali40

Allah Allah
Allah Allah
Allah Allah
Allah Allah
Allah Allah
Allah Allah
Allah Allah
Allah Allah

9

Leader ofthe Diwan41

Allah Allah

10

High ofstation42

Allah Allah

11

Zayn aI- Abidin43

Allah Allah

12

Nafisat aI-'Ulum44

Allah Allah

13

Mother ofthe Oppressed

Allah Allah
Allah Allah

1
2
3
4

5
6

7
8

C

14

IS

4

Sidi 'Ali

'

Help~

help
Sitti Sakina

Sitti Ruqayya46

Allah Allah
Allah Allah
Allah Allah

18

Sayyida c Atika47

Allah Allah

19

Wife ofthe Prophet48

Allah Allah

20
21

Mother ofthe faithful
Sayyida 'A'isha

Allah Allah
Allah Allah

16
17
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22

Arbafo Aqtab49

Allah Allah

23

Abu aI- fo Alamayn50

Allah AlIah

24

AlIah Allah

Sidi Ibrahim'·

Allah AlIah
AlIah AlIah

25
26

Help, help

27

Sidi foA!i'3

Allah Allah

28

Bashta al-Amara54

AlIah Allah

29

Sidi co Abd al-fo AI's

AlIah Allah

30
31

Help, help

Allah Allah
AlIahAllah

32
33

Qamar Abu Tij

34

Sidi Jaial

3S

Sidi fo Abd aI_Rahim58

36

YaQinawi

37
38

Shaykh aI_coArab

S2

Qutb aI-Safoid'6

AlIah AlIah
AlIahAlIah

Sahib al-farah"

AlIahAlIah
Allah AlIah
AlIahAllah
God, help, help

Ya Jabanat Aswan"
Sidi... fo Ali...Bayyu... madad60

[Source: Traditional mawwal ~ but recoll5lituted improvisatioually so as to reinforce the dhikr
rhythm. Each word. detached from its poetic c:ontexl, is used and repeated percussively; sometimes e\'eIl
words are broken into coDStituent phoDemes so as to match the dhikr rhythm, so that it is nearly
in'I+OSSible to hear any poetic continuity, or even words,. in the text. which has a.I:read:y been drastically
reorganized from its source material, a four-line mawwal (ruba"i) plus three coda IiDes which the mnnshid
provided in an interview as follows:
I asked about the way of tile masters; they said: etiquette is required
Safeguard your integri1y,. and the eyes aDd hearts will watch over you
Goodness comes to the wretched
And the everlasting Paradise preponderates [for them)
Oh my UDCl~ by the Ptophet. watch over me with your eyes. glance at me
For my nafs fools me. causing me to be proud
Oh my UDCI~ watch over me,. with the blessings of the Prophet's family
This text as actually performed-aa:rp reammged. iDIerspersecl with other material-is roughly as
follows. Note that this transeriplion C8DJlOt do justice to the pauses, repetitious. and rhytbmic plays which
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fragment the text presented here into small units suitable for interlocking with the dbikr" and thereby
rendering it nearly iDcompreheDsable: textual clarity is sacrificed to the rhythmic flow. The text is
directed. to an ambiguous referent (whether referred to as a ""master"" or ""uncle"): Prophet Ahl aI-BayL
saint.. shaykb-all those who are close to God. The m,mshid seeks their assistance in controlling the ill
effects ofbis Raft. or base se.I[I

39

I asked about the way ofthe
masters;

they said etiquette is required

s

40

I asked...integrity... my uncle61

come to me... a glance from your

s

62

eyes

41

42
43

Watch over me; my self is fooling
Don't fool me
Oh you who stay up at night,
awaken

me; I have become proud
and ten me that my station is high63

s
e

me; I have become proud

s

[As the dbikr tabaqa is brought to a close by the mustaftih in charge. the mnnsbid is forced to curtail his
insbad; as usual he ends with the standard supplicatory phrase:)

44

Oh Prophet of God, help!

c.

Fawatih

(The first tabaqa (segment) of dhik:r DOW stops. Following is a fawatih section which is mainly spoken.
Note that these fawatih are initiated by the munshid., as a gesture of respec:t establishing his relation to
those present. and. more specifically" in response to (or anticipation of) nuqut (tips). Thus the fawatih
recited here (in contrast to the more formal fawatih which open the hadra) are mainly for participants
aetuaI1y in the room. or their family and friends. Such exchanges form an important part of the
construdion of relationships between mDDSbidin aDd audien<:e when the munshid's identity is primarily as
lllUDSbid rather than as member of the group. They are generally emphasized when the performer is a
professional (or semi-professio~as here). aDd similar exchanges are to be found in all forms oflive
popular music (though at a weddin& say. the mutrib would be more likely to call out greetings (tahiyyat)
than call for the fatiba in response to Duqut). ~ the fawatih are recited without leaving a break for
silent recitation. thus further reinforciDg their sigDifiamce as part of a human exchange which establishes
his position in performance by acknowledging his relationships to others. rather than as a purely spiritual
acl In the midst of these ~ the munshid begins his insbad. per!OrJDaD<:e.)

1

The Fatiha for the deceased Fahim64, may God's mercy for him be wide

2

The Fatiha for Shaykh Ibrahim6S

3

The Fatiha for my uncle, Shaykh Hasan66, may our Lord67 grant him good fortune

4

The Fatiha for 'Umar68, may our Lord bless him

5

My beloved, Sayyidna al-Husayn!
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(Sung]

6

Oh Lord! Oh Generous One!

(Spoken)

7

8

The Fatiha for the provider of nafba69; may our Lord grant him good fortune, oh
Lord!
Help, oh our master the Prophet.

[Sung]

9

Oh Almighty!

[Spoken]

10
11

The Fatiha for 'Umar, may our Lord grant him good fortune.
The Fatiha for my uncle, Shaykh Husayn al-Masba~ to his fonowers and
disciples, the Fatiba!

12

The Fatiha also for the Raja70:. my our Lord bless her

13

The Fatiha to the provider of najha, my uncle, Shaykh Balai and his followers, the
Fa'tibaf
d.

Non-metric insbad without dhikr

[Sung non-mettica1ly. without dbikr:)

I

Our Prophet, spirit ofexistence71

[The mUDShid sings a madih in the form of a sevealine mawwal (mawwal suba"i) in the rhyme scheme
aaabbha; the last line is a qaj1Q signalling the dbikr to begin. Note bow the first three and last lines end.
in the same word; the fourth and fifth nearly do. But each repetition carries a different meanin~
wordplay typical of the mawwal form. The use of mawwaJs in dhikr is common among professioDai
munsbidin penorming in mawlids or IayIas outside the ~ whereas the turuq teDd to prefer qasidas.
However in a decemra.Ib:ed tariqa such as the ~ which does DOt attempt to control inshad. use
of the mawwal form is frequent.]

2

I praise the beautiful Proph~ his fiiend72 was ecstatic with his Book73

p

3

The heart ofour master the Prophet was gentle when he saw the orphan

p

with his book74
4

And every sinner will hear, oh Prophet, his book7s

p

5

Among the miracles ofthe Prophet was that many Jews were as one76

p
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6

And this road77 is narrower than a sword, and sharper71

p

1

Tomorrow may be the Resurrection, when the One will judge
And everyone will be liable according to his Book.

e

8

e.

ep

Dbikr "Allah" with inshad

(Dhikr begins.. and the munshid develops a corresponding pulse in his singing. which is now
accompanied b)- the 'asaya (beaten metal stick). Dhikr is of the type called. dhikr al-nafas~ dhikr al-qalb..
dbikr al-. or dhikr al-sadr (dbikr of tile breath. the heart. the spirit.. the chest); in this style.
consonants are omitted,. and the sound ofthe breath is emphasized. (All the fonowing dhik:r segments are
of this type. until "Hayyun Hayy" at the end.)J
[The fonowing is prefatory. Spoken:)

1

Oh Abu Salih79~ help, ah ah

[Source: TraditiODal calls implying request for madad Sung]

2

Mother ofkindness~ oh Nabawiyya80, mother of obstacles~ oh Zaynab

[Source: UDIm.owD.; Sufi oral tradition. This is an example of wbat 'Abel al-5attar calls tawhid~ poetry
which references God using symbo1ic-ecstatic: representations. The mUDShid says he amnot bring these
poems until the dhikr bas begun in earnest, which may explain why he does not sing them in the short
mosque badra (as well as why he was unable to sing tawhid for me outside of dbikr). Here the poetic
metaphors are drawn from the secular genre of gbaza1 (erotic love poem), but here with a mystical Oavor.
She is compared to the beauty of the full moon (a favorite metaphor of Arabic p:»etIy). in green (the color
of IsJam). alluring.. But her love is not easy to endure; the lovers must suffer. The feminine prQllOUll
refers to MoLayJa" (the female name whose letters symbolize Mola iIaha iDa Allah", the formula oftawhid); or
"al-JaIaJa": the Majesty (grammatically feminine). In either case, the referent is God.)

3

Like the full moon she strutted,

With open buttons~ and loose hair

m

who seared the lovers' heans in the
embers (21, eros)

m

garbed in green·1
4

What is your name? I 'sked: she
r@Plied: I am the one

[The fonowing material is improvisatory, extraneous to the poetry. In it the munshid returns to the theme
of love for the Prophet. Nonsense SOUIIds are inserted for ecstatic emphasis.]

5

(babababababa82) I'm a passionate

I'm infatuated (bababa) with love of
the Prophet

lover ofthe Prophet;

fIbe muoshid returns to the symbolic representation of mystical experience. Building on the erotic
imagery employed earlier (LayJa is DOW explicitly introduced), he adds an equally heterodox trope:
tokhmir, the metaphors of drink and intoxication. These serve to excite the dhakkira (yubij al-dhakkira)~
as the rmmsJrid told me. The heat of the dhikr in tum raises the mDDsbid's spiritual level to the point
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that he feels inspired to sing such poetIy. It also c:n:ates an ecstatic mood in which rational
UDderstaDding is minimal, and SO in which heterodox themes are more acceptIbIe than they would be if
recited soberly. This material is reminiscent of the public badra of mawlids and laylas.]

6

Layla's wineman83 doesn't concern

he's in his hal and I'm in mine

m

serving the lovers a pure and clear
drink
[from which] he fiIIs the cups with
an aged liqyor (26, intoxication)

m

me;"

7

Layla's wineman stays up all night,

8

Layla's wineman-we came to the
barrel

m

[Madad section. There is some response follOlVing each madad. \ya madad ya madad") from the other
an extremely loose and informal quasi-stmphic calJIresponse format. The melody used.
is typical of the most famous 1IlUDSbi~ Shaykh Yasin a1-Tuhami. Again. note the extremely broad
repenoire of saint-names selected by the IllUDShid wbich together form a spiritual topography of those
areas of Egypt with which he is familiar. euabled by the mUDshicrs freedom in performance.. and
demaucM by the desire to create a high ecstatic state. He speDt a IlUIDber of years living in Alexandria. as
will be evident from the number of Alexandrian saints n:called. Although many of these saiDts are widely
known in Egypt. they represent his personal experieDce freely expressed. in this flee badra. aud would not
geuerally be memioned in a hadra with more central control partic:ularly in the modemist groups which
limit the meutioDing of saints. I
IDUDShi~ creating

9

Help, oh help ... oh Sidi 'AIi...oh Mawafia" help

10

Help oh help...Aba aI-Hasan86... help, oh help

11

Oh help oh heip oh help
Ghawth al-Zaman oh help oh help

Sayyidna aI-Husayn., help oh help
Pride ofmenaa oh help oh help

13

Mother ofkindness89 oh help oh help

High of station, oh mam~ oh help90

14
15

Help, help, oh help
Help oh help oh help

Mother ofthe shrine, oh help, oh help

16

Aba'l-c Abbas92, oh help, oh help

Oh Dandarawi, help, oh help

17

Our lord Busiri93, oh help, oh help

help, help, ob help, oh help

18

Db Aba'I-'Ula94, oh help oh help

Spirit of spirits9$, oh help oh help

19

Yaqut al-'Arshi96

Makan al_Din97 oh help oh help

12

20

17

Mother ofcoyness91 , oh mama, help

Sayyidna Muhammad, oh help oh help

Sayyidna ai-Dardar", oh help
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21

Carrier ofburdens99 oh help oh help~

Sayyidna al-Mitwalli IOO~ oh help oh help

22

Sidi Muhammad 81-'AttarlOI oh help

,Abel aI-Razzaq 102, oh help~ oh help

23

Sidi Jabir oh help, oh help

Jabir Ansari 103~ oh help~ oh help

24

Oh Sidi Bishr oh help oh help

basbir ofthe PrOphet lO4, oh help, oh
help

2S

oh help, oh help help, oh help oh help

[Here the madad melody ends. The following is SDDg with short pauses between phrases. timed to fit
closely with the dbikr. divided into short repeated units. Only the second line. which itself is embellished
with additional text, seems to be directly taken from a line of ~ the rest is improvised. using
fragments of poetty and madad. formulae: I

26

Oh my belov~ oh Muhammad, be

51

my bondsman lOS
27

Ibn Rama106, oh you who are shaded a treasure: we hope for you (oh my
beloved,. ob Muhammad) on
Resurrection Day
by the cloud107;

28
29

Oh Ibn Rama
We came, and Layla intoxicated me:
the Bride lOI (4, intoxication, eros)

Ob my beloved~ our master the
Prophet, do look after us!

psi

IDS

[spoken. Having completed his segment. ~ Abel al-sattar hands the badra over to Abu SalibI

30

Please continue, uncle lO9 Abu Salih
S.

Second munshid: Abu Salih

a.

Inshad without dhikr

[Another Sa"idi muusbid-Abu Salih-takes over. As is customary. he begins with a non-metric solo
section containing madih and supplication. employing a simple melodic line for delivery. He also sings
melismatic segmentS on the syllable "'ah" as a means of musical-emotiona1 expression.)

1

Save us, rescue us 110, ask about us, don't forget us, for you are our hope, oh my
eye's desire, ~ ah!
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(He continues with a five-line mawwal (khumasi); there are ecstatic responses from the dhakkjra,. who are

still seated)

2

My beloved, by the rights ofyour eyes:t and by the night watc~ and my troubles:t

ah.

~ah

[Spoken intel'jedion: he calls for the Fatiha to be recited)

3

The Fatiha for Shaykh Ibrahimf

[He continues the mawwaI,. repeating from the beginning. and ending with a qaOa on the last Phrase..
which signals the mustaftih to begin. the dhikr.)

4

By the right ofyour eyes:t oh our master the Prophet., and the nigbtwatch
and my trouble

5

You left me wounded all my life:t oh my heart! III

6

I

VOW

I12
,

ifI reach the house ofmy belovedl13

7

To put my right1l4 on the windo~15 and pray,

8

And say to myself: this is the sanctuary ofthe Prophet., my sweetness l16

I

[Spoken: Fawa~ without pausing for group silent recitation. It is not enough that Shaykh to AIxt 81Sattar bas already performed fawatih for the same people (not to mention the fawatih before the bizb
began); each munshid must recite fawatih for himseJf, thereby coastrueting his own ritual position with
respect to other participants.)

9
10

For all present,. the Fatiha
The Fatiha for the hadea, and the hadra"8 hosts:t and the Fatiha for Shaykh Ibrahim

b.

Dbikr "Allah" with inshad

[Dhikr al-qaIb begins. The nnmsbid sings:)

1

All, ah, oh lover bless the Prophet!

[Then he turns to the following traditional madill. in colloquial Arabic. Although he will shonly tum to
mystically more charged ~ it is 1:Jpical for 1D1mshidin to begin and end conventionally. The

ID.UDSbid responds to the intensive dhikr with intensive material; he also knows that dhakkira will not
accept heterodox mystical poetry UIdil they themselves are in a spiritually charged state. It is in this statefeeling more than rationally understaadiDg-that they am best understand and appreciate it. and are least
likely to react against it for whatever heterodox CODIeDt it may contain. The poetIy thus expresses a match
between the hal oftile mlmslrid and the dhakkjra. In the tariqa, by contrast, the poetry tends to be
planned or restricted and SO is more a stimulus to the badra than a stiIIlulus and response; there is less
feedback )

2

I praise the one whose feet diffuse
musk,

and he who doesn't bless him in his
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p

heart, how regretful is he117! (our
3

The canal reed curved and bent
(toward the beloved Prophet it

lord the Prophet)
until it was under the Prophet's

p

control119 120

bentlll)~

and the moon is from his light

4

The sun worships his beauty, 121

5

That is the master ofthe messengersl22~there's never been his like before

p
p

or since
(Here the ~asaya (metal stick) enters. The following ~ sung ftequently by the professional
munsbidin. is exceedingly difficult. He sings the text in permuted and freely varied fo~ sometimes an
even sbatra gets reused as oc:kL or vice versa. Not that it matters; it is the images and ideas. DOt their
linear flow" which is important here. The melody is typiaal of those used by the professionalll11lDShidin to
sing long qasidas. It is improvisati~ but drawing on well-known simple melodic fragments. wbich
repeat over and over. Unlike the teleological mawwal melody" which is always p1Sbing toward its
conclusion. the qasida melody is more static. Yet it does not repeat sttopbica1ly" as do the group inshad
melodies of the turuq. The intimate enviroDJDellt facilitates exchange with the dhalddra tbroughou~
buildiDg emotion; the ecstatic atmosphere is further inteDsified by the munsbid's use ofvocables (such as
vha ba ba"). There is a gradual acceleration tbroughout.)

(Source: The qasida. widely used by munshidin, is almost always attributed to Sidi Ahmad al-Rifa'i,
founder of the Rifa"iyya tariqa. However, the historical record indicates that he wrote nothing
(Trimingbam 1971:37). This qasida was most probably composed by his 19th follower" AtJu"I-Huda alSayyadi, of Syria. A more heterodox qasida, combining such a profUsion of heterodox metaphors of
music. dance, intoxication, Christianity. esotericism, eroticism. orthodox Islam., together with strong
intimations of mysIiaal union and even self-apotheosis,. could hardly be devised. Yet it is commonly
performed by professioual mUDShidin, and in Rifa~i circles. After hearing it SUDg, to great appreciation..
by the famous mnnsfrid Shaykh Yasin aI-T~ I resolved to find out what listeners thought of it. To
my surprise DO one bad really stopped to consider what it meant. al1hoogh a few were able to invent
iDgenious interprerations on the spot. This quida. and others like it appears to use language at the level
of image and phrase as a meaDS ofevoking emotion within dbiIa; it is not taken as an oI::!ject of rational
reftection. and indeed could not be without foregrounding dangerous collisions with orthodox SUDDi
IsIam.]

6

I circumambulatel23 around my
essence, with cups of my wine,

7

and listen to the melodies in the
tavern of my presence (10, union,
intoxication, music)
And beat my dgffwbile my earthly
body124

8

By my fire and my light I warm
myselfwith love (4~ union)

m

dances l2S (5, music)

By the mo1!MteIY and monks, by the
priest., by my presence (4, Christian)

1106

m

m

then I became the caller. and from
me is the answer (5, union)

m

the blindness ofthe blindness (6,
arcana)
She addresses me by ni&bt: I know
her signs
I extolled my essence, for myself

and understand her meaninas,
thoup by intimations (8, eros)
if the spirits res,ponded. they

m

beside her [with her very dustl 127

remanded at my Kacbal28 (IO~

She .thered the entire cosmos

union)
Through her was my s.pirit revealed.
and insight i1Jymina!ed (S, insight)

9

In my vine l26 I planted the heart in

10
11

12

under her bannerJ29 (she gathered -

m

m

the M@jesty130 pthered - the s,pirit
gathered - my beloved gathered the night gathered131); (5, eros)
(He completes the previous line with a qat1a. then inserts the following madad sedion: J

13
14

Oh help, oh help, oh help
Spirit of existence, oh help

IS
16

Oh help oh help, God, God
Oh Aba a1- Alamayn oh Rifa'i help, oh help, oh help

17

Help, oh help, oh help, oh help
Our master Prophet, oh help, oh
nourisher ofthe spirit

C

Possessor ofmiracles, oh help, Uncle Bayyumi 132, oh help, oh help, oh help

18

Sidi Ibrahim l33 , ob help

19

Our shaykh al- Arab ob Badawil34; God, God
C

(He then returns to the quida.]

20

I called upon her, after I'd been

Then the deacon played for me the
mizmar the night of

desirous~

m

consu mmation 135 (10, eros,
21

22

She gathered (she is the Majesty)
the entire cosmos under her banner;

My mountain crumbled when I

Christianity, music)
By it was my spirit revealed, and

x

insight illuminated136

by her I establiShed my states at the

1107

m

heard her through her:

time of my omament l37 (11., altered

states)
[Brief madad sedioa]

23
24

Help., oh help help oh help help oh help
Ob wide ofhonor., help

Help oh dear name., oh Muhammad

Non-metric inshad without dbikr

c.

(The dbikr stops. The fonowing is suag without dhikr. non.-metricaIly. in a lower register. The DlUDShid
begins with a statement of Sufi doctrine: the date of the Reswiection is determined by Gocl while
Muhammad will provide iDten::ession.1

1

Ah, ah, ah., ah; the appointed time is God, 138 and the intermediary is Muhammad

[Source: UDknown. This poem is in the cJassical style ofkhamriyya (wiDe ode). of Abu Nuwas and
otbers. Here, of coarse.. the metaphoric resowctS receive an esoteric mystical interpretation. The qasida
is adapted by comext to refer to love of the Prophet while reraining its original emotional freight. The
language is classical Arabic.]

I spent it in bHss, the sweetest oflife ml

2

Ob night, I awoke happy, without

3

grief;
A cup ofwine with other wines was

4

And he smiled <my beloved

mixed,

PrOphet 13') when he saw my
5

passionate love
I embraced him with the embrace of
one who longs, and

mellowed in the hand ofa puDe.
more beautiful than the moon
so the Iiaht from the teeth ofhis
ftagnmt mouth appeared

m1

the wine had played with him: don't
ask about this news (ab ah) (44,
intoxication and eros)

ml

ml

(The mUDshid leaves this qasida and moves to anocher on the same theme, probably also from the secular
tradition of love poeuy; only the first 1iIIe marks it as clearly teIigious, but it could have been modified for
this purpose. Ref: UDknown.)

6
7

8

I was tested by a wound for which I
knew of DO medicine
the kiJlina-sword came from within

I am in the way of God because of
love
A beautiful and fine gazelle killed
me with his beauty:
So I went to the iudge oflove [81baqiQ&' aI-hubb, ai-shari'&, the

m1
ml

mypaMiQD

to judge justly between my beloved
and I

Prophet, passionl~. complainina to

1108

ml

him with my stOlY,
(The temporal frame becomes quasi metric. with response supplied by the other 1DUDSbid.J

9

"how many were JcjJJecl dead.. like
you in love" (46~ eros)

The judge oftave answered me,
saying

Dhikr "Allah" with inshad

d.

[Tbe dhikr (dhikr al-nafas) starts up again.. with metal cane accmllp'njment Before starting again. Aba
SaIih politely and diplomatically mes to tum the badra back over to the first munshid. but with equal
etiquette the latter refuses. Abo SaIih then continues.. with some fiI1er:]

1
2

Ah, all, ah
He answered me

God, God, God

[1ben he returns to the former poem:]

3

4

So I went to the judge [love passion] and [told him - complained
to him of] my story
The judge oflove answered me,
saying

to judge justly between my beloved
and I

x

"how many were kill~ dead, like
you in love"

x

[The following is a poetic improvisation using material from the previous qasida. as a kind of mmination
and complexifieation of its material.)

5
6

I am judge ofthe majazib
I am judge oftbe dorawish

7

Judge ofme judses ofpassion. his
killer is love (19, eros)

I am judge ofthe lovers
m
I am judge oCthe lovers- and passion m
is my killer
m

[Shaykh Aba SaIih now turDs to another qasi~ typical of the old Sa"idi style of a generation ago. still
perf01med by such as Shaykh Ahmad aI-TUDi. Source: UnIalown; possibly taken from the "udhri
(platonic) love poetry ~ which was favored by Sufis for its suitability for describing the mystical
quest.]

8
9

You are made inaccessible (oh my
spirit) to union
You send a messenger to ask me:

10

My condition is as my blamers

and I am made passionately to love,
enthralled by your beauty
4'how are you. how's Your
condition?'')
nothing captivated me but your

dgre:

~~~~~

(The JDUDsbid leaves the strict CODfines of tile qasida to improvise on its words a bi~ using colloquial
Arabic:)
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Nothing captivated me nothing seared me...inflame my mind, and let the blamers
increase in my dreams but your beauty, our beloved Muhammad.
[Leaving these heavier mystical themes bebincL the IDUDsbid turDS DOW to a more orthodox madih - a
II

faster.. lighter conoquial poem weIl-suited to the speeding dbikr. Such is a typical pauem of the public
hadra: to place the heavy qasida in the middle.. begin and eud with lighter (easier.. more orthodox)
material. It is less typical of the tariqa hadra: tUIUq do not atteDd so much to the large-scale buildup
potential of hadra. because they are mole interested in ritual and communication than in emotion. There
are multiple rhymes.. lepresenting probably the different sources from which this material is taken. all
strung together and recombi.nect because they shale a shott poetic meter. and a theme: traditional madi.h
and supplication of the Prophet.)

12

13
14
IS
16

17
18
19

20

21
22
23
24

2S

Dh our Prophet, oh beautiful
Dh kohl-eyed one
Dh possessor oftwo roses
Dh Prophet oh beloved
Hoping, oh Prophet, to repent
Oh our Prophet, oh beautifi.ll,
Dh possessor oftwo roses
Dh talented Prophet
Hoping, oh Prophet, to repent
And go to visit,
And return delighted
My beloved Muhammad,
My greetings upon a full moon,
most complete...
Quiet sweetness ofMuhammad,

oh possessor oftwo roses

p
p

on the two cheeks
I am granted to you
and erase what is written
oh kohl-eyed one
on the two cheeks
I am counted for you
and erase what is written
to see the light
with the radiance ofthe light
my desire and aim
My greetings upon you, oh Tuhami

P
pi
s

s
sp
I
pI

two thousand greetings upon him

pi

p
x

pi
x

[HeIe the dbikr, having reached a very high speecL suddenly slows down. In the following classical
qasida. poetic lines are correspondingly longer. The theme is the suffering of the mystical lover.
Acc:ompanied by the metal slick:)

26

Passion acquired my beart and ears

27

So they cried tears ofIongina- like
me, out of merCY;
You distracted me oh Ahl aI-Bayt.
oh dearest lovers,
You distracted me oh Ahl aI-Bl,Vt,
in the wonder of your beauty,
And when my patience disap,peared.
and my endurance dwindled.
I complained to the judge oflove.
saying: My lovers
But I have four witnesses to testifY
forme:

28
29
30
31
32

and wounded eyes. overflowing

ml

with tears
the dove cooe<L and I told her:

ml

!iI1fm
love ofthe Prophet made the heart

mI

melt
so I didn't know, in the sea oflove,

mI

where I was
when sleej) left me, and I left my

ml

b.lda
shun me. and said: 'you are a
pretender in loven
my passion, my 10nKina- my
em,ciation.. and my tears (73~ eros)
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ml
ml

33
34

If they request ofme the rights of
their beauty,
And if they imprison me in the
prison oftheir custody,

e.

rd say: a poor man owes nothing,

ml

bas nothing
rll enter upon them with the
Prophet as intercessor

ml

Dhikr "Hayyun Hayy" with inshad

[This dbikr. on the formula M'Hayyun ~. is very slow. a kind of wiDd-down to end the dhikr portion of
the hadra. Usage oftbis formula for the final tabaqa ofdhikr is typical ofthe Rifa·i hadra. not the
Bayyumi. perhaps because the most senior sIIaykh (the one who recited the opening fawatih) is Rifa·t
The 1IlUDShid"5 voice becomes correspondingly slow. altemate1y using a very low. raspy register, aDd a
higher register. Aside from pauses. this final segment is strophic (cyclic melody with definite relation to
poetic phrase structure) unlike all the preceding inshad.. with repeatiJag melody and phrase ~ as if
to bring lime back into regularity; use of strophic melodies to close is typical of pofessioual muDsbidin
(such as Sbaykh Yasin al-Tubami). In the formallariqa hadra there is no oppoltunity to create such a
buildup aDd wind.-down at the end. The following three lines are part of a muwa$bshab (and not
continuous. constituting lines 1.8 9. and modifying the second shalla of9) by the AndaIusian-bom Sufi
poet Abu ai-Hasan aI-Shusbtari; be moved to Egypt and died there near Dmnyat in 1268 or 69 (Abde1Malek 1995: 13); see SJIIISbtari 1960:364) for the original poem. The qasida talks about the high price of
mystical love: madDess~ or death.]
10

1

Layla stole the intellect from me

so I said: Oh Layla, have mercy
upon the casuaIties

m

141

2

Someone said.. oh friend..

her price is the mirit142

m

3

ma.ny were those. entbra1Ied. who

with desire for Layla (21, eros)

m

went 143
(Source: Unknown. Approaches the same subject, here using the meraphor of intoxication. Although
this is a c:Ii1ferent poem. the meters are compatJbl~ and the whole flows seamlessly in per(ol'DUlDCe.)

4
5

Oh you who sleep much,
Oh drink oCthe people.:.

where were you today?
inflame the intellect (5, intoxication)

m
m

[Sourte: Traditional. This style of madih praises the Prophet by relating his miracles. here the !~r!J ' t+!l
Mi'raj.]

6

From Mecca and the Glorious

to Quds, speeded Ahmad l4s at

p

night 146

7

Jabril and two angels came

with the great Buraq to Ahmad

[Ymal suppIication.)

8

Oh Prophet of God, help'

1111

p

6.

Standard badra conclusion

[The standard khitam is recited.]

7.

Informality

[participants chat amiablylJ and the formal mood is broken.]
8.

End ofBayyumi Hizb

[The ritual mood is reestablished. as they recite the last part of the hizb.]

9.

Fawatih

[These are recited rapidly~ and. are difficult to hear. The muscaftih begins with the Prophet. AhI aI..~
and shaykhs. but then moves on to more ordiDa:ry people: those who are present. an Muslims. Sbaykh
Ibrahim (the badra leader), for the students to pass their exams, and so on.]

10. Standard badra conclusion (repeated)
[The standard. khitam is repeated.]

11. Food and informality

[Note that pronunciation throughout tends to be colloquial; SOJJIetjmes J is proIlOUDC:eC'1/g!, other times 1'1
(glouaI stop); ~ may be IjI or Ig!. Spelling will follow classical standards.]

1.

...J:'J~' JJ~,;r rtj:J'
'a..-J.)

C:!

al-Fawatih

J1J ~J ~.1ll ~ c..siL, a.~' o~

~j o~ l::... ~I

l;.J.:.r.- U~y ~I l;.J.:.r.- l;'Yy ltl.)Ut... j!
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1

~Ull ~ \..:... ~ ~-l!ltJ, ~j

~.rJ1 t;.~ C:}J\11 t;.l~ J

Js:- ..j~ ~JI).oI

y~r C:}J\1\ yl.b,;r C:}J\11

C:}J\11 t;.\..i6;. C:}J\11

2

~liJ\ ~ \..:... ~ ~t:.SJI)

~ ~...i>. \lIJ 4f~J

4f\.A.l>.J

if~\ 04.01 JY

~Ull ~ \..:... ~ ~):t

~ ~...i>.\lIJ 4f~ J

4fLi.b:-J

Js:- \$~ o~' ~\..,p

Js »JUI) ~ ~...i>.~IJ

~L;)I ...lI'-f '-$~ ~~J ~.)\'::""'rJ ~~

a:ZUl\ ~ \..:... ~~):t

~ ~...i>.\II) ~ ..:r-..b:.~\J 4f~ J

4JlA1>J

~ ~..b:.\I\J ~ 0l...i>.~'J 4J~J

4Jl..il>.J

~

~~I J.:>lA.U ~ t$~

5

rJa ~> Js »JUIJ
4f\.A.6:.J

~J~\ .J.A--\ '-$~

<J."...0' r:A' jill 4$~

~ 0:!...i>.\1\J 4J~ J 4JuJ.:,:.J

4

Js »JU'J ~ ..:r-...i>.\'IJ

~lAll ~ \..:...
»JUl J

3

•••

6

~> Js

\$J~I ~.o, ..u....,., I$~ ••. ~~ Js »JU'J ~ ..:r-..b:.\'lJ

\. :. . ~ ~>

Js »JUIJ

~ 0l..i.>~IJ ~ ~..i>- \I\J 4f~J
~W\

~, Jb,-JJ t;.~r r:.r :':"..r

LtJ

..rA>-J ~J

J-l!

JT o~ ~~ ~ ~l.S::..-

7

~ ..;.J..r L.J o..b,. .~L.aJ' ~l J6,.JJ t;.L..Js. .:r ..::J..r L.J ~ .~~l
~L;j, ~

~""'=-J v-i!J ~ .:.r ~~,

I..iA

\..:...

~ ~L..:J'

~~ ~J \1\ ~

Jsl Jk-JJ t;.~J

t;.~f

JS" t;.L.-.H ~ ~ JS'
~U." ~ \. :. . rJa ~~)'4 \.i~ ~.ilIJ
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JJ

8

2.

aI-Hizb al-Bayyumi al-Sagbir (first part)

a.

Dhikr "Ya Latif'

b.

Dhikr ''Ya Allah'"
"

••• ~I

'-!

"

~i

'\

\t .&h' \t

'\

~,

\t

3.

Dbikr ''La ilaha rna Allah'" without inshad

4.

First munshid: Shaykh'Abd aI-Sattar

a.

~Jlt ~

~i ~ \t... JJi '-!

1

~t,js~

2

~lA.H

3

~tall ~) ~ \t.;)J..,e 4

\t .;)J..,e

~.;)Wl 0j"rli \t.;)J..,e 5

\t.;)...v

~l)' ~

\t

Non-metric inshad with dbakkira responses

•
"'1<"
to
L;"
.JtIII{r...r ~ .J

~..lll ~ ~

,

~i

..::#...br-Wl ~

'-! .;)J..,e
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\t.;)J..,e 6

~l....iJ\ j~ \t
~~\

r.J!. ~ 4

if~

J '-i.J',:)

.vIJ ~\t,:)..J..,.

~.".,;; L-? 8
._

J\

•

l-'~L.. 9

~J...r--

Jt;.}, ,~ ~

J~\\~~4

10

~ I ~tJJi 4,:)..J..,.

II

'}.".it ~,:) r..,....H ,)s-

12

13
.
. LtJ , li\,.
.
. - • ..- ..
'"~
.. ~..
;.r-.J ~ "4..r
~
'-',:)~ \t ,)..J..,. 14

'*
'"

+.$,:)L;i

7

~,:)l:., ~\.i',.,.;J' J \.i

\$~\tr ..rJ L-

IS

' ... "I\\$~~

rS~,)s-~IJ

16

'.H'. ..,I.~ ~'r'-~ y:.'-- ~, ~'J ~ JS' ,)s-

17

~,:y~~ ~!~

~

b.

n

18

Dhikr "Allah" with inshad

!~J'.rJ'

1

!y.~p, 2

YJC~'

3

!~ ~L.-J' 4
4.)..J..,.

5

4'Jl

6

.)..,v.

~\\j~ 7
lc. r \., 8
c,r fi ..
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-J 1.1!.JJ\ ;; .. :.f-J

9

~,~t

rlAlt 4:J\;.

10

~,~,

J.~W' .jlj

11

~\~t

12

~'~I

r#' ~
r}1il'r'

~t~1

Js'~~

~t~\

~

,),J.,.

~
"..
(,?

~l~'

4J-J (,?

13
14
15
16

17

~\;.O~

18

J~)'~Jj

19

~Jlt ri

20

t.:J\; o~

21

~Jl

22

~'~l

~lfir

23

~'~I

~t.;l' '-i~

'-:JUUt

24
25

.i»,~,

...u...

.i»'~t

'-:J.rJ' ~

26

Js''';~

27

0-JL/~' ~

28

JWt~'$~

29

~ .)-l,..

.)...\...t ~ ,)-l,..
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30

~,~ 31

.. i

..

~fl~

32

c..,.dl ~~ 33

J'}l,....;~

~)'~";~
...j)L:.i

34
35

4 36

:'\
,a.;\.=..r
'wi .J'*'"
• L.. 37
.).J..- ...

~

...

Js:- ... ..j~

38

[The following text was provided by the munsbid in an interview:

""::-'~ y.)

ryl '}li J').' j::M' .:.r ~l.

y).iJ ~~ ~yl..# a.;Lt~, :J.)'-P

~# ~ty,

Jt:..J...us' ~,

""::-'~ .)li)' cj ..u:L-1

~)

~):i.:J J ~4 ~l; ~'J ~ 4
JW\ ~J ~ ~.J ~ lil.)
~'Jl4S'~

J\$J1J

~~ ~ 4

This text was performed. as follows: I

y."u,... y.)~l

\}li

Jl)'l
--

~ .:.r ~L 39
•

._~,

~4 )=i.:.\' ~

~ ••• a.it.-l ••• ~

JWI~.J lif ~

-~J~
.
.. lir Jts.,
.. J.

40

41

~ J/. ~ ... a' Lt 42

Jts.
-..J
_ liLt J.. .J'U

~\.... J=ill ~\..p ~ 43

~l.)\-' ~.J lil.) ~
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c.

Fawatih

u...-tJ a..--J

41-.J!.

~ &.J!.J 4..e~ ~J
y...

l» , ~ rr ."...u ~uJ'

1

~I..r.! ~ ~uJ'

2

.:.r-:-- ~1 ~ ~uJl
!lJ w
~')l:- SO ~uJ'
- l:J.J.r-

3

4

~, LiJ.:.- It ~ s

~..? It ~J 4
'-:"J

4 ~ &.J!.J v ~ ~J ~, ~t...J ~uJ' 7

v

~LiJ'

6

o,:/yJfJ

~ ~J

~'Li~4~

8

~~

9

rs- ~\.:-SU ~Li\'

10

~4>-ty J~uJ.' ~~ ~l ~ ~L.iU II
\.
.. !lJw
~
- \.:.,.J a,...\>J.\ ~t....S' ~Li\ t 12

~LiJ' o~'JJrJ t$~ ~l ~ ~, ~l-.a.\ ~U.U
d.

13

Non-metric inshad without dbikr

~I Li~

1

'4~ rlA ~~ ;;.j ~ c....vf

2

,:).".".}' CJJ

'!~ r _-)1 Jw. U ~, Li~ ~ ,;;JJ ~lS'" 3
4l\:6'
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~ It ~ ~\s;

JS'J

4

...l>-IJ

~.".Jl ~l R ~, -=--I~.:.r

~rJ

J

~\ .:.r ~Jr ..b\;.J' ~::IIJ
<~~ ~UU

7

'4~ rJJ... ~~ ...b-'J JS'J

8

~J

..r

0

-

Dhikr "Allah" with insbad
oT 0 1

~-l..t t'--" .J:!I 4

~j ~ ~'yJ' ri ~~ ~ ~\.;j..1 rf
~\

aj.#- J'Jj~1 ~

;J:-I

J.s:. ~W,

,

c:sJ1 lif

~\...p J ~'J

4\S.), ..}-!.

JL-J

eJ ~

.).J.,..

4 ~ It ~,

4 ....

.)-l..t

4 .)..l..

.)-v

4 L.L- 4. rLilt

.).J.,..

4 .).J.,;. ~ rlAll

,:).J.,..

~-l..t

4 .)-v t.$J'JJ.j.:. 4

u...

8

I \

tJ"'=' J

9

~I 4r ••• ~

4 .).J.,..

10

4 .).J.,.. 4

11

~L.)\ ~."s:.

12

::I-l..t

l: ~L:J-\ rf

13

::I-l..t

4. .).J.,.. ~

14

,:)-l..t '-4

15

•••

~

It

~

4 .)-v 4.
~

4.

,:)..J....:..J.,..
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y

L

4 .)..l..

.).J.,;.

a,J\$.

r'
~ L.L- 4. Jif..ut r'

7

~ 4.i~ ~ ... ~

li~

::I-v 4 ~ 4. J\.:-..)t ~

5

~~~4~J~
-

~'''''''

2
3

~L. ~;u... 6

~ ~:i.U

~.Ji 0~ ~\.;.Aj\ (,.$1~:
.)-V

1

:~li !r--- if' L- ~L 4

#' ~ ~ ~\$. uf (~)

~,~ ~ (~) rJu lif
~6-

,

~\ ~I ~ JJi' JJ.$ :.:.,~

y)i ~~

J6- ~ \.ifJ

6

c_
r.J"L'-- ~

...b-\ -\1

e.

5

4.

.).J.,..

4 .:.-l..t 4. e..f'~ t 4r
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Central Jazuliyya hadra: Jz
Jr. event list ad time-lille
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The following is a translation ofthe full transcription of Jz, on which variables
defined in Chapter 7 were evaluated in Chapters 8 and 9. Comments between text
segments are enclosed in square brackets. Note that the right-hand column ofinshad
transeriptio~

as wen as other symbols in-tex:t, are codes used for analysis. Texts are

presented in canonical form; therefore contiguous repeats are not indicated. (Tum to the
Chapter 7 for an explanation ofcoding and canonical form.) Line numbers allow crossreferencing to the Arabic transcription.

1.

al-Hadra al-Sharciyya

[Note: the opening mgdhak;ua and fawatih was unfortunately not reamfed and hence amnot be
transcribed here; see descriplions in Chapter 6 for a general presentation of this segment ofthe badra.
The transcription therefore begins with the badra shar~iyya. J

a.

al-Shahada

[Source: Fundamental Islamic proclamation offaith., one of the "five pillars'" of Islam. considered in itself
sufficient for conversion if rec:ited before witnesses. Group recitation,. with rough tonal-rhythmic unitJ: I

There is no deity but God (3x), Muhammad is the Prophet ofGod
b.

Qur'an: Surat Yasin

(Source: Qur'an 36. Group recitation, roughly unified in rhythm, contour; lesser unity in tone results in

non-melodic sound though individua1ly most are reciting tonally.)
c.

Hizb:

al·Da~

al-Rabbaniyya

[Source: "al-Da"wa al-RabbaDiyya" (al-lazuli 1mb:10-13). Group recitation. UIlified in time and tone.
Simple strophic melody tepeats for each line. J
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d.

Dhikr 'CU ilaba ilIa AIlahn

(Source: This dhikr fol'lDllla is the fundamental expression of tawhid (unity of God) in Islam. here taken
from the Throne Verse (Ayat al..Kursi; Qur'an 2:255) whose first few words \ Allah! La i1aha ilia huwa
al-Hayy al-Qayyum"') is the basis for all dhikr in the hadra shar iyya The leader. or mustaftih (naqtb aI..
hadra). begins and all join in with two non-metric repetitions. Then the mustaftih recites the formula
twice alone. more rapidly and metrically. following which all join in repeating it together. During the
dhikr" the mustaftih claps the pulse. two claps per formula.]
4

There is no deity but God

e.

Dhikr "Allah'" with solo inshad

[Source: The principal Name of ~ the "ism aI-jalala" (Name of Majesty). sometimes said to be the
greatest Name ("al-ism aI-a"zamj; here taken from Ayat al-Kmsi which is the basis for the hadra

shar"iyya. The ....AIlah" is recited once non-metric:ally by the leader. extending the last syllable and
emphasizing the "h" SOUDd. followed by a single group recitation in the same style. Then it is repeated
metrically by group. The mustaftih (naq;b fll-hadra) claps a pulse. two claps per repetition. Leaders also
shout eacouragemeDt between repealS. Individuals are somewhat free to express themselves between
repetitions. The dbikr begins in the dh:ikr aI-lisan style; after the inshad bas been going for several
miDutes,. the mustaftih claps twice,. signaling that dhikr is to switch to the dhikr al-qalb or dhikr ai-rub
style ofpronunciation. J

God God God God God
[A short time after the start of dhikr al-Iisan , the following iDshad text is performed as an
accompaniment,. beginning with mo.dDd from the oral tradition. The point oftransition from dbikr al..
Iisan to dbikr ai-rub is not marked in the sequence which follows: J

1

2
3

Help., help, oh Prophet of God, # A help" help, help" help
oh Prophet of God, # A oh Beloved of God,. # 1\ help" help
Oh AhI al-Bayt, # oh Prophet of God,. 1\ # oh dear one # oCthe dear one # oCthe
Prophet of God

I'" #

A

[Source: Excerpts from Sidi Jabir's qasida, "Hubb aI-Husayn wa al-8ay)ida" (al-lazuli 1993b:4Q..4l).]

4

May God 1\ give you149 # life, as He
A

The light is upon him # from God 1\

wills

[Source: Oral tradition (madad)]

5
6
7
8
9

Help, help" oh lazuli, • help" help
Oh Sidi Salim, &, help, help" oh father of Salim, • help., help
Our master al-~ # help,. help
Our master al-Husayn, # help, help
Give us a glance, oh Zaynab, # help, help
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ps

10

Oh those who grant help~ % oh noble ones" % help~ help, help

[Source: Excerpts from Sidi Jabir·s qasida. "'Hubb aI-Husayn wa aI-Sa)yida'" (ai-lazuli 1993b:~I).
performed here with some '-ariatiODS and word substitutiODS. (See also translation in Hoffman 1995:tu.»)

II

At the door oh Pure One lSO #2 I *I

oh you #2 whom care watches over

ps

%3 blessing you #2 with light all
around you #2

p

call you #2
12

The noble ones %3 look over you
#2

[Source: Oral tradition (madad.}.)

13
14

Help, help~ oh people ofhelp, % oh noble ones" %
Oh Prophet ofGod, # help,. oh beloved of Go~ # help~ help,
% help

help~

oh noble ones,

[Source: Further excerpIS from MHubb al-Husayn \Va al-Sa}-yida" (aI-JazuIi 1993b:41).J

15
16

I *1 swear to you, #2 oh light #2 of
my *1 eye
Wave #2 the hi/aJ~ oh sister #2 of
Hasan #3 and Husayn #3

by the truth ofour *2 lord alHusayn #3
oh Pure One, #2 you #2 are the
guide

p

[Source: Oral tradition (madad.}.)

17
18
19

Help, help, help, help, oh noble ones, % help~ oh people ofmadad %
Oh Prophet ofGod, # help, oh beloved ofGod, # help, help, help
Oh people ofhelp, % oh noble ones, % help, oh Prophet ofGod, # oh beloved
# ... lS1

Dbikr "Haw" with solo inshad

f.

[Source: Hayy <Living) is ODe of the 99 Names of God. Here it is adopted from the Ayat aI-Kursi. The
dbaJdrira recite. guided by leader·s handclaps. Note that theJe is a change in dhikr leadership with each
tabaqa. similar to Bh. But whereas in Bh sw:h changes reflect the abseDce ofcentral control. here they are
a deliberate strategy by which no member becomes too important next to the shaykh himself. The dhikr
begins in the dhikr aI-lisan style; after several minutes the mustaftih claps twice in order to switch to the
dhikr aI-qalb or dhikr ai-rub style.]

Living, Living, Living, Living, Living
[The following inshad acxompanies the dhikr. Soun:e: oral tradition (madad).]

20

Oh Prophet # ofGod, 1\ for God's 1\ sake help, oh father lazuli,
sake help

* help., for God's

1\

[Source: Traditional anonymous qasida from the Shadhili tradition. used in many Sufi orders and context.
This qasida caD be found in many printed poetIy collections of the Shadbili orders. Because the qasida
was Dot written by Sidi Jabir. references to the ego caDIlot be taken as referring to him. The addressed is
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ambiguous (perhaps the saints and Ah1 aI...Bayt in genera1. perhaps the shaykh). Thus the poem is capable
of many interpretations. I

2I
22

23

As long as I % remain between your My state % is expansive, and joy is
% bands, good health is my % help
between my % hands
May God 1\ never cause me % to be so that life with you % is sweet
forever
absent from your % [filces pleasure - love]
You % are my life; when I % see
if you % are veiled, my % spirit is
you % my % spirit is present;
absent from my % body

Is

[Source: Traditional phrase of madad)

24

Oh Prophet # of God 1\

(Source: The third-to-Iast line ofSidi Jabir's qasida. "Bi asma·ika aI-husna.... (al-Jazuli 1993b:103).1

25

Your #2 servants, *3 oh Prophet of
God, #2 1\3 hope for acceptance and

perhaps you'8 #2 accept him *3
from all the lovers %3

Is

satisfilction;
[Source: Traditional phrase of madad. I

26

Oh Prophet # ofGod 1\
g.

Dhikr ''Qayyum'' without insbad

(Source: Qayyum (the Everlasting) is one of the 99 Names of Ooc:l here taken from the Ayat aI-Kursi.
The formula is recited non-metrically by the leader once. then group twice; next the group recites the
Name metrically while the leader claps twice per repetition. I

Everlasting, everlasting, everlasting, everlasting, everlasting...
h.

Dhikr ccAllah" without inshad

[Cued by leader without break from previous section. Pitch rises dramatically during this section.]

God God God God God...
1.

Closing

[Source: Qur'an 94:1-8,2:286. Recited. by group in approximate unity.]

Surat al-Sharab, assuring the Prophet that God is with him, that he should strive to
please his Lord.
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Last verse ofsurat al-Baqara. Most ofthis verse is a dutoa" (one ofseveraI

included in the Qur'an): a plea for mercy and forgiveness from God.
[Shahada recited by group as at start.]

There is no deity but God (3x), Muhammad is the Prophet ofGod
2.

Speech

[Speech about the hadra shar iyya by one of the elder members. Rough paraphrase follows.]
4

A hadith says that the Prophet used to laugh and jest., but when the time for prayer
came he was serious. The hadra shar'iyya is like this: it must be serious., honest., strong.
For here you meet God. To do this you must be purified ofworldly concerns. This is the
role ofthe hadra [shartoiyya]. Sleep and laziness are for outside [the ritual], but the hadra
[shar'iyya] is serious, for God bas no peer, and He is serious in everything. We must fight
the najs, the devils. The hadra is not only for us; other [spiritual] essences are here
present with us also. It is for our shaykhs who expended great effon to reach this station.
This badra presents great benefits for you. The Prophet is mercy.1S2 He who comes to
hadra busy with the world may injure others in the hadra. You should be mitwaddi

(having performed the ablution) and ready for the ha~ asking God for guidance, and for
the shaykh to be present. Here is like a battlefield where you don't know anyone [outside
the hadral and thus reach heav~ with our shaykhs. We must strive to please them. Our
shaykh used to sit in hadra or in the mosque strong, beautifuI, overpowering those in front
ofhim. He was like a thousand. The hadra is like nothing else in the world, for "what
doesn't start with flame can't end in with radiance". All we do is for nafha. Our shaykh
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went to a great effort to found a tariqa; it is incumbent upon us at least to preserve it. To
the end of his life~ despite advanced age~ and chiIdr~ he devoted himself to the tariqa as
its leader. We promised God to be open, honest, and struggle with the oafs, for "your
greatest enemy is the oafs between your two sides". So thanks to God that our Lord
honored us, and that the badra was full of na:fba, and God raised us to a state of His
satisfaction, and may we find our shaykhs. And now for the ins~ God willing.
3.

Group inshad

(So1m:e: Quida ofSidi labir. ~Ya Nor a1-Rida" (al-lazuli 1993b:90-91) (complete). All sing together. but
the nmnsJridin are more prominent due to amplification, and their leader starts each line. Initially there is
percussion accompaniment only; subsequently the 'ad enters. With its high energy and speed, the
performance generates an enthusiastic rather than solemn atmosphere. Note how the poem begins by
addressing the Prophet (1). praising him (2). and exhorting the listener (3,,4); the remainder ofthe poem
treats the author"s relation to the Prophet. often addIasing him directly. 1'here are conesponding
frequent pronomial shifts.)

I

2
3

4
5
6

7
8
9
10

Oh light ofcontentment, #2 oh best,
best Prophet #2
A morning #2 which came after a
dark night
Stop @2 at the shrine, completely
refined
Seek @2 refuge in the sanctuary of
Taha, #3 the Arab Prophet, #3
When I *1 saw him, #3 my *1
heart's eye praised God
I *1 said to my *1 eye: look, *1
and be *1 happy
My *1 heart and *1 spirit for
Ahmad #3 did yearn.
I *1 was happy when he #3 was
near me *1
Oh he #3 whose contentment cures
all sickness
If my *1 request meets with your #2
favor,

Oh dawn #2 which appeared in
veiled darkness
A light #2 which illumined the world
and planets
and shed @2 your @2 worldly
desires, ifyou @2 want closeness
pure #3 ofdescent, noble #3 of
extraction
above the highest, above the clouds
This is the Prophet ofGod, #3 1\3
most highly esteemed
His #3 is the command; the heart *3
to him #3 is connected
I *1 humbled myself *1 to the
ground, and so *1 was honored
Ifhe #3 glances, he #3 gives every
hope
it is because you #2 are the best of
the prophets
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p
p
el
ep
p

p
p

II
12
13

14

15
16

Perhaps another loved you #2 for
some purpose
Accomplish what you #2 promised,
oh my *1 love~ #2 tomorrow
If my * 1 love is not appropriate for
you #2
Bless #2 me *1 with your closeness?
gladdening me*
When your #2 love settled in the
hearts
My *1 love is for yo~ #2 oh best,
best Prophet #2

4.

But my *1 love for you #2 is above
everything

and allow #2 eternal communion in
love~

Is

always

pardon #2 me *1 if you #2 are
pleased with us *2
and take #2 me *1 to yo~ #2 my *1
love~ #2 1*1
I *1 raised the flag oflove for you
#2 as a sign
I *1 sacrifice for you #2 my * I
sp~ my * 1 mother and father

Is
Is

Speech: Mudbakara

[Within this speech (not transcribed) there are some call and re&pOuse exchanges between speaker and
group.]

5.

Speech recitation: ual_Wujud al-Muhammadi" ("The
Muhammadan Existence'')

(Source: One of 8idi Jabir·s discourses. as published in the collection RQSQ Oil SujiJlYO. (al-lazu1i 1993a:99101). One member stands and recites the discourse from the book. wbile the group responds with saIawat
for the Prophet whenever he is mentioned. This recitation is interrupted. by Sidi Salim·s arrival to the
h.adra; the reader stops and all rise. When the shaykh has been seated, they all sit again. Then the reader
begins a~ repeali"g the last paragraph. aDd c:ompletiDg the recitation. The recitation is ~
except for an occasional inserted blessing for the Prophet. The main theme of the discourse is the living
exisI:eDce of the Prophet Muhammad The reciter concludes with blessings for Sidi labir ai-lazuli.)

6.

Group inshad

(Source: Sidi labir's qasida "Qamar" ,Moon") (ai-lazuli 1993b:76-77) (c:omplete). The lead munsbid
(using the microphone) begins and is followed with tremendous vigor and entbusiasm by the entire
congregation, as in other group iDsbad. Textually, the song is in a verse-n:frain form. the first two lines
serving as madhbab (refrain). Melodically. it is relatively c:omplex, presenting a new melody every two
lines,. and CODtaining many chanses in tempo and maqam Consequently, many members are unable to
sing it ac:cmaaely, leading to what is at times a rather cac:opbonous sonority. However. the sound itself
appears to be of liUle coosequence; what is important is the fiJIl and energetic participation of every
member. The song is upbeat,. with clear aDd non-heterodox poetry oflove and praise for the ~
creating a lively and wakefiJI mood full of warm group feeling. The style of reference, mostly to the
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Prophet in the third persou. is typical of most traditional madih. The song is followed by enthusiastic
shouts of approval.]

I

2
3

his #3 light reached nomads and

The moon ofhis #3 light spread
over all mankind;
It #3 attracts the spirit, if you @2
confide in it, #3
A mercy #3 bestowed by ~ 1\3

townspeople alike
gladdening #3 the heart and the
sight
he #3 is an abundant rain come by
Divine 1\.3 decree

4

Eloquent #3 in speec~ flawless #3
in intonation.,

5

He #3 binds the heart and the spirit
together
The earth folded so he #3 needn't

6

walk

7
8
9

10
II

12
13
14

15
16

tremendous #3 ofnatureU3., pure #3

lS4

ofthought
as a star following the moon

the fragrance surrounding him #3
diffused

Beautiful #3 in appearance and form

throughout mankind there is none
like him #3
The rose took from him #3 its scent and strutted among the other
flowers
The moon borrowed from him #3 its as did the planets, and the
light
blossoming stars
if only my heart *1 could hold the
There is a place for him #3 in my
heart; *1
moonf #3
Physician #3 ofthe hearts" and their his #3 mouth's water sweeter than
cure #3
sugar
He @3 who comes to him #3
a glance from him #3 and life is
diseased is cured;
sweet
Ifhe #3 calls me, *1 I *1 follow the for him #3 is the sp~ heart, and
call
vision
he #3 was taught by the One 1\3 who
The Prophets #3 took their
comeliness from him; #3
taught the father ofman#3
When God 1\3 wished to conduct
He 1\3 stopped the world in homage
him #3 in joyful procession
to the master #3 ofhumanity
From his #3 house to His 1\.3 is but
upon the great Buraq, in early
one night
dawn! 55

17

The spirit *3 longs to meet him #3

18

Those %3 he #3 led in prayer
obtained satisfaction,

and the heart *3 rejoices when he's
recalled
and %3 were protected from the
Fire
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p

p
ep

p

P
p
p
p
I
p
Ip

p

p
p

p

7.

Speech (mudhakara)

[Several tariqa members take the microphone in tum. to deliver their commentary on the qasida just sung.,
and its relatiODShip to the pteeeding discourse 11Ie Muhammadan Existence". Speakers begin by
repeating a particular line suggested by the opening speaker
God wished to conduct him in joyful
procession..."). each giving his commentary on this line.. and then moving off to other topics. The group
responds to the speaker with ""amin" (to any .'a") orW."alayhi al-salat wa aI-saJam" (to any mention of
the Prophet), and with other general expressions of enthusiasm This section.. together with the previous
two. give some idea of the UDity of a Jazuliyya badra: the same ideas (here" about the presence of the
Prophet) are delivered over and over again. through multiple performance modalities: fixed speech
recitation.. group inshad. and mluthakara.)

,When

8.

Solo insbad

[This section begins with an "ad taqsim (solo improvisation on the fretless lute), followed by a non-metric
improvisation by the vocalist with 'ad acx:omp",jme:Dt. using the text below. This text is a performative
amalgamation fiom many sources" including the poetry of Sidi labir.. aDd madad material. At line 10
pen:ussion iDstruments (tabla. riqq, duff) enter, as indie:ated below. Note how the singer draws in bits of
poetry fiom various somces (sacred and secular).. including material which bas been previously performed
in the same hadra; this teelmique also serves to unify the perfOl'lJlaDCe. During this non-mc:tric section..
the congregation listens inteDsive1y, swaying idiosyncratically" and sometimes shouting emotional
expressions (especially after the vocalist compleaes a melodic cadence, or qafla) in a manner reminiscent
of listening paUemS in older secular tarab music.]
[Source: Oral tradition (madad)]

1

Oh our master, # oh Prophet of God, # A help

[Source: Excerpt (1iDes 3 and 4) from Sidi Jabir's qasida "Va Nor al-Rida" (al-Iazuli 1993b:90), sung
previously by the entire congregation as group iDshad. Here the munshid presents lilies 3 and 4 only.
These seem to function as a juncture with the group insbad, a continu.ous traDsition from the group to solo
style of performance. and a sober. orthodox preface to the more ecstatic heterodox poetry wbich is to
follow.]

and shed @2 your @2 worldly
el
desires if you @2 want closeness
pure #3 ofdescent, noble #3 of
ep
3
extraction
(Source: A qasida uttered spontaneously by Sidi Jabir, although it was not included in his published
di.wan. according to a group member. Clearly Sidi labir was drawing on the Shadbili tradition; a similar
2

Stop @2 at the shrine, completely
refined
Seek @2 refuge in the sanctuary of
Taba, #3 the Arab Prophet, #3

qasida (uDattributed) appears in the diwan ofthe Hamidiyya Sbadhiliyya tariqa.]

4
5

The drink was good, and the
cupbearer's %3 face appeared
I *1 said: increase %2 me, *1 oh
beloved. %2 to approach;

and the beloved %3 revealed
everlasting beauty
then the source %3 of beauty
aweared. flamioa and beautiful (21,
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m
m

intoxication)
[Source: A mawwa1 whose text is based closely on the mawwa1 "Wa Nabi Habtbak.'" sung by the popular
Egyptian singer and composer, Muhammad·Abdal-Wahhab; here the melody is improvised by the
mUDShid This usage indicates two important features of JazuIiyya inshad: (1) use of simpler colloquia1
language (the mawwa1 is a colloquial poetic form); (2) use of popular COllIIDeICial music material from the
urban secular tarab tradition. But in performance the meaning of the poem is transformed by context and
a few word. alteratiODS from a love song into a mystical-religious supplication and expression. although
the object of mystical love remains ambiguous (God? The Prophet? Sidi Jabir? Sidi Salim'!). At the end
of this poem. the DlU11Shid closes with a qajIa (caden<:e). J

6

7
8
9

By the Prophet, # your % lover, don't % deprive my heart ofyou %
And cure % my % sick heart, for the medicine is from you %
The time fOT closeness still hasn't come, oh my % spirit %
But no matter how far I % may be from you, % I % have nothing richer
than you %

Is
Is
I
I

[Source: Traditional standard. Sufi phrases.. sung spontaneously by the IQImSbid. At this POint. the
percussion section enters, and. performance becomes metric. Upon cue, the other JDUDShidin may respond
by repeating the words of the soloist. The entire congregation begins to sway and move more
rhythmically to the music; some members may perform movements and sounds of dbikr from a standing
or seated position.]

10

1I

Oh my master, a glance; % my beloved, a glance, % a glance, oh satisfaction from
you %
Oh people of satisfaction, % a glance, satisfactionf

[Source: Excerpts from Sidi Jabir's qasida, "Va Sayyid al-8adat" (al-lazuli 1993b: 114). Note how the
preceding textual improvisation anticipates this qasida. The munshid freely wries the original text here,
completing the fiIst shaITa (hemistich) of one line with the second of another. In the original poem,
considered textually as an exptession of Sidi Jabir, the addR:ssee beloved and suppIicated-is ambiguous;
perhaps God. the Prophet, or one of the Ahl al-&yt. This ambigui1y is iJIteDsified when lines are taken
out of textual context. and given a new voice and performalive CODlext in the badra. When these words
are performed by the numshid, who is a muriel following Sidi Jabir aDd Sidi ~ the addR:ssee may be
interpreted by listeners as Sidi labir or Sidi Salim; such inteIpnUtions are impossible wben the qasida is
considered textually as an expression of Sidi Jabir. All these spiritual figures are bound together by the
ambiguity of the pronoun refcreDces. Note that tine 17 is renrinisamt of the Umm Kulthum song ..Aruh Ii
min?", and is typical ofSidi Jabir·s intertextual invocati.ous of the secular song tradition. through both
text and music.]

12

Oh my master, 0/02 a glance

A glance, satisfaction, reassure %2

s

me·1
13

Oh you %2 who always bas
satisfaction

14

A mendicant U6 ·3 is standing at

15

your %2 door
I'm ·1 eager for your 0/02
generosity;

Be 0/02 pleased with me ·1 and
accept 0/02 me ·1

ps

and you're %2 the one who can help

s

me·1
your %2 generosity is not strange to

me·!
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s

16

17
18

I'm *1 hopeful; my * 1 hope in you
%2 is great, oh my lover %2

and your 0/02 generosity is not

To whom win I *2 go, complain,
and tell;
Satisfied with your %2 command, I
*1 acquiesce,

to whom will I *1 go, other than
you? %2
even ifyou 0/02 torture me lss *1

Is

strange to me1S7 *1

Is

[Source: Excerpt from Sid Jabir's qasida"K.uIl Shay' MinIm Jamil" (al-Jazuli 1993&:178). Note how

here.. as in other solo iDshad, the mlmsbid uses the original poem freely as a source.. even making
substitutions or modifications to the origiDa1liDes1' according to his mood aDd evaluation of the hadra·s
progress. Here. he selects only one IiDe from the oriliDal ~ which the chorus then repeats after him.
In the origiDal textual context "you" is somewhat ambiguous but seems most likely to refer to God. In the
present performative context. in which the IiDe is ftuthennore taken out of c:ontext. the sense of ambiguity

is inaeased.]

19

You %2 know that 1*1 am your
slave,

and 1*1 know that I'm *1 your %2
property

[Source: Excerpt from an "oIcr qasida by Sidi Jabii'. MQalbi habbak min zaman"" which for tmkDown
reasons was rejected for inclusion in the printed cIiwan, acc:ordiDg to a tariqa member. Simple conoquial
language is employed]

20

If you %2 were satisfied with me

it would be such a great joy

21

one day
You %2 know, I'm *1 no one
without you, %2

without you, %2 what would I *1
be?

[Source: More excerpIS from. Sidi Jabir's qasida MYa Nur aI-Rida" (aI-Jazuli 1993b:90); here the munshid
continues with lines 5,,9. aDd 7 (in that order). 0Dce again, the mnnsbid is relatively free to select,
reorder" and repeat ~ even while drawing primarily on his shaykh's di.waD; he uses this freedom to
boost the overall emotional level by choosing words to mateh. his own state. and that of the hadra.
Although these lines are taken out ofcontext, they clearly refer to the Prophet because in the original welIknown qasida this referent is clear (even in these lines there is refereace to w.Ahmad". one of the Prophet's
names), and the entire qasida was earlier recited by the entire group.)

22
23

24

When I *1 saw him, #3 my *1
heart's eye praised God 1\3
Oh he #3 whose contentment cures
all sickness;

My *1 heart and spirit for Abmad 1S9
#~

above the highest, above the clouds

p

ifhe #3 glances, he #3 gives every
hope
His #3 is the command; the heart *3
to him #3 is connected

Ip

didyeam.

[Source: Oral tradition (madad, other).)

25

Help, help, help, oh lazuli,

* oh my master Salim, &, help, help, oh PeOple ofhelp

%
26

Oh people ofhelp, % help, a loo~ satisfaction, our master al-Husayn #
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27
28
29

A look oh Zaynab, # oh people ofthe way, % help, help, oh people ofhelp, % oh
AhI al-Bayt, # help, help
When the light ofMuhammad # appear~ oh people ofsatisfaction, % a look, a
look
Oh Prophet ofGod, # 1\ oh, oh
9.

Solo/Group inshad

[Source: The initial refrain line is from the tradition offolk: ahazij (strophic songs) in Sa-idi (Upper
Egyptian) folk: music. According to tariqa members famjliar with this tradition. this particular ODe would
be ordinarily sung to the groom at a wedding by iDsertiDg the groom~ s name. But here the same song is
used as a ~ to praise and express love for the shaykh. interwoven with two qasidas from Sidi Jabir~s
diwan used sequentially as a source of verses: "Va Hadi a1-'U~ (aI-JazuIi 1993b:124)_ and "'Ya Saqi
aI-Arwah"" (al-Jazuli 1993b:125). The interweaving occurs on two levels: the refrain proper. and the
interpolation of an "intemai refrain \oh his beauty"") taken from the main refrain. within each line.
Overall the form (taqtuqa) and language is similar to wedding songs. and invokes the joyous exuberance
of a wedding occasion. The inlerweaving of different qasidas together with folk: material within the same
melodic structure indicates the flexibility, informality, emotiouality of JazuIiyya inshad It is also an
iDstance of the group's tendeDcy to draw on local folk: and popular marerial wherever the group has active
members; this particular song ,,-as undoubtedly contributed by muridin from Upper Egypt.
DeicticaJly, it creates a taDgle of reIatioDships. The original poems by 8idi JabiI' addressed an ambiguous
spiritual entity as leader/singer/cupbearer (hadiIsaqi), most likely the Prophet., but not specified precisely.
In performance the added refrain line rediJects these meaDiDgs toward the sbaykh~ 5 son. Sidi Salim. while
the role ofauthor-ego is taken over by the muridin. Thus relations are constructed. from muridin to Sidi
Jabir (by role-adoption), to Sidi Salim (by address)" to the PIophet (by the original suggested meanjng)~
and with each other (by repeatf:d use of plmaI first person). The poems from the diwan are ecstatic.
describing mystical experience in terms of metaphors of singing aDd intoxication. The result is a
supercharged network ofsocial relations.

Behaviorally (pragmatical1y). the refrains (both proper and internal) appear to be performed primarily by
two local chapters (of al-Husayn.,. and Manshiat Nasr. both Cairo districts), for members of these groups
stand together and face the sbaykh while performin& thus intensifying the notion that the object of praise
is in fact Sidi 8aIim. The soloist is apparently their leader. However,. typical of the Jazuliyya. the
remainder of the congregation joiDs strongly in the singing as well. Thus performance does not reinforce
divisions into subgroups (as it does among the Ja-fari}'ya)9 but rather emphasizes the tariqa as a single
corporate whole,. bound by their common devotion to the sbaykh.
Note that the refrain proper is sung ODCe initially, aDd then twice after every poetic line thereafter. (Since
refrains are not nmltiply counted in the analysis" the internal refrain is also counted once only.) The
refrain line proper follows:]

I

Oh his &3 beauty, oh his &3 beauty

Sidi Salim, &3 oh his &3 beauty

(This refrain aItemates first with lines from "Ya Hadi al-'Ushsbaq" (al-Jazuli 1993b:124), within which is
interpolated an intemal refrain.. presented in paremheses ("oh his beauty""):]
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2

Oh hadi l60 %2 ofthe lovers, %3 (oh

his &3 beauty) sing %2 and make
3

4

sing 0/02 to the one *3 who yearns.,
(oh his &3 beauty) sing 0/02 our *2
songs (9, music)

Is

0/02 us *2 sing
Set up %2 for US *2 the cups (oh his Call 0/02 the saints #3 (oh his beauty) ms
beauty> from the cask. and give %2 who look after us *2 in the badra
us *2 to drink (6, intoxication)
lights with lights; (oh his beauty)
m
In the badra of the Chosen One #3
(oh his beauty) light ofthe beloved
with God "3 make 0/02 us *2 happy
%3 comes to US,161 *2

5

[I'm] *I obedient and my *1 heart
melted; (oh his beauty) with love,
cure usf %2 (2, altered state)

oh comfort ofthe lovers, %2 (oh his
beauty) glance 0/02 and revive %2 us
*2

Is

[The same solo/group iDshad format contimIes with the foUowing text: "Ya Saqi aI-Arwah" (aI-JazuIi
1993b:125). Most references are ambiguous. J

6
7

8
9

10
11

Oh cupbearer %2 of spirits (oh his
beauty),
and let 0/02 me * 1 drink from it oh
friend. %2 (oh his beauty)
Pass 0/02 among the spirits *3 (oh
his beauty)
Cure 0/02 the hearts *3 and wounds
(oh his beauty)
Love of the sweet %3 is sweet (oh
his beauty)
and gathering the spirits *3 (ob his
beauty)

fiJI 0/02 the wine cup

ms

from your %2 reftesbiQg wine (13,

ms

intoxication)
with your %2 fragrant perfume (oh
his beauty)
seeking satisfaction with forgiveness
(oh his beauty)
filling the hearts *3 with joy (oh his
beauty)

ms
s

upon the guidance ofthe Opener162

"3 (oh his beauty)
10. Group insbad

flbe foUowing group song is cWfereDt in words and maqam (melodic mode)" but foDows amtinuous1y in
time.. ~ and personnel after the pmious. It is based upon the melody and some ofwords taken
from a popular wedding song, adapted. by the famous Nubian singer Mnlvnnmad M1mir in his coll1Jl1eldal
release "al-· Ali •Ali Yaba". Here the song is woven together with lines 3,.5 and 6 from Sidi Jabir" s qasida
"Ya Abu Ibrahim"t (aI-JazuIi 1993b:37) together with a few modificatiODS. Although. the tide ofthis
qasida makes it clear that it is ditected to the ~ this laqab ofMubammad (derived from his son
Ibrahim,. who died as a cbild.) is deIeIed from line 3 aDd the phrase "Prophet of <Jocr is deleted from line
6. In combination with the insertion ofthe Muhammad MuDir materia).. and the usual association of
~ with "sbaykh" (by application of the SIaDdard Sufi metaphor).. the IefereDts to spiritual entities
therefore become ambiguous. As usual, repetitions of tile refrain (sometimes IiDe ~ sometiJ1\flSIines 1 and
10
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2) are not counted separately. Although the subgroups from al-Husayn and Mansbiat Nasr continue to
staDd and sing this song as their c:ontribu1ion. in practice the entire tariqa sings together. J

1

The high is always bigh163, oh filther, I *1 am madly in love with you, %2
oh filther %2 oh father %2
%2 oh father, 0/02 oh father 0/02
you %2 are above, you %2 are
The longing, the longing, takes us
*2 above, above
above
Give %2 the mendicant *3 a glance we'll *2 attend the hadra with you,
%2 oh father, %2 oh father %2
oh %2 father, oh father %2
you are above, you are above
The longing, the longing, takes us
above, above
Oh POSsessof %2 ofhigh station. oh fill %2 fOf me *1 and till 0/02 me, *1
oh father. %2 oh father %2
father. 0/02 oh father %2
from your %2 precious cup oh
give %2 the mendicant *3 a look, oh
father, %2 oh father %2 (9,
fit.ther, %2 oh father %2
intoxication)
The longing, the longing, takes us
you are above, you are above
above, above
The high is always high oh father,
I am madly in love with you, oh
father, oh father
oh father, oh father
The longing, the longing, takes us
you are above, you are above
above, above
lO

2
3

4
5

6

7
8
9

lp
s
x

mps
ms

x
x
x

1I. Speech: Mudhakara
[Not transcribed.]

12.

Solo insbad.

[As usuaL the performance of solo iDshad begiDs with a non-metric section. the singer accompanied by
~ud only. The following poems are not contained in the published diwan of Sidi Jabir. Therefore;
references to the selfare coDSidered an ambiguity which is tiee1y interpretable by the listener (although in
line 11 the munshid suggests Sidi Jabir as the referent). The first poem contains a doctrinal statement
common among the Sufis: that the Prophet is ~ his body ~ even praying in his tomb; and
always ready to receive and bless visitors. Source: Unknown.]

1

~e signs

and traditions recurred

-so much that the sage % cannot

p
p

p

2

That the Hashimitel64 # is living and

classify them- .
like a full moon that doesn't set

3

tender,
That the body # lies in the depths of

like a sweet rose that doesn't wilt
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4

5

a tomb
My % beloved # prays in the shrine

five prayers l6S t without tiring or

Ip

The angels &. come to my beloved #
at every obligatory prayer,

turning
enlivening &. him # in prayer,
understanding &. what he # says

lp

[Source: Oral tradition (madad).)

6

Oh father oh lazuli, • oh father ofSalim,

* help'

[Source: Unknown. This poem descnbes a mystical state. using metaphors of love and intoxication. The
identity of referents is ambiguous here. J

7

Upon seeing them, % ecstasy shook
me % with longing ;

8

The breeze of arrival wafted upon
the wine:

9

The bringer % ofjoy came, and
generous good fortune,

and the heart % was filled with
passion for all the mends % (9 t
altered states)
it intoxicated them % and changed
them % from the world (9,
intoxication)
he % said: let's %go to the lovers

m

m

m

% in the Sanetuaryl66

[Source: Unknown. Probably a different qasida.. since the rhyme letter (qafiya) changes; however the
theme is closely related to the previous poem. Part of the art ofthe improvising munshid is the ability to
create continuity in the performed text wbile moving from one poem to another. by linking poems
formally (by rhyme. meter) or thematically,. so tbat the mood can be sustaiDed.)

l O I n the cradle, I % drank: love ofthe
beloved, % and the best ofthat (6,
intoxication)
11
(oh my master lazuli. saysI(7)

12

Slowly I % walked, while my %
heart feared;
I % fonowed aD the paths oftove by
my% gRosis

and I % didn't comprehend the veils
I'd % been in (8, insight)

m

I % request their l68 % satisfaction,

m

even if it contains the cup of death
(2, intoxication)
until I % met the lovers % and noble
ODes % (IO,joumey)

m

[Source: Oral tradition (madad).)

13

14

Oh help, help, oh help, help
0\1 Prophet of God, # 1\ oh help, help

[Source: Unknown. The poem contains the same rhyme (qafiya) as the previous one,. but very different
content.]

IS

The full moon, rising at night, oh
sun ofguidance; #

You are Ahmad, # you are
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p

Muhammad 169, # our master the
Prophet #
[At this point. percussion instruments and meter enter: people begin JI1O'\,ing more regularly to the beat
and some perform. dhikr. So1m:e: Oral tradition (madad).)

16
17

Comfort ofthe spirits, # oh help, help
Oh our master the Prophet, # oh help, help

18

Oh Taha l70, # oh help, help

19
20

Joy ofthe spirits, # help, oh help
Oh Taha, # oh men ofGod, # help, help

21

Oh son ofthe waIi., oh ibn al...khattab 171 #

22

Oh father,

* oh JazuIi, * help

[The qasida continues; these lines are repeated. from above and so not anatyzed again here.)

23

24

In the cradle, I drank love ofthe
beloved, and the best ofthat
Slowly I walked, while my heart
feared;

and I didn't comprehend the veils
r d been in
I request their satisfaction, even if it
contains the cup ofdeath.

x
x

[Source: Oral tradition (madad).)

2S

Oh family ofthe Prophet #

[The qasida continues.)

26

Besides them # what have L %
ever?

And there's nothing for me % after

them... 172 #

27

Our % ships sailed on the way of

28

~
I % am Shadbili 174 # in love, in time

with flap flying... 173 (journey)

m

I % am Ahmacfj17S # in essence, by
moral grace

[Final madad appeal.]

29

Oh Prophet ofGod, #

A

help
13. Initiation

[This section is only performed when there are persons present wishing to take the ·abd (oath). Shaykh
Salim iDtrodu<:es this section with a short speech; note how he stresses that the oath is with God.:)

God willing, mends, those who want the 'ahd... 'ahd with God, with
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listening and obedience, commanding the goo~ and prohibiting the
forbidden... please go ahead
[He thereby signals that those who "ish to take the 4ahd should step forward. There are sundry
spontaneous cries from the congregation. such as: J

Help, help, oh our master the Prophet, help...Allah Allah! oh people of

generosity176
[One of the senior members stands a shon distance in front of the shaykh. and the persons wishing to take
the ·ahd stand in front of him. All members join together by each placing his right hand on the right
shoulder of the person to his right Then the senior member leads the entire group (inc:luding those taking
the "ahd for the first time) in a recitation of the ·ahd sequence (al-lazuli 1993b:48-SO). wbich is partly
solo. and partly responsorial (solofgroup). There is a gradual rise in pitch. The sequence ends with a call
for the fatiba followed by group quiet recitation. J

14. Standard conclusion ofthe badra

a.

Ad'iyya

[Recited by leader. with congregational response "amin". End with a
group quiet recitation.]

b.

can for the Fatiha. followed by

Fawatih

[Called by the leader. for a variety of people; the congregation responds with a quiet recitation of the
Fatiha]

c.

al-Sbahada

[Performed by the congregation. as it was at the start of the badra)

There is no deity but God (3x) Muhammad is the Prophet of God

d.

Greetings

[Members greet each other, and greet the shaykh. Each member first greetS his neighbors (as in Friday
congregational prayer), then stands and greets other tali'll members in his viciDity. These handsbakr,s are
in the traditional Shadhili form: while cJaspiDg haDds, each person kisses the other's band (the horizontal
relation). Next, each member gets into a liDe in order to greet the sIIaykh. (There are two IiDes, one for
men, and the other for women.) While the shaykh sits in his chair, the:first person in each line
(alternately) steps forward, kneels before bim, takes his hand, and kisses it (the vertic:al relation).]
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1.

aI-Hadra aI-Shar'iyya

a.

aI-Shabada

b.

Qur'an: Surat Yasin

c.

Him: aI-Da'wa al-Rabbaniyya

d.

Dhikr ''La iIaha iDa Allah"

..:n I \1\.. i,.. \1
... ...
Dhikr "Allah" with solo insbad
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lui Jr j
g.

Dhikr c'Qayyum" without inshad

h.

Dhikr U Allah" without inshad
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Speech: Mudhakara

5.

Speech recitation: "al-Wujud al-Muhammadi" (uThe

Muhammadan Existence''')
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Speech (mudhakara)

8.
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13. Initiation

14. Standard conclusion ofthe badra

d.

b.

Fawatih

c.

al-Shabada

d.

Greetings

TrtlllSltItions ofslIpplementlll qasidtls from tire diwtlll of

In the semantic analysis ofChapter 9, the poetry performed in Jz was
supplemented with additional qasidas selected quasi-randomly from the diwan of Sidi

11S4

labir, in order to better represent the sbaykh's output (this supplement was labelled 'Jza'

in the analysis). In this section, translations ofthese qasidas are presented, together with
the analytical marks used in semantic analysis.

I.

"The Lover's Heart"

(ai-lazuli 1993b:248)
(A poem containing typical themes of Sufi fm,'C. Note especially the passage describing mystical
realization. which employs metaphors of sensory pleasure. secrecs.. arriving at a kind of paradoxical union
(lines 7-8)~ the overall classification is "'insight".]

1

2
3

4

5
6

7

8
9

The lover's heart %3 is distracted
by its love
How glad my heart • t when he %3
busies me *1 with love
The people ofpassion %3 sold
themselves %3 cheaply;

If you @2 hope for love, straighten
@2out
Don't @2 think: oflove as
something negfigible
If they %3 inspected your @2 love,
descnbing its quality
I *1 said: increase %2 me, *1 oh
beautiful one, %2 in purity
And it %3 revealed to me *1 the
secret of passion, its essence
Oh blamer in love, %2 do you %2
understand its conditions?
2.

his %3 intellect through love

connects with the light %3
how glad my heart *1 when he %3
accepts me *1
humbled themselves %3 'til
annihilated, longing for his %3

kindness
awaken @2 from heedlessness and
weakness
rather, it demands that you @2
produce eyewitnesses %3
they %3 would be ravished, and go
%3 mad (6, altered states)
then the essence ofbeauty %3
revealed everything in pleasure
until I *1 became both guide and
guided (16, union)
If you 0/02 did, I *1 wouldn't be

I
I

el
el

DIS

m

isolated now.

''The Group ofFaith"

(aI-lazuli 1993b:257)
[The last three tiDes describe a mystical journey. modelled using metaphors of pilgrimage (hajj) and the
Prophet·s ascent to HeaveD (Isra" wa mi raJ). This is a heterodox metaphor. for it (1) reinterprets
I'CCIJJ'mlt ritual journeys (hajj) and sacred bistorical joumey (ism· wa mi raj)t exploiting them. Cor
6

6
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S}'1Dbolic content to desc:nbe mystical experience; (2) attributes to the mystic what \\'35 granted to the
Prophet only (the mystical ascent into Heaven). One may classii}' it. overall as a metaphor of ....mystical
~.J

1
2

3

4
5

We *2 are worshippers of God, 1\3
the group offaith,
We *2 inherited from the Hashimite
Prophet, #3 Mustafa #3
We *2 s.ped to Him 1\3 above Safa
to Marwa..
Mounting *2 the Buraq oflon_
fromMma
There our souls *2 were purified.
and rose to the highest

3.

travelling *2 on noble mounts of
love and delight
his #3 love for the God, 1\3 the
Bestower, 1\3 the Merciful 1\3
the running ofthe bewildered lover
*3
we *2 arrived at the center %3 of
light and proof
and we *2 performed rites of
nearness at the Lote tree of
beneficence (30, journey)

I

1m

m
m

"News ofLayla"

(ai-lazuli 1993b: 112)
[The entire qasida plays on the heterodox metaphor of erotic love.. lepiesenting the mystic' 5 desire for
spiritual union with the Ciodhea<I. symbolized by "Layla".J

1
2
3
4

5
6

Have you @2 any news ofLayia %3
to ten?
My *1 wont: when she %3 wants
her servant. *3
I *1 turned my hean *1 from
worldly desire in all its forms
The vision ofthe past %3 used to
visit me *1
I *I am c;cstatic in the vastness of
her %3 dominion;
How strange' Do I *1 see her %3
in every form, veiled?
4.

Or did she %3 come to you, @2 as
the Prophets #3 oflove foretold?
she %3 informs me *1 from behind
a screen of beauty.
and so my heart *1 went to her: %3
might she %3 be charitable'
but today %3 doesn't visit: %3 is
seldom seen
perhaps I *1 will see her, %3 or *1
see one %3 who has
But how can these lPRearances be
concealed? (33, eros)

I
m

m

(O'Come to dhikr"

(eil-lazuli 1993b:233)
[The poem begins with an exhortation to dhikr. turning to the levels ofdbikr (3). relation of shaykh to
murid (4), relation ofmurid to God (S). In line 6 there is a shift ofpronoun referents; ')rou-'11O\V refers to
ambiguous spiritual entities. instead of addressing the muridin. FiDaIly. line 7 employs a heterodox
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metaphor (intoxication) to express the experience of dhikr..
in which rivers ofthese liquids tlow.)

1

2

Oh you @2 who are passionately in
love, @2 come to dhikr
With dhikr of Allah 1\3 the hearts

DO doubt cJerivec:l from descriptions of Paradise

@2 Rise up with the lovers %3 and
@2 foRow me ·1
and life is sweetened, on land or sea

el

except by reciting the ayat and
suwar
I *1 became the place by fathom or
hand-span
upon two states, as long as he @3 is
in dhikr
and
*1 spirit accommodated
that befalls you %2
ofmUk.. water, honey, and wine (10,
intoxication)

el

el

@3 are enlivened 177
3

4
5
6

7

The dhikr ofone %3 He 1\3 loves is
not like ours *2
Know that my ·1 heart is a
container for you @2
When God 1\3 opens one's @3
heart, his @3 love becomes strong
The lovers' @3 hearts opened to
manifestations ofyour light %2
Dhikr is states and gpalities.. rivers
flowing

S.

my

an

el

1m
1m

"The Straight Path"

(aI-lazuli 1993b:93)
1

2
3

4

5

6
7
8

The men %3 ofGod 1\3 feR in love
with the beloved 1\3
You @2 see them %3 always crazy
with love (5, altered states)
You @2 see them %3 in the gloom,
standing ecstatically
They %3 responded to the call with

upon the straight path they %3 walk
%3 continuously mentioning the
name ofthe Beloved 1\3
without Him 1\3 they would not do

this
I

dhikr "Hayyr"l78 .1\3

and remembrance of God 1\3 renews
their %3 certain conviction

They %3 lost themselves %3 in

as they %3 drank from the lovers'

1m

their %3 love ofHim .1\3
They %3 have light and secrets, and
their %3 essence
They %3 busied themselves %3 in
remembering Him, .1\3 none other
Worshipers 0/03 loYal to God.l\3

%3 cups (8, intoxication)
in love is a matter for the postics
%3 (9, insight)
and so %3 obtained gnosis and
certain knowledge
apjlroacbing Him 1\3 they %3
arrived (4, journey)

until

I1S7

m
m
m

4O"In the Tavern'"

6.
(ai-lazuli 1993b:81)

[A poem about intoxication with God. using the ambiguous referent of the cupbearer (usually the
Prophet). Some ofthe poem (line 1. 3b) is descriptive; the rest is e:xhortative. Note the sudden pronomial
shifts (especially in the second baIf of line 3)~ these me typical of Sidi Jabir's poetry.)

I

In the tavern the cupbearer %3
appeared

2

3
4
5

Arise, @2 oh desirer, @2 and adom
@2 yourself @2
With the light of light be sus.pended
~
Relinquish @2 all else
With good love tiD @2 yourself @2

and %3 poured for the lovers, %3
who lost themselves %3 (7,
intoxication)
Don't @2 remember anything but
God! 1\3
and the secret of secrets they %3
didn't divulge (6, insight)
and say: @2 uAllah, Allah'" 1\3 1\3
for the love is the Prophet of God

m
el
em

e
el

#31\3

7.

"Db traveller!"

[Note line 4 - a common thought in Sufism. In line 1 the identity of the beloved is clearly Muhammad
because this line resonates with SO much Islamic poetry which speaks ofvisiting the Prophet. However
with the shift in emphasis to ""you" in line 4, the referent sudden1y becomes ambiguous. Is the poet SIill
addressing the traveller? It seems unlikely. The Prophet? His shaykh?)

(ai-lazuli 1993b:241)

1

2
3
4

5
6

Oh you @2 who are travelling to the
belov~ #3 if you @2 arrive
And say: @2 cCPeace be upon yo~
#2 oh light ofguidance #2
A servant ofslavery, who never
softened toward emancipation
If I * I had two hearts, r d *1 live
with one
Yours %2 is the command-order
D\e as you %2 please
Test me, 0/02 my love, %2 ifyou 0/02
wish to

greet @2 him, #3 saying "God 1\3
I
give you #2 life!"
I
from servants @3 everywhere who
love you" #2
ifyou @2 abandon ~ #2 he won't I
release you
and *1 leave the other to be sweet in
your 0/02 love
All ofme *1 is obedient in your %2 1

bands

There's nothing for me *1 in love
but you %2
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8.

''The Power is God's"

(ai-lazuli 1993b: 106)
[The referent to the -servant"" could be considered self-reference. but is better treated as applying to the
listener. since it is perfectly general in its applicability to all Muslims.)

1
2
3
4
5
6

Db mighty in His "3 power
Db He "3 wbo is exalted. (Praised be
Hef "3)
Db Hearer "3 ofHis "3 servant's
prayer@3
Poor @3 in every way, while
He @3 requests Your "2
satisfilction, oh Generous One' "2
You "2 gave him @3 everything

9.

ob unique in His "3 glory
above everything in His "3 domain

p
p

who @3 comes to You "2 with his

p

@3sins
You "2 are the holder ofhis fate @3
in Your "2 gift to your servant @3

p

and You "2 don't require his thanks
@3

S

ps

'They said: From where?"

(ai-lazuli 1993b: 106)
[A highly metaphoric and enigmatic poem.. full ofambiguities. refening generally to mystical experience
and station. and couched in the form ofa dialog. (On this rare occ:asion the author addresses himself as
"'you" in the words ofms interlocutors. It is coded nevertheless as ·1.»)

1
2

3
4
5

6
7

8

They %3 said: From where do you
*1 come?
They %3 said: And who is he? %3
They %3 said:
the cup?
They %3 said:
love?
They %3 said:
seas?
They %3 said:
conclusion?
They %3 said:
*1 arrive?
They 0/03 said:
condition?

Did you *1 drink of
Did you *1 know
From where are the
And where is the
Wrth what did you

And how is your *1

I * I said: From the open sea of a
dear Beloved %3 (5, arcana)
I *1 said: He %3 is all ofme *I and
all my *1 wealth (4, arcana)
I *1 said: Wbat could be sweeter,
ob my uncle 0/02 ? (7, intoxication)
I *I said: That love is my condition.
*1
I *1 said: The sea is all around me.
*1 (6, arcana)
I *1 said: Mercy is my *1 capital.
I *1 said: Wrth my *1 weakness
and my *1 trousers
I *1 said: Dh Lord, "2 may it be the
same for me! *1
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m
m

m

m
m

m

Notes for AppeDdix (I)
1 Ja-fari}-ya

inshad is only quasi-metric: hence tempo can only be determined approximately.

Furthermore. all Ja-fariyya iDsbad is fairly uniform in speed. Approximate tempo was only plotted for
Qasida #3 in Jf; tempos for the other qasidas do not differ substantially.
The computation method. for tempo implies a quantization effect in both time (since tempo is only

2

computed every 5 seconds) and tempo (since the number ofbeats in each 15 second window is integral).
There is also a delay. since tempo is not computed dming the first 15 seconds of any LPS (while the
averaging window is DOt yet fbl1). These artifacts of the computation algorithm. together with
measurement error. are clearly visible in the tempo plots.

al-Mu.ba.yman. one of tile 99 Names of God.

3

" The famous saint Sayyid Ahmad aI-Badawi ofTanta.. founder of the Ahmadin-a tariqa line.
S The

Islamic community.

6

In this line "fire" evidently refers to dissension or civil strife.

7

Sidi Ibrahim al-Dasuqi.. the famous saint from Disuq in the Egyptian Delta. Founder of the Burhamiyya

tariqa line.
a Sidi •Abel aI-Qadir aI-JiJani famous saint buried in Baghdad; founder of the Qadiriyya tariqa line.
9

The munshid was cut offby the end of the dbikr tabaqa. and SO eaded with this standard closing 1iDe.

These are persons present at the badra. The word for brethren. "ikhwan". is commonly used to
desiguare the members ofa tariqa.
11

12

Sidi •Ali aI-Bayyumi. shaykh and. founder of the tariqa Bayyumiyya

13

In the year 1 AH the Prophet emigrated from Mec:ca to Madina.

14

Refers to a miJacle of the Prophet.
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IS

Allusion to another Prophetic miracle.

16

I.e. leader of all the previous prophets. This is a specific reference to MUMmma,rs Nocturnal Journey

and AsceDsion (Isra' wa Mi ·raj). during which he led all the previous prophets in prayer.. as their Imam
(prayer leader).
P'

In the holy war.

II

I.e. on his father·s and mother's sides.

19 The

20

sign of prophecy.

le. God. The munshid uses a formula (al-wahid al-hayy) to reinforce the dhikr.

:u The Prophet. The full DlOOIl (al-badr) is a symbol of beauty in Arabic poetry.

23

Le. Islam.

24

The qibla (direction of prayer) was origiDally Jerusalem; later it was changed to Mecc:a. Therefore the

Prophet is the Imam (prayer leader) ofboth.
::s He c:uts off here because the dhikr bas become faster. to sing another two phrases.
26

When the tempo gelS fast at the very eDd., the mnnsbid leaves the madih and inserts these two lines. His

pronunciation ofArabic may be in euor; these should almost eena:inly be "'~ J

J

.;.c-UI}ltJ" ecboiDg the

oft-repeated Qurt amc injunction "'tl...-l ~';4.J"" (e.g. 6:1S1).

r: The saints participate in an esoteric government. the hukuma batiniyya, over which Sayyida l'.aynab
presides as leader.

:za GoiDg to start.
29

30

Indicating·Abd al-8aUar.

The secret language of jinn and angels; sometimes spoken by people when in hal (mystical condition).
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31

One ofthe postureS of obligatory prayer is prosttation.

12

Another posture in obligatory prayer is bf.m,iDg (rak"a). Note that the mtmShid is refening throughout

this section to the Prophet Muhammad not to God which to some Egyptian Musli1ll$ is at least an error
and at most heresy.
33

This epithet of the Prophet apparently refers to a place in Saudi Arabia with which the Prophet was

associa.tect see Abde1..Ma1ek 1995:91..2.
34

Allusion to a miracle of the Prophet: he was shaded from the beat by a cloud. that travelled with him.

35

The Anbic is siqom. a colloquial variant of the classical suqm.

l6

Embellished form of oath-taking.

3'7

The saints. especially Ah/ aJ-Bayt.

)8

Sorrow. or the bonds ofthe nQfs.

39

I have no ability in this regard.

Literally"1"ather of'Ali"; here referring to al-Husayn. either as father of" Ali zayn ale' Abidin.. or as son
of" Ali ibn Abi Tabb (in the folk: tradition., a man may be referred to as the father of his father).
40

41

Sayyida ZayDab. who presides over the esoteric government of saints.

42

Sayyida ZayDab.

43

"Ali Z8yn al-" Abielia

44

Sayyida Nafisa.

4S

Here most likely •Ali Zayn al-" Abidin. though could also refer to Sidi •Ali al..Bayyumi.

46 .. Ali ~s

sister. or the Prophet~s daughter. Here.. most Iike1y the former since all the individuals mentioned

are buried in Egypt.
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4'7

The Propbet's father's sister" who is buried next to 8itti Ruqaya in Cairo.

48

This line and the next two refer to Sayyida "A'isba. There is likely some confusion. as the munshid

appears to be mentioning members of the Ahl aI-Bayt buried in E&YPt. whereas this .. A' isba is not buried
in E&VPt nor SUiet1y a member of the Ahl aI-Bayt. There is also a member of the Ahl aI-Bayt named
Sayyida .. A'isha.. who is buried near Sayyida Nafisa; the DlDDsbid may be confused here.
49

Four qutbs.

51

Ibrahim aI-Dasuqi

52

Ahmad aI-Badawi.

"Ali aI-Bayyumi. Chmnologically. he comes after the foar quIbs, but his followers consider him to be
greater than they. The badra is for his tariqa.

53

54 • Ali

aI-Bayyumi.

55

The first khalifa (deputy) of Sidi Ahmad al-Badawi; buried next to him in Tama.

S6

This line and the following lefer to Sultan aI-Fargha1. a great saint buried in Abu. Tij.. near Assiut.

5i

This line and the next refer to Sidi Jalal ai-Din aI-Asyuti, in ~ here called sahib a1-1orDh

,master

of the wedding"") because his mawlid (which usually marks the death-day, but is often is CODSidered. as a
birth (heDc:e mawlid) when the shaykh was reborn into a higher spiritual state. Jalal ai-Din was a ISthcentury intellectual active in 1iteratme as well as religion. aDd a major figure in the Shadb:iliyya tariqa
tradition.
51

This line and the following refer to the great saint of ~ Sidi "Abel ai-Rahim aI-Qinawi.

59

This jabana (cemetery) of Aswan is one of three places in Egypt where all the saints are said to have

shrines; most of these. of course" are mere cenotaphs.
ISO

Note how the nnmshid elides the two previous words, in order to better fit with the dhikr. This is

typical of the section which follows, in which textual clarity is sacriIiced to the forward movement of the

dbikr.
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61

The term "'uncIe" Camm) is used as an informal tide of respect. Here it refers to the Prophet. or

possibly to the saints. or a shaykh.
6:!

Requests for a -'gIance- (nazta) are another expression of supplication.

63

In this line.. he addresses bis nap (self).

64

Sbaykh Fahim.. father of the presiding hadra shaykh. passed away the previous year.

A .....
Y'OUDg~ ofticiallv
• preSI'des over this badra.. being the ---"
khaJ;fat al-klmJafa' for the area. He iJlherited his position from his father. Sbaykh Fahim.

~te
his
t'&

6S

Sbavkh
Ibrahim F:
•

66

Another shaykh present.

6i

Arabic ,abbina = God. Allah.

68

One of the participmts in badra.

.i-

I'U'I

~
,1 8

Most probably the man who provided food for this badra. Natba (1itera1ly~ Wlgift") is any distribution
(usually food or drink.. perfume.. incense,. occasionally small coins) distributed to partic:ipants during or
following a hadra; it is considered an importaDt spiritual act ofgenerosity.. conferring spiritual benefits
QP)n the giver.. and carrying to recipiems baraka of the saint in whose Dame the hadra is performed. In
this hadra. the aafba consists of a light meal CODSU11KXl after the ~ fonowed by tea.
69

70

Mother of Shaykh Ibrahim. wife of the deceased shaykh Fabim. who prepares the food for the hadra.

71

A reference to Sufi theosophy of Ibn ~ Arabi. ai-lUi, T~ and 0Ihers.. in which the Prophet

Mllhammad in archetypal form (al-haqiqa al~ or ai-BUr al-mnbammadi) is regarded as the
essence of creatio~ and the first principle of tile entire universe. See Schimmel 1975:223-4. ScbiJllJDd
1985 :123 ff) The muusbi<L who is ~ means mainly to praise the Prophet here. but the
COnnectiODS to lofty theosophy are undeaiahte.
':'~ Sadiq; here meaning Abu Bakr. companion of the Pluphet and the first Caliph. The word is also close
to siddiq (ttue believer)~ an epithet ofthis Caliph.

74

Apparently~ an allusion to a story about the Piopbet.
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-5

God writes book of deeds for every person. good and bad.. which be will CODfront on Judgement Day.

'16

I.e.• he could defeat them easily. The reference is to the cxmfIicts between the Muslims and Jews in

MadiDa, after the Prophet·s immigration there.

,or Le.• this was Dot easy. TIle word "sitat" refers primarily to the "'straight path" of the Prophet. the Mmt
al-mustaqim" mentioned in the Fatiha. But it also alludes to the sirat of Judgement Day, a bridge which
will be laid over the fires of Hen. All will be required to walk this bridge. and the sinners will fall from it
to their doom. It is described as beiDg narrow as a sword for the unbeliever. wide for the virtuous faithful.
78

The words "waIIacfIr (and sharper) closely resemble "wabid" (ODe) in Arabic. thus preserving the end

rhyme.
79

Abu Salih is the other mgnsbid present. This shows that madad may be requested from anyone.

Whereas requests for madad. to other than God are condemnr4 by strict orthodoxy. requests to other than
the Prophet. AhI al-Bayt. and established saints are avoided by the modemist tumq. In the freer CODleXlS
of mulid. lalla, or at the pe1ipbely ofa weakly defined tariqa such as the Bayyumiyya madad may be
requested from anyone at all This is DOt such a heterodox notion as it seems. ~ the idea is tbat
anyone can give "help'" aa:mding to his own capabilities.
10 Fatima

aI-Nabawiyya.

81

Green is the color of Islam.

82

Ecstatic utterance from the mQDsbid.

13

"Layla" signifies "fa ilaba iDa Allah"'. "there is DO deity but Ood". The wine seller (kbammar ) is the

mystical lover.

woo stays up at night (layla) worshipping God.

84

Everyone has his own state (hal), worshipping in his own way.

IS

Sidi ~ Ali Muwafi is a saint buried in Silubra. Cairo.

86

Abu'I-Hasan al-Sbadhili.

87

The gha'Wth ai-zaman could refer to any major ~ probably one ofthe arbs' aqtab (four prinQpaI

qutbs).
88

Ahmad al-Badawi.
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B9 Probably

Sayyida .laynab~ could also refer to Fatima Nabawiyya.

go

Sayyida Z8yDab.

91

Apparently a reference to Sayyida 2'.ayDab.

9:

Abu ·I-~Abbas aI-Danda:rawi. in Basalin Cairo.

93

Author of the most famous poem in praise of the Prophet. -al-Burda"~ buried in Alexandria.

94

Sultan Abu "1-~ Ala. in BuIaq, Cairo.

9S

The Prophet

96

Was the kbaddam of Sidi Abu ·l-~ Abbas al-Mursi~ buried near him in Alexandria.

97

Another saint of Alexandria.

91

Saint buried in Alexandria. The nnmshid. who is tiom Aswan. says he mentions so many Alexandrian

saints because he lived there 13 years.. aDd knows their D81DCS.

Humu1. The word appe8Is to be CODDeCted to ~ but may also refer to burdens. worries.
anxieties of any kind; tbe phrase "sbayil aI-humul" ("'carrier ofburdens may refer to any saint; ODe Sufi
said this is Sayyid Ahmad aI-Badawi.
99

ft

)

100

Another saint of Alexandria., buried next to Sidi Dardar.

101

Another saint of Alexandria.

10%

Another Alexandrian saint. buried in Kum a1-Dikka.

103

Saint buried at Kliyubatra. in Alexandria.

A bashi, is one who brings good tidings. One member oftbe tariqa said tbat this phrase refers to
BishI' a1-Hafi.. an early Sufi asceIic. See Schimmel 1975:37.
104

lOS

I.e. be resplDSible for me on Resu:aection Day.
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106

Muhammad

IrP

A Prophetic miracle.

There are two iDtetpretations,. since "'layla" also means night. Either the line is as above. or else it
says: ~ came this night, and the bride intox:ic:ated us.... In this case "the bride" could be Muhammad.
who is often referred to as ""the bride ofReswredion Day"
yawm al-qiyama'J because ofhis great
beauty and centrality OD that fatefill day. This interpretation also bas the advaDtage of maintaining a
consistent theme (love and praise for Mubammad). The munshid himself favored the former
lOS

c-amsat

inteIpretation.
109

The Arabic ... 'amm'" (UDcle) is here used as a term of respect only.

110 The

III

Arabic "aghithna adriIma" (save us. notice us) is a standardformuJa in traditional insbad.

Due to bis longing for the Prophet.

112 The

vow (nac/hr) is a ritual associated with saint veneration. and thus important in Sufism..

113 The

house ofMlIbammad. ie. the Rawda in Madina.

114

I.e. right hand.

115

One views the maqam of the Prophet through a grillwork window. also called a maqsura.

The Arabic "llbi" has several meuinp here: pedume. sweetness,. blessing. Thus this line is
effectively in praise of the Prophet. aDd the jidfiJ1mgnt of his imagined vow.
116

117

I .e. ODltd1on
Resm . Day.

118

Note that the previous two lines are sung by Shaykh Ahmad al-TUDi, the famous Sa'idi shaykh (Abdcl-

Malik 1995:129).
119

Reference to a miracle of the Prophet.

120

Sudden speedup here.

121

Heterodox notion: the sun worships the beauty ofMnhgnmwl
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122

I.e. the propbets who were given messages Cor all manlriud The messengers (rusul) are properly a

subset of the prophets (anbiya')" who received. revelation but not necessarily a risaIa (message).
1::!3

The Arabic....atDfil"'. is ordiDarily associated with the seven-fold circuma:mbuIati of the Ka'ba at

Mea:&.. an integral part of the hajj pilgrimage.
124

Literally. "'my clay'"

125 He either forgets

\tin,. The body (gasad) is made of water aDd earth.

or does not know the fint shatra to this line and so omits it passing to this. the

sec:ond.
126

Body.

In this shatra be has combined two simiIar-souadiDg tiDes of the original with quite di1feJeut
meanings. Note that he also skips lines. However the effect is the same: a profusion of mystical and
esoteric symbolism which no one quite undeIstands" and therefore SOUDds all the IIlOIe ponderous.
I:r.

Here I have reodr:red "1aI:Jbat" as "'respondecl". The word is linguistically close to "Iabbayka"'" part of
the formula KJabbayka A1Jah IabIxlyIe uttered upon approadlto the Ka'ba at Mecca. during the bajj.
128

129 The

banner. ")iwa"". is a potent symbol in Islam and S~ signifying for the former the battles and

conquests performed in the D8IDe of God.. aDd for the IaUer allegiance to a sbaykh. whose tariqa is also
distinguished by a partiadar banner.
aI-JaIaIa, God in His aspect ofMystcrium Tremendnm exalted terrifying splendor; the word is
feminine in Arabic.
130

131

The last shatra is so an:aue that the munshid attempIS to expIic:aIe the tbird person femi:ne pronoun

with this list of possible antea:deDts" thus helping his audience (and. no ~ bjrnself) to understand iL
J32 • Ali

al-Bayyumi.

J33

Ibrahim al-Dasuqi.

134

Sidi Ahmad al-Badawi.

.

The metaphor ofunion with the Godhead is completed by the image of a priest playing the mizmar,
commonly used at wedding celebrations. Note that the nrizmar is partk:uJarIy heterocIox, as the Prophet
was kDown to have diSliW its sound.
135
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136 This

13'"

line is repeated from above.

A richly symbolic liDe replete with Qur'anic refereDce. The moumain is the exoteric self. which

crumbles upon contact with the DiviDe Essence. This is also an allusion to the story ofMusa (Moses) in
the Qur'an: he asks to see God,. who tells him be will DOt be able to bear the experience. IDs&ead.. God
reveals Himself to a mountain (Tawr), which crumbles as Musa looks on. For Sufis.. Musa representS the
exoteric path. as opposed to the mysterious Khidr whose mysIicaIly inspired acts.. apparently con1JaVeDing
Divine Law (shari"a) Musa cannot undeIstand.
138

Le. God determines the fbture.

139 This

phrase is clearly added by the DlUDSbid. a means of fixing the otherwise vague references of the

poem. and avoiding its hen:tica1 meaning of seusuallove.
140 Again.

141

the IllUDShid suggests various intetpidatioas in his repetition of this line.

Those who lost their minds for love ofLayIa.

142 Meaning that the

143

lover ofLayIa must die to this world.

Went mad. or dieet the precise meaning is not clear.

144 The Ka "ba in Mec:ca.

145 The

Prophet

146 Reference

to the Prophet's ....NocturDal journey and asc:eusion"" ("'isnf wa mi"raJ").

147

This is the secoDd shatra of the origiDal poem; the nnmshid has omitted the first.

148

This explession undoubtedly refers to the Ptophet's grandchildren, who are the central figures of the

Abl al-Bayt, especially in Egypt: Sayyidna al-Husayn, SayyidDa Hasan. Sayyida Zayuab.
149 Plural

-you" refers to SayyidDa aI-Husayn and Sayyida Zayuab. The referent would be understood by

listeaers, since it is clear from context in the full ~ which is well-known to them.
ISO Epithet of Sayyida Zayuab.
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151

Interrupted by change in dhikr formula.

IS:

Intimation of the Ptophet's presence at hadra

153

The Qur'an descnlJes the Prophet as being of a -uemendous Dature" CWkhuluqin "azimin") (Qur'an

68:4).
154

A Prophetic miracle.

ISS

R.efereDce to the "'Isra' wa Mj"raf" (W,Nightjoumey and ascension"), in which the Prophet was

transported atop a m:imaJlous creatwe (the Buraq) from Mecca to MadiDa. then upwa.rcB through the

seven heavens to God.
1S6

Several variants are sung.

157

This is not the original second shatra for this line. but rather belongs with the previous.

lSI

This line precedes the previous in the original Here the other munsbidin enter and support the singer

with choral responses.

IS9 04Ahmad'" is one of the Prophet's many names.
160

The hadi led. the camel caravan and sang to them. It is a common Sufi metaphor to conceive of the

spiritual leader as a badi for his fonowers. and the Propbet himself is often thus described as well.
161

16:!

163

Note that the MChosen One" is a clear refenmce to the Prophet; however the "'beloved" is ambiguous.
The Opener (al-Fattah):

one oftbe 99 Most Beautiful Names of God.

"al-" Ali "Ali yaba" is a phrase uttered by the lover to his beloved which recurs in popular Egyptian

folklore; roughly, the meaning is: 04You are great, and will always be so, by my fadJer". Here. however..
the meaning of wrather" is extended to the object of love.. whether sb.ayldl, Prophet, etc.
164

The Prophet Muhammad (of the Hasbimite clan. Bani Hashim).

165

These are the "'obligatOly prayers" (ford) mentioned below.

166

The area surrounding the Ka'ba in Mecca. known as the Baram.
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167

This is certaiDIy added by the munshic1 so as to give the poem the sbaykh· 5 authority. Note that it is

di..etjngllished also by being in the coUoquiaL whereas the poem is in classic:al Arabic.
168

Ahl al-Bayt.

169 Note that these names also carry their literal meaninp here. lesped:ively"'most praisecr....illustriOUS".
170 The

1"'1

Prophet Muhammad

This is probably a referenc:e to the second of the four Rightly Guided Caliphs.. and a compmion of the

Prophet: 'Umar ibn al-Kbattab.
1i2 Tape

unclear: several words are missing here.

173

Tape UDCIear: several words are mjssing here.

174

Adjective referring to the qutb. Abu. al-Hasan al-8lJad1rili.

17S

Adjective referring to the Prophet.

176

The Ab1 al-Bayt.

lr

Quotation ofweU-Imown hadith about dhikr.

171

<4Hayy" \L~) is one ofthc 99 Names of God. and a common formula chanted in the Sufi dhikr.
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Appendix (II)
A. Hadra event lists, time-lines, transcriptions, and translations
(continued)
1.

Central Ja'fariyya hadra: Jf
J{ event list tDltl tillie-line

tL

Eveat

Secoads

•-

0
0

...aI..-Fatiha of the

Ja~fari Hadra'"
Fawatih
Kanz aI-sa~ada
"La ilaba iDa Allah'" starts
"La ilaba iDa Allah" ends
...Allah" starts
"Allah" ends
"Hu'" starts....
"'Hu" ends
"Va ~ Azim" starts
"Ya -Azim'" ends

"Va Hayy" starts
"Va Han"" ends
"Va Latif" starts
"Va Latif" ends
Qosing

S

..

.~

prayer \,Ou·a' wa raja',

Fawalih
Greetinas and break:

Ni2ht prayer (aI-~isha')
Qasida#l.
Short soeech by Shavkh
Qasida#2
Short SDeeCh bY Qasida#3.
6

Short

.

by-

_

-- - and another
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29
lSI
182

713
980

1028
1184

1338
1487
1661
1825
2068
2474
2693
2901
3568
3568
3670
3730
4330
6130
7139
7204

7699
7788
8521

Qasida#4
Qasidaf#.S
Qasida#6
Qasida#7
Qasida#8
Qasida #9: "'R.aqa-iq al-Haqa'iq....
Qasida#lO
Qasida#ll
Qasida#12
Qasida#13
Qasida #14
prayer
S
.T
prayer
64Ou"a' wa raja''''
S
Fawatih
Hadra close (Fatiha and khitam)
Qasida#15
Endofhadra

..

..
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9320
10053
10527
11159
11570
12422
12903
13382
13855
14484
14930
15180
15336
15486
155S6
15618
15965

Jf events and tempos
(Diagram 9)
2.00

tl

If II I I I III

1.60 -1-1

I 1111111

1.80

I

~

1.40

'8 1.20

~

I!.

I

l8

1.00

0.80 tl
0.80

..

I 1111111 I

I I1

I

I

II.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

III

I

I

II

..

...

I~

0.40
0.20

0.00

0

2000

4000

6000

8000
Seconds

10000

12000

14000

16000

The following is a translation ofthe full transcription ofIf, on which variables
defined in Chapter 7 were evaluated in Chapters 8 and 9. Comments between text
segments are enclosed in square brackets. Note that the right-band column of inshad
transcriptions, as well as other symbols in-text, are codes used for analysis. Texts are
presented in canonical fOIDJ; therefore contiguous repeats are not indicated. (Tum to the
Chapter 7 for an explanation of coding and canonical form.) Line numbers allow crossreferencing to the Arabic transcription.

I.

First part: hizb and other recitations

a.

Opening

i.

Recitation of al-Fatiha

ii.

Recitation of~'Opening afthe Ia~fari

(Recited aloud. ensemble)

Hadra" ("Iftitahiyya aI-Hadra alIa'fariyya")
[Soun:e: KKaoz al-Nafahat". (aI-Ja"fari n.db.: 12)9 assembled by Shaykh SaIih aI-la"fari. This
....opening" begins with the Qur'anic injunction to bless the ~ followed by saJawat for various
spiritual entities: the ~ other prophets, angels.. virtuous ones (sa/imn usua1Iy meaning saints), the
four "'rightly guided" c:aIiphs, the Companions (ashab) and followers (tab-in) of the Prophet. Concludes
with a du a' for Goers mercy and praise of His greatDeSs.]
9

6

I17S

iii

Fawatih

[Called in a quiet voic:e by ODe of the senior members.. and therefore difficult to hear. The names appear
to include the Prophet aDd Shaykh SaIih. The calls are foUowed by quiet ensemble recitation. J

b.

Kanz aI-Sa'ada

(Sourc::e: <4KaDz a1-sa·ada~. assembled by Sidi. Ahmad ibn Idris (Ibn Idris n.d.:31-49). Recited in unison
by the entire congregation. in solemn tones. The thirty primaJy sections of"K.aDz al-sa'ada" were
descnbed in CbapIer 6. The following dhikr segments-performecl with tremendous restraint and controlare embedded within it. The number of repeats is observed precisely" cued by the leader who counts on a
siblla. The mrmher is either 100 (a standard value) or by application of 'Um al-humf (for the last two
formulas only). Often there is a one degree pitch rise after exactly 34 !epetitious, cued by the leader.)

•

•
•
•
•
•

La ilaba iDa Allah (100x)
AIIah (100x)
Hu(lOOx)
Ya 'Azim (lOOx)
YaHayyYaQayyum(174x)
Ya Latif(129x:)

c.

Closing

i.

Supplicatory prayer ("du'a' wa raja')

[Source: "Du~a' wa Raja 'ft (al-la·fari n.d.b. :74-76). assembled by Sbaykh •Abel al..QhaDi Salih al-la"fari.
The first part of this du"a' is recited by the leader with group response ....AmiD" after each line; the second
part is a group recitation. Unlike traditional adf>iyya. this du'a' is completely fixed)

ii.

Fawatih

[More ~ ca1led in a quiet voice, for 8idi Ahmad ibn Idris., Sbaykh Salih al-la·fari. and Sbaykh
..Abel al-Ghani al-la f>fari.)

iii.

Greetings and break

[The first part of the badra is over. Members rise and greet each other. Formality is temporarily
suspendecI.]
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2.

Night prayer (al-'isba')

[First is the call to prayer (adhan)y including a lengthy extension of saIawat for the Prophet. Next is
Qur'anic recitation.. followed by a call for the Fatiha for Shaykh SaIih al-Ja·fari. Then the second call to
prayer (iqamat al-saJah), the prayer itself. and concluding supererogatOry prayers (Swma). I

3.

Second part: inshad

a.

Qasida#l

(Source: From a qasida by Shaykh Salih aI-Ja"faD (al-Ja"fari 1979:1: 61). Princ::ipaIly a madih for the Abl
al-Bayt and Propbet. and an exbortation to visit tbem. Note its elevated aud formulaic style.. didactic tone.
and convenlioual content based squarely on SUDDa and coaservative Sufi ideas; this is typical of nearly all
the qasidas perfoJJued in If. Note also tile formulaic ending· Shaykh SaIih uearIy always turns to
blessing the Propbet and Abl al-Bayt toward the end of every PJeID, including his Dame and quoting the
first line in the last (the IDUDShidin may substitute "our shaykh" for his name; see #3 below). It is
performed in a predictable and simple musical styI~ the standard format for all Ja·fariyya iDshad.
performance: one to thn:e soloists sing the ~ using a fixed melody for each line (or two), altemating
with the refrain (line marked "m' for Krnadf'abab") performed by the congregation. Tariqa membets
coDSider this kind of refrain dhikr. Like nearly all of Shaykh Salih'5 outJ;IUt- this poem is in classical
Arabic (fusha). The lines SUDg are excerpted from the original, but preserve the original ordering,. as well
as presenting the original beginning and. ending; the same procedure is applied to every other qasida
performed.)

m

God, "2 oh God, "2 oh God "2

1

Oh, those l #3 who though far #3

2

are close to me *1
God's "3 affection for them #3 is a
m~

3

4
5
6

7

8

If I *1 didn't strive toward visiting
them #3
Gold, #3 while others are brass, so
go@2
Their #3 love lives in the heart, as if
they #3
My *1 distance is not due to
aversion, for I *1 am he who
The taste is sweet for he @3 who
connects his @3 heart
as the martyr's blood is a sign ofhis

oh Lord "2 oh Merciful One., "2
Your "2 help is nearest
and #3 don't veil themselves from
my *1 heart

s

so by their #3 love for Mustafa #3 I
*1 draw near

p

then whom would I *1 visit?

to the excenent ones, #3 who are
best in the world
are the lamp of the hearts, never
setting
pours forth your #2 praise
throughout the world
with your #2 love; then tears of
longing pour forth.,
and through it is the apProach,

1177

ep

Ip
P
I

1

9

10
II

12
13
14
15

16

love,
I *1 see the light oflove on their #3
filces
Listen @2 to words aflovers #3
who knew passion,
There is no love except for the
lovers, #3 oh youth; @2
Go down @2 to their #3 saba and
you'll find what you seek;
If you @2 reach their #3 abode
honor @2 it,. for
An abode to which Jabri/ &3 comes
with guidance
The light ofProphecy, and the Book
and its light:
Oh those #3 who are the people #3
ofthe 'aha aJ,

17
18

19
20

21
22

23
24
25
26

In the gardens ofParadise, they #3
prevail,.
If you @2 come to their #3 abode in
need
the Prophet's door, should you @2
desire it,.
VISit @2 them #3 with your @2
heart, if you @2 want your @2
desires;
Your @2 s.Pirit is shaken, when you
@2 enter their #3 statioA.
If you @2 see, you see radiant light,
#3
Were you @2 in beautffi.d Egypt, oh
youth, @2
Their #3 spirits always call the
lovers;
TJtey #3 nourished their captive,
their mendi~
God 1\2 praised them #3 in the
BookS

whenever he approaches
and their #3 words are wondrous
and leave words ofthe false denier
%3
when you @2 come to them., %3
compassion is poured forth
there, as in heaven, you @2 can
request anYthing
the abode of the lovers #3 is dear to
the hearts
and Mustafa #3 is there, the best
prophet
two lights which illuminated

Ip

el
elp
ep
elp
p
p

Yathrib2 with joy

the people #3 ofgenerosity, whose
#3 land is never barren

p

their #3 brows often turned in
prayer
supplicating @2 God, "3 your @2
desire will be fulfilled:
and their #3 love in his #3 love for
you @2 is written
when you @2 arrive, say: @2 "a
lover @3 desires"

p

by love and loosiDs

for it @3 is
unveiled (10, altered states)
and if you @2 hear, that is more
wondrous
and forbidden from them, #3 that
would stir to anger @2
there is intimacy and virtues are
poured forth
and the orphan.. whose presence is a

eps
el
e

1m
p

I
p
p

desert4
so what can I *1 say or write for
praise?
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p

Submit your @2 spirit, not your @2
body, oh youth @2
When you @2 arrive in spirit,
refreshed, travel @2 with us; *2
Hurry @2 to them, #3 then stop
politely
It suffices for your @2 soul to
witness them; #3
If your @2 heart constricts., alHusayn #3 is the cure;
Hasan #3 and Husayn #3 are the
two masters., and he @3 who comes
to Mustafa, #3 best ofmankind;
indeedhe@3
Hasan #3 loves Husayn., #3 his ~

27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

the spirit ofthe lovers #3 always
causes love
this meeting in secret is difficult
for the humble lover @3 becomes
weD-mannered
refreshment and sweet basil there is
sweetest
in his #3 love is serenity not

withheld
to extend greetings to them., #3 @3
draws near
always finds joy, is not made
unhappy
and Husayn #3 doesn't prefer

el
e
e
ep
ep
P

ep

p

anything to his twin' #3

3S

They are two moons #3 in their #3

and their father7 #3 is nearest to the

light

Prophet #3
Never did a heart @3 come to them, but was illumined @3 by their #3
light, as a planet
#3 turbid with worldly desires
Rejoice ifyou @2 enter their #3
the house ofthe Prophet's family #3
abode;
will not fall
Ever good #3 among mankind due
their #3 spirits welcome visitors @3
to their #3 virtues;
Then, blessings on the Prophet
and peace until Judgement Day is
Muhammad #3
written'

36
37

38
39

And the family, #3 the family #3 of
the house, who renounced the
world.,
As long as Ja'fari *3 says to the
family of Ahmad: #3

40

41

b.

p
ep
ep
ep

s

and also the companions #3 who
befriended Taha #3

s

«those #3 who though far are close

Is

to me',g *1
Qasida#2

[Source: From a qasida by Shaykh SaIih a1-Ja~fari (al-Ja"farl 1979:6:945). Madih for the Prophet and the
Qur an. References to the listener though oblique may be exhortatory. Again the refrain is dhikr.)
9

m

~

"'2 God, "'2 God, "2 God A2

s
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Prophet #2 of God, 1\3 I *1 lowered

1

my saddlebagslO
For you #2 are the mercy ofthe
Merciful, 1\3 which covers
To me *1 you #2 are the elevated

2
3

citadel~

God 1\2 crowned you #2 with a
crown ofglory
to light which purifies my *1 heart

4
5

For you #2 are the city filled with
knowledge

6

7

8
9

10

I *1 asked for knowledge ofyour #2
Shari 'a, oh my belov~ #2
And bestow #2 upon me *1 with
sublime secrets
By your #2 glory I *1 asked God,
1\3 my Lord 1\3
Your #2 standing with Him 1\3 is
great;

Sorrow13
You #2 remove from them @3 a
great sorrow;
For you #2 are the most
distinguished ofthe outstanding in

12
13

ability:
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

14

p

all the world, both man and jinn

p

how wonderful that the Prophet #3
is my *1 citadel!
and honorlt so my lord #2 do take
me*l
and fills it *3 with your #2
gladdening knowledge
and (; Ali #3 is its gate) in every

P

field

You #2 intercede on the Day of

11

at your door; peace be upon you #2
from me *1

God 1\3 supports you #2 with every
goodness,
Its virtues fill the world with light)
It gladdens the heart, and he @3
who recites it
Ever recited, lofty light;
Protection #3 ofthe Muslims, great
#3 of stature,
The messenger #3 ofGod, savior #3
or rather succor., #3
The gazelle called him #3 in the

ps
ps

p

ll

so by Hasanayn #3 and Zahra #3
answer me *1
so that my *1 acts will help the

Is
s

Muslims
to answer my *1 request and be
pleased with me *1

ps

at the Gathering12 you #2 are close

p

to the Mereifb11\3
for he @3 who comes to you #2
with good intention

p

none else can remove ~ and be
thanked
beloved #2 of God, 1\3 #2 cause me
*1 to benefit from your #2
knowledge
and with a Qurlt an which enriches
like the sun
and guidance to the gardens ofEden
lives life protected and in Peace

p
ps

p
p

P
p

it builds your #2 high religion:
intercessor #3 to the sinner

p

purges from the world all disgrace

p

"Father of Zahra', #3 save #3 me

p
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desert,

from sorrow',15

21

So the Prophet #3 set her free and
forgave;

he #3 realized the hopes of everyone p

22

And the Rawdtr"', oh my brother,

gladdens the heart @3 from worry
and sorrow

p

there is my *1 happiness, my * 1
guidance, my * 1 good fortune

p

greeting his #3 visitors with peace

p

and interceding #3 for an without
hesitation
with greetings as 10Dg as the camel
driver sings
dear family #3 of God who live in
Eden
messenger of God, #2 1\3 my * 1
intention is good

p

23

@2
There is refreshment, sweet basil,
and Iightl7;

24

25
26
27

28

There is the chosen one, #3 smiJing;
you @2 see him #3
Spreading #3 the good news of
what they @3 asked from him #3
May God 1\3 bless him #3 an the
time
And the family #3 and noble
companions., #3
To you #2 Ja'fari *3 comes with
praise.,

c.

s
ps
p

Qasida#3

[Source: From a qasida by Shaykh 5aIih a1·Ja~fari (al-Ja~fari 1979:4:551). Note the complex levels of
supplication here: the author beseecJIes God to have Muhammad intercede with Him on Resurrection
Day. More than this. he asks God to grant this favor for MUhammad"s sake. This poem indicates the
complex spiritual relation between Sufi,. God. and Prophet. Note also how the mode of direct address
turDs from God,. to the Prophet (IiDe 11)" and. fiDally back to God Note also that the IisteDer is never really
addressed,. except perhaps if ODe COUJdS very oblique terms (perhaps as ODe of the ~,. in tiDe S.
for iDsIaDce). The poem describes spiritual relatioDShips between the author" God. and ~ and
serves as a CODStJUctive model for similar relationships between listeuer or nmnsbj~ Ood. and Prophet in
performance. The mqnsbidiD substi1me ""our sbaykh"" for the origiDal""al-Ja~"in the last line; this is a
common pra<:tice in other qasidas as well,. and a meaDS of enaNing identification with the textual ego. J

m

Oh Lord 1\2 bless the Prophet #3

Muhammad
1
2
3
4

Oh Wide 1\2 ofsovereignty and
kingdom,
Indeed I *1 hope from You 1\2 (and
hope is supplication)
I *1 asked You 1\2 by the Prophet
Muhammad #3
Indeed., with Muhammad's #3 help I
*1 fi.ce You, 1\2 supplicating;

and bestow peace upon the perfect
Abl a1-Bayt #3
unto Whom 1\2 there is no like; I *1
trust in You 1\2
oh You 1\2 who dispels all darkness

s
P
ps

best of rnanJdnd, #3 our *2 honored ps
Prophet #3
oh my God., 1\2 accept my *1 prayer! s
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5

6

7

8
9

10

Make "2 him #3 intercede for me llllt

*1 an intercession making You "2
pleased with me, *1
Oh Lord! 1\2 Then accept my *1
petition for the sake ofMuhammad,
#3
on the Day ofJudgement, as
intercessor and savior;
For his #3 sake comes a cloud to
shade the community
Make 1\2 him #3 intercede" my *1
Lord, 1\2 oh Generous One, 1\2 for I
*1
He *3 who asks the ControUee20, "3

as You "2 are satisfied with the
perfect worshipers

s

wondrous intercessor, #3 when he

ps

comes to the Assemblyl9
he #3 has Your "2 acceptance for
the supplicant
who asked You, 1\2 my Lord, 1\2 the
request ofthe pious
request ofYou, 1\2 One Lord, "2
that I *1 not be disappointed

ps
ps
s

hoping *3 for success via the stature ps
ofone #3 not disappointed

supplicating, doesn't fail
11

Intercede #2 oh honored one,21 #2
for I *1

12

13
14
15
16
17
18

Intercede #2 oh father of Zahra,23,

#2 for you #2 are blessed with
intercession;
Oh white of &.celt #2 who by his #3
light
Oh best ofthose #2 who
worshipped God "3 drawing near
For I *1 am a lover, and the lover
*1 hopes for satisfaction
I *1 request your #2 pleasure, for I
*1 am supplicating
Grandfather #2 ofal-Husayn, #3
from you #2 compassion always;
Oh Lord,. 1\2 bless the Prophet

Muhammad. #3
19

AS long as [al-Ja'fiui *3 - our

am in the Green Rawda, near the

ps

bouse22
you #2 are the intercessor and #2
most excellent ofProphets

ps

illumined the hearts ofthe best
gnostics %3
among all the perfect prostrating

p
p

worshippers24
oh best #2 ofthose who were
always satisfied
by your high station, #2 by your
radiant filce #2
you #2 are merciful, and the best
supplicant
and also peace "2 to the perfect Ah/
a/-Bayt#3
"oh you #2 who dispel all darkness"

shaykh25] says in his *3 spiritual
solitude:
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Is
ps
ps
ps
ps

d.

Qasida#4

[Source: From a qasida by Shaykh S81ih al-Ja·fari (al-Ja·fari 1979:3:372). A madih for the Prophet.)

m

Blessings and peace be upon

1

We *2 crossed the deserts to the
best ofcreation #3

and family #3 and Companions, #3
dear noble people #3
with love and longing and tears

Must~#3

2
3
4

5
6
7

I

flowini'
travels to him #3 with quick pace

And he *3 who yearns for the
Prophet ofGuidance #3
Oh how happy he *3 who visited
him #3 sincerely,
A noble Prophet, #3 inspiring awe
Eminent #3 and notable, his #3
Rowda
Would that my *1 heart could see
his #3 light
For me *1 your #2 face is the most
beloved offiJ.ces

came to him #3 and obtained
blessing
shining with light which exceeds the
full moon
honors the entire earth

I

and my *1 eye see the everlasting
Rawda
and your #2 stature is enough for

1

p
p

Ip

the entire world27

Jabri/ &3 came to you #2 from his
&3 Lord, "3

and &3 delivered to you #2 highest

9

You #2 came to summon a nation

10

They answered and obeyed and

and a people soiled with destructive
disbelief
while you #2 were the prophet of
guidance, warning

8

ps

P

8

inspiration, at Hutt

obtained satisfaction29

p
p

11

You #2 indicated the full moon in its and it was truly split before
orbit,
witnesses30

p

12

#2 Qatada's vision was restored to

so he could see again

p

13

Your #2 ability in the world is high
for
YOur #2 rank is elevated, it has high
standing
I *1 mean to visit you #2 oh my
master
Blessings and peace upon Mustafa

all creatures, even desert lions

p

and you #2 are the beloved to the
creator Lord "3
and every year see your #2 place

p

and his #3 family #3 and

ps

him,

14

15
16
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companions, #3 the dear noble
people #3
'We *2 crossed the deserts to the

#3
17

As long as aI-Ja'fari *3 says, in his
longing:

best of creation,']l #3

e.

Qasida#S

(Source: From a qasida by Sbaykh 5aIih al-Ja"ran (al-Ja"fari 1979:7:231). This quida is not simply
praise. but exhortation to praise.. a kind of praise of praise. But in doing so the author also effectively
praises the Prophet. a fact which is stated explicitly in the final line.]

m
1

2

Wtth praise ofMuhammad the
hearts are enlivened
Wtth praise ofMuhammad the
hearts are enlivened
Gifts are poured forth from a

and sins and errors are forgiven

ep

and misfortunes and sorrows are
removed
and sins and errors are forgiven33

ep
ep

generous one32

3
4
5
6

7
8

Praise ofMustafa is spirit for the
heart;
Say to the pretender, if he forgets:
Can you adore the Prophet and not
take up
In praise ofMustafa is a great
recompense
3

He ' announced the Hajj and Sa y;
He announced the visit;37

my heart is joyful at his praises

elp

''his praise is a wondrous way"

ep
elp

his praises? For in that is reward34
and favor from the Lord anon

ep

in 'Araja the beloved36 comes

p

that they have the fortune to

p

experience Ahmad38
9

11

Ifthey call the Prophet of God with
love
He returns their greeting and he bas
a prayer
They said: remove our sins,

12

He is a prophet loved in the hearts;

10

13

14

39

then will Mustafa truly answer

And he does not neglect the visitors,

for he who comes calling "Oh my
belovedI"
then their resting place became
sweet with his goodness
when they are ill, his glance is the
physician
bidding them earnestly farewell, oh

until

stranger

He was a prophet before Adam, in
ancient times;

then the beloved came as the seal of
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elp
elp
ep
elp
p
p

the Prophets40

15

The gazelle called him in the desert.,

fettered, hers was a heavy heart41

16
17

So Mustafa untied her bonds
How excellent is Mustafa.. so full of
mercy;

and returned her to the antelopes
for him the Merciful answers the

Whenever Jacfari says in praise:

c'with praise of Muhammad the

18

p
p

p

petitioner42

p

hearts are enlivened"

t:

Qasida#6

[Source: From a qasida by Shaykh SaIih al-Ia"fari (al-Ia"ran 1979:11:126). Madih for the Prophet.)

m

1
2

3
4
5

6

Oh Lord "2 bless the beloved #3 in
the Rawda;
Don't blame me *1 in love., for
perhaps 1*1

Even ifl *1 am far, my *1 spirit is
with him; #3

8

Is

1

sleep44

Life is sweet with him, #3 and so is
our *2 sojourn
Oh most honored ofhonorable
Prophets, #2 greetings
Oh mercy4' #2 ofthe Merciful46, 1\3
which spread over creation
Were it not for you, #2 there would

in the Rawda ofbeneficence and
kindness
from me *1 to you; #2 do #2 answer ps
me! *1
you #2 are the merciful for the
p
Islamic Umma
recited throughout the days and
years

p

Were it not for you, #2 the pilgrims
would not visit the Ka cia.,

devoted exclusively to the sanctity

p

Were it not for you, #2 they
wouldn't have gone to the house of

the abode ofthe beloved, the Rawda
and shrine

have been no clear Book"",

7

there is the Prophet Muhammad, #3
the teacher #3
will eet th bel - ~ #3·
*1
m
e
ovea,
m my
longing and love
it *3 finds happiness even if in

ofthe ihram48

p

happinesS.,
9
10

An abode where the Prophet
Muhammad #3 stays;
saying: c'Peace be upon you, oh
best ofcreation" #2

they came to it., visiting and bringing p
greetings
He #3 returned the greetings with
P
joy ofhospitaIity
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11
12
13

They came to you #2 with ardor and
desire
the veil was lifted for the gnostic %3 1m

You #2 are the beloved, and their
intended goal
When they saw you. #2 their
longing increased;
Musk diffused. and tears flowed

from an excess of ecstasy for the
high shrine (18 insight, altered
states)
and today was the best ofdays
and you #2 replied with greetings
and peace
11

14
15

He sent his soul in greeting
They greeted you #2 with love,. the
greatest greeting,.
g.

P

I

Qasida#7

(Source: From a qasida by Shaykh SaIih al-Ja'fari (al-Ja'fari 1979:12:66). An unusually symbolic and
esoteric qasida about mystical experience.. treating states of spiritual insight using metaphors of
intoxication. and seeming to describe the author's suItr. The qasida is also unusual for being in a less
formal language than usual containing some 'ammiyya (colloquial) vocabu.Iary.. in a quicker and lighter
meter. The qasida praises Sidi Ahmad bin Idris.. founder of Sbaykh SaHh"s own tari~ and source of
much of the latter's mystical practice. Although Sidi Ahmad bin Idris's promiDence in the Ja'fariyya is far
less than that of Sbaykh SaHh's (and this is typical of the modernist group, which must stress the founder
lest the coherence of the taliqa be uncIeraJt), neither is he ignored (as are Sidi Jabir's sou:rces). Rather be
towers in the background, certifying the tariqa Ja"fariyya"s firm and traditional Sufi roots. Such a
strategy is quite unlike that of the JazuIiyya. who are truly ~ with very IiUIe coDDeCtion to the
historical Sufi past. The refrain line (m) requests madad from Sbaykh Salih, and thus must have been
taken from elsewhere after Sbaykh SaHh's death. There are thus two textual egos: ODe for the refrain
(adopted by the responding group), and the other for the main poem (adopted by the solo munshidin).)

m

Oh Ja'fari, madadl

From the Prophet of God, bring

s

madad!

What did the masters of the /chilwa

when they saW from it the

say

manifestations49? (8 insight)
there was no bread oCthe bodies (4
Christian)
and their hal is vari_ted (6,
intoxication)

4

They drank from the liQl10r of
closenesS: (4, intoxication)
The liQl10r is delicious since it
appeared
The drink is fragrant with perfume:

5

Tell me. my dear mend. of your

6
7

There is no difficulty or evil;

8

1

2
3

m

11

11

m
m

tell me the secret ofthe matter' (711
intoxication)
when the moment ofhal purified
!2Y (10, altered states)
all arrived smoothly

m

The sbaykh visited them

and the rain upon them showered50

m

Knowledge overflowed them.

and ignorance receded

m

conditiog"
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m

m

They understood the heavenly
secrets
They walked by good intentions
The found lions ofthe forest

from the one possessing Prophetic
lights
and entered into those badras
roaring with dhikr and ayat'l

m

12

They shined when they saw the
moon,

the shaykh of Qqtah at the hadra

m

13

He is Ahmads2~ shaykh of awrad

he calls from near and far

p

14
15
16

Let's go with yearning;
Don't be concerned with the color:
The honey ofthe ahzab for those
who recite
With spirit, sing and understand it
I have five hizb,
Islam is built on five,

understand by tasting!

em
em

9
10

11

17
18
19

drink a pure drink: (8~ intoxication)
polishes the spirits and sweetens
them
and the secret will be revealed
five moons in my wird
and so the secrets are five (16,

m
m

e

em
m
m

arcana)
20
21

What is your hal, oh you who left
mywird?
By God.. we see you. we are not

your news came to me

e

we pray to God and are not defeated es

veiled'3 (4, insight)

22

God, Praised be Hel His is the
Order

God willing, we'll have victory

ps

Qasida#8

h.

[Source: From a qasida by Shaykh Salih aI-Ia'ran (a1-la'ran 1979:5:857). A madih for the Prophet and
Ah1 a1-Bayt.]

m
I

Oh family of Ahmad, your light
continues
All the Muslims blessed

to illuminate the hearts ofthose who
come to you
the best ofmankind, Muhammad,

p
p

andyouS4

2
3

They travelled to the best of
mankjnd, visiting,
The believers consider you all as his
children" ,

4
5

Who is like you, oh family of
Ahmad, in the world?
And martyrdom, by the grace ofthe

and to you they came, and blessed,
and greeted
a sun which illuminates them from
the sky

p

You prevailed by virtue ofyour
beauty, and your patience
oh my masters, you obtained in your

p
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p

p

6
7

8

9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

19

20
21
22

23

High,

lives

Even if your body's abode is the
Rawda
Never can I be wronged while your
love is in my heart;

we see you, for you dweU in the
I
hearts
your lover., oh my masters., you have 1
bonored
How generous you are, my masters., p
you are ennobled

Who is like you, under the cloa1c'6

bonored
So by your grandfather., this
Prophet., and his glory
By your stature with God and your
virtue
Oh forest lions, your guest does not
get lost
Family ofthe Prophet, and family of
the best Prophet
If the night's moon is absent, you
are its moon;
a sun which illliminates the hearts.,
and its secret
Lion for the fight if a sword looms
Your roaring among the lines, as if
Your knowledge is a sea, in which
sweet pearls are scattered;
Blessedness to the servant who may
visit your tomb;
The spirit knows who visits because
it
The veil was lifted for those whose
rank was raised
Oh deniersl Snub and be displeased
Blessings upon the Prophet
Muhammad,
ADd the companions, reverent ones,
Imams
As long as Ja'fari sings praise of
lovers
Protect, oh God, my brethren and
t

24
25

7

.

in your love., my masters, we are not I
treated unjustly
our enemies to the north will be
p

ruinedS7

your jungle protects, for you are
thus:
great are your noble qualities to the
Muslim people
or ifthe illuminating sun is absent.,
you are
cures the hearts which come
requesting mercy
and your swords are a star, shining
and killing
thunder at night., and 'Ali is a lion
scriptures ofknowledge are
understood through them
his heart rejoiced at your meeting

elp

understands, and does not forget

Ip

p
p

p
p
p
p
p

you"
and there is one who tells us and
saw you (10., insight)
All know your denial and
hurtfulness
best ofmankind, and his family, we
greet
who undertook religion's victory,
and in it advanced
who knew gnosis and science and
taught
and my relations, oh Lord, may all

1188

m

e
ps
ps
ps
Is

be safe

my lovers
i.

Qasida #9: URaqa'iq al-Haqa'iq"

[Source: From a qasida by Shaykh ..Abd aI-Ghani aI-Ja-ran (aI-Ja·fari n.d:5). This quida is exceptional.
being the only one in this hadra not written by Shaykh SaIih aI-Ja·ran. but rather by his kba1ifa and son.
Most of this poem is a madih for his father. In this one observes an example of a common pattern: the
founder of a tariqa composes poetry and prayers either out of iDspiration or dehDerately. for the use of his
followers; these are used in ritual and so am be viewed as a communication from the founder to the
followers. Later the followers may add to this collection. including qasidas praising the founder. thus
reversing the direction. The bond between past and present, founder and khalifa, is here reinforced.. Note
the wish for the tariqa to expand.)

m
1

Oh Lord, may you be pleased with
the Imam al-lac;fari
At the Azhar your light shone

the sincere shaykh ofthe tariqa

s

with knowledge and morals you
were the cupbearer (1,

p

intoxication'!)

2

3
4

5
6
7

We were in darkness; you were our
lamp,
You taught us with love to gather
together,
Oh hadra which gathered the hearts
ofthe lovers,

In it are young people of sobriety60;
if you see them
They praised the Prophet and
recited poetry.

9
10

II

They were granted, by their glimpse
ofthe Prophet, a rank:
And a great miracle: God granted
They kept their oaths, and spread
The mother ofvillages" witnessed

all testify that in it there are degrees

Ip

you'n see their faces illumine the

p

rising sun
lp

the lovers'l (8, music)

They won the shade oftheir King's

the tariqa

p

companions
and to be generous with the brethren p

and swayed with wah, alongside

'arsh62,.

8

like the star which guides

how noble they are as friends and
companions

p

which no one was granted without a
meeting
your students a high rank

p

and all testify that in it is a meeting'3

p

take it my son and protect it

p

with love, morality, and expenditure

p

p

the ritual ofmy agreement'S;
12

I have preserved my oath with

1189

13

14
IS

16

fbJfillment of my agreement,
'Abd aI-Gbani is madod extended
from your overflowing;
By your pleasure may God improve
his condition
Oh God, may you be pleased with
ai-imam al-Ja'fari
Oh Lord, may you be pleased with
the Imam al-Ja'fari

he requests satisfaction always, until
the day ofmeeting
and protect him from those of envy
and hypocrisy
and spread his tariqa around the
world
the sincere shaykh ofthe tariqa

P
s
s
ps

Qasida #10

J.

[Source: From a qasida by Sbaykh Sa1ih aI-la"farj (aI-Ja"fari 1979:2:328). Madih. including a number of
Prophetic miracles.)

m
1

2

3
4

5

Allah, Allah, there is no deity but
God, our Lord
There is benefit in praise ofthe
Prophet of God, anticipated,

Allah, Allah, Muhammad is the
messenger ofAllah, our Prophet
on Judgement Day, when people are

The clouds shaded him in the heat,
miraculously

and the lizard testifies, and the wolf:

7

8
9
10

ep

gathered66
p

and stone67

The full moon split for him, while
the people watched;
The army was watered by water
from his fingers

then afterwards the moon returned,
whole
and those drinkers were noble;

p
p

among them was Umar68
so he embraced it saying "vegetation p
comes to yoU,,69

The tree root yearned for him, for
biswisdo~

6

p

The most perfect gardens will be
seen in a fine house
He walked in the heaven ofglory,
honored it
This is the Prophet, there is none
like him

so choose the rest, oh people, and
e
consider
and the earth, from his walking upon p
it, is raised and proud
p
among the messengers; he led all in
prayer and they attende,l'°

Oh joyous ofms nation who attain a
visit with him
Blessings upon the chosen, our

in it is salvation for those who fened
worldly desire
and the fiuniIy and companions,

1190

p
ps

master

II

12

Peace be upon he who guided peace
to us
As long as aI-Ia'fari sang the poetry
with joy:

poured down like rain
when visitin& when the ftagrance

diffused
"There is benefit in praise ofthe
Prophet of God, anticipated"

ps
eps

Qasida # 1I

k.

[Source: From a qasida by Sbaykh saJihal-Ja ran (al-Ja fari 1979:4:661). The qasida stresses the
intercessory powers ofthe Prophet; request for iDtercession becomes itself a form of prayer. Note that at
the end of the qasida Sbaykh Sa1ih S1IOJlgly affirms his own blood CODIIeCtion to the Prophet. praising his
own Arabic origins among the Ja arara (cIevenc'anJs of the Imam al-Ja far).)
6

6

6

6

m
I

2
3

4

Upon him my Lord's blessin~
every instant
I hope from you, and hope has
acceptance
Oh gate of God, the Savior;
Your standing with God is the best
standing;
The clouds are asked for drink, with
land barren71

5
6
7
8

9

10
11

He who knows the Prophet doesn't
fear
The light ofMustafa is a great light;

As the sun in the sky, whose light
He who sees the Prophet with the
heart's eye
Oh my happiness and glad tidings
that I
And he hears me, I have a great
hope

with peace, with which the Prophet
was given success
for you are our Prophet, best ofthe
messengers

s

through you is entty to the Lord of
humanity
through it is solace, and difficulties
disappear
by your filce, oh radiant one,
protector

p
p

p

the Devi!'s whisperings

ep

polishing the hearts, it passes
through them
is seen in alI the lands
sees him as the sun which never sets

ep

stood by him praising him and
reciting
for the best ofcreation, our
intercessor, the Prophet
they receive recompense ofthe visit,

At his gate the men crowdedn

ps

p
p
p
ps
ep

and arrive73

12
13

14

They come toward him, with
greetings
And the Prophet ofGod truly hears
them
They looked upon him with the

oflonging and tears may flow

I

and sees them; he bas a place for
them
and he shook the soul; he is enough

ep
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elp

15
16

17
18
19
20
21

heart's eye
The scent ofmusk emanated from
the best of creation
You see the visitors, happy with
Taha
They embrace each other in thanks:
Upon him the Lord's blessings, all
the time
And family and companions
honorable,
Whenever aI-Ia'fari visits Taha
uAnd favor for my family, for they
are noble;

p

upon them is beauty, signifying light

elp

By the Grace ofGod we came, oh
dear friend!
with peace, as long as the Prophet is
praised

Ip

And Ja'far Sadiq 76, my 8IlUldfather,

23

uponbim
I thanked God that my grandfather
wassharij7

s

whose horses neigh in battle74

ps

he teaches there, and says:

s
ps

the Ja 'fara, their glory is Iasting7S

22

I.

for them,. the glorious
and light emerged., without abating

satisfaction unchangio& unceasing

s

by God's grace, praised be He, the

p

glorious
Qasida#12

[Source: From a qasida by Shaykh Salih aI-la"ran (aI-la"ran 1979:2:206). The following lines are from
one ofShaykh SaIih's most famous long poems. "aI-Maq,bula'" ("'The Aa:epted"); published separately in
booklet form. as well as occurriDg in the Diwan, the entire poem contains 170 lines. Note the simplicity of
this madill. the use of stereotypical images. with little personal expression. The style of the poetry is light
lines are short. in a simple meter. By repeating the Prophet's DIllIe every four shatras.. a ruba '(val (fourliDe strophe) structure is crearecI. The Prophet is praised via conventiODal desaq.ion of his physical
beauty, his spiritual power and grace.. aDd the events aad miracles of his Iife.story.)

m

Bless, oh Lord, 1\2 and grant "2

to the Prophet, #3 best ofcreation

1

The Rawda ofthe guide our Prophet was prepared for the virtuous
#3
All those who said: we accept
the beloved, #3 my lord Muhammad
#3
His #3 love is the source of
his #3 glory is high and dear
perfection
they #3 pledged themselves to the
His #3 companions #3 are the best
ofmen
guide, Muhammad #3
His #3 tace surpassed the full moons the Lord "3 increased him #3 in
happiness

ps

peace

2
3
4
5
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p

el
lp
p
p

6

He #3 appeared in the world as light

before God's 1\3 creation:

p

Muhammad78 #3

9

Best ofGod~s 1\3 creatio~ Taha, #3
We *2 see this world
His #3 face~ oh people~ illumines;

10

Our *2 treasure, #3 light of insight

11

The camel complains offamine

7
8

like the sun at forenoon
by the light from Muhammad #3
my *1 master, #3 lord #3 of
humankind
His #3 name is the guide~
Muhammad #3
to the Prophet #3 among the

p

p
p
p
p

community79
12

He said: my lord, #2 intercession,

be my intercessor, #2 oh
MuhaJ'llltUld f #2

ps

13
14

This world disappears
Where is he who walks, saying

and existence does not last
be my intercessor, #2 oh

e
es

Muhammad #2
15
16

from harm.. make them ftaiI
through the beloved, #3 my lord

Lord, 1\2 restrain the enviers
Be 1\2 for us a help, helping

s
Is

MuhammadlO #3
Poet ofwritten pearls,
Wants the greatest grace from you
#2

SaJih *3 from the family ofJa'far
oh beloved, #2 my master

19

And in goodness at the ends1

we *2 want a favor, the desired

20

Next to the shrine

in the baqi ,82 oh Muhammad #2

17
18

s
Is

Muhammad #2
s

s

m. Qasida # 13
[Source: From a qasida by Shaykh SaIih al-Ja·fari (al-Ja·fari 1979:1:78). This qasida extols the virtues of
dhikr. Unlike the staDdard madih which is Propbet-centeleCl this qasida focusses on direct iDsuuction to
the listener.]

m

Blessings ofGod, 1\3 may God's 1\3 Prophet #3 receive them with love

1

2

Awaken @2 from heedlessness of
the heart,
with remembrance for nearness

3

The heart's @3 cure is adhkar:

and witness @2 the Lord's 1\3
presence
you'll @2 obtain what the
companions #3 had
how exceUent is dhilcr for the heard

@3

1193

e
e

e

results from perseverance @3 in
dbikr with love
to what is unseen
with remembrance ofthe nearness

e
e

Wbisperer8J, devil,

heart's delusions:

e

The sword ofdhikr eliminates them.
Otherwise you @2 will do
and in this state be ransomed @2

a powerful and sharp sword
evil and bad deeds,
to those ofthe Wbisperer and veil.
like the one mad with love"
enamored
advance in protection ofthe troops
men ofthe night like the qutb %3
the Lord's 1\3 total satisfaction
without mist or clouds
without discontent or sorrow
God's 1\3 messenger #3....with love

e
e
e
el
e
e
e
e
e
Is

the family ofMustafa #3 is my cure

ps

"awaken @2 from heedlessness of
the heart"

es

4

Polishing clear destructive desires

5
6

Dhikr ofGod 1\2 is a key
for he @3 who was ecstatic in it for
a night

7
8

9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16
17

18
19

In adhkar you'll @2 find it,14
for dhikr Allah, 1\3 you @2 must
You'lI @2 see the people standing
The people ofdhikr @3 obtained
They @3 are the moons at night,
In delight did they @3 five
Blessings ofGod, 1\3 may he #3
receive themPeace as well folIowing;85
Whenever Ja'fari *3 recites

e

Qasida#14

D.

[Source: From a qasida by Shaykh S8Iih al-Ja·fari (al-Ja·fari 1979:9: 168). This poem is a madih, but in a
more esoteric style than usual, incorporating metaphors of iDsigIU and intoxication. The insbad is cut
shon because the Shaykh bas signalled the end of the hadra; the final qasida (#lS) forms pan of the
closing ceremonies.]

m
1

Allah, Allah
Prophet of God, your light flashed

there is no deity but Allah
and the lover's hearts toward you
inclined

2

For this the lover renounced wealth,

and came to visit the shrinell6

3

Then there appeared qgon him
liafrtening flashes
And the cups went round with
pleasure;

of perfume, and floral scents (10,
insight)
drink ofthe madly-in-Iove, joyful
with it (8, intoxication)
with time, a promise was fulfilled

4
5

87

Your witnessing the beloved there
is honey;

1194

p
lp

m
m
m

6

at the Chosen One good fortune
comes to you~

7

To this belovedl l, my dear brother,

8

look
For that thank the Lord ofthe
'Arsh"

traffic in happiness is never

ep

unprofitable
you'n see him looking behind the

p

curtains89 (5, insight)
and say: oh Lord, forgive me, oh
Forgiving One
o.

es

Close

1.

Supplicatory prayer

[Source: Consists of four ad~i}ya based on Qur. an; two of them are 1item1 quotations (2: 127). (2: 128).
repeated thrice. Nearly the same sequence of is used in other tmuq (they appear toWard the end of the
Bayyumiyya smaIl bizb (a1-hizb aJ-saghir». For this reason they are treated as him in the analysis. They
comprise a request for ac:ceptaDCe of prayer. forgiveness. aDd salvation from aftlietion. A senior member
recites each line solo. followed by group recitation of the same line.]

ii.

Supplicatory prayer ("Du'a" wa

raja'')
[Somce: "Ou"a· wa Raja·" (al-Ja"fari n.d.b.:74-76). assembIeclby Shaykh "Abdal-Ghani SaIih al-Ja"fari.
Note how each of the three shaykhs makes a textual appearance in the hadra. It is performed almost
e:xactIy as in the fust halt: but here Shaykh •Abel al-Gbani himself recites the solo part. in a Sudaneseinfluenced pentatonic style.]

iii.

Fawatih and ad'iyya

[Called by Shaykh •Abel al-GllanL and recited quietly by all; toward the end he includes an ad"iyya
sequence. to which all resp:md "'amin"; this ends with another can for the Fatiha. These fawatih are for

individual members of the tariqa (such as those who are ill, or have other problems). ending with fawatih
for the Prophet and Sbaykh SaIih.]

iv. Hadra close: kbitam
(The usual sequence employed by nearly all turuq. Recited aloud by all; led by one of the senior members
using the microphone.]
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v.

Qasida #15

[Soun:e: From a qasida by Shaykh SaIih al-Ja·farj (a1-Ja~fari 1979:7:223). This qasida is performed by
the muusbidin 0D1y:. wbile they are singing, all others rise and queue in order to greet Shaykh "Abel alGhani with a kiss on the hand. After greeting. each person leaves the mosque; there is DO lingering (as
per rules to this etre¢ see ttanslations ofJa·fariyya rules in this Appendi.'"(). The original refiain is here
modified. so as to pmise Shaykh SaIih instead of tile Prophet, while also emphasizing the link between
them. This is another ODe of the strategic moves cIetenDiDed by the khaIifa to the fOUllder. which serves to
solder the tariqa togelber by emphasizing the reJaaion between muriel aad f01lDder,. by praising the fOUllder
in a refrain line sung by the muridia. The retrain combines themes of supplication to sbaykh. Prophet.
and God. as the Shaykh is iDtercessor with the Prophet, and the Prophet with God On the other hand the
quida itself is about the Prophet, in the voic:e of Shaykh SaIih. The net effect is thus to merge the
personalities of Sbaykh and Prophet.)

m

Madad, oh Ia'fari, madad

from the Prophet of God give us

1

Oh great of stature, oh you whose
ability
I came asking my God for a glance

is high above all ranks:

p

ofbeauty from you, oh best

ps

s

help

2

Proph~

3

You are the gate of God, you are

4
5

Everyone you meet in the Rawda
They present their lineages on the

distnbutor ofgood among the
virtuous
with good greetings is not frustrated
I am among them; my lineage is

day of meeting;91

enough for metn

Listen, oh seIt: and be warned:

as that which revealed the mineral of ep

the hoped-for

6

ps
p
p

wood93
7

Under Muhammad is the stump

8

which moaned
Spilling oftears for this is allowed,

9

Oh happy one who breathed

10
II

longing for him; how wondrous'

Ip

so be happy oh self: once, and then
cry.
best of perfume, coming from the

Ip

Mustafa's perfume,

goodM

A visit to the Chosen9S for me is

in my life, the best sort of nearness

nearness to God
ff only my eyes could see his Rawda for he who enters it does not tail

1196

Ip

Ip

VI.

Oath-taking ceremony C'ahd)

[When all have ~ the inshad stops. Then those who wish to recen-e the ·ahd may take it from
Shaykh .. Abd al-GhaDi in a small ceremony lasting only a couple of minutes. Besides those with
respoDsibilities ill cleaning lip. all other tariqa members bave a1Ieady left the mosque: the "ahd ceremony
is relatively private. When it is complete. the mosque is closed for the night.)

c.

Jf hlldra setplence l1li4 trtlIucriptiOll

I.

First part: hizb and other recitations

a.

Opening

1.

Recitation ofaI-Fatiha

ii.

Recitation ofc'Opening ofthe Jacfari

Hadra" (c'Iftitahiyya al-Hadra al-

Ia'fariyya")
m.

b.

Fawatih

Kanz ai-Sa'ada
(IOOx).1l I ~1 <4.11 ":l -

(100x:)~' (100x>:(lOOx~ It-

(174x) r~ 't ~ It(129x)~ It-

1197

c.

Closing

l.

Supplicatory prayer ("'du"a' wa

raja'")

u.

Fawatih

ill.

Greetings and break

2.

Night prayer (al- 'isba')

3.

Second part: inshad

a.

Qasida#l
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Jazuliyya texts regulating had",

1.

The Fint Letter (a1-Risala a1-'UIa)

Praise be to God, who said (Glorious is His rank): "Therefore remember Me, I

will remember you. Give thanks to Me, and reject not Me." (2: 152). And blessings and
peace on the last ofthe prophets, master ofthe messengers, and Apostle of God, Lord of
the Worlds.
My lovers for the sake ofGod:
I wanted to be among you this evening, and look forward to this, for there is no
objection to the grace of God (praised be He). The most beautiful ofmoments for me is a
session

Ualsd"] for God together with my lovers [abbab], because this is a session with

God, and with the Prophet of God (may God bless him and grant him peace) who said:

"If you pass the gardens ofParadise, indulge in themt:». And it was said: What are the
gardens ofParadise, oh Prophet of God?" Then he said: "The circle of dbikr."
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It is necessary for all ofus that we free our sessions from the world and its
pleasures and distractions and that which is in it~ and in the session to be servants of Go~
honest, well-behav~ anticipating His gifts and manifestations and pleasure~ and that we

start the hadra at a time known to ~ however many attend~ and that we start the hadra
with the Fatiha for the Prophet (may God bless him and grant him peace), our masters,
and our shaykh, in expressions clear and audible to all; and that we begin with sincere
repentance and surrender to God (exalted be He) to prepare the hearts for Dhikr ofAllah,

until we lift from among us all preoccupation with the world and the ruses ofthe Devil;
and that the gathering knows that they are in the presence [badra] of God, and that they
remember God, and that their gathered presence (the badra) for His sake (exalted be He)
is not a favor from them, but rather a gift from God who selected them for this, and so
they must preserve it.
We begin the badra with a bit ofgood study [mudhakara], indicating the aim afthe
gathering, for what is the badra but the presence ofthe heart with God. He whose heart is
present tastes the meaning of the dhikr, the meaning ofthe gathering, and the meaning of
love for God. Dhikr clarifies to the dbakir the state ofms heart, and the extent of faith and
love which is in it. He whose heart contains faith works to increase it, and he who doesn't
find it performs virtuous work and then finds faith. "Faith is that which remains in the
heart, and is authenticated by deeds" [said the Prophet]; the Prophet of God (may God
bless him and grant him peace) spoke truly. Then after reading the

cush?", the study

session [mudhakara] is opened to the brethren by the leader, or any brother from among
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the brethren. The study session continues for a specific period oftime according to what
the leader sees as suitable for the hadra or gathering.
After this we begin practice in insha~ and there is no objection if after each qasida
we practice we explain some ofthe words and clarifY their meaning for the brethren,

within the bounds ofthe hadra (which we never leave). The brethren learn how to study,
how to select material to study, and how to direct a ~ especially those who
demonstrate responsibility, loyalty, strong high-mindedness, and firm will, who are
determined to spread the way ofGod as mutual love and good will for the sake ofGod.
The study session must be in accordance with the spiritual condition [hal], that is
the hal ofthe hadra and of those present in it. The leader ofthe badra is completely
responsible for his brethren before Allah (praised be He) and His Prophet (may God bless

him and grant him peace), and before the sbaykh ofthe tariqa.
The responsibility ofthe hadra leader, and his true understanding of it, as well as

his virtuous behavior, dominates the speech ofthe brethren, their movements, and their
calm moments, so that the disciple does not leave the hadra feeling troubled, tense, or

hopeless. The leader must hold himselfaccountable, and rid himselfofhis faults, in order
to train his brethren on the path ofguidance. The deeds of a person are counted for hitn,
or against him. This respoDSlbiIity is not merely honorific, but rather consists in rectifying
any crookedness in his circle ofbrethren. The leader guides and is guided; he instructs and
is instructed.
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This is our pa~ the path we have taken. Upon it travels the ship of love, upon the
sea ofpurity, without impedance. Through it, we benefited ourselves and others; we both
learned and taught.
Dh God, make us successful in this, and make our brethren successful also; give us
victory over our enemies, enemies of religion. Influence us in favor ofsensible reason, and
make us among those listen to speech, and fonow it. Oh God, don t forsake us in either
7

religion or worldly affairs, and preserve our children; prefer us, and don't Prefer others to
us. And may God bless our master Muhammad, the illiterate Prophet, and his family and
companions, and grant them peace. And may God be pleased with our sbaykh, Abu aI-

Hasan aI-Shadbili, and with our spiritual masters. Amia And may God make us useful
for you.
[Written by Sidi labir ai-lazuli (aI-lazuli 1993a: 16-17).]

2.

Laws oCthe Tariqa's Madnsa (QuUD Madrasat al-Tariqa)
In the Name of God the Merci:tW., the Beneficent

The Tariqa Jazuliyya Husayniyya SbadbiIiyya
Its Founder our Lord ai-lazuli
May God be pleased with ~ and help him
The madrasa ofthe tariqa lazuliyya Husayniyya Sbadhiliyya, whose principles were
anchored and seeds planted by our lord the Imam ai-lazuli (may Clod be pleased with him)
is the first madrasa ofits kind in the history of Sufism. 98 It combines the Shari'a and the
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Haqiqa for the tariqa, with love and sincerity\' following and not innovating [munoha"o

ghayr mubtodi'O].99 It causes love among the members [abbab], and gathers them
together, toward God, upon the Book of God and the Sunna ofthe Messenger of God
(may God bless him and grant him peace), and the ways ofthe virtuous ones. It educates

and teaches, in order to make the Muslim into a person who is useful for his religion and
nation. 100 The madrasa must not be biased or crooked, but rather is based on the
following:
First, the program:
(I) Hizbs ofthe tariqa: it be8ins with one ofthe hizbs which are: al-Da'wa al-

Rabbaniyya, Hizb aI-Nur, Hizb a1-Mu'min, Hizb al-Fat:h, Hizb aI-Nasr, al_LatifaIOI , Surat
Yasin.
(2) The Glorious Qur'an. Group recitation oftwo hizbS 1D2 from the Glorious
Qur'an in proper sequence.
(3) Noble Hadith. An authentic badith [selected by] the one responsible for this
section. Then the members [ahbab] in turn take it up in mudhakora in order to assess it
with respect to the meanings ofthe Glorious Qur'an, and study its connection to the
words of the tariqa's founder [Sidi Jabir, as presented] in his Rasa'iI, qasidas, and
aphorisms [hikam].
(4) Law [fiqh oJ-Shari'o]. The person respoDSlble for this section discusses a
portion ofjiqh according to the madhhab of Imam aI-Shafici, according to the summary
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which our lord Imam ai-lazuli prepared, presenting it to the members [ahbab] as a subject
for mudhakara.
(5)

Rasa ·;1. One letter from the Letters [i.e. ai-lazuli 1993a] ofour lord the Imam

ai-lazuli is rea~ and presented for mudhakara to the members.
(6) Etiquette [adab] ofthe muri~ or wisdom [bikam] ofthe shaylch. In this section

is studied some portion ofthe murid's proper etiquette, according to the book Rasa'i! or

inshad [Le. Jazuli 1993a or 1993b], or an aphorism trom the shaykh (may God be pleased
withbim).
(7) Inshad. Melody, practice, and meaning.

Second: principles ofthe program
(1) The essential aim ofthe madrasa is: "the preparation of mas:tuls for the tariqa
who are grounded in religious knowledge ['iIm], founded on Sbari'a and Haqiqa", and the
production ofa new line ofmas:tuls (trom the memoirs of the shaykh (may God be pleased
with him, October 26 1979).103

(2) The specification ofthe time ofthe madrasa, [which] should be after the night
prayer by half an hour, for a duration ofthree hours.
(3) The specification ofa specific time for each section among the sections in the
program SO that one section doesn't outweigh another; at end afthe madrasa it is
preferable to announce the coming program.
(4) Between sections ofthe madrasa there should be a group qasida for the
munshidin.
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(5) In the inshad sections, it is important that there be group practice ofnew

melodies, as well as solo in.shad; there should also be opportunities for new munshidin to
practice among the ahbah.
(6) The mas'uIs must prepare what is taught in the madrasa so that each brother at
the end ofthe year is completely familiar with what bas been taught all year long.
(7) It is not sufficient for the mas'ul to read his subject~ rather he must provide
discussion for the ahbab according to tasawwuf and love [mababba] without force or
intimidation. 104
(8) The program should be tied together, so that the choice ofqasida or words of
the Shaykh (may God be pleased with him) take up the same subjects as the hadith or the
[Qur'anic] verses which were recited at the start.
(9) Inasmuch as the object ofthe madrasa is Sufi education in morals and behavior,
it is necessary for those leading the madrasa to make certain ofthat 105 in each aspect
among the aspects which are taught.
(10) There is no dhikr in the madrasa; it is sufficient to have it in the hadra on
Thursdays.
(11) The most deserving to lead discussion in the sections ofthe madrasa and its
mudhakara are the mas'uls and secretaries ofthe districts.
(12) [There should be opportunity for] munshidin to practice the group qasidas
which are sung during the dhikr in the badras ofthe mosques. 106
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(13) The madrasa., its program, and administration are under the supervision ofthe

shaykh and his instructions.
The shaykh ofthe tariq~
labir Husayn Ahmad ai-lazuli 107
March 28, 1979108
[ai-lazuli 1993a: 126-7]

3.

Laws of the Munshidin (Qanun al-Maosbidio)

In the Name of God the Merciful, the Beneficent
The Tariqa JazuIiyya Husayniyya Shadhiliyya
Rules ofthe Munshidin
Insbad is one ofthe basic pillars for the tariqa. The hadra is based upon dhikr~
ins~ and

study.

The munshidin, as our master the Imam ai-lazuli (may God be pleased with him)
says, are '~e guides toward God, for insbad strengthens a person in dhikr; through inshad

we know, learn, follow [the way], and are educated; it is a matter which comes to us from

Allah" (From the lessons ofthe Sbaykh (may God be pleased with him) March 10,
19881~

The spirit ofthe heart is my intimate companion
and most oft' recaUed of my lovers
Raise your singing with love
and repeat it upon my ears
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When you sing with remembrance of my Beloved
llO
my hean sings with my bappiness
And the foundations of inshad., and the characteristics ofthe munshidin in our

tariqa, must be based on the following:
I) That as the munshid is the saqi aJ-dho/drin [cupbearer for those who perform

dhikr] in the hadra, he must preserve his purity~ and avoid vexation as much as possible.
2) That he memorize by heart all the poetry and words afthe Shaykh. and have

gathered also some ofthe poetry ofthe Sufis.
3) That he be skillful and intelligent in selecting, during his inshad., the words or

poems which suit the hal [condition] ofthe ~ and the hal ofthose performing dhikr.
4) That the melodies should not be vulgar, or quoted from non-Sufi melodies.
5) That he supervise the members who play percussion instruments. For the

hearts ofthe dhakirin and the munshid depend on regulation ofthe beat, and when they
are different, the hearts are different.
6) Toat the solo munshid control the vocal register which he chooses, when he

wants the brethren to respond behind him to one ofthe lines.
7) The munshidin ofthe tariqa must record new melodies, and distribute them to

alI the areas of the tariqa, in order that there be agreement among the brethren in all
regions.
8) The munshidin should undertake to review the melodies for the districts ofthe
tariqa which intend to present them in the celebrations ofour master the Imam ai-lazuli
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(may God be pleased with bim)!t so that they can be reviewed and adjusted in order to be
presented in the best form.
9) That the gaze ofthe solo munshid should be on the shaykh ofthe hadra.. in

order that he be able to receive signals from the shaykh with ease and facility.
lO)Tbat the munshid adorn himself with morality, and M ~ Sufi, lazuli
characteristics, as is appropriate for a man bearing the words ofthe Sbaykh and singing
them.

11)That the munshidin alone must wear the white dress and decorations which
distinguish them, so that the leaders can gather them during public occasions.

12) That group qasidas which are appropriate to badras ofthe mosques be
selected, and that they begin with a section appropriate to the mosque.
13) That the head ofthe munsbidin should give attention to presenting the second
tier of munshi~ both solo and group.
Shaykh aI-tariqa

.
Salim labir Husayn Ahmad ai-lazuli
March 28, 1993
[ai-lazuli 1993a: 128-9]
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c.

Ja'fariyya text regulating hadra

1.

OD the Virtues of the Ja'fariyya Badra and its Protocols

[That which is included between double quotation marks is quoted, while the

remainder is paraphrased from al-Muhami 1994.]
By reference to Qur'an, Hadith., and poems of Shaykh Salih, the word "hadra'" is
shown to refer to the Presence of God, angels, spirits ofthe prophets, pious ones, Ahl a1Bayt. Hadra contains goodness. The badra draws together a large number of muridin
[tariqa members] and mulubbin [devotees]. In the badra the hearts meet and selves are
pure with one another, and love and brotherhood spreads among them. One ofthe most
important advantages ofthe hadra is that it gathers people for coDective dhikr in which
people influence and enthuse each other; the lazy or negligent get energized by the
others...
"[Hadra] is the first pillar and spinal column ofthe way [tariqa]. Our shaykh said:
'1ny tariq is Qur'an, religious knowledge ['ilm], piety, and praise for the Prophet, the

eraser oferror", and all ofthese things are present in the hadra Ja'fariyya.."
'The way ofthe tariq is through perseverance in hadra; the people ofthe tariq are
those who persevere in hadra." If one takes the 'ahd he must be present at hadra. The
importance ofthe 'ahd is asserted by citing Que' an, and poetry of Shaykh Salih. It is not
enough to perform. the solitary wird, which some may consider as a substitute for the
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hadra. To use Shaykh SaIih's metaphor, to be absent from badra is to have one's electric
supply cut of[
The following rules ofadab apply:
1) That the mood intend God in attending hadra, as He is the intended in

everything.
2) That the murid wear clean cloth~ groom his hair, brush his teeth, wear a head
covering ( ';mma or taqiya)., and come serene, in state of solemnity, due to the greatness of
dhikr Allah.
3) That the murid observe the order of the hadra. ..
4) Once the murid sits in badra he shouldn't get up before the end except for a
good reason (e.g. to eat, or to renew his ablutions).
5) One he sits he shouldn't ask for anything, or refuse anYthing presented to him;
rather he must comply precisely with the order ofthe hadra, for the dhikr is based on this.
6) He should not turn frequently., or look around at those around him... nor should
he interfere with the order [of the badra] without being advised to do so. For Islam calls
for him to leave that which does not concern him.
7) The murid must listen to the instructions ofms Shaykh., which the Shaykh

always gives in the badras, and give them his attention.
8) He must also accept the advice ofthe advisors, and the counsel ofthe
speakers, regardless ofthe speaker. For wisdom is the goal ofthe believer, wherever he
may find it, and with it he is the most worthy of people.
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9) The mood must listen to the madih in the hadra., in order that he not be
deprived ofunderstanding and blessing.
lO)He must also respond after the maddahin. It does not behoove one to perform
along with the maddabin in their insha~ and so the way ofthe Shaykh is to have two or
three maddahin perform, while the rest ofthe individuals in the hadra respond.
II)The brethren must not look to any oftheir number as ifhe is the sha~ or the
next in line after the sbaykh in order. It is not seemly for them to be dazzled by one ofthe
brethren or guests, whether for his knowledge or the melody ofhis ma dib , or the length of

his association. Rather, all the brethren are equal. The Shaykh alone is responsible for
education, and deserving ofone's appreciation and attention and self-abnegation, as the
Shaykh indicated in the introduction to "Kanz al-Sa'ada".
I2)Ifhe is going to attend a dhikr session, the murid must esteem its worth, and
not play with his rosary, or be seeD holding a book or Qur'an or anything else, for God did
not make for man two hearts. III

13) The muridin must depart the dhikr promptly after the session ends, and after
greeting the shaykh and brethren. Tarrying is not proper. One must not linger in the
mosque after the hadra except in case ofurgent necessity.
14)The murid must thank God most High that He made him successful in
attending the dhikr session, and consider it a blessing from God most High. Dhikr is the
sign ofthe Sufi path; he to whom it is given is given that path, and he who is deprived of it
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is deprived. He who is deprived ofattendance at the hadra baits on the way, and much
good passes him by.
lS)The mood must try to get from the hadra a charge offaith [shahna imaniJpa),

in order to live in its joy and blessing until the next hadra That is what strengthens his
faith, and arouses his certainty, and makes him devote himself to the hadra always.

D. Hisab '11m al-Hunlf
The practice of'iIm aI-huruf(the science ofletters) invariably involves a
calculation (bisab) in which words are converted to numbers.
For the purposes of preparing this calculation the 28 letters are listed in their
traditional order, often memorized in the following sequence of''words":

The letters are then assigned numbers of the following decimal sequence:
1,2,3,4,5,6,1,8,9
10,20,30,40,50,60,70,80,90
100,200,300,400,500,600,700,800,900,1000

This assignment results in the following equivalences:
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The numerical value ofa word is generally computed by adding the values of its
letters, possibly followed by further arithmetic operations (such as squaring).

E.

Theory of counting weighted sets: entropy cardinality

The following is the derivation of a mathematically reasonable and consistent
technique by which any set ofobjects can be counted according to weights associated with
each object, such that elements with greater weight are counted (;'more".

In set theory, the usual measure of set size is called cardinality. For finite sets, the
cardinality ofa set is simply the number ofelements it contains. In order to count a
weighted set, I define a different kind ofmeasure called Uentropy cardinality", due to its
dependence on the concept ofentropy as employed in information theory. Entropy
cardinality may also be termed ''the plog( IIp) method", a name which descn'bes the
computations performed.

In practical applications of this technique, the weighted set will typically be
interpreted in statistical or probabilistic terms, derived from actual usage or hypothetical
probability associated with each set element. It is as useful for counting references to Sufi
saints, as it is for computing the size of a pitch set.
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Let the set under consideration be denoted S, and the weighting function be W,

such that each element e ofthe set S receives a weight Wee). Without loss ofgenerality,
one can assume that W is normalized, so that the sum ofW(e) over all e in S equals one.
The average entropy in an information-theoretical sense implied by the probabilistic
interpretation ofS with W is the fonowing expression, denoted E:

E = sum over an e in S of(W(e) * log (base 2) (11W(e»)
This expression represents the average information (in bits) one receives each time
one samples S by selecting an element within it according to W.
Since D bits is equivalent to 2 " • set elements (where" denotes exponentiation), I
define the entropy-eardiDality ofS to be the antilog (base 2) ofthe average entropy, as
given in the above expression E. Applying simple algebra, one obtains:
product over all e in S of(llW(e» /\ Wee)
When the weights are all equal, entropy cardinality and ordinary cardinality should
be the same. This property can easily be verified. If S contains N elements, all
equiprobable, then W(e) = lIN. In this case the entropy-cardinality becomes:
product over all e in S of(N) /\ (lIN) = «N) /\ (lIN) /\ N = N.
That is, entropy-cardinality is equivalent to ordinary cardinality in this case, as

exPeCted.
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F. Analytical gtaphs
The foUowing 38 graphs are referenced and explained in the analysis ofChapters 8
and 9.

Note: The UMI scan of this dissertation was very low resolution, rendering the graphs nearly
illegible. I have inserted high-resolution color versions of these pages below, followed by the
original scans. - M. Frishkopf, 5 Dec 2016
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Key to Hadra Types
•
•
•
•

Bh: local Bayyumiyya hadra
Bm: central Bayyumiyya hadra
Jz: Jazuliyya hadra
Jf: Ja`fariyya hadra
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Absolute aggregate durations of disjoint LP categories
(Graph 2)
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Relative aggregate durations of disjoint LP categories (I)
(Graph 3)
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Relative aggregate durations of disjoint LP categories (II)
(Graph 4)
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Relative aggregate durations of overlapping LP categories
(Graph 5)
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Relative aggregate durations of inshad categories
(Graph 6)
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Relative aggregate lengths of inshad text types
(Graph 7)
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Relative aggregate durations of entropy levels
(Graph 8)
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Average LPS durations
(Graph 9)
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Average poetic inshad text segment length
(Graph 10)
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Text rate in inshad LPSs
(Graph 11)
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Inshad language level
(Graph 12)
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Heterodox symbols: total absolute density
(Graph 13)
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Heterodox symbols: absolute density by symbol
(Graph 14)
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(Graph 15)
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Heterodox symbols: relative density by symbol
(Graph 16)
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Heterodox symbols: relative density by symbol (normalized by category)
(Graph 17)
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Usage of assertional themes, percentage of total lines (I)
(Graph 18)
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Usage of assertional themes, percentage of total lines (II)
(Graph 19)
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Reference and referent densities
(Graph 20)
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Referent counts
(Graph 21)
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Bh reference frequencies
(Graph 22)
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Bm reference frequencies
(Graph 23)
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Jz reference frequencies
(Graph 24)
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Jf reference frequencies
(Graph 25)
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References to God (densities)
(Graph 26)
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References to God (%)
(Graph 27)
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References to Prophet and Ahl al-Bayt (densities)
(Graph 28)
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References to Prophet and Ahl al-Bayt (%)
(Graph 29)
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References to ambiguous entity (densities)
(Graph 30)
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Total references to all spiritual entities (densities)
(Graph 31)
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Total references to all spiritual entities (%)
(Graph 32)
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References to listeners (densities)
(Graph 33)
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References to listeners (%)
(Graph 34)
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References to listeners and ego (densities)
(Graph 35)
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References to listeners and ego (%)
(Graph 36)
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Total references to all entities (densities)
(Graph 37)
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Total references to all entities (%)
(Graph 38)
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Usage of assertlonal themes, percentage of total lines (I)
(Graph 18)
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References to God (densities)
(Graph 26)
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References to Prophet and Ahl al-Bayt (densities)
(Graph 28)
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References to ambiguous entity (densities)
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References to listeners (densities)
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References to listeners and ego (densities)
(Graph 35)
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Notes for Appendix (B)
Here he is speaking or the awliya·. sainIs: in particular the Abl aI-Ba}1 of the Baqi•• near the Prophet· 5

I

tomb.

zne original name of Madina was Yathrib: Muhammad emigrated there in the}"e3I' 1 Ali even as he
continued to rec::ef\.-e Re\'e1ation.
3 • Aba·

is a type of cloak. siguifyiDg rank.

4

Meaning unclear.

S

The Qur.an.

6

Note that there is much repetition of words and rhymes in the origiDal.

i

ai-Imam •Ali ibn Abi Talib. the Prophet·5 son-in-law and cousin.

The foUowing lines illustrate the conventional model: to close with blessings on the Prophet. his family
and companio~ as well as a referenc::e to the author. as a kind or signature. The closing lines are
therefore significant as a prayer and acknowledgement of the author; though other lines may be skipped it
is rare for the fiDallines to be omitted.

8

9

Another idiomatic device of this and other madih poets: to close with the opening hemistich.

10

I ended. my journey.

II

Cf. a Prophetic badith: "'I am. the city ofknowledge. and •Ali is its gate".

I:!

One of the names of Judgement Day (yawm al-hashr).

13

One of the names of Judgement Day (yawm al-karb).

14

Lines 14-17 praise the Que'an.

IS

This I.iDe and. the following allude to one

or the Prophet's miracles.

1269

16

Site of the Prophet's tomb. in Madina.

1-

Note that the same images are repeated from one qasida to the next.

18

Note the layers and indirection in prayer: He asks God to have Muhammad intercede 'With God.

19

A

20

One oftbe 99 Names of God (a/-J\tfuhaymin).

:!I

The Prophet.

:t!

Probably a reference to Muhammacfs house in Madina. Note that "ith this line the author turDs to

referenc:e to Judgement Day (mahjil)

address the Prophet directly,

n Fatima al-zahra·. daughter ofthe Prophet. wife of ~ Ali. mother of Hasan and Husayn.
24

1bis may be a reference to Muhammad's leading all the prophets in prayer at Jerusalem. before he

ascended to God during the isra · wa mi -raj.
~ former appears in the printed diwan; the latter is frequently substituted for the former (often on a
second repeat of the line) by the IDllnshidin, as a means ofdistancing their voice from his. 'Ibis
substitution. which can occur wherever the founder's name appears (usually in the last few lines of the
poem), will not be henceforth noted.
26

Here the author alludes to visiting the Prophet in Madina.

1:1

MeaniIlg that the Prophet can save all on Judgement Day.

2Ilbe mountain to whose cave Muhammad used. to retreat, and the site where the Que'an was first
revealed to him.
:!9OCGod.
30

This and the next two lines are allusions to Prophetic miracles desc::ribed in the Sila (Prophetic

biography).
31

Note again how he often quotes the beginning of the poem at the end, a kind of recursion.

1270

32

A reference to the Prophet.

Note the doctrinal imp:JrtaDce of these statements: the efficacy of praise as a ritual act bringing spiritual
benefits. The statement of this element of doctrine is itself an instance.. i.e. a form of praise. This
sentenc:e can theref'ore be considered as both an assertion aDd as a ritual act.
33

34

Note the doctrinal point: one praises also as a Conn of rewarded prayer.

God. Hajj is the yearly pilgrimage; the sa" (nmning between the two hillocks.. sara and Marwa) and
stal'ldiDg on the plain of "Arata are importaDt parts oftbe pilgrimage ritual (von Gnmebaum 1988:30-32).
3S

36

Muhammad

37

VISit to the Prophet"s tomb in Madina.

38

The Prophet.

39 The Prophet.

40

This is a doctrinal point: Sufis quote the hadith that Muhammad (in the form of Light) was a prophet

when Adam was still being formed. iDdeed the Prophetic Light was Goers first creative act. The
historical Muhammad., in bodily C~ was the last (seal) of the prophets.
41

The DeXt two lines recount a Prophetic miracle.

4::!

Another point of docttiDe

43

The Prophet.

44

A referen<:e to meeriDg the Prophet in a dream.

45

The Prophet.

46

God.

47

Qur'an.

1271

48

The consecrated state requiIed for hajj (the pilgrimage to Mecxa)~ also the special garb worn during the

pilgrimage (see \"On Grunebaum 1988:26).
49

Of God

so Le. they were purified.
51

Due to their elevated state.

S:!

Here not the Prophet but rather the Prophet·s disciple Sidi Ahmad bin Idris. from whose nlnla comes

the la"fari}J1l.
S3

The sbaykh is said to have kashf(insight). and knows when his disciple has faltered in his spiritual

discipline.
54

Plural i.e. the Ahl a/-Bayt. The qasida is directed to this group. as "-ell as the Prophet.. throughout.

S5

I.e. children of the Prophet.

56

A symbol of the Prophet.

57

A rare political message. Enemies were always viewed as coming "from the north".

sa The meaning seems to be an explanation of the previous line: the spirit is able to know and greet the
tomb visitor

y

S9

e\'eD. though

its body is no longer alive. This tenet is part of the Sufi world-view.

An oblique reference to intoxication., to be sure \saqi'")" but oevertb.e1ess firmly conuected with the

entire metaphorical system of spiritual drunkenness.
60

Note the emphasis on sobrietyy firmly contradiding any possible critics ofoccasional metaphors of

spiritual intoxication.
61

Interestingly. this description of tile badra (swayiD& tarab) is far from what is practiced.

62

The Throne of God

63

With God. or the Prophet (ambiguity).
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65

I.e. to become shaykh.

66

A statement of doctrine, that praise of the Prophet is spiritually beneficial. This line in effect moti\-ates

the poem. as a kind of indirect prayer: by praising the Prophet. you'n obrain blessing and intercession.
(; This line and the fonowing three allude to Prophetic miracle.
68

The second Caliph and companion of the Prophet.

69

The reference is not clear.

70

Reference to the aJ-iS7Q' wa '[-mi ',aj, during which the Prophet led the other prophets in prayer at the

Dome of the Rock. in Quds (lerusalem).
71

Request for rain. even as metaphor. is a literaIy reference to early Islam.

"2

Speaking of a visit to the Prophet.

":3

To God.

74

The weak fighter is depicted in literature as having a silent horse.

..s In this line and the next he praises his own ancestry. the la"far. This is a traditional practice of Arabic
poetry.
'76

Imam la"far al-sadiq (d. 765). great-great·great-grandson of the Prophet. through the Imam al...Husayn.

and ancestor of the la"fara.
or. A descendent of the Prophet.

18

An important doctrinal point shared. by Sufis mentioned earlier: the Muhammadan Light was the first

of creation.
79

This line and the next allude to another Prophetic miracle.
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80

Note point of doctrine: Muhammad is an intermediary in both directions between God and man.

81

Meaning the end of life. or the end of the poem.

II:!

Site near the shrine of the Prophet. where a number of the Ahl aI-Bayt are buried.

83

A common appellation for the devil is aJ-wiswas, the whisperer.

84

The referent here is vague.

8S

A circuitous version of the standard Islamic formula:

86

The Prophet's tomb.

Ir.

The Prophet.

88

The Prophet.

89

A reference to the Prophefs access to the 'aJim al-ghayb, world of the unseen.

90

Note reversal: asking God to have Muhammad give a glance.

91

I.e. when visiting the Prophet.

JDa}.

God bless the Prophet and grant him peace.

~ The "'lineage" refers to Shaykh SaIih's.bloodline connection (Disba) to the Prophet via la'far al-Sadiq.
93

This line and the following refer to a Prophetic miracle.

94

Muhammad

9S

Muhammad (al-.tY'uxtar).

96

Members of the tariqa use the word ....jeIsa... but say that it is equi\'3Ieut to "badra".

,.., A short passage from the Qur'an.
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98

Note the claims to origiuality" the break with the past.

99

Note how assertions of newness are nevertheless combined with assertions of compliance with tradition..

and avoidance of innovation in the negative sense of bid'a (to which the word mubtadi'a is closely
re1ated).
100 Note

101

emphasis on social utility of the tariqa; I noted similar features of la fari}-ya discourse.
4

This hizb is not iDcIuded in the tariqa books.. nor was it performed among the badras I attended There

is a standard Sbadhili. hizb by this name; possibly this is what is lefened to here.
102

The Qur"an is subdivided into sixty roughly equaI bizbs. When applied to the Qur"aJL the word ~hizb"

takes this meanin& not the Sufi one.

103 I.e. Sieli Salim here quotes his father"s llvrds. Note the importaDce of CODIinuity and training in the
service ofthe social group (rather than for individual spiritual benefit only).
104 This relatively horizo_ interactive format of the mudhakara., allowing participation. is central for
the lazuliyya; compare to the more formal didactic style ofthe la·~
lOS

I.e. that that goal is observed.

106 Here reference is to the weekly hadras held in public mosques.
101 Although the Laws of tile Tariqa"s Madrasa are signed by Sidi labir" phrases which exalt or quote Sidi
labir must be from Sieli Salim. and thus one seuses the voice of Sidi Salim throughout. However" it is
possible that only the iDtrodudion was written completely by Sidi Salim,. while the remainder is taken
from oral instrudiODS of the founder. This contbsion indicates how substitutable are the founder and his
kba1ifa. unlike the la fariyya where a clear vertical separation is at all times maintained.
4

101

Note that dates are given in western format; in the 1a·fariyya all dates are always given in Islamic

(hijri) format: these disparate usages represent but one means of asserting a break or continuity with
tradition.
109

Sidi Salim is quoting words of his father.

110 These

III

lines are quoted from one of Sidi labir" 5 qasidas., "Sa"iq al-Az·an" (ai-lazuli 1993b:120).

I.e. the badra is deserving of one"s fiIIl attention.
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